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S El G R E T

P..R E P A G E

Volume I of this narrative deals v/ith the progress of air operations
up to the fall of Rome and includes the period betT/een the two world wars,
the progress of the war against Italy, planning and strategy of the
landings in Italy, the elimination of Italy from the war, the invasion of
Italy and the capture of Sardinia and Gorsica, Volume II Y/ill continue

the narrative of air operations up to the victory in Lombardy. a»d..owfi?r thii»
e'Hrtnr i-n.to-Southnm Ji’.T3,Tnnr:i owfl nnUr-in npci-rn-H 07-^^ -i-p ff they
tho--ItoiliQn-8ai»paig»»

Tip to the fall of Rome, the Mediterranean vras the major theatre of
linglo-American war operations; it was there and then that the offensive
strategy, laid down at the Washington conference was translated into terras
of action, developing logically from the Allied successes in North Africa
and Sicily, The lopal elements of Allied grand strategy ran their course
in Italy while fresh plans were developed for the entry into N.¥. Europe,
which was made just after the fall of Rome, whereupon the Mediterranean
became a secondary, albeit' a still vital theatre.

After brief reference to operations culminating in the attack on
Sicily, the complex situation confronting the Allied planners has been
examined in detail and the magnitude of the task of invading one continent
from another by sea and air, v/ith forces only lately passed from the
defensive to the offensive, presented,
following the surrender of the Italians, political and military factors were
closely linked and our air forces were involved in both,
of the elaborate deployment of the opposing air forces is followed by the
cover of the several invasion operations and the establishment and consoli
dation of beachheads.

In the events preceding and

The description

Meticulous scrutiny of such periods changes later to
a broader Icind of emphasis as the full, implications of the campaign become
clearer, Here in the long periods of monotonous routine attacks, the
results of Vihich were .frequently neutralised by spells of bad weather, a
badly-balanced air force and the ingenuity of the enemy repair or-ganisation,
the treatment is of phases and tendencies.

The growth of the stalemates of the -i^inter of 1943/44 and their
temporary solutions by the landing at Ansio and the battles for Gassino,
have called for concentrated theme treatment,

controversy is closely examined in theory and practice.

,  In the nature of things, the exploitation of air power in Italy was
Tnt.mately linked with the ground battle. The historical development of
close support in this formative period has been traced and the significance
of successes follomng the fate application of the correct formula of air/
ground ii/eight and timing of attack brought out. The sequence of ground and
naval operations is given as often as is necessary to give meaning to the
air operations.

The Zuckerman-Interdiction

The contribution of the United States Army Air Forces in this
campaign began as a formidable one and became progressively predominant;
yet Allied offensive and defensive air operations were so closely inte
grated at all levels that any separate treatment of events on a national
basis would be academic and unprofitable,
two systems differed may be traced in the administrative histories of the
various air forces and in the specialists
strative and some of the technical fields experience proved the ■wisdom of
parallel function. Certain operations, such as the day and night bombing
by the Strategic Air Force fell, on account of broad operational policy
differences, into natural national groups: otherwise it could be said that,
in every relevant sense of the ?rord, the operational air forces in Italy
were Allied and integrated,
various national groups wrill be examined individually. The welding of
these components into a single striking force vra.s in itself a major
achievement.

Most of the points T/herein the

monographs, for in the admini-

In the next volume the characteristics of the

/withoutS E G RET
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Without the inclusion of evidence from eneny sources, the impression
no true

Considerable
T,Tould be given of the Allied air forces fighting in a vacuum;
measure could be taken of the precise import of operations,
time has, therefore, been devoted to the examination of original and trans
lated texts of captured enemy documents, as well as evidence from interro

gations, intercepts and other sources. Although much of the captured
liiaterial still awaits systematic exploitation from store in the United

States, enough has. been included to present a reasonably coherent picture
of enemy strategy, methods, dispositions, operations and the extent of
their appreciations of Allied intentions. In particular is this

research justified when one is dealing with what is one of the most tanta
lizing problems in our field of study, namely the assessment of the
results of Allied air attacks on the enemy system. In static T/arfare the

day-to-day effects were progressively nullified by repair and alraost all
the direct evidence came from intermittent photography and visual observa

tion. Only vdien the battle acquired momentum were Army counts possible.
Tlie inclusion of testimony from members of the German armed forces,
committed to paper or communications, is therefore of great value and
enables this narrative to be studied in adequate depth.

Prom time to time, the air campaign is shovm both in relation to its

global context and from ah internal structural viev^oint, but most of the
record is devoted to the actual air operations on the particular terrain,
under the ruling conditions, at that,time and v/ith the men and material

The facts relating to thoscj operations form the substance ofavailable,

this narrative and are presented in a form intended to render the drawing
of rational conclusions as simple as possible;
of its aid to the formation of such conclusions and their practical appli
cation to the problems of the present day that the ultimate value of the
narrative must reside.

for it is in the measure

W. M. , GOULD
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Resignation of Mussolini, Badoglio Prime Minister; King
of Italy assumed supreme command of Italian Armed Forces.

Fascist Party dissolved
Prime Minister's statement in House on fall of Fascism’
President Roosevelt's broadcast on Allies' terms to Italy
General Eisenhower's broadcast to Italy, offering
honourable peace terms

Algiers broadcast warning Italians of resumed Allied air
offensive

14

10 July
19

25

26

27
28 II

29

31

1 August General Giraud nominated C,-in-C. French Aimed Forces

Italian troops in Crete disarmed by Germans
First large scale attack on Ploesti by U.S, Liberators
from Cyrenaica

British troops entered Catania
Allies occupied Ustica Island
Quebec Quadrant Conference

Rome marshalling yards bombed again
Italian Government declared Rome an open city
First dropping of Window by Luftwaffe (at Bizerta)
Lipari Islands capitulated to U.S. Naval forces
Close of Sicilian Campaign

18 August - 2 Sept, jillied air attacks on Italian bases, a/Fs and L.O.C.
Operation Avalanche first priority in Mediterranean
theatre

5 August
7 August
13-24 August
13 August
14 "

N. 16/17 August
17 August

19 August

26 August
N, 26/27 August
N. 27/28 "
28 August

French Committee of Liberation recognised by Allies
Allied Commando raid at Bova Marina
Allied Commando raids on Calabrian coast

Administrative control of D.A.F, passed to N.A.A.F.

2 September President and Prime Minister continuing Quebec talks in
V/ashington

Italian Armistice signed
Allied landing in Calabria - Operation Baytown
Landing by 8th Army Elements at Bagnara - Operation
Hooker

It
3

II
4

Both Allied forces in the Toe linked
8th Aimy took Bova Marina
Italian surrender announced by Allies and Italians
Allies landed at Pizzo (Calabria) - Operation Ferdy
Allies landed at Salerno - Operation Avalanche and at
Taranto - Operation Slapstick

Allies captured Ventotene Island
Italian Fleet sailed from Spezia to surrender:
sKip Rgn^ sunk by G.A.F. radio-controlled bombs

A.A.F, bomb German airfields in Italy, Grosseto
marshalling yards, Benevento,

Catanzaro and Brindisi occupied by 8th Aimy
5th Army took Salerno Tovm.
N, Italian cities

Fighter landing strips in Naples Area serviceable
Germans counter-attacked at Salerno and retook

8th Army captured Crotone,

up.

Battl

Germans occupied Rome a

Battipaglia,

7
8 II

9

e-

9 and N,9/10
September

10 September nd

11

12

liberated Mussolini,

General Eisenhower's statement on Italian Armistice
President Roosevelt's and Mr, Churchill's message to
Badoglio and people of Italy

Germans

/12-I4
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CHRONOLOGY

12-14 September
13-14

N.13/14 "

Epic air support of Salerno Bridgehead
More fighter landing strips Naples area serviceable
Allied Airborne operations in VI Corpis Sector
Heavy German counter attacks round Salerno: 5th Army
losing ground
8th Army took Cosenza and Bari
Heavy fighting at:Salerno; N.A.A.P. made its most

concentrated attack.of the Nar, especially along
Eboli road

French commandos landed near Ajaccio, Corsica -
Operation Firebrand

Allies landed in Sardina - Operation Brimstone
8th Army occupied Belvedere
Allied airborne operations near Avellino and in VI
Corps- Sector (Giant Cperations)
Germans at Salerno begun to go over to the defensive
Mussolini resumed supreme direction of Fascism in
Italy
Allies .took Procida and Ponza Islands and Scalea,

First Med. operation by B,25's iiTith 75 m.m, cannon
5th Army resumed offensive: 5th and 8th Armies linked
at Vallo di Lucania: Allies occupied Ischia Island
and Sapri

Martial lav/ proclaimed in N, Italy
Allied air attacks on G.A.F. a/F.'a resumed
Steady Allied -gains '
5th Army re-occupied Albanella: 8th Array patrols
linked up v/ith troops in Taranto area

5th Army occupied Altavilla and Battipaglia
Germans evacuated Sardinia

8th Army occupied Gioja near Taranto
Monte. Corvino A/F serviceable
Allies bombed Venice

French patriots and commandos fighting successfully in
Corsica

8th Army captured Potenza; Allies raided Bastia,
Leghorn. French forces now holding half of Corsica

Allied heavies attacked Germans evacuation Corsican
battle area

A.A.F. creating road blocks round German armies N.Naples
German wireless announced new Italian Fascist Government
5th Army opened offensive N, from Salerno

A.A.F. heavies attacked Bolzano, VeAo, Bologna
French occupied Ghisonaccia A/F, (Corsica)
Allies captured Foggia air base
5th Army broke German defences and reached Pompeii.
San Severino occupied

Marshal Badoglio and General Eisenhov/er held military
conference on board H.M.S,, Nelspn

5th Army took Avellino, Torre Annunziata
Badoglio fomed nev/ Italian Government

13

14

N, 14/15 September

15 September

16 September

1 6-20 September
16-28

17

18

19

20

21

21-30

23
24
25
26

28

29

30

1 October Naples entered

First raid on Gem/iany (Wiener Neustadt) from Mediterranean
La Marsa Conference on Air Organisation
Benevento reached by 5.th Army patrols
Assault landing at Termoli
Termoli captured
D.A.F. defence of bridgehead
End of Corsica Campaign. Germans prepared to
evacuate Rome airfields

First bombers operated from Italian airfields
Cancello captured

/

2

N.2/3
3

4

5 October
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5 October • ■ ■ Caserta and liaddoloni occupied
Liberators, Lightnings and Mitchells switched to Aegean
operations

C.A.P. Adriatic patrol conimenced
Capua occupied,

Capua and Grazzanise airfields occupied,
prevented Direct Air Support and Strategic bombing

Bad v/eather continued.

6 5th Army massing on River Voltumo,
Bad weather7 II

8 No P.R, Operations
Heavy rain and rising rivers delayed ground forces
Naples railways ready to work,
by 8th Army

Pontelandolfo captured

Operations on whole front restricted by bad v/eather
No bombing operations
No Strategical bombing operations,
unserviceable

8th Army across Biferno River
5th Army attacked across Voltumo River
Air and Naval bombardment of targets N, of Voltumo
First raid by N.A.A.P. on Albania
Italy declared war on Germany, and assumed status of
Co-belligerent.

Carrato captured
Campobasso captured,

Vinchiaturj^o captured,
N,A.C,A.P^^assumed control of Malta air operations
Attacks on enemy airfields in Rome area
First operations by Italian Air Force co-operating with N.A.A.F,
Bad weather - no Strategic bombing, San Stefano taken by
8th Army - U.S. VI Corps crossed Voltumo and Calore Rivers,
Villa Voltumo taken by 5th Army,
Bad weather - no bombing operations
Discharge at Naples averaging 5,000 tons daily
First N,A.A,F. attack on Jugoslavia
Allied air attacks on bridges and railways

Guglionesi and Larino taken

Many landing grounds

Very bad vreather
Further Voltumo crossings

Enemy resistance weakening.

9 II

10

11

N.ll/12
12 II

N. 12/13
13

14

15

15/22
16

17

N.17/18 II

18

19-25

.18/19)

.29/20)
N

N Bad weather - no bombing operations
Heavy attacks on Rome airfields and communications

Patrols reached Trigno River. Campochiaro occupied by
Canadians

8th Army crossed Trigno River
Ju, 88'8 bombed Naples
Frosolone, Spinete and Boiano captured by 8th Army.
Germans flooding Pontine Marshes

20

21

23

24 II

N, 25/26
N, 26/2 7'
27

N. 27/28
28

N, 28/29'

Bad weather - no Strategic bombing operations

30 It

Cantalupo taken by 8th Army. Mondragone clear of enemy.
Liberator raid on Villar Perosa Ball Bearing Factory
Teano and Gloriano cptured, GermsLn commando landings on
Capraia Island
B-17s attacked St, Antheor Viaduct in S, Prance

31

1 November Considerable T.A.P. activity, but bad weather hampered all
air operations.

/Ventura
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Vent\ira aircraft - first operations in M.T.O. (M.E.)
Establishment of 15th U.S. Air Force (Strategic)
Naples bombed by enemy aircraft. River Trigno crossed
by 8th Army

Increased Direct Support
S.A.A.P. raid on Wiener Neustadt

Feint diversionary landing in Gulf of Gaeta
Strong air support for attack across R. Trigno
San Salvo captured
Italian Cant Z,50l/506's co-operating with C.A.F,
Weather prevented T.B.F, operations
X Corps reached Lower Garigliano
Isernia occupied (8th Army)
Signs of enemy withdrawal to Winter Line
First battle of Monte Camino

Vasto (8th Army) and Venafro (5th Army) captured
Naples bombed by enemy aircraft, '?\Findow* prevented
interception
Limited S.A.P. and T.B.F. bombing
Enemy air attack on convoy off Phillipeville
Air bombing of Sangro River defences
8th Army firmly across Sinello River
Successful attack on Turin by B-1 7's
Little effective flying on 8th Array front
S.A.P. attack on Genoa Steel works and Villar

Perosa Ball Bearing Works
Naples & Maddalena raided by enemy aircraft
Snow on 8th Army front
Enemy air raids on shipping at Volturno and Naples
B-24 raid on Antheor Viaduct (S, Prance)
Enemy glider bomb attack on convoy west of Oran
German attack on Leros Island began
Atessa captured (8th Army). Air attacks on enemy forward
landing grounds

Allied raids on Greek airfields in aid of Leros
Leros surrendered to enemy
Istres and Salon airfields heavily bombed
River Trigno rose 7 feet : .
Perano captiured (8th Army) ̂
Wide-scale use of Rover Tentacles proposed by D.A.P.
Birth of Forward Air Control Post

Archi captured (8th Army)
8th Array patrolling north of Sangro' River
President, Prime Minister and Marshal Chaing Kai-Shek
arrived at Cairo

Improved conditions after long spell of bad weather
Sextant Conference at Mena House

Increased air support to strengthened Sangro bridgehead
8th Army crossed Sangro
Successful raid by B-17's on Toiilon
Bad weather caused severe Wellington losses (Turin)
Enemy air raid, on Maddalena

S.A.P. day bombing abortive; nil at night
Marshal Stalin arrived at Teheran

Intensive air support of 8th ArnQr
CasteInuovo occupied (5th Army)
Enemy bcmbers (including He.177* s and P.W. 200's), &
attacked convoy N.W. of Bougie, also Naples

Continued intensive air support of 8th Array
President and Prime Minister flew to Teheran

8th kvass' attacked from Sangro bridgehead
Further Sangro crossings
Eureka Conference at Teheran

Full-scale air support of 8th Army
Main part of Poccacesi-Romagnoli Ridge (Winter Line)
taken - (8th Army)

1  November

(Contd.)
N.l/2 November

2

N.2/3
3

4

N.2/5
5-15

5

N.5/6

6 tf

N.6/7 tt

7

8

8-10

9

N.9-10
10 II

11

N,1l/12
12

13

15
16

N.17/18
18

19

20

20-21

21

22-26
22

23
24

N. 24/25

25
«

26

N, 26/27

27

N, 27/28
28 It

28 Nov, 1 Dec,
28-30 November

29

/l December
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S.A.P. raid on Turin

High-scale air support hy T.A.P. of 5th Army
President and P.M. returned to Cairo

2 D.A.P. light bomber Wings lent to XII A.S.C. for one week
Lanciano and Chieti oaptured (8th Army)
S.A.P. raid on Marseilles

Successful enemy air raid on BairL
Casoli and San Vito oaptured (8th Army)
Cairo Conference v/ith President of Turkey
Pirat Thunderbolt (P-47) operations in Mediterranean
Air supplies dropped to isolated 5th Army Units
Early More River crossings
Monte Porchia captured (5th Army)
D.A.P, fighter-bombers supported N.Z. attack towards
Orsogna and Canadian attack towards Ortona

8th Army crossed More River
Pirst mention of Italians in front line

French Division entered 5th Army front line
Intensive fighter-bomber support of 8th Array
North-Yfest African Air Force renamed Med, Allied Air Forces

Unsuccessful enemy air raids on Bari

1  December
1  - 2

tt

H
2

N.2/3 M

tt
3

4-6 It

It

5
6 M

It
7
8 II

N.8/9
9-10

t1

It

II10

)13

and N. 13/14 )
N. 15/16 Dec.
16-31
16-17

II

If

Intensive Allied air operations
Intensive S.A.P, attacks on Italian railways
Fighter-bomber support for 5th Army drive towards Cassino.
D.A.P. support for 8th Army advance
Ceravola occupied (5th Amy)
Rocket Projectile Beaufighters' first operation (M.E,)
San Pietro occupied, D.A.P. support for 8th Army advance
D.A.P. support for Canadian and Indian Divisions
Bad ̂ 7eather on all fronts

Enemy air attack on convoy S.E. of Malta
Battle for Ortona opened
B.17/B.24 squadrons moved to Italy
Pinal decision- to carry out operation Shingle
Heavy S.A.P, attacks on Bolzano, Pisa, Vicenza
Capture of Ortona (8th Army)
Heavy B.17/24 attacks on Rimini }S/J,
Greatly increased air effort after long bad weather spell
Commando landing N, of Garigliano River
Pirst Yfellington raid since N.2/3
Greatly increased air effort
Enemy air raids on Catania and Augusta

16 II

n
17
18 II

18-19
18-31

II

II

21

H

24
M

25

28 11

N.29/30 II

II
30-31
31 Dec.
1 Jan.

1  January Activation of XII A.P, Service Command

General I, Baker appointed Air C,-in-C
Sir H» Maitland Wilson appointed Allied C.-in-C
Sir A, Tedder appointed Deputy S.C.A.E.P.
General D, Elsenhower appointed S.C.A.E.P.
Limited air operations
Preparatory Phase - Shingle air operations
Commencement of Shingle air operations
Increased air activity after bad weather spell
Limited air operations
Army support operations increased
Air supplies dropped to 8th Amy units

M.T.O.• >

M.T.O.*)

1-2 It

1-14
M

2 II

II
3
4-7

II

It
7
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N.7/8 January
8 Wellingtons bombed Reggio Enilia aircraft factory

B-17's bombed Reggio Emilia
Strong fighter-bomber support. Western Battle Area
Wellingtons attacked Viterbo airfield
Enemy raid on Allied convoy off Appollonia
B-17 raid on Pola naval base

Enemy raid on Allied convoy off Oran
First night U.S. Marauder operations
Air attacks on dams at S. Giovanni and S. of Isoletta
Gervaro captured. Improved weather
French attack in central sector opened
Air attacks on enemy airfields at Rome and Perugia
Tank repair shops at Loreto almost destroyed by Baltimores
French occupied Aquafondata
B-1 7/24'3 bombed Florence railv/ays
5th Army attacked Monte Trocchio positions
Limited air operations
5th Army forward elements reached Rapido River
Railways Florence and Temi areas bombed
Crossings of Garigliano River
5th Army forced crossing of Garigliano River
Monte Trocchio abandoned by enemy
Air attacks on Rome, Rieti and Viterbo airfields
Successful raid on enemy air recce, base Perugia
All enemy rail communications N, Italy - Rome cut.
E, - W. railway lines blocked

U.S.^units of 5th Army crossed Rapido River
Yfellingtons bombed Cecina li/Y.
B-25's bombed Pontecorvo bridge
S.A.F. raid on Salon and Istres airfields

Allied assault convoys escorted from Naples ports
Tfellingtons bombed Fiume torpedo factory
Allied landings at Anzio-Nettuno - Operation Shingle
Air bombings concentrated on communications,
landing Civitavecchia area

Anzio captured I4OO hours. Unloading began 16.OO hrs,
S.A.F. support for Anzio landings
German long range bomber force moved back to N. Italy:
reinforcement of S. Prance anti-shipping units begun

Communications again main targets.
Enemy air attacks on shipping at Anzio
Limited air operations
Enemy aircraft bombed Hospital Ships St,David and
Leinster

Mussolini Canal bridges captured
S.A.P. raid on Salon and Istres airfields

High-scale air activity: T.A.P. supporting bridgehead
Americans again crossed Rapido
Enemy resistance stiffening

Air offensive switched to railways N. Italy and N.E. of
Rome

Strong air attacks against N. to S. railways and in direct
support

Successful S.A.P, raid on Po Valley bomber airfields
5th Army crossed Rapido River in strength - took Monte
Cairo

Heavy S.A.P. raids on N. Italy airfields

Wellington raid on Trieste oil refinery

Dummy

Weather deteriorating

N.8/9

9

N. 10/11

12

13

14
15

15-20
16

17

17 Jan. - 29 Mar,

N. 17/28 January
19

19-20

19

20

N. 20/21

21

N. 21/22
22

N.22/23
23

N. 23/24
23-26
N. 24/25

25

27

28

29

30

N.30/31
and 31

N. 31 Jan,/l Feb,

/N. 1/2 February
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im.

PeLruary (First bombing oporations by Venturas based M. E. and by
( R.P. Beaufighters
Limited air operations
First major German counter-attack at Anzio
U.S. troops in outskirts of Cassino
B, 17/24. raid on Toulon
Rival Greek forces agreed to cease fighting
Landing grounds in E, Italy unserviceable
Winds at gale force over Anzio
No D.A.P. operations

Strong enemy resistance at Oassino
Increased air activity
No operations by S.A.P. or D.A.P.
Entire air effort in support of bridgehead
Allies lost Carroceto
First battle for Cassino ended in failure

A fm C.A.P. sorties only

Many abortive air missions
Snow on 8th Army front
Strong air support for bridgehead
D.A.P. landing grounds unserviceable
No Strategic bombing
Wellington support for bridgehead
Cameras frozen on Photographic Reconnaissance missions
Fighter-bombers attacked railway guns shelling Anzio
First bombing of Monte Cassino Monastery
Day and night effort almost entirely Army Support
Second bombing of Ifonte Cassino Monastery
Record bomb tonnage dropped to date by Allied aircraft
in a single day in support of ground troops
Second major German counter-attack at Anzio
Continuous Allied air support

Wellington support for bridgehead
Third bombing of Monte Cassino Monastery
Strong enemy attacks in bridgehead
Whole of intense air effort on Ground Support day and night
Allied withdrawals in bridgehead
V/ellington support for bridgehead
Sno\7 on Poggia airfield
Enemy infiltrations at Anzio being cleared up
Ydiole T.A.P. and Liberator effort over bridgehead
No D.A.P. activity
Medium bombers attacked railv/ays.
Enemy air raids on Anzio
First air raid on Germany in conjunction with U.K.-based
aircraft

First R.A.P, penetration into Austria
First double attack on Greater Germany by R.A.P. from
U.K, and Mediterranean

Regensburg raid; first combined attack by U.K, and Med,
based forces on same target and largest force despatched
by M.A,A*P. on a single :target
Third major German counter-attack at Anzio

Pew other operations

N.1/2

tt
1-7

?♦3

H

4
II

4-5
tt

5

tt
7

It8
It

9
II

10

II
11

II
12

II
12-13

13

N. 13/14
It

it
14

If

14
tt

15

16 II

N.16/17
and 17
16-20

It

N.I6/17 It

tt

17

It18

N.18/19 It

tt

19

If
20

II
20-21

It
21

N. 21/22 It

It
22

N. 24/25 It

If

25

26/28 It

Tactical Bomber Force disbanded

Strong day and night operations in support of bridgehead
by S.A.P. and T.A.P. ; _
First operations by D.A.P. Marauders and U.S. Havocs in
battle areas.

/

1 March

It
2

Third
S .E G R E T
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im.

March (Oontd.) Third major German counter-attack at Anzio repulsed
Air attacks in preparation for Allied ground attack 

-

Anzio

Enemy "bomber raid on Anzio
Allied ground attack opened at Anzio
Rome area }S/Y's and A/P’s bombed
Limited air operations
B-17 raid on Toulon
Rome area I^/Y's and and N. Italian M/Y's bombed
T.A.P. attacks on rail^vays - Rome area
Successful fighter interception of enemy attack on convoy
N, of Algiers

First Leigh Light aircraft operations off Ponza Island
Ifeny landing grounds unserviceable,
operations

Medium "bombers bombed Rome I^Y's
Six Italian S.M.79’s (T.B.) attacked imzio shipping
First Allied air attack on Florence

Raids on Toulon and Central Italian railways
Wellington/Liberator raid on Genoa
No offensive operations day or night
Tactical bombers attacked communications

Enemy air raid on Naples. Allied fighters damaged at
Capodichino
Third battle for Cassino

Jfessive air (Operation Ludlom) and artillery bombard
ment of Cassino, follovrad by ground attack
Enemy air attack on Anzio - no interception due
excessive jamming

Continued Allied attack on Cassino with air support
First Allied air attack on "Vienna (M.A.A.F.)
Rail interdiction first established as a principle

Heavy S.A.P, raid on Udine airfields - record total of
fragmentation bomba dropped
Severe house-to-house fighting in Oassino

Air Supply-Dropping missions at Cassino
Official launching of Operation Strangle
Intensified attacks on enemy communications
Deterioration of Allied situation at Cassino

R.A.P. Bombers attacked Monfalcone shipyards
Ash from Vesuvius rendered Ifonte Corvino a/P
unserviceable

Third battle for Cassino ended with only slight Allied
gains
S.A.P. attack on Verona is/j
Limited T.A.P. operations
R.A.P. raids on Padua }S/Y

No D.A.P.

2

N.2/3
3

3-6
7

8

N.8/9

N.9/10
10

N. 10/11
11

N.11/12
12

13-14

N. 14/15

1 5-22

15

16-17

1 6-24
17
18

1 8-24
19

N. 19/20

21

22

22/23
N. 22/23)
N.23/24)

Indian troops withdravm from Monte Caasino
Limited air operations
Chief T.A.P. objective bridges in Central Italy
No operations by D.A.P. due v/eather
S.A.P. attacks on Piume, and on Rimini and Maniago ii/P's
Plying resumed from Monte Corvino il/P
Tfellingtor/Liberator raid on Vicenza I//Y
Tactical bombers concentrated on bridges

S.A.P, dropped record load on Italian "1,^/Y's at Verona
and Mestre

No D.A.P. operations
S.A.P, raid on Milan M/Y
Heavy B-17/24 attack on Turin/Bolzano/Milan M/y's
R.P. Hurricanes began operating
LoT/-level attack on Cesano and Pano Bridges

Attempted enemy air attack on convoy N* of Algiers
Largest M.A.A.P. force of heavy bombers on single
Strategic target to date (Sofia)

Tactical Effort on bridges
Considerable D.A,P, effort: few missions in West

24

25
26

N, 26/27
27-28
28 ft

N.28/29
29

N. 29/30

30

tl
31

/N.n Mar,
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a
N.3I Mar./1 Apl. Enemy air attack on convoy of Cherchell

April2 Intensive air effort: attacks on bridges. Central Italy.
First M.A.A.F. attack on Hungary
Bridges Central Italy again attacked
Pollovr-up R.A.P. raid on Hungary
M.A.S.A.P. began offensive against Ploesti oil
All tactical operations curtailed
Heavy raids on northern I.i/y's, and bridges in Central Italy
First Wellington day raid in .Med. (Hiksic-Jugoslavia)
First minelaying in Danube (by M.A.A.F.)
No heavy or medium bomber operations day or night
Medium bombers attacked bridges, Central Italy
West coast ports attacked

Tactical effort again against bridges
Enemy attack on convoy N. of Algiers
R.A.P. bombed Varese aircraft factory, Monfalcone shipyards
Tactical effort on bridges - Central Italy, and rail-ways
N. of Rome■

Strong Tactical effort against Viterbo airfield, and bridges.
Central Italy

R.A.P. attacked Italian west coast ports
S.A.P. attacked Italian west coast ports
Air effort against lines of communications maintained
Successful fighter sweep, Udine airfields
Low effort by D.A.P.
Italian west coast ports bombed
Heavy bombers on communications North Italy and Venice
harbour

Increased Tactical effort on communications
Enemy raids on convoys N.W. of Algiers and on Anzio
All medium bomber operations cancelled
Italian west coast ports bombed
Considerable Tactical effort against communications
R.A.P. bombed TO st coast ports
Enemy raid on Naples and Capodichino airfield
No strategic operations
Turin aircraft factory and communications attacked
All bombing cancelled due v/eather
B-17/24's bombed Piombino/San Stefano/Orbetello
Tactical attacks on railways and bridges in Central Italy
R.A.F. bombed Piombino/San Stefano/Genoa
Enemy air raid on Anzio
Heavy raid on Toulon by B-1 7/24s )
(heaviest attack on si-ngle target to date))

3

N.3/4
3
5-6
7
8

N.8/9
9
10

N.10/11-
'  I

N. 11/1 2
11

12

14

N. 14/15
N.16/17

It

17
18 It

N,19/20 II

20

N.20/21
21

N. 21/22
22

N.23/24
N.2V25

tt25
26-27
28

N. 28/29 tf

29

Intensive air effort on conmunications and dumps
R.A.P. bombed Genoa/Spezia/Leghom
D.A.P. landing grounds unserviceable
Effort against North Italian railv/ays and central
Italian bridges

R.A.P. bombed Genoa/^ezia/Leghom/Monfalcone

N. 29/30
30

N.30 Apl./r May

/l -11 May
.,,.S.,E.G g„„E,.T
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1944 '

1  - 11 May- Limited air effort due to bad -weather

Pescara dam successfully bombed by Kittyhawks and
Mustangs
Allied offensive renewed - Operation Diadem
Enemy raid on convoy off Dellys
13 Corps attack on Gustav Line

Tfidespread raids on harbours, airfields, railways
Direct support hampered by weather
Successful enemy raid on Alesani and Poretta (Corsica)
airfields

Brenner Route blocked by B-1 7s
Air attacks on railway centres - North and Central
Italy
Tarquinia (enemy) airfield rendered unserviceable
Ausonia captured
Pignataro captured
Yfest coast ports bombed

Submarine sunk N.N.1Y. of Tenez by air/na-val
co-operation

Cassino Monastary and To-wn captured
Operations against Hitler Line begun
S.A.P, attacks on vrest coast ports and railvi/ays
N, Italy

Allied attempt to rush Hitler Line
Breaching of the Hitler Line
S.A.P. and T.A.P. on Direct Support
Concerted attacks by bridgehead and main forces
S.A.P. and T.A.P. on Direct Support
Enemy THthdrew from remaining Hitler Line positions
Considerable M/T destroyed by air attacks
Terracina captured
Crossing of the River Melfa
Diversionary dummy assault on Civitavecchia
Main and beachhead forces linked up
Air destruction of m/t increasing
Rail centres in S, Prance bombed

More heavy destruction of enemy li/T by air attack.
S. Prance rail centres again bombed
Roccasecoa and Patena occupied
Ad-vance of X Corps
Airfields and rail centres S. Prance bombed
Cistema captured
Air attacks on railways Central and North Italy
Atina captured
V/ellington raid on Brenner Route
Record day for S.A.P.
Enemy raid on convoy E. of Algiers
Strong Tactical air support in battle areas
Prosinone captured

M
5

N.11/12 tf

II

11-15
It12

N.1^13 It

13 II

13-14
It

N.15/16
N. 16/17

II

II

II
17

18 II

19
II

20-25
II22

23
II

II
24

II
24-25

N.24/25 II

25
It

26 It

26 May - 3 June
27 May

28

N.28/29
29

N.30/31

It

It

II

31

1 June Velletri and Perentino occupied
Porce of M.A.S.A.P. B.17s landed at Poltava, U.S.S.R.
Allies entered Rome

2 It

It
4



SEC .R...E T

CODE .HMES.

Accolade

Achse
Proposed operations against Rhodes
German plans for operations in case of an
Italian surrender

Allied operations in the Mediterranean)
against S, Prance )

Seaborne landings at Salerno

Anvil (later
Dragoon)
Avalanche

15 Aug. 19W-

9 Sept. 1943

Aug./Sept. 1943Backwater Small post-Husky operations in Messina
Straits by XIII Gor^s
German defence lino N. of R. Trlgno

.X, Proposed landings by small force - Naples
area

Seaborne landings at Reggio by XIII Corps
German defence line N. of R. Sangro
Overall Allied strategic deception plan
Transfer of U.S. forces to U.K.
Seizure of Elba Island

Invasion of Sardinia

.X. Proposed full-scale landings at Reggio

Barbara Line

Barracuda

Baytov/n
Bernhard Line

Bodyguard
Bolero

Brassard

Brimstone

Buttress

3 Sept.1943

1944

June 1944

Sept,1943

Campagna Line Short German defence line between Albano
and Rome

Air operations against Pantelleria Island May/June 1943Corkscrew

Diadem Allied offensive in Italy 11 ISay- 22 June
1944

Dragoon Allied operations in the Mediterranean
against S, Prance (see also Anvil) Aug. 1944

Eureka Conference at Teheran to discuss Allied

strategy in 1944
Nov. 1943

Panfare

Pantok

Perdinand

Pirebrand

Preedom

Puhrer Line

Operations in Mediterranean
Tac HQ 15 Army Gp
Cover plan for Dragoon
Operations against Corsica
Allied Porce Headquarters
Pondi-Monta Cairo German sviritch line defences

Gangway ,x. Initially build-up by sea of forces in Naples
after capture; later proposed unopposed
seaborne move into Naples

,x. Proposed seaborne assault on Grotone area
Prence raid on Pianosa Is.

Goblet

G-rapeshot
Gothic Line

May 1944
German defence line from N. of Pisa to

Pesaro (see also Apennine and Grun Lines)
Grun (Green Line) See Gothic Line
Gustav Line German defence line, Cassino Area - part of

Pondi-Monte Cairo (or Senger Line)
,x. Proposed Allied landings in N.¥. Africa

(see Torch)
Gymnast

Hardihood

Hippo
Allied aid to Turkey
Cover plan for VI Corps operations during
Diadem

Sicily
Operations against Sicily
German defence line behind Cassino

May 1944

Horrified

Husky
Hitler Line

July/Aug. 1 943

Inperator Air raids to provoke air battles

Juggler Bombing of G.A.P. fighter factories

Ludlom Air attack on Cassino 15 Mar. 1944

/Musket

SECRET
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CODE Niil/IES

Musket

Mustang
.X. Proposed operations in the Heel of Italy
.X. Proposed overland operations to follow

Buttress/Musket

Neptune Assault stage of Overlord

AIllLg laviiogien nf- N.’J, Europe

The progressive dislocation of the German

military, industrial and economic system,
the disruption of vital elements of lines of
communication and the material reduction of

the German air combat strength by the
successful prosecution of the Combined Bomber
Offensive from all bases

Post-Husky Mediterranean Operations

Series of conferences held at Quebec to discuss
plans for the defeat of the Axis in Europe

,x. Plan for invasion of Europe during 1943 by Anglo-
American forces based in England, in conditions
in which it v/as necessary to fight for a firm
base in Prance before advancing (superseded by
Overlord)

German plan for seizure by the Amy of key
positions in case of Italian surrender

Conference at Cairo to discuss Allied strategy
in 19A4

Seaborne landings at Anzio-Nettuno
U.S. Air Force build-up (within Bolem for
Overlord)

Unopposed Allied landing at Taranto
Air Interdiction of railways - Central Italy
Conference at Casablanca

Overlord
6 June 1944

Pointblank

Priceless

Quadrant
Aug. 1943

Round-Up 1943

SchTra.rz

Sextant
Nov, 1943

Shingle
Sickle

22 Jan. 1944

Slapstick
Strangle
Symbol

Sept. 1 943
March/l'lay 1944

Jan. 1943

Tidalwave

Torch

Trident

Bombing of Ploesti oilfields
Seaborne landings in N.W. Africa
Conference at Washington

Italy

Nov. 1942

I,']ay 1943

Windsock

Plan not translated into operations• X*



SECRET

ABBRWIATIPIIS.

A.A.

A.A.P.

A. A.I.

A«A»S»C«

Abt.

A.C.M.T.

A.C.V,

A.E.A.P.

A.P.G.

A.P.H.Q.
A.P.S.C.

A.P.S.H.O,

A.H,B.

A • L< G«

A«L» Oa

A.M.

A.O.C.

A.OaP.

Appx
iia SaCa

a/s/r
AaS.Va

AaTaCa

A-20

A-36

Anti-aircraft

Army Air Forces (B.Sa)
Allied Armies in Italy
Army Air Support Control
ABteilung - German administrative unit
Air Command l&diterranean Theatre

Escort Carrier (British)
Allied Ejqjeditionary Air Force
Anglo-French conversations
Allied Force Headquarters
Air Force Service Command

Office of Air Force History (UaSa)
Air Historical Branch - Air Ministry
Advanced landing ground
Air Liaison Officer (Army personnel)
Air Ministry
Air Officer Commanding
Air Observation Post (artillery-spotting aircraft)
Appendix

Air Support Command
Air/Sea Rescue
Air to surface vessel

Air Transport Command
Boston aircraft (U.S.)
Mustang 'Invader' aircraft (U.S.)

Br British

Boeing Portress aircraft (U.S.)
Liberator aircraft (U.S.)
Mitchell aircraft fU.S.
Marauder aircraft (U.S.

B-17

B-22f
B-25
B-26

C.A.S.

C.C.S.

C.G.

C.H.L.

C.I.D.

C. I. G.S.

C,-in-C,

C.M.

C.M.P.

c.o.

C.O.L.

C.O.S.

C Posn,

G.P.

C.P.S.

C.S.D.I.C.

c.v.

Chief of Air Staff

Combined Chiefs of Staff (in Washington)
Commanding General (U.S.)
Chain Home Low (British radar station)
Committee of Imperial Defence
Chief of the Imperial General Staff
Commander-in-Chief

Central Mediterranean

Central Mediterranean Force

Commanding Officer
Chain Home Low (for Overseas use) - see C.H.L,
Ghie:^;of Staff
Caesar Position - German defence line, W, Italy
Command Post

Combined Planning Staff
Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre
Fleet Carrier (Br, )

(Day) - terra applied to aircraft operations
Desert Air Force

Date fixed for the commencement of an operation
Direction finding
Division

Domier - German aircraft type
Director of Intelligence (Operations)
Dead wei^t
Dropping zone

(D)
D.A.P,

D Day
d/p
Div

Do,

D. of 1,(0)
D/Yft
D.Z.

Enemy motor torpedo boat
Enclosure

European theatre of operations

B-boat

End

E.T.O,

/P.A.P.

SECRET
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P.A.P.

P.A.N.

P.C.P.

P.O.

P.O.I.G,

Pu-Ge

P.X.

P-5A
P.¥.

Prench Air Porce

Annotation for signals from C.C.S,
Por\7ard Control Post (A.A.S.C. organisation)
Plag Officer
Flag Officer-in-Charge
Punk GerSt - German radio apparatus
Early type of German radio-controlled bomb
Mosquito aircraft type
Pocke ¥ulf - German aircraft type

Ground Control Interception
General Officer Commanding
General reconnaissance

General Staff

G.C.I.

G» 0 • C •

G.R.

G.S.

High explosive
Heinkel - type of German aircraft
High Frequency
The hour fixed for the commencement of an attack

Headquarters

Hour(s)
Radio navigational aid (Allied)
Henschel 293 “ German glider bomb

H.E.

He.

H.P.

H Hour

H.Q.

Hr.(s)
H.2.S.

Hs.293

Italian Air Porce

Inner artillery zone
Identification friend or foe

Indian

Intelligence
Intelligence/Operations
Inter-Service Topographical Department

.  - •

Jagd - (Fighter) Geschwader - German Air Porce Unit
Joint Planning Staff (u.S.)
Joint Staff Mission (in Washington)
Junkers - type of German aircraft

Kampf (Bomber) Gesch-wader - German Air Porce Unit

I.A.P.

I.A.Z.

I.P.P.

Ind

Int

Int/Op
I.S.T.D.

J.G.

J.P.S.

J.S.M.

Ju.

L.C. A.

L.C.P.

L.C. G.

L.C.I.

L.C.M.

L.C.N.

L.C. R.

L.C.S.

L.C.T.

L.G.

...Ljl.Gkii
L.S.C.

L.S.I.

L.S.P.

L.S.T.

Landing Craft Assault
Flak

Gun

Infantry
Mechanised

Navigation
Rooket

Support
Tank

II M

II It

ft II

II II

It II

If II

II II

II II

Landing groxind
Lehr Geschwader - German Air Porce experimental unit
Landing Ship Carrier

Infantry
Personnel

Tank

II II

IIII

II II

JAacchi - type of Italian aircraft
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces
Mediterranean Air Command

Mddle East

Messerschmidt - type of German aircraft
Mediterranean

Ministry of Economic Warfare
Motor launch

Mllimetres

Mobile Operations Room Unit (for G.C.I.)
Mobile Radio Unit

Motor Transport

Ifotor Torpedo Boat

MA

M.A.A.P.

M.A.C.

M.E.

Me.

Med

M.E.W.

M.L.

mm

M, 0. R. U.

M.R.U.

}S/T
M.T.B.

/Mtg



SECRET

Mtg.
M.T.O.

Meeting
Mediterranean theatre of operations

(Night) “ term applied to aircraft operations ■ •
Northwest African Air Force

Northvrest African Coastal Air Force

Annotation for.signals from A.F.H.Q. ■ ■
Northvrast African Coastal Air Force

Strategic Air Force
Naval Commander Western Task Force

Naval Intelligence Division
Naoht Jagd (Night Fighter) GeachFader - Geraian Air Force Unit
Naval 6fficer-in~Charge
New Zealand

II II

(N)
N.A.A.F.

N.A.C.A.F.

N.A.F.

N.A.C.A.F.

N.A.S.A.F.

N.C.W.T.F.

N.I.D.

N.J.G,

N.O.I^G.
N.Z.

C.-in-C, South (German)
Southwest (German)

Operations summary
Operations Record Book (Form 540) (Br)
Office of Strategic Services (U.S.)

II

O.B.S.

O.B.Sff.

Opaum
O.R.B.

0. S. S.

P.I.U.

P.M.

Prov.

P.R.U.

P.R.W.

PsA
P-38

P-39
P-40
P-47
P-51

Photographic Interpretation Unit
Prime Minister

Provisional

Photographic Reconnaissance Unit
Wing

ri ft

Prisoners-of-^-'./ar

Lightning - type of U.S* aircraft
Airocohra -

Warhawk

tt If H H

fCM (of'ft If ff t )
If M

Thunderbolt

iiistang

II ft

II ff ft ff

R.A.A.F.

RAFDEL

R-boat

R. C .A. F.

R.C.T.

Royal Australian Air Force
R.A.F. Delegation (in Washington)
German minesweeper
Royal Canadian Air Force
Regimental Combat Team (U.S.)
Reggianl - type of Italian aircraft
Royal Hellenic Air Force
RD3?al Navy
Rocket projectile
Radio telephony

South African Air Force

Senior Air Staff Officer (Br)
German M.T.B.

Schlacht (Ground Assault) Geschwader - German Air
Force Unit

Senior Naval Officer

Squadron

Re.

R.H.A.F.

R.N.

R.P.

b/t

S. A. A. F.

S.A.S.0.

S-boat

S.K.G.

S.N.O.

Sqn

T.A.C,

Tac/R
T.B.F.

T.C.C.

T.F.

T.G.

Tactical Air Command

Tactical reconnaissance

Tactical Bomber Force

Troop Carrier Command
Task Force fU.S.

Task Group (U.S.

U.S.N.

U.S.S.
United States Navy
United States Ship

Very High Frequency (Signals)V.H.F.

/w.i.s.

SECRET
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17.1. S.

17.N.T.P.

¥/T

17eekly Intelligence Siimmaly
Western Naval Task Force

Radio

'Y' Class Minesweeper (U.S.)

For special duties (German) ' '
Zerstttrer (tTd.n-engined fighter) .Geschwader - German
Air Force Unit

Y.M.S.

z.h.V

Z.G.,

f

S
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C .H.A.P..T..E E I

THE PLAN

CHM® IN „BRITISH„_,PgLITICAL ATTITOElE TOl^.DS ITALY.

19.1.8 tg.„1,9^,8

British and Italians lived through the last phase of
World War 1 as oomrades-in-arms on the Piave battlefields,
politically this relationship harmonised with British interests
after the war, which were defined by the Chiefs of Staff for
Cabinet guidance as implying a peaceful Mediterranean and
friendly relations with Italy,
friendship for Italy and the concern for her independence v/hich
had governed the measure of support for Garibaldi was so
maintained and given practical expression in a decision by the
Cabinet in November 1933 that no expenditure for defence against
Italy was called for.

In spite of the crisis which arose in August 1936 as a

result of Italian preparations for war against Abyssinia,
British Fleet moves from Malta to Alexandria and the later

application by the League of Nations of sanctions against Italy,
this decision remained unrevoked for nearly tvro years.
July 1937, however, the Prime Minister expressed the view tViat
Italy, although unlikely ever to.take aggressive action without
the assurance of German support, could, no longer be regarded
as a reliable friend. The Committee of Imperial Defence
recommended — and the Cabinet approved — limited expenditure
to bring the defence of ports in the Mediterranean up-to-date.

The situation was continually under review thereafter and
discussions became progressively more specific in character.
The potential threat was carefully examined by the Air Ministry
in 1/iarch 1938 and forecasts of possible Italian air efforts in
case of hostilities made, v^rith Egypt as the most likely centre
of gravity and the closing of the Sicilian Narrows figuring as
important factors.

Air Officer Commanding in Egypt's field of authority extended.

lG.1?®.?1>.g..ti.gna.l. Crisi.s in,.„Septemb,er 1,93,8.

The tradition of British

In

A Joint Planning Staff was created and the

O.I.D. 296th.
Mtg.
3 July 1937

Oab.(30)37
Cmd.45*

C,ianp,*„3„Diaiy
25 Sept. 1938
(unpublished)

During the Munich crisis of September 1938, Mussolini
declared that if a European war were begun by Germany, Italy's
place would be at Germany's,side, without giving any promise
as to at exactly what time this would be translated into terms
of military action,
entry into a war,

In any case, Italy would await Britain's
so as to put her (Britain) in the wrong.

Hitler gave verbal assurances that.in any case Gennan forces
would be at Italy's disposition,
annament followed the suspension of the crisis.

General increases in

ThQ...,l,939....im,gl,Q.rFr.en.o.h....Q.on.'v:.b.r.a.atio.ns

The British Cabinet authorised the opening of staff
conversations v/ith the French on strategic matters affecting
the tv/o countries,

in Londcxn, and unanimity was soon reached on cominon action to

/be taken

These conversations began on 29 March 19

C.0.3.838
A.P.C.3OI
C.0.3.838 and

Cabinet 6(39)7
39

S..„.E,„..C R,„E.,.T
G, 2607OOAPA/2/5O
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be taken in case of an outbreak of war. One of the assump
tions on which these conversations were based was that if
Germany were to commence a war of aggression, Italy vvould
align herself on her side. Three factors seemed to stand
clearly enough on the debit side of Italy's account. In the
moral category, the lanstable temperament of the Italian people
and their distaste for war; geographically, the vulnerability
of Italy's coasts, although this was more than offset by her
outstanding position astride the crossvTays of the Mediterranean,
with the accompanying ability to strike radially at Allied
communications. It was still considered that Italy might
attack Egypt; therefore counter measures were considered and
steps reoormiended to prepare for revolts in Abyssinia and
Libya. Operations in Africa might give us early opportunities
of success, v/ithout prejudicing our commitments in Europe, and
should reduce the Italian will to fight,
information indicated that the standard of performance of the
Italian Air Force was not up to date as far as attacks on
T/arships v/ere concerned and it v/as understood that they
possessed no torpedo bomber aircraft in the Central
Mediterranean, but numerically they v/ere stronger than the
R. A.P.

The latest

A.P.G.(j)28
Stage I

A.P.O,(j)29
Stage I

A.E.0.(J)15
Stage I

Allied strategy, based on the hypothesis of a long war,
V/as outlined in three phases. The first would be essentially
a defensive^period, devoted to v/ithstanding a German or
Gerraan-Italian attack on the territorial integrity of the
French and British Empires and homelands,
combine defence and attack.

The second would

Germany's offensive was to be

A.F.C.(j)29
Stage I

held while the Allies dealt decisively with Italy,
gauged that if our efforts in Africa resulted in the capture
of Italian Colonies in the North and East of that Continent,
a corresponding loss of morale might provide a favourable
background for Italy's elimination.

It was

Indeed, this event was
pre-requisite to the concluding phases of the war, when with

accumulated resources T/e might turn, with relatively free
hands - unless Japan had in the meantime joined the Axis - to
the final object, the defeat of Germany,
towards the ass-uranoe of air preparedness may be studied in
full in the R.A.F. Narrative on the Middle-East Campaigns
Volume I.

a

Measures undertaken
\

D.P.(p)45.

Entry, of I.taly „„intp,, the War

-13 May - 10 June
1940

German military successes in May and June 1940 provided
a favourable background for Italian intervention.
13 May 1940, Mussolini declared that the Italians were already
sufficiently dishonoured and that within a month he would
decide war and attack Prance and Great Britain. Such vfas the
Italian political structure that although the idea was
distasteful to almost the entire Italian people, nothing could
prevent the declaration of war, which v/as made on 10 June 1940.

On

PROGMSS OP TIE WAR. AGAINST?., .ITALY

Phase of 1940

R. A. P. Narratives
- The M. E.

Campaigns
Vol. I and

The E. African

Campaigns

For the best part of the remainder of 1940, British
forces in Africa v/ere on the defensive. Using their strong
geographical position to some effect, the Italian struck first
in East Africa, where by early November they had conquered
British Somaliland and were attacking our outposts in the
Sudan and Kenya. In Libya, after preliminary trials of
.strength, Ita.lian forces pxished \is back well into' Egypt, past
Sidi Barroni.

/British
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British.....0.f.fo.ia,siye,. 4n tho..,,,i;to,s,er:t ...c^d ,,Eas
DcceribGr , 1,5.40.

On 8 December the British opened an offensive which
developed v/ell and resulted in the captijrc of Gyrenaioa as far
as Aahcila.

number of air units were routed in this operation, the a,dverse
balance of strength being thus partially adjusted by
8 February 194i ■
even more encouraging successes between December 1940 and
April 1941,

and Italian Som8.1iland and smashing Italian resistance in
Abyssinnia at Keren and Addis Abbaba.

I4e.,ly.,..reinfprced by Gemany in the..¥es,te,rn Desert

- April 1941

Large forces of Italian troops .and a considerabl

The British forces in East ilfrica achieved

recapturing British Somaliland, conquering Eritrea

e

C.O. S. Coramittoe

Papers 0.0.,S.
(41)16 para. 4
4 Jan. 1941.

No extravagant hopes 'were built on the temporary successes
against Italy. Although she v^-as already proving a serious
economic strain on Germany, she would continue to enjoy the
other's protection,
Mediterranean in strength, Genna.ny could not afford to see her
overthrown.

So long as she remained in the

Intervention in Italian military affairs in the
It ¥/as hard to seenear future seemed a foregone conclusion,

precisely what the pattern of intervention would be, but some
form of occupation of Italy and air support of the Libyan
campo.ign wore foreshadov/ed.

All speculations were resolved by the arrival in March 1941
in Libya of Ronmel's Affika .Korp.s and Luf.tyiaffe units. The
reinforced, reorganised /ucis forces recaptured Agheila on
24 March and Benghazi on 3 April 1941. With the heavy
commitments of the Greek caiapaign absorbing our Middle East
strength, o’ur forces, outnumbered and outfought, v/ere forced
back :as far as Solium.

Early Concept ,Q.f,,.,,t,he, ,Q.apture of ,3,ic i ly

While British forces were liquidating the scattered units
of the defeated Italian air and ground forces in A*byssinia,
the general military situation had not materially improved.
The Gemi.ans were deep in Russia, held Greece and Crete and had
infused nev/ fire into the Desert campaign. The problem of
dealing decisively v/ith Italy alone had' grov/n more complicated.
It v/as simple to see that the further we pushed the enemy back
in North Africa - if wo could. ' the better placed v/e should be
to carry out operations by sea and air against targets in
Italy. I
clear, of the enemy, he could still intex'fero v/ith our shippin
by means of his aircraft operating from Sicilian bases. This
point led to the obvious conclusion that the day miust come
when enemy air forces in .Sicily, Southern Italy and Tunisia
must be debarred from using bases-in.those'.arecs, and the only
effective moans of achieving that .aim .Virould'. be the occupation
of Tunisia and the capture of Sicily. ; . IteaiawhilC'the best tho
forces available could achieve was :srnall scale raids. ̂  ' Later,
perhaps, seaborne raids on Italian territory'might be
possible. ■ ,

The, Qiu.aade,r„Er,it,is,h Offe.n,s,ive ,November 1.9,4.1.,...^.G...January 19.42.

Opera.tion Crusader opened on 18 November 1941 and after
bitter fighting at Sidi Rezegh, Tobrulc wa.s relieved after a
nine months' siege and Benghazi recaptured on 24 December.
By 4 January 1942 the Germans and Italians were back in

/Agheila.

On the. other hand, even if North lifrica were one day
o

0.0.8.(41)154(0)
31 July 1941.

G. 260H0Q/m/2/50
S..J...G„R,..E.,T
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Crusader virtually came to an end on 20 January 1942.Agheila.
Both German and Italian air forces had suffered serious losses

in aircraft, both in air combat and on the ground.

Y/ithout allov/ing any breathing space, Rommel hit back and
his counter-attack ran on as far as El Alomein in Egypt, viiere

the British took up prepared positions on 6 Julj^
position remained iineasy, with both sides feeling for an

advantage, until the night of 23/24 October 1942.

First and Eighth Ar^ Cam^igns, October 1942 .p

The Eighth Army fought the Axis forces back across Libya,
into Tripoli, while the First Army, viiich landed in North
west Africa on 8 November 1942, opened a new front in the

West,

victorious climax of 13 I'fey 1942, when v;hat was left of the

Italian Firct.,^,to and the Afrik.a..,Kprp3 siarrendered.
Operations by Allied aircraft against the Axis supply lines by
sea an

defeat

The

The combined pressure of the two forces led to the

ir had proved one of the major factors in their
M

Effect of Norfh_ African; Operations on Italy

Before the operations just referred to, Italy and her
islands, with Libya in her hands and Algeria and Tunisia
neutralised, held a geographically dominating position in the
Me diterrene an.

lifediterranean from naval and air bases all along the North

African shore, in addition to Malta, Gibraltar, Egj^pt and

Ojrprus.
was reopened, with an appreciable saving of shipping.
Italy was denied all seaborne imports from North Africa and

her coastwise shipping from other countries placed in

continuous jeopardy,
practicable distance for sustained heavy attack from the air.

The entire 4,100 miles of the seaboard of Italy and her

islands were exposed to naval bombardment and had to bo
manned,

strain on the Fascist organisation that it seemed ill
equipped to bear.

PaP.ture gf,.,Jtotqlleria, Lajniae Linosa,,,qn,d Lqmpipnp..,!

Thereafter, the United Nations controlled th

The Mediterranean route to Alexandria and the East

Italy, Sicily and Sardinia came within

Ifultifarious defence problems henceforth placed a

Air Ministry
Weekly
Intelligence
Summary No, 190 e

The reduction of the small islands lying between Tunisia
The air bombardment ofand Sicily.was the next step.

Pantelloria, very heavily fortified and possessing an airfield,
began in the last phase of the Tunisian campaign, the
intention in the first place being to prevent evacuation of

the Axis forces,

of the island was left to tho Air Force, '
continuous attacks, reduced it on 11 June
following two days Lampedusa, Linosa and Lampione Islands woare

also captured,
one himdred and fifty-four air attacks.
Italian records of the time, couched in unexpectedly laconic

Once the campaign was ended, the reduction
h after

During the

From 12 May to 11 June, Pontelleria suffered
Perusal of the

Appreciation of
Allied Aa.r

Tactics and

Strategy. H,Q, A,A. terms, loads one to the irresistible conclusion that the
Defence Italy
May - Juno 1943
Translation

The heavily cdefence was conducted with great spirit,
aircraft shelters, partly below ground level, although
frequently hit, survived relatively intact.

emented

61No /3. The
157

(1) Full accounts of tho Italian ground and air effort and the
losses inflicted on the Itn.lian Air Force will bo found in the

R.A. F. Narratives on tho Middle Bast Campaigns and Operation
Torch.

(2) Operation Corkscrew.
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Hopes of Elminating Italy

(1) met in January 1943 ̂ t\7hen the Oasablonoa Conference

Anfa in French Morocco, the idea that: Italy could he eliminated
from the war before the other members of the Axis was vaguely

ambient^ but it acquired no concrete fonn during the meetings,
and was never discussed except as a: possible operational by
product,
reconciliation of Allied differences in' the field of grand
stratef^; and the embryo - if no more - of the renaissance of

the pro-v/ar concept of deeding decisively with Italy might be
discerned,

Nevertheless, considerable progress was made in the

A

The U.S, Chiefs of Staff wore converted to the deferment

of a large-scale attack on Europe from the West, appreciating
that the shipping position precluded the build-up in 1943 of
adequate forces in the United Kingdom and agreeing that the

main Aidlied effort that year should be concentrated on clearing
the enemy from the Mediterranean and then attacking, the under

belly of the Aixis in that quarter,
that the local use of large numbers of Allied troops in the
North African Theatre would effect considerable economies in

shipping; and that a successful campaign in Siciljr might
result in the elimination of Italy 'and the imposition of

heavier commitments on Germany.

rr

It v/as foreseen, too.

0.0. S.

Paper l70/2
23 Jan.1943

rionarjr Mtg
(2nd)
18 Jan. 1943

Decision to,.. Iiiyade Sicily ■

The recommendations of the Combined Chiefs of Sto.ff to

occupy Sicilj'' rather than Sardinia,- with the objects of

rendering the Allied hold on the I.fediterranean more secure,
of .diverting German jiressure from the sensitive Russian Front

and of intensifying A,llied pressure on Italy, whoso'mbfale-was
visibly falling, were accepted. At sane time during the

C.C.S. Mtg
19 Jan. 1943

favourable- moon periods of Juno, Julj'’ or.Aufpist, 'the hour '

should be favourable for the operation.^2) Thereafter, ' the .
. IVimo Minister conceived some kind of medium-scale attack on

Europe in the Ifediterranean area, ca conception of which the

vor^r broad terms awaited the clarification ̂ vhich only time
and events could develop.

Plenary
Mtg.(3rd)
23 Jan. 1943

Directive to Supreme Oomiruander

It was decided that General Eisenhower be instructed to

consider such operations in exploitation of Operation Husky as
were, in his opinion, best calculated to eliminate Italy from
the War ..and. qpnt.aln the maximum .pq-Bsibl,e. .number....q
division;

Combined Chiefs of Staff would consider the General's
jifter the close of the Sicilian Campaign the

Plenary''
Mtg.(5th)
24 May 1943

recommendations and decide the course of subsequent operations.

The Allies virorc readjr for action, but their realisation that

a specific jilan Of operations' against the Italian raainl/ind
must await the resolution of several unknown factors,' Is .

implicit in the President's admission that more time was

needed for thought find for mere realistic study in the actual

battle area of problems involved. Therefore General Marshall,
U. S. Army, should accompon3'' the Prime J,Minister on his

projected visit to the Supreme Commander.
/Commentarj'-

(l) Code name; Symbol.

(2) Code name; Husky.

(k 260700A¥/2/50 S EGRET
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Oonmentaiy

The deliberations of the Casablanoa Conference were

tempered by sober optimism. The full implications of a

successful outcome of the Tunisian Campaign were not, hov/ever,
clear and a German attack through Spain was always a possibility.
The Allies were agreed on the next step; but Axis reactions
were to a great extent unpredictable while their war potential

.  remained mssive, flexible and relatively unimpaired, and their

geographical position vfas so strong. Planning was therefore
restricted. It v/ill be seen hov/ the march of events enhanced

the significance of Italy and how the arguments in favour of

her early elimination and occupation gradually assumed validily
and urgency, in interplay v/ith other vital projects.

EEVELOH'/iENT OP THE IvEDITER.Pt'lHEM. Ag. A VITAE
TliiAa?RE OP WAR. THE, T(ASHI,M1T,0N C,QM1EENC.E

Allied Progress after the Casablanca Conference

By the time the Washington Conference
12 May 1943» the Axis had been defeated in Africa;
Mediterranean lines of communication had been partially
re-opened and something like local air superiority established.

The plan to invade Sicily was maturing; but Allied moves

following a successful outcome of that plan depended on

numerous imponderables, in an international situation of

increasing complexity. Nevertheless, some hint of the general
feeling that decisive action was the natural solvent of doubt

is reflected in the clear opening alignment of the British and
American teaiiis.

0)
opened on

our

Britis,h,V,levvs

Plenary Mtg. (1st)
12 May 1943

JP( 43) Paper 99
3 May Para. 43.

In general terms, the British vieavpoint v/as that the
first major objective in the Mediterranean was to eliminate
Italy from the war, since this would immediately bring several

Prepared for an earlydesirable aims T/ithin easier reach.

Italian collapse, they favoured exploiting the confusion and
Bases, airfields anddenying the Germans time to re-group,

ports in the Heel and Toe of Italy should be seized, they
advocated, conciirrently with landings in Albania and possibly
the Dodecanese,

in Sardinia should be taken and held,

and Naples Clreas should be occupied, and troops landed in
Central Italy, with the object of advancing northwards to
seize the airfields in the MiIan-Turindrea should the Germans

vifithdraw to Northern Italy.
. hands, a force of five hundred bombers could reach the Ploesti
oil complex and other previously inaccessible targets of

paramount importance.

In addition to Sicily, Corsica and key point

V/ith these airfields in our

s
Airfields in the Ron®

American Vi&fs

Plenary Mbg, (lst)
12 May 1943
CCS (83rd Mtg.)
13 May 1943 ,
CCS (84th Mtg. )
14 May 1943
CCS (88 th Mtg.)
19 May 1943.

The Americans, apprehensive of Japanese diffusion over
the Eastern Hemisphere, held that tliis must be brought to a

sharp end and foresaw the need for massive reinforcements.
Any large-scale undertaking in the Mediterranean must, of

necessity, thejr claimed, both create a vacuum absorbent of

manpower needed for operations in both the Yfest and Par East,
and prove, should the Germans decide to ̂ rrison Italy,
exhaustive and of long duration.

/Fusion

(l) Code Name - Trident.
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Fusionof.Views. Decisions

Overshadox'i/ing the national stand-points exhibited at the
Conference was the fact that the British, convinced of the

necessity of sea i:>ower and conscious of their Imperial
possessions, had for centuries favoiired the 'Indirect Approach'
in.strategy, viaereas the Americans, with less experience
though, not necessarily less awareness, advocated the 'Direct
Approach' to Europe, that is, through Western Prance to

German^’- by the shortest route.

The factors which perhaps contributed most to the fusion
para.18, taken at of the parallel viewpoints v/ere, firstly, the general
CCS (l8th Mtg.) appreciation of the need to exploit the immediate situation
19 May 1943* with appropriate strategy'- and to attack on the crest of'the',

momentum acquired, with the exaltation and prestige of a

battle-hardened and victorious na.vy, arm5'- and air force: and,
secondly, the compromise agreement that v/hatever Mediterranean
operations were mounted would be vd.th men and equipment
available in the area at the time, that is to say, that there

was no question of reinforcing the theatre,
is to be ca,refully noted, for later departuire from its terms
was to lead to a crisis in Allied military circles during a

critical period.

Paper CCS 254

This agreement

V

C.ariment.ary

It is interesting to consider at this point the mixed
nature of the assumptions on which discussions of the attack

on Italy proceeded.
an3'- otlior group nor individual concerned appears to have
allawed at this stage for the full depth of the German will-

to-\mr, or
every inch of ground in Ital5r, as well as in the Balkans and

the Aegean, and to maintain over a long period a relatively
permanent battle front v/ith negligible air cover. It is

C.C.S(88th Mtg.) true that the American General Marshall pointed out that
19 May 1943. German decision to support Italy might make any intended

operation extremely difficult, and time-consuming,
events proved this to have been a .sound assumption, but Hie
general tacit assent to the main tenor of the British Joint
Planner's basic considerations is noteworthy.

Neither the British Joint PLamers nor

to have forecast the Geman decision to contest

a

Later

The British Joint Planners, after consultation i/vith
the U.S. Joint Planners, thought it probable that the
Germans would withdraw from all Italian territory, except

that if thej’- consideredpossibljr Venetia and the S. T3rrol;

±"aper
43)99

3 May 1943
Para. 44*

JP

standing on a line Eavenna-Pisa, the risks involved vrould
make this course inacceptable; and that they would

concentrate ever3'‘thing on the defence of the Balkans.

PRO,GRES.S.,..,„.,OP; PLANNI,NG,., .IN NORKRffiST .AJm,CA

Al.ternatiye ...PI.^s of Operation

Acting on the decisions of the Washington Conference,
the Supremo Commander directed, on 5 June 1943, the
G. O.O.-in-C, of Force 141 (later to become 15th Aray Group)
and the C. -in-C

invasion of Italy.
Commanding General of the Tlfth U.S. Airmy to prepare plans

/for the

Mediterronoan to prepare plans for the
In addition, he directed the

• j

SECRET
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for the invasion of Sardinia, in collahoration with the Naval

and Air C’s-in-C.; and on 15 June called on General Giraud to

Historical Sect/ plan the invasion of Corsica, as  a Sbrench operation.
CM AHB/II. JII/58/1.
Ibid.

Allied Strategsr
British

The plan for the invasion of Italy, which was at that
stage to take the form of an initial lodgement in Calabria,
(the province covering the Toe of Italy,),, was an alternative
to the attacks on Sardinia and Corsica. All three operations
would eventually be necessary, but it was not j^et clear where
the blof/ should fall first,

case, would be an increase in the long range fighter forces,
vAiich was asked for.

One of the essentials, in any

The planning for a large-scale amphibious assault adross

the Straits of Messina visualised first a lading bjr the
Eighth Army on the Gioia beaches in the Toe. (1)
Operation Buttress to be carried out by X Corps was named

Operation Baytovm.
northwards by X Corps, Tsiiich was charged with the clearance in

the early stages of the coastal area between the ports of

Reggio and San Giovanni. Should the advance of the Buttress-

Bajrbown forces be seriously delayed, then an amphibious assault

on the Crotone Area(2) Ball of the Foot, was to come
into play thirty dajrs after the landings in the Toe.

That part of

Operations wore to be exploited to the

N.iUP.250

30 June 19A3

The second major plan, designed to meet a more favourable
situation in which enemy resistance in the south disintegrated
speedilv, w-as for Operation Buttress (including Operation
Baytown) to be pressed home and exploited inland, through to
the Heel and on to Naples and Rome. With these two targets
seciared, our forces were to be reinforced by three divisions

through Naples.

To precede or follow either of the two alternative plans
just outlined, there was the plan for an amphibious assault

Should theon the island of Sardinia - Operation Brimstone,

Ibid

assavilt on Italy be cancelled or deferred until Sardinia and

Corsica were occupied, then three Bidtish divisions were to

augment the strength available. If it was practicable aft

the capture of Sardinia, an amphibious assault on OorsicA^was
to be executed by French forces, aided by .elements of the
Fifth Aimy and Mediterranean Air Command,

.  detailed General Juin for the, post of Commander.

ter

General Giraud

Responsibilities for Maintenance and Mounting of_Forces '
involved

AllieA.,Stratefe^
ahb/ii.j, 11/58/1

It was a sine. .Q,ua-.nQn that Middle East Forces, with their

experience and resources, should participate with Allied
Forces Headquarters in the responsibility for both the

proliminarj)’ suppljr, maintenance and mounting of forces in

Worth Africa for the initial attack, and the provision of

ports and bases,
follow up from Sicily were to be- mounted by Force 1A1»
thirty days after the initial landings. Middle East H.Q. Force
was to continue to maintain the H. Q. of X British Corps v/ith
all troops thereto attached, as v/ell as the 7th British

/Armoured

Only operations by the. units viiich were to
For

(1) Code Name - Operation Buttress.

(2) Code Name - Operation Goblet.
(3) Code Name - Operation Firebrand.

(4) Section of Conquest of Southern Italy-a record compiled
by British Historical Section Central Jfe^terranean.
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Armoured Division and the 56th British Infantry'" Division.
:Thereafter, supply demands for all forces'involved vrere to bo

handled bj'' Force 141, 'vvho was to submit 'them to Allied Force

Headquarters'-'f“or transmission to War Office and Air Mnistry.
The responsibilities fpr-the supplj'', maintenance and mounting
of the" Fifth-U. S. Arm5'^'was the province of S, 0. S. N. A. T. 0. U. S. A.
The French General Sta.ff was' to"'carry out those functions for

the French Expeditionary?' Force, earmarked for Corsica, Air
problems >vbhld be especially invol-ved, since the units

required to cover the assault or assaults would be engaged in
Sicilian operations up to a late ho-ur. Their chief hopes
were for the earliest possible decision as to the final plan
and the longest feasible interval between the close of the

Sicilian Campaign and the landings in Italy.

British Chief s,„pf„. S t af f c on si der aLanding.,on the^,¥^^
Coast of Italy

Cn 17 July, the Combined Chiefs of Staff accepted' the

strategic ‘concepts embodied in the three major plans outlined
by General Eisenhower. The British Chiefs of Staff had been

exai-nining the possibilities of a landing- on the vest coast of

Ital3r; Naples was mentioned as a likely point of assault.

P.A.N.165
17 July 1943

The ■ Birth of Ayalanche

(1)J.P. (43)
253 (Final)
15-July, 1943

The birth of the plan for the landing at Salerno
be found in an appreciation dated 15 July 1943, prepared for

the British Chiefs of Staff by the Joint Hanning Staff,
favour of the operation it was pointed out that there was
adequate naval cover and that the eneity was already?- feeling
the pinch in Sardinia, thanlcs to our continuous air bombardment.

In Sicili? there Vi/ere -virtually- no enemy aircraft and there was

no point, therefore, in awaiting the close of Sicilian
operations before striking the next blow, although its

deliverj? must depend on the air situation.

is to

In

At this date, reduced single-engined fighter cover only
could be provided as far as a line Cetraro-Crotone; and full

single-engpned fighter co-ver, onl^?- as far as Vibo Valentia in
Calabria!2 Twin-engined fighters could operate on an arc
as far as Capua (near Naples) - Taranto. The enemy air
forces must be harassed on the ground and brought to battle in

the air without respite, from nov/ on, so that if Avalanche were

to take place some time during the'following five to seven

weeks, i.e. be-tween 19 August and 3 September, it would be as

ineffecti-vely opposed bj?- enemj? close-support units as were the
Sicilian landings; furthermore carrier-borne aircraft might
be brought into play if the enemy air forces could be reduced

in the second half of August.

Time Again Ikm the iUlied H

It -svas admitted that this new plan, superimposod on a

crowded prograjime of alternatives, vrould be complicated,
would agean be insufficient for detailed planning.
19 Julj'^, the point was again emphasised tha.t planning and

preparations for Operation Avalanche would be veryi? hurried.

/The Joint

On
Time

J.P.(^) 253
Revised

19 Juljr 19A3

(1). Code name - Operation Avalanche.

(2) No long range fuel tanks had yet been made available.

G. 2607OO/MJ/2/5O S...,.1„..0,„R„E.,T
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Tho Joint Hanners in Washington were not now quite
sure that Avalanche was feasible. Everything depended on
continuous heavy-scale bombing of Italy: if this succeeded in
seriously sapping tho enemy's resistance, then a short-lived
opportunity might well occur for a thrust at the Naples area,
but more carrier-borne aircraft would be needed than the
was able to offer.

so

navy

NAP. 265
18 July 1943 General Eisenhower stated that the idea of landing

reinforcements in Naples, immediately after its seizure b3r the
armies exploiting northwards from the Toe, was already in his
mind and that he would now examine in detail the chances of
direct assaiolt on the Naples Area, Nis outlined suggestions
were submitted without delay and on 20 July the Combined
Chiefs of Staff.in Tfashington agreed that Italy was to be
invaded immediately Sicily had-been captured and amphibious
operations extended to the North, as far as the limits of
effective shore-based filter cover. Six days later followed
their instructions to mount the operation at the earliest
possible date. With all resources available.

a

PAN. 169
20 July 1943

PAN. 175
26 July 1943

C,hange„„.of ..jHLott.s.

In Sicily, a promising start had been made from the date
of the landings - 10 July. It was too early to predict the
extent of the casualties on both sides, or what sort of shape
the Allied landing craft would be in when we had captured
Sicily,

many men and aircraft and as much material as possible; but
in which direction would they v/ithdraw? ’Jould they make their
stand to northvrards on the PLsa-Rimini line, as ejqpected by the
British Joint Planners, or before Naples, or Rome? Or would
they concentrate everj'"thing on an all-out effort to drive the
forces landing in the Toe back into the sea? These and
kindred questions were debated at General Eisenhower's
Conference of all Commanders on 18 July. It seemed to them,
on the evidence of intelligence from all sources and from
study of . Hie nature of the varying terrains, tliat it was a fair
enough assumption that the Germans would not substantially
reinforce the South of Italy. If they did, their forces would
bo precariously placed in the case of an Allied landing in
force on the beaches near Naples.

The Germans would probably endeavour to conserve as

Allied Strategy
Brit. Hist. Sect.
C Ifed.

It v\ras, therefere, decided to go ahead with the planning
of a full-scale attack on Calabria, as v/ell as a small-scale
plan for an amphibious assault in the Heel or Ball.
Italian coast defences were known to be. weak and Italian morale
lower than ever before.

Tho

It v/as now possible to retain landing
craft, due to be returned to the U.K., in sufficient numbers to
relieve the acutest fears of shortage.

HulUEHNC,, ..ORGANISATION

Oembim,d...Pi.anning....s t.aff,s,...i,n..,.N» M rie.a

In order to present a clear picture of the planning
organisation for the Italian Campaign, and the extent to which
it represented an advance on previous structures, it is necessary
to review briefly its evolution. Up to the assault on Sicily,
high level planning had been carried out at A.P.H.Q, by the
Combined Anglo-American Joint Planning .Staff, with its working
party - the Executive Hanning Section - sitting dail^r at

/Bouzarea

Aili.e.d.,.„S.tr.a.t,egy
Brit, Hist. Sect.

C. Med.
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Bouzarea near Algiers. Representatives,from the Air Flans

and'Admin. Plans Sections of I.LA. cf'jJAr^'; and Navy sat on both
these bodies. H.Q. Middle East, H.Q. Ifelta, and Ministries
in London and Yfashington were also invOlyed in high level

planning for Operation Husky. . .

Forces lAi, 3A-3..0Jad 5^5

The responsibility for planning Sicilian operations at the

next level was vested in Force 1A1 vto become later 15th /mny
Group), Force 3^3 at Seventh H.Q, at Oran and Force 5A5
at Eighth Armjr H.Q. at Cairo. Hanning Staffs from Air,
Anmy and Navy H.Qs sat as combined .Ahglo-American teams under

these three Forces and produced the broad Outline Han for

Sicily for the Supreme Allied Commander, who submitted it to
the C.C.S12) for approval. sian

Ibid

Campaign, General Mexander, set up his H.Q. near Algiers.
On the completion of the Tuni

Aty HEuming for ̂

The Outline Han was issued to Northwest African Air .

Force (through Mediterranean Air Command), to R.A.F. Malta ,
and R. A. F. Middle East as well as to the Air Mtinistry for

elaboration.

African Air Force .to Northwest African.Tactical Air Force for

implementation; the latter in turn passed-it to Desert Air

■  Force, the Tactical Bomber Force and XII Air Support
Command (U.S.), the air forces which were to execute the
plan, for ultimate detail work.

Ge,ne,ral Hanning., for ty,e Invasion, of Italy

Organisations in Middlo East and Malta as well as
Forces 3A^3 54-5 were omitted from the planning machinery.
The Joint Hanning Staff (g .- 3) and the' Executive Hanning
Staff (G - 3) continued to function at A.F.H.Q. , but as time

• . passed, they concentrated increasingly,.on occupation problems,
' ■ Tibich would be their field, as the Allied. Control Commission

for Italy, after the landings.

In N.Y/. Africa, work .was passed from Northwest

Ibid and

N.A.T./J..F.

0. R. B.

Interview with

S.A.S.O.

N.A.T.A.F.

Although on paper drastic simplification was achieved
in the echelonning of the planning, in actual practice the

AdmjLralty Battle
Simimary of
Salerno Landings, verjr diffuse locations of the elements involved, added to

the dangerously short time available for planning, created a
As an -situation calling for the most strenuous teamwork,

example of how signally the Allie-s failed to co-ordinate .

their staffs, in the month of August, General Eisenhov/er
was in Algiers,. Admiral Ctjnningham at Kalta, General Alexander
and Air Marshal Tedder together at Tunis, (until
General Hexander left for Malta), Vice; Admiral Hewitt in turn

General. Mark Clark atin Sicily, Malta and Algiers;
Mostcuganem, General Montgomery in Sicily. The dispersal of
subordinate elements , involved \vas even wider.

The slightest amendment to the plans - these were many
and frequent - involved mprecedented repetition of signals
to everyone involved, thus most seriously taxing communications
and transport sjrstems aiready overloaded. It must be

/

Western Task

Force (U.S.)
Action Report
on the Salerno

Landings.. remembered

(1) Mfediterranean Air Command controlled N,
and R. A. F.’-Mfoltn.

(2) Combined Chiefs of Staff

• A.F. , R.A.F.- M.E. Aim

G. 2607OO/M7/2/5O SECRET
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romombored, too, that many unconfirmed assumptions, as in all
military campaigns, had to be made, so that Naval H,Q.s v/ere
arranging the embarkation of troops from quays not yet in our
possession Just as Air planners had to estimate the capanities
of airfields on vMch no Allied aircraft had ever landed,
the viliole, Air Intelligence was well organised,
pitch of perforroance to which the Air Hiotographic
Reconnaissance units had been raised as well as the efficiency
of their interpretation and distribution machinery, made it
possible to provide up to date maps of the terrain,
become available in increasing detail, thanks to an especially
timely and successful sortie on 27 June; at the time of the
assault on Italy, mosaics were being distributed down to
company level.

Air Hanning for the Invasion of It^y

On

The fine

These

S.O.O.E.U.

Signal 053A-
Air Command Post

to H,Q. R.A.P.,

Air Outline Plans of the highest level were then produced
by llfediterranean Air Command Plans and Northwest African Air
Force Plans, working in close conjunction. Responsibility
for detailed air planning was vested in the lower formations
actually implementing the plans, viz. Tactical Air Force for
Operation Avalanche and Desert Air Force for Operations 

'  '

Buttress and Baytown. There was the closest liaison between

M.E.

1A August 19A6.
Interview with

St A. St D.

N.A,T.A.Ft ■

Ibid.

Tactical, Coastal and Strategic Air Forces, and Naval H.Q.
The contacts between Tactical Air Force, Desert Air Force and
XII Air^Support Command were naturally continuous and complex.
Indeed it v;as found temporarily desirable to reinforce Desert
Air Force and XII Air Support Ccmraand Planning Staffs with
officers from Tactical Air Force Planning Staff,
aspect of air force - army co-operation v/as covered by very
close liaison between the planning staff officers from North
west African Tactical and Desert Air Forces and XII Air
Support Command with the Army staffs implementing the plans,
viz. i5th /mny Group, Eighth Array (Br. ) and Fifth Array (U.S.).
Further realistic simplification wras effected by  a decentra
lising of responsibilities, v/hereby Tactical Air Force, in
direct consultation with.Strategic and Coastal Air Forces'and
C.-in-C, , Ifediterranean could.produce completed plans and
recommendations for presentation for final approval or advioe
to Ifediterranean Air Command direct.

The vital

J, P.S. Report
by AFHQ/G.3.
Ref: P.86

3 June 1 9A3.

The Air planning machinery worked under severe handicaps.
Mrst, there was a general shortage of trained planning staff
in the Mediterranean Theatre. The Italian Campaign was, in a
sense, only a tactical extension of Sicilian operations and
brought no break in the continuity of the attack, but only
redeplo3rment. Officers whose collaboration would have been

invaluable at the planning tables were.engaged on Sicilian
operations and not available for anj’' appreciable period between
the fall of Sicily and the assault on the mainland. Planning
staffs had therefore often to be strengthened by officers not
actually implementing operations; a degree of improvisation
was inevitable.

Notes on the

History of
M.A, T.A.F.

1943/45 -
H.Q. ]\t.A.T.A.P.

The course of battle brought about a certain stretching of
Air Ooimnand communications. For example on 31 July 1943 H.Q.
Nortliwest African Tactical Air Force moved to Oassibile,
Syracuse.

Lentini, but Air Command Post was still at La Marsa, near Tunis,
R. A. F. Middle East in Cairo and Mediterranean Air Command in

/Algiers.

near

Desert Air Force was writhin reasonable reach at

■Y‘-
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Algiers. The physical background against which so much
constructive and fruitful work v/as produced o:^en crude;
formations such as H.Q. Tactical Air Force, living and woricing
in^tents in all weathers, often found their hard-pressed staff
still further reduced during critical periods b3r  a high
incidence of jaundice and other maladies.

OP FOLITigAL, GHANGES...,.,IN ON

I™pliS9:tions gf the,,, Pall .pf„„.the„„,Pasci,st Rcgme
Allied Strategy
Br, Hist. Sect.
0, Med.

l/hile these plans were evolving, political events inside
Metropolitan Italy drew to a climax; and on 25 July the
announcement was made to a surprised v/orld that the Fascist
Regime had fallen, that Mussolini had disappeared, that the
King had called on liiarshal Badoglio to form a representative
government and the war was to go on. The implications of
these changes were not lost on Allied strategists.
Italians v/ere tottering. '
of huge numbers of casualties.

The

The loss of their African &lonies,
prisoners and material, the

gradual shrinking of their old huge perimeter to the threshold
of the mainland, with increasing punishment from the air and
sea had, as had been hoped in 1939, markedly affected the
Italian ̂ 7ill to war; their political change of heart held vast
possibilities of profit to ourselves. The Prime Minister
foresaw that the Italians might shortly surrender. Mere that
to^cane about, ho insisted, every possible militarj*- advantage
arising therefrom would have to be sought for the destruction
of Nazi Germany.

Pt^,ther Ch^ge of Hans

One immediate reaction of the planning staffs was the
realisation that it would be desirable to attack the Naples
area earlier than previously?- visualised, while the state of
flux persisted.

■ In Air circles the possibility?- of bringing forward the
22 July?- 19A3 Air date of the attack on the Naples area was already being
Mnistry to MAO considered. Contributions vtere made by? both the Air Ministry
Punch AOMT. 50 and Mediterranean Air Oommand.
23 July 1943 & with the greater possible effect on Italian morale of the
AOMT,5A occupation of about 700 miles of the mainland coastline,, with
m reduction of Italian resistance, than of the
MAO to A.M. seizure of another island or -two, as v/oll as -with the

attendant result of containing far more Geman di-visions.
Furthermore, difficult as air operations against the mainland
would prove to be, one of the results of a landing in
Calabria might be to bring enemy? air elements southv/ards,
within easier striking distance of our own air forces.

Crg4i.nst,,,,un,due,.,.,Pptimsm

Sigs.Ilinch 48

The latter vrere impressed

Every?thing seemed to point to a realisation in the not

too distant future of the Allies' plan to eliininate Italy from
the war. It could hardly? be foreseen hw/ muc.h of a mixed
blessing this would prove to be, although the Air C.-in-C.
Mediterranean took care to point out the danger of anySig,ACMC/l7

2 Sept. 1943
MAO to A.M, '

Sig. AGMT/54
26 July 1943
MAC to A.M,

tendency to over-estimate the military? value to the Allies of
an Italian collapse. Nevertheless it was necessary to elan
on several assumptions and the possibilities of aji unopposed
landing in Naples, assuming an Italian collapse and that the

/Germans

G» 260700/M1?7/2/50 S...,E„.,„C„„„R„E,„,T
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Gormans discreetly isithdrew North of that area,
and still another planv'^/ prepared to meet that remote
contingency.

Thanks to the progressive programme of air attacks on
Sardinia, the air hases on that island \vere virtually
untenable. Its capture, as vroll as that of Oorsica, should
follow, as a matter of course, our establishment of fim
bridgeheads in.Southern Italy and the Naples Area,
for Sardinia^ / and Oorsica^^^ was therefore left to
General Giraud, for maturity early in October,
now held the two alternative large-scale plans - Buttress and
Avalanche, with Buttress holding priority. Both concepts, as
well as that of on ad hoc crossing from Sicily to the Toe,
had the tacit approval of the Combined Chiefs of Staff.

were examined

Hanning

The table

now

Allied.Strategy
Br, Hist. Sect,
0. Med.

oiemtional;_-,;,a^^ jii'LNNiNc iroeleib

strategic. Hob^

Sig. AOMT/54
26 July 1943
MAO to A.M.

If the toll being taken of the enemjr air forces during
July in Italy ̂ vas heavy, it was at an appreciable cost to the
Allied Air formations. For weeks, without respite, our crews
had been operating to the limits of their capacity, and
casualties and strain were inevitable. To the Air 0.-in-0.
it was apparent that in view of the slow rate of aircrew
replacement, from which the enemy also fortunately suffered,
nothing could prevent a statistical decline, in the near
future, in our air effort. All the more reason, it ivas
pointed out, for beginning forthwith a studied restriction
of our^strategic air effort, until the period immediately
preceding the landings; heavy and medium bombers v/ould then
be needed to compel evacuation of eneny airfields and to
destroy his installations and grounded aircraft. In spite
of heavy losses in Sicily, there was evidence that the air
fields in the Heel and Poggia Areas Were being extensively
developed. The enemy was visibly weakening, but not by any
moans disintegrating: with his usual flexibility he was
re-organising and reinforcing his air forces in the South at
the expense pf the Western Front.

Sig.ACMT/50
23 J’Jly 1943
laC to AM

The Rise & Fall

p.f. the ..GeSS'’'"
Mr....|orpe H..III
dhap.Ii;, A.J1

Operatigns...,.calUng f^^^ Forces

Sig,A0MD/S.50l
16 July 1943
M.A.O. to A.M.

It was hoped that our medium bombers, provided with
forward-based fighter escort, could clear the enemy from the
Toe and from the Grotone Area in the Ball; and, by depl03dng
the heavies we might deny the enemy the use of airfields
further North: these moves v/ould lead up to, and merge with
the pre-assault phase of air operations. Air preparation for
the Sicily landings had entailed a ton days' counter-air
offensive but the landing in Italy, being a pattern of operations
far greater in scope and degree of hazard, called for at least
three weeks of concentrated bomber attacks on enemy airfields.

/To accofrg)lish

Sig. AOMT/54
26 July 1943
M.A.C. to A.M.

(l) Code Name - Barracuda.

(2) Code Name - Brimstone.

(3) Code Name - Firebrand.
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To acGomplitsh this, it wotild be essential that the three groups
of Liberators lent for Husky should remain in the Mediterranean
until the capture of Naples and that airborne operations of
raaxiinum scale, to effect the seizure of vital airfields, be
mounted. This, in spite of the heavjr casualties sustained b^r
the airborne units in the Sicilian campaign, might still be the
onl3»' means at our disposal of securing air bases in the
earliest phases of the landings.

•  ' N. A.E.3O3

28 July 1943
The Supreme Commander spoke in unequivocal terms,

bomber force was not onl^^' insufficient for the great task
ahead - it should be doubled.

Portresses from the U.K. and asked for them to reach his

theatre betv^een 10 August and 15 September,
order, the reply of the Combined Chiefs of Staff was disapproval
and blunt refusal.

The

He needed four groups of

To this wholeeale

One of the objections raised to the idea

CCS (Y/) 742
30 July 1945
P. A. N. 18

2 August 1943 was that the transfer of the necessary ground personnel and
equipment would take a month to effect,

be noted, still have rendered it possible to use the heavies
in the earl3r stages of the canqjaign).

(This would, it will

Liberators and Ifellingt ons

The theme opened by the Air C.-in-0. with Air Ministry
on 26 Jul3r, mentioned in tv7o paragraphs above, was taken up by
the Supreme Commander with the Combined Chiefs of Staff. His

request to retain the three groups of Liberators lent him for
Husky provoked a strong protest from General Levers, in charge
of U, S. Militar3'' Forces in the United Kingdom. They could
not sta3r in the Mediterranean; he demanded their immediate
return, for use in the mounting bomber offensive against
Europe., Nothing daunted, General Eisenhower came back to the
charge on 19 August. In .view of the impressive German build
up now evident in Ital3r, he felt he had insufficient aircraft.
Many of the Allied squadrons were not full3r effective and the
apparent paper strength took insufficient account of a wastage
rate which the current flow of replacements was not making
good. In the event his forebodings proved unjustified.
One of the Liberator squadrons \vas, at 26 August, at Port
Lyauto3'- in Prench Morocco, on the Atlantic Coast. The Supreme
Commander announced his intention of moving it to North-West
Africa.

Staff.

Ba3r of Biscay at this vital juncture? YThat protection would
remain for the convoys passing through those waters? No, the
Liberators must sta3r v/here the3>- were, but he could have a
squadron of Wellingtons from the United Kingdom air forbes.

This evoked the indignation of the British Chiefs of
\7ho would cover the anti-submarine operations in the

N.A.P.319

10 August 1943*
S.U.101

14 August 1943

N./A P.332

19 August 1943

u. s, 673
26 August 1943

C.0.S.(Y7) 772
28 August 1943

N.A.P.87O8
30 August 1943

The Supreme Commander, with the invasion plan ripening
for action, \ms equally apprehensive for different reasons and

firmly insisted that the3'- should carry out the more urgent of
the Wo tasks; on which the Chiefs of Staff compromised and

0,-in-C, ,Med. to concurred in the move, but no more. Among the decisions of
the Quebec Conference, \ifhich closed on 24 August, was one that
Avalanche should be carried out vdth the forces then existent

in the ifediterrmean, less items pranised to other theatres.
The 0.-in-0., Mediterranean expressed his anxiety over this
decision to the Adntiralt3a
it should fail tlien operation Overlord
invasion of Europe from the U.K. - might be stillborn,
therefore protested against the denial of the use of the
three groups of Liberators.

1st Sea Lord

29 August 1943

Avalanche must succeed, for if
. - the plan for the

He

A.M. The bargaining continued,, up to'
2 September 1943. the very eve of the assault, when, on 2 September, the findings

/of the

(A 2607OO/MFY/2/5O SECRET
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of the Chiefs of Staff were conveyed to the Ifediterranean
theatre that the Liberators v/ould not be available for
Avalanche, but the three.squadrons of Wellingtons v/ould, and
could be retained until after 15 September.

Rival Claims to Bombers ■

AX. 775 from

A.C.A.S. (P)/t
25 August 19A3-

\;/hile the signals about the Liberators.  - were increasing, a
furtlier effort from London to reduce the Mediterranean Air
strength served to increase, the burden of the Avalanche planners.
The Air mnistrjr, in a signal dated 25 August, called for the
return, by 15 September, to the U.K., of Squadrons 4-20, A24
and A25 of the Royal Canadian Air Force. This was countered
by a full-scale exposition of the general principles governing
the projected campaign by the Air C.-in-C. Although the
invasion of Italy vms a more serious proposition than that of
Sicily, he was being asked to carry out his coraraitaents vd.th
a heavy bomber force only tv7o-tlTirds of the v/eight of that
which went into action in Operation Husky. The Wellingtons
were required by 15 September: but this v/as surely likely to
be the most^critical point of the action. Axmy apprehension
of the difficulties ahead was obviously increasing and the very
birth of the operation itself trembled at that moment in a very
delicate balance. Support was forthcoming from the Navy
member of the A.F.H.Q. team. The C.-in-C. Mediterranean, in
the signal mentioned above, added his serious apprehensions
about this suggested withdrawal of Wellington Squadrons.

A.C.M,T.5
26 August 1943

C. -in-C,,Med.
to

1st Sea Lord .

29 August, 1943

Offensive on Medi torrancan War

Punch 52

31 August 1943*
The Chiefs of Staff's reply to the signal from the Air

C.-iri-C. Med. of 26 August proceeded to set the problem against
the broader background of overall strategje The heavy bomber
offensive from the U.K. against the Gorman S3rstem, (which
included the aircraft industry and fuel plants) v/as itself
lOTgely responsible for the air superiority enjo^red by
Mediterranean Air Command, whose existing heavy bomber forces
had proved themselves fully capable of combatting what fighter
opposition the Luftv/affe could mt ' It had been thought
the Luftvmffe would build up against" the next Allied blow,
which must fall someviiere in the inland .sea; but this b^ld
up had failed to materialise.

up.

The Mediterranean Forces bin.t ...of View

Punch A.0.M.T,/l7 _ There were other approaches to the question and the /lir
2 Sep-tember 1943* C.-in-O. put his finger on an undispiuted fact when he reminded

the Air Ministry of its own assessment, that German fighter '
wastage during July that year of the ]\fediterranean had reached
the highest monthly total p^et recorded - 75 per cent of the
total German fighter production,
considerations to be borne in mind,

our bases, it would be difficult' to maintain supplies,
problems were' alv/aprs to the foro.

There were several other
At such distances from

Arngp
The heavy build-up of '

German divisions in Italy pointed to the need for the utmost
help for the Allied armies, in particular for the task of
delaying dangerous concentrations of German troops. There
was, too, the question of heavjr bomber bases, the possession
of v^ich would certainly be of importance in over-all strategy.

A.C.M.T.78 ‘
4 August 1943

53* The true Gorman fighter picture \w\s then, given by the
3 September 1943 Air Ministry. Only one sixth of. the JigerC") )■ were ' located in

the Mediterranean, whereas two tlvirds of the total available
faced ouir operations against the Western Front. The air
reinforcement debate was onljr a -part of the general struggle

/to effect

(1) Fighters.
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to effect a compromise between the needs of the 'Western, Par
Eastern and Mediterranean fronts: it also reflected a clash

of nn.tional strategic outlooks.

TMi.i.°0'.1....7^oblems

'.'/liatever form the attack on Italy v/ould eventuo.lly take,
there must be no halt in the seizure and for\7ard construction

of fighter cdrfields, or in the wearing-dovm of the enemy
fighter and fighter-bomber forces. Above all, there loomed
the problem of providing fighter cover for the amphibious .

expedition, on the way out and during the establishnent of
beachheads. Given the available forces and their known

endurance, ra.ngo itself would govern directlj'’ the extent of
air cover. Hence the paramount need for advancing the
fighter bases. The first target was the Gerbini complex in
Eastern Sicil3r; the second was the terrain in the Messina

area and the construction there of a nuinber of fighter strips,
a further stride forward of roughly 55 'miles. Here the

essential v/cas a raxdd advance of gromd forces; the actual

construction was onljr a matter of forty-eight hours vrork.

Enemy Air Situation

Bjr that time, - late Jrtljr - all that remained of the

enemy air forces in Sicily vrore some eleven hundred destro3'-ed
or damaged aircraft, abandoned on the ground; of these
approximately six hundred wore German. Enomjr fighters had
been forced back into the Toe end the fi|^ter-bomber force was
now operating at almost ineffective range from the Naples Area.
The negligible air intert/ention with our land operations v/as
also in large part dhe to the eneiry's intention to recover from
his heavj'’ losses, and build utj. Reinforcements up to of

the total factorjr fighter output had been flowing to the
Mediterranean front and the recent stiffening of the. theatre
command with experienced officers from Russia, suggested that
the nrosent rout was bjr no means fatal. The svaft occupation
of Cs.labria vrould deixnd on the earlj?' seizure b^r the Allies of
airfields such as Ortjtone, from v/nence their fi^iters could
deal vdth air attacks .of the -I¥(l) 1 90' fighter-bombers based
on Naples and reduce their povrer of interference,

l^^iter coyer _ for the Lan,^ngs in Italjr

Once the Gerbinis and the Milazzo areas virere securely in
our hands, cover for a landing in the Toe was a solved problem:
but to cover a landing at Salerno adoqua.tel3i" was a very
different proposition. As matters stood at the end of July,
onl3'- Lightnings of the North-West African Strategic /JLr
Force, v/ith their long-range bell3'- tonics, could meet the
requirements of the operation: but the Combined Chiefs of
Staff had decided that N.A.A.P. must rest content with their

present numbers.

Sig. ACMT/S.501
16 July 19A3.
M. A. 0. to A. M,

The J^sc,,,,&., Pall
of.„the .German
Air Force

It.ill.Chap.11
A.M.

The .Offer of L,ong.r.Ran.ge ItLe.! .Tanlcs

P.A.N. 169

21 July, 19 A3
Punch A8
22 July 19A3
Air ltinistr3r -
to M.A.O.

The Air Ministr3'' estimated that these Lightnings, with

the assistance of five oArcraft carriers equipped with Seafires,
could carr3r cut four hundred and ei|iit3r sorties on D Day at
Salerno; and sugg;e.sted that Spitfires, both R.A.P. and U. S. ,
if provided with ninet3r ga.llon tanks, would bo able to maintain

/a daylight

(1) Pocke Uulf.

S...E C,..R E T

G. 260700/Mi7/2/50
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a daylight cover over the beachhead of thirty to forty minutes.
On the follov/ing day they gave substance to the idea by
offering to send consignments of tanks in three convoys,
carrying four hundred, nine hxindred and five hundred tanks, in
this order, an offer v/hich was gratefully accepted,
it would seem that v/e were coriimitted to a wasteful and perhaps
inadequate prograime.

Even so.

Broblenis of Range

,  N.A.A.P. A.P.O.

650 A 5/P.8.
(Final) 18 Aug.

19A3.

The assault area v/as one hijndred and seventy-five miles

from the Messina area, one hundred and ninety miles from the
PaleriTO fields and t\7o hundred and twenty miles from Gerbini
and Catania,

bring us a virindfall in the shape of Vibo Valentia airfield,
only one hundred and fifty miles from Salerno; but even from
that base, Spitfires would need extra fuel tanks to reach and
patrol the beaoVihoad area,

its full airfield capacity, but photographic reconnaissance
revealed that there vrere seven sites in the Milazzo area

suitable for strip airfields,
the Spitfires would have to be staged fonvard from Gerbini,
using the strips referred to as advanced l.anding gromds.
Seafires, - over a hundred of them in all probability -

operating from five carriers, were to help to cover the gaps
caused by combat and weather delays, but their bases, the
carriers, could not remain static, owing to the threat fro®
enemy torpedo-bombers and submarines,
duties in the way of providing fighter cover for the covering
Naval Force: in any case their Martlets could not compete with
German short-range shore-based fighters.

A successful initial push in the Toe v/ould

The Palermo area was laid out to

Should these prove insufficient

The

The Fleet carriers had

,

N.C.W.T.F.

Action Report
of Salerno

Landings.

Fighter Bases

Appendix P.98 In some quarters it was still held that a landing in the
(Final) to O.R.B. Naples area could only be effectively covered v/hen our forces
Air Plans,
M.A.G.

24 July 1943.

which had landed in the Toe had advanced far enough northwards

to be able to operate fighters from three airfields and two
landing grounds, - that is to say, as far as a line
/jnend olora-Gastrovillari-Be Iveder e.

line, and additional airfields v/ere hurriedly constructed in

the rear areas, fighter cover could only be provided as far as
Salerno beaches.

Even if we stood on this

liYhat stood out cler.irly was the desirability
of capturing Monte Oorvino airfield very early on, thus
securing a base for four fighter squadrons when they v/ould be
most needed.

THE OHOIOE OF GROUND, DiYTE /jND_ TIME FOR
0lii^I0NlJi^Aj2Hi

The Three available Points

It is of importance and interest to consider on v/hat
grounds the choice for the points of assault was based,
wore simple, mainly mathematical and topographical,
impact must of necessity fall somevdaere south of the latitude
of Rome.

The

Since at least one large port v/-as essential for th

y
The first

Appendix P.98
(Final) to Foi®
540, Air Plans
M.A.C.

24 July 1943.

e
landing and build-up of supplies, Naples was clearly marked as
a target for early conquest,
ports further south on the Vifest Coast,
was ruled out, as being too heavily defended for direct assault.
In the Naples area, there were three available beaches on
which to land and build up.
Salerao.

In any case there were no major
As a landing-point it

These were Mondragone, Gaeta and

/Respective
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R®.spective .Merits of Mondragonej Gaeta and Salerno

The Naples Plain is long, oreseentic and surrounds the

city. Backed by the A^pei^nes, it extends along the coast
from Castellamare di Stabia to Mondragone and includo^

Prom seaward, the view presents a successionMt. Vesuvius,

N,,,I,. D,.Handbo ok
on I ta.iy .

of open bays, whose beaches are so.ndy and marshy, v^-ith several
small lagoons and lal<ss. Although much v/ooded, it presented
no serious obstacles to surface movement until one reached the
broad Volturno River, tvTenty miles to the north,
offer an open plain as its immediate hinterland, but its
beaches were indifferent; it v/as farthest from Naples and
beyond Spitfire cover.

Gaeta could

C,-in-C Med.

Letter to

AdmiraIty
covering Report
of N.C.W.T.P.
on Salerno

Landing
8 March 1945. The Salerno Plain,

the Sorrentina
south of Naples on the other side of

Peninsula is of extreme flatness and triangular,
measuring twenty-one iiiiles along the shore and eight miles

deep at the middle: the v/-hole plain, effectively ringed .in
by the steep slopes and cliffs of the l^pei^nes, .would afford
admirable siting for a deSfonce system generously equipped v/ith
artillery, and v/-Quld limit all ingress to the interior to

(Pinal) to O.R.B. few narrow valley roads.
Air Plans M.A.C.

24 July 1943.

N...I.D, Handbook
cn...i.taiy and
Appendix P.98 a

Near the shore the soil was marshy
and sandy, v/ith some clay, v/'hile further inland line combined
v/ith clay to make heavy traffic difficult in bad v/eather.
Like the Naples Plain it v/as fairly thickly v/ooded and there
was the sraao extensive cultivation and irrigation.

The Salerno plain could only boast of one .mediocre stream -
the Sele Movement of mechanised transport and tanks
would be sinple within the confines of the plain itself but to
move northwards tov/ards Naples one had to pass by the valley
roads and clinb through narrow defiles over the 4,000 ft. high
passes, should the coast road bo blocked. Once taken, the
heights surrounding the plain offered the Allies themselvo
precious defence system for the protection of the beachhead
against inevitable counter-att,acks. No such friendly terrain
could be. discerned in the relief surrounding the beach at
Mondragone. At Salerno the beach gradients were the easiest
for landing craft and, moreover, exits from the actual beach
■v/ere easier than at Mondragono. The Sele River was easier to
cross than the wider Volturno although,
numerous small streams, and the general boggy terrain,
armo\ired fighting vehicles were unlikely to enjoy the mobility
their crev/s prayed for.

s a

in view of the

Decisive Reasons^^^f Choice of Salerno

There was most to he said from an Array point of view for
the Salerno beaches. When the Air Porces observed that the
airfield of Monte Goivino v/as only three miles frora the ■
Salerno beaches, whereas Capua airfield was fifteen miles from
Mondragone beaches, the scales v/ere heavily v/eighted in favour
of Salerno, The Navy,’ concerned with port capacity, could

N. I. D. Handbook

Vol.IV B.R.517C
see in favour of Salerno a steady increase of sp)aoe for landing
rand building-up stores, as ovir troops moved on to Naples
through a string of small harbours, (Salerno, Oastellainare,
Torre Annunsiata and Torre del Greco) which could absorb at
least 3)500 tons daily between them; whereas if the forces
landed at Mondragone and were hold up before Naples, then
Baia, Pozzuoli and Bagno11 could not offer anything like
sufficient capacity; furthermore, Bagnoli was exposed to
adverse winds.

/Each

,S..E C..R. E T
G. 260700/vrvT/2/50
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Each of the small ports from Salerno to Naples was
capable of maintaining supplies for up to two divisions, as
well as the ground staff and air crev/s needed in the initial

phases: but the long-term needs of a full-scale occupation
and offensive campaign called for nothing less than a base

with the massive possibilities of Naples, v^rhere large cargo
ships could moor alongside the quays, and up to 8,000 tons a
day could be handled,

normally dredged, offered generous anchorage for the larger
type of vessel.

GpnimwuGatign.,,,and....D^^

In addition, Salerno harbour, if

Appendix P/38
(Einal) to O.R
Air Plans

M. A.O.

2A July 1943.

Account had also to bo taken of other considerations.

.B. First there v/as the question of railv/ays. These \?ere in a

very low state of efficiency, and the poi/ror system and stocks
of coal had both suffered from the attrition of v/ar.

hopes were entertained, therefore, of using the railways
system for a month after the assault.
Was one trans-Apennine road running into the Salerno system,
and, when we reached Naples, four more roads crossing the
mountains into the plain: all these could serve as links
betv/een oirr forces on both sides of the range,
possible resistance, it was believed that the coastal
defences in the Salerno area vrere less formidable than the

fifty Dual Purpose guns reported as sited on the coastal
plain above Naples.

No

As for roads, there

Assessing

Allied Need for Airfields

All considerations were based on an arbitrary division,
of operations into pre-assault, assault and post-assault
phases,
another,

capturing, at the earliest possible date, all the existing
airfields in the region, including Pomigliana d'Arco,
Capodichino, Maroianese, Cercola, Vesuvius, Pompeii (and the
seaplane bases of Beverello, Cesario Go’nsole and Vigliena).
We should need them all and many more, for the Axis held in
the areas between Rome and the Alps a huge preponderance of
airfields, some of them first-class, with almost limitless
capacity for all types of aircraft.

Beach Intelligenqe

In actiuality these phases would merge into one
Study of the terrain only enhanced the need of

N.G.W.T.P. Action

Report Salerno
Landings
Pt.VI. 3eot,1.

The various intelligence sources which fed the Planners
with, massive and continuo-us information on the beach

situation, so vital to the Na-val >jnits involved, included
office publications, prisoner-of-v7ar interrogation reports,
captured and acquired enemy charts and above all, aerial
photographs. The vertical and low obliques furnished by the
expanding and enterprising photographic reconnaissance units
under the command of Golonel Elliott Roosevelt and

interpreted by the highly speoiaJi-sed P.I.U.'s(0 of the

Allied Air Forces were plotted and disseminated to all
concerned. Mention must be made here of a very timely and
valviablc sortie carried out on 27 J-une over the assault area,
results of which v/ere made into a mosaic of the utraost service.

/Ohoice

(i) Photographic Interpretation Units.
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Choice of Ratefor Operation Avalanche •

Paper O.C.S.328
talcen at G.C.S.

(116th Mtg. )
2hr August 19^3*

Various considerations had nov/ narrowed dovm the margin
between the capture of Sicily'- and the invasion of Ital3r,
If Avalanche sliould assume prioritjr over Buttress, then
General Clark, the General Conunanding the Fifth Army, had

received orders to plan for an assailLt at Ealerno on

7 September, v;hich, it was hoped, would give a ten days'
breathing spe.cc. The threat of increasingly unfriendljr

W.N.T.P. Action

Report of the

Salerno Landings weather was of the greatest concern to Vice Admiral H.K. Hewitt,
the TJ,S, Naval Commander of the Western Naval Task Force,
responsible for planning and executing the landings,
was anxious to land his charges in Italy and complete the
maximum build-up ashore, before the onset of the storn^g
conditions of mnter weather made beach maintenance difficult

U.S.N. me

A, 1 63011
11 Jan. 1945.

Ho

or out of the question,
justified, for, although the reinforcement convoj'-s enjojred
an especially benevolent run of fine weather, on  D plus

a strong gale ond iiigh seas prevented all landings
for t\TO da^rs and compelled him to beach more than sixty
craft.

In the event, his foresight jjroved

The Element of.Surprise

Ibid. There was, however, a conflict of root principle between
the Armj?' and Navy Chiefs, the outcome of which, favourable
to the Armj'- theorists, w<as, in turn modified in favour of an
a.irbome operation, timed to precede the landing b}'' an'hour
or t\vo. The main contention centred round the clement of

This could be best achieved, the Arraj'" chiefssurprise,

argued, bj"- landing forces on a da.rk night, ?d.thout prolimin'arjr
naval bombardment. The Naval reply to this was that . ■ ■ ■ ■-

The Germans, '-by a siitylesurprise was out of the question,
process of elimination, must be increasingly aware of the
area of impact,
warrantable assumption,
naval bombardment of selected strong points and a landing
under most favourable cover of darkness for convoy assembty.
The ilrmj'' vieT/vpoint prevailed, although on the date eventua.lty
chosen the Way>r were not able, for reasons of moon margin, to
afford the landing troops the most favourable cover.

All the evidence pointed to it,
the obvious need was for a preliminarj'-

On this

In.decisiqn pf ..feman , Strategy^; i 1943

Fuehrer

Opnfqrences. on
Naval Affairs

1943
Published by
H.iL Admiralty

The Allied landings in Sicily had not removed the
Germans’ suspicions that, sooner or later, an attack on
Sardinia and the Balkans would be made: this division of
interest, fostered by Allied moves, resulted in a certain
confusion mid indecision in high level deliberations,
all the German plans formulated after tiie downfa.ll of
Muss,olini .agtxinst a possible Italian surrender, that for the
rescue of Mussolini(l)

Of

till held first priority as late as
This state of affairs reflected the lo5ralty of1 Augus t.

Hitler to old comrades-in-arms, his personal predominance in
strategic affairs and the fact that ultimate decisions on
policjr regarding Itaty rested with him.
had met at Verona on 19 Juty in an effort to prevent on
Italiron collapse,
and the following plans were formulated.

Hitler and Mussolin

Once the Duce had lost office, his rescu

i

e
Broad measures irere

/laid

(1) Operation Eiche (Oak) ■

G. 2607OO/M//2/5O SECRET
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laid down i^or the restoration of Fascism and the occupation of

Rome,(''} for the capture or destruction of the Italian Fleet!2)
and for the seizure hy the German Army of key positions in

Italy.(3)

At the Fuehrer Naval Conference, held from 26 to 28 July,
plans were dravm up for A^JOy.. under Rommel, to enter
Italy forthwith. Hitler felt it v/as essential to act at
once, before the Anglo-Saxons stole a march on them by

Operation Student was to begin at
Until the execution of

occupying the airports.
Irussolini would be rescued.once,

these two plans was well advanced, the final stages of the
Every opportunity was to be taken

At this Conference no
Doenitz and Rommel were

others would not de-velop.
of moving German troops into Italy,
decision regarding Sicily was made,
in favour of hanging on, Kesselring of retreating up Italy to

Hitler was ijnable toa more easily defensible position,
decide on a course of action.

Italians playing,,,,for...T^^^

Report on a General Roatta, the Italian Chief of Staff, objected to
Meeting of the German plan to reinforce Central and South Italy on the
German and grounds that the terrain was already adequately defended by
Italian political Italian troops, but, being aware of the peace negotiations

under way, did not press the point. The farther South the
German formations v/ere committed, the greater their ultimate

difficulties vrere likely to be.

and Military
repre sentative s
at Bologna
15 August 194-3
Document found Hit,ler' s,,,,,Be,^,ef ,,in a possible Attac,k,,,pn,,,SardiiTi,a
among Mussolini's
private papers. Gorman calculations had grown more realistic by the time

"German, Strategy", a new Conference opened on 9 August. Admiral Doenitz thought
Brit7iis.t..Se.oti.Qn the main line of the next Allied attack would be in Southern

If they, the Germans, had to abandonCentral MsditerTr Italy and the Balkans,
^.eanr-! Appendix:,.asicily, Calabria and Apulia would be untenable, and the

possibility of German forces being cut off by an Allied
landing in Central Italy remained. General Jodi thought the

danger of an attack in the Naples area a real one and argued in
favour of a concentration of forces there. Hitler, reluctant

to believe that Italy v/ould desert him, in spite of his

mistrust of Badoglio, and hoping to rescue and reinstate
Mussolini, continued to talk of an Allied attack on Sardinia.
During the second, and third weeks of August, Lufl^affe stores

and personnel moved from Sardinia to Corsica; demolition of^
Sardinian airfields proceeded, while construction increased in
Corsica.

Sardinia v/ould be evacufxted.
There was one exception to the indications that

The Germans were developing

fighter airfields in the northern tip of the island; they
warned two single-engined fighter Ge„3G„toy',ade„r (60 aircraft) in
the Naples area to stand by for transfer to Sardinia and a
single-engined fighter unit moved to an advanced landing
ground in the south of the island. The Fuehrer Conference
continued over 11 August and it was then that the Rommel^odl
plan for the defence of Italy acquired form.
va.s laid on the northeivmiost and main defensive position on

the southern slopes of the Apennines
Gothic Line - at this stage undeveloped and considered as a

natxiral defensive unity only.

Great stress

later known as the

/THE STRUGGLE

Fuehrer .Naval

(l) Operation Student.

(2) Operation Aohse

(3) Operation Schwarz

See Appendix 9.

(Black).
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THE STRUGGI^ FOR EEIKE.QEQIf'MTS FOR Tlffi
I/lEDITERE.mEM

OpeningPhase

The Supreme Commander, supported by his three Service
chiefs, opened a canapaign for sufficient forces to invade .

As time went on, the full scope of the invasion wasItaly,
seen more clearly, not only by the men on the spot but by
London and tfeshington.
A.P.H. 0. v/as that not only was it essential that certain ships,
landing craft, men and aircraft, due for return to the U.K.

or for transit to India, be retained in the Mediterranean, but

that reinforcements in all these categories were imperative.
A series of requests, refusals, misionderatandings, renewed

requests, compromises and imperious acts followed, right up
to the days of assault and b'uild-up. : . : . .

The general import of signals from

The Bid f orTppop Rein nt s
Message from

Supreme Commander
to. Washington
(No copies
available at ¥.0, visualised their omTJloyment on coastal defence, for the

construction of airfields, as prisoner of war guards and on

about 17 July 194-3 administrative duties.

C.O.S.(W) 714
19 July 1943

General Eisenhower opened the tourney by asking for an

additional sixty thousr.ind troops,
purpose they were intended, but it may be ass'jmed that he

It is not clear for wha

Admiralty)or

The British Chiefs of Sbaff viewed

this request v/ith aLirm and pointed out that, if agreed to,
it v/ould rob the U.S. Air Forces building up in the U.K. of

t

twenty thousand air personnel at one stroke.(l)

T.he Bid for more L.gng Range Pight.ers and the Offer_,pf..,.

P.A.N. 169 ■

21 July 1943 .
A.M.I6 July . 1943

o.o.s.(w)' 722
22 July 1943.

To the request for more long range fighters a plain
negative was returned.by the Combined Chiefs of Staffs.
T/elcome relief to the static state of affairs was the offer

by the First Sea Lord of extra aircraft carriers, made on

15 July, and irriproved on a few days later by support from the
British Chiefs of Staff, who felt that the very success of

Avalanche depended on supplementary cover by the carrier
UjlicorB. 3-ud four escort carriers mentioned in discussions.
In a few days .arrangements verc made and the Admiralty
signalled the C.-in-C., Mediterranean that the carriers
Illustrious and Unic.qrn and the escort carriers Att,ac,ker,,
Battier, Himter and S,ta„lker were sailing for the Mediterranean.
The escort carriers only would be able to assist in the

assault, to the extent of keeping thirty-five fighters -in the
air continuously during daylight hour's on DrDay, twenty-five
on D 1 and eighteen on D -i- 2.

■ was already in Mediterranean waters, but v/as not mentioned
All this

A

The Fleet Carrier Formidable

The Admiralty also sent nine large troopships,

A.M. 25 July 1943

assistance by the Navy v/as of the utmost help in the
progressive build up through Tifest and East Coast ports, which
would, otherv/ise, have been slov/er and, no doubt, have gravely
prejudiced the very existence of our forces in Italy.-

G.-in-0., Med.
1 August 1943
M. 012034/43
Report of F.0.
Force V. Appendix
2 para. 4.

The 0.-in-C., Mediterranean reported that the iiir O.-in-C.,
reckoned the carriers could only keep nine fighters on

In the event thecontinuous daylight patrols on D-day.
average patrol strength put up by the Seafires of Force V on

/D-Day

(1) Under the Bolero U.S. build-up pi,an in U.K
allocations of personnel to the respective armed services
were roade in U.K.

final
• >
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D-Day was 20.5, a valuable contribution in view of the Icnown

qualities of the Seafire as an aircraft, with a performance
at low altitudes only slightly inferior to that of the

Spitfire.

Anglo-i^erican Differences on Mediterranean Resources

The message to the Joint Staff Mission conveyed the
agreement of the British Chiefs of Staff with the declaration
of General Marshall that the moment was ripe for bold action

and justifiable risks,
the release of Mediterranean forces would seriously impair
the b-uild-up of forces in the West and recommended that the
American Chiefs of Staff instruct General Eisenhov/or to

proceed to plan Avalanche v/ith the added encouragement of a
stand-still of their own forces in the Mediterranean.

After tallcing over the whole matter v/ith Admiral Leahy,
General Ifershall and Admiral King, and sounding official U.3.

opinion generally, they were unable to report more than a
unanimous antipathy to any increase in the resources already
agreed upon at the Trident Conference,
attitude of caution had changed to an anxious concern for

future operations in the West and the Par East,
in Italy were a contract, the terns of which had been clearly
read and understood by all concerned,
from all the /onerican comments is any appreciation of what

would happen, if the resources should prove inadequate,
account was taken of changes effected by the passage of time,
although, as this narrative niakes plain, they were considerable

right up to the days of the actual Landings.
U. S. Chief s impressed v/ith the idea the British dangled
before them of an Italian defeat at the cost of negligible
delay to other vent'ores.
its supreme concentration in the question of Admiral King.
If General Eisenhower was prepared to attack Sardinia with
the resources available, why not Naples?
still, they could not agree,
scheduled to leave the Mediterranean 'were already West of
Gibraltar.

They doubted if the postponement of

The /jnerican

The landings

Cne feature absent

No

Nor were the

American rigidity seemed to find

As for a stand-

in any case, the U.S* ships

J.P.(43) 255
(Revise)
19 July 1945.

C.C.S.(W) 717
21 July 1945
conveyed in
CZ.2C76.

J.S.M.11CG

23 July 1945.

Keen disappointment at this misunderstanding was
registered by the British Chiefs of Staff,
point to. be again emphasised that, tte ends in view being
vital to the prosecution of the whole \7ar, moans v/ere a

secondary consideration, a mere arithmetical adjustment.
The Americans felt that the form into v/hich the operations
envisaged had crystallised was quite different from that

prefigured at Trident.
advent\are launched against calculated risks, v/hereas the

British conception was a more conservative, more orthodox
plan in v/hich this element of vreighed risk was not an
ingredient,
and declined to ttim back either those vessels now out in the

Their adamant

They wished the

They had foreseen Avalanche as an

They spoke in anxious tones of delays in Burma

Atlantic, or certain escorts due to sail,

CZ, 2127

24 July 1945

J.S,M,11C4

26 July 1943

P.A.N.175

26 July 1945 mood was expressed in a signal to General Eisenhower promising
aircraft carrier support, omitting any reference to the

sixty thousand troops recently promised him, but making it

quite plain that he was to plan the landings vj-ith present
British reactions seemed to express a. certainresources,CZ.2181

28 July 1945. resignation, but the stand-^still order, as it affected British
naval resources, was left in force tintil the Quebec
Conference, due to open on 13 August,

/THE CRITICAL
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THE GRITIO/iL MOITTH GP AUGUST 1945

Hilitary._,Fro,gress afterjt he ¥ashington^,^^C

By thU tirne the President, the prime Ivlinister and their
Service advis'jrs had reached Quebec, where the Quadrant
Conference opened on 13 August, substcuntial progress in
several fields could be recorded,

the ejection of the /ccis from it, were, drawing to a close.

The Fascist regime had been overthrown and the chronic
wealmcss in the.Italian military machine was developing into

something like moral and nmterial collapse,
of Italy from the Vdar was no longer the mirage Vifhich had

nocked the Allies standing at El Alaxnoin, but a tangible
possibility one could actually weigh and measure in terns of

weakening resistance, terrain v/on and .an air force sought out
and destroyed in the air and on the gro'und.

The invasion of Sicily an

The elimination

Aide Menoire

c.o.s.(q) 3.
Revise.

6 August 1943. d

Since the Trident Conference, German divisions had moved
Reinforcement of oneinto Italy, Prance -and the BaRcans.

fxrea must be at the expense of others,
a large extent from the Russian Front, vrtiere they could ill be

spared.
Front, v/ould have to be milked still f'urther, and the Russian

Front -at this moment, where the Ulcrainian Armies and Air

Forces v/ere shov/ing unexpected spirit,was full of menace for
the Germans.

These troops came to

Once the Italians were out of the war, the Russian

The numerous plans tabled had been fined down
Operation B.arra.cuda - an amphibious assault on

A.F.H.Q.
17. 6959
10 August 1943.

by tvio.
Naples - and Operation Goblet, an ,'uiiphibious assault on the
Cotrone area, in the Ball of the Italian Foot, had both been
cancelled.

Hied Plans draw to Conclusion11

From 13 August, the conduct of affairs proceeded from
irwo poles niore or less siraultaneously. The Combined Chiefs

of Staff in Quebec were fed daily by signals fpon
General Bedell Smith (the Supreme G onuuander' s Chief of Staff)
and there \/as an unremitting exoh.a]:igo of signals going on
bety/een Service coHina.nders, their ministries in London and

v.'ashington, a.rid foreign missions and delegations. Groat

issues,hung on the joint decisions to be made before the end

of the month. For example,, was Avalanche or Buttress to

assume priority? Ships were being loaded and troops
assembled for use in either, operation, but clearly the day
must soon come, v/hen cveryine knew.v/hcre they stood. So a

great effort v/as made to clear the .air, to come to the point,
and set dovm the final terms of the operation.

The Time, Place and ForceO

A.P.H.Q.(¥) All problems reduced themselves to a triad of questions.
What should be the pl-ace, the tiine and the forces? One

seemed to depend on the other. Should the Allies cross the

Straits on a sm<all scale (Operation Baytown) - and the
Germans weaken perceptibly, we might exploit the opening, by
moving in more of the Eighth /uwiy. They v/ould push on north
and east, take over the Heel in their stride and eventually
join up with our Avalanche forces at Naples. If we passed
through Naples some time in December, six divisions could be

fed and maintained through Naples, as well as the whole
Tactical Air Force; or five divisions and the Tactical pins
the Strategic Air Forces; These forces could be built up at

7323

1A August 1943

A.P.H. Q. (’.0
7it45, ,
15 Aiugust 1943.

/the rate
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thG rate of one division per month. The Chief of Staff
visualised the future as a build-up race with the Germans.
His grasp of the situation may now appear prophetic, for he

said that although v/e should bo well placed once we had a

grip on the Naples Area, it was at least probable that
thereafter we might have to fight our way slowly and painfully
up Italy. This refreshing departure from previous optimism
was only a. reflection of the increasing sobriety evident in

some at anjr rate of the papers collated by the Combined Chiefs
of Staff and their advisors.

Priority assumed by Avalanche

There are differences in the reports and signals as to

what actually v/as decided and when; the divergences are

minor ones and merely illustrate the kind of overlapping in

communications and records that happen in such a complex net
of command as then existed,

such divergences could have existed without grave prejudice
to the expeditions,
the final decision on 16 August to launch an ad hoc assault
on the Toe followed by an all-out assault on Salerno on

9 September,
day later, from the Chief of Staff at A.P.H.Q
General Whiteley at Quebec, it seems that the subject was still

fluid in, some quarters, for this message v/as that it was
thou^t that Avalanche should be launched before the next moon

light period (the 1st Quarter period opened on the night
7/8 September) preceded, at the naximm possible interval, by

Admiralty Battle ) Baytown (the ad hoc crossing) which it was hoped v/ould take
Summary of

Salerno Landings) Summary gives 19 August as the date v/hen Avalanche assumed
N. A. A. P./signals ) priority over Buttress.
Plans/A.5 ^Signals Plans at H. Q., Rear N. A. A.P. A. 5. records that on

)l7 August, the Officer in Charge A.5 had returned from Air
P. A.49i \ Command Post with the nev/s (perhaps announced the previous
5 September 194? day) that Avalanche v/as now high priority, but that Buttress
N. A. A. P. A. 5 to

H.Q

A few days later, however, no
Supreme
Commander’s

Despatch.
General Eisenhower's Despatch records

But from a signal dated 17 August, that is a
to* f

place before the end of August. The Admiralty Battle

The Operations Record Book of

was not yet cancelled. Some of the headquarters carrying
out the landings were unaware up to 5 Septernber (three daysR.A.p. m.e:

before Avalanche and 1rwo days after Baytown) that it was
Salerno they were loading for; for a signal dated  5 Sept<^ber
to H.Q., R.A.P. Middle East (repeated Adv. Desert Air Force

N.A. A.P.) gave it as a piece of news that It \ma
considered that Buttress was dead.

and A.0,7: *

R) AIW. D.A.P. '
r) A.O.A. *
N.A.A.P, in

Pile MS/119242 '
Enc. 85A.

• 5

C.O.S. Paper 328
taken at G.C. S.

{116th Mtg. )
24 Aug. 1945.

Later on in the Quebec Conference, it vms reported by
the Chiefs of Staff that General Eisenhower had asked for a
ten day gap between Ba3rtovm and Avalanche, in order to
withdrav/ and condition landing craft used in the first, for
the second. At their final meeting on 24 August, it was
submitted to the Prime Minister and ]?resident that Baytown
should be executed between 2 and 4 September,
could not happen before 7 Septenber, nor for reasons of moon
already expounded, between the 11 and 21 September, so that
the probable date for its fruition should be between
9 and 11 September,

Avala.nche

Estd^te of Gejnnan^^R

It was not expected tha.t we should make any rapid
progress in Calabria. The formidable array of flak which
had made the air over Messiioa Straits almost untenable for

our bombers and enabled the Germans to ovacoate important
nuinbers of seasoned troops and teabnicians, were probably
neatly sited in our path. Yet we (correctly) perceived in

/the intelligence

A.P.H.Q.(¥)7445
15 August 1943.
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the intellisence reports a clear pattern of German v/ithdravml,
and build-up to the scale of some four divisions in the

Waples-Salemo area. Together with others, knovm to be in
the hills roijnd Rome .and olsevifhere in the North, this gave

an allover Germn strength on the gromid of some
divisions; and, judging by the general trend of these
movements, it wa.s thouijht that the enemy's intention must be

to deny us the po Valley by holding a position on the line
Pisa-Riraini.

sixteen

Anxieties of General Eisenhpwer

The Commanding General was not altogether certain that
this u'ithdraviTal was a cert.ainty and was anxious to be ready
for the other kind of situation in which Germans moved south

as mary as six divisions to the sound, of the guns; he used

this xoossibility in elaborating his jol^a for adequate forces.

It was fitting, too, that all aspects of the naintonance
The Commanding Generalproblem should be thoroughly aired,

G.C.S. Paper 320
24 August -1943

(previously Supremo Commander) recorded his main anxieties.
In these supply, movement a.nd maintenance, fundaroontally
logistic' problQTis (to use the /mierican term) loomed large.

The movement of Air Force personnel and equipment, the

capture and conditioning of airfields and many ancillary services

affecting them were bound up in the thought and work devoted
to logistics.

1

Report by COS
Planners.

Availability
of Resources to

meet requirements
of Critical

Availalxility of Resources

The general position as rcg,ards forces v/as that there
were troops enough to carry the beaches, ships enough to

transport and land them .and air superiority,
totals given for the Allied Air Forces at the Conference as

likely to be available in the Mediterranean for all post-

The precise

Strate,gy -
Quebec Conference.Sicily operations as at 1 October 1945 vrere thirty-nine
Appendices. A.F. with about two thousand, threeGroups of the U

hundred .aircraft, all operational types; c0.nd about one

thousand, four hundred R.A.P. aircraft in eighty-three a.nd

one-haIf squadrons,
from these figures.

Q
• O* J.L.*

Garrison requirements were to be met

Paper CCS 303/3
17 August Report
to President and

P. M. and Final

agreed Summary
and Conclusions

reached by G.C
Pt. IV para. 14.
24 August 1943-

a
• o*

Final Decisions on Mediterraae^c^

The course of operations in Italy was visua.liscd in
Tho first Was the elimination of Italy as athroe phases,

belligerent a.nd the establishment of bases in the Rome Area

and, if feasible, farther north,
seizure of Scordinia and Corsica,

the widest field;

in Northern Italy continued, the conditions v/ere to be

created for the 0verlord(">) plan and, as a rider, for the
entry - the period ¥/as not named - of our forces and the
French into Southern Franco,

agiinst Italitm and Central Mediterranean bases wore to be

the role of the bomber forces, who were later to carry out

operations oonplencntary to the genera
from the U.K. on the German system.(2)

Then wa.s to follov/ the

The third phase covered
■'./hile remitting pressure on German force

strategic bombing operations

1 strategic air attac

s

k

/Italian

(i) The entry into Europe from the West.

(2) Pointblank.
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G lose of Qi^bec ConfereItalian Peace Peelers

The first phase of the strategic concepts just outlined 
-

the elimination of Italy - came within the radius of objective
On 15 Aug'ost, envoys frompossibility during the Conference,

the Badoglio Government, including General Castellano,
Allied. .a.tl'atQ.gy arrived in Iifadrid after a voyage by submarine and presented an
Br. Hist. Sect/SM offer to break with the rest of the Axis and co-operate with

the Allies. General Eisenhov/er was instructed by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff at Quebec to send tv/o Staff Officers
to discuss Armistice terms v/ith General Castellano,
offer was accepted on the basis of unconditional surrender,
subject to certain terras stunmarised in the next chapter, and
involved certain airborne operations.

The

Politically, the Italian surrender v/ould be highly
desirable but the immediate concern of the Allies was with

the military implications,
negotiations and. announcement of the final agreement veiy
finely timed, the precious element of surprise, so vital at
a time v/hen our preparations were xoainfully apparent to the
Germans, v/ould be squandered.

Unless a tern: v/as set to the

THE OmiNE PL.ANS FOR IIIE INVASI.ON OP ITALY

The Sp.ppe of Operati,pns ,.Bayto;mi, Hp.oker, P.eiHy, Slapstick
and..AY,alanQ.te

It was late in August 19A3 that Outline Plans for the
invasion of the Italian mainland assumed the form they were

to retain, with minor adjustments, until the days of their

execation; namely, first, a holding and diversionary threst

by Eighth Army elements across the Straits of Messina, ("I)
with small-scale

coast of Calabria,
lunge at the Salerno Area - Operation Avalanche -
with a seaborne landing in the port of Taranto(.3)
same day.
holding move, with the limited object of seising the port,
airfield and environs of Reggio in Calabria, v/hile Operation
Buttress, a full-scale assault from North Africa, developed
from the north coast of the Too.

Avalanche, Baytown lost much of its tactical immediacy, being
no longer a feint closely co-ordinated with happenings on its
left flank; it was now to pave the way for an occupation of

the South by major elements of the Eighth Arny, (as well as
Air Force units) whose mission was to join up with and

harr^T-ing leap-frog landings up the north
,(2j followed a few days later by an all-out

coinciding
on the

Operation Baytown \/as originally planned as a

When linked with

some

support the Fifth Army in the Salerno area.

It is now intended to present the naval, array and air

outline plans in that order. Valuable preliminary work was

done by the Air Forces, but on the successful convoying and
landing of the occupying forces by the Navy the v/hole future

of air operations in the area would depend. The scope of the
Outline Plans v/as sober and linlted, except for  a rider that

our forces should bo prepared to exploit as far as the Alps.
The ideal of eliminating Italy Had dwindled to a reasonable
hope of eliminating only the Italian people. The other
ideal, of destroying the German Army and Air Force, was still

/in the

Outline Air

Plan for

Operation
Avalanche

(1) Code Name - Operation Baytovm.

(3) Code Name - Operation Slapstick (originally Gibbon).

(2) Of these only Operations Hooker and Ferdy were carried out.r
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"but in spite of paper forecasts, few ifin the haokgro-'.md;
any of the participants who ha.d the measure of the Germans
believed, after the grim Desert and Tunisian campaigns, that

s going to be anything but a long and bloody process.this v/a

Its opening was to be on the folloviring lines.

Operation Baytown - Naval Plan

It T/as pla.nned to lard 13 Corps (Br, ) an hour before
first light on 3 September at three beaches just north of

Reggio, christened How, George, and Pox Beactes, southing
from Hovf, one brigade on each beach,
conveyed from Sicily in Irrding-craft, supported by Landing
Cral't Support, Landing Craft Flak, Landing Graft Gun,
Rocket Graft ard, if it should prove to be necessary, by
cruisers, monitors and destroyers,
prelijninaxy bombardioent by battleships, monitors, craisers

and destroyers.

The troops v/ere to b

There 'was to be

Flag Officer
Sicily's Report
on Operations.

Admiralty
Mediterranean

War Diary.

e

Naval Gormnand

0]:>eration3 were under the general command of Rear
Admiral R.R. MoGrigor, R. N., Flag Officer Sicily,
main formations had to bo landed at How and George beaches

just South of Gallico Iv'iarini, the rest at Fox beach.
Officers comiimrding bore the title of Principal Beachmasters.
An mportant function fell to the Officer Commanding Santa

Teresa Ferrjr Service, v/hose task was not to close until

nearly one hundred thousand men and over twenty thousand
vehicles had been passed over.

Factors Affecting the Naval Plan

The two

The Beaches, close together and backed by high ground,
Moreover,

as the currents in the Straits vrere variable, it, was not

possible to give the sIoy/ landing-craft a perfectly reliable
hence there were fixed transit lights along the

would be difficult to identify in poor light.

course;

Ibid.

Sicilian coastline, and batteries would fire tracer and

23-pounder smoke shells across the six mile interval of the

Straits to guide them.

Loading and Asscavibly of Ships and Craft

Loading and staging ports would still be \7ithin range
of eneri^r long range g'uns, so that any inter-port movements
were to be made under cover of darkness,

to be assembled at Santa Teresa, L.C.A's at Giardini, (the
port of Taormina) L.G.T's and L.C.I.(l)'s at Catania, and
L.S.T's at Augusta,

protection of L.C.F's.
to. be stagings ;and rendezvous from these ports, as well as
from Mill Marini.

All L.C.M's v/er

This force was to enjoy the
As H Hour approached, there v/ere

Ibid.

o

Amy Outline Plan for OperationJBaytown

General Scope and Flexibility
C.C.S,(ll6th Mtg)
Quebec
24 August 1943
also IZ,
3119 28 Aug. 1943
and M. A. 104

8 Sept. 1943.

~S>j 24 August, the Combined Chiefs of Staff knev/ that the

immediate objects were, very simply, to contain German
divisions and to open the Straits of Messina to ships
oariying cargoes to Naples for the /illies.
the Supreme Commeander explained to the War Office, after

their second application for details of his plans, that

/Baytown

On 28 A.ugust,

G. 260700/M'[/3A0 SECRET
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Baytcfvm like Avalanche v/as designed to secure a firm lodgement
in the south of Italy. The importance of Baytovm to the future

huild-up of Allied forces on the mainland v/as stressed. This

build-up v/ould have to be the most extensive and rapid
possible. In the light of developments out of the Italian
peace-feelers, it was nov? possible to speculate on easy
methods of attaining ends previously envisaged as only within

reach of imposing expeditions. Should Italy surrender, and
ports such as Taranto become available, then an Indian
division from the liiddle East could move through the area

before long to reinforce the Eighth Army. Unless enemy-
resistance Mere stubborn enough to retard northward movement,

the whole force v/as to move up to join the Fifth Army forces

in the Salerno beach-head. Conversely, the impact of the

Salerno force on enemy dispositions would react in the

favovir of our men operating in the Toe and Heel. By
31 Aug\ast, there was hope of having t/o divisions, complete
to light scale, ashore in Calabria by D plus 14. By
8 September, the Commanding General of I5th Army Group,
General Sir Harold Alexander, had decided that the v/hole of

the Eighth Army could be lifted by Messina Feriy. So
problematic was the outcome of the proposed landing, that a

number of subsidiary plans were prepared, dependent for their

execution or rejection on the tempo of the Eighth /irny's
advance and the complex of events from day to day, Tv/o only
of these plans, namely those for the landings at Bagnara(0
and at Pizzo, near Vibo Valentia,(2) proved to be possible.

M. A. 479

31 August 1943.

M.A.104

8 Sept. 1943.

New plan for Operations in the Heel

As nego-tiations vfith the Italian petitioners drew to a

sixscessful climax, the object of the old discarU-od Musket

plan for an assault on the port of Taranto, (a port vd.th the
best repair facilities in the Mediterranean) again became
feasible and at the sarao tiiae less expensive of attainment;
so that the day after the Reggio landings. General Alexander
v/as able to inform trje G.I.G. S. that he was mounting

Operation Slapstick, a seaborne landing at Taranto,
could be described theoretically as an unopposed landing,
since Italians had promised to co-operate and tViere -were no

Gennan forces in the .area of the port.

This

M.A.523 4 Sept.
1943 and

N.A.P. 359
6 Sept. 1943.

The Forces engaged

0,0.S.(116 Mtg)
Quebec
24 August 1943.

The groeind assault plan was to be executed by -Uro
divisions of No.13 Corps (Br.) namely the 5th Br. and the
1st Canadian, with one division in reserve,
to be landed at a time on each beach.

Commando Units Mere to be held in readiness at Riposto for

any emergency landings.

One brigade was
231st Brigade and tvTo

The Time and Place of Landing

Flag Officer

Sicily's Report,
It was planned by the end of Aug-ust that Baytown should

Eventuallybe laijnched some time between 2 and 4 September.
D Day was fixed as 3 Sep-tember and H Hour as one ho\ir before
first light,
north of Reggio de Calabria and south of the town of Catena.
R'unfting from north to aouth,—these bore the code naiaes of'"

ig.::idfc Was "ta-nd at IIOtY,

The three landing beaches lay in the area jus

liow;- 'Georgoy -md-goscr

t

/the 13 th

(1) Code Name - Operation Hooker.

(2) Code Name - Operation Perdy.
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the 13th Brigade at George and'a brigade of the 1st
Canadiaji Division at Pox Beaoh.

the commitment in respect of air equipment was very
large and hoped that shipping would be available to
lift a proportion of it, a hope not fulfilled in the
event.

It was emphasisedConorete 597

27 A'ug. 1943
re C.G. S. Sig. of
26 Aug. to A.M.

that

Provisional Outline

Air Plan for

Operations Buttress
and Baytofm
4 Aug. 1943.

G-i^und Forces^

Definitions of the primary task of the ground
forces engaged in BaytoTm appear only in the joint
outline plans, which were based on the idea of BaytoTO
as a minor move in a large-scale assault,
a full-scale invasion of the Toe of Italy was to have
been three-branched, namely, first, capturing all the
area between Niootera and Cittanova, then the port and

airfield of Vibo Valentia; tten, moving north towa2pds
Catanzaro, preparatory to dominating the Heel of Italy.
Baytov/n, closely co-ordinated with it, was charged v/ith

the tasks of capt-uring the port and airfield of Reggio
di Calabria on the shores of the Straits of Messina and

of reaching the Catanzaro neck,
this remained, in spite of changes, the immediate task:
what ultimately developed from Baytown must be viewed
in conjunction with the landings at Bagnara, Pizzo and
Taranto.

The task of

Strictly speaking.

If’elljiiinajQr Gr Operations,

Reconnaissance before D Day was to be carried out
at Bova Marina and other points by commandos conveyed
in landing craft,
bombardments of vital objectives, guns would fire across
the Straits from. Sicily, and immediately prior to the

landings, g\Jns would lay down a heavy barrage,
would be guided by tracer and smoke shells across the
narrov/ waters.

In addition to air and sea

0onvo3'-s

The Outline Air Plan for^ Operation B^town
Provisional Outline

Air plan for Operations Co-ordination of Qperationa Baytown and Aval^che
Buttress and Baytown
A. 5/P. 6 (Final)
4 August 1943-

Enough contemporary background has already been
given to make it clear why no individual Outline Plan
on the highest level for Operation Baytovm existed and
why historically it. must bo coupled in thought v/ith
Operation Avalanche, that is, as a small but nevertheless
important part of a more sweeping pilan which embraced ■

them botVi, involving a delicately synchronised deployment
of air forces operating under one command. Only thus
can a balanced grasp be held of th© implications of the
invasion of Italy as a whole. The; planners suffered
from lack of time; finesse had to be sacrificed to
flexibility. Most of the records available are
^;herefore of the detailed planning order on the second
level, . .

Provisional Outline

Air plan for Operation
Avalanche A.5/P. 8
(Final) 18 August 1943-

N.A.T.A.F. Operation
Instruction No.136
Operations Baytovm and
Avalanche. 51 Aug. 1943-

O.R.B. N.A.T.A.F.

Aug.-Sept. 1943.
The Task of the Air Forces

Ibid Broadly speaking, this was, firstly, to neutralise
the eneny air forces and to ens'jre that they could not
interfere effectively v/ith the assaults and following
operations,
of the Toe had to be hindered and his commionications into

/the area

Any movement of enemy troops into or out

G. 260700/ivnf/3/5o SECRET
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There v/cre, too, the local commitments ofthe area cut.

reducing the enei:iy defences of the vital point of Reggio,
supporting the actual landings and follovifing up the edvanoe,
should there he one.

The Air'Situation

To appreciate the number of variables to be reckoned
\rith, it must be constantly borne in mind that the conclusion

of the Sicilian Caxapaign did not come about mitil 17 August.
Allo'V'd.ng for inevitable time-lags of all categories, this •

rendered the conditioning of airfields, strips and- landing-
grounds and the construction of nev/ ones a matter of extreme

Provided the ambitious schedule of Trork was ■•urgency,

Ibid

carried out, there would be just sufficient fighter fields

in the Messina Area, or the area be-fcween Catania and Messina,
to ensure air superiority over the assault ,and initial
advance,

projected could be completed in time and it was understood
that fighter forces might have to fall back on the Gerbini

airfield complex,
attack was not serious, since he .v/as economising in the use

of bombers and could only operate from bases far in the rear

areas, perhaps using advanced fields for staging.

There v/as considerable doubt v/hether the v/ork

In any case, the enemy throat from bomber

Airfields in the Toe Area on Italian Mainland

The air programme was to deny the enemy the use of
airfields at Reggio, Vibo Valentia and, if necessary, Crotone

and Bottricello, with the result that his fighter effort
over the Toe v/ould be negilgible.
least had to be oaptiurcd, if the forwpnd mcrvements of our

■troops were to be effectively supported,
thereafter was that, as vfe approached the Heel and the
country loading up to Naples, fighter airfields would be at
a premium, for the enemy held, the majority and the best of
them.

These four airfields at

The likelihood

Ibid

Reggio airfield T/as the only reasonably good airfield
in the extreme Toe, with aircraft shelters capable of housing
some sixty-ci^brby figirbar
grounds until one reached Vibe Valentia.
hov/ever, had established that the ground in the neighbourhood
of the tovm of Rosarno Y/as favourable for neY-/ construction.
Vibo Valentia itself, enclosed in a pocket of hills, v/as
eanaarkod for the use of fifty to sixty fighters but vYas
unlikely to bo serviceable in bad vreather.
feasible fields on or South of 39 degrees parallel Y/ero
Bottrioollo landing ground and Orotone aerodrome, both ,
improved and extensively used during Sicilian operations

There ¥/ere no other landing-
Aerial photographs

The onlj^ ■fcvTo

.

Ibid Reduction of Defences, Reggio Area

The defences in the Reggio area Yrere to be reduced by
preliminary air bombing, in addition to the naval gun
operations referred to above; but our bombing was not to be
such as to betray the scope of the enterprise, or to
prejudice whatever element of surprise could be achieved.

Responsibility for the^^^fe Ai?

The Desert Air Force's Ifejor Role

The Tactical Air Force effort in the invasion of Italy
was to be divided. The Desert Air Force was to support

O.R.B.
N.A.A.F, Air 1.

Operation Baytown, continuing their now traditional
collaboration with the Eighth ijrmy. Avalfinche was to be

/supported
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supported, by the XII U.S. Air Support Comnand.
Bomber.,Porce in Sioily was to assist both operations.
Coastal Air Force was not directly involved in the Baytov/n
landings. '

The Tactical

The fighter and fighter-bomber units of the TacticalOperation
Avalanche Outline Air Force coverijag Baytown and whatever operations grev/

Desert Airfrom it, T/ere to be controlled by the A. O.Cplan of Air • >

Force, under the direction of Tactical Air Force's A.O.C.

A further responsibility of Desert Air Force was the air
defence of the vital sector of north-eastern Sioily, the

base for tactical cover of both major assaults,
dravm through Cape Orlando, Galtagirone and Cape St. Groce,
north and east of v/hich was the hunting ground of Desert Air

Force, who were likewise bo\xnd to protect all convoys passing
along the coast of Sioily within this area.

A line v/as

Operations.
Bart I*

Idr Defence of Eastei^ Sicily

Ibid It has been stated that Coastal Air Force was not

directly implicated in Operation BaytQvm itself,
true; and so long as Tactical Air Force operated from the

ba.ses in Eastern Sicily, (Messina, Gerbini, etc.) their
brief was to include the defence of the region,
hov/ever, it would, v/ith the progress of the land forces,

The Outline Plan provided for a

This is

Eventual

move into Italy,

ly,

progressive assumption by Coastal Air Force of the role
first assigned to Tactical Air Force,
change was governed largely by airfield accommodation and

was not to be done piecemeal, or before a tangible Coastal

organisation v/as actually established in situ and both

parties were agreed on the appropriateness of the hooir.

The pace of this

As for the air defence of the Toe, wrhile Tactical Air

Force were covering this commitment in the initial phases,
Coastal Air Force would be, in principle, preparing
progressively to move in to stations vacated by Tactical
Air Force; they were then to take over the defence duties

of Tactical Air Force operating up to an elastic line
approximately 50 miles from the battle front,
responsibility for air defence of N.E. Sicily v/as to pass
the protection of convoys in that area.

With the

Ibid Air Protection for Baytovm Convoys

As the assault was tiiDed to be launched and executed

during the hours of darkness, there is no mention in any
outline plan of any air cover for the convoys,
however, the role of Tactical Air Force to provide a
protective screen of night fighters between the Avalanche
assault convoy and enemy airfields within range, as well as
intruder flights.

It v/as,

Photographio I^onnaissanoe

Should the Array call for air photographs before a
Photo Reconnaissance Unit could be established on the

mainland, it v/as for the A. O.C. , Tactical Air Force to
improvise arrangements for this kind of sortie and the

accompanying technical processing, interpretation and
soforth.

/Air/Sea

G. 260700/jWT/3/50 SECRET
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4i,?;/Se a Re sc ue,, 0

' This \7as an over-all Coastal Air Force Coimitment, built

up to niaximuia strength from the early stages of planning.
As a matter of course, any derelict members of Baytown v/ere

to come within the scope of v/hatevor arrangements were made,
v;hich it vms hoped, v/ere to include an. Air/Sea Rescue Ship.

Ibid

The 7iir Plan

TheJPre-Ass

The broad pattern of the Allied Air effort during the
month of August against the extreme south of Italy was

directed, not only to immediate preparation for Baytovm, but

to retard the re-grouping of enemy forces, following their

T/ithdrav/al from Sicily. In this v/ork, all forces played a
part. During this period the Northwest African Strategic
Air Forces were concentrating attacks on comm-unication centres

throughout Italy, and neutralising the enemy's air Forces by
attacks on his airfields. These attacks fulfilled the

additional important purpose of impressing on the vacillating
Italian public the strength of Allied air-power. Up to
18 August, their effort was directed in particular on the

road/rail junctions and bridges. On 19 August, they
sv/itched to targets north of the latitude of Sapri, leaving
the Ninth Air Force to operate in the Heel of Italj'" on such
vital targets as Foggia, Benevento and Potenza.

••• intention that while both Desert Air Force and XII Air

Support Command were engaged in this work, no boundary was
to be .laid dov/n, although it vms understood that, as far as

was possible, XII A.S.C. v/as to keep to the v/cst coast area
and D. A.F. to the east coast area. The position was
clarified when it was decided that Desert Air Force, assisted

by elements of Tactical Bomber Force v/as to cover Baytovm,

Proportionate Scale of Effort be ppemations Baytown
and Avalanche

It Was the

T/jr/34/AIR
23 Aug.1943

TAF/34/AIR
29 Am. 1943

Ampliation of
Operational
Directive

No. 132

Co-ordinated programmes of targets were vrorked out and
desigaied to cover both Avalanche and Baytown by  a sliding
allocation of bombing effort. The progressive day effort
planned for the days D minus 3 to D for Baytown rose
steeply from 10 per cent in direct support and 90 per cent on
oommunioationa in the Toe and vital airfields, to 100 jper
cent in direct support; falling froni 40 per cent in direct

support and 60 per cent on coimiunications and airfields on
D plus 1 gradually to 10 per cent direct support and 90 per
cent on other targets on D plus 9 Day. Rapid changes in the
tactical situation were allowed for. In addition to

communications and airfields targets, sreoial attention was

to be paid.by Tactical Bomber Force to Radar objectives, of

wrhich five v/ere Icnov/n and five more svispected, all significant
in both the landings in the Toe and at Salerno. The Air

Officer Commanding. Desert Air Force was to order such
attacks, until the Tactical Bomber Force was placed tinder the

operational control of XEI A.S.C.

.i.D.’t.P ...I.ta ly

Concrete 597
27 Aug, 1943

The ultimate build-up of the air forces' on the mainland
Shipping conditions afterwas a matter of primary concern.

Avalanche were problematical, but should there be space
available, it was the Intention to send as much as possible
by the sea routes, not laboriously overland from Calabria.

/C omp leme ntary
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0 omjD lemen tary Air 0 oipni tment s

The extensive, growing operational background of the
T/hole theatre must be visualised be’nind local events. This

■ivider panorajna of routine work was the basis without which
all specific operations would enjoy but a brief life.
Worth Africa, the Middle East, Malta and Sicily must all bo
defended against air attack. Allied shipping, now on the
increase since the Tunisian victory, had to be protected, as
v/ell as shipments of trooi^s and material into the Toe and
the Salerno areas. Continuous anti-submarine patrols and
frequent anti-subm.arine strikes and sv/eeps were another big
air commitment, all too frequently overlooked because of its
unspectacular character. Standing watch had to be kept and
attacks carried out on the multifarious enemy shipping under
way, continuously expanding in scope as the roads and
railways were attacked from the airj air forces had to be
found to strike at enemy v/arships. Photographs of the
utmost strategical and tactical dmportance kept specialised
Spitfire and Lightning units continually employed. DravALng
close to the actual scene of the landings in the Toe, a
local problem to be covered was the defence of the laionching
area, N.E. Sicily, where so many squadrons participating
v/ere based.

Air Outline Plan

T/f'/SS/MR
Memo on Air

Air Transport

jfmy transport requirements before D Day Avalanche Y/erc
during Operation to be mot by No. 2-16 Group R, A.P., in command of all such
Avalanche and
Baytovm.
2 Sept. 1943.

Transport

aircraft for either air force or army use.
Desert Air Force could call them fon/ard into operational

No. 216 Group v/as to establish its H. Q. at Oataniazones, ,

Only the O.G. ,

Y/ith strong liaison bet\Yeen it and Troop Carrier Command and
with Catania Main as terjiiinal base -until after Avalanche v^as
launched.
in volume, and
was to be for D. A.F. to provide new bases.
Catania was the hub of a system, vdiose spokes extended to
Castel Benito, El Aouina, Matour .and Bone. Courier,
passenger and freight services were also planned.

As the flov/ of ncYiT transport aircraft expanded
Catania approached sat'jration point, it

Until then,
as

The Outline Plan for 0-oeration Hooker
F. 0. Sicily's
Report -
Operations,
Mediterranean

War Diary
(Naval)

Operation Hooker, altho-ugh not included in the air plans
and involving no specific air operations, mjust be included in
the general narreati-ve, as it Y/as one of the opportiunist
landings rendered possible and advant.ageous by the course of
e-vents. After darlcness on 4 September, landing craft from
Sicily were to land a commando of two hundred and sixty men
belonging to XIII Corps (Br.) at a point close to Bagnara,
some 27 miles as the arm flics from Reggio, on the north
coast of the Toe. The object Yras to reconnoitre, occupy
local territory and key points and to join forces with the
main body from Reggio,
to be controlled by a Naval Force Oonrnander.

The light naval forces engaged were

The Q-u-tline Plans .f 0F.....Q2,9£444,°U

Role of the Navy
Coastal Force

Report on
Operation
Feid.y.

This Yvas a raore ambitious project than Hooker, with a
high element of calculated risk, involving considerable na-val
and ground forces. .Officially designed for a landing at

/Gioja
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Adrairalty
Mediterranean

Tfar Diary.
Bom'bo.rdment

Report by H.M. S.
Erebus.

P.O. Sicily’s
Report

G-ioja on 6 September, it v/as cancelled owing to inclement
■weather and adjusted to fit the pattern of the advance, the
object being to cut off the enemy's retreat,
the Navy Was to lift from Sicily a brigade of the Eighth
Army and land it at Pizzo, near Vibo Valentia, some 25 miles
behind what were believed to be the German lines,

expedition was to sail on the evening of 7 September,
assembling at a point some 2 miles S.W. of Cape Peloro.
H Hour was in the early hours of darkness on 8 September and
again throe beaches, Red, Green and Amber, were selected.
Fifty landing craft were to bo used and offshore and
supporting naval forces Y/ere to co-operate.

The task of

The

The Assault,,plan

The 231st Brigade of XIII Corps (Br. ) was charged Yvith
the task of advancing from Pizzo, seizing the town and
airfield of Vibo Valentia, intercepting the German forces in
course of withdrav/al from the Toe, and linking up v;-ith the
main Baytov/n forces,
event, as will be related in the appropriate chapter, the
landing coincided, owing to the rapidity of the XIII Corps
advance from Reggio, YTith the passage through the area of the
German forces: this occasioned violent opposition to the
landing.

A.ir Suppor -t of, t he ^

It is of interest to note that in the

Ibid

N. A. A. P. Opsvm
A.V.585E.
10 Sept. 1943.

As in the case of Operation Hooker, no high-level
outline air plan existed for air support of the 'Vibo
Valentia' operation, as it v/as styled by the Navy,
support was nevertheless planned and executed,
control of the A.O.C., Desert Air Force, it was arranged
that following on the already-recorded programme of fighter-
bomber attacks on communications in Toe, Ball and Heel,
about ninety Kittyhawks were to attack enemy gun positions
in the area of Vibo Valentia, as well as troops and J/p'T
concentrations in the immediate rear of the German front line.
Some seventy WarhavYks were to o.arry out strafing mdasioris
and cover patrols.

This
Under the

Tv/o hundred and fifty Spitfires were

N.A.T.A.F.
Int/0ps\Jm
No. 152
9 Sept. 1943.

detailed to maintain continuous daylight patrol over the
beachhead from the tmo of the landing onward, as v/oll as to
escort borabers operating in the path of the German retreat,
in the Avellino-Potenza area.

TheOutline plans f Operation Slapstick

Taranto

M.A.523
4 Sept. 1943.

Follov/ing the signing of the Armistice v/ith Italy on
3 September, General Alexander signalled the Chief of the
Imperial General Staff on 4 September that he was mounting
Operation Slapstick and intended -to build up V Corps (Br. )
in the Taranto area.
Italy, was a highly desirable prize; stra.tegioally and
tactically its capture, ov/ing to its geographical position,
ViTould be of the greatest value for the transit of men and
ma-terials of the three services into E'ljrope.
had promised to co-operate and still hold the area firmly.
It was ass-umed that the sequence of events would open with
the move of 1st Airborne Division (Br.) and Naval force into
Taranto in warships escorted by fighters, with limited
supplies and eqmpment.
initially on
the port's defences.

Taranto, the finest naval base in

The Italians

Then, day fighter forces, relying
air transport lift, vrere to cross to take over

N.A.T.A.F.
xidmin.
Instruction
No. 4
8 Sept. 1943

/The Naval
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Naval

Mediterranean

Surainaries and

War Dia.ry for
September 1943

The Naval Outline Movement Plan

The navy Y/as charged v/ith the task of transporting and

landing a strong naval force and elements of the 1st Airborne

Division (Sr.).
programme, v/as to be probably expedited by the use of
surrendered Italian vessels.

The lift, as \Yell as the reinforcement

Ibid Naval Command and Forces

On 8 September, Vice-Adrairal A.J. Pov/er from Malta H. Q.
Was instaruoted to hoist his flag in the Howe as S.O. Force Z,
Yifhich comprised, in addition to the Hov/e, H.M. S. King,....G:e,.Q.r£e...„Y,
the 12th Cruiser Squadron, the 14th Destroyer Flotilla,
H.M. S. Ab^el, U.S.S. Boise, and the 17th Minesv/eeping
Flotilla. Troops Y/ere to be carried by the cruisers and
H.M. S. Abdiel, sailing from Bizerta on the evening of
8 September; the remainder of the naval force sailing from
Malta, (including one Greek vessel) Y/as to carry the port
party mustered in Sousse, charged with the mission of

opening up Taranto.

Ibid The initial landings were to be made by strong forces
of the 1st (Br. ) Airborne Division,
would be made for the reception of 8th Indian Division from
Middle East after the Airborne forces YYere established.

The ground forces v/ere to advance as rapidly as possible to

the port of Bari on the east coast, linking up on their left
flank v'd.th the Canadian forces from Reggio.
July, it had been estiriiated that up to three Genmn divisions
might be standing in the Allies' path south of the Belvedere
Marittimo - /imendolara area,

mentioned, a northv/ard movement of eneny forces had been

reported: indeed, Y/hen the Slapstick forces arrived in
Taranto, the nearest German elements Y/ere 15 miles avay and
inconsiderable in numbers.

Later arrangements

At the end of

Since then, as has been

The non-divlsional Italian

A.F.H. Q. Memo
P/96 Outline
Plan for

Operation
Musket

24 July 1943.

coastal troops in the Taranto area no longer counted, in vieY/

of the surrender of Italy.

The Air plan for t .into 1?.hq,, I;Ipel of Italy

Admin.

Instruction

No. 4 Operation
Slapstick
H.Q. T.A.F.

8 Sept. 1943.

The naval and army forces v/ore to be acoom]panied into
the Heel by trwo KittyhaY/k Squadrons and one Spitfire Squadron
(both of D.A.F.), also by one night Beaufighter Squadron
(416th U.S. ) from N.A.C.A.F. North Africa,
these forces was to be in the first place protective, opening
to an offensive day and protective night commitment,
of the essential personnel, vehicles and supplies vYere to be
moved from Syracuse by sea, but No. 216 Group, acting for
Desert Air Force, v/ould v/ork to the limit of its capacily to
carry out the transfer by a.ir; for with the growing
competition of Avalanche's transport needs, available space
YYas likely to be cut to the bone,
to despatch certain R.A.F. personnel, vehicles and supplies
from Tunis,

The role of

Most

There was a plan, too.

As no ibrmy dock-operating personnel v/ere to be
available for some days, the task of loading these elements

v/as to devolve on R.A.F. units, supplemented by local native
labour. planning also j^rovided for the transport of petrol,
lubricating oil, ammionition and bombs by air, as little or
none v/as lilcely to find its v/ay to Taranto by sea in the

early days.
/ivlaint enano e
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Maintenance was to 1)6 on austerity lines for some time to
come, in view of a serious shortage of shipping space,
first consignment of tyres, tubes, spares and so forth vrere
not due for shipment until 18 September, and even then there
was no promise as to how much would arrive. i
least one Servicing Commando would be invaluable,
hoped to fly in the three Desert.Air Force Sqmdrons by
14 September, v/hich ¥/ould entail arduous preparation of the
ground beforehand; here again, seeing that little help could
be expected from the Army, the Air Forces would have to do
all the msnhandling.

The

Certainly at
It was

The Outline Plans for Operation Ayala.nche

The NavalOutline Plan

Task Organisation

The whole of the Task Force engaged, known as the
Western Task Force, \Tas, v/ith the exception of Force H from
Gibraltar, detached from the Mediterranean Fleet for the
pixrposes of the Italian operations.

Admiralty Battle v/as organised into four separate Forces. First the Control
Summary of the Forces, consisting of Force Flagship (u.S.); the Picket
Salerno Landings. Group (U.S.), the Demonstration Group (U.S.) and the

Mine laying Group (U.S.).
Attack Force (U.S.)» v/ith v/hich the Force Flagship would
operate. ■ Then there vms the Northern Attack Force (British)
and lastly the British Carrier Force, (known as Force v) with
one Fleet Carrier (c.V.) and four Escort Carriers (A.C.V's)-.
The disposition of Western Task Force was so designed as to
aid bo“th the landings in the Too and at Salerno,
to the Force deployed for the actual execution of the
operations, a strong British naval force would cover the
Allied assault from attack by enemy naval surface vessels,

/.nea of Operations

The area within v.rhose limits the Task Force would operate
was bounded on the northy/est by a line, from Cape Oirceo, at
the western tip of the Gulf of Gaeta, to Latitude 40° y

.North by Longitude 12° 30* East; on the southwest by a line
from Latitude Z(X)° 30' North Longitude 12° 30' East, to
Latitude 39° 30' North, Longitude 14° Bast. The southern

''''^as on Latitijde 39° 30' North and the land formed the
limit to north-eastward.

Ports, Submarines

Outline plan of

Air Operations.
Operation
Avalanche

Annexure B. and The WesteiTt Task Force

The second element was the Southern

In addition

Ibid

Ibid As and when, captured, enemy ports were to be operated in
the traditional way, each with its N.O.I.C
both the /unerican and British.

for joint use by
British submarines assigned

to the Task Force were to ploy the unusual role of beacons for
the guidance of other craft. Protection against enony
submarine attack and fighter cover for the convoys was to be
the task of the Air Forces, although the responsibility for
fighter cover for the battleships and the escort carriers
themselves devolved on the Fleet Air Arm fighter organisation.

• >

Task

Ibid The mission of the Western Task Force v^as, primarily,
to finnly establish the Fifth Army in position ashore in the
Gulf of Salerno and to support its advance to capture the
city of Naples and the adjacent airfields. With the Fifth

/Army
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Army, many vital elements of the Air Forces and their
equipment were also to he transported and Landed, and benefit
by supporting gunfire staged by Naval forces, and reinfore-
ment by sea. The role of the Picket Group was to screen the

Attack Forces from attack by any hostile surface forces;
local diversion was to be provided by the Demonstration
Group further up the coast. A system of mines was to be

laid in routes likely to be used by the Italian Fleet, if it

■  vent-ured out, or by Geman. E» or R^boats. The assignments
of the Southern and Northern Attack Forces were to establish

Army Forces ashore on the beaches of Salerno at H Hour
D Day and support the assault. The Southern Force was to

land its American charges of the VI Corps on the south side

of Fiurae (River) Sele; the Northern Attack Force was to land
its British charges of X Corps' on the north side, the act-ualA

bovindary between the two Corps being the north bank of the

river. They v/ere also there to silence shore batteries,
destroy searchlights, and expedite in eveiy possible v/ay the
vmloading of ships and craft. The.Carrier force was to

operate its Seafires in support of th,fe! fighter cover
programme; other Fleet' Air /mn fighters were to cover the

Naval Force itself. All these naval aircraft, be it noted,
operated on High Frequency and were not fitted vath V.H.F.

(very High Frequency).

Fighter Control, Ship Organisation

.  . t..

Ibid : As in the Sicilian landings, local fighter operations
were controlled by a linked pattern of control ships.
Appendix 7 shows the lay-out and should be studied as a

model of its kind for the period. Briefly, control virould
function from three leading ships, each covered in case of
casualty by.a stand-by ship. Responsibility was divided
thus; ■Q.S.S. AncQ.n v/as to be, (as in Operation Husky) the
main II, Q. Ship, housing /triiy. Navy and Air Force Commanders,
and a nav.al signal staff assisted by air elements, directing
land-based aircraft operating first from Sicily, later from
strips near Salerno, U.S.S. An,CQ,n was to stand by for
H.H. 3. Ulster ..Queen, whose mission was the direction of the
carrier-borne Seafires, and who.was in turn covered by H.M,S,
Royal....U.lstertiian, H.M. S. Hi.lary, (x Corps H.Q, Ship), v/as
stand-by ship for U.S.S. Anc.on for the control of land-
based fighters, and was herself covered by U.S.S. Carrol.
U.S.S. B.isc.ayne and U.S.S. C..hase were, with Ulster....Queen and
C.arrol, secondary stand-by ships, all four being equipped
for fighter control on a reduced scale.

J .

The'Ari'ay Outliiie Flab

T.h>0,...,.T..ask.;,...of. ...t ha.. Anny

Conquest bf
Southern Italy
Br. Hist. Sect. •
Central Med.'

The tasks of' the Arrfiy v/ere, to seize Monte Corvinb
airfield.and to exploit initial success, if it came, by '
capturing the city of Naples as well as the adjacent
airfields. Then to build up the Fifth Army through Naples
and join up v/ith the forces la'unohed across Messina Straits
a few days before, preparatory'to the conquest of the
reniainder of Italy.

Forces Engaged

There v/ere to be tv/o main elements eng.aged. First,
X Corps (Br. ), which comprised the kSth and 56th Divs.,
No. 7 Armoured Div,, a detachment of the 1st Airborne (Br.)

/rlv • f

Ibid
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Edv., three U.S. Ranger Battalions and supporting troops.
The other iiiiAin element was the Merioan VI Corps, comprising
the 36th Infantry Div., 1 Motorised Tank Battalion and
supporting troops.

The 1st British Airborne Div. v/as to be held initially
in Army reserve, in preparation for a special mission in the
Volturno area. At a late hour, these troops were earmarked
for an operation nanied Giant in the Rome area, v/hioh failed

to materialise; they were thus lost to Operation Avalanche.
To distract attention as far as possible, a diversionary
feint against beaches north of Naples was to be staged by a
Commando group.

The Time-Table

Ibid In addition to the Commandos’ effort at deception,
happenings in the early part of the night of the landings
were to include a landing by Rangers, whose aim was to

capture or silence, by the time the main forces landed, any
hostile gun batteries which might interfere,
assault had to take plane at a minimum of two hours before
first light on 9 September,
devoted to securing a footing and endeavouring to capture
Monte Corvino airfield, believed to be a matter of prime
importance to all concerned,
was thought, the sore problem of long distance fighter cover.

Pour days later, . the men, tanks andJl/T of the 7th Armoured
Div. were to begin to disembark and at the end of the first

week a special convoy with reinforcements was due to arrive.
The build-up was to continue to develop for about a
fortnight.

The main

The rest of the day was to be

This vifould at once relieve, it

The Outline Air Plan for Operation Avalanche

Outline Air Plan

for Operation
Avalanche

NA/.P A.5/P.8
(Pinal)

The Task of the Air Forces

General Outline

The air contribution towards the early attainment of the
objects set out above was to be considerable and strain oior

air superiority to its limits,
assault, the enemy air forces must be ’neutralised’,
the convoys on their v/oy to the beaches, the actual assaults

and land fighting naist be provided v/ith air umbrellas,
airborne inission was allowed for and organisation accordingly
planned for the lift and dropping of one reinforced
Parachute Regimental Combat Team, with the task of destroying
a vital bridge over the Volturno N.E. of Castelvoltumo, and

delaying in other v/ays any German movement southsr/ards dxzring
the critical period.

Before, dtu?ing and after the
Then

The

Shortly before the landings this plan

NAP 345
31 Aug. 1943

N. A.T.A.P.

Operation Instr- v/as cancelled and another evolved on the basis of
uction No. 138
8 Sept. 1943.

negotiations with the Italians; this was to-fly in the
82nd Airborne division on the night 8/9 September to the
airfields of Purbara and Oerreteri,( "I) rescue the Rome
Government and fly in fighter squadrons to.assist in the

defence of Rome and support the Salerno venture,
in t-um, was cancelled at a late ho-ur.
Avalcmche v/ere met, any spare elements were to be used to

support the Baytown Operation in the South.

This plan.
If all the needs ofM.A. 104

8 Sept. 1943.

/implicit

(1) On the northern outskirts-of Rome.
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T.A.P. /jiiendnent - 41
No. 1 to Operation
Instruction No.133 Iniplioit in the main to.sks was the movement of Air

Forces into the Salerno area by ferry from Milazzo in Sicily.
Opera.- While Avalanche was evolving into st.ability or otherv/ise, •

the air was to ha.ve a full list of responsibilities, 
'

No. 3 3 Sept. 1943. including the defe.nce of North Africa as far South ns the
Tripoli-Tunis border and of Sicily West of a line drawn
a.cross the island, roughly south-west from Cape Orlando;

.  the planning and execution of all air operations for the
protection of Mediterreunean Allied shipping in the theatre
of operations, all anti-submnrine operations, in the same
area; and attacks on enemy surface forces and
coi37iunications v/ithin striking range of /vfrica.
not all;

29 Aug. 1943.
N.A.C.A.P.

tional Order

sea

This v/as

the progr.mmne included all Air/Sea Rescue v/ork, and
operation of all Pighter Sectors outside the elastic line
(already referred to), 50 iTiiles from the battle front.

;tprs af fee ting the Task of the Air .Forces

Gomparispn.. oiA,iiir . Strength

Outline Air

plan. Operation
Avalanche.

The calculation of the exact v/eight of the opposing air
forces at any given moment was besot with difficulties and
the figures accepted and recorded .as a basis could never be
■anything but approximate. Signals wore passing, even up to
the very eve of the assaults, which made it impossible to
say for example, how many allied heavy bombers, v/itliin a
hundred or more, v/ould in fact.be available. As for
estiiaates of. Germaoi Air Force strength, it was appireciatod
hov/ Corsica and Sardinia were.becoming progressively denuded
of aircraft and that heavy casualties had been inflicted
during the Sioili.'>,n campaign: but, in view of the loiown
flexibility and powers of Lmprovisation of the German Air
Force it 'Was, to say the least, hard- to predict the exact
voluiue ;md disposlti-on of the reception likely to await us.
Nevertheless it is curious that a late copy of the Outline
Air plan dated 18 August quotes German Air Force strengths
only valid for 1 July, before the opening of the Sicili<an
Campaign, figures v/hich bear no relation to the truth
depicted in Intelligence data which v/as certainly available.
It is irrelevant to criticise now, since the changing
situation soon made nonsense of any daily estimate. The
point is- that correct forecasts v/cro not only available, but
Y/ore used by the right people before the event. So although
scrutiny of the pl;xn revca.ls on a paper assunotion that
some throe hundred and eighty Gerrnn fighters’ and fighter
bombers^reinforeed by another sixty from Sardinia might be
thrown into the Salerno battle and a force of about tvTo
hundred and seventy, German bombers p.lus a further one
hundred and tvYenty from Smdinib. threaten our shipping -norts
and other vital. points, w'ithin.a few days (low serviceability

.  being taken for granted) it is clean' that by the end of the
month, a clearer grasp of the truth v/as hold. Thus by

Ibid.. ,Pt,.I,,
para. 4 & 4a.

App. A to
N.A.C.A.F.
Operation
Order No.3.
3 Sept: 1943:

3 September the estimated disposition of Axis Air Forces in
Italy and Sardinia as at 1 September v/as being circularised
to doa.stal Air Force as t\Yo h-|jndrec1. rind tv/enty long
.and torpedo and fifty reconnaiss.ance bombers, v/ith tvYo
hundred and sixty fighters .and fighter-bombers, omitting
aircraft based in the South of Prance,
maccimun

range

To rjzrive at the .
figuroa likely to be brought -to bear.on any given

day these I'igm’cs .v/ould liave to be halved,
their knovm extremely lov/ serviceability ratio.

on account .of
This

/figure
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A.C.A.3. (1)
Eatiraate of Enemy This figure tallied fairly closely v/ith the Air Ministry
Opposition.
^  Sept. 1943.
N. A.P.345 to C. O.S.fighter-bombers, likely to be reinforced up to one h^jindred
Mtg. 2 Sept.
Quoted.

Intelligence forecast, which predicted a sum opposition, i

and ten/fifteen and rearwards a force of some seventy long
range bombers, increasable to one hundred and twenty on

n

serviceable aircraft of one hundred and five/ten fighters and

D Day or D plus 1 Day.(0

Outline Air Plan

Operation
Avalanche.

As against these forces, the Allies believed themselves
able to call for offensive action on throe hundred and fifty
heavy day bombers (this total included some ninety-five
Liberators which in the event were not forthcoming) some six
hundred and fifty medium and light bombers, and three hundred

and tvrenty S.E. fighters with one hundred and ten Seafires

operating from carriers. Fighter-bombers up to one hundred

and sixty in number, a small night fighter force of thirty-
tvvo aircraft, some forty Tao/fi and fighter reconnaissance,
three hundred troop carrier aircraft and four hundred gliders
T/ere expected to be available.

Allied serviceability was very fair, considering the)
continuous wear and tear of non-stop operations;  a figure of
75 per cent was adopted as a basis. The force was very varied
in texture, including units from N.A. A.P., E.A.P. Middle

East, Ninth II. S. Air Force and R.A.P. Malta. Incidentally,
the figures given here for Allied aircraft talce no account of

forces held available for supjwrt of Operation BaytoTm, such
as Tactical Air Force's Kittyhawks, Larhawks, Hurriborabers
.and T.ank Destroyer Hurricanes, or of numbers of Hurricanes and
soforth flying in various defensive roles. A more detailed
study of comparative air strengths is given in Chapter II.

Airfields in the Naples Area

Having settled the problem of bringing the Salerno area •
within range of Allied aircraft, the next consideration was
how precisely to render the s.ame area out of range to enemy
fighters and fighter-bombers. The answer v/as held to be, to

Ibid

deny them the use of eight nnportant airfields v/ithin
110 miles range and three others just beyond this range.
The first eight were Naples/C.apodichino, Naples/tomigliano
d'Arco, Monte Gorvino, Grazzanise, Capua, Aquino, Poggia and

Scalea; the last three, on the periiaeter, v/ere Prosinore,
Bari and Gioia delle Colle, yet if the entire series v/ore

rendered untenable, it would still bo possible for the

Luftwaffe to operate from hastily-constructed strips in the
Naples area, where the terrain v/as favourable to this kind

of enterprise.

Fighter Coveroyer the Assault Area

Ibid No attempt was mde to disguise the obstacles to adequate
This might be improved if Vibo Valentia v;ere in ovir

hands, when 30 gallon tanks would enable Spitfires to cover
the 150 miles to Salerno and assist those operating v/ith
90 gallon tanks from Sicily, as well as the Lightnings
borrowed from the Strategic Air Force and the Seafires from
escort carriers,

introduced, in the form of a decision to employ a squadron of
Qiiebeo Gonforenoe the Mustang 'Invader' aircraft,(.2) fitted v/ith long range
0,0.S. (116th Mtg)tanks which had been mentioned at the Ouebec Conference, but
24 Aug. 1943.

cover.

At a late date, a nev/, helpful feature was

not allowed for in the Outline Plan.' They were to function
as lov/ cover.

/Considerable

(1) This amplification of the pesition has been given to
prevent errors arising from the incorrect statistics quoted
in the plan,

(2) A - 36s.
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Outline Air Plan.

Operation
Avalanche.

Considerable space was devoted, in the appendices to the

Outline Plan to an exhaustive analysis, in terms of time,
fuel, combat, range-,' the contents of tanks and so on, details
leading'to no conclusive fighter pattern, but only a
T/eighing of alternatives. With three Groups of Lightnings,
one Group of U. 3'. Spitfires'and up to. eighteen Sgimdrons of

R.A.P. Spitfires, all flying tVTo sorties each, an average of
thirty-six aircraft could be maiatained over the area on

D Day; with the same aircraft flying one.sortie each, then
twenty-four to twenty-seven could cover the same field of

work for several days. Enemy air opposition and weather
were imponderables.

Ibid All this illuminates the fluidity in the minds of the
A brief paragraph on theCommands as well as in events.

eD®loyment of the available fighters was, however, embodied

in this patchy/'ork plan and a provisional schedule drawn up
for the employment of the Spitfires, and Lightnings referred
to in the first tv/o days, but this omitted all reference to
the Invaders, hence was not final,
it was emphasised, be maintained, hence the necessity of
capturing or constructing, at the very least, one airfield
within the first tliree days. Monte Corvino was the main

target in mind, being the nearest within reach, although of

no great permanent value,
Messina - Milazzo area were a priority task and their rapid
completion was essential before the Spitfires could
participate to any effect.
S.S. Unicorn, with up to thirty Seafires, would be probably
available, as v/ell as the four Escort Carriers v/ith up to
eighty Seafires, to furnish fighter cover over the beaches.

The estimate of a continuous Seafire patrol was twenty-two
aircraft during D Day, eighteen dixring the morning and

eleven aircraft after noon on D p>l-us 1 Day.

This schedule could no

Construction of strips in the

The single Light Fleet Carrier

t

,

YiTeather end State of Moon

Ibid The general weather outlook for September v/as favourable
as to visibility, and'to lack of rain and high winds, but

Octoberover 10,000'feet one might .find icing conditions,
weather should he steady, but as v/inter approached, that is
from early November onv/ards, the Weather would deteriorate,
until it improved again in the early Spring. A survey of
the mountainous terrain v/hich characterised most of the

country foreshadowed difficulties in navigation unlcnown in
desert warfare and only sampled by those who had flown
across the North. African Atlas range.

Inclement vreather might prejudice operations in at
least two vital areas, firstly, in Sicily at bases,
secondly, over the beach-heads at Salerno,
arrangements were therefore included, in case the five
strips planned for the Milazzo or part of the Catania Plain
became waterlogged, in v/hich case more reliable bases, such
as Gerbini Main and Catania Main, at the shortest radius
from Salerno, were to be available for Spitfires and Night
Fighters, and Gomiso and Ponte Olivo for Lightnings,
eventualities would, however, create a corresponding v/ealcness

in cominunioations, hence the need for fool-proof briefing
of crews.

Thorough cover

Such

Then, should bad flying weather prevail over the
Avalanche assault area while cover was being provided from
Sicily, they v/ere, without any reduction of the total cover,
to be briefed by XII Air Support Command Rear H.Q. in
Sicily, to operate in small foimations in individual areas.

/General
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Genera.l,.,Air JTas^^

Ibid An important task of the Air Force v/as to prevent effective
interference by enensr air forces and to this task, all other
tasks were subordinated,

the air forces vrere to concentrate for at least three v/eeks on
a phased programme of attack on Luftvf,affe airfields not only
on the mainland, but in Sardinia, to which they were still
tenaciously clinging,
from their bases, to the offshore rendezvous, and both they
and the troops fighting for a beachhead, be protected by
fighters both by day by the Spitfires, Lightnings, Seafires
and Invaders already spoken of, operating from Sicily (and,
if Baytovm went well, from the Toe), and by night, by
Sicily-based aircraft.

Before the launching of Avalanche,

Then the convoys v/ere to be escorted

Fly-inof 4ir Forces

As in previous campaigns, certain vital periods, of which
the early beachhead days were to form one, would resolve
themselves into a minor campaign for airfields, now become
a priority target wherever there Yfc.s fighting,
schedule of build-up v/as founded on the optimistic surmise
that Monte Corvino was likely to fall into otir hands on
D Day and be in v/orking order the same, or the next day.
As the neighbouring airfields fell into our hands and the

gro-und round Paestum v/as laid out in strips. Spitfires,
Mustangs and Beaufighters up to a total of t\7o hundred and
thirty might, by the end of the fo'orth day, be operating from
Italian bases. Things might even go so well the first day,
that fighters,leaving Sicily on D Day might, at the end of
the dcoy's work land, rest, fuel and take off from Italian
soil: the tvTo hmdred and tvTenty-five ffarlmv/ks and Mustang
Invaders were to follov/ closely from the fourth day

Build-up.of Air

The subsequent build-up v/as governed by the situation.
The intention v/as to move in progressively by D plus 100,
from bases in Sicily and North Africa, the whole of the
Tactical and Strategical and a large part of the Coastal Air
Forces, as well a.s up to ti,7o \Tings of Troop Carrier Conammd,
always assuming that all Italy south of Rome >?as, by then, in
our hands. The operation amounted, in fact, to a full-scale
invasion by the Allied Air Forces in the Central Mediterranean
Theatre of a continent, of the mainland of Europe,
general pattern of build-up was to open v/ith a first month
fly-in of considerable forces of U.S. and R.A.F. single-
engined fighters, fighter-bombers, light and medium bombers
and a fairly strong representation of tactical and coastal
reconnaissance, night fighter and other types of aircraft.
Cautious allov/ance wa.s made for time-lag in provisioning the
mediujii bomber -units, owing to the overall shortage of army
troops for tasks normally allotted to them,
month had elapsed, the entire To.ctical Air Force v/as to be in
Italy, 'With all the raedi-urn .bombers and escort fighters of the
Strategic Air Force and more Coastal squadrons,
the air forces in Italy v/ere to he reinforced by the
hundredth day by the balance of the Strategic Air Force, more
Coastal Squadrons and a considerable force of Transport
Command, still assuming that progress had come up to the
optimistic forecasts.

The

on.

The

After another

Thereafter,

Ibid

Ibid

/Navigational
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Navigational AidaandAir/Sea Rescue

As it v/as a long flight from Sioily to Salerno and hack,
everything possible to aid the fighters v/as to he brought
into play, such as homing facilities, radio and flashing
beacons ond searchlights.
mo.de full use of by Coastal Air Force for these purposes, as

they lay in the direct route of aircraft flying from the
Palermo area and on the port side of those from the Messina
area.

Milazzo-Gatania area, fixer systems in the Milazzo area by
day and night, and, as soon as practicablG, in the Salerno

Both visual and v/ireless aids v/ere to be set up on

Ustica Island, lying North by West of PalerDTo.

The Lipari Islands were to be

The homing facilities were to be sited in the

area.

Ibid and

N.A.C.A.P.

Operational
Order No. 3

3 Sept. 1943.

A strong, we11-organised Air/Sea Rescue organisation,
to operate from Sicily, the Lipari Islands and forv/ard to

the Naples area was a sine qua,non
a depot ship, fully equipped v/ith v/ireless facilities and

launches, vras to be stationed midv/ay beti-7een Sicily and

Salernc, and protected against submarine and air attack.
The major part of the responsibility for setting up and

ma.intaining this machinery fell on Coastal Air Force, but an
area south of a line drawn from Gape Orlando on the north
coast of Sicily to Cap Vaticano in Calabria at the northern
tip of the Gulf of Gioia, was delegated to the A, 0.0.
No. 242 Group, controlling operations in this suburban area
from tv<ro bases, one at Bizerta and the other at the Command
Post.

For the first four day

Later on, v/hen Tactical Air Force was firmly

s.

established in the Salerno area it vfas arranged that they
vTere to take over from Coastal Air Force all rescue within

a sea radius of 40 miles off Salerno.

Phased J^ogra^ of Air Operations up to D Day
N.A.T.A.F.

Operational
Directive No.132

23 Aug. 1943.
Outline Air Plan

The general programme v/as in four phases which formed
the framework of approach and assault,
airfields in southern and central Italy v/ere to continue,
the object being to force the L'uftwaffe northwards: then,
up to the eve of D Day, an intensified attack on those air

fields still occupied, in particular those within range of
the assault area.

Attacks on enemy

The object of this second phase v/as not
merely to squeeze the Germans out, but to ensure their
continued vacation by putting them out of action for some
time to come. The only exception was Monte Cozvino, which
was not to be too 'harsnly dealt v/ith, for obvious reasons. ’

The night of D - 1 to D Day and, in fact, all the' ■  ■

period up to the ultimate consolidation in the bridgehead, ■
v/as to bring no slackening in the oounter-airfield offensive,
by the heavy and mediiom bomber forces.
Force, moreover, v/as provisionally briefed to devote some

attention to targets in the Rome area and northern Italy, as
well as in the Naples area,
every available fighter was allocated to convoy escort
duties, and, on the critical night, the convoys and landings
v/ere to be covered by night fighters,
aircraft, betiveen the enemy and the convoys, was designed to

prevent enemy night reconnaissance of the assembled ships.
Night flying v/as to include intruder work over enemy
airfields.

The Strategic Air

All the day before the landings

A screen of these

N. A.T.A.F,

Operationa.1
Directive No.132

23 A\xg. 1943.

/when
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\7hen day broke.on Salerno beaches, a Lightning squadron,
specially trained for night flying, v/as to be in the air.
Soon Spitfires, more Lightnings, and Seafires from the carriers
v/ere to provide a' continuous daylight patrol net over the
assault area and the ships lying close in off the beaches,
patrol whereof continuity vras to remain -unbroken
Beaufighters took over from the day fighters. . Any bombing■
v/hich might assist the assault v/as to be carried out, if
possible, and there might bo aircraft to spare for freelance
missions, for vyrhich work it v/as hoped to fit a squadron of
Invaders with Kittyhawk long range tanka, ■ No promise of
close support, however, could be held out to the /urmy if not
already pre-arranged.

Sub sequent,,. Operations

Subsequent air operations depended on the development of
the situation. It was made clear that the Sicily-based
fighters and carrier-borne forces were to be in action until
a sufficient fighter strength was built up at mainland bases,
a programme v/hich took no account of the fact that naval
carriers could not remain sitting targets to enemy sea or air
attack, and by the very nature of the tactical situation, as
v/ell as by an -understanding already reached, could not stay
in the vicinity more than three or four days. The first
essential for any fly-in of units v/as to be that they could
be protected on the ground, that is, that the anti-aircraft
defences were firmly sited and manned, that there were
s-ufficient combat troops in the vicinity, that the necessary
accommodation for men, aircraft' ajid equipment ha.d been
provided and that the maintenance machinery v/as in v/orking
order.

a

as

Ibid

In reserve, and always liable to be employed in a
tactical role, wre the heavy bombers of the Strategic Air
Forces. The light and medium bombers of the Tactical
Bomber Force wore already fully cojmitted to both the
Avalanche and Baytovm expeditions,
of Naples v;-as to be the cue for a change-over of roles
between Tactical and Coastal idr Forces, for, at that point,
a combined Naval Air Force Operations Room was to, be set up,
for the control of over-sea reconnaissance and sliipioing
strilces; and, furthermore, e;arly in the campaign, Coastal
Air Force v/as also to ,be ready to take over from Tactical Air
Force the protection of convoys and the air defei-ice of the
Naples area.

The capture of the port

0,gn t,r,g„l md 0 gnmiand g,f ,„„/d,r„,„Qper at ions - General
Ibid and T.A.F.

Operational
Instruction
No.133
26 Aug. 1943.

The system of control and oom-iand devised for the critical
phases can be most cle.orly seen, if visualised in stages of
,the advance from base, across tho sea, and on to the periods
of assault and consolidation. The division of responsibility
covered the defence of the rear bases, the convoys and
essential coastal work, then Naples and the assault region
and, finally, cover for the heavy bombers and for aircraft of
the Tactical Bomber Force.

General Problems

9
Malta and the Southiip ...Deignce .of , E,as,te,ra ,,,S,i,c,ily, the Toe

Medi-terran.ean Seaboard

Outline Air plan
Operation
Avalanche.

In order to consider the areas of .control, it v/ill
suffice to mention the more or less self-contained entities
of Malta and Middle East Oornmands and to consider the

/dis-tribution
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distribution outside the limit of their respective controls.

In the case of Middle East Command, control ended \yhere
N.A.C.A.P's began, namely, along the Tripoli-Tunisia^border.
Prom gust before, and at the corame;ncement of, Operation
Avalanche, the eastern boundary of N.A.G.A.P's operational
area ran from this Tripoli border roughly Northeast, as far

34^ N,Latitude, then due north to the latitude of Licata
(in southern Sicily), due east to the port of Lioata itself,
across the island to Gape Orlando on the north coast, due
north to 40*^ North, then due west to meridian 14^^ and,
finally, due north, to where it struck the Italian mainland
northv/est of Naples.

as

N.A.C.A.P.

Operational
Order No. 3

3 Sept. -1943

Coastal and.Tactical Air Force Zones

Generally speaking. Coastal Air Force was to provide
air protection to the expedition and follov/-up operations so
long as they lay V/ithin the geographical limits true for the
period. Their brief included the protection of all shipping
in the Mediterranetxn v/ithin the zone of operations, air/sea
rescues, reconnaissance and attacks on enemy surface forces
and sea communications within strilcing range of North iVfrica,
the two latter tasks being allotted to 'the A. O.G

Group R.A.P. Responsibility for all other tasks was broken

dovm into groups and sectors, whose commanding officers were

to exercise a degree of.autonomous authority. The
ubiquitous anti-submarine watch, for exainple, v/as to be shared

by tv'/o formations, one a Combined Operations Room at

Algiers and the other the A.O.C., No. 242 Group, working west

and oast respectively of Gape.Negro, on the north coast of
Tunisia.

No. 242•)

Ibid

East of the line given above as the frontier of the
Coastal Zone, for the purposes of Avalanche, the Tactical
Air Force took over the responsibility for the protection of

every kind of shipping, sub-dividing the work betv/een XII

Air Support Command, who v/as to operate on a sea radius of
40 miles from Salerno itself, and the Desert Air Force
outside that radius- to vifithin 40 miles of the north coast of

Sicily, alv/ays, of course, east of the Coastal border line.

F.ighter Erotection of Convoys and Assault j'ireasN.A.T.A.P.

Operation
Instruction

No.133
26 Aug. 1943.
and Outline

Air plan

Operation
Avalanche. .

Having dealt v/ith the geographical division of control
and'command up to the event, it -must now be considered how

the plan provided for cliange-over, as the landing became
imminent and took place.
Coastal Air Force, \Thich had till then protected the assault

convoys, was to hand over this task to Tactical Air Force,
keeping the Na.val authorities concerned in the full pict'ure
and making s'ure there was no break in the continuity of

Whereas time vfa.s the key to the change-over in this

At last light on D - 1 Day,

cover,

case, geographical radius Y/ould apply to folloY/-up convoys;
thus, in these cases. Coastal was to relinquish guard to

Tactical Air Force at a point 40 miles from Naples,
/irrivals of convoys were to be timed for daylight at this

point; departtires so tViat they vrore still in darkness when

they reached a point 40 miles off the Italiaai coast,
this v/as liable to ii-nprcvement, as soon as the Straits of
Messina were useable.

All

/The Naples

G. 260700/M1/3/50 SECRET
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Tho Naple

Ibid All fighter and fighter bomber units of T. A, F. in the
initial phase \vere to be controlled by the Commanding General

XII A. S*0., under the direction of A.0, C., T.A, P. ,  and in
collaboration and co-ordination Virith the Naval Commander as

far as carrier-borne fighter operations were involved.
Should Seafires land on shore, they were to come automati
cally within the control of the C, G. , XII /uS.C, , until flown
back to Sicily (or their parent carrier). As for the three
Groups of Lightning fighters lent by Strategic Air Force for

the occasion, thejr were to come, shortly before the operation,
under the operational control of the C. G. , XII A. S.C.

Tactical Air Force v;as to control any operations by its ovto
bombers. Headquarters XII A.S.C. were to become immediately
mobile, bifurcating into firstly an Advanced Echelon, on
board ship with the Assault Forces and destined to become

Italy-based as soon as possible; and, secondly, a Roar
Echelon of problematic life-span in Sicily.

Air Defence pf...the Naples /:^oa

Another responsibility falling first on T.A.F, and then
on Coastal Mr Force, was the air defence of the Naples area.
As in the case of the Toe region, a rough line 50 miles
behind the front line was the boundary, but final
consolidation on Italian soil by Coastal Mr Force depended
largely on the mass fonvard movement of Tactical Mr Force,
itself governed b5>' the speed of the armj''' s advance.

Ibid

HeadquiD^te.rs, Ship Ibrsonnel

It was for Tactical Mr Force, again, to organise the
highly important disposition and briefing of the small vital

core of the Mr Staff, functioning as controllers and so-

forth, in their bases in the Headquarters and Standby'' ships;
and to lay on special coimunication sjrstems from ship to

shore, as well as from ship to ship. ^

Ibid

Control of Bomber

In its capacity as directing cell, Tactical Mr Force
was to control the co-operative bombing effort by Strategic
Air Force, R. A. P. j\C.ddle East and tho Ninth U. S. Mr Force
and issue directives. Sj)ecial arrangements v/ere laid down
for co-ordination of the Middle East effort by a staff at Mr
Command Post.

Control of Night Figlxters and Intruders
Outline Mr Han

Operation
Avalanche and

Night protection and intrusion control was approached as

a problem in two pha.ses, firstly, the approach of the
T.A.F, Operation convoys to a point at last light on D - 1 Day, between 35 and
Instruction 133 •
26 Aug. 19A3.

50 miles off the beaches and secondly, thereafter,
forces at this point of intersection vras to come into play.
Roughly to seaviiard, south and west of a line from Oarena
Point on tho island of Capri to Licosa Point - the two tips
of the crescentic Gulf of Salerno - and thence due south, was
the area in which Coastal Mr Force v;ould operate
Beaufighters, fitted with Mark VIII A. I,
provide a protective screen against enem5>- interference from
mainland airfields, by o]->erating Beaufighters, fitted with
iferk IV A. I

Two

T. A. F. was to

north and oast of the Carena-Licosa line, In• >

both zones protection was to continue until first light.

/Control
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Control was to 1)6 provided by a flexible system sited for the

seaward zone in a specially-fitted L.S.T. and, for the

landward zone, by other Seaborne G.C.I'h.

/ifter the eve of the landings, the night fighter chain
of control v/as to tally with that for the day, v/ith
supplementary assistance by No. 242 Group of Coastal Air
Force, in the form of a few extra Mark VIII A.I. Beaufighters
for the landward air screen round the assault area; the

exact measure and scope of the collaboration lay betv/een the

A.O.C., No. 242 Group and the Commanding General XII A.S.O.
for decision. The v;-hole pattern of night-flying control
was to bo improved soon after the first Forward Fighter
Control was set up on shore, v/hen aircraft could be 'handed'
to G.G.I's afloat or ashore, as the case might be.

?£09F.....C,4r£i941...4B!^...2\4r Transport Op)era^ and their Defence

Ibid Troop carrying was one of the rare cases of direct Air-

/irmy collnbora.tion before the event, responsibility for the

joint task lying bekveen the C.G., Troop Carrier Command and

the: Airborne Divisional Commander. This joint element was

to have two important spokes; among others, one to the
A. O.C., T.A.F., with whom fighter cover was to be arr.anged,
and another to the Naval authorities, who were to advise on

routeing of Air convoys. To facilitate the call forv;ard of

transport aircraft n.nd ease problems of fighter cover, the

C.G. Troop Carrier Command was, Y/ith the A. O.C. No. 216 Group
E.A.F. flying Albomarles - to establish a joint Advanced
Control Post alongside H.Q., XII A.S.C., on the same lines as
those for Operation Husky.

Timing( ̂) ,of the Airborae , Opera^^

On 7 September the moon v/as attaining its First Quarter.
The leading aircraft of the force of three hundred and ten

C.47,Dakota transport aircraft v/ith one hundred and thirty
gliders, detailed to dropi elements of the 82nd U. S. and
1st Br. Airborne Divisions near Capua airfield, wore to pass
the moarkers offshore bek/een 2000 and 2125 hoijrs. Some were

to continue to pass over on four successive nights, fifteen >

minutes later each night. The moon rose d'uring daylight and

set at 0010 hours on the night 7/8th and ro\jghly one hour
later each successive night. Nautical t\’/ilight ended at
2024 hours on 7/3 September and a minute or teo earlier night
by night. Ass-uming that the air lift had been completed by
2200 hours, the troops v/ould have a couple of hours of
moonlight on the first night to begin grouping, and more as
the full operation proceeded. Much as they might wish for

longer light, the H Hour given them was a good compromise and
could not have been improved on v/ithout gravely prejudicing
the safety iiiargin demnded by the Navy.

Appendices
L/jvI to
N.A.C.A.F. Op.
Order No. 3.

3 Sept. 1943.

The AdJiiinistratiye Spgtign of the^^^Q
f ,o,r Qp,er at ion,,. Avalanche

Scope and Complexity

The air planning for the administrative and logistical
ViTork for Avalanche, although in some senses less involved than

that for the land.ijigs in North Africa and Sicily, v/as
/anything

2, i.o. two hours ahead of
The bearing for astronomical data here given is

position AO's'*^ NortVi, 14-2^

(1) Local time was Time Zone
G.M.T.

East.

Outline Air Plan

Operation
Avalanche

Part II,

G.260700/M//3/50 SECRET
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anything hut an easy exercise,
any hope of simplification,
local bases in the theatre, nainely Sicily, N.W. ilfrioa and
Mddle East, furnishing men, egiiipment and vehicles for the Air
Forces, were far apart and, in the first two cases, still in
the last paroxysms of a campaign.
Middle East to the venture v/-as considerable, as they were

Three main factors killed

One v;as the fact that the three

The contribution of

primarily responsible for the shipment from Tripoli of X Corps
(sr.) for arrival on D Day, as well as a small but essential
quota of officers, other ranlcs and vehicles of the Air Forces;
but their responsibilities for build-up finished long before
those of their two pportncrs.

The distinctive and apparently unfuseable system of
British and American administration constituted a second
complication,
hour sv/itch from Operation Buttress to Avalanche,
been decided to load certain ships as for Buttress v/ith both
men (x Co3pps was included) and vehicles, switelling them to
Avalanche if it should assmo priority,
have been essentially a British controlled operation from the
Air standpoint, v/ith Desert Air Force playing a prominent role,
v/hereas Avalanche Y/as to be prodouinantly j\meric$03, Yrith XII
A.. S. C. as controlling formations.

Then, thirdly, came the influence of the last-
It had

Buttress Y/as to

All this constituted a

situation containing all the ingredients of a Oxiartermaster's
hell.

Bi^ld-up of A;^ Forces

Ibid To attain the roughly-sketched target of build-up from
D Day onwards, involved the transportation' of many ancillary
units and large q-uantities of supplies, food, gear, petrol,
and so on, from three main sources, namely,' the Ivliddle East
ports of Tripoli and the Egyptian Delta, from Oran in
Algeria and Bizerta in Tunisia, and from Mlazzo in Sicily,
(as well as from Malta). Lt a point somev/here in the region
of Sicily - Tunisia the three luain convoys \7erc to become one,
pass round the west and northvYost coasts of Sicily and
proceed direct to Salemo. Thereafter, ■ by arrangement v/ith'

O.G. Fifth Army, a ferry service of six Landing Ships Tank
between Sicily and the Naples - Salerno area v/ere to ply a
non-stop supply service, in aid of the A.ir Force units.

N. A.T. A,. P.Report should this service call for improvement, it v/as always
possible for N. A.. T.A.F. and l5th A.my Group to bring this
about. In the event, as will be related in detail later, the
service broke down, causing a. minor crisis on the beaches of
Salerno.

on Movement and

Supply Aispects
of Operation
Avalanche,

9 Oct. 1943.

Supplies
Outline

Aidmini strative
Plan.

Operation
Aiva lane he,

Aill during the Sicilian cru'npaign, a plan for building
up in Sicily and Malta YYas proceeding,' and by the time

Avalanche was launched, there v/ere in Sicily, sufficient
supplies to maintain the entire Tactical Air Force over
minimum of fo-urteen days of intensive effort,
furnish items ilnobtainable in Sicily, such as oxygen in buUc.
The next geographical stage vaas from Sicily to the mainland
of Italy:
to provide by the end of the first week for seven days
maxim-um and seven days intensive effort, in that order.
Thereafter, intensive effort 'would be the basis of calculation,
and. for this a reserve of fourteen days' supplies, including
a-vl.ation petrol, ' aviation oil, bombs, oxygen, small amis
arairumition and pyrotechnics, v/as hoped for.

a

I/ialta v/as to

here the target fixed for mainland operations v/as

/Long
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Long Range Tanka and Oxj'gen

There would he no operation at all without the long
range tanlo, to he fitted to Spitfires, Lightnings, Kittyhawka,
Warhawks and Invaders. The action of the Air Ministry in

sending out the 90-gallon tanks for the Spitfire was
resulting in the aoo^imulaticn of a substantial stock, although,

apjpeared in the event, none too many. The distribution
of tanlcs was to follow closely the progress of the airfield

engineers conditioning newly-capt'jred airfields and opening
Tanks could only he

as

up new strips in the Messina area,

Ibid

concentrated in one place, - that is, the spot v/here they
v/ere to he used. Nine hundred Spitfire tanks were therefore

The Lightnings (then based incollected, first at Gerhini.
N.W. Africa) were covered by a stock of six hundred tanks at
Gerbini, to v/hich iotal they v/ere to contribute by bringing
each a couple of empty ttxnks across when they reported to
their Avalanche station at Gerbini, thus lightening the

burden on shipping,
plan v/as handed over to Tactical Air Force, for detailed
planning late in August, exactly hov/ many tanks v/ould be
needed at Palermo by Coastal Air Forces for the Kittyhawks
and Warhawks, nor by Tactical Air Force for the Invaders now
detailed to assault cover.

It was not settled before the Outline

As fox’ oxygen, after the first week’s shipments
totalling 29 ;D/l?t Long Tons, there was plenty of room for
improvisation, for although Malta v/as steadily sending
small quantities to Sicily by air, the existing stocks of

transit cylinders in N.¥. Africa were admittedly low.
After the first critical week, Tactical Air Force faced tv/o

alternatives, either or both of v/hich must fijnction.
Either full cylinders hsid to go by the Milazzo Ferry to

Salerno or a miobile Oxygen Plant had to go by the same

route very early in the proceedings.

British Technical Maintenance at Salerno

fwo Servicing Commandos, with their ov/n 10-day pack-up
and night flying equipment, v/ere to land v/ith the assault;
each was to service four S.E.F,(l) (Spitfire) Squadrons

Tac/L-i (Spitfire) find -p T.E.F. (2) (n) (Beaufighter)
Each squadron destined to land in Italy in theSquadron,

Ibid

initial phase, in two parties, v/as to carry seven days
pack-up with each party,
and Squa.drons v/eru to carry on until, at the closing days of
a fortnight, the first elements of an Advanced Salvage Unit

and an Air Stores Park, (the latter bearing a 30 day range
The Main Air Stores Park would bring

Between them, Servicing Ooimnandos

of stores) arrived,
in a 30 day range of spares for its squadron charges.

The .American .Air Forces' plan was more wholesale in

scope and guarB.nteed the maximum possible teohnical supplies
just when the need v/as most pressing, namely, in the early
stages - evidence of a c/Lution that paid big dividends in
the event. The first Allied unit of appreciable dimension

Ibid
A.A.F. in

World War II

to be flown in was to be a Group - that is, three squadrons 
-

of U. Spitfires, followed closely, as already related,o.

Ay U. S.

(1) single-engined fighter..

(2) Twin-engined fighter.
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by U,S. Reconna,i3srjico l.fuatangs, a Group of U.S. Warhawks and

two Groups of Invaders. \/ith the combat echelon was to fljr
in the air echelon of oach Group, crvrrying a 3 level of
technical supplies end accompanied by o. few members of Group
H.Q., About the same time, others would be moving in by sea,
(probably with the assault), in advance of the main party and
including the ground echelon of one Squadron, with a 10 day
level of supplies, to be spread over the whole group. ¥ith

this party was to sail the rest of H. Q. staff. By a later

convoy - it was not specified which - the ground echelons of

the balance of each Grcmip were to relieve matters by bringing
10 more days Group supplies. The half Reconnaissance Squad
rons duo in Italjr at an early stage, were to take half of their

air echelons with them vd-th 3 days supplies, and, at the same

time, the other half was to Icuid with the assault with a 10

day level. A series of Service,Group wore to embark, each in

three echelons, from Siciljr under T.A.i"s arrangements, each

carrying a 30 day level of supjglios. In addition, an

entire Air Depot Group was to move in from ¥.’>/. i\frica.

Movements of Ibrsonnel

Mr Force units converging, on Salerno vrcro to pass
through three main conduits.
N.A,T.A. F. Ferrqr Control was to watch Air interests at

Mlazzo and fill the six L.S.T's pr-vided bjr Fifth linmy.
Some hint of uneasy premonitions may be read between the

lines of the Outline Man, where allcwance is made for
future 'revelations’, during^ the deto.iled plannin
need for more shipping as well as for the function of the

0. G, 15th /irmy Group as the addressee of anj?' such demands.

N. A. A. F. and R. A. F. li. Q. , Mddle Fast were to see to shipping
requirements, the preparation and embarkation of units from
their own areas.

Firstly, from Sicily, where a

for therp

Ibid

Movements of Vehicles, Equiiment and Supplies

Each of the three major bases was to see that all
vehicles due to arrive in Italy during the first 13 days
were waterproof, a very necessary precaution taken on the

basis of bitter experience in previous amphibious under-
talcings. Every available cubic inch of space in vehicles
T/as to be taken up with petrol, either in the vehicles' own
tanks or in returnable tanks. Systems of marking': were

sufficient in scope to sufjgest to those responsible for

detailed pl,onning, the need for easy recojmition of the unit,
the nationality (British or U.S. ) and contents, without giving?
away their function or destination.

Ibid

Ibid jfiMfield,..Repair ,,an,d Cqnste

It must be borne in mind that the limits of the British

and American landing areas on Salerno ben.ches were 10 miles

Each national 0or]3S, therefore’ v/as to make its ovmapart,

arrangements for rendering standing airfields serviceable and

lajring any strips required.
Aerodrome Construction Compan5'- v/ere to r-o in with the assault

and bring Monte Corvino into v/orking condition as soon as it

South of the Sele River, in the area of U. S.

The elements of a British

was captured.
VE Corps, t\'i;o companies of Merican Aviation Engineers were to

go in with the assault ond get to work \?ith bulldozers and

soforth, laying strips for fighters in the Paestum area, in
the vicinity of the ancient Greek temi^lc.
that v/G might break the crust of the German, resistance earty

It was possible

/on and
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on and that qur impetus might oariy us up to the much-
ooveted airfields in the Naples area already named, in which

case their consolidation might become a military strategic
task bearing heavily on the v/hole situation and one of the
highest priority.

Balloon Defences

Ibid This arm of defence, steadily developing along its ovm

lines through the campaigns of North Africa and Sicily, was

to form an integral part of the Allied system, both in the
process of consolidating the bridgehead, for which period
it was planned for Beach Balloon Detachments to go in vath
the assault; and later, when Naples was in our hands and
functioning, when a Port Balloon Detachment was to sail in

to improve the defences of tho port against air attack.
The pattern of the formations was lifted bodiljr from the
Huskj’- Operations, which in turn had collected much valuable

data from the pioneer work of these detachments during the
North African campaigns.

Airfields Defence

Ibid All defence of airfields against ground attack, as well
as heaver and some light anti-aircraft defences was to be

entrusted to the American and British Army forces, whereas
the light class of anti-aircraft defence was to be handled

In details of armament

this meant that on an^r given airfield in the Naples/Salemo
area, two light A. A. Squadrons of the Regiment were to go
in with the assault and set up 20 mm guns, which were to be
supplemented by light calibre A. A. guns from American Arm^r

Heav3'‘ and AO mm A. A. guns were to be mounted and
Co-ordination

by units of the R. A. P. Regiment.

sources,

manned bjr British and U. S. Army Units,
verticall^r between lifth /irniy and X Corps (Br,  ) and
horiaontalAy bjr tho two Corps v/orking side bjr side on the

beaches ensured smooth and speeder allocation of the A. A.

units. Until A.A. guns vvere established in strength
adequate for good defence, no aircraft were to be flown on
to the airfields.

Atfciiiii strati on during the initial Stages

Ibid Under this heading some few of the arrangements were
correlated with lessons learnt from Iluskja
of the lack of time available, it is bjr and large true that
manir lessons learnt were not codified by the various service

It is possible

Largely because

coramfaids in time for goneral dissemination,
to point at any rate to one case of direct application by
the /iir Hahners of conclusions rapidly made and acted on.

Report by C/Oapt.
V. B. Bennett

H. M. S. Bulolo.

Notes on the

An R. A. P. Officer sailed on H. M.S, Bulglp, a H. Q. ship
detached for the attacks on Acid Beach and Syracuse in
Operation Husky.

Landings at Acid to H,Q. ships of a Senior G. D. Officer, among v/hose duties
& Syracuse

In his report he' recoinmended the posting

were to be those of supervising the unloading of R. A. P.

10-17 July 1943 personnel and equipment at the beaches and the ensuring of
priorities due to them, the answering of questions of

20 July 1943* generally advising the /irmy and Nayj^ commanders on
Air matters and lastly, ensuring that all the various Air

Outline Mr Plan Units ashore functioned properly, and bringing about
and Nav3r co-operation, v±ien called for. In principle this
reoommendation was accepted; the Outline P].an allowed for

Dated

Operation
Avalanche.

/a N. A. T. ii. P.
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a N.A.T.A.P, Administrative Officer both aboard H. Q. ships
and ashore. The traditional use of code names applied
again now on an -unparalleled scale,
in all comm-unications connected with planning or mo'unting.
Only in orders and 'instructions were places referred to in
clear.

These -were to be used

The Outline Air Signals Plan

The Impor-tance of Radar

Outline Air

Signals Plan.
Operation
Avalanche

In vie-w of the great material hazards confronting the

planners, every available refinement of science were needed,
not only to provide commijnications for controlling fighters
and bombers, and for linking vital operational -units, but to

give Radar cover over convoys, beaches and assault troops
ashore. Progress in Radar development had not been unifoxni
in the three services, hence the awloTard differences between

the Very High Frequency Radio Telephones of the Air Forces

based in Sicily and the High Frequency sets used by the

The effective range of Radar viras fairly
limited in those days, hence no V.H.P. link botvreen Sicily
and the sea-borne fighter control,
factor arose from the fact that Salerno Bay vms surro'unded on

Radar cover from landwards, from which

Carrier Force,

A further limiting

all sides by hills,
direction enemy fighter attacks v/ere certain to come, v/ould

not be good, although to seawards it should function well
enough,
the thankless one of destroying the incis Radar installations
on Ventotene Island and installing an Allied one later.

The operation involved among other difficult tasks,

The Assault Phase

Ibid The planners saw the problem of communications mapped in
three phases of time, namely, periods of the assault, the
occupation of landing grounds and consolidation,
assault phase. Radar information was to be obtained from

Warships, sea-borne Ground Control Interception UnitslO
Track Broadcasts from Sicily,
sea-borne G. G. I's and extensive plotting oomm-unications
be-tween warships and the H. Q. ship Trere essential.

In the

and

All Radar cover was to be by

The gulf
bet7/een Sicily and the H. Q. and fighter direction ships inu^st
be bridged by two 1o\t power V/T channels linking up the net in
the gaps between the respective ranges of the sets at either
end of the line.

Control off the beaches resembled the pattern adopted
for H'uslcy. One ship - U. S.S. Angpn - was to control shore-
based fighters and another - H.M. S. Ulstep.,..Queen - oarrier-

borne fighters. Both had stand-bys. Of these two ships,
/inepn was primary and co-ordinating, a function made feasible
by personal liaison betvfeen her and Ulster..Queen. A heavy
load was placed on the imepn, (which was later to be the
subject matter of pointed criticism) inasmuch as it carried
H. Qs of service commands, (including the C.G. XII A. S.C.)
all needing their personal system of communications. Track
Broadcasts from Radar Units in Sicily on movements of enemy
airoraUt over the Tyrrhenian Sea had to be provided, to give
early warnings to the oontrollei's on slaipboard. In addition,
night fighter control from U. S. 3, Anc.an was to feed aircraft

to seaborne G.C.I's for the final stages of in-tcroeption.
The normal Fleet Air /irm channels for control of Scafires v/ere
only High Frequency.

/The LojidiQg

(1) Usually referred as G.C.I's.
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The Lan di:^ Groimd^

A critical moment in early operations would come when
aircro.ft began to operate from Italian land bases, a moment
for which, if full advantage was to be reaped, machinery
must be already shipped and in v/orking order,
therefore provided for the progressive stages of  a hand-over
of cover control from sea to shore, by landing on  D Day of
sxxfficient Signals Units, to function on shore, as vrell as

to complete the triangle whose two other points were to be
the rear ectielons in Sicily and the seaborne controls.
These Units vrere destined to take over from U.S.S. /moon,

Y/hose movements v/ere also to be governed by Fleet movements

and the genera.l na.val situation.
G.C.I's wore in action, the Air Controllers were to stand in

the seane relation to the Captain of the ship as ov/ner to
master,

to Italy Y/ith a token advanced force; establishment of a

headquarters comraunication system (essential to all
concerned - in particular to C.G. XII A.S.C.
in Italy) - v/as to be follov/ed by the assmption by these
Units of the control functions so far performed by U. S. S.

Anops,

The plan

So long as the seaborne

Sicily Radar Units v/ere to begin their migration

Advance Post

Ibid

It T/as possible that the speed of the advance would
leave the advanced Radar Unit anchored to the beaches,

that case, mobile Fighter Control Units v/ere to push on with

the squadrons,
such as in the Air Force components of British and American

Bricks, by Signals personnel,
linking of Radar Units, Stations and airfields, homing
facilities and similar needs, were to be covered by the

appointment to each airfield - British or American - of an
Advanced Landing Groiond Signals Unit.

ThePhaseofjdonsglida

This phase would be notable for the gradual landing and
installing of a greater variety of equipment, including
Chain Home Lov/ Radar Stations (for Overseas use), Mobile
Radio Units, Light Warning Sets and soforth.
fell. Mobile Operations Room Units for G.C.I's and Mobile
Air-raid Reporting Units to cover the defence of the port
v/ere to enter the field,

for rapid progress or setbacks, the system envisaged the

maximum possible efficiency; and provision for very Large
quantities of equipment and staff was laid down, involving the

assumption of control by larger and. still larger units up to
Signals Wing H.Q's.

In

All these tasks were covered at key points,

Telephone landlines, the

When Naples

While flexible enough to provide

Ibid

SECRET
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CHAPTER 2

THE SITUATION IN THE ITOITEERMBM ON...... THE .Sm.

OP . SICILY'

THE ITALIilN /JttffSTIGE

Minutes of

Quebec
Conference

Aug. 19A3
J.P. (43)99
(Hnal)

The Prelude to Surrender

It had been made clear by the attitude of the major
part of the Italian forces in Sicily that their earlier'
aggressive attitude had changed to defeatism,
used by the Joint banners in lifoy 19^1-3 summed up the

Italian attitude succinctly.

The words

War Cabinet

3 May 1943.
“In Italy the Army and the population will be sick

of the war and only anxious to get back to nomal
conditions. They will generally be favourably disposed
to us and bitterly resentful towards any Germans who
may remain in the country, ’*

The general feeling that a climax was approaching
received confirmation when, on 25 July, Massolini was forced

to resign and, a day later, the Fascist Party was dissolved.
President Roosevelt delivered a broadcast two days later,
offering honourable terms to the Italians if they capitulated.
This v/as followed by broadcasts from North-West Africa by the
Supreme Commander, in the same tone, A sharp reminder from

the some source on 31 July warned the Italians that heavier

air bombardments were to follow if they dallied. The
Germans meanwhile were losing no time. On 1 August t.hejr
disarmed the Italian troops in Crete and, as time proceeded,' .
took over many key points t^oughout the Axis zone of the ‘
Mediterranean theatre.

C.Z. 2314

5 Aug. 1943. . Althou^ as late as 5 August a stage had not yet been
reached When decisions could be token regarding the strategy

C.O.S, (43)296(0) to be pursued if Italy collapsed, preparedness for her
7 June 1943 ̂ d
D.O.(ifc5)W3
28 June 1943.

surrender had already reached a degree of maturity by '
7 June, v/hen a Draft of Surrender Terns for Italy and a

Draft Declaration and Proclamation were prepared by the

Chiefs of Staff Committee for consideration by the British

Defence Committee. By the time the negotiations came to
a head, discussion v/os proceeding on the basis of two

documents,’ one a short instrument containing military terms

only, the other a comprehensive document of surrender,
containing military, political, financial and economic terms.

The ..??S£.....4g^.inst the Italians

Operations
Record Book

N,A,T.A.P.

Aug. 1943.

Prom the date of the fall of Sicily up to the end of .
August, the Allied Air Forces carried out an extensive 

'

programme in Southern Italy, aimed at isolating and
softenlng-up the Toe and Heel, as well ets driving back the

enemy air force to the next possible group of air bases in
the Salerno and Taranto aroais. Thereafter, operations

••

followed the plan laid down in preparation for the Salerno
landings.

/open

G^260700/MN/3/50 SECRET
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Open. Cli ties

Welfare No, 10

(N.O.C.O.P.)
8 Aug.. 1943*

An agreement had been reached, at some date before
8 August, between the Prime Mnister and the President, that
they should discuss the question of open cities when an
opportunity presented itself, Mr. Churchill's view was that

the war, in concert v/ith our American Allies, should be
carried forward against Italy to the best of our ability;
hence Bomber Command was to continue its programme of air
raids against Northern Italian towns. There had alv/ajrs been
one reservation, namely, that Vatican City and sacred
monuments were to be safeguarded. V/hen on the downfall of
Missolini the new Government announced that the War was to

continue, this attitude persisted.

■ Extract of

Defence Oomtte,

(ops,)(7th Mtg. )
2 Aug, 19^3-
113th Oonclsn.
of War Cabinet

Mtg. 9 Aug. 19^3*
In the meantime the Vatican ha.d approa.ched the IT, S.

Government, (not the British Government) proposing that Rome
should be declared an open city. General Marshall sent a
message to General Eisenhower asking on what terras this could

be arranged and instructing him to refrain from bombing Rome
proper, although airfields in the vicinity might be attacked;- '
the U. S, Chiefs of Staff and the Combined Chiefs of Staff had

confirmed their agreement. The reaction b5?- the Defence
Committee (Operations) to this independent action b3r the
Combined Chiefs of Staff without prior consultation was

emphatic and in complete disagreement. Such a proposition
would not be entertained, as it would be inconsistent with
recent speeches by the heads of the British and U.S.
Governments, General Eisenhower's previously conceived plan
for bombing militarjr targets in the vicinity of Rome should
be carried out and General Iforshall's instruction to General

Eisenhower immediatety rescinded. The Prime Minister
supported this expression of his Government's attitude in a

personal message to the President.

J.S.M, 1117
2 Aug. 1943.

Rome declarqd^ M

The day following the second raid, that is on 14- August
the Italians declared Rome an open city.
Chiefs of Staff sitting at Quebec felt that time was needed

for the submission of full reports on the attack and for .
clarification of the general tense situation.

The Combined

They •

RA,N, 191

14- A-ug. 1943.

. therefore imposed the standstill on Rome raids, as well as on
anjr statements, as to Allied policy regarding the Italian .
Go-vemment's move. The follov-/ing day, the standstill order

P.A.N.194-.

15 Aug. 1943.
was revoked and General Eisenhower was given a free hand,
subject to existing limitations touching Vatican safety.

Even if the Allies should consider accepting Badoglio*s
unilateral declaration, complete demilitarisation of a
zone within a radius of three miles from the Palazzo Venezia

had to be a pre-requisite. Such action could never be

effectively carried out bjr the Italians, so long as the

Germans held the region; also, even if Rome were in our

hands, would it not be an undue handicap on our own need for
such a city, with all its facilities as a militaiy base?
Concerned as the U. S. Government had shown itself to be,
it supported the attitude of the British Government and the

/Combined

Concrete 221.

15 Aug. 1943.

Welfare 306.
22 Aug. 1943.

n ■
(l) Details of the first -bwo. raids on the Rome marshalling
yards are given in Chapter 3 Page No. 76,
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Oombined Ohiefs of Staff and refrained from assuming any
commitment vi^iatsoever beyond accepted decisions; notliing
was to be done to prejudice the situation now developing.

Rrisec 190.

25 Aug. 19A3.

The Italian Snissaries

Fnile the Quebec Conference was in session, a message
arrived that on 15 August a General Castellano had presented
himself, with a companion, at the British Embassy in Ifa-drid.
Leaving Rome on a pretext and under an assumed name, he

claimed before Sir Samuel Hoare, the British iimbassador to

Spain, that as the official representative of Marshal
Badoglio he wished to declare that vfh.en the Allies landed

on the mainland of Italy, that country was prepared to Join
them in the fight against Germany,
express agreement in principle witli his proposal,
imconditional surrender would be accepted as a basis for

settlement but only so long as Italy could Join the Allies.
In anj’- case she was powerless to act unless the Allies

In addition he would immediately

Should the Allies

landed on the mainland,

Allied,,, Strategy
Chap, i
Br.Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

AHB/II.J. 11/58/1

give detailed information on the Gorman Order of Battle,-.' .

Re,actions a,t„ Quebec
0.C.S.311

17 Aug. and
P.A.N.195
17 Aug, 19A3.

This situation was reported to the Prime Mnister and
President. . The 0,0.S. signalled General Eisenhower,
instructing him to send two Staff Officers, (General Bedell
Smith, the 0.0.S. at A. P.H. Q. , and Brigadier Strong, Head

of Intelligence) to meet the Italian emissaries at Lisbon.
The Prime Minister was in favour of warning the Italians
that they would be Judged by their deeds alone in the
succeeding days. ¥0 were prepared to call off our bombing
if they v/ould act promptly and to good effect. This
bombing of North Italian cities grew betv/een the nights of

7 to 1 6 August to 0. crescendo. The attacks on Milan and

Turin v/ere officially described ns "devastating" by the Air

MLnistr^r, and local observers at the time commented in the

neutral press on the appalling misery and tragic migrations
resul'ting; others noted the cessation of democratic
pro-Ally demonstrations.

0.0. s. (0)
13th Mtg.
15 Aug. 19A3.

Concrete 378
19 Aug. 19A3.

Quoted in

Strabolgi's
".Thg, 0,ong,ue,st

0. o.s. (0)
13 th Mtg.,
Quebec,
16 Aug. 19A3.

The Prime Minister considered it inadvisable to

precipitate the fall of the Badoglio Government, for fear of

chaos and anarchy in Italy and this consideration governed
the Allies' strategy for some time to come,
the Allied reading^ of the portent of the Tuiti-Pascist
struggles of the newly-liberated democratic movement was

incorrect; it is indeed hard to see what the Italian people
could have done v/ith the dead weight of the mixed Pascist-
cum-Right Badoglio Ministries in control,
distinguished and liberal-minded of the Italian exiles
commented jpointodljr that "now v/hen they show that twenty
years*■ suffocation has not destroyed their souls, they are

Tho5'- must make
Undoubtedly the Allied

attitude throughout all stages leading up to the signing
of the Armistice had iraniediate and lasting effects on the
actual quality of Italian co-o-Deration.

It may be that

One of the most

v/e must avoid chaos and anp.rchy'.told,
omelettes writhout breaking eggs".

Prof. Gae tano
Salvemini.

C.O.S. (0) 13th
Mtg. Quebec.
16 Aug. 19A3.

The Chiefs of Staff at Quebec were less concerned with
the political angle then the militarj’' one.
advantages ^7hich the carefully-timed simultaneous
announcement of on armistice offered in the way of surprise:

/they

They saw the

G. 2607OO/M/3/5O S...1„.G„„R,„„E, ,T
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they saw, too, that the Italians could give us valuable data

Report by J. ?. S. on German dispositions and important targets for air atta.ck.
after discussion They know already from General Castellano that contemporary
vrf-th Representa.- German intentions v;ere to fight on the Hsa-R.avenna line,
tives of A. P.H. Q.

Quebec.

16 Aug. 194-3.
First Discussions mth the Italian Bmissa.ries

The Italian emissaries hadMeanvdiile, time was short,
to leave Lisbon on the night of the 20th of that month;
General Smith raid Brigadier Strong took ?d.th them the
/trmistice Ternu;. rpogress, vms made but no final decision ■
reached in Lisbon. Castellano left by overland route,
promising to present to his Government the Allied terms and .

emphasising both his countr}'-'s intense fear and hatred of the-

Germans and their complete ̂ idllingnoss to co-operate, if they
had a reasonable assurance of protection and support,
Italy was not to be an ally, there was a chance that she

might become a colla-boreitor.

If

Now Emissaries

O.O.S. 847/3. On his return to Itodjr earl3'- on 27 August, Castellano
24 Aug. 1943. reported to his colleagues.
N.A.P.342 Staff (who,
28 Aug, 1 943 then been taken into the confidence of the Badoglio Govem-
Allled StratoCT ment), came into possession of the facts at some time.
Br.Hist.Sect.-/CM few -dajrs later his chief assist;int. General Znnussi, together
AHB/II J.11/58/1 .with the British General, Carton do Niart, (released.from

:  , , ■.captivity as a token of good faith), arrived in Lisbon.
There T/as some v/e 11-Justified apprehension on the Allied side

-as to the danger of 'the \^h.ole plan being prejudiced or
.  deferred until too late. .. Zanussi, after liaving been
presented vri.th the termis of the comprehensive surrender

instrument was flCTvn to itygiers for further questioning.

De.ci.siqn .to. employ Short Instrument of Surrender

(knoral Roatta, Chief of /nray
said General Castellono at Lisbon, had not till

il

Ibid So far, all details of iVllied plons (Ond the planned
strength of the forces engaged had been studiously withheld
from the Italians. The Combined Chiefs of Staff impressed,
on General Eisenho\/er the dcsirnbilitjr of the jirmistice being
signed on the full terms.
Terra instrument.

He decided to appty the Short
The next meeting between General Smith and

General Castellano accompanied by General Zanussi was on

31 August at Cassibile in Sicity; General Alexander,
Admiral Cunningh<am, /ilr Marshal Tedder rnd General Mark Clark
were also present. Castellano, obsessed with the fear that

the Germans were strong enough to seize the. whole'’countrjr,
pleaded that we should reveal our intentions, or if we could
not do that, at least assure him that the landing would be
made North of Rome and in strength not less,than fifteen
divisions. He oven seemed to think tlmt vre could land a

force of that size in the Leghorn area,
to shov/ our loand; the bluff must be played out.
Italian fears, an offer was made to fly the'82nd Airborne
Division into the Rome area,

this pDlan the next dajr and the President and Prime Minister
approved the same night the decision to go on with Avalanche
and land the airborne division near Rome.

It wa.s impossible

To allay

General Eisenliower agreed to

Allied ./o Romo

Ibid It was decided that we must have, first-hand knowledge 'oof
the actual local situation before a final decision on its

launching could be taloen. It'was decided therefore to send

/Brigadier
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Brigadier-General Taylor^”' ̂
Remo to report from there the chances of success; Tajrlor was

instructed, if he decided against the operation, to include
the codeviTord Innocuous in his signal,
British motor tor^do boat on 7 September from Palermo and
transferred off Ustica Island to a light Italian naval craft
which took them to Rome.

and Colonel W,T. Gardiner to

They sailed in a

.QP.2.PB,$.i..9,ns in the,. Rome Area(2)

Thp,_,,PL,Mi,,,.,e,ssenti,al .t.g ....the. Signing p,f the,,
Qonauest of
S,gu,thgrn ,I.taly.
Jlli,ie,(|,,Strategy
Br. list. ^ct.
Central Med,

It appeared unlikely th<at on Armistice would be signed
unless the Allies undertook to give sme measure of support
to the Italian Divisions in the Rome area and to rescue those

members of that Government responsible for the official
transfer of Italian allegiance,
that Italians seized and hold the necessaiy airfields,
stopped all A.A. fire and that the Italian Divisions in the

Rome area took action against the Germans,
and entailed the withdrawal of the plan to drop the 82nd U. S.
Airborne Division (based at Kairouan) in the Voltumo country-
in support of Avalanche, but was justifiable as likely to

lead to disruption of German troop movements at a critical
hour, and to just tip the scales in favour of the Italian
capitulation,
in the event, it must be recorded and boDone in mind, for both

its hasty forging and its last-minute cancellation
undoubtedly played a part in the unfavourable developnents in

the initial phase at Salerno.

Essential conditions were

It was a gamble

Although this Air jDlan v/as not carried outN.A.P. 359
6 Sept. 19-4-3 •

Task and Intentions

The initial Italian contribution was to be the pre]mra-

tion of -the airfields of Guidona, Littorio, Cerveteri and

Purbara and their protection while the first echelons of the

Airborne Division arrived.

British Time on 8 September,
favourable, the strength of the Airborne troops v/as to be

built up on succeeding nights; ammunition, supplies and

heavy weapons ,v/ere to be sent up the Tiber from  a beachhead

at Ostia, by landing craft.

This was to bo from 2130 hrs.
If the situation was

LABO/LM. 90
Co5m9

6 Sept. 194-3*
N,A.P. 359

6 Sept. 194-3*

Mr Preparations
N./i.T.A..P,

Operation
Instruction

No. 138
8 Sept. 194-3*

By 8 September, considerable detail had been p>lanned
Fighter Squadrons were to be flown in to

assist in the defence of Rome and the airborne forces, as

v/ell as to support the Salerno landings and cover convoys

approaching and ascending the Tiber River,
initially administered to a large extent bj'' the Italians;
100 per cent octane a-vlation fuel was promised from the same

There might even be a ready-made fighter defence
These tentati-ve assumptions reduced

and circularised.

Thoj'- were to bo

sources.

organisation in situ,
the commitment of ground personnel and equipment in the

early phases to a Eiinimim.
/Forces

(l) Later famous as the defender of Bastogne in
December 1944-*

(2) Operation Giant.

G. 2607OO/MR/3/5O SECRET
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Forces..,rmd Ogniman.d

As it was unlikely that efficient conto-ct between the
forces at Rome cond in the beachhead could bo established for

period, local control of the Home Air Force Units was to
lie in the hands of Colonel Momoyor, 0.0. No.33 Fighter
Croup (U. S. ).
of the protecting force
Spitfires (transferred from D.A.F, to XII A.S.O. for the
occasion); Colonel Momeycr, although under the canmand of

the C. C. , XII A. S. C. , was to cxercioo antonomous authority
so long as his force rem.ained in tactical isolation. An
unusual situation v/as likelj!" to arise if the Italian Air

Force carried out the promise of co-operation to the letter.
In such case Colonel Momo^rer was to exercise his authority
in limiting their activities to the defence of their capital .
and of the ground and naval forces in the area.

a

the remainderThis Croup operated ¥arhawks;
consisted of a Squadron of British

Ibid

The Jimisti.ee

Sign.ature .of th.e....An;n.istic.e

Castellano returned to Rome. The terms wore accepted

and signed at Cassibile at 1715 hours on 3 September. These

military terms are given in extonso at Ap'pendix 6.
points Irrancdiateljr- affecting the /di’ Forces were the
immediate cessation of hostilities, transfer of Italian
aircraft to /illied bases .and a degree of disarmament;
guarantee of the free use by the A.llies of all airfields in.
Italian territory, which were to be protected by Italian
Armed Forces until taken over; the withdrawal to Italy of

a.ll force’s overseas, demobilisation and demilitarisation.
The Armistice was to bo announced by the /illies £md Badoflio
simultaneously at 1815B hours 8 September. Approximately
one hour later, the Italians vroro to stage an incident and,
as an aiDparent result of this, v;ere to call on their
nation to rise a.nd assist in throvving the Germans out of

Italy, to' co-ojoerate by strikes and sabotage and generally
' help'the’Allies. The A. 0. C.-in-C foresav/ 'a dog's
breakfast of a mess, with', it was hoped, 'the a.dvantage tb
the /illies'. ’

The

Ibid

L.jI. P. O.A.M.90
C.0.5 KA.9
6 Sept. 19A3-
Allie.d....S.tra.tsgy
Br. Hist. Sect.

C. Med.

Repercussions aniong the Allied Planners

In the meantime, a decision was ma.de to adhere to the

principle that, vdth the excejation of the diversion of the
82nd Airborne Division from the Volti.urno Valley to Romo, the

main effort against Salerno was . in no vd.se to bo v/eakened.

ITLans were drawn up for a,cceptnnce of the surrender of the

Italian Fleet, merchant shipping and aircraft. The Air

Hanners were now obliged to insert between the lines of

their arrangements for Salerno the careful routelng of
■ surrendered aircraft. On 7 September, the Coramander-in-
Chief moved to his Caiimand Post near Tunis, where he was

now in close touch with j'dr iforsha.! Tedder at La klarsa

Command Post, so improving co-ordination at a critical
Juncture. Security was not the least of the issues
involved. Ever3»'one concerned had been warned as to the
paraniount need for socrec3r. Proliminar3'- orders to A. A.

gymners, issued as to care in. firing on Italian aircraft in

case the}'- might prove friendl^r, naturalty gave rise to local

speculation. So long as conjectures were not sha.red with

the public, or committed to pajx;r, no harm need result.

/Mr

Ibid

N.A.P. 355

6 Sept. 19A3
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W.A. T./uP. Op.
Instruction

No. 137, and
Adminis tration

Ail- Plajia for Reception of Italian Air Force

Item 4 of the Short Instrument of Surrender provided for
the transfer of Italian aircraft to points designated by the

These points were specified airfields
in Sicily, Libya, 0})Tenaiaa, Cyprus and Sicily,
probably in small groups, could be expected to land on the
fields of Oomiso, Ponte Olivo, Gela, Milo, Sciacoa,
CasteIvetrano, Lioata, Pachino and Bisoari in Italy, (all
orov/ded except the last two); at Dema in Cyrenaioa, El Adem
and Tobruk (seaplanes only) in Libya, and at Nicosia in
Cyprus, any time after noon on 8 September,
first be correctly routed, then administered on reception.

The Routeing Problem

A rectangular area covering the air battle zone had to

be prohibited to all but Allied aircraft, an area extensive
enough to preclude accidental encounter or faulty recognition.
Italian crews leaving Italy were warned to avoid the area,
whose boundaries were, on the north - 4i° North, on the west -
14° East, on the East 16°30' East and on the South - 37°10'
North. Should they be initially stationed within this area,
they would have to make their way by the shortest route to

the Eastern boundary, before turning South and then, (as
reference to the map will demonstrate), flying from sea\Tards
on a North-South bearing between Palermo and 14° East,
was fair to assume that the majority would arrive during
daylight hours; but in some oases departure might be in the

nature of hazardous escape, so that one airfield -
Castelvetrano - promised restricted night facilities,
any case, night-flying Italian aircraft v/ere to bum full
normal navigational lights over Sicily^

Aircraft,

The crews must

It

In

Instruction No. 2 Gomraander-in-Chief

7 sept. 1943.

Ibid

Identification of Italian Aircraft

Ibid The problem of identification was eased to some extent
by strict rules relating to flying heights,
to be taken v/ithin the prohibited zone and everything there

was to be intercepted,
Italy should, if they obeyed instamuctions, be seen or picked
up between heights of 500-1,000 metres; as they approached
the Allied airfields, 500 feet was to become the maximum
flying height and one- full left hand circuit of the airfield,
with undercarriage dovm, v/as to be made befcxre landing.

No chances v/erc

Friendly Italian aircraft approaching

Precautions

As for the intentions of Italians generally, these were
to be assumed as doubtful until it was known for certain that

Italy intended to carry out her part of the bargain,
was a minim-um likelihood of air attacks developing against
Allied targets in Sicily, but in view of the attacks by
Italian aircraft against o\xr forces landing at Reggio and

other considerations, care was to be exercised and risks

In these matters, very close liaison with A.A.

There

accepted.
Commanders was essential, and Fighter Controllers and Radar

Units were to be warned, but this marked the liinit of Air
personnel to be let into the picture.
H,Q's, including those along the Egyptian, Libyan and
Cyrenaican littoml, were naturally informed^ for their
co-operation was necessary from the moment
forces landed.

Appropriate Army

surrendering

/Tre^rtfflent
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Treatinent of Italian Personnel

Signal 0/06640/
1910 from M.E.

7 sept. 1943.

The status of these personnel v/as, according to,M.E.,,
H.Q., pending the unfolding of the longterm policy, that of
prisoner-of-war. In the Middle .East theatre, all Italians
arriving vrest of Tohrulc v/ere to he speedily routed to
El Adera landing ground, for interrogation and onward transit.

There were, at the time, some differences in the construction
placed on the situation, for on 13 September the C.-in-C.,
M.E. , asked ijrgontly for a directive on this subject; should

they be treated as prisoners-of-war, internees or Allies?
The local position was that instr^actions had been received by
the S.A.P,, M.E. from H..A, G. not to treat the Italians as

prisoners-of-Yaor for the time being, but to disarm and

segregate them in prisoner of v/ar cpjnps, v/ith restrictions on

movements, but extra amenities to encourage them.

Signal GG/300/
13733 to
Air Min. for
G.O.S.

13 Sept. 1943.

In Sicily, similar steps were taken by the G.G., III Air

Service Area Gommand to house and feed the incoming aircrews,
as ¥/ell as any passengers, who might include civilians;
risks T/ere to be taken by the M/T parties meeting the guests,
for the latter would be fully armed,
to check the final agreement to the /aTiiisticc by the
Italians by listening-in to both Rome and Algiers broadcasts
on the evening of 8 September.

no

It v/as only possible

Initial I\x±s Broadcast,

A.M.W.I.S.

No. 211

18 Sept. 1943.

Daring the day of 8 September, Italian broadcasts had
given no hint of what was coming. The customary line of
defiant determination, .iningled v/ith assertions of Italy's
inportance in the European scheme of things, v/as puirsued.
At about mid-day, a German agency declared that it Vi^as
rumoured that Ghiurchill v/as awaiting, in Roosevelt's company,
the stirrender of Italy and that they might as well wait for
Father Christmas. Only 45 minutes before Badoglio's
Proclamation was made, a broadcast in Arabic gave it out that
the Italians 'were resolved to fight to the bitter end and
that enemy propaganda to the contrary v/as untrue.

Italian .Attempt to Retract
Allied Strategy
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med,

Letter from

Ma j. Gen. I/Iaxwe 11

Taylor to
Mr. Saunders

(A.H.B.(Hist. ))
15 July 1943

The day of. 8 September was a memorable t?nd anxious one
at A.F.H. Q.
message from Marshal Badoglio, T^ich tlireatened to dislocate
the invasion plans, was handed to General Eisenhovrer,
Because of the presence of strong German forces in the
vicinity of Rome, Badoglio could not guarantee the tlaree
airfields on which the 82nd Airborne Division was scheduled
to land.

During the Conrnanders'-in-Ghief Conference a

This operation sliould therefore not be attempted.
This was not nearly so serious as the opening phrases of
the signal, which were to the effect that he could not nov/
accept an immediate armistice.

N.A.F.388

8 Sept. 1943.
The reply to this message blended skilfully menace vd.th

an appeal to good faith.

"I intend to broadcast the existence of the

armistice at the hour originally planned. If you or
an^'' part of your Armed Po3roes fail to co-operate as
previously agreed, I will publish to the world the full
record of this affair,

you to do your part.
Today is X Day aiud I expect

A ̂0
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I do not accept your message of this morning post
poning the Armistice.
ho.s signed an agreement vfith me and the sole hope of

Italy is hound up in your adherence to this agreement.

Your accredited Eepresentative

On your earnest representation, the airborne
You haveoperations are temporarily suspended,

sufficient troops near Rome to secure the temporary
safety of the city but I require full information on
v/hich to replan early airborne operations.

Send General Taylor to Bizerta at once by airplane.
Notify in advance time of arrival and route of aircraft.
Permission is given you to send with him the Sub-Chief
of the General Staff as you requested.

O'Ur plans have been made on the assumption that you
a.re acting on good faith and -we have been prepared to

carry out future operations on that basis,
on your part to.carry out the full obligations of the
signed agreement will have most serious consequences for

your Country.

Failure now

No future action of yours could then
restore any confidence whatever in yo-ur good faith and

consequently the dissolution of your Government and
Nation would ensue."

Cancellation of the Rome Airborne Opera-tion

At the same time after the morning conference that
Badoglio's message v/as handed to General Eisenhower, arrived

one from Brigadier General Taylor advising against the

airborne operation against Rome; the pre-arranged codeword
was present,
unreliability of Badoglio than on the danger from the Germans,
was accepted,
a private conference of the Press and Field Censorship that

afternoon, at which the author of this narrative was present,
gave the reasons for cancellation as the presence of superior
German forces,

some days and no major movement of troops had taken pla.ce
since the signing of the Short Term instrunient on 3 September.
It v/'as clear to Brigadier General Taylor and his assistant as

they sat in conference at Badoglio's side on the night of

7/8 September that the Italians v/ere still vacillating, and
ruled by private fears.

The decision, based more on the obvious

The version given by General Bedell Smith to

They had, of course, been in the area for

Press and Staff

Conference

Algiers
8 Sept. 1943.

Pinal Confirmation

A.llied„.S.t.fategy
Br.Hist. Sect.

Central Mod.

At 1830 ho'urs General Eisenhower broadcasted his
anno-unccmeiit of the iiri'nistice from Algiers, but not a sound

came tlxrough from Rome.
ViTere in the Tyrrhenian Sea, steaming tov/ards the beaches.

Allied H. Q. v/as anxiously \raiting, feiiring the worst, when at
long last, at 1945 hours, Badoglio caine through,
too late for the 82nd Airborne Division, to operate in the

Voltumo country that night, but the iTiain effort vms to go
through.

In the meantime, the Allied convoys

It Was now

P light of the King ?md Government

vlftcr Badoglio had made his broadcast announcing
■unconditional surrender, he and some members of his government
fled \7ith the King by car to Pescara and thence by cruiser to
Brindisi. They left no orders behind for the defence of Rome

Ibid

,
where all was in confusion, and little response was made by

/the Italian
G. 260700/.gV3/50 3 E C. R V T
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the Itali-on arraed forces or tVie population to Badoglio's
rather vaguely worded hroo-dcast order that v^hilst ceasing
resistance to the laiies, they were to resist "any attacks

v/hich mi-^ht come from another quarter",
he had decided that he could not honourahly order the
Italians directly to take milita-ry action against the Germans.

The result v/as a disastrous apatViy and disorganisation, of
which the Germans were quick to take advantage,
the fleet and air force carried out the surrender terms

faithfully, no real resistance was offered by the ground
forces and little positive tactical .benefit accrued to the
Allies,

after brief resistance to the Gorman 2nd Ea^achute,,,,.piyision

and the hastily-suEunoned 3?d Panzer Grenadier .pivisioii.

At the last minute

AlthoTogh

The five divisions in the Rome area surrendered

THE OPPOSING FORCES

The Weight of A^ied Air

Gen Eisenhower's

Drsft Dispatch
and Comments by
H. Q. M.A.A.P.
and N. A. A. P. on

same.

As for the adequacy of the Air Forces for the invasion
of Italy, General Eisenhov/er stated in the draft of his

Dispatch on the early months of the campaign that it was

anticipated that the air forces would consist of  a total of

three thousand, six bjndred and forty-eight aircraft, of

which tvro hundred and forty-tv?o would be heavy bombers, five

hundred and nineteen medium bombers, tv/o hundred and ninety-
nine light and dive bombers, kvo thousand and twelve fighters
four hundred and twelve transports and one hundred and sixty-
four Army Co-operation, representing a total reduction of

three. hundred and tvrenty aircraft, mostly heavy bombers,
compared with those available for the Sicilian Campaign.
H.A.A.P. suggested the addition of a statement to the effect

that, in view of the strength of the German and Italian Air

Forces, consisting of a total of one thousand eight hundred

aircraft, which could be expected to oppose us, as well as
of our demonstrated operational superiority, this strength
was considered adequate,
these totals, found them excessive and preferred  a figure ,
true as available for offensive action, v/hich omitted Coastal
Air Force aircraft employed in a defensive role and in
overseas operations,
arrived at the follovd.ng forces as available at the opening
of the Campaign.

in consideringH.Q., M. A. A. P.

By regrouping types and roles, they

A total of three thoxisand, one hundred and
twenty-seven aircraft, of which four hundred ojid sixty-one
would be heavy bombers, one brndred and sixty-two nediura
bombers fnight) seven hundred and three medium and light
bombers (day), only-one thousand three hundred and ninety-
five fighters and fighter-bombers and four hundred and six
transports. In addition to the named fighter strength one
hundred and ten carrier-borne Seafires should be counted in.

Outline Air Plan

Operation
Avalr?nohe

There were several angles from which an ostiiiiate of

forces available could be viewed. Ultimately, the figures
vrhich wore to carry most weight historically vrere the
nuinbers of aiix;raft actually engaged in the fray. It Viras,
as has been emphasised, difficult, with outside claims
pondn.ng and the Sicilian Campaign .unsettled, to give any
cast-iron figures. The Outline Planners bad .given,
already mentioned, a third estimate of aircroPt available,
obviously based on the N.A.A.P. total of three thousand, one
hundred and twenty-seven given in the preceding paragraph.
This round total of tv/o thousand, four hundred and sixty,
based on a 75 per cent serviceability ratio, applied to a
total of tViree thousand, tv/o hundred and .eighty aircraft,
included Units of N.A.A.F. , R.A.P, , M. E., Ninth U. S. A.F. and
R.A.P, Malta, but it did not include the Warhawks, Kittyhawks,
Hurribombers and Tank Destroyer Hurricanes of T.A.P.,

/unlikely

as
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unlikely to be employed in the Salerno landings, or ary sea
reconnaissance, anti-shipping, anti-submarine, photographic
reconnaissance aircraft, or carrier-borne Seafires; it did

assume that two Groups of B. 24s attached to Ninth U. S.A.A. E,

approximately sixty-foxur aircraft - would be available. ("1)

Q.® Air . Order of Bat

Orders of Battle valid as at 1 September, 19^^, for
N. A.A. P., Malta Air Command and part of M.E. Air Command

are given at Appendix 2.
the general layout v/ithout specifying which Units were

detailed for operations,
map of the Central Mediterranean handy will give  a broad

view of the forces poised on the perimeter of the battle
field,

role, direct or indirect, in the events of the Italian
Campaign.

They are comprehensive and sh

A study of this Appendix v/ith

Most of them in the course of time, played some

Ibid

ow

 a

Order of Battle for .D §'t.....S4,.l®rB2
N. A.T.A.P.

Operational
Directive for

Operation
Avalanche No, 1

Appendix B
17 Aug. 1943.

Considering the forces actually expected to be standing
in Sicily for operations on D Day at Salerao, one can read

from the Provisional Order of Battle for D Day Salerno
given at Appendix 3 the lay-out of the main formations.
Broadly speaking, the v/hole of the D. A.P. Units involved
were on Catania Plain; so, too, were the T.B. P. Units, some

of whom were operating with D. A.P., some with XII A. 3.C.
The latter wa.s divided betiveen Milazzo, Catania Plain,

A few Units were standingCassibili and perhaps Coraiso.
by in N. Africa and in M.E.

C,prrffi]a.nders ,Q,f„,.the,.A,^,.,.,Pprc,.es engaged

A chart shov/ing the closely-integrated structure of
Anglo-American command at the opening of the Italian
Campaign is given at Appendix 1 and should be consulted.
This is not merely a collection of names, but a record of a

notable team in a. vast federal body, composed of two sharply
differentiated national groups, sijcoessfully blended into
one.

events,

better or worse the actions of their subordinates and leave

traces, clear or faint, on the irreversible record of time.

Some of these names had already shone in notable
All v/ere, in the course of time, to colour for

Fighting Cpn^ti.pn gf the A,llied Air.,,Pproes

The general level of morale was high,
for this statement is not to be sought in files,
the natural accompaniment of such daring operations,
reinforced, to soiae extent by a series of victories,

/value

The authority
It v/as

Ibid

The

(l) A fourth and interesting estimate of serviceable
operational aircraft available at 3 Sept, is given in a

Loose Minute by Air Plans III of M.A.A.P. in 3. 5619/AD/10A.
These totals ore;- two thousand, nine hundred and twenty-
two aircraft and three hundred and two gliders.
N.A. 3.A.P. is quoted as possessing eight hundred and sixty-
one aircraft, N.A.T.A.P. nine hundred and seventy-seven,
N.A.C.A.P. (including Malta) seven hundred and one,
N. A.P.R.W. fiftyn^Uve and Troop Carrier Command three
hmdred and twentj^
gliders.

ight, plxjs three hundred and two

G.26O7OO/MW/3/5O S...S..,„C,„.,R,..„E„.„T



value of this high morale was onhanced when placed in relief
against almost universal material difficulties which the

cordial co-operation of the /imericans, with their wealth of

,  supplies, had not by any means eliminated, against the fact

tha.t the majority of forces engaged ho.d been absent from their

homes for years^
the general health of the Air Forces must be briefly
considered. ("I)

vfhile weighing these qualitative fo.ctors

Adequacy of the Allied Forces for the Task

OZ.2773

13 Sept. 1943
However great the paper strength-of the Air Forces may

have appeared at the time, the true situa.tion v/as reflected

in a signal sent by the Chiefs of Staff to Field llarshal Dill

in Washington on 13 Sex)teniber 1943» in which the A. O.C.-in-G
is quoted as having said tVie situation in the Salerno
operation was straiaod and expressed .'uxxiety at the prospect
of losing to the U. K. forces one-third of his night bombiig
(Wellington) strength,
of Flying Portresses had been made ojid had failed,
serious crisis had arisen regarding the adequacy of fighter
cover, which although in the initial phase subject to serious

liiTiitations, apjpeared capable of meeting any opposition on ■
terms favourable to the Allies.

•

The bid for four additional Groujos
No

At the close of July, about

 >

A. C. M. T. 54

26 July 1943. -  half-viray thro'ugh the Sicilian Cmpaign, the Allied Air Forces

had been at full stretch for vreeks, ov/ing to the slov/ rate -

15 per cent - of aircrew replacement, it was probable that
the-effort would gradually decline. . The'intensity of the

■  -closing phases of this campaign did nothing to improve this

•' prospect. * ■

.1. O.C.-in-C.

File 139
"The night fighter position to bo read from a scrutiny of

lengthy correspondence between Air IvUnistry, M. A. C. and M.E. ,
had been tense for some months, ov/-ing to competing claims
extending as far as India.
Air Command proved to have had secure foundations, for by
19 September, (a critical period in the Naples area) the
■shortage was described as serious,
made, notiA'-ithstanding, to preVent such a crisis

Apprehension in Mediterranean

Great efforts had been
and aircraft

A.G.M.T.

19 Sept, 1943.

up to thirty in nunber sent from' as far as Cyprus to fill the
The flow of night IJeaufighters from the U. K. had beengap.0.6O8

12 Aug. steady, but serioi:is dela.ys in putting them into the air were
apparent, owing to the absence of certain essential radar

From the beginning of the campaign, it v/ill be
The flovj- of

equipment.

1943.

■ seen, the air forces suffered from imbabance.
Kittyhawks to M.E. had been diverted to N.A.A.P., shipped in

These were some of the
The ultimate decision as to hov/ far these

the first place to Casablanca,
internal problems,

TQ. 749
6 Sept, 1943.

air forces were adequate for the tasks that beset them can
only be made at the end,of the Narrative,
will be been by comp,arison with the ructure of the Luftwaffe
presented in the next Section, the'advantage v/as definitely
on the Allied side.

Numerically, as

A. A.F. in World
War II. Office
of Air Force
History U. S.A.F.

The final blo\-/ to hopes of an increase in air strength
came a few days before the launching of Avalanche, v/ben the
theatre was Inforraed that it v/ould receive no more Lightnings
until October.
N.A.A.F

Lightnings were In especial demand by
on account of their value for long range fighter

T/ork, serving as bomber and convoy escort, covering assault
ojreas, giving ground co-operation, cutting lines of
communication and destroying transport.

•»

The loss rate

/(sixty

(1) Eefer Anpendix 24.
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(sixty in August and tvTonty-four in the v/eek ending
5 Septoniber) already exceeded the replaocment ro.te and less
than tiro hundred and fifty \rerc then available. The only
noteworthy a.oaession to air resources v/ere three hundred'and

tv/enty. V/aco gliders from U. and fifty Horsas from U.K.o*

The German Air Force in. the lvlediterranean
Rise and Fall

of the German

Air Force -

(Air Ministry)
and returns by
Abt.6 of German

Air Ministry.

After the Tunisian Campaign, the Luftv/affe in the
Mediterr.anean had been drastically re-organised, and aircraft

strength increased by at least 50 per cent,
main geographical commands, each of Luftflotte status, still

existed in September 19^^3, namely Luftflotte. 2 in Italy,
Sicily, Sardinia, Corsia and part of S. Prance and the

S,„E. G,piimand covering Greece, Balkans and Aegean,
standing this re-organisation, they had failed to reap full

advantage of their six weeks respite, notably in Sicily,
having been driven, early in the campaign, from the island.

The toll paid in combeat had been heavy; in addition, they
had abandoned on the ground five hundred and eighty-four
destroyed and damaged German aircraft, including tv/o hundred

and eighty Me. 109s, seventy W. 190s and eighty Ju. 88s.
respite follov/ing their defeat in Sicily v/as to be still

briefer than that between Tunisia and Sicily,
of a miracle could have enabled them to rebuild their air

forces to a strength and serviceability high enough to cover

all impending commitments,
to where the next blovr would fall were not so grave as before

Sicily, hence v/ide dispersal was not called for.
dispersal v^as, nevertheless, being forced on them,
systematically, by the tactics of the Allied Air Forces.
They could not fail to read from the crystallising pattern of
these atta.cks the slaape of things to come.

Strength and Serviceability

The same two

NotvTith-

Tho

Nothing short

It was true that their doubts as

A certain

Hov/ strong then did the Allies believe the German Air
Force in the Central Mediterranean to be on the eve of the

landings, and ho'rr strong was it in fact?
these questions is clearly revealed in a scrutiny of
Appendix A. v/hich gives the estiimted and actual numbers of

aircraft, on the strength and serviceability, of the various
role categories,
from all sources of Intelligence,

been talcen from the returns of 6th Abtoilung (Quartermaster
General’s Department) of the Geman Air Ministry and may be
accepted as true; it has been proved by check and counter
check by Air Intelligence that it v/as German policy that these
returns represent the facts.

The answer to

The Allied figijres were based on material

The German figures ha.ve

The dates shovm as those for which the figures are true

are the closest approximation that can be foiond; it was not
the German habit to issue Consolidated Eet>jirns daily,
the passage of time did affect estimates, as well as fact, is
clear when reference is made to the Allied Intelligence
estimr.te ' of Luif twaffe strength in Italy, Sardinia and

Southern Prance as at 3 September 1943, i. e. two days later

than the statement shown at Appendix 4,
Air Intelligence Weekly Summary only two h-undred and sixty
Long Range Bombers and two hundred and fifty Single Engine
Fighters and Fighter Bombers appear, the grand total
representing about one hundred less aircraft than Appendix 4
but still about fifty more than the actual German totals.
Of the true grand total, about v/ere in Italy South of

42 degrees Worth,

That

In No. 42 of the

N.A.A.F. A.-2

Air Intelligence
Weekly Summary
No. 42

5 Sept. 1943.

/Luftflotte 2,
G, 26O7OOAIW/3/50 SECRET
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L:uf.ti7.1ptte .2

It id and

Attailuag 6
Q.M. 6/Gennan
Air liinistry

Dealing first v/lth Luftflotte 2, v/ithin whose perimeter
the Gormans felt increasingly certain the next blow v/ould fall,
one conclusion that springs readily from a scrutiny of these

figures in Appendix 4 and text is the fact, fortunate for us,
that Allied estimates of German strength in all significant
categories exceeded, or. vrere very close tcT, actual numbers.
The Ground Attack aircraft not allov/ed for v/ere too few to

affect seriously operations, v^-hen offset against the over-
whelxoing weight of the Allied Fighter force. The lo\7 number

of Long Range Reconnaissance aircraft on the strength will

account now for some of the surprise expressed at the time at

the German lack of curiosity in our preparations. The long
range bomber force was by no means negligible, but could, to
the best of the Allies' belief as well as in actioal fact, only
stage one large or tv7o or three small-scale raids simultane

ously. The non-stop air fighting after the fall of Sicily
had seriously reduced the Luftwaffe fighter strength which, in
spite of accelerated output in Central Europe and a
reinforcement ratio of almost 60 per cent of the total
arrival of aircraft in the theatre, (sent direct from the
assembly plants), was only fijnotioning with difficulty.

Rise and Pall

of.....tfee. .Gera^
Ai.r, Po,rg„e. ■

Air Ministry.

.  The general crew situation was extremely serious;
incompletely trained crevra he.d failed to press home their
attacks, and in the case of the long range bombers, their
losses amoijnted almost regularly to 10-15 per cent of the
forces engaged,

withdrawal of troops across Messina Straits, that they could

attain an effort of one bondred and fifty sorties daily in
extremity, but could not sustain it.
knowledge of the impending landings compelled a policy of

resting and re-equipping,
the Luftwaffe, units representing an establishment of t^/o
hundred and ten aircrai''t v/ere withdravm dxiring Augvist from
the Mediterranean ;md tall but one trasisferred to the Western
Front.

The fighters had proved in the stages of t

In any case, the

To aggravate the wealenessos of

The Mediterranean as a ̂ //hole had always been

he

Stud,y by 8th
Abteilmg -
German Air

Historical

Branch. A.H.B.6,
Translation

VII/EI
■  !•

, considered by the Germaais as a secondary theatre of war.
Individual efforts such as those against Crete and Malta
stood out in relief against the general unevenness of interest.

Now, irrevocably, operations in this region were fated to

become, as the Germans themselves defined it, "a poor man's
v/arl"

_ .
.. 1.1

Ai.r Coiiiiand,,.,S!0,uthea3t

Owing, among other reasons, to the great distances from
Allied bases and the vastness of the area, less was known of
Luftwaffe resources in the Balkans and Greek mainland and

.tirohipelago.
in this area, owing in part to Axis apprehension of some
impending Allied landing in Rhodes or the Arcliipolago, Greece
or the Balkans; this, they felt v/ith justification, might
coincide v/ith, . or shortly follov7, the main operations against
Italy.

German aircraft v/ere continually on the move

Turkey's attitiide, too, was _a standing quandary for
the Germans as v/ell as for the Allies,

from the wrhole region of the Levant.
Trouble might come

The Allied estimates of L'uftwai'’fe strength in the south
eastern theatre were wide of the monk in certain details.

In the case of the dive bomber (no longer able to effectively
oppose our fighters), the bulk of them were in the Balkans,
where skilful deployment went far to maintain control over the

partisan concentrations,
was weejeer than we thought, but there were a few more fighters,
day and night, available for a switch to Italy for the

support of ground forces.

Their long range reconnaissance

/Fighting
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As for the fighting quality of aircrews, there was no
evidence of any lessening of German aggressiveness on fairly
even combat terras. \7horever, hov/ever, inferiority forced a
policy of consarvation it v/as to be expected that they vrould
avoid suicidal engagements, as had been reported in the
course of Sicilian operations; but if concentration of

forces could be brought about, the opposition to the forth
coming landings should be brisk and Allied shipping would not
be irnmune from attack. Morale in the mass still preserved an
apparently durable s'jrface.

Meagre Hai^ of Italian Aircraft

Information

supplied by
Air Historical

Office, Rome.

So far as the transfer of the Italian Air Force v/as

involved, the Short Instrument of Surrender was largely a
farce, The pre-Armistice Italian Air Force ceased to exist.
A handful of aircraft flew to Allied bases, some more were
destroyed by the Italians or by last-minute Allied air raids;
a high proportion of the remainder, notably transport
aircraft, y/ere inherited and used by the Germans.
Italian Air Force itself disappeared, but its progeny, -
twin-headed - appeared on both sides of the front line.
Several homdred aircraft operated later loyally v/ith the
Balkan Air Force,

Republican 7iir Force appeared alongside the Luftwaffe, in
inconsiderable numbers on minor operations in Italy and
anti-partisan tasks in the Ballcans.
harvest reaped by the Allies, as v/oll as some idea of the
general balance sheet so far as is Icnown and can be
confirmed to date by Allied aiid /ocis documents
at Appendix 5.

The

In the North, the Italian Fascist

Details of the small

may be seen

The. Italisn Air Force J,n; R^^^

It has been the almost ulaiversal custom to belittle the

efforts of the Italians without a full knowledge of the
facts. ■ It is true that their conservating tendency might
sometimes be constructed as an unwillingness for battle, but
the problem needs deeper analysis. It was possible by
September 1943, to dea.1 with a historic period da.ting from
1924,. when a separate Air Ministry was created by Mussolini
and the Air Force began a career of modernisation and
expansion, a career, which, continuing through the careers of
Marshal Balbo and General Valle,
the year 1937.
over one thousand five hundred first line aircraft had been
i^sached.

halted,

air policy made it less and less possible to keep pace v/ith
technical advances; so when Italy was forced prematurely
into the “War in 1940, she v/as already a lap behind the Allies
and Gcrmfiny in production and performance. All the sanae,
the study of the follov;-ing campaigns and a check on strength
reveals that in spite of continuous wear and tear, a nice
balance v/as maintained bet?i/een replacement and Vifastage; the
average strength of first line aircrtift stayed on the I6OO -
1750 lino to the end.

led up to the peak effort of
Then, with tv/o wa.rs in hand, a strength of

The decline which set in thereafter was never

Financial and political troubles and a vacillating

'The Italian

Air Force in

Retrospect' -
Artiele in Air

Ministry Weekly
Intelligence
Summary No, 212
25 Sept. 1943
P.21.,

/ifter a decline in the effectiveness of theii’ bomber

force, a new feature, developed v/ith vigour and considerable
success. Was the torpedo bomber force in the Mediterranean.

/The old

G. 260700/4M/3/50 EGRET
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The old Savoia 79's v/ere adapted and what aeemed like a new

race of skilled pilots, exhibiting high morale, established
itself as a formidable force in those waters, rendering any
Allied sea movement in the Inland Sea a highly precarious
Tondertaking.
realised that their future role was bound to be a defensive

By the v/-inter of the Italians

one and went over to increased, fighter and ground attack

production, at the expense of other categories,
late: the Re. 2001 and 2005 figViters and the Re. 2002 dive

bomber T/ere produced, but in too small numbers to play an
effective role.

It was

The same judgement must be applied to t

too

he
efforts to meet the nigVit raid problem by a tardy and

ineffective use of the Re.2001 as a night fighter.

Airfieldsin Italy

The distribution of the basic airfield system in Italy
had reflected an sjiticipated v/s.r w-ith Prance, mth the most

important concentration, in the Ililan ~ Turin area and

another group in Sicily available for use against Tunisia.
In the Rome - Naples area, bete/een these two extreiaes, there

were some dozen airfields, bearing no relation to Allied
conceptions of modem bases, which had formed a hub, round
TiThich the Italian Air Porce had revolved. There were also

;  , lesser spokes, radiating to a small group of airfields in

Sardinia and the Heel of Italy. Most war-time development
of- airfields had been on the initiative of the Luftwaffe,
v/ho had extended and improved, diuring .and after the Sicilian
Osonpaign, in the Poggia and Cotrone areas. It was knoTO

that Italian airfields lacked concrete rxxnways and realised
that serviceability during a winter notorious fox’ its

intemperance,was going to be a major problem.

Ibid

S.umiiary of...Ohapter 2,

The Outline Elans hn.ving been traced in Chapter  1 from
their conception to their final st,o.te, it has been essential
that Ohcapter 2 should be devoted to a. study of the balance of
forces about to be engaged and the matei'-ial co.nditions
governing the use of ground and air in the disputed territory.
It iBiust be remembered that all that c.ame ̂ to pass, did so at
that time, and at no otVier, with those opposing forces and no
others; and against the material environment desoribqd and .

no other. These facts were mique for the ocoasioh and oare

must be taken when dnawing conclusions and applying lessons
to remember not only the facts, but xThat is more import-ant,
the relations between them.

/chapter 3

• I
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C H A P JT E R J

PRE-ASSAULT OPERATIONS

ARMY OPERATIONS

Army Activities betvreen the Sicilian and Italian Campaig|ns,

The close of the Sicilian Canpaign on 1? August 1943
coincided v/ith the announcement of the decision to launch

MaJ, Gen, Sir

P, De' Guingand,
C.O.S, 8th Army, and railways were repaired,, new airfields in the Miiazzo area
.".Op.e.rat.ipn
Victory",

Baytown to be followed a few days later by Avalanche, .  A" rac

constructed and assembly areas for transport and concentratio

e

against time was again, inevitable. Sicilian roads, bridges

n
areas for troops pre^jared. Vehicles vrere marshalled and

waterproofed in dry river beds, Va'st quantities of Bailey
bridging were transported and collected near the ferry points,
Artillerq/' moved up into* position for preliminary bombardments
of the Toe,

C.-in-C, Eighth
Army's record,
."El....A.laiiiei,n to
the.. River

Forecasts were nvade on likely enemy reactions, ,
Sicilian Campaign had proved that German formations, even

though hastily thrown together and composed of odd units of

varying calibre., r/ere still capable of resourceful and

' tenacious fighting. Habits of discipline and traditions of

victory hardly yet seriously impaired, made the German army
as formidable an opponent in defence as in attack.
Panzer Grenadier Div. was knovn to be defending the Straits

and No,26 Panzer Div. had been located behind it. Field

Marshal Montgomery,' apprehensive of results, pressed for,
and obtained, additional resources*.

The

N.A4,P, Air -
Intelligence '
V\Teekly Summary
No.40.

EighthVvmy

t..o the..,,R.iyer,

Eighth Army,

The German Withdrawa^^ from Sicily,

A plan for withdrawal of men” and material from Sicily
had been,executed by the Germans with considerable success,
due largely to the narrow space of water to be crossed, night
movement and an intense concentration of flak along the

Straits, which rendered Allied'low flying hazardous. Every
day after 8 August several thousand troops, with tanks,
artillery and M/T, crossed the Straits, Elements amounting
to one division were saved, in spite of the bombing by the
Allied Air Forces of the beaches'near Messina in the Toe,

Wellingtons by night and Mitchells, Kittyhiav/ks and Warhawks,
by day,’had attacked against defences including about one
hundred and tv/enty heavy guns. An-examination of the tables

of daily combat losses does not lead to the conclusion that

these hazards, whatever they v/ere, led to any really serious
losses of Allied aircraft. On no single day between 13 and

31 August did aircraft losses in the whole of N,A.A,P, area

reach twenty and only once exceeded fifteen: on seven out

of these nineteen days they were less than five and on twelve

days less than ten. The results achieved by the Germans
constituted a minor triumph, achieved by skilful exploitation
of local factors. Their li.ght s-urface craft, used largely
at night, were admittedly a ba.d target for our bombers,

/Commando

Ibid,

N,A,P,R, Wing
Report,
N,A,A,P. A,3

' Operations
Bulletin No,5

1 Sept. 1943.

SECRET
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Commando Reconnaissance of the Mainland,

Gositintrep No,49
29 Aug, 1943.

The situation in South Italy was closely watched, both
by reconnaisse.nce aircraft and by Commando parties. The

first of the Commandos was landed on the night 26/2? August
at Bova Marina, Prisoners(l) were taken by the troops, who
returned safely to report all quiet and the locality unde

fended, During the night of 27/28 August, five other
Commando parties were landed at suindry points in the Toe,
Most did 3aa4 not return; the Germans were still on the alert.

C,-in-C, Eighth
Army's record
''El, Alameto to
the River Sangro,

Reports of Enemy Road Movement,

M,A,G,
Gositintreps
Nos.179-194.

The reports of air reconnaissances wfere examined by the

Eighth and Fifth Armies, As the days passed, the hurried
exits of men and vehicles out of the Toe northwards slowed

down to inactivity; it v/as rightly construed as Improbable
thaf the enemy would reinforce and supply the South to any
extent. This situation would clearly help the Eighth Army,

■  but bore out the contentions of those who anticipated hard
fighting at Salerno,

Naval Operations before the Assaults.

N.A,A.F„ A-2

Air Intelligence
Weekly Summary
No,40 and

Admiralty Battle
Simmaries of

Operations
Baytown and
Avalanche,

In the final stages of the Sicilian Campaign, the Allied
Navies had done much to harass the axis forces retreating to
wards Messina, When complete evacuation was apparent, both
the Royal and U.S. Navies diverted their attention to, impor
tant points along the Toe of Italy, attacking shipping, and
shore t.argets, ' One advantage T/hich accrued from the victory
in Sicily was the bisection of the Italian Fleet, (whose
attitude was still technically hostile) ¥/hich could
hardly pass from Tyrrhenian to Adriatic or vice versa without

disaster. On 17 August, the Aeolian or Lipari Islands,
(from vfhich all Germ,an troops had been evacuated), surrendered
to the Royal Navy .and the r.adio st-ation on Stromboli was put
out of action.

now '.

On four occasions betv/een 19 and 31 August, cruisers
and destroyers'bombarded batteries on Cape Pellaro and coastal
batteries betvreen Reggio .and Cape Pellaro, The passage of
the H,M,S, Rodney and H,IvI,3, Nelson through Messina Straits
on 31 August, with all guns firing, T/as one of the most spec
tacular naval shellings of the Mediterranean Campaign,
Scalea was bombarded by British cruisers, and French des
troyers, U ,S , 'cruisers bombarded Gioia Tauro and Palnii .and
U.S, destroyers Gioia Tauro, H.M.S, Warspite and Valiant
bombarded positions on Cape dell'Armi, Continuous pat
were carried oUt,in the gulfs and landing craft and merchant
Ships attacked and sunk. The sea was by no means yet clear
of enemy• submarines, one of v/hich vms rammed and sunk on 22
August 30 miles S.E. of Pantellaria;
Palermo.

another 7/as brought into
Allied subm.arines, too, were active* a Polish

submarine reported sinking a 5,000 ton tanker near Bari and
leaving a 6,000 ton passenger.vessel sinking in the name area.
The elimination of heavy, coastal batteries, disruptiori If
communications and transportation facilities, .added to-the
deterrent effect of our surface and underayater forces, played
an important part in neutralising resistance to Operation
Baytov/n, Hundreds of landing craft and ships were assemb

' Ming in the ports of AUgusta, Catania, Taoimina Giardini,
Santa Teresa and Mili Marina,

/Enemy

(1)
Mostly from 29th Panzer Grenadier Div,
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Enemy Air Reconnaissance of the Assembling Fleets,Admiralty
Battle Suramajy
* Salerno* The great concourse of ships in all the Allied-t^eid,

Mediterranean ports, as well as the'perpetual, surface..  , i ,
movement now proceeding v/ith a long-lost freedom, could not

be hidden from enemy reconnaissance, The scale of
Luftv/affe bomber reconnaissance rose, and some aircraft
penetrated to vital points, . One aircraft v/as over Bi.zerta

on 15 August, On the nights of I7/I8 and 18/19^ this port
suffered tyra of the most severe^ raids in its history,’
On each night a mixed force of Ju.88s (^) and He.Ills, (^)
operating from S. Prance and Poggia, inflicted serious
damage to ships and loss 'of life on personnel, for the
penalty of eight and six aircraft on the respective nights.

Every day during the week following the fall of
Sicily, an average of six’ long 'range aircraft thoroughly
covered the harbours of, and sea approaches to, Sicily,,
The area v/as patrolled nightly by two other aircraft, .

There was also the four-day-a-week patrol of. the coast of,
N,T/, Africa, which usually retinrned intact to base.
Fighters v/ere plotted daily’across the Sicily-Africa gap,
approaching the Bizerta or Bone areas. They would usually
approach to anything between 5 and 50 miles off the.Afrj.can

.  coast, then turn back.; but on 18 August several fighteps.
■  made a thorough reconnaissance of the coast between Bizerta

and Bone,. ■ As the days passed up to 2 September, the long
range reconnaissance was stepped up to the highest point so
far recorded in the theatre, maintaining, over the last

week before invasion, a daily effort of up to fourteen air
craft, Not all-reached their objective and some were

accounted for by our patrols, but the net result of their

non-stop investigations gave the. Germans, although not the

exact one, some measure of the forces mustering against
them.

Coastal Air

Force OJ^.B,

AIR OPERAT IONS

Rome

Detached in time and sequence from the pre-assault
.  .air operations planned from the fall of Sicily onwards,
yet of great import.ance from, both strategic and tactical

. viewpoints, were the attacks of 19 July, and 13 August on

Rome mar'shalling yards. The apprehension of the Italians
over the. safety of their capital seemed to stand out in

relief against the profound internal differences of
ideology, Rome was even more of a problem for the Allies,
for they were divided betv/een the military necessity of ̂
neutralising a target of the highest priority, comprising
among other components the railway marshalling yards of

Littorio and Lorenzo and Caarapino airfield, on the outskirts

of Rome, and the consideration of far-reaching political
repercussions likely to annul any quick dividends paid by
an effective air raid.

It was a centreThe strategic view of Rome was dual,
of enemy communication known to be in constant use and

likely to facilitate the movement southv/ards of German
F.DJS,24/18 Sept, troops at. a critical period before the impending invs.sion
1943 and'F,AJT,
144 26 June,
1943,

of Sicily, Allied strategy, also referred to the city of

Rome as the*heart and shrine of Christendom'; it was
important .that nothing should happen which might give the

/enemy

(1) Junkers

(2) Heinkel
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enemy a chance of saying the Allies had attacked it,,.;'thus .
creating misapprehensions not confined to the Roman Catholic,
vrorld. The Combined Chiefs' of Staff pointed out the need of
drawing a clear' distinction bet-ween the bombing of Rome
itself and the bombing of the marshalling yards as a most
essential military objective; they vAsre of opinion that
G-en. Eisenhower should attack this latter objective as soon
as he saw fit, ' The latter .delayed the attack until Husky
had been launched, on the grounds that the bombing v/ould
have little material tactical effect ori' the supply and rein
forcement situation, i
be, he thought, possibilities of f
effect on the Italian people.

The Bombing of Rome Marshalling Yards and Airfields
,19. Jug;,;;; 1^5. ;

Shortly after the landing there would
great psychologicaln

E,A,N,lMt.

26 dime, ,1943,,

N,A.P,251

30 June, 1943.
N.A,P,288

12 July, 1943,

\  ■

N,i..P.25.1

30 Jime, 1943,
M,A,C, Iiptelli-
gen.ce Report ,
Allied Aerial

Operations
N.A.A,P, •- A-2

A.I.J.S. No.31.

It was decided to attack the marshalling yards and
Ciompino North and South airfields on 19 July,
event, the ,population was v/amed by leaflets that an attack
was imminent. Crews were carefully selected and briefed
with precision. The morning, attack was made by a force of
one hundred ;?ind fifty-six Portresses and one hundred and forty-
four Mitchells of North-west African Strategic Air Force and
one hundred and seventeen Liberators of :Hinth Air Force,
Their targets were the Lorenzo and Littorio marshalling yards.
The afternoon attack on Ciampino North and South airfields
was made by one hundred and seventeen Marauders escorted

by U.S, Lightnings, all of North-west African Air Force,
The enemy put up only negligible fighter opposition and
local flak was ineffective; the v/hole of the morning force
returned to base; tvro of the Mitchells were lost on the
afternoon raid.

Before the

Photographic coverage revealed 'evidence of a successful
attack. The Lorenzo railv/ay yards, engine houses and loco
motive shops vrere wrecked and sheds in the main freight
depot and much track and rolling stock damaged,
plant, a chemical plant and the traxa garage were hit and
damage inflicted on industrial buildings,
way yards some eighty hits vrere scored along the length of
the marshalling yards and sidings,
hits on rolling stock and tracks,
and workshops were badly damaged,
T7as

A steel

At Littorio rail-

including fifty direct
The locomotive depot
Oiampino North airfield

rendered temporarily UTserviceable and hits verc scored
on ammunition dumps, hangars, buildings and barracks,
Ty/enty-four gro\mded aircraft we.re destroyed here. At
Ciampino South, fourteen aircraft were dfU'aaged or burnt out
and airfield facilities badly darnaged. This raid and that
of 17 July on the Naples railway system created a gap between
points north of . Rome and south of Naples nearly 200 miles
long and prevented, for several days, movement of Axis
troops and supplies by rail from Central to Southern Italy,

AJi.W,I,SJIo,2p4

Damage other than military

ibid. Damage was inflicted on the Basilica of San Lorenzo
Puori le-Mure (st, Lavarence Outside the V/alls)  , about 65O
yards from the nearest point of the Lorenzo target' area.
Although the church, one of the five patriarchal.churches
was not accorded special protection under the Lateran
Treaty, the almost complete destruction of its front
regrettable,

of which v/as at war - expressed public regret at the
bombing of his diocese, but as a neutral sovereign he did
not protest,
damaged.

was

The Pope, as bishop of a. diocese - most

A small number of dvrelling-houses were

Hist. Office
Italian Air

Ministry Aug,
1947,

/Second
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Second Air Attack on Rome « I3 August

On 13 August Randazzo was taken and. the Sicilian

campaign entered its. la.st phase. It was adjudged timely^
to execute another attack, on Rome marshalling yards, by
then repaired and busy again. During the previous night
tvro Wellingtons dropped v/arning leaflets on the city,.b
One hundred and six Portresses, sixty^six U,S, Mitchells
and one'hundred and two U,S, Marauders, escorted by ohe
hundred and forty U,S Lightnings carried out an effective
raid on 13 August, on the Lorenzo and Littorio marshalling
yards. Photographs reve,aled again that the damage inflicted
v/as severe and comprehensive.

Air Opposition to Rome Raid

Allied Air Opera
tions N,A/i.,P. -

A-^ 13 Aug.1943.

Article in

Awas Wo,207

A.C.A.S.(I)
M.A.C, Intelli

gence Report,

Most of the fighters based in the Rome area -were
on this occasion some seventy-five were airborne.Italian;

About eighty per cent of Itralian fighters ■were obsolescent
Me 202's and Re 2001's but on this occasion a few heavily
armoured types v/ere observed, which may have been the G,35
or Re 2005, which, (equivalent, to the German Me 109 G-) and
existing in small numbers only constituted the only modem
fighter aircraft the Italians possessed,
the medium bombers aggressively, but all,fought shy of the
hea'vy bombers'. They lost five aircraft of those seen
taking off from Guidonia and Gerveteri airfields (tv/o of
them German), Tt/d Marauders failed to return out of the
four co-ordinated attack formations,
sive.

A few attacked

Flak was not impres-
Some of the bombs carried were not used when smoke

and haze, from fires started, rendered accurate pinpointing
impossible.

Scope of .Air Effort against Enemy Bases and Communications
A,A.F,‘ in .World Prom 18 August to 2 September, every possible sortie

v/as directed towards the neutralisation of the enemy air
forces by attacks on his bases, by combat, by attacks
his communications, movements and fortified positions,.
To some extent, previous air bombing of Italy had partially
met the commitment against communications and airfields.
Rail and'road routes throughout the length of Italy had
been interrupted and airfields frequently damaged or put
out of action. The effects vrere, notwithstanding, progres
sively nullified by the Germans, v/ho pressed into service

large n'umber of civilian foreign personnel under the Todt
Organisation. ' They also temporised by increasing coastal
shipping so that, for all intents and purposes, the Allied
Air Forces began their problem -with tabularasa. This
question of Italian communications imis-ii; be clearly grasped
if the full pattern of all future air operations in Italy
is^to be correctly interpreted. Map lA illustrates the
main features of the railway system, , It should be
consulted from time to time, for the war in Italy was very
largely a.war against communications.

on

a

War II Office.of

A,P', History
U.S/.,P,

Transportation Facilities in Italy
N.A.A.P, Air
Intelligence
Weekly S'ummary
No,U.29 Aug.1943.
N.A.A,P/A.5/C0M/3
Bombing of Comm
unications (in
support of Army
Operations) Cen
tral & Southern
Italy. 4 Sept.1943.

G. 250100/Bmf/3/50

The prosecution of the campaign by the Germans depended
to a very large extent on supplies received by rail from
outside of Italy, For example, 95 per cent of their oil
requirements, 80 per cent of coal requirements, many
finished steel products and industrial and military supplies
were brought in by rail. The strain on sea communications,
now that the main sea lanes and the Straits of Messina
were closed, threw.a heavier load on the railways,

/Ten
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N.A.A.F/A.5/C0M/2 Ten through lines crossed the frontier into Italy, the most
Bombing of-Comm- important being the Brenner Route, carrying almost 50 per
unications (in cent of all rail traffic into or out of Italy and the bulk
support of Army of strictly military supplies. The two Sv/iss lines . (St,
Operations) G-othard and Simplon) took 38 per.cent while the major por-
Calabria, tion of the remaining traffic moved over tvro of'.the' eastern
12 Aug, 1943* ' routes, the Tarvisio and Postunia„ Most other heavy tonn

age (such as coal), as well as one-third of the imported oil,
moved over Swiss lines and the French Riviera - Mt, Cenis

route - while the remaining two-thirds of the oil supply
passed through Postumia and the Balkans,

The target.problem, as it affected the blocking of the
movement of enemy reserves and suppilies from outside Italy,
was to bomb first the most vital points in the north.
These v/ere selected; Verona, terminal of the Brenner Pass ■

route, which could use no satisfactory by-pass route'for
large quantities; Milan, into which were funnelled the 'St,
Gothard and Simplon traffic; Turin v/ith Ventimiglia,
receiving frOm Prance by Mt, Cenis and the coastal Riviera

railway; then Trieste and P'itmie, key transit points for

any troop movement from the Balkans or Austria, as v/ell as

for two-thirds of the oil, Gorizia, Udine and Mestre were
important'secondary targets.

On the North of Italy the Leg and Foot depended.
There were three main rail routes running south, one dovm

the east coast, one do-wn the T/est coast with higher capacity;
the third, and most important, cut through the Apennines from
Bologna to Rome, Ignoring for the moment certain very low

capacity by-pass routes, all south-bound rail traffic was

bound to pass through one of three bottlenecks; Rome,
Naples or Poggia, There were minor ones in the North at

Bologna, Genoa, Pisa, Florence and Rimini, Communications
to Naples from Rome and the northeast v;ere next to .be

considered, Tvro main railv/ay lines '.ind two main roads,

•linked Rome and Naples, Although the terminals had already
been damaged by previous air raids, it was expected that ‘ '

they vrould be cai^rying very heavy traffic about 15 - 20

hours after the Salerno landings. The two main railv/ay
lines were, firstly, the double track electric line Rome -
Littoria - Naples and the old double track steam lino Rome -

Prosinone - Caserta - Cancello - Naples, The two main

roads, both two-way, 20 feet plus v;ide, all-weather state

roads, ran through Cistema, Littoria and Formia, and
through Prosinone and Casort.a respectively..

Obviously,, all air bombing from .this point northv/ards
must indirectly affect the operations,, in Calabria,
were two narrow necks .of land most suitable for interrupting

movement^, o'ne between the Gulf of Squillace and the Gulf of
Santa Fufemia, and the other further north betv/een
Villapiana and Scalea, including bridges over the River Lao,
Castfovillari Defiles and Sibari Jtinction,

There

Previous

experience .of the p)0?/er of air farces to create roads blocks

was used. Entrances and exits to small tovms, where the

demolition by bombing might fill the roadWcay with..debris
as. Ti^ell as .hairpin bonds on tortuous roads combined ?/ith’

steexj slopes (most effective for convoy blocking) wore
considered the most important targets. Bridges were not ;
thought good .disruptive points in themselves, .for they ’
often .presented a siaall target for bombs, and in many

even if destroyed, offered no. real ob stable, to M/T ,  .cases,

v/hich could often descend into the shallow oi’ dry river
bed: but road and rail intersections might prove to be.

more profitable.
/Allied ■'
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Allied Strategic Air Forces on Eve of Invasion

NATAP/34/Air
Open, Directive
132 23 Aug. 19A3

Up to 18 August^ Strategic Air Force’3 effort was
directed mainly against targets in the Toe, in. particular

the road/rail junction at Marina di Catanzaro emd the
bridge at Angitola. .From 19 August on, their attacks
were switched to north of the line Sapri ~ Trebisacce,
Up to 23 August they dealt with.targets in the Naples,
Rome and North Italy areas, v/hile Ninth Air Force operated
in the Heel, on Poggia and as far north as Pescara.

Night bombing in this schedule was principally
of the Wellington medirai bombers,v^/

Ninth U^S,A.A.F', Heavy Bomber Organisation

on

the duty

A JI.F. in World

War II Office

of Air Force

History U.S.A.P.

The T/hole of the available heavy bomber units of Air
Defences Eastern Mediterranean under M,E, Command were

.controlled by Ninth U.S, A.rmy Air Force, whose H.Q, were
at Tripoli. During this period and onwards through
their absorption into Twelfth Air Force later in the year,
they made a notable contribution to the strategical air
preparations for the Salem'o landings. The bulk of the

Liberator II (B-24D) Heavy Bombers were on the establish
ment of two Groups (U.S,), each of. four Squadrons,

Wing was a member of the Command, with one
Squadron re-equipping during September and October with
Liberators, one R.il,P, Squadron flying Halifaxes and one
R*^1.F, Squadron concentrating on S,0,E, (2)
with its Halifaxes and Liberators,

Tactic.a.1 Bomber Force (3)

Tactical Bomber Force, dividing its effort as will
be recalled betv/een the tvAo major operations, will be
seen to be a composite body flying.medium bombers «
Mitchells, in tvra U.S. Groups and light, bombers  - Bostons
Ill's --in one S,Ai..A..Po andR.A,P, Wings, Baltimore Ill's
in one S.A./1,F. and one R,Ai,P, ?/ings: Bostons  - (A,20s),
in one U.S. Group and French medium (n) Leo 45 bombers in
the 8th French Groupement, Aill except the French units
v/ere by now in Sicily.

Strategic Air Operations night I7/I8 August - 2 September

No,240 R.A.P.,

operations

T,B.P, 0,R,B.

and Appendices,

N.A..A.P. Op/Int
Summaries and

N,A.A,P, Air
Intelligence
V/eekly Stimmaries
N.A.S.A.P* Opsums
Ms.5146/2/Air
(Malta)

The first score; was registered by the Luftwaffe, who
carried out a well-organised raid on bhe night 17/18 on
Bizerta virith. some ninety Ju,88s and He,Ills,
followed a raid-the previous night in which 'Window' had
been successfully used,
L.C^I, was sunk,"
fire and other military installations hit;
were killed and one hundred and seventy five injured.
The raiders lost six aircraft to our A,A. and two to the
night fighters,
view of the fact that, during .the hours of daylight a force
of one hundred and eighty Portresses had been raiding
their bases at Istres, and Salon (in Provence), which
had just received bomber reinforcements, smothering the
crowded airfields with fragmentation bombsj.

This

In spite of our A .A, fire, one
one M/? damaged, an oil dump set on

nineteen men

This was a creditable performance in

Photos

/taken
(IT See Ordeb of Battle - Appendix 2

(2) Special Operations Executive.

(3) See Order of Battle - Appendix 2
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taken during these strikes seemed to indicate at least

;  hundred first and second line enemy aircraft, including
forty-five gliders, v/ere destroyed or damaged, ; The' same

one

205 G-P. 0,E.B, •' night forty-eight Wellingtons, .for the loss of one airoraf
bombed the Calabrian beaches from Briatico to Cape Suvoro,
>/here German evacuees were landing from small craft,

•  Leaf lets, for the ed.ucatipn of the Italians were also

dropped; the tovm of Marina di Valentia was left biasing
and tents and troops machine; gunned. Only negligible
opposition v/as offered, '

Direct attacks on the coming field of action began
.18 August, with an unsuccessful attempt to put out
Angitola Bridge by thirtyisix’Mitchells escorted by
Lightnings, Their bombs burst in strings across th© ends,
of the bridge and one Idghtning was lost. Another attack
of similar scale by escorted Marauders on the Staletti .
rail and road bridge was more successful. Enemy shipping
at large in the Gulf of Euifcraia was , surprised by'four
Mitchells escorted by twenty-four Lightnings, who scored
hits with their cannon on a large landing craft and a M/V,
which broke in tv/o, Kittyhawks and Lightnings began
sweeps in the Toe v/ithout meeting any enemy aircraft,
Wellingtons returrsed to the South on the night 18/19 August,
with a force of thirty-eight 'aircraft, whose target was
Angitola bridge; but the bridge still functioned,
.Halifaxes and Liberators of Finth Bomber Command bombed

Crotone Marshalling yards. . The folloV/ing afternoon the
medium's moved up, first to Sapri in the Instep, v/here
fifty-one escorted Marauders droppe;d bombs on the town

and marshalling yards, to Salerno where forty-eight escorted

Mitchells attacked t.he marshalling yards; and to Po^ggia,.
T/hose marshalling yards ;md sub-station were well covered

by some one. hundred and sixty escorted Portresses and
seventy Liberators of Ninth Bomber Command, When Eighth
Army entered Poggia on 2? September it reported that this

attack, together with later bomljings, had been most effec
tive and that the damage surpassed all earlier estimates.

AJl.P. in Tforld

Yfer II Office

of A,P, History
U.S,A,F,

:,-.r ft !•

Sharp Rise in Enemy Fighter Reactions, Aei'ial Bombing

ib id,. Prom this last-mentioned raid onwrirds, a sharp rise in
enemy fighter defence reaction to Allied heavy and medi-um

bomber attacks on Italian targets xi'as observed, reaching
its peak on 3 September, At Poggia. on that day, as a ■

contrast to the meagre dozen Me,109s which opposed the

Istres-Salon'raid, the first wave of Portresses
a mixed swarm of some seventy Me,109s, Me,110s, x™.
Mr,190s, m.202s, Ml.200s andRE^SQOls (?) who , . .

:The .Liberators met only a- Staffel,^^t

orted
.  1

attacked vigorously.
The defence appeared to have shot.'its bolt v;hen the
.second wave of Portresses cane over- an hour later, for

The raid had costonly three. Me,109s were airborne,
S,A,P, five Portresses, three Liberators andtlriree Lightnings,
Formidable flak scored hits on twenty-seven Portresses,

Gro^vth of the Air Offensive

ibid. Poggia was allowed no respite; the same night, some
fifty Wellingtons of Nos.231, 330 and 331 V/ings flew
over the marshalling yards. Fires lit by the day attack
had been extinguished but vrere soon rekindled. All four

Wellington wings v/ere out that- night and some thirty-
seven more aircraft of Nos,236 find 330 Yfings bombed troops

/rfxilways
(I)

}

MessericlEiitt
Macchi

Reggiani
Six aircraft.

(2
3

if.
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railways, townships, rail and road bridges between the
Sapri and Paola beaches. No night fighters vrere met at
either target, but a IVellington was lost to flak. Key
marshalling yards north of Naples were heavily punished on
the day of 20 August by two forces of Marauders, The plans

_  of the first v/ent somehow av/ry, for some aircraft failed to
register any hits on,their first objective, the yards at
Caserta, Interference by some forty to fifty German and
Italian fighters occupied both bombers and their Lightning
escort, v/ho lost five of their company. Hits v/ere how
ever scored on Averse railyafds, tvro huge explosions being
noticed here as well as at Capua railyards.

On the Aversa raid photographs sho'wed that the main
Rome-Naples line v/as, blocked by craters in at least three
places, the. marshalling yards reduced to a burnt-out mass
of rolling stock and twisted rails, the main lines littered
with damaged freight cars and many trains still burning hours

The gas works and a warehouse adjoining
the station ivere gutted and a violent explosion expunged
the entire goods sidings. Multiply this picture many times
and you arrive at ,an impressive total of material surface

destruction, impressive but inconclusive, massive but not ’
overwhelming, sufficient to reduce the ratio of opposition
to Avalanche to the finest of margins, but not to paralyse’
it. Over Benevento yards the same day, 20 August,  ■ ■  -
escorted Mitchells met brisk fighter opposition, reinforcing
the. conclusion that, as no air activity whatever was
reported by Tactical and Coastal Air Eorces, the Luftv/affe
was concentrating his available defences on retarding the
war on communications.

,  Sardinia, where the Axis still had fighters based,
visited almost daily at that time by Warhav/ks and
Monserrato airfield was covered with fragmentation bombs.
Photo coverage of the island was still incomplete,
hands of N.A.P.R.y,
TTOuld come the turns of the tv/o major islands and time wo\lId
have to be found to gauge the quantity of aircraft still
lurking there on our left flank,

still further defined by the attack that night 20/21
August by some thirty-five Wellingtons on Villa Literno
marshalling yards; they dropped some Zf.,0001b, bombs.
To^make assurance doubly sure, a force of Marauders bombed
this same base the next ;ofternoon, i,e, on 21 August,
Opposition was met from some fifty to sixty mixed German
and Italian fighters, most of vAon attacked with determina
tion, signalled into action by bursts of red flak fire.
There was plenty of in-fighting, in .which the bombers
destroyed the greater part of twenty-five enemy brought
down. These fighters dived beneath the rear of the U,S,
formations,, passing the last flight, then pointed their
noses up and raked the bellies of the next to last element.

after the attack.

was

The

were more than full; after Salerno

The ring rouid Salerno
was

Prom then onwards to the night '2/3 September almost
the. whole avail.able v/eight of the strategic bombers with
their Lightning escorts was pressed against the marshalling
yards. The Wellingtons were out every night, usually with
a force of fifty aircraft, but of eighty upwards on three
occasions, and left the yards of Battipaglia (just east of
Salerno) on fire; they attacked Salerno three times,
Bagnoli. tv/ice, Torre-Annunziata'(just south of Naples) ■  •
twice, Civita Vecchia once; lastly Taranto tv/ice, with
a direct bearing on Operation Slapstick which was to mature
on 9 September, and ‘ on. the imminent Eighth Army lamdings in.
Calabria,

/pJeavy
C R E TG.2507OO/DEW/5/50 • s
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Heavy Bomber Contribution to the Offensive against
Communications

After a raid on Aversa yards on .21, August, the
Fortresses-stood,off for three days, then attacked Foggia
and Capua airfields. They returned to the softening-up
of rail centres. In turn SuMone on 27, Temi on 28 and
Forli on 29 August, were bombed.,. Again on 31 August
Pisa yards, serving, in addition to super-normal north-
south traffic, as distribution point for extra movement
from Sardinia was attacked -with some one hundred and fifty
aircraft, and on 2 Septc;mber the pre-Calabria series was
was vround up v/ith a three-pronged thrust at the northern
rail hubs of Bolzano, Trento and Bologna, this time by
combined total of some one h-undred'-arid twenty Portre
unescorted, who dropped the then unusual load of 452 tons
of bombs,

§.i?:.§:.t.eg,io Qontributipns by Ninth Bomber CormTiand, Middle
,.E.ast,

a

sses

A.A.F, In World

V/ar II Office of

A,F, History
U.S.A.F'„

Meanwhile the Liberators and Halifaxes of Ninth

Bomber Command were supplementing the Strategic effort,
•  On 21 August, fifty Liberators vBve over C?ancello, v/here

they^not only severely damaged the marshalling yards and
rolling stock, but brought considerable numbers of
fighters to battle. Of all the Me,109s, P.N,190s and
I/IA.202S v;ho bore in upon them, dropped aerial bombs and
fired on them with cannon, the Liberators claimed to have
destroyed twenty-five. The Luftwaffe, it vmll be remem
bered, v/ere very short of fighters in this theatre,
jifter a notable air battle on 3 September, when thirty-
four Liberators attacked Sulniona marshalling yards, the
German fighter defence effort slid away fast from its
peak,

Most of the work of Ninth Bomber Command up to the
Calabria^landings was directed against the rail system.
On the nights 21/22, 24/25 and 27/28, Crotone railways
were bombed; in turn', betyreen 23 and 31 August, they
dealt with the marshalling yards at Bari, where strong air
opposition was encountered, f.md fourteen enemy fighters
were destroyed; Foggia, yhere they brought about '
complete'blockage of through traffic; Taranto, and on 31
August their heaviest effort of the period, Pescara with
forty-five Libei-’ators, This v/as the same day that some
one hundred and fifty. Portresses ivere attacking Pisti,
Lastly, on' 3 September came the Sulraona raid already
mentioned, by Liberators, in -vvhich they lost six of their
company against their claim of tyventy-seven enemy destroyed,
and six pi-obables. Their anti-air force contribution
was important and, of course, closely synchronised yd.th
Fortress and Wellington programmes,
Pomigliano on 21 August, Bari 23 August.and Grottaglie
the night of 31 August/l September all received their
attention and helped to disrupt the Luftwaffe's ground
organisation.

a

Airfields at

on

Medium Strategic Effort against Communications

A.A.F. in World. On similar lines to the-attacks already described in
detail, and vuth cumulatively successful results, the
Mitchells and Marauders of SJ'i.P, continued, wd.th rare
pauses, to carry on their oym type of offensive,
ling yards successively attacked v;ere Salerno on 22
August emphasising the effect of the Wellington raid of
the previous night;

Marshal

Battipaglia on 23; Benevento on 27*

War II Office

of .A,P, History
U.S,A,P,

/Caserta
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Caserta on 27;
Torre Annunziato m 29;
Cancello on 2 September with an average of sixty bombers
per raid.

Cancello on 28; Aversa on 28 and 30;
Civita Vecchia on 30 August and

State of Dislocation at Time of Operation Baytovm

ibid, and

A.P.H.Q.
Weekly Intelli
gence Summary
No.5if,

A review of the damage done by all raids disclosed
the following state of affairs, satisfaction with which
did not dispel the prospect of constant maintenance of

attack. It was one thing to cut communications, quite
another to keep them cut. In Northern Italy, the Brenner
supply route had been cut at Trento and Bolzano; the rail
bridge over the Isarco River at Bolzano had suffered a

direct hit, which might incapacitate it from functioning
normally for a fortnight. That left the loopline from
Bolzano open, but this could only carry 12^o of normal
traffic. No through traffic v/as possible at Pisa, In

Central Italy, it was believed that the junctions at Civita
Vecchia and Sulmona v/ere out of action. Two important

lines were cut at Pescara and Orte, In Southern Italy,
no traffic could possibly reach the South by rail, as the
lines v/ere cut at Aversa, Cancello, Benevento and Poggia,
As for the western route to the Toe, cuts at Salerno,
Battipaglia, Sapri, Pcaola and Pizzo guaranteed 100 per cent
dislocation. On the eastern side, Catanzaro was blocked.

Major Blow at Poggia Satellites

N,A,T.A.P,
Operational
Directive No,132

23 Aug. 1943
and Outline Air

Plans Operations
Baytown and
Avalanche

A.A.P. in World

Yfar II Office

of A,P. History
U,S,A.P.

One of the predominating tasks at this period was to
drive the enemy air force northwards and away from the
beachheads. To this end the Strategic Air Force began by
going straightvway to the greatest of all Italian airfields -

Poggia -‘later to be their ovm H.Q, Poggia/Gino Lisa main
airfield,T/ith 1230 and 1100 yards runv;ays, seventeen air
craft shelters cond others under construction, stood 2 miles
out of Poggia to\m. Its nine Satellites were growing in

importance and capacity. Photographs taken at 0900 hours

on the day of the attack, rond the preceding day, of the
foinr satellites selected for special treatment (Nos,2, 4,
7 and lo), shovred sixty-six single engined figh'bers and
forty-t’iTO Ju. 88s, a tdrget too good to be overiboked.
So bet\/een 0925 - 0950 hours on 25 August one hundred and ■

forty Lightnings flew lovr over the satellites, shooting up
aircraft, men and buildings and on the return flight M/T
on the roads and trains on the tracks, for the loss of six
aircraft. They reported heavy destruction of aircraft and
personnel. There v/as slight opposition by sixteen enemy
aircraft. Hardly had the dust settled when one hundred
and thirty-six Portresses \’/ith Lightnings escorting were
over dropping nearly fifteen thousand fragraentation bombs

and some 500 lb bombs, in just over half an hour. The
99th Group ran into a full-scale battle with some sixty to
one hundred enemy aircraft, the result of v/hich, they re
ported, was tho destruction of fifteen enemy fighters for
the loss of only two Portresses, The other three groups
had things more their own w/ay, as the divided defence left
onlj’- a bare fifteen aircraft to meet them.

Cla'Lms were cleared up in the usual manner by
scrutiny of photographs that seemed to show/ a bag of forty-
eight enemy destroyed; tw/enty-nine certain Ju,88s, seventeen

probable Ju,88s, one Ju,52 and one other; eleven damaged
of w;hich eight were single-engined fighters and three
probably Ju,88s,
left the landing areas serviceable.

The bombs intended for aircraft had

This was a major

/action
G,250700/DE¥/3/50
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action; not for long v/ould so many German heavy bombers
be located so far South: it gave,, the required stimulus
to a progressive movement out of danger northwards, but
hardly reduced the power of the Ju.88 units to threaten
our convoys when precariously raassed in thu intial stages
of the'assault.

Attacks on Naples Airfields

A. A.F. in World Y2ar 26 August ~ Portresses,
Mitchells and Marauders, soventy-tvTO'aircraft of each
■typu> went out to render Gapua and Grazzanise airfields,
untenable. Gapiu was attacked by some eighty Portresses
who destroyed fifteen of,the fifty-eight single-engined
aircraft on the ground. , Damage v/as done to fuel stores,
hangars and installations in the face of stiff

The follov/ing day

opposi

II Office of A.P.
Histor_y U.S.A.P.
J.A.A.P.' Yell's,

tion by forty to fifty fighters, seven of v/hom vrer&t
destroyed.
Satellite were shot up by te/o successive waves - thirty-
five Mitchells and seventy-three Marauders.

.  similar occasions, a Lightning escort of approximately
two-thirds of the numerical strength of the bombers went
in with them.

Grazzanise Landing Ground and its No.1

As on all

Like Capm, the airfields were only to
a small degree serviceable after the event owing to
cratering. The total of German aircraft destroyed on
the ground and in combat on the three raids, (about
thirty-four) vrtien set against the Luftwaffe's chronic
need for fighters,, was reassuring. It was four days--
before the next attack on an airfield was staged,
time Viterbo, a heavy bomber base, was attacked by -t^hirty-
five Portresses, with Lightnings escorting, but without
much success, only two Ju.88s being destroyed on the
ground and three fighters in aerial combat.' - In common
with other bombing formations, they reported the use by
the defending fighters of rockets - "lilce Roman candles".

This

Narliawk Operations over Sardinia

T/hile the heavy and medium bombers were concen
trating on the mainland, the 'Jarliav/ks of the Strategic
Air Force were exploring fields v/hich, although •
apparently remote, bore empha.tically on forthcoming

At this period the Luftwaffe potential inevents.

N.A.A.P. N.I.S.
a7a^p!! ~IK"?orId
ffar,II.Office of
i.P. History ■
U.S.A.P.,

Sardinia was fairly constant at five Ju.88 reconnais-
sanoe aircraft, sixty Me.109/P.N.190 ,single-engined
fighters and fighter homherc and tenMe,109u for Tac/R,
representing a serious tactical ne-nace on our left flanlc.
Airfields in the south of Sardinia were he.Lng mined and

The onlyonly Pabillonis v/as to any degree active,
forces that could be spared to' deal \rith the situation
vrere the Narhav/k units of Strategic Air Force.

The offensive programme included three broad types
of targets; airfields, factories and radar installations
(in addition to communioa:tions, odd coastal shipping and
anythinf^ that offered in the course of a sweep).
Attacks on factories were carried,out on 18 August- (by
twenty-nine aircraft), on, 28 August (forty-four aircraft)
at Fluminimaggiore and on 1 September (forty-eight
aircraft) at Iglesias Zinc \7orks and Gonnesa.
fields harassed by surprise attacks were Monserrato on
20 August (with forty-eight aircraft) and Pabillonis on
four days running betv/een 5 and 8 September,
dangerous of the radar'stations, stood at Pula and Cape
Carbonara.

Air-

The most

Both had Preyas and the latter a Wurzburg.
■  /Pula
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Pula was first attacked ty forty-eight V/arhawks on 30 August^,
fifty-one on '3 September and for the third time by four

Mitchell^ who attacked' it mth bombs and 75 Kim cannon. Shells
on 5 September, Considerable damage was done by the first

and third attacks, ' That the Germans attsicked great impor
tance to this site was proved by the display, of intense 

■

and accurate flak defence, At'Cape Garbonera four direbt
hits were claimed.

4  ■

T.B.P, 0,R,B. Tactical Bomber Force Activities up to the Reggio Landings

.  Until the night 2/3 September, the T.B.P, effort was
in large part night intruder vrork^ although some day
missions were floivn against gun positions, marshalling
yards and junctions. Some fevir attacks wrere designed to

draw fire from shore batteries in the San Giovanni -

Reggio area, so that Allied Army observers on the Sicilian
side of the Straits could plot their positions. Although
in general their programme was co-ordinated v/ith that of

S,A,P, pripr to ,D Day, from D minus 8 Day (Avalanche) to
D Day (Avalanche) .T,B,F, was operationally controlled by
T,i\,P, through D,A,P, on„a ,similar plan to that ruling in

the last stages of Sicilian operations. Once Avalanche
was launched, T.B,F, would, as v/ill be recalled, divide its

allegiance between D.i'L.P, (l) andXII A ,S,C, (2)
the division of staff v/ould come a change-over from
strategical to tactical operations,
still retained a measure of general control of its own

affairs and from a small Advanced H,Q, alongside Advanced
XII A,S,C, and Advanced D,A,P, controlled calls for night
fighter escort, ‘

With

Tactical Bomber Force

/Tactical

(1) Uith ho,232 R,A,P. Fing and No.47 U.S. Gp. - (both
Light Bomber),

(2) Fith No.326 R.A.P, Fing, No.3 S,A,A.P. Wing (both
Light Bomber) No,12 U,S. Gp. and No,340 U.S, Gp.
(bpth Medium Bomber) ,

(5) The growth of their effort may, be judged from the
fact that from l6/l7 to 31 August they flew a total
of five hundred and fifty-two sorties by day, five
hundred and four of them against communications
and forty-eight against gun positions; five
hundred and forty-five tons of bombs were launched
during these attacks. By night there were ni^y-
one effective sorties flown, fifty-seven of them on
armed recce,, twenty-three against gim positions
and eleven against troop concentrations, A rapid
step-up in effort v/as achieved as the Calabria
landings became imminent. On 2 September, T,B,F.
attained a total of three hundred and fifty-seven

sorties, . . ..

SECRET
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(1)Tactical Air Force Operations up to the Reggio Landings

TAP/6 9/Air
Operational
Directive for

The efforts of Tactical Air Force (including D^i.,F
XII A.S.C, and T.B.P,) vrere, up to D; minus 1 Day

(Avalanche), designed to- assist Strategic Air Force in
Operation Avalanche neutralising enemy a.dr forces located in Southern Italy,
No,IB 17 August, to impose the maximum interference' on the movement of
1943.‘ enemy forces-and supplies inside Southern Italy and to-vvnrds

the assault area, and to prepare the ground for the
landings. The operations, of S,A,P, up to the eve of
Baytown, having been examined, it is now necfesSarj?- to' '
review the com'bined effort of T,A,F, up to and including
2 September, At that, point, D,A^F, with elements of
T,B,F,, broke aw;ay to direct support of the Eighth Army,
and to protect Avalanche convoys along the south and
east Coasts of Sicily, in company with aircraft of Malta

Command, N,A.T,A.F, Operational Directive of 23 August,
after referring to the need for the resting of their units,
laid down the principles of their immediate task in con-
tinning the attacks on communications in the Toe of Italy
began by Strategic Air Force, No hard and fast air
boundary was obsdrVed, merely the general axiom that XII
A.S.C, and D,A,F, 'wdre' to keep as" far as possible to the
West and East Coast respectively.

• )

Air Preparations' by Tactical Air Force for Baytown

N.A.A.F, Int/Op , Prom 18 August, following the Conclusion of operations
Summaries in Sicily, T,A,F, kept a watching brief on every comer of
August Sept, Calabria, Mustang Invaders, sometimes escorted, began
1943. writh formati'ans of twelve on missions against road and
N.A.T.A.F, O.R.B. - rail traffic in the Cetraro, Scaleaj Paola, Cosenza,
August - Sept,1943, Sapri areas, at Fuscaldo in Western Calabria and at Sibari
li.A. F. in 7/orld and Catanzaro in Eastern Calabria, Enemy opposition, both
War II Office of from aircraft and massed flak, was more formidable than
A.F, History usual; , for the Germans broke down the elements of their
U.S.A.F, static sites and used them tactically on the roads with

great mobility, ^ On 19 August■a formation of twelve plus
*  /eight

As a yardstick by 'vvhich to measure the efficacy of
the preparations of the period, as well as our full
capabilities, it'is instructive to take the total sorties
floTOi in the. 13 days including 19 August to 31 August by
units controlled by the A,O.C, -in-C,, N.A.T/i,F, XII A.S.O,
flew 961 sorties, D,ii,F, I44I and T,B,F. 646, totalling
3048; v/hich total, set alongside the joint effort of
15,977 sorties for 1 - 18 August shows hov/ deeply the need
of rest and refit vrent. There was a clear fortnight
during which the S,A,P, (and in particular the '^/ellington
Squadrons) operated often to the'extreme of their tether,
v/hile the more fortunate Tactical crevra put up  a daily
score of only 2T/o of that. achieved during the closing
half of the' Sicilian Campaign,
note'd here is that it is not true to say the Tactical Air
Force carried on no'ri-stop at full pitch between the tv/o
campaigns. Furthermore from 18 August for seven days
the entire Tactical Bomber Force stood down, A breakdown
of the 19 - 31 August effort shov/s as might be expected
a preponderance of D,A.P, sorties, actually 1441 to 96I
by XII A.S.C. and 646 by'T.B.F, XII A.S.C. was
gathering strength for Avalanche.

(1)

The only point to be
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eight escort - all Invaders - after dropping bombs on

Catanzaro marshalling yards, were jumped by a dozen Me»109s
while returning over Cape VaticanOy as they circled round
one of their own pilots parachuting after a flak kit,
Five Invaders v/ere destroyed as against five Me,109s and
two probables.

Invaders also provided.escort for strategic attacks
on Salerno on 22 August, Together mth D,A,P, Kittyhawks,
other Invaders escorted S,A.P, Mitchells raiding
Battipaglia on 23 August, ?/ith Operation Avalanche
impending. Invader units were steadily moved, towards the
end of August, on to Milazzo bases, from which they were
to function as close cover to the assaiilt. Contemporary
v/ith the 64th Fighter Wing Invader effort, was the Tac/R
work by the P,3I Mustangs of No,111 Squadron, and Spitfires
of D,A,P
checking up whatever road movement was visible. Their
reports pointed clearly to big-scale' enemy night movements.
It became clear that Baytown would be to all intents and

purposes unopposed by active forces, although the terrain
would be liberally sown with minesp .

who cruised in pairs e-very day over the Toe,

Other tasks of the D.A.P, and XII A,S,.C, Spitfire
squadrons were escorting Invaders fighter-bombing, and
protecting shipping moving round Sicily,(l) On 20 August
E,A,P, Spitfires escorted Warhawk fighter-bombers over the
Toe; on 21 August they escorted the three fighter-bomber
missions v/ho attacked the Bovalina-Bagnara road, driving
two aniiotored cars over a cliff, destroying fourteen M/T
and damaging thirty-five. Every day onward, small forma
tions -vi/ere out on similar missions, or on the look-out
for Ju,88s on reconnaissances By 25 August the road
blockages in the Sapri, Castrovillari and Sibari areas
had defied all the G-erman efforts at dispersal and conceal
ment, Each of these localities v/as attacked by twenty-
four Invaders, (escorted by Invaders of No.27 and No.86
Bombardment Groups as top cover); thirty-six D,A,P’,
Spitfires gave withdrawal cover, A lucky hit was scored
on the mouth of the railway tunnel'at the north end of

Sapri yards; a cruiser off the same town suffered two
direct hits and was left burning near Sibari, which was
set well alight.

D|^,P, Kittyhawks and Warhawks

ibid,

D,A.P. 0,R,B.
No.l M.0,R.U.
O.R,B,

After inflicting heavy punishment on craft in the

Gulf of Gioia evacuating Axis personnel, D.,A,P. Kittyhawks
and Warhawks t;nmed to the vrork of fighter-bombing the

retreating German units on shore, and in general finishing
Sicilian operations,, On 18/20, 25/26 and 29 August, small
formations of Kittyhawks and Warhawks. attacked sectors

traversed by the enemy - Scllla, Melito, Gioia, Locri,
Sinipoli, Angitola and Bagnara, shooting up trains, M/T
and road-blocks, adding to the confusion, caused by the
medium and light-bombers, which they escorted on several
days against such targets as Oatanzaro and Cosenza.
returned to active operations on 26 August, after rest and
restoration of serviceability.

T.B.F’,

/Approaching

(1) E.g, on 20 ilug, XII A,S,C, Spitfire so.rties were 58
and D,A,P, Spitfire sorties 93o

G,250700/DEW/3/50,
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Approaching the first Climax

On 1 and 2 September, the genera.1 sense of apprehension
increased; the effort against the 'Toe was stepped up,
Y/hile the weather suddenly YYorsened,- often to lO/lOth
cloud by dajr and night. The Navy was, it will be re
called, shelling Calabrian shore positions at that time;
one of the duties of our Spitfire squadrons Y/as to cover

them vYhile in action, the Fleet Air Arm Martlets being
no match for Me,109s or F,7,190s, T.3,F, sorties rose
to one hundred and eighty-six on 1 September and again to

three hundred and fifty-seven on 2 September, D,A,F,
Spitfires on these two days flev/ one hundred and forty
and three hundred and thirteen sorties respectively,
Vfarhav/ks and Kittyhav/ks swept on this day in sixty-seven
and fifty-tvro sorties respectively.

In the Tactical effort on 1 September, thirty-six
Baltimores flew missions against Sinop'oli, bombing roads

and rail-tracks; twenty-six Bostons attacked and bombed
Salimo, Twelve Bostons of the Wing dropped
bombs South and'East of Leggnmbaria. Thirty-six
Mitchells bombed Bova Marina, Tvrenty-four Bostons
bombed the Radar Station and lighthouse at Cape Spartivento,
Mitchells bombed Olivento Tov/n and bridges, Cosenza and

Catanzaro marshalling yards. More Bostons, escorted by
KittyhawkS', bombed Cosenza yards, but thick cloud rendered
results- hard to assess and many bombs .were dropped through
gaps in cloud in the vicinity. Spitfires patrolled the

Syracuse - Augusta area, no\7 jammed v/ith shipping.

ibid.

Sudden Change in Target Pattern on Eve of Calabrian

Landings,

■: l/2 September savY a dramatic change in the nature of
selected targets in the Toe, which VYas assuredly not lost

Their refusal to be dranm and their unon the Germans,

ibid.

broken retreat northwards v/ere two of the many pointers
to'their correct appreciation of our main tactical inten
tionsuS, „As on the previous night, a few Bostons dropped,

the night of l/2 September, bombs .and flares on points
in the tip of the Toe; targets all v/ithin the potential
perimeter of the first do.y’s fighting- - San Stefano,
Scilla, Melito, Spartivento and Reggio, Aga.in cloud,
6/l0 at 2000/1000 feet, Yd.th poor visibility, did nothing
to help the bomb-earners. More than usual of Beaufighters
of No,600 Squadron (eight) andNo,108 Squadron (two) were
on patrol, but met nothirig, '

on

A- •

Army H.Qs and gun areas assuiied target priority on
2 September, They were not niAmerous and the forces
engaged were all that, could be spared and few in number.
On the other hand, little- effective"opposition in the air
was expected, for by noYV the Luftw.affe fighters were
nearly all located on bases oYit of range. An attack by
thirty-six Mitchells on an Army R,Q, east of Orti T/as
successful. ■ The v,'0;ather forecast had been one of
scattered Ioyy cloud over land areas, persisting all day.
In the event, this provef to be true for curtain local

■ areas; largely on this- account, the iTiajor effort of the
day, a four-missions raid by Mitchells on the Army H.Q.
S,E, of Rosamo, h.-,td little success; the results of the
first formation bombing vrere not seen, v/hile the second
bombed short of the pinpoints. Tl'ie third formation
could not locate thd target, ovring to cloud, and the
fourth lost contact Y/ith its' fighters, so returned to
base. Both these H.Qs were the objects of further attack

../that
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that day, the first not very fruitfully by twelve
S,A,A,E, Bostons, who. only scored a few hits on the-
tented camp, and the second by. twenty-f otir Baltimores
whose bombs straddled the area,: Cloud of lO/lO baulked
another mission, against an Army H,Q,, this time by
twelve Bostons who had to bring., their bombs back.
Several gun areas came under fire and bombing.

Radar stations had become of paramount interest as
the two D Days approached. Twelve Bostons and twelve
Baltimores vrent to Cape Spartivento Radar Station after

lunch on 2 Septembers Their bombs fell among buildings
not far from the wireless mast. Other targets were
troop concentrations at Bova where 250 and 100 lb bombs
suitable for dealing v/ith the well-dispersed tents
between road and river, were placed by formations of
twenty-four Bostons, ’ Back at Locri, Bianco and Sidemo
Marina, wagons were, piling up and the track was in
constant use. Forty Mitchells shot up the road, rail
track and town at Locri, Bianco rail tracks, and
Siderno crossroads and rail tracks, Lamezia, Sapri and
Catanzaro rail systems (for the last time before Baytown)
v/ere bombed by fifty-seven Mustangs, The only airfield
of any dimensions in the area and still in active use

was Crotone Main: it would have been an excellent thing
to have put its fighters and facilities out of action,
but a force of thirty-six Mitchells sent to accomplisla
this ran into lO/lO cloud and probably never hit the■
airfield.

Malta

Malta’s Part in Pre-assault Operations

Malta Command

0,R ,B,' s August -
September, 1943
N.A.C.A.P. Review
of Activities in
the Western and
Central Mediter
ranean March -

30 September,1943
Reg,No.7209
N.A.A.P, INT/OP
Siammaries August
- September,1943

The role assigned to Malta fell into a few broad
categories, namely a standing watch on the Italian Fleet
and Axis shipping in the Adriatic, and on enemy airfields
in the Heel of Italy; night fighting and intruding;
photographic reconnaissance and patrols over enemy ports;
convoy escort to and from Alexandria,
had now no longer to contend with German bombers, but
continuous penetrations by German long range reconnais
sance aircraft had to be discoirraged.

Her own defence

• Watch on the Italian Fleet and Shipping Protection

ibid. , For m.any months' Malta aircraft had v/atched the
Italian Fleet at Taranto and in other South Italian ports.
When on 24 and 27 August, a cruiser made two sorties from
Taranto for a little gun practice, Malta knew it and
her aircraft watched her back to harbour.
Spitfires and Special Equipment Wellingtons kept the
closest T/atch on enemy naval and air bases in South Italy,
to such effect that while convoys v/ere under Malta’s
protection no attacks on them either by sea or air
developed,
bombers stationed in the Heel, but probably in view of
the Italians’ desire for an honourable peace at an early
date, they were not used at this Juncture against our

Baltimores, Wellingtons and Spitfires
reported no "interference by submarines.

P.R.U.

There were some fifty Italian torpedo

convoys.

/wightG,250700/DEV3/50
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Night Intruders

During the moon period over the second and third weeks of

August, Malta-based Mosquitos flew eighty sorties over Sicily
and the Boot, bombing rail centres and installations, marshal
ling yards, factories etc. On the night 17/18 a Mosquito shot
doviTi a Do,217 over Brindisi, Dn 22 August Mosquitos carried
out dusk and davvrn patrols over Crotone, Taranto and Corfu, as
well as Poggia airfields. On the night 29/50 August a few
Mosquitos and Beaufighters, using Sicilian airfields, shot
dovm a Cant.1007 which was taking part in a raid on our
shipping. These were t.’V'pical epjisodes in a constant day and
night programme,

ibid.

Y/atch on_Enemy Sea Supply

ibid. The Adriatic, where Axis shipping v/as very active on
tasks such as carrying oil from Trieste to the southern ports,
was Malta's special hunting ground,
ran up against Italian and Gorriian night fighters, including a
few Do,217s and obsolescent German seaplanes such as the He,115.
They supplied valuable information and confirmed that, apart
from submarines, the enemy relied to a great extent on his
P-boats and Siebel Perries, largely responsible for the evacua
tion of troops from Sicily,

Here her aircraft often

S'umroary of Malta's Contribution

ibid. The protection by Malta of convoys ..snd shipping in harbours
and roadsteads ccntinuod into Septcmbei’ up to the landings at
Reggio and Salerno, Their careful check on the Italian Pleet
paid big dividends v/hen the task of steering them into safe
custody arose, after declaration of the Armistice, The Allies,
thanks to Malta' s P,R, Units, knev/ that the air opposition
they were likely to. meet in the Toe did not amo-unt to more than
fifty Me,109s and, on 3 September, that the nearest Ju,88s„
?rere at Poggia, about one hundred strong, with another seventy
further north at Viterbo,
undamaged convoys, and had harassed and reported on the - manifold
activities of the enemy within.: her air perimeter.(l)

Malta had presented a clean bill,of

L-uftwaffo Attacks on Allit;-d Invasion

'ing

Major Raid on Bizerta

A.M.y.I.S.

No.208
A.H.B, .TIG/l
N.A.I.' Int/
Op. Summaries i't crashed into the sea,

reported enemies which proved 'phantoms',

The Germans lost no time. At 1520

A.H.B, II

on 17 August, tv/o
Airocobras on a practice interception v/ere vectored on to an
aircraft 50 miles N, of Algiers at 15,000 ft,
it over Algiers harbour, chased it and hit both engines so that

Pourteen other aircraft flew after

That evening at
2050 hours, a force of upvTards of ninety enemy long range
bombers were plotted 40 miles north of Bizerta, A Beaufighter
was already in the air and was joined by three others v/ho
scrambled at 2110 hours. - an interval of 20 minutes,
Beaufighters closed in and brought down a Ju,88 and a He.Ill,

/but

They contacted

The

J15/10.

(1)
All this had been achieved between 17 .lugust and 2
September by the following sortie totals; two hundred
and thirty Spitfires, one hundred and fifty-four
Beaufighters (Day and Night), ninety-six Mosquitos,
one hundred ;md eleven P,R,U, Spitfires, sixty^six
Baltimores, eleven Bostons and sixty-thr’ee Fellingtons,
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Anti-but three other patrolling Beaufighters saw nothing,
aircraft fire accounted for another seven bombers,

two waves of the Luftwaffe, taking bearings from their own

flares, dropped a large, load of bombs,
landing craft were hit and military buildings in the town

damaged. At 01^.10 in the morning another two aircraft were

signalled but neither the tvro Beaufighters. scramblod nor the
A,A, fire made any contacts,(^)

The

Two ships and one

Second Night Raid on Bizerta

The following night a bomber force of similar size set

out for Bizerta, this time including a few He,Ills, As

frequently happened, not all reached Bizerta; some lost
their way or suffered technical trouble. Forty aircraft in

all, again in two v/aves, attacked the port and shipping, ̂
After a day of fruitless scrambles and patrolling by Allied
fighters, a few enemy aircraft Tvere plotted at 2000 hrs, S,
of Sardinia on a southerly course,
scrambled the enemy elements turned North,
hours, the serious business of the day began vd-th the arrival
of the first of two v/aves of bombers. One Beaufighter was

on patrol, four others scrambled. They destroyed tm for

certain, one probably. The A,a, defence, formidable as

usual along the African coast, accounted for four others,
Tvro He,Ills were among the victims,
combined defence, the attack v/as not pressed home and many
bombs fell wide. The only damage was to two ships.
Allied sensitivity to the double stroke was reflected in the

stepped-up p.atrols on 19 September,
six Spitfires patrolled the area.

V/hen two Spitfires
Later at 2340

In the face of the

From dawn to dusk twenty

N.A.A,P.

Daily Int/
Op S\ammaries
August -
September,
1943.
N.A.A.P.

A.I.W.S's
August -

September,
1943.

-

Enemy Raids on Sicilian Bases

The next port raid of fair dimensions was staged on the

night 23/a»f August, A force of some forty to fifty aircraft,
(mostly Ju,88s with a few Do.217s) approached Palermo Harbour
at 0411 hours, dropping flares, followed by a few bombs.
Three Beaufighters were scrambled and had some success,
bringing down two Jus, the same score as that by the A,A,

Tvro small submarine chasers were sunk, a coaster

/ damc-gcd

defences.

ibid.

Geraian Interference with Beaufighter r/t and R.D.F.
Jaiiming

(1)

night fighting tacticsInteresting evidence bearing on
was given by an experienced pilot of

While it miist be

treated with some reserve, it does suggest that the
Germans knew more than they were often given credit for.

He said that on one of the raids on Syracuse during the

Sicilian Campaign, a W/T Operator from his unit happened
to have tuned in to the Beaufighter R/T frequency on his

Fu.Ge.l6 and, becaiise of his English, clnimed to have
spoken'to the Beaufighter crew, vectored his aircraft on

to it, shot it down and then informed the British Con
troller that he had done so - 'Beaufighter pilots tahc

On his returning to base, the
reported to Oberst Pelz,

the oldest unit in the Luftwaffe.

too much*, he said -.
events of the early mornin.g

Interrogation
Report on Crev/
of Ju.88 baled
out at Saoule

27 Augus.t,
1943.
N. A. ii. F,

A.I.W.S. No.
42 A.H.B. II

J 3/43.

the Bomber Gonimander, who detailed gather
further relevant information. From now on each bombing
mission carried an "H-Punker" , a special English-spealcing
W/T operator in the Flight-Leader’s aircraft, whose job
it was to listen in to Allied r/T; he was fed with
information on our frequencies by German ground listening
posts, A special extra-v/ide band listening gear
installed in the H-B'unlier* s aircraft.

were

liiras
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.  damaged and there v/ere considerable, military casualties;
poor results,considering the strength of...the ..force and the
amount of work put, as usual, into the planning of the raid;
for sometimes bombers would travel from Sardinia or N. Italy
to the S. of France, stage in Sardinia,and after the journey

.  to their target return to an Italian base.
■'f •”/

During these days, day bombing v/as entrusted to small
formations of fighter-bombers - F.¥. 190s and'Me. 109s - v/ho
bombed Augusta several times, as v/ell as other vital spots,
not v/ith impunity, or without scoring some telling hits.
These attacks were regular, one at davm and one in the
morning or evening every day except 28 August.
T/as. left alone for the time being, although a Ju. 88 dropped
flares over, it on the night 25/26 and \/as shot down by a
Beaufighter.
fifty aircraft fie?; to Algiers and after flying round for
some 25 minutes, came in from all directions.

Bizdrta ■

Four nights after the Palermo raid, about

Thirty-
•  ■ seven v;ere plotted over the target, -yet the. sole damage

It was true’sustained v;as to three houses in the to?m.
that the five.Beaufighters of Ho. 153 Squadron and the tv/o
of Ho.41^ did much to interfere, and believed they brought
dovm a He. Ill; but. the v;hole effort was stamped with
futility,
practice sinde‘Hovember^ 1942, accounted for two of the
raiders. . . ’

!fhe A.A., defences, v/ho had load plenty of

It v;as no?; the turn of Augusta; apart from the con
tinuous attention of fighter-bombers, it v;as to feel the
weight of the G-erman heaviee tavice before the Eighth Army
moved across the Straits, After two small afternoon
raids, each by four Me.109s, followed, at 2100 hours, an
attack by upv/ards of forty bombers (mostly Ju. 88s ?;ith a
fe?; Ju. 87s) ?;ho bombed the harbour ?7ithout doing much ham,
T.. A.F. -Beaufighters frora Cassibile ?;ere patrolling that

.  , . : night, but did not, intercept; , , the defence was left to the
A. A, units, who ..brought do?^ .t?;o Ju. 88s. . The next
morning, formations, of four, B.j?. 190d bombed the same port
t?;i'ce and three days later sone‘t?;enty F.¥. 90s bombed the
harbour just after noon. Patrolling Spitfires ran into
this force ?;hen it had joined up ?;ith a smaller force of a
dozen F.W.190s raiding Catania and adcounted for four of
the enemy, ?;hile another fell to ground gunners,
this ??as the largest fighter-bornber attack along the east
Sicilian shore, no?; jammed ?;ith material, is an index of
the general shortage of aircraft on the German side. There
were ample opportunities at several points for really
damaging concentrations of bombing attacks,
did not, because it could not, take advantage of them.

That

The EuftvTaffe

Coastal Air Force

Anti-Shipping Strikes by Coastal Air Force

After the sudden end to operations in Sicily, t?;o
Australian Wellingtons of'Ho. 458 Sqiuidron took off-early
on 18 August ?;ith t?;o torpedoes each to attack  a small
enemy convoy 25 miles YI. of Romey off Fiumara Grande.
¥eather prevented them checking results and other
Wellington reinforcements sent made no contacts; fog at
base had been forecast, so they returned home early,
the afternoon of 19 August four torpedo and four anti-flalc
Beaufighters ??ere reconnoitring in the same area ?;hen a
schooner ?;as spotted 12 miles S.E. of Civitavecchia.
After they had set it alight they wore jujnped by three
F.V4 190s and one MA.202.

On

One Beaufightor ere?;, ?;hose

ibid.

aircraft had been hit, made base just in tine to jump
out ?;hen their aircraft ?;ent ?ip in flonos. Again, on

/the night
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the night 22/ZJ> August, Australian Yfellingtons halted a
merchant vessel with a torpedo. Eight Beaufighters of
No.39 Squadron were.sent to continue the attack but

failed to find the ship and its four companions. All
they saw was five Ju. 52s and one, of the now rare six-

engined Me.323s (all transport aircraft). On 24 August
eight Beaufighters of No. 47 Sqmdron had a field dayj
four carried torpedoes; 15 miles N. of Civitavecchia
they sighted two barges, one tug and a schooner. The
barge was afire and the schooner sinking when one of the

latest model Italian fighters - a Re. 2001 - attacked.
A Beaufighter had to Jettison its torpedo. An hour

later, at 5 miles S. of Alistro, they attacked with
torpedoes and cannon fire a small vessel and ti^To tugs.
On the way home tv/o P.N. 190s came in to attack, but
unsuccessfully. , One of the Beaufighters v/hich v;as in
trouble ditched off Cani Island - the crew vrere picked

up by a launch and an American destroyer pinnace aided
by two Spitfires. On 2 September, a sharp attack on
two large barge type vessels 5 miles N. of Corsica
proved costly: tv70 of the ten Beaufighters engaged were

shot dovm by flak.

Defensive Role of.Coastal Air Force

Radar coverage had by now been extended from North
..Africa to Pantelleria, Lampedusa, Sicily and Ustica Island,
.owing to the progressive replacement of units in the west

of the theatre by U.S. personnel, and equipment,
the occupation of Sicily, Tactical Air Force received its

first Night Fighter squadron from Coastal Air Force,
equipped v/ith Mk.IV A.I.
island an iu^ierican Beaufighter squadron followed,
mass of port and convoy defence still lay v/ith Coastal
Air Force, who had only attained their present povrers of
interception of the enemy and control of own night
fighters by exercising ingenuity, intensive training ̂ d
a high degree of mobility among their ground units. I
Many difficult problems had been faced such as the inter
ception of low flying aircraft, for v/hich, it is worth
remembering, v/arning is recorded on.instruments much
later and closer inshore than say at 10,000 ft. While
the student should note that at this time the high power
G.C.I. sets were used for controlling and vectoring our

fighters on to enemy aircraft while protecting major
ports, whereas the C.O.L. station (originally designed
for warning and information only)# had to be equipped
with Very High Frequency (V.H.F.) and was then sited
along coasts to protect convoys against lov; flying
attack.

During

Soon after the fall of the
The

N.A. C.A.F,
Review of

Activities in
the ?Ye stern

and Central
Mediterranean

March - 30

September,1943.
Regd. No. 7209

Coastal Air Force had been hard put to cope with
the fast high-altitude, single seater reconnais
aircraft which the Germans had stripped down and sent

Airocobras v/ere

sance

over regularly. Spitfire \Ts. and
relatively poor in climb and altitude performance;
when the long awaited Spitfire IXs and Lightnings
arrived, and tvTo of the latter were attached to each
U.S. Airocobra squadron and a few Spitfire IXs to some
British Hurricane and Spitfire squadrons, the position

till unsatisfactory and the Lufi^vaffe did get
harbours and bomb them with some

eve

was s

through to our

n

success.
/The obligations

By September, 1943 there were ninety Radar
ground stations v/ithin the Coromand.

SECRET
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The obligations of Coastal Air Force prior to Baytovm
and Avalanche v/ere in general, as laid dov/n in the Outline
Air Plans, the protection of shipping and ports as they
were vacated by the Tactical Air Force 50 railes behind the
front line. The Allied anti-submarine war in the Mediter

ranean was still in the defensive stage - although that was
to undergo radical change before long - and, though the

Germans were being driven from the high seas, they suffered
as yet from no lack of experienced German seamen v/illing and
even anxious to try their luck in ships along the coastal
sealanes.

Anti-Submarine and Anti-Shipping
Operations 'by''Coas tal'Air’Force, ’’

The night before the fall of Sicily, five He.Ills
attacked a vessel out of Bone as it was joining a convoy,
and v/ith a torpedo hit sent it. to the bottom, v/ith three
hundred and twenty-five Italian Ps/W and three Allied crevf.
Two of four Boaufighters from No.219 Sqn. vectored on to

the Hes shot down two of them and ship's gunners  a third.
Every night onv/ards patrolling was extensive and continuous,
correlating \?ith the great number of ships both eastbound
and T/estbound along the N, African littoral and the shuffling
of units round Sicily and between that island and Africa.
On the night 18/19 August, for example, in the sector from
Bone eastwards, one Hudson, seven Beaufighters, eight
Spitfires and fifty-two x^irocobras of 3/8 Squadron (all 52
French), were airborne on convoy protection,
ception frequently picked up enemy aircraft, but these
preferred as a rule to keep their distance.

Allied inter-

N.A.C.A.F.

O.R.B.

G.R. anti-submarine pjatrols were the special role of

the Hudsons of Nos.608 and-500 Squadrons, the French
Latecoeres of No.4 S. Squadron and the Yfellingtons of No. 38
Squadron,

just in time; tell-tale oil patches and shots from the

darkness revealed the presence of others,
this ¥/ork were the Warhav/ks of the French Lafayette Squadron,
the Bisleys in N0.8IA Squadron and occasionally R.A.F. and
U.S. Spitfire Units.
4 S-French Squadron, and the Svrordfish of No. 8I3 Squadron,
each of v^hich carried a torpedo.

They sighted several submarines, who crash-dived

Also engaged on

There were, too, the Walruses of No.

Other /xir Operations in, the...Me.diterraneon
Thertre 1 AuPA^st

It is necessary at this point to, revieviT some of the

other activities of M.A.C. which, although not apparently
affecting the proposed landing areas, bore decisively on the

Y^'hole course of the campaign,
some one hundred and sixty Liberators of Ninth Bomber

N. A.A. F. ¥/. I. S. Command on the Rumanian Oil Refineries at Ploesti,
low level, in face of very intense flak and against the

A, A. F. in Tforld opposition of some eighty-five enemy fighters of siindry
War II Office

of A.F. History twenty-nine Liberators those, at Cajnpina.
U.S.A.F,

August opened v/ith a raid by

From a

types, the Liberators bombed the Ploesti refineries and

In the light of
the later grov/th of the'oil offensive to epic proportions,
it is as well to note what happened to the bombers on this

occasion and the results they clai
second attempt to bomb Plocsti.(1)

imed. This was only the

From the nwaber and variety of aircraft mustered and

the massed flak, it was clear that the Germans attached
major importance to their ;Puel output. Twenty Liberators
v/ere shot dovm over the ta.rget, five were destroyed when

/crash-landing

(1) The first was on l2 June, 1942, v/hen fifteen B-^s
were despatched.
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crash-landing in friendly territory, nineteen
missing and one crashed into the sea on the outward journey;
a total of fifty-four aircraft vi/ere lost, or 30 per cent of
the force employed. The apparent results .appeared
promising, but in light of later survey were by
decisive. At three refineries out of the six bombed, the
plant \vas put out of action for some time; the other,
although crippled, continued to function in part, and were
rapidly reconditioned.

In considering operations against Italy in the critical
formative period, the attacks by R,A,P, Bomber Command from
U.K, must, although their main significance was political,
not be omitted. These amounted to ten in. all, of which one
was against Genoa, v/hich seventy-three aircraft attacked
the night 7/8 August; four v/ere against Milan, where some
nine hundred aircraft attacked on the nights 7/8, 12/13, lVl5
and 15/16; three were against Turin, involving some three
hundred and eighty bombers on the nights 7/8, 12/13 and
16/17 August.

more were

no means

on

The month of August is also noteworthy for the first
attack on Austria by aircraft of Mediterranean Command,
On 13 August about one hundred Liberators of Eastern Air
Defences set out to bomb the Messerschmidt Factory at Wiener
Neustadt, near Vienna, Bad weather and poor visibility
conspired to baffle the attackers; north of Zagreb thirty-
two aircraft gave up hopes of finding their v/ay further and
turned back,

the target.
Daimler Works.

Sixty-one of the balance pressed on and found
They damaged every building in the Steyr

A hangar was destroyed and twenty aircraft
the ground destroyed or damaged at the aircraft works and

heavy damage brought about at the Henschel Works,
occasion, in view of the unexpectedness of an attack,
opposition was slight,
scrambled to meet them - probably from the Udine neighbourhood -
and seven P.W.190s were found at Wiener Neustadt itself.

on

On this

air

On the v/ay some thirteen F.W,190s

A glance must be taken, too, at the infancy of the
operations by the Special Squadron of Eastern Air Defences
over coimtries soon to form the right flank of the Allied
armies in Italy, and a note made that the partisans in the
Balkans were supplied during August v/ith 64 tons in Jugoslavia,
18^tons in Albania, 148 tons in Greece, and 2 tons in Crete.
This traffic was to grow vastly in the course of time and a
special air force formed from the rib of Mediterranean Allied
Air Forces, to be christened the Balkan Air Force,
more unusual event, which was to establish a precedent for
transcontinental flights in co-operation vd.th the bases of
another theatre was the landing, on.17 August, of one hundred
and forty Portresses of Eighth Bomber.Command, in North Africa,
after bombing the Messerschmidt Factory at Regensburg.
Dlying spurth across the Mediterranean, seven aircraft had
to force land in the sea north of Bone and forty-three of
their crews were, -thanks -to the Air Sea Rescue organisations
of Coastal Air Force, rescued.

One

Seven days later eighty-four
of these aircraft bombed Bordeax on the return flight to U.K.

.3. I .8..„.S.eptember, 1243.„,. .in
Preparation for Avalanche !

li-.A.F. in Strategic Air Force, assisted by elements of Ninth Air
World War II Force, now turned to the objects of neutralising the enemy
Office of A.F.air forces and disrupting communications within striking
History distance of Salerno. The first object they partially achieved
U.Sji.F, -in a series of co-ordinated attacks on the fighter bases in
Operation the Naples area, namely Capua, Capodichino and the two
Avalanche Grazzanise landing grounds. The night 3/4 September, seventy-
M.A.T.A.F, one Wellingtons opened the attack,

G.2607OO/DEV//3/50 ..S...E.C RET
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Lt Capua dispersal areas vrere hit and some aircraft damaged,
v/hile the Capodichino field v/as cratered and its^ hangars
daiTiaged. They sa\v their bombs .explode and start fires.

The aircraft attacking Capua dropped, as v;as' very frequently
,  done, a' large weight of propaganda leaflets (^)' prepared by

the Psychological Warfare Department of h.P.H.Q. Pour of
the Capua mission's aircraft turned to attack the small

coastal town of Torre hnnunziata and Grazzanise landing
gro\ind. Neither mission met any enemy aircraft or
siiffered loss. Grottaglie airfield was severely bombed by
twelve Halifaxes, and four Liberators of Ninth Bomber Command.

The next day, the whole area was concealed by a.thick pall
of cloud, but the bombers set out. .Nineteen out of forty
Portresses, heavily escorted by their ovm Lightnings, sent
to raid Capita airfield, dropped their load of bombs on

Terracina town and the landing ground 3 miles to the West,

instead^ ten enemy aircraft fought this much superior force
for the loss of'one Portress and a Me.109. The rest of

the Portresses dispatched returned their bombs to store.
Another mission of forty-one Portresses had even less luck,
failing to locate the airfield at Capodichino. A few
Me.109s met dropped some aerial bombs, which fell wide.

Strategic Lightnings joined in the action,
were dispatched, flying in at.ahiiost gro-und level,
nov/ the weather vfas so hostile that only twelve foun.d their

target. No.1 Satellite at Grazzanise.
of their surprise advent to shoot up a tew aircraft
standing idle,

target, the Radar station on Ventotene Island, v/hich they
bombed v/ith dubious results,

odd targets, of which there was a profusion in those days;
goods trains, gun positions and M/T on the ,road.

Sixty
Even

They took advantage

Others of the fomation,.flevir on to a key

They shot at a variety of

■Thirty-
six others were sent, vainly, to bomb the landing ground

Between the coast andin the same airfield complex.
Sessa Aurunca, they attacked barrack rooms, pov/er station
and grid lines,
entire Grazzanise effort was a Pieseler S torch 1^6 CoriTmani-
cations aircraft, the type used for the transport of high-
ranlcing officers.

The only enemy aircraft destroyed in the

A great deal more had to be achieved before it could
be claimed that Grazzanise was crippled. Another seventy-
nine Wellingtons set out the same, night - 4/5 September -
to continue the assault. The firs.t formr.tion dropped
long delay bombs with, dubious success on No.1 Satellite
and the second cajue in later over, .w^hat, in the light of
their ovm flares, seemed to be the main airfield.  A heavy
load was dropped, not as thought on the field, but four miles
away. In all, a night v/asteful but not entirely profitless,
for a big ammunition dump was hit. Grazzanise had the
rest of the night and a-forenoon to recover, but .in the
afternoon one hundred Marauders and fifty Mitchells
(escorted by Lightnings) bombed No.1 Satellite and the main
field, successfully, as photographs showed. There was
unconvincing opposition by a nmber of German and Italian
fighters. The rest of the hundred Mitchells allocated to
the ta.rget were defeated by the overcast vveather, so they
bombed railv/ay bridges, tracks and highway j-ust S,l7. of
Minturno, (beforo long to become a key point in the
German defence system). Grazzanise airfields were by
now well cratered and only partially serviceable.
Gapodichino received one more visit:before the invasion.
It was an emibitious raid on 6 September, by sixty-six
Portresses; but thanks to the omnipresent cloud only
eighteen bombed the airfield, v/hich suffered a little more ■

^;

Referred to in official documents as nickels.
(1)
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cratering but still continued to function. A fev/ fighters
only put up token resistance. The defence was obviously
husbanding its reso’jrces.

On the sane day a force of one hundred and tv/elve

Mitchells and about one hundred Lightnings bombed Capua about
noon. It was confirned that their bombs covered the field

'With one hundred and forty craters,, The barracks and a
hangar were set on fire and four fighters on the ground
destroyed. The air opposition was again half-hearted.
Some fighters vrenb for the escort^ neglecting the bombers.
Cloud cover the same day wrecked another effort by seventy-
four Fortresses to reach Poaigliano airfield; almost tloe
entire bomb load was carried back to base.

Sumning up the results of the attack against the Naples
area fighter groups, it could be said that Capua was unservice-'
able for a short time and the others partly so. Many a
well-cratered field showed up 24 hours later on photographs
as having been levelled. The margin of time between the
raids and the actual landing in fact allowed the enemy to
repair most of the not very heavy damage inflicted. Bad
weather achieved what enemy fighters and flak could not, by
preventing follow-up raids.

Effort to cripple the Luftwaffe's Heavy Bomber Bases

Ibid Other counter air force operations bore out the pressing
need to break down the formidable concentration of heavy bombers
at Foggia and Viterbo, so dangerously near the coming convoy
and battle areaS; The first of two raids on Viterbo, the
smaller and more northerly base, .took place on 5 September;
if the one hundred and thirty Fortresses taking part did not

eliminate more than a few aircraft, they put the airfield out
of action. The second attack in the late phase, and the
fourth in September, was well-timed for the night 7/8
September, v/hen forty-eight llellingtons bombed without loss.
It was hoped to have put out the airfield and some of the

fifty-seven Ju,86s juot photographed there; a dozen heavy flak
guns putip patchy resistance, but were fairly accurate.
Reports of resxaJ.ts were not too encouraging. The dispersal
was, as at Foggia, good. At the latter, certainly, the
succession of Allied attacks did not appreciably affect the

bomber strength and ser/iceability. Indeed, Foggia served
at the time of ahe Salerno landiiigs as the base for all the

fighter units of the Close Support Forces, as well as a large
force of Ju.88 bombers,

and Halifaxes of the Eastern Air Defences M.E, (Ninth Bomber
Command) set out the same night - 7/8 September - to bomb
San Pa.ncrazio airfield, a small base in the Heel which might
vrell serve the retreating C-ermans as a base for  a few

Another small force of Liberators

N.A.A.F, Daily fighters,
Op/int,
Summaries. TLie last attempt to cripple Foggia before the Salerno

landings came on 7 September.
Portresses,
Nos.l and 2.

Aboiit one hundred and twenty
for che loss of two o.ircra.ft, bombed Satellites

T^iree of the four groups engaged ran into
aggress.ive opposition by some fifty to siucty fighters, mostly
He. 109s and F.V4l90s. Seme came in to 300 yards range and
"rocket type she3.1s leaving a tr^il of white smoke" revealed
the jjresenoe of some elements of the Eort.ar Staffe.ls of

Jagd Geschwader No.3 or No. 33, who could now muster a dozen
serviceable aircraft They fought the bombers for upwards of
half an hour, over and from the tacaget, losing thirty-seven
aircrcLft in the struggle. The photographs of the event were

/disappointing.
SECRET
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disappointing, for 'botVi fields v/erc left fully serviceable,
altViough six Ju. 88s and four 3.E. Fighters were left damaged on
Satellite No.2.

The week's work proved the difficulty of destroying even
l.orge enemy air formations on the ground when the airfields are

large and the aircraft skilfully dispersed, especially in bad
weather such as ruled througho'ut the \/holo week.
Outline plan had envisaged the possible need for attacks on the
enemy's Sardinian airfields,

island had substantially decreased, in view of the decision to
evacuate throiugh Corsica

air target left, namely Pabillonis landing ground, and this v/as

dealt v\Tith on 5, 7 and 8 September, by a total of over one
hundred U. S. V/arhav/ks.

The Air

By this time air strength on the

There v/as nov/ only one bomb-worthy

Strategical and Tactical Attackson Qonnuniqatipns

3 - 8 September 1943N.A.A.P. Weekly
Intelligence
Summary. The Air Forces' other main comimitment at this time v/as

conmunications, especially those leading to the Salerno area.

N.A.A.P. mily On the night of 3/4 September began the concentration on rail-
Op/lnt. Summaries, way points near Salerno v/ith an eighteen Boston raid on

Battipagliaj four Mitchells and thirty-tv/o Warhcwks went out
to extinguish the Eadar at Pula, where their bombs hit both

On the night 5/6 a force of
forty-eight V/ellingtons started fires in Villa Litemo marshall-

History U.S.A.P. ing yards,
of v/hich crash-landed at Monte Corvino.

A. A.F. in 'World

War II. Office of Preya and Win-zbiurg Stations.
Air Force

A few Mosquitoes went intr'jding over the area, one
Close on the heels of

the Wellingtons followed forty-three Portresses, who after

bombing Capodichino and Pornigliano airfields, divided their

efforts between Villa Literno railvvoys, Gaeta Harbour and
Minturno rail yards,
eight \7ellingtons set the Battipaglia marshalling yard on fire.
Sulmona, to the North, had already been hit again on
3 September; it was now the turn of Benevento.
Bostons and six Baltimores bombed these vital(0

The same night 6/7 September, forty-

Twenty-one
marshalling

yards on the night 7/8 September, completing the blockage.
One-hundred Wellingtons v/ent back on the night 8/9 to
Battipaglia to sYfcll the blockage there and at Eboli.
formations of Wellingtons bombed G-aeta .and Porio harbo'urs,
(near Naples), the same night, a cover move which, in the light
of later revelations, could not have distracted the Germans.

Small

The Raid on Kesselring's H. Q.

One all-out attack on German Army Headquarters was planned
It Was Icnovm that -in-C.

A.A.P. in World

and launched at a critical moment.War II Office of

Air Force

History U. S.A.P.
South, General Kesselring, had his two operational H. Qs
Frascati near Rome. It Was to the advantage- of the Al

at

lies to
paralyse this nerve centre just before the landing,
hundred and thirty-one Portresses were over the target at
1209 hours and from then to 1234 houi's dropped 389 tons of .
mixed bombs on the area.

One

The flak was, as might be expected,
intense and accurate and a Portress fell to it. Battle vfaa

Joined by some forty enemy aircraft, who lost heavily to the
defensive armament of the Portresses. These claimed tvTenty-tv/o

t'/o M. A. 202s and two Re. 20001s destroyed,
Damage among' the villas was

Me, 109s, tw-o P.W.109S,
as well as several prob.ables.
considerable and the axis radio reported that.Kesselring
narrowly escaped death.

/senior

(l) Some 33 miles due North of Salerno.

(2) Luftflotte 2 and O. B. S.’W.
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Senior German officers admitted later that many buildings
Y/ere destroyed and the signals netvirork very badly disrupted.

Immediatelybut less than ten per cent casioalties suffered,

C.S.D. I.C. Report
N0.A.592/M.935
Von Pohl Series

(Air) C.M.P. after the attack an operational control section v/ith the most

vital records and equipment v/as sent up to Monte Gavo, an

important link in the German communications system and also in
their radio nete/ork, and of great value in view of the poor
Italian communications. By 1800 hours the same day the H. Q.

The attack, theywas again in control of the situation,
claimed, did not interfere with ground operations that day or
air operations for the following night: their dispositions
were already made.

Coastal Air PoTO AntiyS.hipping Strikes, an Anti.r.Submarine

Operations ...between. ...Ope.rati.ons, .B.ay.t.Qwn an.d..„Ay;alanche

On f0!or days between 2 and 8 September, aircraft of
A.H.B. II J.1/43. Coastal Air Force v/ere hard at work finding the elements of

v/hat v;as now a dv/indling coastal shipping force. Results v/ere

poor. On the 6 September, ten Beaufighters set out to deal
with a'tanker and three E-Boats, sighted a few miles off

Leghorn. All the six torpedoes carried v/ere launched against
the small convey, but v/ith apparently negligible results.
Continuous patrol ‘was maintained up to the eve of the landings
over normal coastwise convoy traffic, over every mile of sea

from Oran to Bizerta and over ships taking up their final

dispositions. The same squadrons as before of Beaufighters,
Walruses, Sv/ordfishes, French Latecoeres, Kittyhav/ks, Airocobras,

Hudsons and Bisleys, covered our cargo ships and transports
along the North African coast or v/ent after suspected sub

marines over the areas through v/hich the assault forces must

pass. Although their presence served principally as a

deterrent, there were incidents to justify the high consumption
of effort. For example, late on 3 September, ■ a Ju. 88 attacked
a convoy off Gherchell (Algiers) and was dainaged (but not
fatally), by seven escorting Beaufighters. There was one

night attack by German aircraft on an Allied convoy on the

night 2/3 September, off Gape Tenez.
failed to make use of their opportunities.
Beaufighters scrambled - but made no contacts,
escorting destroyers v/as liit but made port.

N.A.A.P. W.I.S.

Nos. 42, 43-

C.A.P./Air/
O.R.B.

Once again, the bombers
The three

One of the

State of the L;uf tvTaff.e

First Use of Windov/ by Luftw;affe in Mediterranean

The only other attempt before Avalanche to interfere with

shipping concentrations v/as on the night 6/7 September at
Bizerta. A force of seventy-nine bombers set out from base;

Three waves ofthe majority reached Bizerta at 2040 hours.
Ju. 88s and He.i11s, each of about fifteen aircraft each,

plotted flying in over Bizerta and Ferryville.
was saturated by Y/indow, dropped by the enemy for the first
time in the Mediterranean, and v/ere so unable to achieve
complete accuracy,
method, it proved a costly night for the eneny;
fell to A.A. gunners and five to Beaufighters.

A handful of men were wounded;

we

Although the defence v/as confused by t

Not a ship
a few torpedoeswas hit.

re

Allied radar
Mare Nostr-um

No.52 (period
ical) M. A.C.A.F,

his
four bombers

fell
The only serious long rangeharmlessly outside Ferryville.

bomber effort by the Luftwaffe against a profusion of sitting
targets in the assembly ports ended in failure.

/German

G. 260700/ilj/4/50 SECRET
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G-ermn Long Range Bomber Situation

Most of the available Ju, 88s, a few Do. 217s and the. Long
range reconnaissance Ju.88s and Me.210s, in all some one hundred
and. seventy more or less serviceable aircraft v/e re based at
Poggia(’l). and Viterbo airfield. Most of the He.Ill torpedo

Of thebombers - some fifty/sixty aircraft - v/ere at Salon,
one hundred and sixty Ju, 88s photographed on 7 September on
Poggia fields, upwards of one hundred were bombers, the rest
reconnraissance aircraft. On Viterbo fields were photographed
another fifty-seven Ju.88s(2).probably all bombers.

There had been heavy falls in the overall strength of the
German Air Porce in the entire. Mediterranean from one thousand,
two Hundred and fifty in early July to one thousand and eighty-
five on the fall of Sicily and now to eight hundred and eighty
aircraft, of v/hich only about six h\ondred were in the Central
Mediterranean; but the reduction v/as largely in fighters 'with-
dra'wn to Germany,
the bomber position v/as more stable.
3 ~ 5 September, while thousands of troops poured thro.ugh the
Calabrian funnel, only thirty-eight long range bomber sorties
were recorded.

Pighter moves were fluid and confused but
During the period

The formation of seventy-nine against Bizerta
was merely,a desperate gesture, interrupting a process of
conservation for days of greater need in Italy, and, it was

firmly hold in some quarters, Sardinia. The general state of
bomber readiness v/as fairly high, but machines were often worn
out and crews very nixed in quality. 0. C. Bombers in Sout h

Prance sent the aircraft of K.G. 26 and Ki,G,,1QQ. down to Central
Italy, to stiffen the bomber forces for an intended all-out
effort.

N.A.A.P.Y/.I.S.

1943.
German Close support .’Jeatoess

The close support forces under Luftlpttp 2 v/ero far from

lifter the loss of Sicily an O.C,.,,.Close Supportadequate.

C.a.labria had been set up, v/orking hand in glove with 0,,.,C.
Pighter Operations Calabria,
established an Advmced H. Q. with the task of using the weak
force in the region to the best advantage,
suffered even more sorely than the Allied Air Forces the tug of

In the same area Pliegerkurps,. II

The L'uftv/affe had

/the needs

(1) On D Day Baytown, Poggia housed the follov/ing Gruppen.

Gruppen I and II of Kampf Ge.schv/ador 1
Gruppe II
Gruppe III
Gruppen I and II of

Gruppe II

(Lehr Geschwader' of experts/experimentalists)

■ of 30K.G.

of 54K. G.

K.G. 100

of L.G. 1

X

Note A Geschv/ader, comprised normally 3 Gruppen, each of
3 Staffeln, end represented, with its Stab (staff) Plight,
about 100 aircraft.

K.G, 1.00 v/as a newcomer to the theatre since early August,
when it arrived equipped to use Glider and PX bombs.

(2) Units at Viterbo I and III/K. G. 3,0.were:-
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the needs of other theatres and, during August, had lost three

GruppenC ) mainly to the Aostern Front defence forces, one
Gnupne being due to return to Capua after refitting. They also
felt the pinch after the heavy losses in the air and on the

ground in Sicily and Italy and never ca-ught up v/ith the loss of

those aircraft abandoned in Sicily. There were in Italy at

this tiiae eight Gruppen of fighters. (2)
between ifO - 70 per cent. ¥e knev/ from experience that after

a week's intensive effort it v/ould fail by another 4-0 per cent
of the present ratio. The Germans, now convinced that
Sardinia was already condemned, arranged in accordance v/ith

Operation Achse for Pliegerfuohrer Sardinia to transfer his

Battle H.Q. to Ghisonaccia airfield in Corsica, to be followed

in a fe’w days by his flying units. Sardinian airfields were

put methodically out of fiction.

Serviceability rangedGeneral Back

ground Informa
tion from

D. of 1.(0).

' German.../appreciations.,..of,,,Allied I.ntentions

The landings in Italy in the areas chosen were no surprise
for the Germans and the evidence for that undoubted fact must

now be considered. Certain basic information v/as available to

The Germans, hence, knev/ that the gradients at
Salerno vvere the most favourable on the West coast and that the

moon period would be most favourable during the period chosen.

Their reconnaissance aircraft v/ore attempting to fix the

dimensions of the prejjarations, although inadequately,
noted the progressive pattern of the air attacks on radar sites
and communications in the South, and the blits on the circle of

airfields in the Naples and Foggia .areas and doubtless plotted
their significance in terms of range.

They

Admiral Western

Task Force Report.both sides.

"Salerno"

Captured Gennan
Document

(with A.H.B. 6).

GQ,rman .fe,nth,..,Arny:,..G,oiiTrnan.dbr'.,s..c.o.rrect...Appreciation ..of
Significance, .of „„Naplesr.Salernq ..Area

Appreciation by
10th Germ.any Army as Commander Designate of the Tenth Army, believed in active
to C.-in-C.,
South, 11.8.1943. sector, as v/ell as on both coasts of Southern Calabria. In
Captured German view of the battle which was to follow four weeks later, his
Document. Report appreciation of 11 August is interesting. He sav/ Allied

landings in the Naples-Salerno sector as the main danger to the

whole of the German forces in Southern Italy and advoco.tcd
reinforcing the actiial Inadequate /ucis forces at that point, by
one motorised division. It v/as foreseen that Southern Calabria

General of Armoured Troops Von Vietinghoff, in his capacity

moves against possible Allied landings in the Naples-Salemo

No.18. ArmyH.Q.
Ottawa (with
A.H.B. 6).

would have to be evacuated up to the narfov/ part of the isthmus
around Castrovillari. .No.s., Xey and LX^I Corps must eventually
join forces farther north and be ready to counter any Allied
landings.

Notes on

Conversation

v/ith Fuehrer
Von Vietinghoff's representations seem to have carried

some v/eight at the conference of 1 7 August, at which Hitler,
Keitel and Jodi v/ere present,
with the fear of a landing in Sardinia, defined the Naples-

Captured German Salerno furea as the centre of gravity of any campaign in
Document. Report Southern' Ita.ly, to be held in any event, as the focal point of
No.18 Army H.Q., all supply lines.
Ottav/a.

17.8.1943

G.M.D.S. 4-2803/2
Hitler, although still obsesse

He went as far as ordering three Divisions

/t

d

o be

(1) II/N.J.G,*2 (night fighters), fl .Z.G.I. (new type fighter)
Stab, and, II.l/S,...K,,G,. 1.0,.

(2) l.I„and ,lll/S.„K. G, 10, IV/j.,,.G. 3,
Stab, I,. II ,and ..IIl/j,,.G.53.

.Stab... and ,1, sm.d ll/j.,.,G. 77,

G. 260700/1,fW/A/50 SECRET
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to be transferred there,

espeoially Calabria, by delaying actions with fully mobile
forces, but cnl^r evacuate it under pressure,
visualised the' possibilit3'- of a mass -.vithdravral to Central
Italjr, backed bjr the Gothic Line, is clear in his order for
preparations for such a move to bo made if ordered,

.Ge.rmans. still considpring Calabrian.Landing as unlikely

He would defend Southern Italy,

That ho

G.I1D.S.L2803/2
22 Aug. 1943
Captured Gerra.an
Document from

Report No. 1 8
Arm^'- H. Q. Ottav/a

On his arrival at Polla on 22 August and assumption of
command of Tenth Amy, having conferred on route vdth
Kessolring, Von Vietinghoff ViTrote mother appreciation,
document, while it paid lip service to the liitler concept of
Corsica and Sardinia, and gave a landing in Southern Ital^r only
as a sGGondar3'- possibilit3r, onl3'- thinly veiled the author's

o\m concern v/ith the Naplos-Salorno sector and shrewdly
pointed out the unlikelihood of the imain l<andlng coming in
Calabria. (This plan (Buttress) Imad only been cmcelled in
favour of Avalanche five days prcviuusl3r. ;
that a landing in Apulia vd.th its Adriatic seaboard Y/as a

probable course of action, not to be left out of account, for

did it not open up possibilities of action against the Balkans,
alwa3rs n. sensitive sp. t in Genmcan eyes?

This

It vro.s considered

Ge.rraan ...Change o.f.... View on ...,2.9 .„ August

G. M.D.S. A2803/2
29 August 1943
Report No. 18
I-inny H,Q. ,
Ottaiwa.

The view that a large-scale Allied landing in Southern
Calabria v;as' rather a remote possibilit3r changed after
22 August, as intensive air reconnaissance, heav3'- artillerj'-
bombardments across Ifessina Straits and from Allied ships
(detailed in Chapter Three) md prisoners from the
Cornmeando raids in the Toe all pointed to a definite menace from
that quarter,

had no knowledge of tho exact beaches, they were -very near the
mark and rightly assessed the Allied intention of holding dom
the formations then in the South, so that they could not take
any part against a main landing elsewhere.

The signs wore correctly read and although they

G-rOT/th of feman Conyictiem of a Landing in Naples-Salerno-
Gaetn lire a ■

On 17 August, it was definitely decided to proceed vd.th^
the major landing at Salerno. On the same do3r tho /Awehr(l)
heard that the Allies planned to land in Salerno Gulf and push
across Italy through .Ivollino - Bonevento - Noggia - Ba.ri,
Others, a few da3^s la^er, thought Gaeta a more likely spot.
There were occasional scares in late August at tho sight of
some of our larger ounvo3fs. The /irmy pointed out tho need to
press on with the defence cf Apulia, Calabria and Campania.
Now strong points were built in the hills round Salerno,
covered by Tiger tanlcs. Kossclring, the German 0. -in-0. , an
old Luft^vaffo man, had v/amed his Commanders in mid-August to

expect a landing, vathout S]5eoif3d.ng where. The Luftv/affc
itself held that Naplos-Salomo was the likely target, not only
■with the object of bisecting 'bhe Gorman ground forces, but of
driving L.uftfl.ottc .2 off Noggia, so that Southern Germany, with
its vast jiroduction plant, could be bombed. The thought of
Hoesti does not seen to have entered their minds.

Admiral Y/estem
Task Norce

Report

tho most striking individual piece of evidence
that tho Allies \/oro o:r;ected in tlie Naples-Salcrno-axeta area
v/as the disposition of the six Gcmman Divisions south of Rome
(t.he Tq.n.th

IPerhari,

Fcr two weeks before the main asso.ult tliree

/of these

(l ) Secret Intelligence Organisation.
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of these - 16 PaxLzer M 15, P-mzer G-renadier pivision and
Hermann, Gp.ering pi.vis.io^^ - were strung out in the Caeta-Salerno

area, "16 ,,,,Panze,H.,.„DiY.i,sipn
was in the immediate vicinity of Salerno; guarding the Gulf of

Gaota was 15,.,Panzer Grena.dier Division, brought up to strength,
after its evacuation with nine thousand men from Sicily.
Caserta, betv/een them, was Hermnn Goering Divisip^^ also

rehabilitated, so disposed as to act as a mobile reserve,
spite of what was happening in Calabria from 3 Septoraber
onwards, these Divisions stood fast.

a. little ¥/ay back from the coast.

At

In

26 Pan z er , piyi.s i.o.n,
25 Panzer Grsnad.ier Division and the reirnining elements of

H0.I Plieger Division were in North Calabria, retiring behind

their ovm demolitions, and elements , of 3 Panzer Ko^s were

based South of Chiusi, mopping-up Italian centres of resistance
round•Lake Bracciano,

Ajjart from these patent moves, and a number of Local cases

of nerves, nothing happened to suggest that the enemy actually
expected landings at the time anywhere in Italy except in the

general area where they aotui-illy took place.
Task Force Report August, a full-dress rehearsal exercise was carried out on
on Operation
Avalanche.

Admiral l/Testern At the end of

Salerno Betiches for the repulse of a night landing,
before the assault, Rommel had ordered the taking over of all

coastal defences and, .after the Italian armistice on the

e’/ening of 8 September, their strengthening,
then, correctly appreciated the general .area and time of the
assault, but not, in the event, the exact location and hour.

A week

The Germans,

/chapter 4

G. 260700/m/k/50 SEC R„,E T
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CHAPTER

THE ASS/ilJLTS

THE LMDINGS IN- Ci\L/J3RIA

.Admiralty M. OT3838/4-3
Flag Officer
Sicily's Report on
Operation Baytovm,'

By three o'clock in the morning of Friday
3 September 1943j exactly four years from the outbreak
of war, the operation was well under way.
darlcness of Messina Straits the convoys for the three
appointed beaches, three hundred landing craft in
strength, had sailed fi*om Augusta, Taormina, Catania,
Santa Teresa and Mili Marini, to rendezvous off the
latter port and quietly steam towards the Calabrian
shore, covered by povrerful offshore forces of the Royal
Navy and protected by assault and supporting craft.
At 0330 hours the silence was broken by a barrage of
the guns of the Eighth Army - one bjindred and tv/enty-
five naval guns ranging from I+" to 15", four hundred
and ten i'ield, and one hundred and twenty medium army
guns in all - the. climax of a succession for days past
of array and v/'arship bombardments,
continued to play on the Calabrian beaches bebiveen
Gallico and Reggio and succeeded v/ith a final blast of

a full outfit of rockets in sv/eeping the Italian defence
back into the foothills,

v/ere due to touch down, the barrage was lifted.

In the

The b,arrage

Just before the first craft

N.A.A.F. W.I.S.

Sept. 1943.
N.A. A.F., ORB.

Appendices.

F.M. Montgomeiy' s
''El A lame in t the
Sangro River"
A.F.H.Q. G. 2

\Teekly Summaries

Admiralty Battle
Summaries,

The first v/ave of the 17th Brigade touched down
at 0440 hotirs, just a little north of their intended
position on Hov/ Beach, about the same time as the first
T/ave of 13th Brigade, due on George Beach, touched
dovm close to Torrente Scuccioli and Gallico. -They
found their way in despite an unexpected heavy smoke
screen for v/hioh Eighth Army vrerc to blame,
consulting Flag Officer Sicily, the Eighth j-irmy had
included five hundred smoke shells in the barrage

The craft ran into a visibility reduced' to

Without

quiver.
20 yards, a great handicap although first light was^
breaking,
fell into confusion, ovdng to the smoke,
there was little prepared opposition, nothing but.some
desultory shelling as the craft approached and on
tlirough the day; there vrere no cas'ualties among
British and Canadian troops, either at How or George

/Beaches

The follov/-up flight for George Beach also
Fortunately

G. 260700/147/3/50 3 E. C R E T
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Beaches, or at Fox Beach, Tfhere a Brigade of the  1 st
Canadian Division boaohed at 0450 hours.

San Giovanni seemed almost deserted; v/hite flags were

fluttering from windov/s. ("I)

Reggio and

/dr Operations onthe First Day

At daybreak began standing patrols of all the D. A.P.
322 and 329 Wings Spitfires of Nos. 322 and 329 Wings over the Straits and the
Wo. 1 M.O.R.U.

O.R.B.

A.A.F. In World

f/ar II.
Office of Air

Force History
U.S.A.P.

N.A.T.A.F* 9

Sicilian loading ports beteeen Augusta and Catania, landing
craft and naval \inits offshore, and disembarking troops.
A force of Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells, escorted by
fighters, straffed Crotone airfield v/ith good results,
airfields at Camigliatello, recently reported as harbo'uring
a score of enemy fighters, were visited at 0803 hours by
sixty-nine Mitchells,

o

Nothing much came of these attacks
except some cratering, hits on buildings, a Me.l09
destroyed and a few damaged.
Crotone field, still in use.

Tw

A few Baltimores attacked

The /irmy moved forward without opposition, occupying
Reggio and Scilla before noon, v/ith Kittyhav/ks, Bostons and
Baltimores attacking gun areas ahead of its advance, north
of Orti, southof Scilla, east of San Stefano. Medium
bombers went further inland to tap the roots and joints of

supply and comm'jnications. A mixed force of thirty-six
Mitchells, Bostons and Baltimores straddled Cosenza with

bombs and a force of thirty-six Invaders, v?ith twelve of the
same aircraft as escort, hit the t\xnnel, yards and oil tanks
at Marina di Catanzaro rail yards and Stalgetti rail junction,
(it was in these latter regions that the retreating Germans
were bottlenecked). The Allied aircraft operated in
compcorative imrn'anity. At Cosenza throe fighters interfered.
In the afternoon eighteen plus Me.109s and F.W. 190s
intercepted by Spitfires on their Wfiy in to bomb Messina and
so harassed that they jettisoned their bombs in the sea,
German reconnaissance v/as intent on keeping touch v/ith the
flow of surface civaft and sent over tv/o Ju.OSs to observe
Sicilian ports. The first \was shot dovm.

MTere

/Light

(1) Coastal Defence
Tenth Arn^jr War
Diary & GMDS

428oyi
As late as 30 August all Italian demands for greater

Gorman participation in the protection of the immediate
30 Aug. 00 3 Sept, coastal strips had been met by the statement that it v/as the
Captxrred German

Documsnts. .Army
HQ. , Ottawa -
Report No, 18,

task of the Italians to protect the coastline, and the task
of the Germans to throw their highly mobile divisions into
the breach at the scene of any major landing. On  3 September
the Corrmander of the Seventh Italian /irmy requested German
help in throv/ing the enemy back''into' the sea. The reply was

. that such a course of action Virould be out of step v/ith
German intentions, and was therefore declined,
knew that the first hours of a landing were the decisive ones,
but had no intention, especially in view of their evacuation
plans, of exposing their troops to the fire of naval guns
and becoming pinned dovm in fightin;^
from the probable scene of the main action.

The Germans

on beaches far removed

The Italians

were unaware of the German intention to evacuate Calabria

irithout major resistance, although the thinning out of air
personnel and the preparations for demolishing certain
airfields, must have been apparent.
Luf-twaffe activated a new local air coiTanand Close

Suppprt„.Q.alabria with Pigh,tQE.,..D,pe.i’a.t.io.ns.,...G,ala.bria
co-operating closely.

O

Meanwhile the
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Light .. Opposi ti on

Groimd targets v/ere hard to find; )
starred long enough in one place for aircraft to find them
where first reported, although up near Cosenza some
Kittyhav\rks did, a little damage to on the move. Only-
two enemy a.ircraft fell as a result of , chance meetings.
Yet the LuftYKiffe \vas not idle. One hundred and twenty-
three of their fighters scrambled and carried out free
lance patrols, escorted fighter bombers or rescued their
airmen from the sea. Forty German ground attack aircraft
operated ineffectively against the landings. As the day
vvore on the bag of Italian prisoners increased. Only a
solitary German straggler v/as netted. The British Division

pushed on towards Ba.gna.ra, with Nicastro a. likely goal at
the end of the week, vdiile the Canadians faced the hilly
country, mth Catanzaro as their first big objective.
Reggio airfield fell an early prize, dajmaged but repairable
in a short time. Gallico village was also in our hands by
the close of Friday. There was no break in the ferry
service from Santa Teresa. Y/hile patrols felt their way
ahead, Eighth ilrmy poured into Calabria.

OonimandQ...L,an.di.hg...,,h,t,....E,&ga,ara^ ̂  ̂

the Germans neverNo.1 M.O.R.U.

O.R.B.

8th Army
Operations
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

Ibid

C.A. F. 0. R. B.
About 2A hours after the first troops had landed, a

Commando of -two hundred and sixty men was landed a.t Bagnara,
a few miles ahea.d of the main forces. They took the small
German garrison completety by surprise and on 5 September
were joined bj'- the main advance part of XIII Br. Corps.
Sulmona, well up in Central Italjr, was bombed by thirty-
four Liberators of Ninth Bomber Command v/ho met the record

fighter opposition for this period in the theatre, losing
six aircraft.

The only .night acti-vity, apart from night fighters, was

a raid by sixteen Halifaxes and Liberators against
Grottaglie airfield in the Heel, where eighteen single-
engined fighters had been photographed,
eagerly scanned on the saine day were those sho-wLng t?/o

Italian cruisers moving out of Taranto Harboiir into the
Gulf,

revealed po threat from the sea.

that hard work on the rail tracks in the Naples and SuLmona

area had not yet cleared all the blocks.
T/ere on the move, but there was no sign of onj'- migration
southwards to help the Axis divisions now retiring with

their legendary speed.

Other pictures

The two seas had been combed and the results so far

It was seen, however.

Some wagons

The Second Daj'-

On Saturdajr A September the air was relatively quiet,
the enemy staying v^rell hidden from the air and still
declining battle with the ground forces; the elements
favoured these tactics by pro-vlding general cloudy
conditions, so negativing attempts to photograph their
airfields. Twenty-four Baltimores, with Spitfire escort.

Ibid.

2/5 A.A.S.O.
War Diary

/attacked

(l) During the daj’- D.A. P. recorded 273 Spitfire,
131 Warha\7k, 99 Kittjrhawk and 2 Mustang sorties.

(2) Operation Hooker.

G. 26O7OO/MV/3/5O SECRET
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322 Wing O.R.B. attacked a gun area near San Stefano. The /jrmy moved into
the ground they had hombod: others reconnoitred ahead of

the troops. L patrol of a dozen aircraft over Ifessina
proved to be justified, when a formation of twent^r enemy
aircraft, this tinae Biainljr Italian 110.2023, came in to bomb

shipping at Messina and the landing beaches. The enem^''
broke up in confusion, jettisoned their bombs and had a

hard fight before thejr got away, with seven aircraft missing.
Some time later, the patrol was again bus3'- chasing a

Staffel of W.190s who attacked a destroyer escorting
Gonvoj'-s, U. S. Invaders end U.S. Bostons were busy, before

their withdrawal for cover v/ork in Avalanche, attacking road

and rail junctions higher up at Cosenza, Catanzaro and

Nicastro. Kittyhav/ks were out on armed reconnaissance over

the areas ahead of both the British and Canadian forces,
morning and evening, shooting up a locomotive and trucks at

Bova Marina. Warhawks stood dovm, but Spitfires stepped
up their sorties to nearljr three hundred during the da}^.
Photographic coverage now revealed that nil airfields had

been' evacuated from which the enemy could effectively
operate fighters against our troops.

A.A.F. in World

¥far II.

'  Office of A. P. ̂

History U. S.A, P.

A.P.H.Q.
W.I.S.

A.H.B.II J15/5

G. 2. The Army crept on tov/ards Bagnara and by 1800 hours the
central forces had advanced elements in Delianova and had

thrust forward from Cnllico Iferina.

the Canadians \7ere moving on towards Bova Marina
tally of prisoners had risen to t\/o thousand, five hundred.

Near Bagnara, the Army first caught up v/ith the Germans.
Elements of 1,5 Gren. ..Rbgt. defended their rear \vith vigour,
while the British pushed on into the area occupied in part

Demolitions were

Along the south coast
The

bj'- Commandos landed the night before,
encountered everjmrhere, but, in spite of them, the ifLlies

had b^r nightfall reached the general line Bagnara -

Gombarie - Bagaladi
29th..,P. G. . Divs.

There v/as no sign of 26th and
The Italians, shcvdng great reluctance to

their coastal units surrendered en

Pilato.

fight, gave no trouble,-
bloc. If the Germtans intended to put up anjr serious big
scale armed resistance it 'would be bej^ond Castrovillari and

even then, it was said, in viev; of the crushing iillied air

superiority, it v/ould not be for long.

The,,Third Day

Ibid Sunday 5 September was quieter. The pattern of the
work of the light bombers reflected -the Amy's steady push
forward. Bostons in the Dinami area, Bostons, Baltimores
and Kittyhawks over Gioja and Warhawks over Bovalina all

found troop concentrations and straddled the roads with
fragmentation bombs,
cloud in patches T/as far from simple,but Cosonza road
junction being at that time vital to withdrawal for the
Gemians, twelve Mtchells sent out about 0800 hours to

bomb it, attacked the road and tovm.
sent to emphasise the damage sav/ notliing and returned with
bombs intact.

Bombing and rendezvousing with 10/10

Tv;ent3>—four others

Another 1a?elve aircraft v/ere more fortunate

1

and dropped a full load across the coastal road N. B. of

Tropea, where Germans were hurrying up towards PLzzo.

Pull Air Support

0)No.1 M.O.R.U.

0. R. B.
5 September was a full day for D.A.P. At first

light Kittbombers escorted bj^ SiDitfires bombed J.1/T on the

/move

(l) Total D. A. P. sorties for 5 September vyere 556 Spitfire,
32 Tferhawk, 72 Kittyhav;k.
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A.A.F. in World move W. of Gioiosa; and the Dinami area, still cro\7ded v/ith
troops, T/a's attacked by Bostons, and Spitfires. Spitfires
continued their cover of the ferry crossing and brought down
a Do. 217 over the Straits,

sweeping the path of .'xxis formations still held round Scido,
Ifcngiana, Bovalino and Bianco, as'v/ell as T. B. P. Ititchells
attacking on the crowded Pizzo Tropea road,
on »7eather indications was maintained by four Invaders.
All airfields from which the enemy could effectively operate
against Eighth /irray had by now been evacuated!
Wellingtons■were out on

The3r also escorted Warhawks

Close v/atch

A few

reconnaissance along the east coasts

War_II.
Office of A. P.
History U. S.A. P.

of Sardinia, Corsica and Elba, and even as far north as
Savona port. A Beaufighter kept v/atch over Bizerta.

N.A.P.R. W, O.R.B. 5 September se.w enhanced activity by the Mosquitos and
Spitfires of N. A. P. R.YA, bringing the mapping of Italy up-
to-date wherever visibilit5'' allowed coverage,
provided five Spitfires to observe southern ports and
airfields.

lfe.lt a

The first tallies of aircraft abandoned on the
ground b^?- the enemy v/ere nov7 caning in: Reggio had yielded
fifty-six aircraft in all, a tolerably good’capture:
detail, four Me. 109s, one 190, some thirty Italian
fighters, and a score of bombers and transport aircraft;
some were repa.irable or useful as salvage.

in

The Pour t il

No.1 M.O.R.U.
O.R.B.

Railroad targets figured again in the programme for
6 September,
raked a train near Gioia Tauro.
San Perdinando in a pillbox and flak concentrations S. of
Laureana di Bore 11 o v/ere shot up bj'' Kittyhawks.
Invaders swept ahead of the main enemy forces in the
Gatanzaro - Oosenza - Soveria region,
and with an enemy bjr now a master of the art of camouflage,
targets were harder to find and fljdng less profitable.
D. A. P. Spitfire sorties fell to one hundred and one.
v/as a disappointing day for the air forces,
pounded Altaraura junction on the road to Bari, to hinder
movement in and out of the Heel.

Invaders hit Sibari junction, Kittyhaivks
Rearguards posted W. of

Other

In such weather

It
A few Bostons

The I-iXTay advance was

A.A.F. in World
War II.
Office of A.P,
History U.S.A.P.

G-.2 Summaries

B’achlnq„t.Q.„.,Qr,1;„Q,pa slowing da;m, not because of armed resistance, but of
There were briefI army H.Q. multipljdng demolitions in their path,

Ottav/a. encounters, but that was all on the llest coast,
had been taken and the British were well on the way to
Rosarno.

Pali

Other forces nushed on east end south from

ni

Bagnara to reach Cosoleto.
after occupyi.ng Bova Marina on 5 September, thrust towards
Locri.

In the south the Canadians,

Operat.ions„„in the T.ogi„, 7„.p 8.,. September,.,„19A3.
PaQhinQ.-Qrt,o,na
Army H. Q. Ottaiva. On 7 September, j\rmy Close Support was stepped up as

Twenty-four Bostons were busy on guntargets clarified,
positions in the Ros0.mo area, the same niBnber West of
Laureana, in preparation for a ground attack v/hich was
abandoned; twenty-four Baltimores banbing gun positions
and billets at Oatanzaro and Kittyhawks beteeen Pizzo and

2/5 A.ii.S.C. War Catanzaro helped to clear blockage and resistance in the !
iirmj''’ s path, although their first light sweep over the
enemy side of the line Palmi - Oittanova - Bovalino -

Sidemo reported the area deserted.

8th Army
Operations Br.
Hist.Sect/cM.

Diary.

A.A.F. in World, Rail and road at
7far II. Office of

A.P. History
U.S.A.P.

/Trebissace

G. 2607OO/MI/3/5O ,S, .E C R,.,E, ,T
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Trebissace, Tjauria and Sapri vrere 'bombed and shot up by
Mitchells and U. 3. Invaders. There v/as more N/T to be seen;
more \7as accordingly burnt up or brought to a halt,
press'ure against the enemy pulling out towards Gatanzaro was

The /irrny was grovfing in strength. ("I)

The

Theincreasing,

service wo,s a day and one half ahead of schedule.

,  Because of the lack of naval and coastal opposition, and

the growing needs of Avalanche, all cruisers and destroyers
had been v/ithdravm, leaving only the warships Erebus, Aphis
and Scarab to support Eighth Array’s northern flank. As the
time wa.s now considered ripe for a leap-frog landing, coastal

surface patrols were strengthened. The enemy, too, was

looking ahea.d Jind ploughed up all the Crotone airfields,
except two landing grounds. At the close of 7 September, the

front line in the British sector ran thus:- Rosarno,
Ginquefondi, Grottasia. The Canadians v/ere pressing on to

Locri. That night, Vibo Valentia was believed to be some
25 miles behind the main German defence line and it v/as

i-onsidered timely to bring into play the plan for a landing
at Pizzo. (2)

Adrairalty Battle
Summaries

The Landing at Pizzo - 8 September
Admiralty Report
M. 013707/43
Coastal Porces,
Vibo Valentia.

NAAP O^'l^B.

The plan vfas to land the ,231st Brigade at Pizzo, cut off

the retreating Germans and capture the airfield at Vibo
Valentia, These beaches were named Red, Green and Aimber;
the success of the landing, doubtful for some ho^urs, was
asstired by a succession of accidents.
Red Beach was a fail'ure.

Appendices
Sept. 1943
.A, H, B. III,i/A36/lP, went astray in pitch darkness, were spotted and raked v/ith

Following what they

The first effort at

The craft which touched down here

heavy fire from Red Beach and retired,
thought was the flash of the marker for Red Beach, the
L.C,I's came in at wha.t was, fortunately for them, a c lear

stretch betv/een Green and ilmber beaches, uncovered by^fire.
L,C,G's and L. C.F's standing out came xinder heavy fire and

when day broke the landing had been only effected in part.
At 0730 hoiurs the first of three attacks by small formtions
of P,¥, 190s on the beaches- developed,
maintained continuous cover patrols all da.y, broke it up
before any doomage or casualties could be inflicted.

Spitfires, who

N0.I M.O.R.U.

O.R.B.

/  ■

Par from landing, as hoped, virell in the recjr of the
Gemyins, the Brigade ran into strong, v/ell-armed formations

Ifechine g-un and mortar fire increased in
The decision

on the move

intensity.
Was made to land at all costs on Rod Beach,

men landed and v/ent into action where they stood,
grew heavier: P.viT. 190s bombed the craft, but the whole
Brigade were ashore by 1400 hours.
German infantry, supported by hea-vy fire, broke through to
within a mile from the beaches, and the L.O.T's withdrev/ from
the shallow water.

Germans at 1550 hours,

now fairly heavy, but the situation improved v/hen a smoke

Admiral MoGrigor T/as Viro-unded.
Craft moved in.

The fire

During the afternoon,

H. M. S. ErelD-us and Scarab shelled the

Casualties on the beaches wore by

/screen

(1) Some 6900 vehicles ,and 35,000 men h.ad been ferried
across.

(2) Operation Perd.y.

(3) Bntftle Gr mip ICn-ifigri-Tj in process of formation and of
taking up positions in the Nicotera - Laureana sector.
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No. 1 M.O.R.U.

0‘R-B

A.P. in ¥orldJi.

screen hid the British troops from enemy view. T'.renty-three
Kittyhaiiks homhed offending mortars near the to^m of Vito
Valentia, and a field S. of Lamosia, and knocked out
armoured car. harhawks -Fyatched the roads leading to
Catanzaro and along the east coast toTO.rds San Leonardo,
damaging a score of lorries and holing a Me. 109.
KittyhaxTks supported the Pizzo landing. ("1 )

an

11 theXi

¥ar II.

Office of ii,.P.

History U.S.A.P.

On Pizzo teaches matters improved; the GeriTians tegan to
pull back, tut carried on shelling the beachhead until 2300

So effective Vi/as the whole diversion, that the
Germans left the long coast road to Sapri in clean condition,
mth hardly a bridge demolished. “
dra\?ing to\7ards the beaches, fifteen Liberators and
Halifaxes of Ninth Bomber Command had been bombing trro air
fields in the Heel,

and a few Bostons and Mosquitoes had been tying up railway
activity, in the rear, at lietaponte, Potenza and Sapri.
During 8 September close on seventy Mitchells vrorked over the
same problem at Trebisacce and Lauria,

was hotly contested by a score of fighters, including some
mortar-firing Me,109s, who brought dovm two Mitchells for the
]oss of three aircra

hours.

Yi'hile the Pizzo craft were

San Pancrazio and Ivlanduria, and Mitchells

The Trebisacce raid

XU, There was some very effective

205 Gp. O.R.B.

Sapri bridge, too, was
No fighters disputed

Meanx7hile Photographic
Mosquitoes and Lightnings brought back evidence of the

^ diminishing strength of C,erman fighter formations in the
' extreme south and of a new and busy airfield at Scanzano in
the Instep.

bombing here, as well as at Lauria;
hit and caved in on the south side,
the last two named attacks.

Tney flew as far north as Rivenna, narrowly
escaping disintegration at the hands of ten Me.1 09s.

Amy Progress up to 8 September 19^3
ibliQ.G.2 Lbekly
Summary The ijxny made good headvyay along the whole front and by

rno (up the west coast road) and
The plan was vrorking vrell;

on both coast areas the advance was to continue to the line
tM,,.Sangro Riye^^^ Catanzara - Nicastro, where, after a short rest in the

Catanzaro 'neck', to reassemble the strung out forces and to
improve m.aintenance, reconnaissance was to be pushed forwrard
to report on the position at Crotono and the adjoining
airfields.

nightfall had occupied Ro
Gen.lbntgomery's Locri (on the east coast road).
"El Alamoin to

Then Eighth iomiy wiras to concentrate on pinning
down the German forces in Calabria, in order to assist the
divisions at Salerno.

Tactical Air Effort. 51 August through 8 September

It is instructive, for the making of comparisons, to
consider the arithmetical total of the Tactical Air Force

^effort expended over the nine da3rs preceding the landing at

/Sale mo

MATAF Report
on Cperation
Avalanche

(1 ) The D.A.P. effort for 8 September ims 281 Spitfire,
74 ¥arhawk and 91 Kittyhawk Sorties,

G. 26O7OO/MY/3/5O SECRET
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Salerno and covering the landings in Calabria,
elaborated in the footnote, ('t ). .
Operational losses(2)
ae against tv/enty-five eneray destroyed, two probables and six
damaged in combat.(3)
claims and losses were unimpressive.

These.are

by T.A.F. during this period 'ere low

The work had been extensive. Both

THE Liy\roiNGS„ , AT SiiERNO

The Convoys

The Passage_ of thp Convoys (4)

The Allied navies had set up three main convoys, sailing
from Oran, Tripoli and Bizorta on staggered schedules, in
order to converge on Salerno opposite their objectives on

./D-1.

Salerno; M.I.D,

■War Dept.
Washington.

(1.) Sorties

Day
Night
Fighters
Fighter Bombers
Tac/R and P/R
Fighters
Fighter Bombers
Night Fighters

K'Includes 113 sorties of P.33s from N.A.S.A.F. on 6 Sept,
temporarily under control of XII A.S.C.

3i X 608 and 108 Sqdns. throughout ;
5 Sept.

T.B.F. 1141
235

D.A.F. 2228
702
96

XII A.S.C. 153 ■«
309
.106 « X

23 and 415 Sqdns. after

(2) Operatipna1 Losses
Damaged

Invader
Mitchell
Warhawk
Baltimore
Boston

Kittyhawk
Spitfire

2 1
2 2

1

8
4

1 1

4
Totals 9 17

(3) 0pp,ratipnal,.,,Claims

Destroyed Probable Damaged
Do. 21 7
PI?. 190
Ju. 88
Me.200
m.202
Mo. 109

2

7 1
1 1

1
7 1 0

■8 ..31

Totals 25 2 6

(4) Refer Map 1 for Convoy Routes.
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Report on Operation
Avalanche by.
Air Corarnodore

SccjTlott-

Streatfield

N.A.C.A. P.

1 6 Dec. 194-3.

D-1 Day. Secondarj^ and follovir-up convoys v/ore to sail from

the same ports and from Sicily, The.main body of the U. 8.

aonvoy sailed from Oran at 1700 hours.on 5 September,
covered by C.A. P. ajid carrier-borne fighters. f.lthough its

departure v/as reported by enemy reconnaissance, it was not

attacked. In clear, fine weather the. ships sailed past the
western tip of Siciljr into the Tjearhenian Sea, protected by

Report of flag cruisers and destroyers. The Tripoli.convoy T.S.P.I.
Officer Command- sailed at noon 6 September from Tripoli, v/ith X Corps (Br.),
ing Perce H. calling at Sicily en route.
489/4/MEL/OO367/ v>ras an R.T^P. Complement, made up of a filter and fighter
1^2 operations room staff, a "Y" Sectionj a Signals Section,
A^iraity Battle air lookouts, C.A.P. representatives and t'ne Close Support
Simmary Ho. 37 Section, of X Corps.
;jiBiiVi 8/30.

In the flagship H.M. S. ffilary

Ai.r, .Attacks.... op .the Trip.gli ....C..onygy
N.A. T.A. P. and

N.A.O.A.P. orb's The Tripoli convojr ran into trouble at 2220 hours on

7 September in the Sicilian Narrows, when a single aircraft

dropped a torpedo just astern of one of the ships, now

passing through the main bomber Icne from the Tunisian
airfields: friendly aircraft had already been fired on and

a signal to this effect had been sent to all ships
confirming this, and that anti-submarine night escort was

P. S.S. 2 Convoy was l3dng offbeing provided bjr G.A. P.

Reports^ Pro
ceedings of
Perce V.;AIBII

JII/19.

Bizerta. during the raid bj'" German bombers on the night of
6/7 September, but escaped harm, thanks to the effective
smoke-screen it laid dovm, and sailed. Passing Termini, an

L.S.T, was torpedoed b5'‘ an aircraft and beached.

On the morning of 8 September, all three convoys were
away from the Sicilian coast, heaviljr escorted b3?' warships.
As early as 0635 and again at 1147 hours German
ance lolanes had a clear view of them.

fairly speedily acted on, for at 1355 hours an attack on the
Bizerta convo3r was made b3r five P.¥, 190s, who scored no hits,
although U.S...L,0.1.87 was damaged by near misses and

Again at 165O hours, 10-15
ten P.W.I90s and Ju.88s attacked

,  reconnaiss-

Their renorts were

II. M. S. Blakone3'- straddled,
miles from Capri Island, '
the same convo3’-, this time sinking Ii.M.L. G. T. 624 but causing

The Tripolino casualties, for the loss of one P.Tv. 19O.
convo3'', escorted all da3r by Lightnings, was left to proceed

Un to the time ofin relative peace until the evening,
their arrival within the Coaste.! Air Perce O.C. Palermo's
Sector, the three convoys had been covered b3^ aircraft from

their bases; the Oran convo3'- b3'- Beaufighters, Hudsons and

Bisloys, with Wellingtons, Baltimores and ilarauders rooming
on long range armed reconnaissance to man3'- points of the

Tyxrheilmi Sea, the islands and the Italian coast as far as
Genoa.

Spitfires, Hurricanes and French \varhavi7ks gave day cover,
vlth Wellingtons on reconnaissance and U-boat hunts.
Bizerta was watched by Beaufighters throughout the night
and b3r three Spitfires and two Lightnings b3r day.

East of Bono Hudsons, Bisleys, Beaufighters,

GeiTi.£ui ..Air....,Rpconnaissance oyer Salern.0 .Oonypys

Headquarters Tenth ;Amiy watched the reports of aircraft
shadomng the Allied convo3rs. On 7 September these convoys
were sighted on a N.E.. course and the likelihood of a

landing appreciated. Battle .Group.. linege.r., in Calabria,
(the unit which collided with Operation Perd3r), was ordered
to vlthdraw. At hi's H.Q. at Frascati, Kosselring

/attempted

Tenth hxrny War
Diary Captured
German Document.

Report No. 18
ibrmy HQ, Ottawa.

G. 2607OO/M7/3/5O SECRET
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attempted vainly to reconcile separate reconnaissance reports,
speculating on the destination of the convoy of about sixty
landing craft seen about 40 miles N. of Palermo, as v/ell as of

others, uand the strong Allied fighter protection along the

eastern coast of Sicily.
7 September - three vessels, thought to be aircraft carriers,
v/ere sighted 35 miles N.T4 of Trapani, on a northerly course;
near the anchorage of Bizerta., <a further formation of sixty
freighters and thirty smaller uioits, believed to be landing
craft, was reported as on an easterly course,
harbour, canal and lake of Bizerta, only thirty merchant
vessels remained.

At 2300 hours on the same day -

In the

At 0525 hours on 8 September,
convoy was rejiorted 80 kilometres 3.E. of Salerno.
Von Vietinghoff made an entry that convoys v/ere then S.Tf. of
Naples and that a landing in the Gulf of Salerno or at Naples
was possible,
drawal from Calabria v/as ordered, \7ith emphasis on the need
to save flak equipment.

large
Later,

That evening the acceleration of the v/ith-

A large-scale landing v/as expected and, as has been seen,
the Naples - Salerno area was the best guess, but the anxious
speculations about the destination of the convoys revealed in
the daily reports of C.-in-C. Sputh(0 .as v/ell as the text
.and tone of other relevant documents, reveal the failure of
German Intelligence to obtain concrete evidence of the exact

spot and hoixr of the landings before the event,
speaking, local surprise v/as achieved, but this statement
amounts to a mere splitting of hairs, when it is remembered
that the German dispositions in the area were so scientific
ally prepared for tactics which in the event almost defeated
the operation.

Technically

G?ver .j3y Malta

Malta H. Q.
O.R.B.

Malta provided Spitfire cover for the Tripoli convoy,
bringing her total of Spitfire sorties from 3-8 September
up to the two hundred mark,

days now comprised, in addition, thirty-three Spitfires
P.R.TJ. work, thirteen Mosquitoes, five Beaufighters, eight
Baltimores and eighteen Wellingtons, all playing  a part in
the plan, night-intruding, submarine-chasing ;md being
generally on the cjui vive over the sea areas and the Italian
Fleet.

Malta sorties over these six
on

Apart from the three main convoys, others sailed
from Castellamare Bay, Termini and Palenuo. The Tripoli
Convoy passed from Malta's care to M.A.C.A.P's at the line
between Ti'ipolitania .and Licata.

3. Septemb erO.R.B. and Ope
ration Order 3

C.A.P. 3 Sept.
1943.

Spitfires of the Palermo (No.52 Gp.) sector and Day
Beaufighters,(2) Based at Bo. Rizzo, escorted convoys passing

/Sicily

(1) O.B.S,

(2) Fighter Protection, of Convoys
C.gnvoy

Qberbefehlshaber S

Type of Patrol

ild

- Palermo Sector D-1 Day.

Sorties Time
Aircraft

Beau

Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire

Strength OffOn

N3F. 1 164 0600

1400
0600

0600

0600

1100

0600

0600
1200

0600

0600

0600 2000

1400
1600

1400
1100

1100

1300
1200

1200

1700

0900

0900

6 12

TSF. 1

FSM. 1

FSS. 2

FSIvI. 1 & FSS. 2

TSM. 1

T3S. 2

TSM.1 & TSS.2

FSS. 1

TSS. 1

FSS. 3

4 32
2 10

10

4 8

2 12

2 12

4 20

62

62

282
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Sicily, norttaTards as far as 39 20' N., each Spitfire
providing one hour's and each Beaufighter one - tv/o hours'
patrol. lit this latitude Lightnings from Termini, lent for
the occasion to Coastal Air Eorce hy Strategic Air Force,
took over daylight cover. They flev/ to Ustica Island,
whence they vrere vectored by the C.O.L. Ustica on to their

convoys. • They flev/ t'»vo-hour patrols and had normally eight
aircra.ft over each convoy or pair of convoys. Patrols
begun at 0900 hours over the slow convoys P.S.S.t. and
T.3.S.1., covered them without break until 2000 hours. The

same coverage was fiornished ojyer the other four convoys
proceeding north; over P. S.M. 1 and 2 from 1300 hours onv/ard,
over T.S.P.1 (Blue) from 1400 hours on, and over the fastest
convoy M. S.P. 1 (Blue) from l600 hoxxrs on.(w
patrols began at 0600 hours on D - 1 Day, all patrolling
finishing at 1700 hours, except for the patrol of two
aircraft over P.S.S.3 (Creen) convoy, which was continuous
from 0600 to 2000 hours.

The Spitfire

Pprce, H

The main battle fleet units under Force H had sailed at

l600 hours on 7 September from Malta, under an anti-submarine
umbrella provided by carrier-borne aircraft. By the
afternoon of 8 September they were approaching Salerno with

the rest of the convoys, the whole assembly now numbering
some seven hundred ships and craft of all categories,
carrying one hundred thousand British and sixty-nine
thousand /imerican troops, v/ith twenty-thousand vehicles.

Continued Day Air Attacks on the Convoys

During the late afternoon and evening of 8 September
three more small-scale attacks on the convoys developed,
each by small fomations who successfully penetrated our

fighter screen. At 1750 hours convoys P.S.S. 2 (x) and
P.S.S.2 (y) were singled out by six aircraft, (the type
■unrecorded), who dropped several bombs fairly close to the
ships, without scoring any direct hits. Again at 1800 hours
P.S.S. 2 Y/ere attacked by three unidentified aircraft, Virho
damaged H.M. S. Mendip Yd.th a near miss. The last daylight
raid came at 1950 hours, when an unidentified bomber
attacked the saiiie convoy without causing any damage.

Report of P. 0.
Force H.

Ibid

Supcess of Coastal Air Force's Effort on D-1 Day

On 8 September C.A.P's sorties on convoy cover totalled
three hundred and sixty-five and on the protection of vital
harbours tvYo hundred and ninety,
effort may be gauged by the slight losses in,Allied craft
recorded up to dusk that da,y.

The success of this

The LuftvYaffe, VYho secured
C.A.P. O.R.B.

useful photographs of the composition of the convoys, flev/
one hundred and fifty-five fighter and sixty-five fighter-
bomber sorties, all intended to be offensive,
cover and the massed A.A. of H.M. ships v/ere too strong a
deterrent, so tVie LuftvTaffe by dusk had lost great
opport'unities, but preserved its aircraft.

The coastal

/in Salerno

(l) Thirty P.38 pilots had been specially trained in night
flying so that the relay period, at the end of v/hich
Beaufighters took over, should pass si’aoothly.

G. 260700/|!M/3/50 S,„S„,G R„E,„T
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In. Salerno J3aT,r

Adjuiralty
Battle Summary,
Salerno.

Through lanes swept for 30 hours past by ininesweopGrs,
the three convoys moved on towards their approach disposi-

■  tions, about 20 miles off Salerno,

listeners heard the radio announcement bj'' General Eisenhower
that hostilities betvTeen Italy and the United Nations had
terminated, effective at once,
alertness bepan to spread so visibljr that commanders had to
remind their troops that although the Italians had surrendered,
the Germans had not.
slippin
outside Salerno.

It was 1830 hours when

A relaxation of tension and

A few minutes later all ships were
into the transport area about 12 miles offshore

A series of manoeuvres proceeded and, on
the vessels carryinr troops, the men between docks ber-an to
prepare for tlio moment when thejr would take up stations for
protseediny over side into Landinr- Craft.

O*

M£ht, Air At tacks ,pn„ Opnypjrs and Escort,

At 2013 hours.  , on 8 September the first enemy flares fell,
illuminating the vAiole of the ships in the convoys of the
Northern Attack Force. This artificially nrolonyed daylight

*0 a very noisy ni^rht off Salerno',' in which .
the LufTOaffc put up the largest long ranpe bomber effort
for some considerable time in the Ifediterranean theatre.
By economising rigidly over the past few weeks and with
new blood in the veins
elements of two Geschwai

of Luftlotte 2, in the shape of
some

,  ̂ . ior(i; from the South of France,
hundred and fifty-eight long range bombers includinr’ some
^venty-five torpedo bombers, were sent out during the night.
Had tney been more skilfully controlled, and the illlied
sj^tem of control itself been less enthusiastically handled

would certainly have been much heavier and the
battle on the beaches the- next day Correspondinf^ly

one

Report of F. 0.
Force H. enemy formations, oddly enough as it seemed

at the time, attacked the heavy ships of Force H at ?100 hours
vath torpedoes, just missing H.JIS. V;ars3?ite and Formidable,
A Beaufighter of No. 255 Squadron observing rermrted this
attack at 2115 and at 21A5 another aircraft of the saime
squadron saw a He.m against the starlit sky dropping flares;
he chased it and shot it dov^ into the sea. Survivors of
one Heinlccl, when picked up by Allied craft, said they had
been briefed to^ attack the troopers, but had been, unhappily,
vectored on to H. M. Ships. The mistake was not rectified
until past mdnight; the attacks on the Fleet, continuous
until then, linished at 0025 hours. The first series of
attacks on the convoys finished at 2230 hours. II. Force
claimed that their A. A. r^unnors destroj^ed three bombers for
oertain and probably three more. They oxiarossed great
satisfaction with their Radar Sets, (2*) w}Tich r-ave good
results in the case of low-flying aircraft. 'The Germans
lost eighteen aircraft.

255 Squadron
O.R. B.

No.255 Squadron
0.R.B's

it 2153 hours, ome 15 miles north of Oapri, another
Beai^ighter of No. 255 Squadron (which had twelve
out;, shot down a Ju. 88 at 1,000 ft.
two more successes that night.
21A5 hours off Oapri and another
raids at 0R50 hours 20

s

aircraft

The same squadron h

30 miles S

ad
One Ju. 88 v/as CEiught at
during the morning series of

-  . of Capri..E. Thejr also

/accoimted

(1) K. G, 26 vd.th its

(2) Sets Nos.273 and 285.

torpedo-carrying Ho. His and K. G. 100.
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No.600 Squadron
O.R.B's

aooounted for a He.Ill south of Pohza Island and another

Ju. 88. No. 600 Squadron, too, played an ..aotive part in this
eventful night, one of its Beaxifighters "bringing down a jii.‘88"

:  into the waters round Capri. Later at 0510 hours while the
next series of raids were developing, one of the aircraft of

this squadron oome down into the region of flares and ship's
gunfire and, after an early failure to contact G.C.I
picked up several contacts, "bringing hm within sight of the

exhaust of a Ju. 88. /if ter receiving hits at 300 yards, the
Ju. 88 dived so steeply that the pursuing Beaufighter j\ist
pulled out of its curve in time to prevent it foll'ov/ing the
Junkers into the sea, off Lioosa Point. The Beaufighter.
continued its normal patrol span of 3 hours 10 minutes and
picked up another Ju. 88, which after attack fell burning to
earth at 0525 hours.

• t

Intri^er jDper^^^^^ ■

The Luftwaffe bombers met with interference at their

bases as well as in the target area, for nine Mosquitoes of

No. 23 Malta Squadron were out intruding over the two prin^cipal
long range bomber bases at Poggia and Viterbo, as well as in
the Rome and Grosseto area.

Viterbo, v/here they shot dovm one He.Ill, one Ju.88 and one
\midentified aircraft.

They v/ere most successful at

Ibid,and No. 23

Malta Sqn.
O.R.B.

for Submarines and Surface Craft

Ibid It is a tribute to the work of the Navy and Coastal Air
Force that no attacks by surface craft or submarines on the
convoys or the Naval Forces developed either on the way to,
or at, the anchorage on Ih1 Day or the night of D-I/D Day.
The German War Diary mentions that a force of E-boa1;.§ set out,
but .met with no success,

reported,
retired hastily on the arrival of the Allied armada.

No sightings of this force were
A few minesv/eepers and light craft in Salerno Bay

Geiman Naval

War Diaiy (v/ith
N.I.D.I.5).
(see Appx.8.)

C.Qv$.r......QpQ3r.at.i.o.n.P

4o"fciyities , of Diver .8Q.,ih. (1.)

V/hile the convoys were being bombed, a small diversionary
group made its way to the Island of Ventotene, 37 miles west
of Naples. A part of the Force arrived offshore at 2345
hours on 8 September and, with gramophone records, called on
the garrison to surrender. On the landing of the 82nd
Airborne Division troops the inferior German force surrendered.
The Radar Station, principal target:of the raid, had been only
partially dismantled. The Force re-embarked and steered for

the Gulf of Gaeta, where they staged a counter-radio and
counter-radar operation, the Air Sea Rescue boats flying
balloons fitted with radar deceptive devices. Beyond

/attracting

Admiralty Battle
Summary -
'Salerno'.

(l) Original Composition:-

5 Br. M.T.B's

6 A/s/R Boats
55 Troops of 82 Airborne

Div.

14 O.S. S. Personnel,

U. S. Destroyer flight
Dutch Gunboats .Spemba, Flores
4 U. S. Submarine Chasers

1 U.S. P.T. (M.T.B. )
6 Br, M.L.S.

G. 260700/^iiW/3/50 S....I,...Q....,R...I...T
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attracting some' mild interest on the part of enen\y radar and
the dropping of a few flares, there is no evidence that the

group'activities swayed the course of the night's action to
N. A.A.iP. Vf.I.S. • any great extent; it is certain however that the loss of one

of their few significant Radar Stations at this juncture was

a serious event for the L.'uf.twaff.e, for in addition to its

elimination on a critical night, its loss left a gap through
which low-flying aircraft could approach the Rome area Toy
flying inland across the Gulf of Gaeta.

No. 43.

,n

The...L.andlngs...

Admiralty
Battle Summary

Rende.zyous

At one minute past midnight on 9 Septemher, loud-speakers
on the transports called the first boat teams to their
stations and soldiers, v/ith men of the Air Force units,
clambered down the nets into Landing Graft,
moved off to take up position through spray and occasional
floating mines,
with the .first assault waves tov/ards the rendezvous deploy
ment line, 6,000 yards from the Salerno beaches.

These craft

Guide boats led the L.G.M's and L.O.V.P's

Report on the
use of the R.A.F.

Oomponent of
Beach Gps. in
.Operation
Avalanche

N. A. A. P.2453/
O.R.B,

En»l. “lOSa
A.H.B.2 List.

5 Nov. 1946.

There were four main groups in the assembly.
X British Gorps, comprisingthe 46th and 56th Infantry
Divisions and 7tti ifirmoured Division, bound for the beaches to

the north of the River Sole, named Uncle, Sugar and Roger
beaches; Thence they were to deliver the main blov/,
objectives, from their starting place on beaches nearly

.25 miles long, were the port of Salerno, Monte Oorvino
airfield, the important rail and road centre of Battipaglia,
and Ponte Sele on Highway 19, the chief German approach route
from south and east.

Firstly,

First

Secondly, U.S. VI Corps, to operate
on the fight flank of X British Corps and establish a beach

head south of the Sele River, advance inland to seize the

high ground commanding the southern hall of the Salerno plain
and prevent eneny movement into the plain from the east and

south. Between the British and American beaches lay a strip
of land, more than 10 miles wide, which v/as to be closed

viTithout delay as the two corps moved tov/ards a point of

junction at Ponte Sele; for ov/ing to the division of stowage,
certain U. S. equipment v/ould be landed on the British beaches

and vice versa, and a road be opened between the sectors -

it v/as hoped,
command of Ut. General Sir Richard L. MbOreeiy, the British X
Corps leader, were Nos. 2 and 41 Commandos and the 1 st, 3^^ aiid

The Rangers made ready to land

Thirdly and fourthly; included in the

4th U. S. Ranger Battalions,
at Maiori; from thence they were briefed to push up the

broad Nocera-Pagani pass to a point overlooking the Vesuvius

plain; the Commandos were to land at Vietri Sul Mare, ttnm

east along the coastal road and enter S,alemo.

Ranger and Commando Landings

By 0330 hours all assault troops 'and necessary vehicles
had left the transports,
northern British beach sector;

The moon had sot, the sea was smooth, the wind N,

/to M,E..

Heavy naval gunfire played on the
inland flares and fires were

biuming.

(1) Refer to Map 3.
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First ashore at 0310 hoursto N.E,. and the sky almost clea.r.
were the 4th Ranger Battalion, v/ho met no opposition.
Pollovred closely by the ,1st and 3rd U. 3. Ranger Battalions,
they secured a beachhead and reached Maiori.
British Commandos beached at Vietri Sul Hare, running into

sharp fire; they took Vietri, lost.it, but held the beach

and were firmly established by 0817 hours..

Nos. 2 and 41

X Corps Landings

At 0330 hours the first v/aves of the 46th British
Division beached under fire from the rising ground at Uncle

Beach and those of 56th British Division at Sugar and Roger
beaches. With them went in the kernel of the Air Force

organisation. On each X Corps beach was an R.A.F. Beach
Brick Component; on each of the VI Corps beaches, Charlie
and Baker, (0 v/as a Service Command Detachment, with a
Liaison Officer from R.A.F. and U.3.A.A.F. working v/ith the

air troops of the other national's beaches.

The British,Air. Beac

Acting on the brief given them by H. Q. XII Air Support
Command, these Bench Elements(2) set about their .tasks of
.co-ordinating movement of all Air Force Units landing that

day.. Their charges were an important cross-section of -units,
which-went into immediate action. (3) Among primary tasks

/undertaken

(1) Sub-divided into Red, Yellow and Blue, r-unning from
north to south.

(2) R.A.F. Beach Brick Components Nos.35, 21 and  3 on
X Corps beaches and the two U. S. Beach Parties on the

VI Corps beaches.

(3)' The air party which moved from Milazzo to the beaches by
the D Day Convoy v/as as follows :-

XII Air...Support C.oramand

Det. H.Q. XII A.S.C.
Det. H. Q. 64th Fighter Y/ing
Bal. H. Q. Det. 3’lst Fighter Sqdn.
308th Sqdn. 31st Fighter Sqdn.
927th Signal Battn. A.S.C. '
82nd Fighter Control Sqn.
Prov. Sigs. Air 'Earning Battn.
23rd F.U. 329 YY.G.
G.C.l/COL.

324 VYing Adv. Party
324 A.L.0.
324 Sigs Sect. A Party
^ 225 Sqdn (Tac/R) A Party
P.R.O.

P.R.O. Film Unit
3203 Servicing Commando
3226 Servicing Commando
No. 1 Wing Sigs. Section (A.F. S. )
^ No. 54 Line Section (A.F.S. )
Captive Intelligence Par-ty No. 3 (S.D. )
Captive Intelligence Party No. 4 (tPc)

Personnel Ve]u.cles

525

50 10

34 2

160 20

264 75
88 30
251 42
48 9
49 14

20 4
5 2

5 8
6 12

5 2

4 1

15153
^19• 200

51 4
1034

6 3
hk 4

Ibid

Ibid and N.A.A.F.

2453/0RG/46a
and I06a

AliB. List 2

5.11.1946.

III,_A.ir Service .Qoram.and..

35 12H.Q. Det. Ill A.S.A.C.

Det. 1983 Q.M Truck Co.
Det. l658 Ord. Co. (MM)
Det. 1062 Sigs Co.

54 21

411

539

Ord Co. (iilvIN) A.B. 472Det.

G. 260700/MiY/4/50 S..E„C,„R.,..E„..T
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undej*talcen were the settinrr-up of an Mr Forces Movement
Control Command Post, connected by E/T with H.Q. 3rd Mr
Service Area Contmand in Sicidj^j themselves in direct touch
Mth the loading point of the Milazzo Ferr3r Service. W/T
lines were also set up v/ith Beach H.Q. 's of A).6th and 56th
British Divisions, with the.U.S. VI Corps Beach H.Q. and Beach
Suppler Dump Aren. V/ing Conmander George, Doputjr Commander
of Mr Force Movements, took ch.arge, pending the arrival bjr
air of his chief, Colonel Ayling of 3rd A. S.A.C. who mot his
death later in the dajr when landing on Monte Corvino airfield,
after its recapture bjr the Germans.

The Servicing Commandos got read3r to- move on to Monte
Corvino airfield v/ith mo.intenance kit and technical stores as

soon as it was captured.
Unit controlled from its Transit Area the arrival and des
patch of all cair unit

instructed, but those who neglected to do so ran into blind
alleys and blown bridges and added to the congestion on the
roads,

allotted,

was rcasonabl3'- adequate and the- mobilit3'' so essential in such
a problem on303'-ed b3’' some of those who needed it so
desperatel3n

The R.A. F. Section of the Beach

Most of these reported as

Kit, stores and vehicles \mre landed, sorted out and
Transport, for tiie first time in such an operation,

LandgBased MgM

Corordination p„f^. A*. A« and ]jip:hter Defence during Dartaess
Ibid and Op.
Afemo No. 36 The Fighter Controller in H. Q. Ship Ancgn wa.rned the

G. O.R. ashore of the presence of all friendl3r aircraft and
co-ordinated his information with the Controller in the Fleet

Fi:ghter Control., Ship,
the landing beaches and ships l3dng off the beaches, the port
of Salerno and the port of Naples,
interest us at this point.
12,000 3?-ards to seawa.rd and 12,000 3aards inland, bounded on
the S.E. b3r a S.vA/N. F. line tlirough Agropoli, and bounded on
the N.¥. b3'- a S.W./N.E. lino through Salerno, (except for the
area within a 3 mile radius of the centre of Monte Corvino

airfield or canjr other airfields constructed in the area, to
provide for landings cand take-offs),
radius of 12,000 yards from the centre of Salerno port.

These areas were prohibited to Mlied aircraft from half an
hour after sunset to half an hour before sunrise,

commanders were warned to allow for mrgins on arrival times
Fighters had been warned, too.

L.S.T. Control

There were tliree main I • A* Z» (1) areas

Only the first tv/o need
The beach I.A. Z. e.rea extended

The second area vwis in

Gun

a. F.H.Q.

25 Aug. 19A3
N.A.A..F./2A53/ ;
ORG.

Report on

Operation
ivalanche

A.H.B. TIM/
A43/191 and
Admimlty Battle 3.Q3 to carry on.
Suramar3r.

The two control L. S.T's 305 ajad 3.85 took up their
positions, on orders from li. M.S. Hilary, some AO miles to
sea.ward of the anchorage off Salerno Ba3^ in a spot viiere
reasonabl3'- clear P. P, I. was obtained.
L.S.T. 385., action by shell fire,

As there were no good G. C.I.
for some days, the latter carried -a hea.v3^ and vital load.
B3r da3i- she moved into the anchorage and functioned as
reporting station,
to ll3r over the anchorage either ns freelance or under the
control of G. C.I. (2)

During the night
leaving L.

Night-flying Doaufighters were allowe

a fact which enabled them to defeat t

S.T.
sites ashore

d

he

/plo.ns

(1) Inner artiller3?- zone.

(2) By A.M.E.S. 15O76 in L.,S.T.305,
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plans of several' enem^'" formations Taj'- shooting dovm their

flare-droppers or pathfinders,
on the northern anchorage were rigidly observed, smoke being
relied on for defence;

not less than 8,000 ft., showing I.P. P. well clear of the

7,000 ft. L.L, ceiling. The southern anchorage were more

x^uberant ajid ’ trigger hnppj
f£?^t tlaat thejr took the majority of the bombing.

The rules for opening fire

the Beaufighters fleF/ over them at

,r', which may correlate with thee

Sea-borne Ggntrol
Ibid and

Reports on

Operation
Avalanche

im Pile/
List 18

"Lessons from

Avalanche"

Although it was felt by the Air Section and ilir Control
on board H.M.S. Hilary, which was acting both as H»Q. ship.

X Corps, (Br. ) and as stand-by ship to U.S.S. ihic.Qn, that
night fiphter control would in the long run have been more

suitably invested in them rather than in sea-borne 0.0.I.,
reports v/ere franlc in their approval of the way L.S, T, 305
carried out its task,

with more personnel and in view of the breakdown on D day of
one of her main trrnsmitters, with more reserve equipment.
The R. D. P. cover obtained b^r the Fighter Control Ships seemed
to some critics to have been inadequate, but the situation
was counterbalanced b3r the wealth of information obtained bjr
the "Y" parties.

The latter could, however, have done

Bre akdqv m,,, in„„the L, S, T, Suppl3'' Se ryi ce

It had been appo.rent at on eo.rl^'- stage in the prepara
tions that something v;as radicalljr \vrong with the service of six

L.S.T's appointed to transport Air Force supplies from Sicily
to Salerno. \Ting Oommander George signalled three times to
15 -t'jrrny Gp. on i|/5 September that the L.S.T's had not arrived
at miazzo for loading, and he flet; to Oassibilo twice to
discuss matters. No action was taken.

On 7 September, l5th Armj'- Ck’oup confirmed that the craft
had not been detailed and that it \/as then too late to obtain

replacements vdiich could be loaded in time to catch the

planned convojr for D Day.
into the broach and instructed ITLag Officer Sicily to load

7i.ir Force stoi’es into anji^ craft obtainable for Salerno,

latter diverted ten L.O.T's from the Eighth /orniy reserve and

these arrived off Salerno shortly before midnight on D Daj'-.
The schedule was out of gear and the completion of the

original D Dajr programme was not reached until 12 September.
On D + 1 Day, the D + 1 and D + 3 personnel arrived, but then

the craft were diverted bj'' the U. S. Nav^*" on their own
initiative and no further 7idr Force units v;ere embarked for

The C.-in-C. , Mediterranean v/rote in his letter

G. -in-C. , Mediterrejiean stepped

The

Letter from

0.-in-G. Med.

to A. P. H. Q.

8 March 1945
Enclosure to

M.G.\Y. T.P. Report have been caused bjr the late arrival of material for the
preparation of Monte Oorvino airfield.

seven days,
to A. P. H.Q, of 8 March 1945, in connection v/ith M.O.W. T, P,

Report on the Salerno Landings, that had militarjr progress
proceeded according to plan, considerable embarrassment v/ould

DayJ^gHter Coyer over, the 7issault

At first light iillied fighters took over from the night-
Seafires from Force V patrolled the north flank

T/est at 12,000-16,000 feet altitude;

M, A. T. A, P. Report

on Operation
Avalanche

fighters.
Salerno - Capri

M.A.TiJi.P. O.R.B. Spitfires of ten British Squadrons in No.322 and 324 ̂'^ihgs and
Appendices. three U.S. Squadrons of 3lst Group patrolled Salerno 

~

Agropoli at 16,000 - 20,000 feet; nine Squadrons of
/Lightnings

G. 260700/M7/V'50 SECRET
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Lightnings of 1stj 14th and 82nd Fighter Groups patrolled
Capri - Salerno and Agropoli - Pisciotta at 10,000 -

14,000 feet and Invaders of Nos. 27 and 86 Groups patrolled
Salerno -Capri and Salerno - Agropoli at 5,000 - 7,000 feet.
The Fighter Direction assigned each flight to its specific
patrol line, changing the area and altitudes when necessary.
For example, the L.2.C. Seafires on the standing patrol south

anc^west of Capri, hy request of the Fighter Direction
Officer in U.S.'S. Palgmares, -in whom v;as vested the control of

fighters when inshore, moved in to the beaches ov/ing to lack

of enemy activity in the vicinity of Capri.

Fighter Cover over the Assault D Day to D plus 4^"*^

Air cover proceeded according to plan,
greater than expected and very little enemy air action was

encountered the first day.
direction and organisation 'were submitted 'fra.s far lighter

The general appearance of inevitability

Success v/as

The actual test to which fight

than anticipated,

er

and smoothness in the pa.trols of the first fooir days must not
be taken as a universal model. There ¥/as not enough weight
behind the German air reaction, although it v/as swift, to

submit the machinery to any great strain,
fortunate, for up to the night 1l/l2 September, there v/ere
only ti/Vo temporary fields and one emergency strip vfhich could
be used by Allied fighters in the beachhead area.

This fact was

Ship-Based Fighter Cover

Force V Operations

The Carrier Force has left the clearest and fullest

report of any air unit taking part in the operation and one
which, in view of the pioneer occasion, as vfell as later
developments in carrier-borne operations, is deserving of

close study. Four carriers had, a.fter practice in
manoeuvring in company at Gibraltar, proceeded to Malta for

force formation. At 1000 on, 8 September, Force Y sailed
from Malta. They opened operations off Salerno in an area
30 miles square, the centre of -which was 30 miles from the
Seafire patrol lines. The first sortie, at 06l5 hours on

9 September, (-twenty minutes before sunrise), was followed
at hourly intervals by others; aircraft maintained 80 minute

patrols, until the last aircraft landed at 1930 ho-urs, fifteen
minutes after sunset. Allowance had to be ma.de for operating
aircraft v/hen there was no true vd.nd, and it was laid do¥vn
that the maximum number .to be floYm in any one serial should
be eight in Uni.cprn and fo-ur in each of the escort carriers. (2)
The Seafires took off with overload tanks sufficient for

80 minutes flight. With the Force Flagship H.M. S. Euryal-us ,
in the centre, a.11 the carriers, one mile apart, turned in-to
Y/ind together on the hoisting of a blue pendant. When the
day's operations YTere concluded and all aircraft back on

board, the Force steamed for the open sea, re-turning early
the next morning to res-ume its former formation close inshore.

/The Seafires

Report of a
Meeting at
Admiralty on
Lessons learnt

from Naval Air

Operations in
Avalanche

20 Oct. 1943 in

A.H.B. ID/12/46

Report of
Proceedings of
Force V

23 Sept. 1943
A.H.B. File

II. J. 11/19

(l) Moy.ement of Fighter Squadrons on to the Strips
As a result of tactical delays, the moves of squadrons

into Italy proceeded as follows:- Nol324 V/ing to Tusciano
12 September, 33nd Gr'Yup to Paestijm 13 September, 86th Gr-oup
to Capaccio 15 September, 27th,Group to Sole 18 September,
31st Group to .Monte Gorvino l6 and 22 September, No. 322 Wing
to Asa l6 September and No.600 Squadron to M'onte Oorvino
26 and 27 September.

(2) In the event, these numbers could not be maintained,
owing to reduced serviceability and the high accident rate.
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The SeafirGS' Ogntribution ia .the Assault Phase

Ibid M. A. G. divided the oiDerations in the Salerno area into

ti’/o phases; firstly, the Assault Phase from last light
8 September, over the bridgehead crisis until 17 September,
inclusive; and secondly, the phase of the Extension of the

Bridgehead and the Capture of Naples, covering the period
from 13 September to 1 October inclusive. The Seafires'
contribution to the /issault Phase was a vital one; all the

more so in that on D plus 2 Da3r all the Invaders and
approximately half of the Lightnings failed to arrive at the

scheduled time; protests restored the original schedule from

approximately 1200 hours onward. The Seafires worked at

intensive jiressure for throe dajrs, at the end of which their

low cover patrols had 'dropped from an average of sixteen to

eight aircraft, and the high cover patrol from six to four

aircraft. In spite of adverse conditions, shorto.ge of staff

and absence of news of battle progress ashore, the five

carriers put up tv7o hundred and sixty-five, two hundred and

thirty-two and one hundred and sixty sorties dailj'- for the

.  first three daj'-s; and, with seven Socafires end eight
i\fa.rtlets from Force H, fift^r-six sorties up to shortty before
1000 hours on - the forenoon of the fourth da^'', when the Force

left the area for the South. During their sustained

patrolling, pilots had engaged in ten combats, claiming one

enemy aircraft destrojred, one probable and four damag-ed.
Their avm. losses were two pilots killed and five missing;.
Aircraft suffered heavily owing' to faulty gear, wind condi

tions and lack of practice.(l) Haze and poor visibility
added to the problems of homing aircraft. The fact that the

carriers were in compact formation meont that pilots had to

fty in very tight,circuits v/hilst in the circling ,position
before landing on. There were rnanj' perfect landings on, as.,
v/ell as some spectacular crashes and luckj' esco.pes. The

(general standard of flying was high, although some of the

pilots had never landed on on escort carrier, (where space is
restricted)', before the working—up period.

Surming-up.,,the,,,SeaftyGj3upj;)grt^^,E^

The numerical weight of the Seafire beach patrol effort
was high in proportion to the land-based air patrol. For

example on 9 Bepitembor, the Soafire total of two hundred and

sixty-five sorties st'inds out well against the 1 2th. Air

Sujrport Oomraand total effort of one hundred and thirty-eight
U. S. Invader ,, two hundred and eighteen U.S. and R. A. F.

Spitfire, throe hundred and. nine U.S. Lightning and ten .
kiustong sorties. The patrol eff'..irt exceeded the estimates. (2)
The British Roar-Adiairal of Fence V reported a high standard
of ftying 'discipline in the air iuid deck laniding; the
direotion of all operations and the general control of the
fifthter patr.'ls from the cruiser Fla,'-slaip were outstaaidingty
successful. This I’lngsliip y/as free fran the distraction of

engine noise and bettor placed for visual, signalling and for

/watching;

Ibid

■  f

(l) 32 aircraft had to be v/ritton off as unrepairable.
There v/ere 59 broken propellers (these were too long, byr
gTcneral ag-reement), 17 damg-od undercarriages and 2A wrinkled
fusela/'os.

(2) The avera.g-e Seafire strong;ths on 9, 10 and 11 September
resjectivety were 20.5, 18 and 12.

G. 26O7OOAR/A/3O S....E.,.C,.„R E T
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watohing flying operations, than any other ship. Owing to

heavy signal traffic, fighter direction of the Force fighter
umbrella provided by the main naval units of Force H had to be

delegated to another ship, an escort carrier. R/T discipline
and procedure were above reproach, although the fact that the
U. S. H, Q, Ship unable to use the H.F. Inter F.D. 0. line,
connecting the Control SM.p...F''ith Force H and the Fighter
Directipn Ships, was serious. H.M. Ulster .Queen, to whom

control of Force Y fighters was delegated, was near-missed by
a German rocket bomb just before operations opened. H.M.S.

Palpmanes took her place until, after speedy repair, she
returned to function as stand-by for H.M, S. Palomcares.
Although there virere several breakdo'wns in W/T equipment, the
general system of control worked admirably, said the report.

The Force V report attributed the lovT total of combats with

enemy raiders to the superior speed of the F. 11.190 and the fact

that within two days the Germans jaiMied the three High
Frequency World Guards and Homing frequencies most effectively
and appeared to our Fighter Direction to understand the small

grid map cauried by our pilots and the code words for place
names. The least sati^actory part of the Fighter Direction
was the lack of information of enemy air activity. Radar,
sited close inshore, suffered from the proximity of high
hills surrounding the Bay: inside 25 miles no useful plots of
enemy aircraft approaching could be recorded, owing to land
echoes.

A meeting held at the Adiairalty on 20 October 1943 tiad as

object the drawing of conclusions from Carrier operations at
Salerno, >?hich could be transmitted to the Allied Naval Command

in the Far East, to assist in planning sirailar enterprises.
In a comment v/ithin the Air Ministry on this report, it was
stated that the Fighter Di.rection Ship at Salerno was badly
equipped and probably wrongly placed to obtain the best cover.
The possibility of land echo had been clearly foreseen by the
pla.nners and could have been no surprise to those on the scene.
The Seafires functioned for nearly three and a half days.
Only the low scale of Luftviraffe opposition and the favourable
weather made it possible to operate longer than one day and
only the use of the landing strips ashore helped them to keep
so many of their squiidrons airborne. They turned the fortu

nate concourse of events to strengthening, notably, in the
opening critical days, an air cover v/hich deterred the Germans
from using their ovm fighters and bombers more effectively.

Force H Fighter TJmibre 11a

It must not be overlooked that for the first few days of
the assault, aircraft of H Naval Force covered the fleet and
convoys by day. Martlets from H.M.S. Porniidable had shot down

a flying-boat in the early morning, one of six destroyed during
the days Force H operated in the vicinity. It is noteworthy
that there were t\'ro humdred and nine landings on H.M. S.

and not a single crash. This good record was
attributed by the Flag Officer Commanding the Force to the
ample deck park space and the American Clarkat tractors used
on deck.

Minute by
D. of Ops (a.D.
to A. C.A. S. (Ops
29 Nov. 1943.

A.H.B. File

ID/12/46

Admiralty
Battle Summary

/Direct
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niroct Air^ of the Allied

Direc tAir ..Support

No.7 A.A.S.C. Before proceeding with the account of the battle for,the
Y/ar Diary existence of the beachhead, the accounts of Allied air support
(cabinet Archives)for the ground fighting as well as the persistent LuftiTaffe
ir Support Italy attacks on our shipping up to 15 September must be

recapitulated,
carrying out air support for the Army, (apart from fighter
cover for convoys and beaches) was, that demands for air
support by fighter bombers and bombers should be transmitted
direct from tentacles with forward British brigades, and from

Air Support Parties with ilmerican formations, to Advanced H. Q.
XII A. S.C., whether ashore or afloat,
then to be re-transmitted by XII A.S.C. back to XII A.B.G.

Rear H. Q. in Sicily, for aircraft based there, and the latter

organisation was to be responsible for their dispatch,
British liaison party was provided for duty with XII A.S.G.

Advanced, first in U. S.S. Ancon and later' ashore,
been anticipated that fighter-bombers could be over the

target in 30 to 45 minutes plus flying time, and bombers in

one and a half hours plus flying time. Tac/R(l) and Arty/R(2)
requests wore to pass through the same channels.

War Office In general terms, the intended method of
Monograph
A.H.B.IIJ.1/115

Approved requests were

li.

It had

Fighter Bomber Support proved tp.,.be the quickest

Ibid and

No. 2/5 A. A. S.C.
YYar Diary
(Cabinet
/iTc hives)

In actual practice the only really quick support
available to the Amy was froia fighter bombers,
days, Y/hile Tactical Bomber adrcraft were operating in support
of Eighth Army, it took from 4 to 5 houirs from first call for

One advantage of our

For some

support to the arrival over the area,
air superiority was, that it became possible to send fighters
detailed for beach patrols direct to the battle area vYith

bombs, for them to drop on targets indicated, by the Army and
then to, continue their patrol,
demands through XTI A.S.C. to Sicily; hence the method
adopted in the case of X Corps (Br. ), as soon as 64th Fighter
TYing took over control, was to pass targets by landline from

Corps H.Q. (some 2 to 3 miles away) to 64th Fighter YYing, v/ho
briefed the fighter formations in the air as they arrived
overhead.

It took too long to pass

Affairs wore not so smooth in the ilmerican sector.

The landlines were so unreliable that a despatch rider had to

carry calls for air support by VI Corps by. road from XII A. S.C

to the airstrips.
• >

Report on Air
Operations -
Operation
Avalanche

N.A.A.P./A-5
A. H.B.IIJ.11/'>9

The briefing in the air was an excellent piece of
improvisation, but by present day standards a crude affair.

The 1/500,000 Air Edition ump used by pilots and Fighter Wing
Control Room had to be used without the vital military grid.
No one had thought of tliis, so the short briefing had to be

carried out, by reference to some easily identificable feature

or toYYn shov/n on the map by name,
reporting on the general ground situation coming through and

bomb-line changes were received too late to avoid bombing

There was insufficient
Nos.2/5 and 7
A, A.S.O.

Wan Diaries.

/errors.

(1) Tactical Reconnaissance.

(2) Artillery Reconnaissance.

G. 2607OO/MW/4/50 ,S.,..E„,G„.„R,E„„T
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The report bj?- N. A. A. F. A. 5. mentions shortn^-e of

stoff at X Corp's end and too much air signals traffic there
for one man to handle; also lack of experience in air liaison
at brigade and divisional level and a lack of understanding of
the routine laid dovm for air sui?port requests,
gradually, the close support progromne acquired shape and
succeeded in this and later periods in augmenting, by the
visible and audible presence of our aircro.ft, the mora.le of
the troops.

errors.

Yet,

Tactical ReCO

Ibid Tactical reconnaissance for British X Corps was carried
out bjpNo. 225 R. A. P. Spitfire Squadron, which put up six
missions a day of tvro aircraft op.ch; from 12 September
onv/ards it was affiliated to this Corps and operated on its
direct instructions. On 9 and 10 September R. A.F. Spitfires
covered the Southern (U.S.) Sector. Tac/R in the Northern
(British) Sector was the task of the P-51s of 111th Lightning
Squadron (U. S, ) 1'\/hion Asa air strip begon to function, the
R,ii,F. Squadron had seven aircraft operating; the U.S.
Squadron changed over and v;as affiliated to 'VI U. S, Corps for
work in its sector. On 18 September, for the first time in
the European war, a Mustang (P". 5l) adjusted artillerjr fire on
enemy gun positions.

Eighth jArriiy and Desert Air Force had worked out a

business-like procedure for passing Tac/R information to
interested parties,

of its broadcasts over the Army .'dr Support tentacles,
a suitable radio set, formations concerned could tune in to
the broadcast.

A squadron's airfields passed the tim

A nuiuber of technical reasons militated

e
With

against its smooth operation in the Fifth lijrvAy sector,
during the first days, before squadrons were based on the

mainland, were disappointing,
nothing like the long practice of the Desert team, and radio
transmission and reception v;ere poor. • PLlots in the air
passed certain information, but \^re issued t/ith the wrong
kind of map, too small and lacking a grid; the information
passed was too vague to be acted on, especialljr as the fighter
and bomber crows lacked the ox]X)rionce of specialist Tac/R
personnel in co-operation v/ith the Army,
situation was very much in our favour, these Tac/R aircraft
needed no escort.

Resul

The units involved had had

As tlie air

ts

i^tille.ry^.Recqnnqqs.sance

Ibid This last fact left more aircraft free for artillery
reconnaissance. As vj-qII as Tac/R, No. 225 Sqn. (R. A. F.), whose
attachment to X Corps (Br. ) has been noted above, carried out

Itsa considerable amount of this work at this period,
procedure was one designed during and after the Timisian
Campaign, and v/orkod over during the summer of that j^-ear, at
the Gunnery Practice Car.ip at Fetif, (Algeria) with the Royal
/urtillery.
aircraft for artillerjr spotting; ■ the British Austcr Taylor-
craft and the Ajnericaji Piper Cu1)S.
carried out for tlie Navj^ until 15 September, when some missions
were flo\wi bjr the Mustangs of 111th Squadron at the request of
the U. S. Navy, spotting, the shellfire of the TJ. S. Cruisers
Boise and Bailadelphia, with highly satisfactory results.

Usually the Fifth Army artillery used its ovm

No fire spotting was

/inadequate
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Inadeguate,AirSupport Control fMemorandm on

Air Support
Control The paragraphs above give a rough idea of the problems
Arrangements at confronting Army and Air Force personnel responsible for
H. Q. 5th Army ground calls for air support in the early phase of Avalanche,
for Avalanche and To grasp the development of air support through the campaip,

from its elementary beginnings to the tri'jiiiphant co-operation
of the final battles, a closer look must be taken at the

history of Army Air Support in these early days,
memorandum by Support Control 7/Operations of "15 November
gives reasons for the inadequate system at Salerno for

calling on fighter-bomber support in the .^Imerioan sector and

shows what steps vrere taken to remedy the situation.

subsequent
Operations of
Fifth AniQr
to date

15 Nov. 1945.
Annex D to

A

Report on
Operation
Avalanche.

M.A.T;A.F.

7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary
Sept. 1943-

Ov/ing to the complete commitment of fighters to the
protection of beachheads and the assault convoys, no Close
Support day bombing, it will be remembered, was to be

expected in the first few days by the troops in either sector.
There were no fighters to spare for escort v/ork. The
machinery for air support control was in existence, ready to
bo set in motion as soon' as air bases on the mainland v/ere

established: plans were based on the assumption that Monte
Corvino airfield would be captured bn D Day or D plus 1. ■

Monte Corvino was not useable until D plus 11, but strips
progressively provided space for more' and more aircraft.

Plannirig for Ai^^ I'

Y/hen Operation Buttress held first priority, tv/o iirmy

Air Support Controls (A.A. S.C's) were attached to X Corps,
and awaited the assault back in North Africa, ("I) Buttress

X Corps, now under conmandv/ent; Avalanche came into play,

Ibid

of Fifth Army, obtained the services of No.7 A.A.S.C.
there was by now no time to deploy its tentacles in X Corps
formations, (some of them in Tripoli, some near Algiers),
a oompromise plan was agreed to by X Corps and authorised by
Fifth Army after consulting Twelfth Air Support Command.
From D Day to D plus 20 latest, 2/5 A.A.S.C. would remain

with X Corps, then be relieved by 7 A.A.S.C. tentacles and
Prom D Day to D plus 3 these

As

retorn to Eighth Army.
tentacles v/ould work on the British Air Support wave to

Ship U.S.S. Anoon, to a staff and operators provided by
No.7 A.A.S.C. From D plus 3 on, and when relieved by No.7
before D plus 21, they were to work to a Control provided by
themselves, plus one of their own officers and a staff of

Meanwhile, the gradual take-over was prepared by
having the necessary No. 7 staff, personnel and vehicles
standing by in Sicily ready to embark with the 2/5 Control
Contingent and land at Salerno, 10 September. Twelfth Air

Support Coimnand, anxious to adopt the British Air Support
Control system throughout Fifth Army, wanted to centralise
control for both sectors through the British Air Support
Control staff.

A-3 of Tv/elfth Air Support Command for action.
Support Command asked Fifth Army to send two Air Liaison
Officers (A.L.O's) to each of the U.S. Fighter Bomber Groups
but the policy was not actually decided on before the
assault. The course of the battle hindered the- plan.

No. 7.

The intention was to pass requests direct to
Twelfth Air

/Partial

(1) Nos. 7 and 2/5 A. A. S.C's.

G. 26O7OO/IVM/3/5O SECRET
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I^rtial Mr Support Control only acMevod

Ibid In the British sector there was a measure of success.
The U. S. sector fared badly,
shipment schedule, no Air Support Parties were landed in that

The Tac/R aerodrome transmitters
enough to convey information;

Twelfth Support Command H. Q, v/hich it vvas planned
to move in smartly to Monte C>.-irvlno as soon as it v/as tenable,
was landed conveniently for that purpose in the British sector,
also Army H.Q. twenty miles further south in the Ihestum area,
both on the same day - D plus 3. By late D plus 3, the
Germans had thrown the Allies out of Battipaglia and MtaVill
and were feeling for the big thrust through the Sele corridor
between the two Allied Corps;
as the shore without effort. It was too hazardous to lay
land-lines between the tv/o H,Q's during the height of the
dangerous counter-attack which followed.. There was nothing
to be done, if the hard-pressed troops were to bo encouraged
by the sight of our own aircraft, but to move Mr H.Q. south
alongside Army H. Q.

OvTing to an error in the '

sector. were not powerfM
Army and Air H. Q ’ s were

separated.

a

their big guns shelled as far

This was done on 13 September.

As^Gement .to ea^riment with British Mr Support Control System
Ibid With the two H.Q's now in close proximity, chances of

efficacious action improved. G-3 of Fifth Army and A-3 of
Twelfth Mr Support Command agreed to experiment with the
British system. The Air Support Control was set up adjacent
to G-3. American M.r Support Parties Joined up on the day of
landing with their own formations; arrangements were made to
deal with their traffic as well as that from X Corps tentacles.
In due course. Air Support Control was accepted as part of G-3
staff and became responsible for the detailed "laying-on" of
targets approved by G-3, with Twelfth Mr Support Goii^mand, who
regarded the A. A.S,C. as the medium for all detail on Arra^Mr
matters, wLth the exception of policy.

From 13 to 16 September, it was still not possible to
accept opportunity targets from the tentacles or Mr Support
Parties, for no fighter-bombers had so far been established
on landing grounds in the Fifth Army area. On 16 September,
a filter—bomber squadron began to operate from Pa.estum stxd-p
by day: from that time forward opportunity targets
accepted whenever aircraft wore available in sufficient
nmbers. These delays were aggravated, over 13? 1A and
15 September, bjr the German counter-attack, \iHich called for
the^effort of every available offensive aircraft to prevent the
extinction of the bridgehead. In fact, until the situation
was restored, the system never had a clmnce. It was possible
for fighters in the beach "umbrella" to bomb occasionally at
opportunity but the actual birth of the system in practice may
be accepted as 16 September.

were

Ground Operations

Army Progress on D pay

By nightfall, both the British 46th and 56th Divisions
and the American 36th Division had v/on beachheads against
continuous fire from the moinent the landing craft drew in
tovTards the shore. X Corps (Br.) supported by naval gunfire,
had covered 3 miles to the fringe of Monte Oorvino airMeld and
had patrols in Battipaglia.
had landed unopposed at Maiori.

The Ranger Force on the left flank
The Oommandos had met some

’.Salepno.'
U.S. Mil.

Int.
Div.

/opposition
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opposition at Vietri aul l\1are, lost it once, but regained it,
esto-blished a boachhcad and moved oastvmrds into the outskirts

of Salerno, (l) v/hich was occupied in force the next morning.

The /jnerican sector, still separated by nightfall b}'- a
dangerous gap of 10 miles, began in flat land by the coast,
with the oid Greek Temples of Fhestum standing out clearly
against foothills culminating in the peak of Monte Soprano,
l&ich of the heaviest fighting in the succeeding days took

place on. these foothills and on those of Mount Eboli, v;hich
dom±nated the British centre. , The Germans in this southern

sector left the Temple of Neptune to be occupied by a U. S.

medical unit, but f^ern the terrace of the mediaeval v/atch
tower machine gunners and snipers h^orried the men on the

beaches until they were driven off, with some concealed tanks,
by a handfu.1 of iVmerican infantrjTnon <and shore engineers.
Enemy tanks often pinned down landing parties for hours at a

time; but in spite of all-day heavy and accurate enem^r fire,
the iilliod line stretched by nightfall from Maiori to Agropoli.
The fgHis on liill 386, from which the Germans shelled the

beaches, were silenced bji' naval guns. Capaccio fell at

1 8l 5 hours without opposition. On the American right flank
A.F,H. Q. the issue was still in doubt and the British front anj^thing but

G. 2 Daily Report stable. Troops which were/to have been dropped near the
Cabinet /urchivos. mouth of the Voltumo River^were not there to fight on the

flank, owing to the late cmcellation in favour of  a drop on
Cerveter^'5ind Ihirbara airfields(3) - also cancelled. They
were badly missed.

/The Commanding

Italy - Vol. IV (l) Salerno
N.I.D.

The British, by night time, were in the outskirts of this

ancient tovm, a Roman colon^r in the 2nd century B. C. and in

the l1th centurj'- A.D. a pre-eminent seat of medical studies.

Under the title Civitas Hippocratica it cnj03red fame equal to
that of Paris (in theologjr) and Bologna (in law) until the
end of the 13th centurja The last occasion when it regained
its freedom was in 1590: this occasion cost the citizens
80,000 ducats. . The body of St. Mitthew lies in the crypt of
the Cathedral of St. Matteo.

In September 19A3, Salerno was a .minor industrial centre,
a fishing port and an agricultural market for locollj'- grown
oranges, tomatoes, chestnuts, tobacco, olive oil and wine.

Cotton and woollen goods, maccharoni and tobacco passed
through its mills and factories; the local chestnut forests

provided the bases for tanning and leather dressing; soap,
glj'-cerine, briok's and tiles v/ere among its other products in
normal days.. UTiatove'r the German's had removed or discouraged,
some basic production still remained, to help supplj'" both the

needs of the population and the troops, as well as to provide
the important item jf li'vinr; and working quarters.

(2) Operation Avalanche - Glider landings and paratroop drop.

(3) Operation Giant Two.

.' r
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The Cqmmanding^..^^^ Situation, Eepqr

Signal M. A.113
Gen. Alexander

to O.I.G.S.

Refer A.H.B.

ID/12/46

On 10 September, the Commanding General reported that the
landing appeared to be progressing well and all counter-attacks
had been held. The next day or two would be the deciding
period, when the Germans had had tiane to concentrate their
forces. A serious handicap to build-up was felt to reside in
the shortage of landing craft, so everything had to be poured
into Operation Avalanche at the expense of Eighth Army and the
forces landing at Taranto.

The Fighting in^^^t^
A.P.H.Q, G-2
Summaries Affairs continued until 12 September on very much the

same lines as on the first day.
stiff everywhere and the numerically inferior Allied divisions
were still held tinder the fire of well-sited long range guns;
but it could still be said at the end of 11 September that the
Allies held the initiative, and were slowly extending the
bridgehead in spite of local setbacks,
the high ground in an arc from Campanella to Agropoli -

35 - 40 miles to an average depth of 6 to 7 tiiles.
the centre, in the Sele - Galore corridor, vms th@ beachhead

insecuire; here a. successful enemy attack on 45th Div. ,
threatened to separate X and VI Corps,
be averted and the beachhead remained intact, Fifth Army would
nave a substantial base from which to build up its strength
for further advances.

German resistance remained

The Fifth Army held

Only in

If this threat could

Salerno

Mil. Div.

Washington.

Allied Bomber Effort.

Lisht. Bomber,,,,Effort .against,.En.emy . Tr.anspqrt on,, .D, Day

M.A.A.P. Op/int
Summary No. 201
A.H.B.IIM/A.36/

Of two attacks, both by twelve Bostons, on the same large
road convoy moving westwa.rd towards Ajello, the first was
unsuccessful. The second, five minutes later at 161O hours
also dropped 12.15 tons of small calibre bombs - but only set
two alight,

movements of German transport: one M.N.W. from Salerno and

anc'^hor N. from Catanzaro and Rogliano, both to avoid encircle
ment.

The course of the land battle gave rise to two

In the Catanzaro, Nicastro, Soveria, Cosenza and

IF.

N0.I M.O.R.U.

O.R.B. Poliano area.s one hundred and twenty-three Kittyhawks 'i/'ith
8,4 tons of bombs and one hundred and seven Warliawks vj^ith

3.7 tons of bombs carried out eighteen missions against road

transport, claiming to have destroyed ninety M/T and damaged
over one hundred and fifty: the entire effort only cost tv/o
Kittyhawks. (0

/strategic

(1) Squadrons of Warhawks and Kittyhav/ks operating in this
phase of the campaign will not be individually referred to,
(as they v/ere, so numerous), on every one of the mary occasions
when they operated. Reference to the Order of Battle at
Appendix 2 will remind the student that the Kittyhav/ks were
the strength of No.5 S.A.A.F. Squadron, and Squadrons Nos.3
(R.A.A.F. ), 112, 250, 260 (R.A.F. and 450 (R.A.A.F. )  the last
five coming under No. 239 Wing (R. A.F. )
No. 324 Group (u. S. ), v/ith its Squadrons N0.314, 315 and 3l6
from No.57 Wing (U.S.), with Squadrons No.64, 65 and 66 from
No. 79 Group (u.S.) with Squadrons Nos. 85, 86 and 87.

on

The Vifarhawks came from

Every possible mention will be made of the individual

squadrons engaged. It must be appreciated, hcwever, that
absolute reproduction of c3very dcoy's operations of a great
and exjjandlng air force, naming each individual squadron, would
carry this narrative into niany more volumes than the two
allotted, as well as diverting the a.ttention of the student
from the actual significance of the operations tViemselves.

/
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Strategic Boniber jittacks on D Day

To carry out their role of interrupting oomrn'jnications.
Strategic Air Force sent sixty-one Portresses of the 97th and
99th Bonib Croups at 0930 hours to bomb Capua Bridge as

replacement raid for the cancelled airborne operation.
Direct hits on the bridge and rail approaches and destruction
of, and damage to, plant, as v/ell as to the tovm where troops
v/ere quartered, ?rere reported for the expenditure of 172 tons
of bombs. Gancello and Potenza Bridges were also attacked,

A. A. F. inJiorld-

WarJlL

Office of A.P.

History 7.S.A.P.

the former by sixty Portresses vvith 180 tons of bombs at

0931 onv/ard for four minutes, and the latter by one hundred

and thirteen Mitchells with I70 tons of bombs at 1017 hours.

The latter mission lost an aircraft, but neither met any air
opposition, nor did they hit either of the bridges at Gancello

nor the one at Potenzh, although almost every approach and

yard received hits.

The Ninth Air Force, from bases in Cyrenaica, sent
forty-one Liberators in folloY/-up raids over the Poggia
Stallites Nos. 1 and 2, to hinder their bombers from operating
against our shipping,
Germans jjut up unconvincing resistance vfith a mixed force of

forty to forty-five Me. 109s, P.Vf. 190s, Me. 11 Os, Ju. 88s and a
few MA. 202s.

TheThey dropped 77 tons of bombs.

Altogether our bombers claimed to have
destroyed eight, probably nine more and damaged five.
German air effort here, as over the beachhead, had not yet
crystallised into the clear pattern it v/as shortly to assume,
when integrated v/ith the violent counter-attacks which
developed from 13 September and threatened to eject the

Allies from their shallow holding.

The

The Night of
N.A.T.A.P.

O.E.BVs . Prom nightfall on 9 Sep)tember onwards, the prograimiie of

attacks of road and rail junctions and bridges in the Naples
330, area was continued, the aim being to block all lines in and

out of Nap)les and the Salerno battle area.
V/ellingtons dropped 79 tons of bombs on Grosseto marshalling
yards, three others dropped 1,220,000 armistice leaflets and

many loosters over Italy; eighteen Mitchells bombed Frosinone

and thirty-one Mitchells bombed Grazzaniso airfields, south

of Rome, in hazy vreather.
the Eighth Army' 3 slow advance in the Foot by sending tv/enty-
seven Bostons and eight Baltimores to drop 25 tons of bombs

on points on the German line of retreat near Cosenza and
Castrovillari and a few Mitchells and Bostons on the Auletta

road junction,

fluid during this night.
Viterbo and Grosseto landing grounds, and two others added .

their efforts to those of the thirteen Beaufighters of

No.600 Squadron and the six of No.Al5 United States Squadron.
These Bea.uf ighters destroyed a Ju. 88 over the Salerno Bay and
probably'a He. Ill twenty miles N. of Nfiples.

During the afternoon of 10 September, about thirty
German aircraft, including some P.',7.190s, attacked the troops
in the beachhead ineffectively,
large-scale German air attack developed against shipping in

the Bay, follo’ved by another botvreen 0500 and 0545 hours.

A large number of flares v/ere dropped but the results were

poor, although photographs may have been taken.

Fifty-one

The light bomber force supported

The situation round Salerno v/as still very
Five Mosquitoes intruded over

At 2030 hours a moderately

No.231, 236,
600 Wings
O.R.B's.

A.A.F. in World

War II.

Office of A.P.

History U.S.A.P.

No.23 Squadron
O.R.B's

Battle Summary
Admiralty on
Operations at
Salerno

A.H.B.IIK/18/30

/The Problem
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The Erob lem of Airf ields, and Land.ing Strips

Airfields and Lading S,tr,ips

According to the Air Plan, Monte Corvine airfield was
Outline Plan of likely to he in our hands on D Day and ready for use on that
Air Operations day or on D jolus 1. Emergency strips might also he provided
para. 9 Pt.I. in the Salerno area hy D plus I. If the assault v/ent well,
- 5/P.8(Pinal) Oapodichino and Poraigliano D'Arco airfields in the Naples area

(A.H.B. ID/^A.36/ might he in our hands hy D plus  2 or D plus 3, and ready for
'  occupation hy. D plus 3 or shortly afterwards,

not he flown in to airfields whose defence was not assured and

A

IP. ) Aiircraft would

who were not stocked. On these assumpjtions a fly-in prog-
(already given), was huilt up.ramme.

Monte Goiwino Airfield

Report of O.C.
No.3202 Servicing the 0.0. of No.3202 Servicing Command©, R.A.P.
Commando - Air

Ops Avalanche/
Appx.
A.H.B./II.J.11/19 commenced stocking fuel and ammunition.

A reconnaissance of Monte Corvino airfield was made hy
Finding it

under shellfire, he decided to bivouac for the night in the

neighhourhood, at a point ahead of our most forvfard troops.
Next morning the Commandos occupied the airfields and

During the next four
days, the only aircraft that landed for servicing were a few

Seafires, for the airfield was under continuous shellfire and

the Allied armies were involved in a situation hardening into
crisis and so imahle to defend Monte Corvino.

Was not, then, in the event, fully occupied until the morning
of 10 September,
fell into our hands again late on 11 September, hut was

unsafe for use until 20 September.

Construction of Airfield Strips

The airfield

It was retaken , soon after hy the Germans,

M. A.T. A. P.Report
on Operation
Avalanche

22 April, 194-5
in M. A. T.A. P.

O.R.B.

Appendices.

This emergency had been provided for; it had been
decided to send in one British Airfield Gonstrtiction Group and
tviTo Companies of a U. S. Engineer Battalion, all ’under command

of the American Dep’uty Chief Engineer, who had one British Air
Liaison Officer attached to his staff. These engineers were
to land immediately after the initial assault, with their

equipment following hard behind; the plan assumed the
construction of one field hy D plus 1, two more hy D plus 2,
and two more hy D plus A, a total of five airfields in five

days,
mechanical equipment was landed in the British sector until the

afternoon of 10 September, or in the American sector until the

night of 9/10 September,
a mechanical Equipnent Sector aboard, v/hich was eventually
recovered, without any serious delay resulting.

As opposition was heavy and the advance slow, no

One L.S.T. was torpedoed, with half

Strip C onstrue tip :^ogr,airuiie.

As' the Army did no'^^ penetrate on D Day as deeply as
planned, the engineers' reconnaissance parties reached on

9 September only one of the sites chosen, namely Paestum. vw

Work continued night and day. from 10 September.
1,300 yards by 50 yards, with P.L.S.,(2)
0600 hoiors on 11 September and was used that day by the first
P.38s.

Paestum str
was operational

Others in both sectors followed in rapid succession.

Ibid and A.A. F.

in World War II

Office of A.P.

History U. 3.A. P. ip,

/Work

(l) See Itop 2 for locations.

(2) Prepared Landing Strip.
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Work on Tusciano farmland site Wegan at 1800 hours on

10 September, 2,000 yards from the Germans.
Monte Corvino.was rendered operational for a while from

13 September. Sele and Tusoiano were operational on 14- and
12 September respectively: Asa, a site in an olive orchard,

l6 Saptember and immediately occupied by No. 322 Wing;
Work ¥/as often carried on at a

and the fields

A grass field

on

Capaccio on 17 September,
distance on only 1,000 yards from the enemy,

at

Interview Y/ith

Gp. Opt. P. Hugo
O.C. 322 Wing.

when occupied incessantly fired on.
perpetual cloud of dust over the strips during construction.
Coiranunication beb.'/een the Deputy Chief Engineer and the
Commanding General Tv/elfth Air Force , passed straight throvigh
the VI Corps Command Ship link: thus both Air Force and^Army
H.Q. were alw.ays up-to-date on the airfield strip situation.
The use of some of these sites, which normally would not have

been considered, depended on fine weather, which in the event
too fine - the dust never settled,

welcome, (if surprising)^
Sometimes shells from

Pilots reported a

It vms, indeed,

Their comparative security, too, was
only one local enemy raid being reported,
both sides on the front line were passing overhead;
although the Germans photographed the strips, they delayed air
attack on them until it was too late. After the crisis in

the bridgehead, three more strips Y/ere announced as ready for
operations - Serretelle on 23 September, Battipaglia on

and Gaudo later in October, (v/ith P. S.P. ^

ensued.

but

25 September;

Monte Corvirio v/as.not actually in full occupation till as

late as 18 September. Work had proceeded spasmodically on it,
stocks had been dumjoed there and it was at that date actually
ready for five squadrons, but. as the enemy, just one mile

away, still held it in range, nothing could be done but extend
Another site was fotmd, but as the enemyreconnaissance,

still held on edge of this, it had no irrmediate value,
the Monte Gorvino sites vrere bad.

ditches and rough ground combined to render it a poor base:

yet it was one of the primary objectives of the British
division! The above parngraj-.hs have shoYm the great
disadvantage in vfhich the Allies stood, 'when bases are

considered.

Al

Wet subsoil, irrigation

l

Eneriy A.ir, Reac ti.gns.,,,.to..,,,the Land.ings

Luf,tY/affe, .Tactics.

There were five attacks by small formations of F.W.I90s
and Me. 109s on the beaches during the forenoon of D day.
Thereafter, the fighter bombers joined the long range bombers

in their anti-shipping offensive,
■abandoned; the enemy fighters and fighter bombers took every
advantage of speed and cloud cover to strike swiftly,
the afternoon about forty German aircraft were observed in the
area, never more than four aircraft together,
ration of German fighters on these attacks left the air wide
open for the Allied Close Sui^porf Forces to range ahead of the
troops and confuse the enemy supply and reinforcement system.

/Failure

Defensive fighting v/as

During

The concent-

M. A.T. A.F.
O.R.B.

(l) Pierced Steel Planld.ng.

G. 260700/f®/V50 S .E. ....Q .R....E.. .T
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Failure of., G;e,j;in,an,,.Fighte,r,s and...F.ighfer. . B.g.nib.e.rs ,tg.. .delay ..the
I.nY.as.ipn

Although Gernian resistance on the ground v/as proving stiff,
the odds against the fighters and fighter honibers of the

Luf.tw.affe ¥/ere too great and their light attacks v/ere quickly
intercepted or broken up, fev/ getting through,
were low - tv/o F.Vf. 190s and a Fi. 156' pfi.D Day in the beach

The temporary airfield at Scanzano just then discovered
by Allied photographic reconnaissance had a brief life.
Sixty-eight Marauders bombed it and its thirty occupant air

craft; another formation of thirty-five Marauders following
soon afterwards and believed they destroyed four aircraft and

hit the landing strip,
general situation discouraged the Germans, and after this,
Scanzano faded from the picture.

Their losses

area.

This attack and the drift of the

German .Air. Tact.ics, observed fr.gm .the.,,Fighte,r ,,C„ontrp.l Ship

From 9 to 10 September Allied fighters were controlled by
U..S. S. Ancon and the A. A. ships. From the evening of

10 Septeraber, fighters were controlled by H.M. S. Hilary, which
carried an R»A.P. complement, a filter and fighter operations
room staff, a "Y" section, Signals Section, air lookouts, a

field, N.A.C.A.P. Coastal Air Force representative and the Close Support Section
A.H.B.IIM/A.45/ of X Corps (Br.).

loss to night raiders and heljjed to render the accuracy of his
bombing "deplorable". By day, it was noticed, the enemy
relied entirely on Me. 109s, P.TA190s and a few high altitude
Do.217s. No multi-engined bombers were observed in use in

day operations; the enemy attempted no day torpedo attacks.
The hurried, and for the most part rather inaccurate, attacks
by fighter bombers wore low level or dive, low-level in the
majority of cases.-

L.Tif.tvyaffe A:C,tiyi,ty,;ll/l2 S,eptember

During 11 September, the Germans maintained the total
sortie figure of about one hundred and twenty reached the

previous day. Whereas on 10 September formations v/ere usually
small, thereafter they found it wiser to fly in formations of
ten Ju. 88 or Do. 217 bombers, escorted by four to six fighters;
they made seven separate attacks on shipping. In one of these,
attacks: U. S. S. Savannah was crippled by one of the new PJ
radio-controlled bombs.'

Poport on
Operation
Avalanche by
Air Cdre.

Scarlett-Streat-

The Beaufighter operations caused serious
IGI.

Ibid

Battle Summary
on Salerno

4p,p.e,arance of the Radio-controlled

Operations -
Adi5iiralty

At 0945 hours she was steaming slowly out of the Gulf of
Overhead at 15,000 to 14,000 ft. what v/as believed

aircraft(l) was sighted' slightly forward on the

/starboard

Salerno.

Historical Branch to be a smoking
A.H.B.IIK/18/30

(1) Allied Air Capture Intelligence still knev/ comparatively
little either of the PX, of the .Hs..,,293.j the "glider bomb" T/hioh
was shortly to come into- action in this theatre, and eventually
replace the PX. It believed the PX to be a bomb v/ithout wings,
but vdth fins slightly larger than normal, fitted with radio-
controlled tabs. It was not then known v/hether or not the

bombs had rocket attachments to give extra velocity, but it was
deduced that they v/ould have some trace or light to enable the
aimer to follow them in the air. •

Attacks with Hs.293's had been recently made on Allied
Naval 'units in the Atlantic and fragments were being examined
at the Royal Mrcraft Establishment at Parnborough, who had
issued a preliminary report on 7 September.
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starboard side and on the same heading as the ship. The

• supposed aircraft began to skid violently from side to side,
seemed ■ to pull up and then execute a Y/ing-over v;hioh brought
it directly over the forvmrd part of the ship: look-outs
recognized it as a bomb, not an aircraft. It fell vertically
at great speed, emitting quantities of smoke and  a sound

similar to that of a rocket and landed on top of Turret No.3-
The bomb pierced the 2 inch armour plating on the turret top,
the heavy slide that held the three 6 inch guns, passed
through five decks and possibly out through the ship's bottom.

The ship left the anchorage under esoort and reached Malta

sai’ely. None of the ships' observers sighted the aircraft
Yfhich launched the bomb. Later research proved that distant

approach and release Y/erc part of the essential tactics.

A. M.W.1.S.

Sept. 19M3.

Bomber attacks on Allied

The tv/o main formation attacks of the day 11 September
were by mixed forces, the first one of twenty Ju. 88s and
He.Ills; the second of fifteen,
success,

joined in the attack,

but attacks were persistent and cost the Germans nine aircraft

this day, three' on 12 September and six on 13 September.
These were the first occasions in any theatre v/hen the 21 cm.

mortars, fired by the Mortar Stal'I.G.l Me. 109s, v/ere ’used

against our concentrations,
some dive-bombing was reported,
from the Poggias, the fighter-bombers from Gistema.

They met v/ith some slight
Fighter bombers, in formations of four to ten,

The Allied air cover Y/as discouraging.

Bombing v/as mostly low level:
Most of the fighters came ■

Air Reconnaissance during the First Week,

Ibid The fighting in the bridgehead caused a diminution in

long range bomber reconnaissance over the North African Coast

and bomber and fighter reconnaissance of Sicily, its harbours,
the Straits and the Tyrrhenian Sea,
diverted to patrols of the battle area.
Ju. 88s and up to tvYenty-five Me. 109s covered this task,

one Ju.88 was plotted over Oran,
one sorties in the v/eek vYas floYm by fighters intercepting
our photo reconnaissance aircraft, especially in the Naples
area.

The main effort v/as
Three to seven

Only
A token effort of thirty-

The effects of such interference Yvere negligible.

St.S'r'-J^ s ...against...Invasion Shipping

Before the narrative proceeds to the account of the big
German oo-unter-attack and the all-out air effort against it,
note must be taken of a field of action in which the German

Air Force, althoiogh numerically Y/ealc, achieved  a measuire of

It is one uniformly ignored by .iMr Force records,success,

if for no other reason than tho.t it was the Navy, not the Air

Forces or lirmy, that took the brunt of the German bomber
offensive. It must not be supposed that the Allied Air

Statements that the airForces had things all their own Yray.
war had been already won must be dis.-Tiissed ardoonsideration
given to what actYially happened.

/On 9 September

\

G. 260700/}flT/'^/50 .S.E. C R E T
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A.H.B.IIK/18/30
Admiralty Battle
Summary on
Salerno

War Diary of
German Naval

Staff, Italy
in custody of
N.I.D.(l.5. )

On 9 September H.M. S. Prince Albert and H.M. S. .Prince
Leopold were attacked by high level bombers, but escaped damage.
H. M. S. Ills ter,..Queen, controlling the Seafires, was temporarily
put out of antion.

fifty-four were on bombing attacks against shipping,
claims v/ere fantastically high and results poor.
E-,bp,at.s sank H.M. Destroyer ,,R..pv/an and aircraft damaged the
destroyer Plpres.
waves, again claiming high damage - toTenty-three hits was their
own version of far less serious facts.

Of the total German sorties flown that .day
Genaan

The next day,

Ninety-tv/o German bombers came over in two

T.he, „Dis.abling o.f.„ S., .3ay,annah

Ibid and A. A. F.

in World Yfar II

Office of A.P.

History U. S.A.P.

On 11 September occiarred the bombing of U. S. S. Savannah
Six minutes earlier a bomb had fallen

This hit on the Savannah

already described,
close to U. S. cnaisor Philadelphia,
on the forenoon was a veiy serious affair,
that period already referred to, v/hen a part of the beach
patrol failed to report, that is when the air defence had been

T/eakened without warning, partly on the grounds of x^ilot
fatigue.

It occinrred durin

After the attack the Oommander-in-Ghief Mediterra

g

nean asked for an immediate increase of shore-based fighter
cover and obtained it. At 1450 hours H.M. Destroyer Ug.^da
was hit without warning by a radio-controlled bomb.
Savannah the Ug.anda had destroyers, three in number, to escort
her in tovr to Malta for rej3air of the serious damage suffered
and to report sixteen dead,
now seriously depleted and reinforcements were essential.
Forty minutes after the hit on the Uganda H.M. Destroyers
Nubian and L.oyal had narrow escapes from bombs.

Like the

The bombardment forces were by

S.ucce.ss. .of the Radio-controlled Bomb^ ^

Ibid Ho immediate known defence against the nev/ v/eapon existed.
It YfL'.s therefore, can be judged 'bj the results, a serious
menace. Fighter defence could be and was extended, but the
facts remain,that the German bombers eluded our three-layer
air patrols, and inflicted dcmige T/ith their remote control
system,,
the day on

Their figiiter-bombers in addition,
some of ouz’ build-up craft,

recorded in their Naval .War D

evacuating shipping - their version of the depai'’ture of the
crippled ships and their escort. Night brought no respite.
In one raid TJ,S.S, B,iscayne and the British coaster Lyminge
were both, damaged by near misses. Twenty-eight Gezmaaz bocibers
were over the fleets that night a:nd vrent home to base reporting
a destroyer and two ip/Vs sunk, as well as other fictitious claims.

scoz’ed hits during
The Gorimins correctly

'xy that the A.llies were

Le®,9.P9:i^J.,..E.§.sp.i,te j;rpn L-o s ae s

12 September was the day that the Carrier Force retired,
leaving twenty-six Seafires, who landed at 1430 hours at
Pa.estum strij). Air raids continued during this day, but no
serious_ damage v/as suffered by our shipping,
reconnaissance was active in the area,
on night, forenoon, noon and afternoon flights,
day effort was step^jed up to one hundred and tv/onty-eight
fighter, mortar fighter and fifteen .ground .attack sorties.

Gennan

aircraft being x-lotted
The German

Ibid

/The total

(l) Although the Admiralty realises the difference between the
PX and HS.293 bombs, all its reports refer to both alike
radio-controlled bombs. The ships attacked were ax)j3arently
unable to distinguish which tyjje was used.

as
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The total was mtdntained the next day, but fell off thereafter.
The bomber units, too, had by now almost shot their bolt.

The inevitable drop in serviceability that Allied Intelligence
had foreseen began to set in from 12 September onwards.

Renev/al of Luftwadfe^ Successes

On the morning of 13 September, between 0400 and 0500 hours

a group of empty British hospital ships which had just arrived
The Leinstercame in for the attention of the night bombers,

and the St* Andrew were uiiscathed, but the Newfp.undland was
hit, set on fire and abandoned.
Was sunk by our own gunfire,
of that day another attempt, nearly successful, was made
against U.S.S. Philadelphia.

No tugs were available;
At 1530 hours on the afternoon

she

THE LANDINGS AT ’imimO, AND SURRENDER OP THE

ITALIM FLEET

OperationSlapstick

T.h®....Lan,!^ngs,,,,at T

Admiralty Battle
Summary.

While the Fifth Army was gaining a foothold at Salerno
beaches and the land and ship-based Air Forces were covering
its movements and the convoy ships, as well as sowing confusion
at the enemy's key road and rail points, two important events

d air

and the
elsewhere were taking place. Allied naval, ground ̂
X^ersonnel vrere being landed at the port of Taranto(l)
Italian Navy was leaving harbour in the attempt to gain
Allied ports, in accordance with the terms of the Short
Instrument of Surrender. The time for the occupation of
Taranto was now adjudged favourable by General Alexander.
German forces were nearer than 15 miles from the port; the

German Air Force in Italy v/as fully committed to delaying the
Allied landing at Salerno and the advancing Eighth ilrmy in
Calabria; the only German naval forces in the vicinity were
a few torpedo boats and ferry barges,
swept for mines as far as the harbour entrances,

and H.M.S. .Abdiel loaded troops and equipment,
forces had entered Taranto at 1750 hours, the bombing of
targets in the Heel V7as discontinued.

N

The channels were

The cruise

After our

o

rs

Signal V4R.B/49
Air Command Post

to R.A.P. M.E.

Ninth A.P.
The harbour, thoroughly mined, continued to be dangerous

Troops were ferried ashore.until 12 September.
Abdiel was sionk with the loss of one hundred and forty-nine
lives.

H. M. S.

After the Desert Air Force fighter escort had left,
the first to land T/ore a naval port party and elements of the

1st Airborne Div. (Br.).
reinforced, then to advance on Bari and up the east coast,
linking on their left flank v/ith the Canadians coming up from
Reggio.

The latter were due to be quickly

By 13 September they had cleared the Taranto - Bari

El Alamein to
the Sankro

P.M. Montgomery.

/road

(l) Operation Slapstick,
under the Command of Vice Admiral A.J. Power, flying his

flag in. H.M. S. Howe.,,

The Allied Naval Force Z was

G.260700/^^/4/50 S„„E,...C.,.„E .„E„„T
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road after defeating a German force on 10 September.
Italian army divisions were already fighting with the Allied

The capture of Taranto ensured that the Allied buiId-

Two

armies,

up on the mainland v/ould now be considerably accelera.ted a,nd
that Fifth and Eighth armies could have an independent axis of
supply on the west and east coast respectively,
the Air Forces would be correspondingly improved.

Deliveries to

The I,talien„; Fleet

■  Coastal Air Pprce\'s Watch oyer t^^ Italian Fleet

O.A.F. ORB'S

Appendices
.fflBim/A. 36/ip.

During the night 7/8 and during 8 September, Coastal Air
Force covered all the approaches from westv/ard, one of its main

■  cares' being the movements of the Italian Fleet.
Wellingtonsv"') covered the
and Corsica, Cape Corso, the sea areas to the south of
Sardinia, and also, (with the help of a Marauder of No, 14
Squadron) Elba Island, the North Tyrrhenian and the approaches
to Spezia, Genoa and.Nice.
Baltiraores covered the east auid west coasts of Sardinia and

Corsica and the approaches to Spezia, Genoa, Nice and Leghorn,
v/hile any anti-shipping strikes in the Tyrrhenian were ruled
out because ol' the wide manoewres of our own naval units,
these aircraft had a free hand in waters west of Corsica and
Sardinia.

Five

east and west coasts of Sardinia

Eight Marauders and four

Hostilities had not yet ceased and the Allies, like

the Italians, had to maintain their bluff and supposed
ignorance by acting normally,
had to continue;
patterns.

Clearly, the show of interest
the patrols therefore follov/ed routine

Surrender of the, Italian Fleet

O.R.B. Appendices
l.A.A.P.

A.H.B.II

M/A36/IF.
C.A.P. O.E.B.

The Italian Navy observed the terms of the Short Instru
ment of Surrender with rigour. As the Allied convoy
approached Taranto it met, two Italifun battleships, three
cruisers and one destroyer outside the harbour,
instructions given them, these ships proceeded to Malta. At
1715 hours on 8 September, Spezia honbour was photographed by
M. A.P.R.W. aircraft,

about to leave,port,
the harbour exit.

Obeying the

Three battleships and two cruisers were
Tv/o battleships had moved to a buoy near

The booms protecting other battleships and
cruisers were open ,and teigs, 'vidth a battleship and a cruiser
on tiieir hawsers, had steam up.
Genoa harbour, until the next day, when it was clear that a

During 9 September four

No changes were observed in

considerable force had sailed.

Baltmores and four Marauders of N.A.G.A.F. reconnoitred for
Italian Fleet movements,
them.

and finding forces at sea, shadowed
More photographs of Spezi<a revealed the depart'ure of

all major naval units, except a few v/hich had been scuttled.
During the day 9 September, this fore
Straits of Bonifacio,

battleship was seen to explode and a.t 16,15 hours one cruiser
and four destroyers were seen circling an oil patch. . • The
balance of the force, that is, 'two ba.ttloships, five cruisers
and eight destroyers, steamed on. The happenings thus
reported by Coastal, reconnaissance aircraft vrere, in fact, an
attack by German long range bombers, resulting in the sinking
of the battleship Rom, (described three paragraphs hereafter).

v/as sighted in the
Thirty miles ¥.N.W. of liaddalena a

/Gerraan

(1) Pitted with Mark III A.S.V. owing to the intensification
of enemy jamming of Mark II A.S.V. in the North Tyrrhenian Sea.
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Geman,. Plans,,, ,fgr „,t,he, ,Cap,ture o,r,„„I)e,gt,r,uc,tiQn,,  ,Q,f„„„t,hp
I,t,alian ,Ple„etP,ue,hr,er

C,onferences

.P.G.. .H,GY,a,l,„.i^.f air.s

1943 (Admiralty
Publication).

Hitler distrusted Badoglio and was sure, in late July,
that he was intending, if he had not already begun, secret
negotiations with the Allies,

urgent preparation of foxxr plans to forestall a possible
collapse of Italian resistance,
capture or destruction of the Italian Fleet

account was it to be allowed to escape and join the Allied

forces. Closely linked with this operation v/as another,(2)
for the seizure by the Germn Army of key positions in Italy,
Two divisions v/ere considered the minimum essential for the

investment of the ports of Genoa and Spezia.

He therefore ordered the

One of these included the

.0) On noGerman Command

Document OKW/

WFST/662IO8/43
Report No. 18 of
Historical

Section (G,S.)
Army H. Q. Ottawa
in A.H.B.6. Admiral Doenitz v/as unable in the tirae available to

cover the Italian ports v/ith sufficient troops.  A major
part of the Fleet was thus enabled to escape. The code v/ord
"Achse" v/as sent out between 2030 and 2100 hours on

8 September. The only locality where Operation Achse
succeeded in its naval clauses, apart from the air attack on

Poma, was at Bari, after advice of the Italian soirrender.
General Heidrich was ordered to seize the Italian merchant

Special Interr
ogation Report
Gen. Heidrich

Hist. Sect. C.M.

H.Q. 13 Nov. 1946 fleet at Bari, and, with the help of his engineer battalion,
sank some 20000 tons of shipping before general confusion
ensued.

see Report I8.
Ottawa.

Succe ss ,pf, the Ital

O.R.B. Appendices
N.A.A.F.

A.H.B.

IIM/A.36/I.P.

Apart from a number scuttled in port or in dock for
repairs, and one cruiser and three destroyers seen by two
Wellingtons entering Port Mahon in Minorca, and interned, a

considerable fleet eventually assembled at Malta,
movements ha.d been followed, both by the Mosquitoes of No, 5
Photo Squadron and the Coastal aircraft mentioned, augmented
by four Yfellingtons on reconnaissance and two on shadov/ing

The course of the Italian vessels was covered by
anti-U-boat searches by aircraft,
on the battleship Roma, the Italian force divided,
breakfast time on 10 September, two battleships, five
cruisers and seven destroyers were N.W. of Bone; tov/ards
noon they made rendezvous, .after .having followed the course

laid dov/n, v/ith a British naval detachment from Force H, and
passed Bizerta en route for Malta.

Bizerta, bringing with it the complete crew of a TYellington
lost west of Bonifacio on the night 8/9 September.
9 September and on following days, naval ships, subm.arines
and raeroh,ant vessels of the svirrcndering fleet continued to

arrive at Allied ports from Bone to Augusta. (3)

Their

After the German attack

By

One destroye,r put in to

During

M. A.C, A.F.

O.R.B. Appendices duty.

Admiralty Battle
Summary A.H.B.

II.K/I8/3O

The Air Attack on the R,orAa

Ibid Against these arrivals, whose possession it was hoped
v/ould now render possible the release of Allied naval units

to the Par Eastern theatre, must be set the loss of two

/Italian

(1) Operation Achse, See Appendix J.

(2) Operation Schwarz.

(3) The total of Italian ships surrendered comprised five
battleships, eight cruisers, a seaplane tender, twenty-tv/o
destroyers and forty-one subimrines.

G. 2GQ100/m{/W/5Q SECRET
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Italian destroyers to enemy coastal batteries and the battleship
Roma to air attack. At 1545 hours on 9 September, Marauder M
reported a high-level bombing attack, couintered by high-altitude
anti-aircraft fire from the Italian Fleet,

direct hit by an F.X. radio-controllod bomb from one of the four

Do. 217s engaged was obtained on the Rpnia., v/hich caught fire and
sank.

At 1515 hours a

At 1651 hours a fiurther attack was carried out, this
These were believed bytime at mediiam level, by five aircraft.

Coastal Marauders to be Me.210s, but in actual fact wore part of
a force of Ju. 88s, from Poggia and Viterbo,
not prevent the onv/ard progress of the ships,
later one of our Marauders engaged one of the Ju. 88s, inconclu
sively.

This attack did

Half <?Ji hour

The attacks on the Italian Fleet diverted the attention of

the German long range bomber force from the landings on 9 and
10 September and probably drew off anything up to seventy-five
bombers, although there is no evidence that they all operated.
These operations were an additional proof, if any were needed,
of the German ability to react swiftly and in strength to a
crisis,

against superior land forces in the beachhead, \7ere rightly
adjudged as unlikely to switch fighters to intervene, although
later, light air escort was provided for the Italian ships.

The Allied Air Force, deeply committed to a struggle

AIR RROffiESS IN THE ASSAIRAT,,, PHASE

Air.,..Qp.Qr.ati.ons

Air.. C.pver .oyer Beaches and Shipping(’^)
Operation
■Avalanche The pattern of fighter cover continued over 10,11 and
M.A.T. A.P.Report 12 September, on much the same lines as on 9 September. On
21 April 1945. the morning of 12 September the Carrier Force withdrew v/ith
Report of pro
ceedings of
Force V. Rear
Adml. Force V

No. 318/218

most of its Seafires. Twenty-six of then were flovm off to
Force H vd.thdrevir onPaestum air strip as reinforcements.

11 September, leaving eight Seafircs and eight Martlets for
H.M. Carrier IJnic.grn, to enable Force V to maintain its own
fighter umbrella as v/ell as continue patrols in the combat area.
Pour more Martlets were received from H.M. S. Illustrious on
12 September,
two days flying, relieved by Spitfires.

TV/enty-four Seafires returned to Bizerta after
After attaining ti/To

.23......Sept 1943,.
A.A.F. in ¥orld

j_ Office
of A.F. History
U.S.A.P.

War

/hundred

(1) The general development of the pattern of beach patrol was
The first day's total of 796 sorties included 288

Spitfires (R.A.P.), 199 Invaders (A~36), and 309 Lightnings
(P-38).
patroIs;
effort to 119.
11 September, R.A.P. Spitfires increased to 219, /unerican
Spitfires dropped to 59;
Lightnings fell to 248.
reflected again in the figures for 12 Septen±ier.
(E.A.P.) fell off a little to 207, Spitfires (H.S.) rallied to
72; the A~36s dropped off to 107 a.nd the P-38s reached to 302.
Thus the first day's grand total had fallen from 796 to 641,
644 and rallied to 688.

as follows.

On the second day 70 Spitfires (u. S. ) came into the
the R.A.P. Spitfire effort dropped to 126 and the A-36

The Lightnings stepped up to 326. On

the Invaders stayed at II8 and the
This alternate daily fluctuation is

Spitfires
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Appendix II
M.A.A.P. Pile

"Lessons fron

Avalanche"

A.H.B./II/V
11/19

h\indred and sixty-five and tvfo hundred and thirty-two sorties

on 9 and 10 September respectively, the Seafiro contribution
fell to one hundred and sixty on 11 September and in the

forenoon of 12 September to fifty-six sorties,
v/ere very effective,
broke up or turned away over forty raids.

These patrols
For exaiaple, on 10 September they

I

Heaspns ,,f or Pighter Cover Pluctuations

Apart fron the diminuendo of the Seafire effort due to

accidents, it was found that many pilots gre?/ very fatigued
in covering such long patrols. They would have preferred
four short trips involving the same length of time, or oven

longer, to bwo long patrols. The cockpits of the Invaders
and Lightnings were larger and more comfortable than those of

the Spitfires, but, on the other hand, their patrols were

longer. Accidents were increasing rapiidly ov/ing to pilot
fatigue. On the other hand, performance sometimes exceeded
expectations. It v/as found that the Spitfires were able to

enter the area ten minutes before patrol time and sometimes to

increase the length of the same missions by a further ten
minutes. Conclusions were dravm later that in future

operations, they would be able to maintain a patrol of

30 Eiinutes on such an operation at that distance, instead of

25 minutes; furthermore, that they could have mintained a

ten-minute patrol as far as 220 miles from base. (1) The Army
fell behind schedule v/ith the delivery of 90 gallon jettison
tanks. Anxiety was felt thfit the supply of fuel tanks v/ould

reach dangerous low levels. Monte Oorvino could not be used.

Fortunately the enemy air reaction was not -considerable. The

first day there was little reason for any jettisoning of tanks;
supplies proved ample. Lightnings and Invaders all had

sufficient petrol for their long missions.

Beach ..Patrols 1.2 to 1J...September(2)

Operation
Avalanche

M.A.T.A.P.

Report
21 April 1945.

Ibid It is opportune here to follow up the narrative of the

beach patrol effort from 12 September, (the first day of the
development of German counter-attacks), through the day of

/supreme

(l) On the assuniption of these ooncliisions, an interesting
case could be presented for a Landing at Gaeta, north of

Naples, instead of at Salerno.

(2) .B,e.ach..pat.rp.l..Effort (excluding a few Seafire sorties)
1..2-17.....3..ep.teiTT3®P„.. iac I'usiye

A. A.F. in World

War II. Office

of A.P. History
U.S.A.P. A-36P-38 TotalP-40Date Spitfire

See10712 R.A.P. 107
U.S.

R.A.P. 145

U.S.

R.A.P. 123

72

77

302

65318125013

55 -m23714 312

59)U.S.

18315 72 790R.A.P. 140323
72U.S.

43616 269 R.A.P. 38 70

59U.S.

64 4989417 219 R.A.P. 109
U.S. 12

M.A.T.A.P. O.R.B.
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supreme crisis, 14. Septombor, to the date of stabilisation of

the Allied front - 17 September. On 1 2 September, the toto.1
patrol effort, excludinr Seafiros, rose, the most notable
increase apr^earing in Lightning sorties. Spitfire totals (u. S,
and R. A. P.} were stead^r and Invaders dovm a little. The
strain was evident on 13 September. The Invader effort rose.

.  On 14 September, when the entire available weight of /d.r Force,
xirmy and Navy v/as brought to bear, the total beach'patrols were
only one short of the figure registered on the dajr of the

Warhawks were brought for throe days intcj the beach
Thereafter, with the Germans back on the

a big drop in patrol sorties is discerned. Monte

landings;
cover system,
defensive,

Osorvino airfield was missed badlja

Bonibor Effort 10 ;;11 September
0.R.B,Appendices
M.xi.A.F. Sept. 1943
(A.H.B.in/'
A.36/IP.)

Both air forces were now instructed to isolate the battle

xOn 10 and 11 September, the Strategic effort was
applied to the ground battle and concentrated on road junctions
behind the enemy lines.
10 September.

area.

Fortresses were, out in streng-th op
Thirty-three of them .dropped a total of rdnety-

nine tons of bombs on a variety .of targets; Ariano inter-
¥eekly Summaries section and highway bridge, highways south 'of Benevento,
(A. H. B, IIj/l5/8) Rochetta San Antonio, Montelone Di Puglia and between Grotta

I'Enarda and /naiano Ippino, .also the railvi?a3r bridge at Oancello,
all vi/ith some success,

locate their primary target, Vinchiaturo, dropped forty-three
tons of bombs on bridges near Botano as well as on a Tiber

bridge, without hitting the targets.
Fortresses made a much more successful attack v/ith eighty-five
tons of bombs, on road and rail installations at Isemia, N.¥.
of Vinchiaturo, both situated halfway across Italy,
four laddle East Liberators of Nos. 98 and 376 G-roups visited
Foggia Satellite No.3, bombing in weather conditions too poor
for accurate assessment of damage caused bjr their forty-two
t.ons of bombs.

lA A. A. F. A.ir

Intelligence

xVnothor sixteen Fortresses, unable to

Thirty-four more

Twenty-

Opportunities for detailed observation were
further reduced, because of their combats vd.th a score of
enemy aircraft, some of wiiom attacked' for 25 rdnute''-
raid disturbed the movement of German fighter and fighter-
bombers to the bomber base at Foggia already noted, but, unless
maintained persistently over a period, could not seriousty
interfere vdth their operations. A Mo. 109 was destroyed.
German fighters and flak holed the Liberators.

This

The medium bombers on anti-communications operations v/ero
Thirty-six Mitchells dropped fortjr-

five tons of bombs on the road net at Gastelnuovo.
Mitchells and Marauders.

They were
attacked ty’’ about ten Me. 109s .of which thej’" destroyed one half
vri.thout loss to themselves,

visited an area whose name,
to recur with a sombre ring.

The same number of Mitchells .

in the following earty j'-ear, was
These .aircraft scored, a'heavy .

concentration of hits v/ith forty—eight tons of bombs on the
road junction N. of Cassino,
natural defensive p'jsitions in the world, on Highway Six
leading north to Rome. . The junction ■with, and surface of,
the Capua road \it\s also hit and the road leading into Cassino
Tira.s cratered,

cratering v/as to: check.
Marauders were also dropping forty-six tons of 500 lb, bombs
on Forraia road junction on the T/ost coast route.
missions that mot with fighter opposition were those to Foggia
and Oastifc^nuovo.

a small towm in one of the finest

This time it v/as the German movements virhich th
At the same time thirty-five

The only tw

e

o

205 O.R.B. During that night - 10/1I Septerabor -.the same work was
A fev/ Liberators and Halifaxes of Ninth x\ir Forceextended,

bombed Potensa rail junction, Formia was a^oain visited, this
tirae by^ forty-nine ¥ellin;.,t. ns .wh'o..clr )pped ninety-fotir tons of
bombs vd.thout l.iss to themselves, and vri-th good results. Two

, /other
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other night targets wore opened up for the first time since
the lendings, this time in the line of the Germans retreating
from Calabria.

Bostons.
Corletto road junction was lit up by four

Incendiojries, falling short of the town, failed to
set it alight, but the flares v/ere well placed to guide tv?enty-
two llitchells to the target.
v;ere dropped.

4n exactly similar force from the smne units were dispatched
to bomb it.

1000 lb. bombs, among others,
Auletta Was the other road junction attacked.

Here again, aiming was precise.

Armeili pec onnaissance,
named two road junctions v/ere features of the nights of 10/11
and 11/12 September. On the night 10/11 September thirty-
three Bostons and eight Baltimores vrere out on armed
reconnaissance over the Naples-Benevento, Potenza and Sapri
area betv/een the Fifth and Eighth jirraies. Bostons,
accompanied by Baltimores, bombed the road junction and
stationary ¥l/T at Avellino. Other Bostons bombed some M/T at
Caserta, as well as the road junctions at Sapri, Auletta and
Gosenza, (in the line of the Germans retreat from Calabria)
leaving big fires behind them. The dropping of Armistice
leaflets and posters over Italy by Wellingtons, as on most
nights when weather permitted, continued, the Psychological
Warfare Department concentrating on such urgent subjects as
Home and Italian resistance to the Germans.

as well as attacks on the just-

Wloile the Fifth lirmy ground forces vrere contending with

stubborn resistance during 11 September, the bombers main
tained these attacks against the Gorman lines of communication.
The important centre of Benevento could not escape notice and
thirty-nine Portresses added to the existing liavoc there by
dropping one hundred and four tons on the marshalling yards;
Thirty-three Mitchells hit the road junction at Castelnuovo;
thirty-six Mitchells attacked the bending road round ilriano.
Two other vital road junctions on the supply route vTere

attacked - Mignano by thirty-six Marauders and Isemia by
thirty-five Marauders; the photographs revealing inaccurate
bombing,
reaction:

the activities of the Luftwaffe during those days are
discussed.

None of these missions encountered any air
the reason for this will be elaborated shortly when

Ibid Bpraber...Operatiqns„,Night..J l/l .2 ..September,

The latest photograph of Prosinone airfield revealed the
presence of fifty small aircraft, tr/enty-six, Ju. 08s, four
He. Ills, five Do. 217s and trenty-one Italian, transport and
other aircraft,

six Wellingtons, who spent three hours bombing it v/ith one
hundred and sixty-four tons of bombs. A raid by sixty-eight
Portresses followed on the next day. They also did great
damage, (although some of the aircraft originally present had
left), with one hundred and fifty craters and rendered the
landing groiind virtioally unserviceable v/ith their one hundred
and twenty-eight tons of bombs.
Portresses destroyed eight aircraft and damaged nine,
was the last attack on an airfield until the night
17/18 September, as the critical ground situation called for
more and more support for Fifth /irmy.

During this night - 11/12 September - Auletta road
junction v/as well hit by tv/enty-seven Tactical light bombers.
At Gorletto, Bostons dropped flares and twenty-three Mitchells

/f ollo¥/ed

This offered an excellent target for ninety-

The YVellingtons and the
This

205 Gp. O.R.B.
and A.A.P. in

Y/orld War II.

Office of A.P.

History U.S.A.P.
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follov/ed in. Eosults appeared good. While medimis v/ere

attacking min road junctions, night movements v/ere "being
closely v/atched ahead of the Eighth Army's advance and harried
by the light bombers. Twenty-five Bostons and eight Balti-

mores of No. 3 S.A. A. F. ’Wing were out in the Sapri area on armed
reconnaissance bombing and machine-gunning. Gosenza town was

attacked by them and Sapri by Bostons, who created havoc ainong
M/T. There were eighteen Beaufighters on patrol. One air
craft of No.600 Squadron claimed a Ju. 88 near Salerno and
another off Cape Palinaro.

Allied Bomber Operations in the Battle /^ea. 12 and 13September

Air Intelligence

W.S. No.4/j-

N.A.A.P. O.R.B's

and Appendices.

The record of air operations in the battle area from 9 to
11 September revealed a pattern v/hich was to hold until late
on 13 September,
although patting forth a formidable effort, cannot be said to
have been fully stretched,
enemy airfields v/ere judged as adequately reduced; a final
attack was made on Prosinone airfield, south of Rome, on

12 September by a force of sixty-eight Portresses, carrying one
hundred arid tv/enty-eight tons of bombs,
hint and speeded up the evacuation already under way, to safer
fields,

bomb line.

Up to that tine the Allied Air Forces,

For at any rate a few days, the

The Germans took the

Bombers nov/ began to unload closer and closer to the
The same day nineteen Portresses honhod the roads

A. A.F. in World

’War II Office of

A.P. History
U.3.A.F.

at Mignano and at Benevento.

Portresses disorganised the roads at Torre Del Greco and Sala

Consilina, through v/hich enemy reinforcements must move or
traffic withdraw, dropping one hundred and thirty-five tons of
bombs.

The next day sixty-three

The Mitchells were engaged on the same work without
On the day 12 September twelve of them droppedrespite,

sixteen tons of bombs on the Colohrano/Corletta area, where the
Germans v/ere withdrawing before the Eighth Army, but were
foiled by cloud; others bombed roads round Arin.no (1)
CasteInuovo.

and

The same night, others accompanied by Bostons
again bombed the road complex between Potenza and Auletta, to
prevent, as far as possible, the German elements in the south

from reaching safety; a task only partially successful, since
movement at night v/as" very difficult to detect and the German

ability to v/ithdraw v/as greater than the Allied ability to
overtake them.

The flo^v of supplies from Naples was hindered by attacks
the same night by seventy-one Mitchells and Ivuarauders v/ho

damaged the Pompeii ro/id junction v/ith their sixty-four tons of
bombs.' Twenty-four other Mitchells went back to Sala
Oonsilina road end bridges, on the v/ay north into CaEipania from
Calabria. (This brings the record of the Mitchell effort up
to the evening of 13 September). Gastelnuovo, junction of the
main roads from south and ea.st, along the GcrEvan retreat route,
was put completely out of action on the night 12/13 September
by sixty-five Vifellingtons v/ho dropped one hundred and fifteen
tons of bombs. There was no flak and no encovintors or losses.

The Gormans v/ere using no night fighters at this period, but
their bombers were out as usual and two fell to our

Beaufighters.

' Invader' Bombing. Operations .12. to. 1.3... September

In addition to the Invaders(^) flying beach patrols, others
were working in support of the two ojrmics. : Their effort,

/averaging

(1) The Ariano mission included the first recorded B-25G's in
action in tlvis theatre (4 in number on this occasion) using 75 mm.
cannon.

(2) Mustang 'Invader'. The name 'Invader', invented by War
Correspondents dioring the T'-misian campaign, v/as officially
adopted. These Invaders came from No. 27 ajid 86 Fighter Bomber
Groups.

Ibid
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averaging seventy-five sorties daily,, began v/ith attacks on

M/T in the Potenza area on 10 ■September, follov/ed by others on
11 September, in the Salerno area, in the Potenza, Sapri and
Gorletto road areas on 12 September and a return to the
Salerno battle area on 13 September. Results were good. On
12 September, for example, pilots claimed to have destroyed
eighty-three and dai'nnged fifty-nine M/T. Each Invader
carried a bomb load of approximately 0.32 tons,

Qomparatiye. ,Aircraft. Ipsse^s from. ,9 tp.„ 1,3 Sept,ember

■ Considering the scale of Avalanche, both sides succeeded
in keeping their losses in aircraft reasonably low in the
first phase. Prom 9 to 13 September inclusive, Gernmn losses
v/ere four, eight, tvrelve, ti'/o and ten respectively; Allied
losses were ten, five, five, nil and one aircraft respectively.
The totals of thirty-six German and tvTenty-one Allied aircraft
lost must be related to the disproportionate total of actual
air forces engaged. It must also bo borne in mind that as
the days passed, airfields, v/ith a large number of aircraft in
various states, passed into Allied hands. By 1800 hours on
12 September, all the airfields in the Toe lay in our
possession. In the Taranto-Brindisi area v/e held Grcttaglie,
Brindisi/Orazio, Lecce/San Donato,. Leverano, and San Pancrazio,
all in good condition, most possessing some habitable
buildings, and Avetrano and Manuria, of minor value.

Sunmmry of Air. Support of Operations Baytov/n and Slapstick
to 1.3 September

Air support for operations in Calabria up to 8 September
as v/e 11 as long-range cover for the convoy to Taranto on
9, September have already, been covered;
and heavy bomber attacks on points of communications, troops
and transport between the two main battle areas have also been
dealt v/ith in detail up to 13 September. They have, it v/ill
have been noticed, tended to converge into a single problem,
whereas the assaults began as three distinct operations.
Great hopes were originally held of cutting off the German
armies in the Boot. ViThen these hopes died, everything was
done to prevent them escaping. The Allies did not succeed in
defeating them in the field, but captured, or denied the
enecy the use of all the vital airfields in the South; this
was a clear gain. The Germans, notwithstanding, retreated at
their own pace, and substantial forces joined the T.eht.h
Germn. .Army contesting the Salerno landings,
operations by bombers against airfields, roads, bridges,
troops and trsinsport affecting the joint Avalanche - Baytown
fronts have been followed up to the close of 13 September.

all the light, medium

The various air

Ibid

Desert Ai.r Force T.ac,t.ic.al Operations

A brief glance at Desert Air Force tactical operations
will bring the story of the air effort up to the point of the
big German'counter-attack and the Allied airborne operations
of 13 September and follov/ing days,
light armed fighter reconnaissance by six squadrons of the
Desert Air Force reported signs of a general enemy withdrawal
at high speed from the Catanzaro zone,
coast roads tov/ards Paola were attacked by formations from the
two hundred and thirty Kittyhawks and Warhawks out that day
over the battlefield and rear areas, ninety vehicles destroyed
and heavy casualties inflicted.

On 9 September, a first

Ool'umns along the

Spitfires escorted Operation

D.A.F.
O.R.B. and
A. A. F. in Yiforld
War II Office of

A.F. History
U.S.A.F.

/slapstick
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Slapstick naval units as far as Crotone. Considerable M/T
were accounted for. In the following days medivmi bombers
carried on the chase. A few Spitfires and Kittyhawks from

Sicily continued naval escort duties. For the next few days,
owing to the diversion of supplies to Avalanche, Desert Air

Force's support of the Eighth Army was curtailed. Fighters
wore switched to escort for bombers attacking lines of comiiiuni'

cation leading to Salerno.

Comparison of the Efforts,.of the Opposing Ai^^
9 to 12 September

The Allied air superiority was obvious to both sides,
addition to the Seafire effort already detailed, land-based
fighters flev/ seven hundred and ninety-six sorties on

9 September, six hiandred and forty-one on 10 September, six

hundred and forty- four on 11 September and six hundred and
eighty-eight on 12 September.
German Air Force could only register eighty-two fighter aiad

twenty-six ground attack sorties on D day, follo’wed by a
gradual daily increase luntil 12 September, v/hen the maximum

effort of one hundred and tv^enty-four fighter, eight mortar air

craft and fifteen ground attack sorties Y/as attained,
as the assault was under v/ay on the first day, all German

fighter and fighter bomber -units not already based in the

Foggia area transferred there, a mass move' towards co-ordination

of striking power,
character, reflecting both the apprehension as to the outcome

of the local struggle, and the progress of the following moves.

The German close support forces,^"*)

In

Against these figures the

As soon

German attacks the first day varied in

it will be recalled,

M.A.C. Weekly
Intelligence .
S-uiimaries.

could muster at the opening of the assault some one hundred and

forty/fifty aircraft, of which about one hundred v/ere service
able,

low numbers and the far superior Allied air strength forbad the

covering of all conimitments; hence the poor cover for their

ground forces and the Allied' reports that they himg around the

fringes of the land battle area, avoiding combat,
weight of the Luftwaffe reaction v/as against shipping and dis

embarking troops, the latter tiresome but ineffective.

These aircraft were used with great economy. Their

The main

/The Ground

(l) German Close Support Forces serviceable on D Day v/eret-

8 aircraft

II/S..K,„G,10 19

Stab.,, , J. G, 77 2

14
7

Mortar S-taf fel/j . G. 3 7

Stab., J. G.33 0

I/I.vG,v53 14

Mortar Staffe 1/J -.G-v.53
11

4
12

98
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The Ground Situation

Position of the Eighth on IJ. ...September
Eighth..Ai^
Op.eratip,ns .from
Reggio to 0^ Fifth Array's stand against, the German counter-attack of
Plist. Section

The Eighth Am^y was in no position to help directly

13 September, or logistical reasons, its main advanc

the

been slov/ed dovm.
F e had

On 11 September Cotrono fell to the
British patrols were still near Belvedere on

The main Eighth ilrmy elements had not yet
The Eighth Army

The

Central Med.

A.H.B.JII/58/
3(A).

Canadians.

13 September,
joined up with the forces landed at Taranto,
advance acquired new momentum as from 14 September,
light elastic resistance met by them and the Taranto forces
led to the conclusion that the vital combat zone v/as the Fifth

j'rmy area.
v;ere left,

that the Eighth Army could not on 13 September actively inter

fere in any action in the Salerno area.

In the south, only blocking and delaying forces
It will be clear from the positions given above

Ibid and

'Operation
Victory" by
Ivlaj, Gen. Sir

F. Guingand,

Major General Guingand, Chief of Staff of the Eighth Army
wrote later:

"Some would like to think - I did at the tinie - that

v/e helped if not saved,, the situation at Salerno,
doubt whether we influenced matters to any great extent.

Nov/ I

"General Clark had everything under control before
the Eighth Aimay appeared. "

On 9 September General Alexander had called on General
Montgomery for speedy help for the Fifth
visible result had been the caioture of Cotrone and its air
field,

tions.

of mines, booby-traps and explosives.

The first

As the advance developed, so did the German demoli-
The eneny may have lacked aircraft; he was not short

7‘S?Z..,.,H.§ad,g.uarters App.req.iations ,qf general position
13September

Signal
M.A. 113

10 September.
Tactical I5th

Army Gp. to
War Office.

The next day or tv/o, would be decisive,
short of landing-craft, hence could hardly build-up fast
enough,

at the expense of the Eighth /irmy and . the 1st Airborne
Division.

The Allies

Hov/over, Avalanche enjoyed priority in everyth

By the evening of 13 September, A.F.H.Q,

were

ing,

summarised the situation as tense and still regarded the

follbv/lng few days as critical: they v/ere indeed,
thing depended on the abiliiy of Fifth Army to build up more
rapidly than the enemy, a factor itself depending largely on

the effect of the Air Forces' effort against enemy comnaunioa-
tions.

Bvery-

56thThings T/ere unfavourable in X Corps sector.
Division had been driven out of Battipaglia v/ith heavy losses.

46th Division v/as maintaining its position in the passes, but
v/as subject to infiltration from the north,

change on the Ranger front, but to conform with the front

south of Battipaglia, the left flank of VT Corps (U.S. ) had
been withdrawn.

There was no

The Significance of the Corps Boundary
Ibid and

"Salerno"

Military
Intelligence

Div. War Dept.
Washington.

When British X Corps was hit on 11 September, the Sele gap
General Clark therefore shifted theremained wide open.

Corps bcundaiy north of the River Sele, and made moves to

bring Aimerioan troops north and west of the river; during

/these

G. 260700/^17/4/50 SECRET
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these moves the Tobacco Factory v/as the scene of tv/o important
battles on 11 and 12 September, for the possession of this

excellent post of observation. By the end of 13 September,
the Sele - Galore basin, the junction betv/ecn the t\To corps,
had become the point of least Allied resistance. A.F.H.Q.
reported insufficient reserves to stage an offensive. Could
the forces available even maintain a successful defensive

action against the three divisions massing for attack? Mean-
v/hile. Eighth Amy v/as striving to push forv/ard and relieve
pressure on the Fifth, Eighth Army had sufficient landins
craft to carry out small sunphibious ..turning movements, but in
the event these v/ere :not brought into, ploy until long after the
crisis had passed, - to be precise, on 3 October. On
13 September Oierman armour began to move across the Battaglia -
Eboli road to tlirov/ the /uacricans out of Persano.

e>

N.A.P. 369
13 Sept. 1943.

Deyp lopment .of . G-ernym Strategy

MeanvThilo the three German divisions in the Salerno area

were being reinforced both from north and south.

Jodi plan for the defence of Italy, v/hich stood at this time,
envisaged a main line of defence some considerable distance to

the north on the southern slopes of the Apennines, with
protection against landings by motorised reserve troops.
General Jodi himself had urged a concentration of forces in
Southern. Italy.

The Rommel

C.I.G.S.

SumiTiaries for

9-1- 19M.-
Fuhrer Confer'

-

enoes on Naval

Affairs

H.M. .Admiralty,_
The Conquest of
Southern Italy •
Part i/f British
Historical Sect.

Central Med.

German 'Jar .

By the evening of 11 SeiDtember, Kesselring, the German
Coramander-in-Chief, had taken stock of the situation; a
captured Order of the Day issued to Conmands detailed strong

Diaries of Naval elements of one division to North Calabria to save supplies
Staff (Operatims) and one regiment to Foggia, their main air base,
and of Naval

All other

available forces were to be concentrated in the Naples -
Salerno area, for only by throwing the Allies into the sea

3y could any decisive improvement be achieved. This plan was
Admiralty Battle adhered to in the main, but since every, other consideration
Summary, Salerno had to be subordinated to the resolve to crush the Fifth Anry,

2^.th...Pan.2;.er....Dlvi.s.ion, then in N. Calabria, was throvm in too,
piecemeal but entirely. 1.6th. Pan.zer..Diyi.s.i.on'..s battle groups
vfere re-forming for defence, elements of 29th. Panzer Division
were already under l6th Division's Command. These two latter
forces and the Hermn Ggering Division (dravm mainly from .

N.A.A.F. A.5 L.uf..tv/,af.fe personnel) v/ere then in the thick of the fighting.
17 Oct. 1945 Advance elements of 1.5..th .P.gc,zer Grenadiers were already on
A.H.B.II JIl/19) t.heir v/ay southwards. LJpWI .Panze destined to take

over the sector opposite the Allied right v/ing, v/ere still at
Gont'ursi. The ,26th Panz,e,r,„.,D,ivisiQ.n. were moving north from
Sapri. The occupn.tion of Romo and the suppression of local
resistance was keeping 2nd ...parac hute Diyis.i on and Panzer,
Grenadier Div.is.^^ busy, but the latter was soon to be thrown
into the struggle.

Command Italy:

Report on Air
Operations.
Operation
Avalanche

11 through 12 September the, German forces were grouping
According to this plan,(I)

ii.

for an all-out counter-attack,

motorised infantry of 26th.,Pan.zer.. Di.visi.on and l5.t,b,,..Ean.zer,.,
Grenadiers Division'v/pulci contain the Allied right and left
v/ings respectively,
the centre, (still weak, it v/ill be recalled), by two Panzer
and one Panzer Grenadier divisions, with further Grenadier
elements and tank reinforcements, The attack ojjened on the
night 13/14 September, maintained its impetus for 24 hours, then

No close air support v/as either promised or

The main effort was to- be a drive down

collapsed.

X.>rovided, as attacks on shipping held priority.

/crisis

(1) G Plan.
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CRISIS IN THE . ERIiXJEHE/JD ,. /iNE /HR, COUNTER-IvIEASURES

Major Greman Counter-Attaok

X.ntimat.ions .of approaching major Counter-attaok .

The morning of 13 September opened quietly on land and in

the Bay, The 29th,..Panzer...Grenadie^^^ v/as resting after its

ejection of the British from Battipaglia: Allied troops were

taking up new positions, 7th Armoured Div. was expected to
Begin landing the same evening. At 0725 hours Germans
Bridged the Sele- north of Persano, ABout 0950 hours a warning
from Fifth Array H. Q. arrived to the effect that the enemy
ndght attack south-west from Eboli in the afternoon. During

the forenoon, U.S. Infantry made some headway north-east of

Persano, But were stopped in the woods in the Grataglia. One

Battalion v/as dangerously exposed in the Sele - Galore
Corridor, Units on the American left flank were well dis

persed, The Gemams gathered to spring. Their tanks were -

on the Battipaglia - Eboli road at 1310 hours. At 1400 hours

other tanks near EBoli opened fire. By 1530 hours the attack

was in full swing.

'Salerno
Mil. Int. Div.

War Dept.
Washington

I

The Opening .Drive

IBid The opening drive uncovered the Sele River crossing at
A Battalion near Persano v/as struck from Both front

The main German force pushed down the lower Sele -
If they crossed the Burned Bridge a little

way south they would at once threaten the rear Allied areas.

An American attempt to recapture Hill 424> commanding
Altavilla had to Be aBandoned.

followed closely By Pan^ex„Gxen.a<Si.ers, and heavy ortilleiy.
Nothing could stop them,
trapped; the situation, for a while, got out of control near
Persano.

Persano.

and rear.

Galore corridor.

The German tanks pressed on.

/in Allied Battalion H*Q. was

The main pressure was maintained at this point
until after dark, when, having pushed the Americfuis from the'

ground near the ToBaoco Factory, surrounded units on the

Tenuta road and driven a deep wedge into the Allied front, the
Germans relaxed for the night.

Allied.. Cqi^ter-measp^es

IBid The Allied Commanders that evening made three decisions, .

These were, to speed up disemBarkation of 7th Armoured Div,,
Bring the 82nd AirBorne Div. into the line and concentrate
maximum- air and naval power against the threat. Salerno port,
opened on 11 September, v/as in working order for the unloading
of tanks. The Beaches v/ere all in our possession and'
reasonably clear of air attacks and long range artillery
shelling. Monte Oorvino airfield was still unuseaBle, But

Paestum strip was fimctioning and partially stocked up.
There were serious gaps in the Allied line and points weakly
held. Near Battipaglia a gap, at points 5 miles wide, was
held only By reconnaissance units. The right flank of the

/iraerioan front. Badly crippled, was held temporarily By field
engineers and a few infantry. Reinforcements were now flown

in By air, .

/Allied
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Allied Ground Operations during the Night 1^/14 September

Tll®....Opnguest of The Allied front v/as too extended; orders v/ere issued to
pull back into the best possible defensive position, dig in and

British Historical hoId on. All through the night tired units worked to
Section, Central reassemble forces and fortify the line. The right flank was
Mediterranean. refused: - the left flank made the best of mosquito-ridden

terrain. The 36th Div. based a precarious line on La Gosa
Creek, commanding with' its guns an exposed plain the Germans
v/ould have to cross. The v/eakest sxjot, where the creek
Joined the river, was covered by tank destroyers, tanks and
artilleiy. The night v/as relatively uneventful in the
American Sector.

Facing X Corps (Br,) were the 25th Panzer
There were some thirty tanks in Battipagliai These forces
shelled Salerno that night. Tanks attacked for three hours
on end, without breaking past the Coldstreams and the 9th Eoyal
Fusiliers. This front v/as fully manned, as a break through
north of "Vietri v/as anticipated. 'iYhile this situation was
evolving, a' small French force had landed at Ajaccio in
Corsica. ■

Headgu^ters* Appreciation, of the Pqsition•

Signal M.A.136 T
13 Sept. 1943.

General Alexander planned to visit the front with Air
Marshal Coningham on 14 Sejitember, to reassure himself on the
situation. General Montgomery had been told to push ahead to

The Allies y/ere ahead of theirthe rescue with all speed,
shipping programme; another division should be ashore by

Our armoured divisions.were beginning to land
The entire 1st . British Airborne IDivision had

20 September,
that evening,
been disembarked in Taranto, but with six-pounders as its only
weapons its value was still problematical,
45th (U.S.) division was now ashore,
but the actual situation was very grave.

The v/hole of the

It sounded reassuring.

The Grpi^d Batt^^^ 14 September

”..S,alernq.',’American •
Military
Operations

The aim of the Germans on 14 September was to exploit
their siiccess of 13 September and drive through by sheer weight
to the sea. They opened with a Series of armoured Jabs, all

Intelligence Div. held by the re-organised Allied units.
7/ar Dept. U.S.

Their losses in men

and armour in the field, and as a result of bombardment by the
Navy and Air Forces, severely handicapped them; they could not
fill the gaps in their armoured strength, ' The Allied disposi
tions made during the night were effective. The gap betv/eon

German Naval War

DLaiy. (with
tCi.D. (-1.5)) the British and American Corps was closed south-east of

Reinfoixjements were arriving and infantry reserves
Airborne troops had begun to function.

Battipaglia.
building up.
Germans, though temporarily halted, v/ere in dangerous strength
and held the initiative,

the Allies* condition had not worsened, it had not markedly
improved and all-out air and naval offensive action had to

continue all through the night 14/15 September and the day
15 September.

The

Although at the end of 14 September,

Continued Gei^^ on Allied Shipping

Ibid.

Admiralty Battle
Summary.

Early on 14 September, plans were made to withdrav/ Fifth
Army H. Q. to H.M. S. Hilary, H. Q. Ship and, if necessary,
evacuate one of the two sectors, reinforcing the other sector
with the same troops: but as the day progressed these moves
were adjudged uncalled for,
the immediate threat to the beaches had lessened,
v/as resumed on a reduced scale.

By 1400 hours it was clear that
Unloading

The beaches and harbour were.

/however
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however, at no time safe from air attack,
raids on the beaches were frequent and severe.
Naval Mar Diaz^r made little reference to these, placing more
emphasis on anti-shipping attacks. On 13 September, twenty-
nine fighter bombers had attacked the fleets. On  yt September,
the total effort fell from about one hundred and tiventy to
about eighty-five,
in the battle area;
ships,
controlled bomb,

hit and ScOnk.

U.S. reports say
The German

A fev; of these aircraft were encountered

sixty-two sorties were flown against the
U.S,S. Ihiladelphia was nearly hit again by a radio-

The merchant vessel l^shrqd Yfeshingtyn was

J
Appendix 8

By 0730 hours on 15 September, the Allied Naval Command
felt the supremo crisis had passed and ordered the resumption
of full scale unloading on the beaches of the southern sector.
Salerno port was still closed,' German shore batteries wore
shelling off-shore shippin
''farspite put to sea for the night, but suffered twelve
separate air attacks on themselves and their escort without

any serious damage resulting,
store ship v/as hit by a radio-controlled bomb and set on fire.
An L.T,C. was badly damaged by a bomb and had to be sunk.
Two more L.C.T's were hit at O8OO hours and at 121A hours,
the troopship DervYcntdale was damaged by a near miss and had
to be taken to Malta in tow.

H.I.I.S. Valiant and H.M.S.

At the anchorage, a U.S.

Ibid

Air Counter-Measures

Air !2L79.99ti'B9.....59Z,..,§U9.J'Q;ght^ Septoraber
No, 7 A.A.S.O.

•War Diary
N. A. T. A. P. 0. R,

During most of the day of 13 September, no reflection of
B. the rising crisis was discernible in air oi3erations, although,

as has been mentioned, an attack was expected,
direct close sup]port was carried out, as before, by Invaders
who flew armed reconnaissance sorties in the Salerno area,
while others patrolled the area round Potenza, soon to fall
to the Eighth /irmy,
bombers was ag;ainst communications just beyond the mountain

amphitheatre surrounding- Salerno; thirty Portresses were over

Sala Consilina and drojgped forty-seven tons of bombs, and
twentji^four Baltimorcs dropped sixteen tons on Auletta; at

night a fev/ Liberators and Halifaxes from the Ninth Air

Force continued to pattern by bombing Potenza.
There v/ero still no fighters

The only

The bulk of the work of the Tactical

The beach

head patrol continued,

Report on Air

Ops. Avalanche
N.A.A.F./A.5

N.A.T.A.P.

0. R. B. /Appx.

A. A. P. in World
War TT Office

of A.P. History
U.S.A.P.

available for gromd support escort missions; the air support
control machinerj/- turned for Tactical Reconnaissance and

bombline business only,
immediate -vicinity of the battlefield came from the hea-vy and
medium bombers.

The offensive effort in the

Thirty-three Portresses bombed the Torre
Del Greco roads in the outskirts of Naples and believed they
achieved blockat-es, nlthoug-h they did not liit the junction.
Se-venty-one Mitchells and Marauders were in the area, too,
and met no air opposition while they dropped sixty-four tons
of bombs.

There was a degree of urg;ency about the night's opera
tions although, oven then, the total bomber effort for the

2i+ hours v/as the lowest since the landings,
from the Ninth Air Force went back to Potenza; -twenty-six
Mitchells and Bostons v/ent to San Soverino vTith thirty--fi-ve

/tons

Pi-ve bombers
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tons of bombs. The main object of the rest of the night

effort v.'as the prevention of enemy reinforcements from reachin

the battle zone. Ninety-one Wellingtons dropped bombs over

the roads east of Pompeii, v;hich they tore up for a five-mile

stretch with, one hundred and sixty-four tons of bombs. The

.only interfere.nce came from a.single Ju.88. Pompeii had no

peace after'they left, for twenty-throe Mitchells, preceded by
pathfinder Bostons, bombed the roads again. West and north of

the battle area twenty-nine Bostons and eight Baltiniores
bombed M/T. But Battipaglia and Eboli, the two main portals
through which German, arms and men were flooding, iuid the

corridor they had sliced dov/n the pastures of the Sele and

Galore rivers, \7ere, curiously, left in peace initil the next

day.

rr
£3

Effort to say,e. Bridgehec?^^^ l4.,..Sex:)tpmber
N.A. A.P.

O.R. B' s/Appx. The Germans attacked again early on 1A Septerriber, ‘With the

objects of exploiting their tv/o mile-wide Sele thrust, and
driving through to the sea.

night to save the bridgehead nov/ came into plry, including a

maximum effort by the Navy and Air Forces,
by the Naval forces is dealt v/ith in detail in the Admiralty
Battle Summary on Salerno,
that it v/as prolonged, effective and in the fullest possible
weight and helped materially to change the situation.

The plans laid the previous

The bombardment

It is sufficient here to note

No. 7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary.
A. A.F. in V/or^d

Office

of A.P. History
U.S.A.P.'

'War

Summarising the air support by both Tactical and
Strategical Air Forces on 14 September and the night
14/15 September, well over seven hundred sorties on bridgehead
patrols, bombing and strafing attacks on targets of opper>-
tunity and fixed targets in the battle area by fighters and

fighter-bombers and over twelve hundred sorties by bombers of
all categories, 'were floivn.
of one hundred and fifty-nine tons of bombs,
hundred bomber sorties Y/ere flovm at night, the balance by day.
By night-fall the German attack h.ad lost its impetus and
initiative, never to regain them,
effort v/as in the battle area, except Pescara marshalling
yards, v/hich v/ere attacked by thirty-seven Liberators,
day missions were roughly divided into Army Support and
C ommunic ations.

Lightnings and P-40s: communications that of Portresses,
Mitchells, Marauders and Baltimores.

Tactical Air Effort 14, September

Fighter bombers dropijed a total
About tY/o

livery target in the day' s

The

Army Support v/ork v/as the role of Invaders,

Ibid Beachhead patrols rose to seven himdred and ninety-five
sorties, (only one short of tlie record of 9 September) and,
absorbed the best jjart of the available fighter force,
hawks Y/ere included tliis day and the next.
Eboli towns had to be reduced.

¥ar-

Battipaglia and
Forty-eight Mitchells laid a

Pwenty-four Baltiraores . escorted bypattern over Battipaglia,
"WarhavYks bombed Eboli. . Tv/elve Baltimcres looked for li/T
between the tv/o toYms; finding none, they bombed Eboli.
Tv/elve other Baltimores, sent to bomb Ebo.li,^ failed to rendez
vous-v/ith their escort, and retiirned. The v/eather was hazy,
but cloud very high. Twelve Kittyhav/ks attacked a group of
li/T on the Contursi - San Angelo reinforcement road, but did

Six WarhavYks dropped bombs on some stationary
This YYas a day when the beach patrols

reat harm.

M/T south of Teora.
extended their effort to participate in the land battle.
Eighty-foior. Invaders engaged'in opportunity bombing and armed

no &

reoonnaissancG.

/German
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German fighters apijsared over the battle area.
Invaders destroyed tv/o P.W. 190s. Eifty-nine Spitfires, on

battle area patrols, also ran into opposition, fighting
inconclusively with eighteen P.W.190s and Me.l09s.
total of over three hundred Lightning beach patrol sorties,
many took part in opportunity bombing, dropping sixty-three
1000 lb. bombs and one hundred and eighty-three 500 lb. bombs,
on M/T, road bridges and rail yards, and attacking Battipaglia,
Auletta, Torre Annunziata, Avellino, Eboli and Campagna.
They met a fev/ German-piloted Italian M-202s.
in the beach mibrella system also attacked Eboli and Torre
Annunziata.

The

Of the

The Warhawks

Mustangs from the beach cover bombed transport,
receiving themselves considerable damage from flak concentra
tions. Meanwhile the disembarkation of the 7th /jrmoured

Division was held up: enemy shells were falling into Salerno,
including some from a 210 mra concealed in a tunnel.

Strategic Effort 1.i^.„..September

Ibid During daylight, the principal targets were troop
concentrations in the Battipaglia - Eboli zone and the roads
over v/hich reinforcements must travel. At 0936 hours, fifty-
eight kiitchells and at 1240 hours, thirty-eight Portresses,
bombed Battipaglia heavily,
five eneniy fighters, of v/hom they accounted for t\7o v/ithout
loss,

forty-one Portresses obtained many direct hits on buildings,
rails and roads botv/een Battipaglia and Eboli.
progressively destroyed,
v/ay were hit by sixty Mitchells at 1000 hours: barracks and

troop concentrations were attacked in the late afternoon by
sixty-two Marauders, virho carj^eted the entire hillside,
all, the mediimi bombers dropped one brndred and fifty tons
on Eboli.

The Mitchells met some twenty-

Between 1222 and 1236 hours thirty-six Marauders and

Eboli was

The tovm, the underpass and rail-

In

The crossroad round the rail line to Potcnza wore

hit by twenty Portresses. To reduce the flow of men,
ammunition and equipment to the front line, a considerable
Allied bomber effort was thrust over the roads north-v/est of

the danger-points. West of Pompeii and round Torre
Annunziata, iwfo forces of Portresses, thirty-five and thirty-
seven respectively, scored many hits on the road system.
On the perimeter of the battle area, Avellino road junction
and Auletta road j^inction and defiles were attacked by
seventy Marauders; the San Severino road not was attacked in

the afternoon by thirty-six Mtchells. Liberators of Ninth

Air Force - whose heavy bombers had been transferred on

13 September to Twelfth Air Force, - hit the yards and roads
at Potenza.

That night, the largest formation of night bombers ever

dispatched in the theatre until that date, one hundred and

twenty-six Wellingtons, dropped two hundred and thirty-seven
tons of bombs on Battipaglia and Eboli, setting the areas

■well alight, Y/ithout loss of aircraft,
on 15 September revealed that the Battipaglia - Eboli road
was still open.

Photographs taken

Eighteen barracks had been destroyed.
Damage had been increased over the rail system; at
Battipaglia, the Naples, Metaponte and Eeggio lines were
still cut, as v/ere the roads to Naples and Rutino: the
bridge was destroyed and the road to Metaponte heavily
dannged: the marshalling yards wore fast losing any clear
outline. .. At Potenza, the railway viaduct leading to
Battipaglia showed up as half destroyed and some roads as
out of action and hard to recognise. At Benevento, the

/through
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through tracks were blocked, likewise the road junction at
Castelnuovo. The comnunications system revolving round Torre
Annunziata had had most of its direct rail linos, as well as

the highway, cut and blocked, Pompeii ruins had received
slight damage, the first since 79 A. D, (l) Add to this picture
the facts that at Capua the tv/o road and one rail bridges were
destroyed, and at Pormia all through lines severed, the coast
road hit; through roads at Cancello, Isernia vrere nov/ cratered

into .bottlenecks. It wil be readily deduced that the flov/ of

men and material for the German thrust had been considerably
impeded by early 15 Septeniber, Results would have been even
more effective had there been better training in mutual air -

ground identification and the use of visual signals.

A.P.,H. Q,. Review , of. the S,i.tuatipn

N.A.P.370

14 September 1943 Sele River had
An evening signal reported that a German attack along the

The\ined ground and was being reinforced.
Eighth Army, still far away, could not influence the immediate
situation.

rrp.

Tactical and Strategic bombers were working over-
More reinforcements from thetime in support of Fifth Army.

82nd Airborne Division v/ere being flov/n in that night by
Transport Comniand and the final regiment of the 45th Division
(U. S. ) was due the same day.
Taranto, were to create a diversion in Fifth Army's favour.
Replacements would be rushed in by sea.
be dropped behind the German lines.

78th Division (Br.) due in

Parachutists v/ere to

Alli.ed ..Night .Air. ,Oper.at.igns ,, t.o s.ay.e t.he... .B.ridgehead....co,n.tinu.ed
t.hrg.ugh t.h.e....N.ight....1.4/l.5 .S.eptember.

The bombardment by battleships, including H. M. S. Warspite
and H.M. S. Y.aliant, continued over 14 and 15 September and this
factor played continuously on the changing situation. The air
effort for the night 14/15 September was mainly notable for the
Wellington raid already noted. Other night missions were also
focussed on communications. Twenty-four Mitchells hit Eboli
and thirteen Mitchells Controne, and sixteen Bostons Eboli.
A few Liberators and Halifaxes from Ninth Air Force v/ent back
to Potenza.

Allied Air Support 15 Spjjtember

One hundred and seventy-four Lightnings swept the battle
area in addition to their beach patrols and dropped seventy-
seven tons of bombs. The Eboli area, still vital, Avas bombed
by a total of one hundred and thirty-six Mitchells, Baltimores,
Invaders and Marauders, who added havoc to an already difficult
ground position by scattering M/T and troox3 concentrations.
The road from Eboli to Battipaglia was again a priority
strategic target. It v/as cratered and blocked in many jplaces

. by thirty-six Marauders and fifty-six Portresses in the fore
noon, and the road out of Eboli to Camposele v/as damaged for
half a mile by seventy-two Marauders in the afternoon. Thirty
six Portresses and forty-eight Mitchells dropped loads on the
roads leading from Naples into Salerno; the' road junction just
S.E. of Auletta wa.s hit by Marauders. Strategic Air Force
operated, as on the previous day, as a tactical air force.

N.A.A.F. O.R.B's

205 Gp. O.E.B's

No. 7 A.A.S.G.

War Diary.

T.B.P. O.R.B.

A.A.F. in World

War II

Office of A. P.

History. U.S.A.P

The Tactical Air Force put in another orov/ded day.
addition to the attacks on Eboli toAvu already given, troop con
centrations E. of Altavilla and N, oT Rocca D'Aspide and in this
town, were v/ell covered by tl'iirty-six. Baltiraores and twelve
Mitchells respectively, all escorted by ¥arha.wks.

In

Kittyhawks
straTfed columns of M/T moving from Lagonegro to Auletta and

/patrolled

(1) The year when ashes from Vesuvius destroyed the city.
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landing of the paratroops on the previous night had had a
marked effect on the morale of the tired troops in the area.

This night a repeat drop v/as carried out, knovm as Giant Pour,
the same in all essential details as Giant One (Revised).
All hut five of the one hundred and thirty aircraft detailed

carried out their mission and returned. They dropped some

one thousand nine himdred paratroopers and equipment,^ hetvveen

2345 hours and 0045 hours, from 6OO .feet, on to  a Zone lit hy
paratroopers dropped hy Pathfinders. The moon was full and

visibility good. No enemy aircraft were met. They saw a

vessel hurning in the Gulf of Salerno. As they apx^roached
the D. Z., Allied A. A. fired on the 6lst Group. /d’ter the

firing of the Colours of the Day, the fire ceased. The hulk

of the troops v/ere drop^jod v/ithin 200 yards of the heacon, the
farthest troops less than a roile and a half av;ay, except for
two aircraft which drop^ied their troops 20 miles to the north,

Tv/o thousand one hundred troops, v/ere loaded into tiaicks and

conveyed to the front, one hattalion before Agropoli, one hy
Oglianto and one hy Capaccio., The following day, I6 September,
motor patrols of the Regiment moved South to Sapri, Yirhere they
met fonvard units of the Eighth Army. The beach engineers
throvm into the firing line were relieved, and resumed their

unloading, nov/ three. days behind schedule, while the hard-

pressed 45th Division was v/ithdrav/n from the front line.

The sanie night another mission set out to effect a
parachute drop.of one hattalion on a dropping zone five miles
south-east of Avellino, a fev/ miles behind the German lines.

Their objective v/as the destruction of the railway and highway
bridges over the river, v/hich would disrupt the flow of
German reinforcements.

San Michele:
The Zone, Was the valley above

not all the route chosen v/as covered by photo-
Very short notice was given; it was not possible tographs,

set up all devices originally planned for. Avalanche airborne

operation near the Volturno River mouth,
the way to the Zone and in spite of eneny small arms fire, its
crev/ set up their transmitters,
navigational difficulties, despite the moonlight, no guide
ships and no airborne corridor, as originally planned,
aircraft dropped about six hundred paratroops,
to the presence of mountains, v/erc dropped from heights
between 3,000 and 5,000 feet over a widely-dispersed area.

Aircraft carried out their ndssion in immunity because all

enemy radar stations had been airbombed out of action,
force blew a hole in the main highway bridge, then took to the
hills.

One pathfinder led

There were considerable

Forty
These, ov/ing

This

By 8 October one hundred and eighteen men were still
listed as killed, captured pr missing.;

Desert jiir Force Operations

Desert Air.. PoTO
The Desert Air

Force by ITiile the crisis in the bridgehead developed and passed,
R. Fenv.dck-Owen the Air Forces in the south were beginning to move into Italy.

At 1410 hours on 13 September, the Station Commander's party
fo,2/5 A.A.S.G. of No, 239 T7ing landed ,at Grottaglie airfield,
Nar Diary

The Italian

Station Goiranander could promise no active support in the absence
of material and in viev/ of bomb damage,
to lay telephone lines, instal mobile radar and fix billets.
The Desert Air Force was accustomed to moving in and operating
on the same day.

The party set to vrork

Aircraft and supplies follov/ed and the first
amned reconnaissances v/ere fldv;n .on 1 3 September.

/During
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During the next few days No. 2Z*4 Wing arrived by air and

operations increased.
The tide of operations enforced early moves to Bari and Gioia.
Before long the latter's airfields accomodated Nos. 244 and 255
Wings and elements of No.225 squadron and No.1457 Strategic
Reconnaissance Plight, as v/ell as the Allied press and Public
Relations units.

The stay in the South v/as short-lived.

s at Vibo8th„„Army
Opera,tlor),s....ReggL.Q Valentia, light bombers had staged a diversion;
to Or,t;ona,
Br. Historical

During and after the.landing

flovm four missions on 7 September against posi
D.A.P. had

tions S.E. of
Rosarno as a prelude to a ground attack.
251 st Brigade as v/e have seen on 8 September, but thereafter

targets in direct support became, progressively fewer as the

advance gathered speed, and it was not till 23 September, that

they reappeared.

They had supported
Section. Central

Mediterranean.

The rapid movement of our ground forces threw up joroblems
A and B parties ofof administration and disorgcanise.d plans.

D. A.P. T/ere split tintil as late as 25 September, owing to
German demolition of airfields and the bad weather.

Air Support Control No. 2/5 had to v/ork at times with'Army H. Q.
and at times v/ith D. A.P., as these tvTo latter H. Q.'s could not
always move simultaneously to adjacent a.reas.
was imposed on the air sup)port comm'unication system .and it was

difficult for both D.A.P. and Eighth Army, to keep up-to-date on
each other's activities.

The Army

Great strain

The only Rover tentacle available

No. 2/5 A.A.S.C.
War Diary.

functioned on the West coast axis, passing back valuable
information.

Vmen the Germans were concentrated north of Catanzaro,

armed reconnaissance had accounted for ninety-five vehicles and

damaged at least a hundred and thirty more.
D. A.P's light and fighter-bomber strength -y/as reduced to six

and seven, squadrons, respioctively, so that, additional air

support for Avalanche could-be provided,
were detached for the same reason a few days later.
15 Sep)tember, D.A.P. squadrons, supplied by air, operated from
Taranto bases in support of both Fifth Army and the units
advancing on Poggia.

On 8 September,

More fighter-bombers

By

Night bombing had been continuous.

Bishth,.,Arny; Reports of D Attacks on.;.Allied Troops

Ibid Ground movement being rapjid, maxiraum, reliance was placed
on v/ireless commimications.

such conditions, ?/hcre bomb-lines T/ere fluid.
Mediterr-anean Histoiy of Eighth /irmy Operations mentions the
following incidents,
our own troops - one as a result of our forward elements on the

east road being out of touch with their formation and beyond
the known bomb-line; .the other as a result of a formation
advancing quicker than anticipated, and only changing its bomb
line when the aircraft yrere overhead.

Accidents v/ore possible under
The Central

On 8 September, two attacks v/ere made on

On 1 October t-Vo

attacks were reported on the Canadian Division well within the
bomb-line. It was thoiight the bomb-line drill v/as of a low
order and the use of ground-to-air ̂ signals not fully apjpre-
oiated. Yellow smoke and flares v/ere used by ground units and

vehicles were supposed to be suitably and clearly marked.
There was a Ground Strip Code and a coloured smoke system to
show landmarks. Aircraft used 'White Verey lights to forv/ard
troopos to show yellow smoke, and green ,ones to ,H.,Q's ,to digplay
indicators, waggling their wings to exparess a.cknov/ledgement.

The Rover Tentacle v/ith the Desert Air Force

Ibid and Air The Rover Tentacle, developed by D.A.P. and Eighth /smy in
Supjport in Italy previous campaigns, although in this prhase only used on a small
A.H. B. IIJ.1/115 scale, v/as important,

of the system of airborne fighter-bomber control einiversally
Historically viewed, it was the forbear

/adopted
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patrolled the battle area, shooting up likely targets, v/hich

were in great profusion.
Avellino and Auletta, put out thirty-four M/T, and attacked M/T
and gun positions betvreen Salerno and Auletta, even as far as
potenza.

Invaders roamed between Eboli,

Enemy fighters were more in evidence now over the battle-
The beach patrols encountered a formation of twenty

P.W.190s and destroyed one.
concentration met lost five P.¥.190s.

formations of Me.109s were sighted, but avoided combat,
seven Strategic missions, only one ran into German fighters.
This was when a couple of them attacked the last element of a
Marauder formation after the bomb run.

bombers of T.B.P. met no air opposition,
forces had clearly achieved their success so far with little

or no air support.

field.

The other German fighter
Other smaller

Of

The light and medium
The German ground

Airborne Operations

Sudden„.G,hange in,„plans for : Airborne,.,, Ope ratio
Report of Troop
Carrier Command Previous plans for airborne operations in support of the

Activities. landings had been cancelled in favour of the plan for a drop
Vol.II by HQ T.C.C. on the airfields near Rome,(l) 7/hich in turn 7/as cancelled,

included a drop at Avellino for the
and a revised version of the

plans as at 13 September
night 13/14 September(2)

Sicily.
1 October 1943*

Avalanche plan for an all-parachute inission in the vicinity of
Capua, the latter designed to seize and destroy the Voltumo

crossings at Capua and delay the movement of the eneniy across

the river, (3) date, undetemined.

A. A.E. in vYorld.

\7ar II. Office

of A.P. Histoiy
U.S.A.P.

On 12 September, Fifth Army.asked if Giant one and Giant
three could both be executed on the night 12/13 September.
The reply was that. Giant one could bo executed on the night
14/15 September and Giant three on the follov/ing night. Late

on 13 September, Fifth /imy directed that Giant three be

prepared for execution on call on or after 14/15 September,
also that one' parachute R.C.T.(4) be dropped on the beach south
of Sele River in the zone of VI Corps that night -
(13 September). The 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment, less
one battalion, with one company of Parachute Engineers,
dropped after dark south of Sole River. The same day, the

preparation of the Avellino mission v/as ordered for execution
on the night 14/15 Sexotember and glider and parachute
personnel were ordered to sail from Licata, (Sicily)
Salerno. . Plans were drav/n up to follov/ the paratroop
reinforcements with glider-bome troops, but reconnaissance
revealed no suitable glider landing areas and nothing came of

the plans.

,  to

/The Sele

(1) Operation Giant tv/o.

Operation Giant three.

Operation Giant one (Revised), first kno-wn as Giant.

Regimental Combat Team.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The.,.,Sele giver Airborne ,OEGr?ltij2n.,,l5.,..,§ei';’temb^^^

Shortly after dusk throe pathfinder aircraft, containing
fifty paratroopers, took off from Agrigonto airfield in
Sicily. These and the follcvdng aircraft come from the C-A7s
and C-53s (Dalcotas) of 52nd Transport Command ¥ing.
leading aircraft of this pathfinder clement contained the
leader of the pathfinder force, mth paratroopers ready to
take down a iilureka beacon, a 5G transmitter and  a Krypton lampi"')
The third aircraft contained local personnel, to protect the
^^Gpping Zone v/hile the main force was landing, and the
second aircraft carried another Eureka and ICrimton Icomp.
Each aircraft carried a hrindie-talkie(2)
betv/een the three sticks, once landed,
trained personnel was to set up the Eureka beacon at all costs,
and, if possible, the transmitter.

The

for intercommunication

The brief of the

Ibid

The throe aircraft crossed the shore between the Gulfs of
Salerno and Policastro along the valley of the Alento River.
Ground sif/nals v^?ere recognised dead on time; the first stick
jumped, landed among the petrol flares and had its Eu3reka

The second Eureka landed a little

The partjr was
The paratrooper's chute

opened v/ith a jerk, tearing loose from his legs the straps
holding the kitbag container. The main forces' attempts to
tune their radio compasses to a beacon on 1690 Kilocycles
hence failed, but they triggered the Eureka beacon and
homed on to it from all directions,

or fighters, the fact that enemy aircraft were in the vicinity
made it essential to dowse the flares after .each group had
passed over.

operating in three minutes,

wide and came in as a Vtoluable standby,
unlucky v/ith its transmitter.

came in

Although they met no flak

One enemy aircraft circled overhead for half an

hour,^tr^dng to find the frequency of the Eureka  - Rebecca,
but without apparent success. The drop was well-placed, v/ith
the exception of one company, who dropped 8/iO miles southeast
of the D, Z. The. ma.in force, eight hundred strong, collected
in one hour; they were packed in lorries and driven to a
position near Albanella.: In 2A hours they had prepared a
strongly fortified position near Difesi Monti. Pour days
later this regiment made a night attack on illtavilla and
captured it. The following night this opera.tiun was repeated
and the ftill-scale Avellino airborne operation carried out.

Airborae Operations at Ayelli.np(3)
14 September

Riverand Sele

Report of Troop
Carrier Command

Activities, The 82nd ilirbome Division and the troop-canying aircraft
^  v/ere, after disappointment and delaj^s, to come into action,

XII T.C.C.Sicily, although, in comparison with the original work jRanned for them
1  Oct. 1943 under Avalanche, their role wfis secondar5n
A.H.B. List. detailed for Salerno landings and Rome v/ero still, until the

■!3 September, idle: they might have been profitably
/i. A. g,—in world employed on bringing in much-needed supplies for the Army and
/far II^Office of Air Forces on completion of the first landing strips. TroopA. F. History'- Carrier Ocanmand were unable to do any of this work until after
U. S. A. F. 15 September.

Vol.II by H.Q.

The aircraft

The spell was now, however The, broken.
/landing

(1) An instrument designed to produce a blinding white flash
of one second's duration, at five-second intervals, visible in
daylight from 10,000 feet altitude.

(2) S.O.R.536.

(3) 0]:>cration Giant Three.

(4) O^ieration Giant Pour.
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adopted Vi/ith success in later phases of the cejnpaign, which

evolved thjrough the stages of Roverj Rover David, Timothy and
kindred systems. Rover Tento.clGs(l) could communicate either
direct to the fighter-bomber wing or to the ground by 1?/T, or
to the airborne fighter-bcnber flight by Very High Erequency
or High Frequency; briefing of aircraft in the air was, how-
ever, exceptional. The tentacle was a Rover in the sense that

it could bo switched from pno brigade front to another, without

interfering with normal air support communications. A wing
v;ould be affiliated to a Rover, as the arrangement likely to
produce, .o.nd de.al with the best o.nd most numerous t.argets,
The system created an intimate relation between supporter and
upported. Especially in fast-rnoving battles was its worth

to be proved; bomb lines were quickly adjusted, and the
positions reported: the time for execution wa.s cut down and

iorray and Air Force kept more exactly-' informed of eo-ch other's
moves and needs.

R:3ST0RiTI0H OF THE ALLIED POSITION

AlliedOperations

Situation at Close of15 September

N.A.A.P./
S.A.S.O, O.R.B.

Appx.

Gk)nera.l Alex.''ndor, on 15 September, conraented on the
happier, cJthough not yet satisfactory, state- of a.ffairs in the
bridgehead. The troops v^ere tired, but in good heart. He
had asked for early reinforcements. The air bombing(2) and
the shi'ps' gunfire had been great morale raisers. The Germans
had virtually broken contact with Eighth Ar’my, in order to
fling the troops from Calabria against Fifth Army: but beyond
a certain do.te they could not ignore Eighth Amy's advance.

Reconnaissance elements of Eighth Army were now at Sapri, with
patrols, fom-Jard, and by 16 Septerober the whole of 5th Division
(Br,) was oonoentrated in the area Lagonegro - Sapri - Moratea,

Gemiian Naval

Non Dionies,
Sept. 1943
(with N. I. D. I. 5

It is clear from the entries in the German Naval Non

Dionies of 16 September tho.t the Gemians admitted the failure
of their big oountor-attack.
ho.d co.used grievous losses, which ware
pessiinistioo.lly stated, that they were bound to leo.d to a
gradual reduction of their striking pov\/er.

The ships' fire and air attaclc

The atto-ck w?ould

s
so series, it was■ J

not he renev/ed unless the entry into battle of reinforoements
Non Diony of from 1st ponachute Division turned the tide end led to a break-

Tenth Army thnough. In the late afternoon of 16 September, the Commander
G.M.D, S. if2803/l of the Tenth Ancy recorded too, tliat his attaclcs, oEthough well-
(Captured Gomnrn equipped and carried out with spirit, had been unoble to reach
Docment.) See'
Report No, 18
i’inry H.Q. Ottawa.

their objective, owing to the fire from no.vo,l guns and lov/-
flying aircraft, as well as to the slow, steady advance of

It was ossentio.1 to withdraw from the bo.ttleighth ulmy.n;

/in order

(1) Also Inown as F.O.Ps or Forv/end Control Posts.

(2) Nhilo the battle was raging, representations had been moEe
for the retention of the three Nellington Night Squadrons due

for return to U»K, on 15 Sep>tetnber.
Staff decided that, in the critioal sitxiation ruling, they
could be retained for Avalanche temporarily, subject to a

revicjw of the situa.tion on 20 September 1943.

The Combined Chiefs of

AT.522

17 Sept. 1943
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in order to occupy good defence positions before the interven

tion of Eighth Army.

Patrols of Fifth and Eighth Armies met, at Valle Di
Lucania on i6 September,
unbroken from sea to sea.

Soon the Allied line was to stretch

The C.oni!iander-in-C.hief..on... Air., and Nay a  1 Support at S.al

N. A. P.3 76
21 Sept. 1943
A.H.B.l/D/12/46

A few days later General Eisenhower surxied up the major
lessons learned at Salerno, for the benefit of the Combined
Chiefs of Staff. His signal is important, for it is accepted
that he endeavoured at all times to view combined operations
as integrated efforts, not as sums of sharply - divided exer
cises of arms. During the critical period, he said, every
item of available force, including land, sea and air, must be

v/holly concentrated in the support, of the landing until troops
are in a position to take care of themselves,
emphatically included the Strategic Air Force,
lo^nding the enemy build-up was proceeding to a p>oint on v/hich

he might overwhelm the land forces capable of being launched

against him in the critical beachhead phase; this had been the

cause of grave doubts as to the wisdom of the operation,
single element justifying adherence to the plan, had been the

knowledge of our complete command of the sea, with the ability
to support our forces with heavy naval grmfirc, and command of

the air, with the ability to pour the full power of the entire

Air Forces on an enemy seeking to destroy our landing troops.
During the days of crisis, even the night bombers had
contributed markedly to the effort of sustaining o\ar hold on
the beaches.

This most

Before the

The

Without the concentrated use . of naval and air

strength, we could scarcely have hojoed to, prevent the eneiiy
from driving our forces back into the sea. Even given
sufficient ground forces to break through the defensive coast

of a beach line, a critical period would ensue, during which

their actual ability to sustain themselves would depend on

overwhelming air and naval cover, during build-up to safety
level. Normal missions of naval and air units would have to

be suspended during this short and critical period, to produce
effective power. These views had been constantly supported
by all his Gommanders-in-Chief. As soon as he had fighter-
bombers and Lightnings based on the mainland he could begin to
advance.

A.A. F. in World ■ A,ir .Ee,irif qrcement
OfficeWar TT

Needs and Fulfilment

of A.P. Histoiy
H. S. A. P.

The Supreme Comrrander suggested to the Combined Chiefs of

Staff the value of a blow by bombers.from the United .Kingdom
against lines of conmunication in Northern Italy and requested
the return to the Mediterranean of the three groups of . . .
Liberators which had operated there in July and early August.
Both suggestions were ax^proved and carried out joromptly by the
air forces in the United Kingdom,
three hundred and forty R.A.F. heavy bombers and five
Portresses bombed the yards at Modane in an effort to close the
northern end of the Mt. Cenis tunnel.

Eighth Air Force dispatched eighty Liberators and five hundred

and forty-four personnel of the 44th, 93^’d and 389th Bombard

ment Groups (h) to the Mediterranean.

On the night 16/17 Septembe

At the same time

These aircraft began

r,

operations on 21 September and continued to operate for N.A.A.P.

through 1 October, m.ost of their ojjerations being against lines
of coramxanications in north and central Italy,

The Supreme Comraander was also concerned that his air

forces might not be able to continue operations on a scale
The tv/innecessary to ensure the success of Allied arms,

invasions had called for an a.ctual onix;'loyment of the air forces

/far
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fnr in excess of planned omployraent. Ho felt that to reduce

the scale of the ]present air effort mip;ht be disastrous; the
air force was beinff depleted b3r attrition, and would be

further reduced by losses of crev/s throu;:-h comp)letion of combat
tours, especially rapid in the Mediterranean, where excellent
flying weather and the constant demands of land campaigns
frequently pemittcd a crow to complete its fifty missions in
from four to six months. These facts were cabled to General

Marshall, but no immediate reinforcements were forthcoming,
partly because other theatres were even shorter on replacements
than the Mediterranean and partlj'' because with Avalanche end
Ba3rtavn secure it was anticipated that the pressure on
N.A.A.P's fighters v/ould be reduced. V/ashington planned,
however, to increase the minimum replacement rate from
15 per cent to 20 per cent (Troop Carrier crews from 5 per
cent to 10 per cent), effective on 1 January 1944*

Allie.dj;4r,,Effort^^ f IS/'I.S to 17 September

The pattern, of close supp.ort continued to the end of
1 6 Sepjtemher, spreading gradually to the perimeter of the
c.ombat zone, switching from the night 16/l 7
the dnjr and rdghts of 17 and l8 September, to attacks on
onomj'- air bases. The phase of consolidation of the bridge
head closed on 17 September. Operations by the Air Forces up
to that date vlll now be recorded. '

Fighter Qlpse.

Seiatember through

Ibid

N.A.A.F. Report
on Avalanche,

rib. 7 A.A. S. 'oi' . '
Another strong force of Yv’ellingtons returned to the battle

area on the night 15/16 September after a week of quasi-
tactical operations by Strategic.Air Force; this time, one
hundred and twenty-three of them turned to the further
destruction of the railway at Torre Annunziata and bridges and
roads round Pompeii, dropping two hundred and forty tons of
bombs. The follovdng night, o\dng to the continued menace of

No.205 Sqn.
O.R,.B.
A.LF. in World
War II. Office

of A.F. History
U.S.A.P.

attacks on our ship^ung, tho5'' opened the blitz on enemy air
fields with a raid bjr eighty-four aircraft on Oistema/Littorio
fiel d.

Ponza were revisited on the night 15/16 Sei^tember by Mitchell,
Boston and Baltimore formations, a total of seventy-seven
aircraft o-peratin

Roads alroadjr heavily punished between JJboli and

The next night the same formations went
to Caserta, where thejr bombed a road block, as well as li/T And
ammunition dumps, find Bonevento, whore they hit railroad
bridges. On both nights, small fvirmations of heavi?' bombers

;  from Cjorens-ica attacked Potenza. (l)

rr

/On the

(1) Statistics of N. A. T.A. F's effort during the Assault Ihase
are given at Apjendix 10.
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On the day i6 Septeniber, ('I ) with the Eighth Army gathering
Potenza came again into the picture and v/as bombed,

this time by thirty-eight Liberators, Virho dropped seventy-four
tons of bombs.

momentui

Direct Army Support was provided by tvrenty-
The former bombedfour Baltimores and t7/enty-five Mitchells,

troops streaming south from Contursi and the latter the

battered Eboli landscape,
nings were on punitive expeditions over the Avellino area,
sweeping as far as Lioni, Corvino and Eboli.
and dumps were scored in response to Arny calls,
mediums vforked further from the hub of the fighting,
tension diminished on 16 September,
Portresses raided the roads and railways at Benevento and
Oaserta.

One hundred and eighty-four Li

Many hits o

About one hundred

The Mitchells divided; most of them - one hund

ght-

n M/T
Heavies and

as the

red

and twelve - bombed Isernia and Capua; a few others, in

company v/ith Bostons, added touches to the scarred Eboli -
Oontursi road. Marauders went further afield, twenty-seven to

There were seventy Invader
The Supreme Commander

Mignano, tvirenty-seven to Pormia.
sorties over the Eboli/Serre area,
cabled to the Combined Chiefs of Staff that the v/ork of the air

force continued to be superb.

Ground support was given lavishly the next day by seventy
Invaders and one-hundred and eighty-four Lightnings, who filled

in the gaps caused by the switch of the bombers to anti
airfield raids. The Invaders dealt with gun emplacements, M/T
and factories at Battipaglia and Serre, trains and roads at

Nola and bombed Sarno, Solofra and Carnpagna.
Mitchells, too, in the area between Eboli and Aulotta.
these sorties, were carried out 'without serious opposition.
The expenditure of ainraunition and bombs v/as very high, often to
the limit, and results, as v/as confirmed on the spot by ground
observers and later v/hen the Allied armies advanced, very
satisfactory.
Eighteen Mustangs of No. 111 Cbservation Squadron were now-
engaged on Tactical Reconnaissance work for the Army.
Spitfires escorted Dakotas bringing in supplies and men, and
evacuating wo-unded from Paestum strip.

There v/ere some

All

The beach patrols continued their routine.

A fevj-

The Disabling of H.M.S. Warspite
Admiralty Battle
Summary on
Salerno

Operations
A.H.B.IIK/18/30

On l6 September the LuftvTaffe scored another important
At 1410 hours H. M. S. Warsp^ite wass-uccess in Salerno Bay.

proceeding to-vvards the northern area of Salerno Bay to continue

/her

(1) Build-up of Tactical Sg on. the -bo
1.6 September

Monte Oorvino v/as not fully operational until 20 September.
Small elements of 31st Fighter Group began sporadic use of
sections of it from 16 September onsf/ards, but the Group did not
complete its inove-in until 22 September. Initial build-up was
on the landing strips, on the follovving schedules;-

12 Sept.
13 Sept.

Tusciano

Paes'tm

Five Sqns. No. 324 Wing R.A.F.
Eight Sqns. 33^^ Fighter Gp. No.Ill
Observation Sqn.

Fifteen Sqns. 27th Bomb Gp.
Tv'/enty-three Sqns. No. 322 \7ing R.A.F.
Twelve Sqns. 86th Bomb Gp.

16 Sept.

18 Sept.

The night fighters of No. 6OO R.A.F. Sqn. moved on to Monte
Gorvino 26/27 September.

Sole

Asa

Capiaccio
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Report by C.0, bombardment, when she was attacked by ten F.W.190s. No
H,M.S. ff̂ spite. sooner had one bee>i shot downj v/hen the true object of the

blioff appeared. . Without any radar v/aming, three radio-
controlled bombs appeared.almost overhead at 6,000 - 8,000 feet.
Their parent aircraft was^sighted at about 20,000 feet. These
bombs dived vertically on the ship, which could take no
avoiding action because of the congestion in the adjacent
T/aters. Tr/o bombs narrowly missed, but one hit her, pene
trated to No.4 boiler room and burst,
flooded.

Five boiler rooms were

lar.spite managed to proceed slowly on her starboard
.  engines imtil 1500 hours, v/hen the last boiler room filled
with water and all steam failed.

to\J and six destroyers escorted her to klalta; the sum total
of units disengaged from battle thus reached a serious level.
In spite of moon, there v/ere no night attacks on the formation,
which v/as covered by Spitfires the next day on its way to

' Malta.

Tivo U. S. tugs took her in

The rest of the naval vinits escaped damage from other
raids the same day, on 17 September; the British cruiser
Orion and the U. S. battleship'PeladeIphia were both narrov/ly
missed.

A°.1?.y-.§,?-.„..Allied Shipping. Losses compared with Gern

German Naval PHege.rkprps .H. Q. claimed the follov/ing successes against
Allied shipping up to 1800 hours on 13 September: five
transports, one heavy cruiser,' seven landing craft and seven

Custody of N.I.D.small craft sunk; six transports, one cruiser, three
1-5.)). ■ unidentified, wrarships, two. destroyers, one escort vessel and

three landing craft probably sunk. The truth was that up to
that hour only one tug, one L.G.T. and nne hospital ship had
been'actually sunk. The summary of actual casualties to

Allied ships up to 20 September, the date accepted by
H.M. Admiralty as marking the close of /ivalanche, are given
at Appendix 13.

War Diary.
Sept. 1945

N.A.A.P. idr

Intelligence

Weekly Summaries, with the object of nipping any integrated air effort in the
A.B.H.IIJ.15/8.
N.A.A.P. ORB.

Appendices.

Goaded by the Luf.feva,ffe.'.„s successes against shipping a

bud, the Allied executed an all-out ox^eration over a period

nd

 of
three nights and two days. It opened v/ith a night attack on
11/12 September by nearly one hundred V^ellingtons on Prosinone,
folloT/ed by a day attack on 12 September on the same airfield
by sixty-eight Portresses,
demands of the bridgehead crisis, the operation was resumed on
the. night I6/17 September, when eighty-four Tvollingtons
started fires on Cistema/Littorio’airfield near Rome,
the day 17 Sepitember, a hiass attack began on the Roman base
system.

Portresses and again, oh 18 SeptOTber, by thirly-seven
Portresses.

After a delay caused by the

On

Ciampino North and South v/ere attacked by fifty

Pratica di Mare was sniothered with the bombs «f

one hundred and thirty-four Marauders and Mitchells on

1 7'September. At night again, sixty-four Wellingtons went to

Cerveteri fighter base, setting fire to hangars and aircraft.

A few Mosquitoes intruded near Guidonia and Ciampino.
Viterbo, an active bomber base, was put out of action by a
day attack by seventy-t\7o Portresses. The other main bomber

base, Poggia, housing the majority of the Ju.88s in the
South, was visited the same day. Nearly one h-undred
Lightnings sv/ept over Satellites 3> 1> 10 aJ^d 12 during the
morning. They lost six of their number, but did hea-vy damage,
destroying, to the best of their belief, nineteen Ju, 88s, and
ten single-engined aircraft, as well as daraaging mary Ju. 88s.
The Germans were not so concerned at the damage as our claims

would suggest, claiming that their excellent disi^ersal took

/the sting
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the sting out of the attack.
Luf.;^/^fe was grim,
threat of the Eighth Arry's advance, forced a retreat.
Unit Poggia withdrew on 1$ September, and on 25 September the
long range bomber evacuation v/as complete.

Nevertheless the prospect for

Naturally, durin

the
Attacks such as this one and the growing

Battle

g
this period, operations over Salerno were effectively reduced.

Ibid New Dispositions pf....the,,,German Bpmber^^^^P^^

The new picture of the lay-out of the German long range
bomber force must be appreciated so that future operations may
be seen in perspective.
Istres in Southern Prance.

Groups;!
Groups; I and II of K. G,,1 moved to

Northern Italy, and at the end of tNe month, back to Germany,
to rest and refit.

nd II of ,K,.,G. moved to

Groups I and II of ,K.,G. 50 moved to
Group.,, Ill pf„K.G,,54

The disorganisation caused by these
Piacenza and Villafranca respectively,
moved north to Bergamo,
wholesale moves not only removed the threat to the Allied
shii:iping off Salerno, but rendered the bomber effort over the
whole, of October negligible.

Ne.YA.,,D.i.s,p„psitign,s of Germn C.lpse Support Pproes
Ibid.

The Allies had by last light 17 September established
their bridgehead. Reinforced, they turned to attack. Gerraan
strategy, while foiled of its aim of ejecting the Allies from

Section Central ' Italy,' had at the same time achieved successes beyond its hopes,
-- - ■ and was to consider revising the original j)Ian to fall back to

■the Pisa ^ Rimini line. Certain re-dispositions of its close
■support and fighter forces would have to be made if the small
air force at their disposal was to be preserved. This v/as not
to be easy, in view of the Allied air offensive and German plans
to cover the evacuation from Corsica,
sation lasted from 16 to 28 September,
force bases were too near the front line and virithin range of air
attack.

German Strategy
Br. Hist.

Med.

The period of reorgani-
The- close support

Half the fighter forces v/ere moved on 16 September to
Tv/o groupsthe Rome area, where they were at once bombed out.

0^ Gf..G»5,5 suffered badly and had to be transferred ' to the Lucca
area to re-form. The remaining G;fgup - .Ng.,T - Trent to Rome;
"the Gesch'vyader ,H,.,,Q. was set ujj at Lake Albaho, .and Padua'and"
Mantua prepared to function as main bases.

Group I gf ,J.,G..„5,3 was given the remaining aircraft of
those of Group Iir/j.G. 3,

Gro-up,,.,.! ,..gf
Groups II and; III/3,,„K..G, ,10 moved

to Aquino between 18 and 28 September. . Thus l/j. G,,„.53,
l/j,*G,„.7.7„..and I,I,/S.*..K,.,G,,„1,P v/ere the only forces left to cover the
dual tasks of supporting the Aniqy in Southern Italy and
escorting the long range bombers. Their nev/ bases vrere at
extreme range from the front; they could not therefore give
any appreciable support to the troops. Already under strength,
the machinery was still f-urther strained by the diversion to
the cover of' the Corsican evacuation.

Groups.,,,11 ^d„„II.l/j,G., 53, as well
who went back to Germany to rest and fe-fit.
J,.r..G*.. ...,7.7, moved to Viterbo.

as

THE CAPTURE OP SIiRDINIA CORSICA
Air Operations
against Sardinia Sardinia and Corsica
July to Oct. 1943
R.A. P. Med. The sooner the two island bastions on the left flank of

In GermanReview No. 4. the Allied attack on Italy vrere reduced, the better,
hands they were a threat by air and sea to our progress.
Conversely we needed them ourselves as flank air and sea bases,
Corsica in particular as a build-up base for an ultimate
landing in Southern Prance,
campaign. Allied Intelligence had kept as close a v/atch as

Since the close of the Sicilian

N. A. A. P. Air
Intelligence
Weekly Summary
No.44

A. H. B.Il/j.15/8
/possible
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possible on events, through reports of photographic reconnais
sance and aimed reconnaissance by Warhawks of the Strategic Air

Force over Sardinia, agents and other sources.

Germi^. Eyac.uaM.on...^^^^^

On 17 August there v/ere about sixty-five Me. 109s and
P.\y. 190s based in the northern half of Sardinia, but as time

N.A.A.F. O.R.B's. passed this force diminished, in the latter stages putting up
A.M.W.I.S.

Aug./Sept./
Oct. 1943.

Ibid

German fears that theno opposition to the VVarhav/k offensive,
main Allied attack might fall on Sardinia were disproved by
Avalanche; on 9 September the decision was made to evacuate

from Sardinia into Corsica, and from thence, yielding
Bonifacio andprogressively to pressure, to Italy.A.F.H.Q.G-2

Reports. Ghisonaccia airfields in Corsica were prepared for the reception
of the Sardinian units. Pliegerfuhrer Sardinia moved his
B.at.tl§..,.,Ii.».Q.» on 10 September to Ghisonaccia, ' taking with him
forty-four aircraft.(I)

On 11 September all Sardinian airfields were reported as

demolished or in course of demolitions,, but aircraft operated
that day, not against Allied units, but against Italian. Many
Italian airmen were still biding their time for a chance to
join the Allies. Some burnt their aircraft rather than

surrender them to the Germans. A big escape^effort was staged
for 11 September. Some sixty bombers and twenty fighters took
off for Sardinia, hoping to find the Germans evacuating. The
Germans intercepted them, shot down seven bombers and ordered
fighter action against grounded Italian aircraft on Sardinian
airfields. The Germans used Sardinian airfields for the last

time on 15 September. They did v/hat they could to spoil what
they had to leave, ploughing up airfields and destroying all
aircraft they could not fly out. On 17 September, evacuation
was completed. Air photographs,taken two days later of Olbio/
Venefiorite field showed forty-seven newly-destroyed aircraft,
including forty believed to be Italian fighters. It is not
known whether these v/ere shot up during the German operations
mentioned above or destroyed by their Italian crews. That
Corsica was the stepping-stone to a general retreat to Italy
was also indicated by photographic cover of the ports of the
two islands. Through August into Septeiriber, shipping began to
concentrate in La Maddalena.

P.R.W, Reports

Allied troops and officials landed on 17 September to find
that two Italian divisions of the three garrisoning Sardinia
had refused to join their compatriots of the third division,
evacuated to Corsica with the Germans.

T.h§....4.itack..pn,...the .Germans in Corsica

O.R.B. Appendices
N. A.A.F.

It was reported from Corsica that, since 11 September,
Italian troops, assisted by French patriot forces, had been
fighting the Germans there and held control of Ajaccio and
large part of the interior. The Germans held Bastia,
Bonifacio and the south-eastern areas,

moved from Sardinia into Corsica through La Maddalena;
photographs were tal^ien of Bonifacio, shovving considerable
activity by 'F' boats and Siebel ferries. On the night

12/13

Men and materials

air

a

IF R.A.F.

Mediterranean

Review No. 4.

(1) 26 of Il/Sc.hlacht Geschwader 2, 6 of 4.,.,(.H) 12 (short
reconnaissance staffel, veterans of the Desert War), 12 of
IIJ/J ghters).

range
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12/13 September a small force of French Commandos v/ere put
•  ashore near Ajaccio, went into action and took over the air

field. The joint forces (increased up to- 26/27 September, to
six^thousand and four hundred troops) were increasingly
successful and by 21 September held half the Island.
26 September the French occupied Ghisonaooia airfield.

10.gyer. for t Cprsica.,.

In the case of Corsica the Germans planned and carried out
another tactical triumph, in spite of energetic Allied-
interference - the systematic evacuation by air and sea of
twenty-five thousand personnel and over six hundred tons of
mateilal between l6 September and 3 October.- To effect this,
drastic movements of the Air Force were carried out. -To

effect this, d-raotio movonioiits uf LUu' Air Furoe were- oarriocl out.

All available fighters in Italy were transferred to the Pisa -
Grosseto airfield area, thus almost totally denuding the

Naples - Foggia air bases and leaving the troops in the battle■
area without support. These fighter forces, added to other
small formations still left in Corsica, and all available
forces of transport aircraft (mostly Ju.52s) - v/ere concent
rated under one command and operated exclusively on the
evacuation, On 22 September the situation still allov/ed day
air transport, v/hich continued without pause. There v/ere only
ten fighters and four ground attack aircraft then based in
Corsica for operations. On 2A September, Office.|',.,Co.mmQndi^
Air..l)s.Q.Q3r.t. was asked to speed up air transport by Li^tflotte 2

.  (the German Air Command Italy). This was impossible, but some
improvement was effected by reducing the distance of flights.
Aircraft now flew from Corsica to Campiglia and, from

.  25 September, on to Cecina, transferring ,the main dispatch
effort to Borgo. ^

On

Ibid

The new tasks of Fliegerfuhrer...G.Qrsig,a were defined on
. 22 September. .They v/ere, to supervise air lifts and reception
of transport.; support the narrowing Corsican, bridgehead;
reconnoitre Corsica and control the island's flak operations.
The move of German fighter and ground attack units proceeded
daily. On 24 September, Fliegerfuehz*.er ...C.praica transferred
his Battle, from Ghisonaccia to the Pisa area and was
renamed Pliegerfuehrer Luftflotte 2. 0,fficer. Commanding Air
!][?ransp.prt was subordinated to Luftflptte .2 the next day.
Ghisonaccia airfield housed its last Ju.52 on 25 September.
Prom then on till the end, they used Poretto and Borgo. Prom
29 September, a continuous Geman fighter patrolC”^)
maintained over the sea area on both flanks of the main route
from Corsica to Leghorn, in view of the danger from Allied war
ships and aircraft.

A1 lied,. Land and Air Operations in Corsica

was

Ibid - The Germans made thrusts into St. Florent, Levie,
piedicroce and Zona, but soon evacuated the two first-named,
French and Italian forces, v/orking in excellent accord, took

/Zona

(l) At 28 September 1943 units, under command of Luf.tflotte„.2,
covering the evacuation were:- at Grosseto - Il/S.G. 2 an,d

- i2..cL..53
-at Cecina - l/j..,,.G.»..7-7 ’

■  in Lucca-Pisa area, .II...and
III/J.,,,G,..53 .

(awaiting aircraft)
at Metato IIl/j.,.G.»...7.7.....and

4U0-12
Another Fighter Gescb7ader - Il/J,..G, 77 armed with Maochi 205 was
moving into the Pisa area.
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Zona and Vozzani, On 21 Soptombor, twenty Liberators bombed
Bastia harbour successfully; the same night sevent3r-five
V/ellingtons revisited it; starting fires visible fr-om JO miles

Beaufightcrs were out intercepting air
On 23 September twenty-seven

One of their formations

on the return flight,
transport formations.
Boaufighters carried on the watch,

205 Gp. O.R.B.

returned, claiming eight destroyed out of a formation of forty
Ju. 52s.

down fevelve of them v/ithout loss,

to Borgo airfields, they were at once bombed by Mitchells.
British'L. S. T. landed tanks and a G^C. I. set at Ajaccio.
French Spitfires, based at Ajaccio, patrolling over Bastia on
29 September, shot do\m four Ju. 52s and tovo /erado 196s and the
next day increased their score by oho Me.323 six-engined
transport, three Do. 217®' ahd one Ju. 88 in the same area.

Those wore their first combat operations under command of
N.A.A.F.

Another patrol, running into seventeen Ju. 52s, shot
Tftien the Luftwaffe switched

Other Allied formations ha.d been concentrating on the
maixiland terminal, Leghorn.
U.S. Liberators made their first attack from North--west Africa.
Thirty-two of them hit small craft and harbour installations
at Leghorn,
had not been stopped, Mitchells bombed and shot up shipping off
Corsica,

but failed to render it unserviceable.

Bastia was made on A October,
were constant targets for U. S. cannon

Coastal Air Force for anti-shipping strikes.

On 21 September, nev/ty-arrived

Later, on 22 September, as the evacuation process

On 25 September they attacked Bastia/Borgo airfield.
The last air attack on

The active German s

Mitchells,(l)
urface crn.ft

attached to

During the week
ending 2A September, a destroyer and many small craft were hit.

The land forces exerted increasing pressure on the
On 2 October, the G.O.C, ,Geman„.,.ACTned

F.Oi'ce.S, in Corsica ordered the final evacuation of the island
and intensified day and night air transport.
3 October, the finale had been reached:
off from Marrai Di Luri, teelve miles north of Bastia,
day French forces entered Bastia. B;^ this time all the large
Italian islands, including Pontelleria, Bmpedusa, Sicity,
Corsica, Capri, Ponza and Irocida v/ere free of the enemy.
Elba, small,

dwindling German Zone.

By 2100 hours on
the last forces took

The nex

but of considerable tactica.1 importance, remained

t

in German hands until mid-June 1944-

Summary of Chapter 4

This chapter has covered the landings on the Italian main-
larid at three main points and shovm how, without the principle
of full tactical surprise, these were achieved, and how the main
beachhead at Salerno
disaster.

was saved, bjr a narrow margin, from
Sardinia and Corsica on the left flank fell, by

contrast, easily into Allied hands,
critical period, such as the Italian surrender, conspired to
make the enterprise a searching ordeal, but the various
difficulties were overcome, sometimes tyr sheer ingenuity, and
it can be said at this pioint that the /illies were, for the time
being, established ashore.

Various factors in this

The next problem was to collect
these scattered elements and establish a coherent front.

/Commentary

(1) B-25.GS.
approach the selected vessel si:iultanoously.
were made at a height of 100 feet at about 5,000 yards range,
aircraft then closing in to 1,500 or 1,000 yards before a swift
break-away.

Their method of attack v/as for four aircraft to

Cannon attacks

G. 26O7OO/M7/4/5O a.JS C,„.E..J T
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CpEomentajry

Pacts emerging from the general situation seem to be,
firstly, that the Allies v/ere not in sufficient concentration in

the Salerno area to meet the determined and v/ell-equipped
German thrusts, although they had some foreknowledge through '
Intelligence channels of the shape of things to come.
Secondly, it was not until late on 13 September that the facts

of the crisis was signalled to General Montgomery, whose forces

were temporarily halted round Oatanzaro to enable them to

regain v/ind and bring up supplies,
reliance was placed on the capacity of the Air Forces to isolate

the German armies (which they failed to do).' and too little
effort concentrated until it was almost too late, to destroy

the enemy by joining more intimately in the land battle.
Army and Air Force coimianders were still doubtful, after the

Strategic air support at Ademo in Sicily, (the results of
which took days to clear up) as to the immediate tactical
benefits of concentrated air support close ahead of one's own

troops, although one and all were agreed on the tonic effects

on the ground troops of the visible and audible presence of our

oY/n aircraft taking the offensive,

achieved up to late on 13 September, they certainly did not

prevent the Germans from both preparing and executing a highly
dangerous, mathematically timed, elaborate and impressive
attack, which shook the Allied system to its foundations.

Thirdly, too great

Both

Whatever the Air Forces

/chapter 5
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CHAPTER 5

E^OTMSION OP THE BRIDCMiEi^ ,i^ THE
ClIpTURE OP IHIPLis

ESTj.BLISIBfflNT OP A PRONT IN ITi\LY

SuramarY of Allied Progress 1? September to 1 October 1943

The patrols of Fifth and Eighth Armies met on 16 September.
Thereafter the Eighth iirmy moved rapidly up into position, in

the centre and east of the counti-'y on Fifth Army's right flank.
On 17 September, in the course of this movement. Fifth iirmy
struck,

to meet the Eighth Army threat.
Sele-Galore corridor ■was erased:

fell on 1 7 and 1 8 September respectively,
opposition, the Army pushed through the hills towards the
Naples PleHn, by way of the pass at Cava dei Terreni.
Fifth Army's right flank, determined thrusts regained
Altavilla, Albonella and Acemo, pushed up Highway  7 and on to
Avellino (which fell to the iiiiericans on the night
29/30 Septeml ,er), and tovrards Benevento.
passes south of Nooera, the British X Corps swept dotm to
Pompeii across the Vesuvius Plain, to enter Naples on
2 October and pass through to the next German defensive line
along the banks of the Volturno River.
Airborne patrols had entered Bari on 14 September: Potenza
fell on the night 19/2O, Barlotta on 25 September, Poggia on
27 September, and its airfields, and Ifemfredonia (later to
become the principal oil port for Strategic Air Force) on
28 September,
front at this point.

The Gentians were caught ■’.thile preparing to vidthdraw
The enemy salient in the
ruined Battipaglia and Eboli

Against very stem

On the

Once through the

In the South, 1st

The two iirmies consolidated their combined

n^id and History

Doniinipn , Forces
Operations in
Italy. C.M.F.

Ibid and M.A.T.A.F.

Report on Salerno Close Support by Allied Air Forces 18 September to 2 October
21 April 1945

Of the t-v7o operations in aid of the ground forces by
Tactical Air Force over this period, the attack on enemy
fighter and bomber bases has been dealt v/ith. The results
were satisfying; two hundred and seventy enemy aircraft had
been photographed as destroyed or disabled, and confusion sovm
in the already fluid state of the Luftwaffe's organisation.
The second operfition, co-ordinated iTith Tactical Bomber Force,
aimed at setting a ring of road blocks round Naples and the
Germtm forces. Tactical Bomber Force continued to operate
from Sicily, except for 47th Bombardment Group and No.232 V/ing,
■who moved to Grottaglie and Brindisi respectively on
27 September to support Eighth Army. This force - (T.B.F.) -
habitually carried out the bombing of enemy communications and
supply, airfields, marshalling yards and troop concentrations.

The tvro main tasks of Tvrelfth Air Support Command were the
■pn-jvision of cover over shii^ping and direct army support. As
more landing strips became, ava,ila.ble in Italy, it ivas
progressively possi'l.-'le' to take greater advantage of our air
superiority; fighters and fighter-bombers joined more closely
in the land advance, rendering it more easy of accomplishment

A.A.F. in
Worl d Wa-p TT .

Office of

A.P, History
U.S.A.P.

/by
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1:y their constant attrition of the enemy' s strength and

dislocation of his system.(1 ) By 25 September the greater
pai-t of the U.S. and fighter units i^ere operating from
mainland airfields.

. and OGtober 1943

dd'.id Air operations in 3epteml?er 1943 ''.'vere on an intenser scale

than was possible for many months to follov/.
worsening weather v/ere clear to read,
cloudy conditions, v/ith thunderstorms over the sea, spread
slowly southv/ards over the peninsula,
cloud was above 8,000 feet,
grew heavier and cloud base fell to 2,000 - 3,000 feet at times

over many of the battle areas,
the end of October, it was usually cloudy, often showery v/lth
some thunderstorms.

Already signs of
Prom 1 8 September,

At first, much of the
Then from 25 September, sho¥/ers

Prom 26 September on through

There was mostl^r lo’v cloud at 3,000 feet
Only six days in

Tlie limitations imposed by the
■i/eather affected air operations; but the bridgehead had been
established and a general, if slow, advance launched while the
weather was kind. . .

and medium cloud at about 8,000 feet.
October were fair or fine.

The Armies' Advance in Detail ,

Ggn.que.st of
Southern Italy.
Br. Hist. Sect.
Central Med.

In the Heel, Eighth Army Canadian forces linked up on
17 September with elements of 1st Airborne Division, entered
Gioia and pushed on to Potenza and Molfetta.
attack developed first in the U.S. sector,
reducing the big salient betvreen the Sele and Galore rivers,
Persano, Albonella, Ba.ttipaglia, Eboli and Controne were taken.
Forces had increased, thanks to feverish unloading activities
and the relative immunity provided by fighter air cover over
convoys and beaches,
divisions, one airborne division, tv/o British infantry
divisions and one armoured division were ashore at Salerno.

The Fifth iirmy's
Here, after

By 19 September, three U.S. infantry

X Corps (British) gathered strength v/hile the Air Forces
A slight advance north of

Gradually
softened-up the roads to Naples.
Salerno v/as made; X Corps entered San Cipriano.
the Gerraans lost all the cor.manding positions north and north
east of Salerno and ■'..'ithdrew to the outskirts of Avellino.

A breakthrough r/as eventually achieved on 28 September, when
armoured units pressed through the pass at Pagani and entered
the Naples plain; they then occvipied Castellamare, Pompeii and
Angri; over on the right fj.ank Avellino was reached and San
i'lngelo captured. Further south, the great prize of Foggia was
captured by the Eighth iimy on 27 September. Not only was it
an im:portant road and rail junction, but its airfields would be
invaluable. In the oast of Italy, the enemy was retiring
behind demolitions; by 28 Septeraber his line ran Manfredonia -
Foggia - Melfi.

/air

(l) Total sorties for the period werc:-

(a) Tactical Bomber Force,
(b) Desert Air Force, Fighters 1,958.

mc./R 273.
(c) XII Air Support Command.

Day 51-1 •

9 61 ,
Fighters

Night 1 71 •
Fighter-Bombers

 1,864
Fighter-bombers 1,348 ■ Tac/R. 180

N.A.T.A.F, Losses (operational) 22 destroyed
"  Claims 6 destroyed
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AIR ORELITIONS SUPPORTING BRE/JITmOUGH TO NIlPEES PEHN

28 Septenaber in Support of "^eTactical Air Operations_18
Annies’ /idvanco

More support could ba given to the armies
situation grevf more fluid and aircraft were able to operate at
short range from mainland bases,
the beach and bridgehead patrols were reduced in strength,
although they wore usually well over the tv7o-hundred mark

daily,
attachment to T.A.P. and reverted to their normal roles, as

escorts to bombers and on armed s%7eeps.
contribution to the patrol increased.

theas

When the crisis died down,

r

The Warhawk

Most of the Spitfires

No. 2/5 A.A.3.C.
War Diary.
No. 7 A1A.S, C.

'war Dia.ry.
A.P. in World continued on patrol.

War II. Office of such tliat relatively little close air support was called for.
The German retreat v/as sv/ift, planned and needed no urging.
On the left flank and in the central sector (gradually being
filled in) the Air Forces v/ere .active day and night, unless
\7eather prevented full-scale operations,
targets for fighter-bombers were plentiful; thereafter day

movement diminished, a sign of their efficacy.

On 18 September, the S.A ji.F. Lightnings ceased thei

The speed of Eighth Army's advance was

ii* P. History
U.3.A.P.

Up to 21 September,

The tide of fortune was definitely on the turn in the
In support of VI Corps,western battle area on 16 September,

on this and the following day, four hundred and forty-four
U.S. Lightning, two hundred and fourteen U.S, Invader, and

one hundred .and fifty Kittyhav/ks (R.A.E, ) sorties were flown.
They ranged over the whole battle'area, attacking gun
positions, mobile .and stationary M/T, tank dumps, bridges,
rail stations and troops in concentration,
where the Germans v/ere precariously based, Eboli,
Battipaglia, Contursi, Auletta, Campo.gna, Serre, Olevano,
vrore given no rest,
savage German counter-attacks and their relief was great when
Allied aircraft, over and ahead of them, swept over Nocera,
Cava and Oalabrottc.

The small towns

British X Corps was still standing up t

Both creviTs and ground observers

o

The Lightnings reportedreported some excellent results.

Laving sighted one hundred and fifteen enemy aircraft on
l6 September
possible in view of the Incited German strength, but it is a

fact that at this period fighters v/ere for a short time

directed into the land fighting.

This Viras not■ostly Me. 109s and P„W. 109s,

As the d.ays followed, the cabilogue of bargets denoted
the rally and advance. On 19 September, from morning to
nightfall, Invaders, Warhawks and Kittyhawks were over
Pescopago.no, Andritto .and Avellino; the next day over So.n
Angelo, v/hilo Tactical borabers attacked Avellino, then through
21 on to 28 September, over Nocera, San Lucia, Meroatello,
Montella, pagani, Go.puoi, the Avellino-Benevento roa.d, Melfi,
Sarno, Caimbrolle. By 24 September D.A.P. Spitfires had
sv/itched from Fifth to Eighth Army support; they escorted
fighter-bombers and patrolled Foggia landing grounds.
D.A.F. fighter-bo.mbers were over the Avellino-Foggi.a area the
next do.y, with Spitfires and Kittyhawks, but sow/ little
ground movement. South of Rome there was heavy traffic.
In the Fomaia-Fondi and Volturno River areas some four-

hundred I'/T were reported, genora.lly headed N. and W.
Convoys v/ero imiloading at Formia, and there v/as boat activity
at the Volturno riverraouth. The Germans v/ere circumventing a
ro.ad bloclaige b^/ using coasto.l craft. There were fires in
Naples, the Harbour was cro\/ded 'with smicen craft, .and
demolitions; v/ere evident.

No. 7 A.A.S.G.
¥ar Diary.

No. 7 and No. 2/5
A.A.S.G.
Yfer Diaries.

/leather
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¥eathei7 yras poor from 26 September and the tactical air
The Germans took advantage of

situation to expedite both day and night road raovement.
On 27 and 28 September, weather allovred forty Invaders to range
over San Severino and on 28 September seventy-four Invaders,
Kittyhawks and ¥arhav/ks supported the ground forces between

in Fifth array sector

effort siaffered accordingly,
this

Benevento and Termoli (on the east coast):
flying was virtually impossible.

Strategic Air I8 - 28 September 1943

On completion of the- couriter-cair force operation early on
19 September, new x^lans were developed for the employment of
the Strategic bombers. There v/as one small ground support
mission on I8 September Y;hen Portresses bombed the road and
rails between Salerno and Avellino. After a day's rest, the
main force of bombers concentrated up to 24 September
bridges, road junctions and other bottlenecks north and east of
Naples, "With the first object of entabling a ground breakthrough
by X Corps, by creating a net of road blocks round the
body of the German forces opposing then. The result was not
to-surround them: but it did, by hindering ingress to and exit
from the blockaded area, whittle down their supplies and choke
movement. The two main areas so restricted were, firstly,
along the line of the Volturno River and secondly, along the
Ponaia-Hignano road to the north,

^2999 9.99atas a. Ring of Traffic Blocks

The block in the 7olturno area called for the greater
effort. ^ Road and rail bridges at Cancello/Arnone near Capua,
San Martino, /imorosi, Ponte and Grottaiainarda were bombed with

Benevento and its

In five attacks,,nearly
250 tons were dropped by a total of eighty-nine Y/ellingtons,

,  thirty-three Portresses and thirty-four Mitchells,
1 October there were ten attacks on Benevento.
pormia area line was dealt with frora 20 September onwards.
The road was already blocked when the operation' began here.
On 20 September sixteen Marauders attacked it and on the night
22/23 forty-six Wellingtons v/ent in; on 22 and 24 September
the hook in the road at Mignano, on the main road leading south
from Oassino, was choked by Marauders.

on

main

by Marauders and Mitchells.varying succe

bridges received most attention.
o o

Up to
The second

a.A.P. in World

'War Il/Vol. 2
Office of

A.P. History
U.S.A.P.

Ibid

No. 205 Sp,
0.R.B. and Appx

Photographic Intelligence v/as plentiful and re-assuriiig
during the week ending 24- September.uuixng une weeic ending 24 September. It revealed the

confusion and subterfuge forced on the German traffic system
by debris at Pormia, Oaserta, Benovento and Gastelnuovo*
Lagonegro, Avellino, Capua and north of it, and at many other
places, _the approaches to the bridges were bloclced by craters.
Rail bridges at Pornia, Pescara and elsewhere had cuts in their
approaches and vrere useless until repaired. Cloud cover
prevented any extensive air photography for Hie next week, but
useful evidence of the effective natiire of much of the Allied

What bridges had not been affected

At

Air operation did shovY up.
by it v/ere blo-wn by the retreating Germans, who were photo
graphed placing charges. The rail bridge fror.i Benevento to
CancGllo was shovm as demolished and the lines cut lower down.

/other 1
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other ̂  Operations 18 - 28 September

On the night I8/19 September T.A. R. Bostons and
Baltimores and U. S. IltLtchells concentrated attacks on roads in

the Salerno area,

night wore made in sjmipathjr with the fluctuating ground
situation; bjr night,- light bombers reconnoitred the roads

leading to the front,
points, now fasiiliar to the reader.
Invaders continued to give close support,
fluctuated v/ith the gradually deteriorating vreather.

Small-scale, continuous attacks bjr day and

Mssions were flcwn over all the key

Warhawks and Mustang
The effort

-V^

Air Lia-ison officers vath the ground forces have recorded
hcfw the visible presence of our ovm fighters and bombers over

the assault area raised morale to an extraordinary?- degree.

The fact that Strategic Air Force was attacking communications
in the back areas, that Coastal Air Force v/as somewhere at sea

protecting shipping, that reconnaissance aircra.ft were

bringing back information a.nd photographs, meant little to the

average soldier compared with the sight of our ovm aircraft

manoeuvring above hi!-!i. of enemy air bases

Report on Air
Operations.
Operation
Avalanche

N.A.A.F. A.-5

it was natural that more fighters and fighter-bombers could .
join the Icuid battle.

With the reduction

During this period, Strategic bombers began to range
On 17 September the Ninth U. S.A.A. F. sent

forty Libera.tdrs to Pescara, an important port and rail centre

They scored direct hits in

further afield.

high up on the east coast.

A. A. F. in World

War li.

Office of

A* F. History?-
U.S.A.F. day?-light on the rail bridges, d0stroy?-ed the rail junction and

left big fires p.nd explosions, vmthout encountering enemy?-
aircraft or flak. Thirty?-five of thc-m returned the

Anerican day? attacksfollowing day to extend the damage,
■were continued on 20 September with a flight of eighteen
Liberators to Castolfranco Veneto at Venice. Ten Me. -10 9s
attacked them half-heartedly?.
Liberators v/ont back to B3scara area and bombed the
marshalling y?ards and an adjacent airfield.
Liberators turned, after their initiation o-ver the Corsican
evacuation lane, to long-range missions over Italy?.
2A September fifty-four of them attacked Pisa, crucial rail
head on the vi/est coast line.
Groups (lA-th, 93^^'^ Mid 389tb), cut the main line to Florence
and the coast and created havoc in the y?ards, on lines, roads
and installations; they? also hit the garrison at Pisa,
previous night two forces of Wellingtons v/ore over Pisa area
lighting great fires in the marshalling y?ards and co-vering the

/entire

PLunning into a solid front, th

The nev/ N. A. F.

On

Aircraft of all the three new

The

e

(1) The tactical situation on 21 September v/as as follows :-
Fifth iirmy? had just advanced VI Corps northwards, follov\/ing
up the German withdrawal, v/hich pivoted like a v/heel on the
Salerno Peninsula; V Corps was re-grouping, in preparation
for the approaching attack alrea.dy? recounted,
was halted in the Potenza area, having made contact v/ith Fifth
/nrmy? on the left and V Corps on the riglit; it v/as essential
for them - it v/as stated - to pause after the rapid ad-vanoe,
while the administrative "tail" of the fighting troops could
be brought up and a nev/ axis of supply? established through the
Heel ports.
Taranto,
too.

78th Di-vision and including elements of that division and of
■the Ath Armoured Brigade
tions against Foggia.
Division v/ore on t,‘
in contact with the 1st Canadian Division.

SECRET

Eighth Army

On 1 8 September V Oorps H.Q. had landed at
On 19 September the 8th Indian Division landed ther

, was due to land at Bari for opera-
On 21 September the 1st Airborne

he line from for'/zard of Bari to near Matera,

13 AG/g/175
21 Sept. 19A3.

e,
On 22 September a special force under command of H. Q.

G. 260700/M¥/6/50
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entire dispersal area of Giusto airfield, leaving seven aircraft
burning. The next dajr the airfield was practicalljr empt3^ of
serviceable German aircraft.

For the next v/eek heav^'- bombers were virtuall^r at a
standstill, weather hampering all operations except on two daj'-s:
medium bombers concentrated on the Voltumo River^bridges.
On 25 September ninetj^-two Fortresses bombed Bologna marshalling
yards and a few others bombed the rail bridges at Bolzano.
Several other Fortresses who failed to find. Bolzano, bombed
Verona marshalling jrardSi The only really expensive mission
was the Fortress raid on Bologna, when bombing was carried out
through a hole in the clouds and weather v/as bad everjavhere.
To add to their difficulties about a dozen Me. '|09s interfered.
Ten Fortresses were missing. Flak was heecvy and accurate.
The Germans vfere pulling back for a stand along the Voltumo
river and in the central massif. The fall rains were heavy
and both bomber and fighter operations limited. There was,
fortunately, not the immediate need for strong close support,
^/hile the attack on the Corsican evacuation proceeded,
effort, without much

a minor

success was launched against bridges on
the reinforcement routes in the Benevento, San Mauro, K.ana,
Vinchiaturo, Cancello and Castelnuovo areas,

after Bridgehead secured

The Quadrant Conference at Quebec had coirn-nunicated its
main conclusions concerning the Mediterranean to General
Alexander on 18 September,
at his iimnediate disposal. Those alread^^ foreseen v/ould-
remain unchanged. Seven divisions v/ere to be withdrawn to
U,K., to be progressively replaced hy French divisions.
Bomber strength was to be reduced 'by some one hundred and
seventy aircraft by December 19-4-3;
considerable withdrav/al of troop-carrjlng aircraft, assault
shipping and craft,
which the plan of campaign of 21 September was drawn up.

General Alexander gave his next objects

"the seizing of certain vital areas \liich contain groups
ports and centres of road

communications,

regrouped, reorganized and balanced, and from them
strong offensive operations can be developed, to destrojr
the German forces in the field. "

The advance was divided into the following phases. Phase
I (Salerno-Bari), to ensure build-up at Salerno, the concent
ration of Eighth .Army in the Potenza area, and V Corps about
Taranto-Brindisi; to ensure Taranto, Brindisi and Bari and
build up air forces in the Heel. Plaase II (Naples-Foggl.a), to
secure Naples, Foggia airfields and road complex. Phase III
(Rome-Temi) to secure Rome and the Tiber, its airfields and
the road and rail centres here and at Terni. Eighth Army was

Phase IV, to aim at securing
Leghorn, perhaps Spezia, Pisa area airfields, Florence and
Arezzo, entrances to the Po Valley, possibly the mountains
north-east of Florence and at Rim.ini. This phase, until it
was known where the Germans intended to stand and what the
balance of the opposing forces would then be, was problematical.
It was^his intention, also, to stage small but hard-hitting
amphibious operations and to emplojr a portion of the 1st and
82nd Airborne Divisions to secure key points in the enem^C s rear.
The possibility of a seaborne operation from Corsica against the

He now knew what forces were to be

there was to be a

These then were the considerations on

as :-

On these firv bases the armies can be

to use east coast ports.

Allied Strategy
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

/Genoa
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Genoa area v/as foreseen,

concept in the field at 21 September,
detail in sympathy vcith Geman strategy,
shortly be seen, altered radically before crystallising.

Pall of Nap1es 1 Oc t ober

Such Was the Allied strategic
It was soon to change in

vvThich, as v/ill

'Salerno'

Mil. Div.

Washington.

Poggia fell to the Eighth Arrqy on 27 September and soon the
whole Gargano Peninsula had been overru... On 28 September,
armoured units entered the plain of Pompeii. After a German
night counter-attack near Pompeii had failed, our armour
crossed the river into Sarno and Pompeii; fighting continued
all night. Progress from there to Naples was slow, hindered
by resistance and demolitions,
the dimensions of a major weapon.
30 September to the Americans, the 26th Panzer Division and the

Ooering,,Diyisi on retiring. Asoo li,
Lucero, San Severe and Troia were occupied,
and across minefields and other traps, X Corps, led by 7th
Armoured Division, advanced through the small coast tov/ns of
Torre imnunziata and Torre del Greco. At nightfall on
30 September units of X Corps "were on either side of
Mount Vesuvius;

now grown in German hands to
Avellino fell on

In bad v/eather

at 0930 hours on 1 October, the King's
Dragoon G^uards entered Naples, finding it clear of the enen^y,
but not of his handiwork. Previous Allied air raids had put
most of the harbour installations out of action; the Germans
had scuttled ships at the quaysides and sunk obstacles in the
harbour. But their destruction of the harbour areas had not

hy 3/4 October the first Allied shipping Wasbeen thorough;
being handled.

Sorties for September 1943

Ibid
The narrative having reached the fall of Naples, the

largest city yet captured by the Allies since the opening of
hostilities, it will be timely^ to glance at the total Allied
bomber, fighter-bomber and fighter sorties during the month of
September, in relation to their objectives and the air forces
co-operating. Not only will these figures, given at
Appendices 11 and 12 serve to check changes since the preceding
months, but they v/ill serve as a marker, wherefrom to measure
the growth and changes of the Air Forces' effort from that time
onwards.

Appendix 11 gives an analysis, by country and objectives,
of operations by bombers and fighter-bombers against Italy,
Sardinia and Corsica. Practically the entire resources of
N.A.A.P., Malta and Eastern Air Defence of Middle East Command
Mere thrown into the preparation and execution of Operations
Avalanche, Baytown, Slapstick and their cqrollaries.
were minor diversions towards the end of the month against the
German capture of Cos and Syrai Islands and softening-up of
Leros, (all in the Aegean), but Italy was the major target,
involving the majority of M.A.C.'s offensive and"defensive
forces.

There

Looking into the details of these statistics, it will
be noticed how prominent are the totals of effort
Support, communications and airfields
between the relative weight of the R.,
French A.F. may be made.

on Army
Useful comparisons

and1. F., U. S. A. A. F

Whilst the great weight of
• f

/bombing
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bombing kept all tliree elements of II A. 0. fullj^ stretched, the
fighter effort statistics at Appendix 12 ¥ri.ll shav up the needs
of local area defence, escort, shipping attacks and searches,
as Y/ell as direct support of the landings.

Decline in Luftwaffe Attacks on Assault Shipping

The last serious air effort to hold up unloading was on

1 7 September TJhen H. I/L S. ^^<3. U. S. S. Hpiladelphia were
both missed by ra.dio“Controiied bombs. The general situation,
as has been seen, enforced a polic3'- of re-distribution and
econom3r on the Luflw/affe. What few units remained in range of
the front supplied indifferent close support to an army slowly
gro\Ying accustomed to fighting without it. The main Allied

naval units withdrew from the area on 20 September, on which
date H. M. Adrairalt3r treats Salerno operations as teminated.

There were small formations of Ju. 88s and Do.217s active

on the nights 1 6/l 7 and 17/l 8 Septeiriber, although no attacks
were reported. Beaufightors claimed two Ju, 88s and one Do. 217
the first night and two Ju. 88s the next. On the night
18/'!9 September a few Ju, 88s, acting as night fighters,
attacked a Boston formation over Naples Bay and wore thought
to have destroired one. The same night, fighter-bombers bombed
one of the Monte Corvino fields on v/hich we ha.d, by then, a
precarious hold. Again, the next da3?-, Monte Corvino was

attacked b3'- small formations of German fighter-bombers; in the

Bay, a few half-hoartod efforts against shipping were made;
but the, initial enterprise v/as over; ■ no damage was done.
20 September was quiet; at night a couple of Ju. 88s flew over,
vlthout attacking.

Decline in German lighter Interception during September

Ibid on

Admiralt3'- Battle
Sumimry on
Salerno. A.H, B.

IIK/I 8/30

/liter the big raid on Poggia on 7 September German fighter
interception of our bombing formations declined.
25 September, none were encountered by Strategic aircraft and

onl3^ a few b3’- Tactical bombers and fighter-bombers,
responsible for this poor effort are now knovm to the student,
who xvill have noted that towards the end of the month the

re-action of some ten to fifteoen fighters to the Bolzano raid;,
although slight, suggested that the Germans had no intention

of neglecting the main routes from the rest of Europe into

Ital3n
fighters graduall3r assembled in southern German3r, Austria and

Hungar3'- and round north Italian targets,
abilitj,?- and strength owing to the erosion of combat pla3red
their part,/but, notwithstanding, then, as later, the flow of

aircraft and crew reinforcements from base and factor3»- to the

campaign aarea was fairl3'' steadil3'- maintained.

Prom lA to

The moves

Later, as will be seen, large forces of protective

Drops in service-

ibid

/Oaptured
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Captured Aircraf

The advance of the army and the occupation of airfields had

produced a sizeable booty in enemy aircraft.
September, eight hundred and thirty-two enemy aircraft in

various states of serviceability had been collected,
hundred and ten of them were German types, ('^) the balance
Italian.

Valentia, Taranto and Monte Oorvino airfields figuring second,
third and fourth respectively.

By the end of

Pour

The largest prize was taken at Poggia, with Vibo

Summary_ of Chapter 5

Without the advantage of tactical surprise, the beachhead
had been stormed, xron, almost lost, established and extended.
The landing in the Toe had been the means of opening up the
South to the Eighth 7irmy and to Airborne and Indian reinforce
ments. Italy had been eliminated from the war, three of its

best ports (Naples, Bari and Taranto) and Wo first class
airfield complexes (in the Naples and Poggia areas) were in
Allied hands. Heavy casualties in men, aircraft and otVior
equipment had been inflicted on the enemy,
the future of the war in Europe had been radically changed.

The whole face of

Towards the accomplishment of those things the Air Porces

had made a vital contribution. By their progressive offensive

against Italian targets they had brought home to the T/ar-Yreary
_  Italians in the v/ay most calculated to impress, the determina

tion of the Allies and rendered the capitulation realisable.
They had nullified German air reconnaissance, protected the

assembly and convoying of the invasion fleets, the assault
troops landing and establishing a beachhead. Under their

cover more than two hundred thousand troops, one hundred
thousand tons of supplies and thirty thousand motor vehicles

had been landed. They had, vath the Navies, played a major
part in stopping the counter-offensive of 12 - 15 September,
had helped the Allied ground forces to regain the initiative
and had begun to blaze the xra.y for an advance northwards. They
had interfered v/ith enemy reinforcement and withdrawal, cut his
communications, broken up his strong points, dumps and

concentrations and crippled, although not eliminated, the small
but. formidable Lufl7-ra.ffe.

A.A.P. In World

War II. Office

of A.P. History
U.S.A.P.

The balance of air effort should be noted,

sorties the U.S.A.A.P. contributed about two-thirds; of the
total tonnage of bombs dropped it was credited with rather more

than seventy per cent; of enemy aircraft destroyed in aerial
combat U.S.A.A.P. crev/s claimed tiYo-thirds.

lost around one hundred and fiftjr aircraft; another ninety-nine
had been damaged,

been scrapped before the landings in Italy; nev/ methods based
on the independent employment of air units and the reference of
all decisions involving joint operations to command level, were
beginning to shov/ good dividends, although the machinery was in
time to undergo several changes for the better.

Of the total

The Allies had

Old methods of direct ground support had
x-

Among the mny advantages arising out of the success of
Avalanche, Baytov/n' and Slapstick, the following are notevrorthy.
The elimination of Italy had struck a heavy blow at German
prestige, ending the need for a large Allied fleet in the

/l&diterranean

(l) This total included I43 Ju.88s, 12 Do,217s, 122 Me.109s,
47 P.YiT.190s, 30 Me.110s and 30 Ju.52s.
some degree.

Most Tirere damaged in
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Mediterranean and thus releasing units for the Pacific, and
forcing the Germans to replace the tvrenty-five Italian divi
sions in the Balkans,

extended the range of Allied homhers hy some ifOO miles.
v;as now possible to bomb targets in the Balkans, Germany,
Austria, Hungary, including Ploesti oilfields, the Danube
supply route and the ’7iener Neustadt industrial complex, to
co-operate v/ith the Red Army advancing on Rumania and Bulgaria
and to Join the Combined Bomber Offensive.

The occupation of Sardinia and Corsica would give the
Allies fLank sea and air bases, opening up Northern Italy and
Southern Prance to our fighter-escorted medium bombers.
Geirman forces on the Russian front would have to be draTm on.

Nov/ that the Mediterranean had become virtually an Allied sea,
that the air threat to Prance and Germany had been doubled, the
invasion of Southern Prance could be planned and  a cross-
Channel invasion became more feasible.

The acquisition of the Poggia air base
It

It had been made clear tliat such a.n assault as Avalanche
could only be assured of success if the whole available weight
of Army, Navy and Air be applied to the problem in the
inevitable first phase of crisis,
had paid good dividends and remedied the handicaps imposed by
long range considerations,
controlled bomb v/as similar to that achieved by all new
weapons that enjoyed the factor of surprise; urgent research
and counter-measures vrould have to be undertaken.

Air support from carriers

The success of the radio-

The Allies main object at this time, apart from the
elimination of Italy as an opponent was to contain the maximum
number of German divisions in Italy, (J)
resistance on the Russian Pront, and, when the time arrived, on
the Western Pront.

TOuld stand and fight, instead of ivithdrawing to the Po plain.
They were for some time to come to dance to the tune the
Germans played, since the rate of withdrawal still depended on
the decisions of the■German High Command,
bridgehead had proved an almost exact balance of combined
forces.

so as tc reduce German

They hoped, therefore, that the Germans

The crisis in the

Land forces on the defensive on favourable terrain,
v/ith a minimum air force and a small naval force could inflict
heavy casualties on larger ground- forces supported by over-
v/helming air and naval strength, and still dictate the tempo of
the ground operations. In the event, the German High Command
decided to contest every inch of Italian ground,
become a campaign of attrition for both sides.

It was to

The Allies had barely passed-over from the defensive to
the offensive, were adjusting themselves to a strange environ
ment of imponderables, v/ith forces whose full potentialities
were still untried, against an enemy ’//hose desperate will-to-
war was not yet fully realised-.

/CH/iPTER 6

(1) Trident Conference.
25May19i)-3.

C.C.S. 242/6 Memo by C.G.S.
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C,,H,A P T E R 6

Tp: „, yOLTURNO ME SMG-RO. BATTLES FOR .THE .WINTER, .LI.p,

CEL'INGE IN GERIVL.N STRilTEGY

Improvement i,ii,...Ge,,rma,n O.ut.look

Report on a
Meeting of
German and

Italian political lines,
and military
representative s,
Bologna
15 August 19L3
Translation of

document found

In mid-August, the German plan of campaign in case of an
Allied landing,. Based on an over-estiinate of Allied strength
and a gloomy view of Italian collaboration, was on the following

Their plan for the disposition of their sixteen
divisions, including the four they had evacuated from Sicily,
put eight in Northern Italy under Rommel, two near Rome and six

the two latter forces were to be under

In principle, the Germans intended to defend the
line of the Apennines from Massa Carrara to Pesaro, (the later
Gothic Line) though if the Allies were able to attack this in

among Mussolini's great strength they would v/ithdraw to the Po.
private papers
/iHB/lIJ. 1/58/7

in Southern Italy;
Kesselring.

If, however,
the Allies shewed little strength, the Germans were to attempt
to hold a line Grosseto - Monte Amiata - Perugia  - /mcona.
Finally, if circumstances and relative strength were
particularly favourable, an attempt was to be made to stand
south of Rome on the line Gaeta - Isernia - Vasto.

Gcituan. Strategy lifter the Allies had established their bridgehead, and the
Brit. Hist. tension had relaxed to some degree, the German outlook improved.
Section C.M. They had done better than hoped. Morale, affected by a series
/J-IB/II.J. 11/58/7 of defeats and withdrav/als, v/as adroitly improved by an

inversion of terms. On 18 September, General Von Vietinghoff
issued an order of the day to the Tenth Army, congratulating
them on their victorious failure to reach the sea and destroy
the bridgehead, and on their splendid evacuation of Corsica.
Althoiigh the hard core of long-service German veterans saw
through the verbal juggleiy, their morale remained high and
their discipline and traditions transcended personal grievances,
lack of air support and distrust of the Nazis.

Decision to stand S.Qut.h of . Rome

Ibid
The Germans decided to stand South of Rome, pooling the

two arrries - Group B., at present commanded by Rommel in the
North - and the Tgnt..k,,./itiny, - Kesselring's Command - in the
South. The general situation gave some cause for complacency.
Outside Italy the British occupation of.the Dodecanese Islands
of Kos, Leros and others v/as in process of liquidation by air
assault. Jugoslavia could be held by the available forces,
/irmour from Northen:i Italy 'was to be sent to Russia in exchange
for mountain troops,
control.

Rommel held the North of Italy under
German formations in the theatre considerably

outnumbered the Allies and the terrain decisively favoured the
defensive; the whole of the area between Rome and Naples,
except the northern and southern ends of the Voltumo Plain,
v/as mountainous and offered on the east coast a continuous
series of river lines. Winter weather would reduce the effect

/of air
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of fiir superiority., hamper operations, and deter the allies

from sea-home landings,
south of Borne, thus maintaining the front, retaining Home v/ith

its high prestige value, and reassuring the troops,
of defence lines finishing at the so-called Gothic Line from

Massa to Pescara v/as to he systematically prepared,
of importance, to which No. 76 Corps was ordered to v/ithdraw,
was the Bernhard Line, still to he built up and developed.

The Germans could and would stand

A series

rs

ns

Captured German
Documents

Report No. 18
Army H.Q. Ottawa. Hitler told Kesselring that it was to he decisively defended

and that an attack v/as to he made on Poggia, to destroy the

enemy there, then an advance as far as Brindisi,
as little ground as possible was to he conceded,
fresh troops and increased air support; hut the attack on
Poggia was never carried out.

The fi

In genera

t

l,
He promised

After the fall of Potenza on 22 Septemher, Poggia had
A breakthroughimmediately fallen under the threat of attack,

to this great air base v/as to he prevented at all costs,

the event, 1st..Parachute Division was unable to cope with the

situation and v/ithdraw in the face of armoured pressure,
destroyed all important installations and, left on 27. September.
The reasons for their action v/ere the vastness, of the area, its

unsuitability for the paratroop type of fighting, as well as

the facts that the Division only numbered one thousand three

hundred men at the time and that they were, short of explosives.
The plan for the Winter Line had by nov/ become Icnovm to the

Commanders and it may be safely assumed that the Divisional
Commander v/a,nted to save his troops for a stand on more
favourable terrain.

In

They

A month before, the Luftflotte Command
had shrev/dly realised that any Allied occupation of Apulia
Would soon render the Poggia air base untenable,
already 'under v/ay for the reception of heavy bombers on North
Italian bases had been intensified accordingly and extensive

defence and dispersal works in concrete would, it was hoped,
covert these airfields into Pestunge.n, (fortresses).

Preparation

TM,,,.Y,.Q,lt''rrn,o.....Riyer..,.p.o.sit.ions,

The decision to stand, south of Rome was characteristically
made by Hitler; yet the st<and on the Volturno River could not

be indefinite without reinforcement. The Winter Line,

stretching roughly from behind Vasto to Mintumo, based on the

east coast on the River Sangro, and .on the west coast on the

Garigliano River, vfas therefore decided on and prepared. The

v/estem sector was backed by the traickless Aurunci Mountains
and the massif of Monte Cairo: in the central sector were the

high Abruzzi peaks, with few and easily defensible roads,

danger v/as foreseen from operations by the Eighth Ijnay in
eastern sector where the rivers v/ould hamper them,
first stand in the West v/as to be on the Volturno River posi-

Meanvirhile,

N

th

That the

tions Was already evident to air reconnaissance,

o

e.

the fears of the Gem'ians regarding sea-borne hooks soon

■  proved justified, for on the night 3/4-.October, their left
flank was turned by a seaborne attack on Termoli.

ALLIED luHffilNGS.: TjHMOLI

8 th Arroy P.o.siti.on .o.f Eig.hth Army...,,o.t 1 ,Qc..tobp.r 19,^3
Ope.ration.s
R,eggip to... O.rto.na
Br. Hist. Sect.

The administrative crisis predicted to follow a too rapid
advance from Calabria broke on the Eighth ilriiy by mid-September.
General Montgomery-modified his intention of pushing rapidly
forward, until his Army was thoroughly re-organised, liiioiting
operations for a v/hile to thrusts by light forces, to avoid a

major engageruent.

Central Med.

/Implications
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Implications of tho Trans^^ 9.l'....,§.^r,P-,!‘,9Ei:S .. Fop;p;ia

Tho original plcOn had been to toJco Remo early in the

campaign of 19A3 and establish Strategic Air Force on Rome air
fields by the end of the jroar.
occupation of Poggia airfield complex became inevitable,
eventually Strategic Air Force moved in, it would, it was
considered, amount to a commitment of one division.(l)
T/ould have to be faced, but would handicap Army strategy.
Another heaver demand to be allowed for was shipping space, a.nd
labour for the tro.nsport and installation of Pressed Steel

ELank ajid other material, essential to tho conversion of tho
Poggia fields into all-weather bases.

This proving impossible, the
Y/lien

Tiiis

Ibid

Ifemo S.D, and T

15 Aroy (^.
1910/Lfi/G. (SD)
25 Sept. 19^3*

Adriatic Ohjpetiyes

Ibid

(8 t h
Operations)

Tlio Germans wore beginning to reinforce their Adriatic
flank: their next stand should be on the River Sangro, where

they were already seen bj/- air reconnaissanGe extending defence
works. Eighth Army was to attack, talce Pescara - Avezzeno
lateral road and reach Rome in about ten days.
Rome was not reached until Juno 19Mf.
v/ithdrow intact to the low mountain region 30 miles north and
west of Poggia.
tho Termoli - Oanipobasso road,
heavy, but rain was the worst enemy, for it hogged the ground
and turned streams into torrents, (2)

In the event

LfflWI... Peuze r,,,,

Fifteen miles further lay the next objectiv

The River Bifumo had

e -
Demolitions made the going

next to. bo crossed: 3 miles awaj'-, stood the small town of
Terraoli, important tactically and for its harbour, defended by

It vi/illa small battle group from the 1st Parachute. Diyisio
now bo seen how, by combined land/air/soa operations, Termoli
V7as taken and a bridgehead established, in sioite of bitter
opposition.

Air C^Derations loading up to the Tormoli Landings

Ibid

N0.2/5A.A.S.O.
War Diary
Oct. 1943.

There was now a Rover tentacle on each of the two

divisional fronts and these operated to some degree, although
not fulljr so, until the later Sangro battles,
in foul weather, U. S. Warha?/ks bombed md straffed German

reinforcements moving dovm the Oampobasso - Isernia road and
destro3red fort3/' vehicles.
Kittirha-vdes v;ith escorting Spitfires, flew armed reconnaissance
missions over tho main roads in front of tho Canadian division

advancing towards Tormoli, claiming forty-five vehicles
destrojred or damaged.

On 1 October,

On 2 October, U.S. Warhawks and

The Initial Lagadings at Termoli

OonguQst pf
Sout.hg,ni......It.aly
Brit. Hist. Sect, the conduct of short term outflanking movements from the sea.
Central I,fod.

The Divisiono.1 Commander of 78th Division decided that i

A surprise landing in Termoli itself was to precipitate the

t

was now opportune to use the Special Service Brigade, held for

Ample close suj^port was planned forGerman \7ithdrawal.

/3 October

(1) In practice, owing to the increase in the size of S.A.F.
and additional equipment, it amounted to a lift of two divisions

(2) Fur the effect of weather on the Italian terrain the
admirable paintings of I\1r. Edward Seago sho-uld be studied.
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3 October, ̂ vhen the division was to press for\f/CuTd across the
Bifemo River and reinforce the landing party.

The Special Service Brigade sailed from Manfredonia and
landed a mile west of Termoli, at 0215 hours on 3 October,

turod Temoli at 0800 hours and met Allied patrols from the

During the day they extended the bridgehead, wiping out
Soon after midnight

The

Germans quickl3'‘ reinforced the area during; 3 October with a
battalion of the a6jIl.,.,B?JAt©r,,,,DMiaiOU. ond before long the odds
against the bridgehead included a ratio of fifty tsnks against
two, Ti?ith rain and river preventing reinforcement. Allied
Naval units bombarded the area, creating a temporary diversion,

f Ife,jor Tactical Importance to tye (^rmons

cap

south.

Battle Group ,I^u, the x^araohutists.
36th Brigade from Barletta landed.

TermoliCaptured Gorman
Documents. Report
No. 18 Army H. Q.
Ottawa.

The Germ.ans felt it of the utmost importance to destroy
The 1.,tyh Panser. Diyisl.oxi would havethe British at Termoli.

reinforced the local forces earlier, but for an unfortunate
piece of petrol hoarding on the part of the Quartermaster,
The inquest held after the German defeat revealed both this fact
and proof of the poor onployment of artillery b^r Ife-jor General

The obstinaejr of theSickenius, v/ho was relieved of his post,
British troops caused the utmost anxiety as far up the scale as

To him and the High Command, this v/as no mereto Hitler,

delaying action.

/lir Support of Tem,oli,,,,Btydge (tyeratigns 3 , 6,....0ctgber
No. 2/5 iwA.S.O.
Y/ar Diary.
N0.I K0.R.U.

5 October air support of the bridgehead operations
Although much was planned, intermittent violent

The Isemia area

From 3

was xpa-tetyh
rainstorms and cloud broke up its continuity,
was recognised as the danger spot and on each dajr, while the

ground grew more like a qua.gjniru, - mostty on the move -
attacked v/ith oonsidorablo success by warhawks, Mtcholls,

Ground observers cenfirmed much
v/as

Kittyha.wks and Spitfires,

Qpe.ratiohs
Br.Hist.Sect./
O.li AHB/II.JII/
58/3(a).

destruction of enem^r tra.nS}port, but the work was not continuous

tyr da^r and iinpossible at night;
Italy; by 5 October the situation was
our bombline was brijught back a few miles,
storm broke and the bridgehead forces were faced v/ith the

prospect of liquidation. The bulk of 16th ptozer pivision
switched from the Nest, aided the counter-attack designed to

destroy the landing forces. The pressure of the enemy troops,
aided by small formations of fighter-bombers who bombed the
harbour and troops for two dajrs on and off, gradually reduced

our perimeter, within which tired troops^ were fig'hting without
their armour. Bridging was in short supply, find the river

reinforcements x^ourod across
so bad c'lnd confused that

On 6 October the •

sv/ollen.

At 0635 hours on 6 October, the Luftv/r.ffe opened the day's
Xoroceedings v/ith a low-level attack on Termoli. B3r soon after
Wm, enemy tanks and infantry, using San Giacomo as a pivot,
wore within half a mile of Termoli and the sea. At this x'^^’int
the Air Forces enme to the res'eue and lent such aid to the

gro.und forces that an Allied plan to capture San Giacomo, the
hub of the onenp'' attack, succeeded and the main tliroat was

neutralised. It Wros the opinion of the /iriiiy that the Air

Forces had, by the end of the day, so seriously interfered v/ith
the heavy enemy movement from the Southwest that what was meant
to be a decisive blow never materialised.

Altogether thirty-four nvissions were flown by the Mr
Tactical MrForces, mostly against trooii movement and tanks.

Force claimed eighty-four enemy vehicles destroxAed and one
hundred and thirteen damaged. i/hatover the actual score wa.s,

/it called
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it called forth an enthusiastic message from 78th Division to
D.A.P:-

Ifcny thanlcs for the terrific effort you have put up
today; jolly good showl ".

D.A.P's contribution included twenty-two armed reconnaissance
missions,

during the day, but ov/ing to the presence of our Spitfires
achieved little.

The enemy put up five small fighter-bomber missions

Opposition round the perimeter weakened suddenly; the
enemy pulled back tovvards Campobasso.
rain the next day held dovm our aircraft, the point was gained
and the enemy forced slo’v7ly back on to the defensive,
things were now clear; the Germans' determination not to be
hustled back and their readiness to accept serious losses in
adherence to plan, and the demonstration of another successful

Allied amphibious operation, won - like Salerno - by a very
narrow margin and by an integrated effort in sufficient weight
by all three services.

Even though the heavy

Tt,?o

Ibid iiir Operatip in _ Support of Eighth Amy,'^s l,ef,t Plank.

The Canadians moved westvra.rds across the Poggia plains,
from the vicinity of the historic battlefield of Cannae,
towards Baselica and across the Portore River, supported by
Tactical bombers and D.A.P. fighters and hampered by demolitions,
mines, blovm bridges and bitter opposition from rearguard
artillery,
mountain sector, but it was not'until 12 October that
Campobasso was captured: a halt vras called,
front had been assisted by the bomber attacks on Isemia and
Campobasso areas already described.

Re.s^med i^r .Attacks, on,.,C,gnvpys .by....th,e,,Luffrvaf^^

Before entering the period of the attack on the Volturno
positions by the Fifth Amy, reference must be made to the

revival of an old method in German air strategy, and the -
opening of a new threat against Allied convoys,
and other intelligence sources told the Germans that continuous
and increasing traffic was bound to pass along the North
African coast.

The enemy, by 8 October, Tira.s pulling back in this

Indirectly this

Reconnaissance

Ibid

Ibid The evacuation in September of Sardinia by the enemy made
it no longer practicable for reconnaissance Ju.88 aircraft
Based in Italy to cover the Algerian coast and the sea area
betv.'een Sardinia and the Ifelearics and had the effect of

increasing the importance of South of Prance bases, from both
the long range bomber and reconnaissance viev/point. The
transfer of l/p.122(l) to the Ihstern Mediterranean at the end
of September left l/P..,3.3 the only long range unit in the South
of France responsible for reconnaissance of the Western
Ifediterranean betv/een Gibraltar and 8 degrees East,
considerable proportion of the sorties in October were short-
range security patrols in the N.W, Mediterranean and in
Sardinian and Corsican coastal waters.

A

It had been observed

/by Allied

(l) Gruppe X of PemrAufk.l^rungs. ,Ge,aohv7a,d,en ,Nq„,,1.2.2„,
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by Allied Intelligence that the number of shipping reconnaissance

flights along the convoy routes ¥est of Gape Bougaron
increasing* An average of three to four Ju.88s of
based at Ifontpellier, -vere out daily, mainly on da;Tn to dusk

patrols over the general area of the N.T.h Ifediterranean and
occasionally on night reconnaissance.

Prom data supplied by this unit, a more offensive strategy
than had hold for some time was planned and put into operation,
based on the desire of the Luftpjaffe to find useful employment
for the torpedo bombers of 'K,&.26 (whose He.111s and Ju.88s had
made little contribution to operations off the Italian coast

during September), and for the Domier 21 7s of .K» G-,,1Qp,
crews were to be given opportunities of testing their new radio-
controlled bombs in attacks on convojrs at sea.
considered the most advantageous time for attack, as although

. light enough for bomb and torpedo aiming, it T,7as unfavourable to
fighter tactics.

whose

Dusk ms

Cgnyqy Attack at Duskon.Apotober

-r(i) information vra.s available during theAlthough no

Vvhole day, a German aircraft was picked up by idrocobras, at
0840 hours, flying at 16,000 feet, making use of cloud cover.

Fighters were vectored on to it, but because of poor Hcidar^
height reading (of which more later) 10,000 feet too low, it
escaped with slight damage. At 1744 hours, about one hour
before the attack, the convoy was reconnoitred by  a Pathfinder,
which passed information to the incoming main force of twenty
Do.217s (with Hs.293 glicler bombs) and teenty-five torpedo
bombers - He.111s - and a'few' Ju.88s. A section was scrambled
ever Oran and an unsuccessful attempt made to alert the section

A blue vra.ming was i3assed to the convoy,
covered by four P-39 (Airocobra) aircraft of

At 1850 hours, two of them wore to

over the convoy.

The convoy was
No. 3/6 French Squadron,

Ibid

the north, heading west, vdien they vrere called by Sector Control.
Reception ’.ms poor and the messa.ge not understood; but they
sighted two ’.mves of Do.21 7s coining in at about 15,000 feet, and
attacked, destroying two of them and probably a third. Two

airborne at 1 840 hours for routine relief ■ „more Airocobras were

and made sightings on enemy aircraft, but had no success.

The Dorniers al’ways flew^ high, the torpedo bombers lowr.

Allied ground Radar detected the attack by the first Do,217s at
roughly 60 miles from the coast. Although well tracked both
in plan position and height, the estimation of numbers was poor,
only three aircraft being reported for an actual formation of

Ridar did not detect the low-flying torpedo bombers.
The

fourteen.

17a s weak and fighter interception uncontrolled.b/t
'The main attack came at 1855 hours, at dusk.

Wenty airborne)
weather was fine,

in two T/aves - (one of fourte-en Do.21 7s, out of
which came in from the northT/est at 15,000 feet in formation and

lost height in the approach, and one of twenty-five mixed
He.llls and Ju.88s carrying torpedoes, which came in at sea

The convoy was noiv off Gape Tenez.
The Airocobra attack upset the Do.21 7s, v/ho had some success

He.111.

level in four V formations.

with their Hs.293s, and ship's A.A. accounted for
The torpedo bombers hit nothing, but glider bombs(2l hit four

/merchant

(l ) Signals Intelligence.

(2) Equipment for launching the Henschel 293 glider bomb vrns

being built in to the. Domier 217 aircraft. There were at the

time fifty to sixty of these aircraft at Ifediterranean bases and
Bordeaux using this w'eapon.
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merchant vessels,

vrere clamaged but brought into Algiers and one, although damaged,
proceeded vriLth convoy,
of fourteen Do.21 7s and t’.7enty-nine He.llls, were airborne
against a convoy, but were forced by bad ̂ Teather to return to
base before reaching it.

One had to be sunk by Allied gunfire, two

On 9 October, another force, this time

OPERATIONS ON TEE, VOLTURNO

Allied , S,t,rat,egx..,after the Pal

A.P.H.Q. Directive

to 15th Army
26 Sept. 1943

The next object of the Allied Forces was to secure air

bases in the Ronae area, and to establish the Strategic Air Force
on those bases;
forces remaining in Northern Italy,
to be accorded to the movement of the Strategic Air Force and
ground forces on to the mainland were to be decided by the
Gominandcr-in-Chief, who pointed out that planning should allow
for the essential operational requirements of Strategic Air
Force.

thereafter to maintain pressure on the German
The relative priorities

Poggia had supplanted Rome as the strategic base.

Fifth Army Plan of Operations, Naples to,,Vql.turno

Fifth Army
Operation
Instruction

No.5(2)
2 Oct. 1943

Locally, it v/as essential to build up as soon as possible
a defence line round Naples, its air bases and dock installa
tions. This meant driving the enemy from his positions along
the north bank of the ?/estem reaches of the Volturno River, and
securing the Allied right flank bj'- occupying B.enevento.
Clark's instimictions directed Fifth Army to continue its advance
to the Isemia'-Ven&fro-Sesse line, T1 Corps on the right end
X Corps on the left along the sea, the coastal plain and therddge
between the lovrer valleys of the Voltumo and G•arigll^lno Rivers,

General

Tactical Air Support pf Fif th Amy Myance,_...to
A.A.F. History
Y^1.2/Sect,3
Office of Air

Force History
U.S.A.F.

The next phase in air support 'vas dual; firstly, the
fighters and fighter-bombers V7ere to pave the way for the Army's
advance: secondly, the heavy and medium bombers were to attack
the three min roa.ds on the German reinforcement routes leading
to the front; these were the roads through Terracina and
Pomia, (Route 7)> the road through Arce and Mignano (Route 6)
and the road through Isernia.
continuity ovdng to frequent bad weather.

This programme was broken in
On 4 October,

Conquest of

Southern Italy,
Brit.Hist.Sect.
Central Ifed.

No.7 A.ii.S.C.

’7ar Diary.

increased German road movement, mainly in a north-easterly
direction, from Fifth to Eighth Army front, in the Isernia area
and along the road south of Avezzano was reported.
2 and 12 October, on which latter date the first Allied troops
crossed the Voltumo River, the pattern of the Tactical air
effort follov/ed, when weather allov/ed, the lines laid do\7n.
It is clear, however, that bad weather, which accounted for
reduction of effort to negligible proportions over one half of
that period, took the vrei^t and sting out of the air plan,
well as compelling postponement of the Volturno crossings.

Betirveen

a

as

Patrols T/ent on as normal vdienever possible. Tactical

Reconnaissance was only possible on four days, denjlng us
knowledge of enemy dispositions. Invaders were out straffing
I.yT near Oancello, Terracina, Prosinone and Venafro up to
7 October, when these activities \7ere halted,
consistent of the bombing activities iwa.s the role of Mitchells
who, on six days and one night, bombed road and rail systems,

The most

/beginning

G.260700/MI?/5/50 S..E.C R..E..T
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beginning mth Benevento ani vrorking in turn over Capua, S.E.

of Ceprano, N. of Teano, Alfadena, Cascano, Vairano, Vairasco,
Alife and S.E, of Minturno: some missions were abortive,

units reached the river positions and prepared to cross, gun

positions and troop concentrations became the targets, for what

few (jlediuins could operate,
ting VI Corps and the Support (Control were still very poor.
Gradually the name of Gassinp was creeping into Allied calcul
ations;
night 10/i1 October on troops there, and abortive sorties on

11 October by t\7enty-four Baltimores, who vrere compelled by bad
weather to return.

6 October with the bombing of Guglionesi and on 9 October
bombed a Headquarters and iv^T at Palati.
tvra squadrons went back to Guglionesi.
night on w'hich the first troops crossed the river, V/arhavdcs and

Kittyhawks renewed attacks on gun positions, which had been

impossible for two days past,
were now in such poor condition that Desert Air Force placed a
Kittyhawk T7ing at their disposal.

Strategic Air Effort up .. to the (C.rpssing.....qf th.,e ,.Yp.ltur.np

As

OonniTunications on the nets connec-

we note, therefore, an attack by three Bostons on the

These Baltimore squadrons began on

Again on 10 October
On 12 October, the

Airfields in Fifth Army area

The second part of the air programme vra.s largely carried

out by Strategic mediums, which operated on six days only.
Prom 3 to 12 October inclusive,(1j
Lightnings and Bostons bombed communications on points other
than Isernia.

on several occasions, were all attacked;
Volturno, Piana, Arce, Mignano;
Terracina, N. of Capua, Vairano, Pormia, Cascano, Teano,
Ciamproso, Casiano, Piedimonte, Rome and Terracina.
of bad vreather affected the effort; night bombing by

Vfellingtons vra.s only possible against targets closely affecting
The Army was particularly pleased

Mitchells, Marauders,

As the days passed the follov/ing targets,
the bridges at Castel

roads and defiles at Mgnano,

some

The spell

the battle on four nights,

Ibid

and 205 Gp.
O.R.B.

s

with the attacks on gun areas N.E. of Capua on 9 and 10 October.

The concerted a.ction, broken up by weather, was valuable, but
indecisive.

Heavy Bomber J^fqrt MY&BGP. J'P

Portresses went in turn to Pisa marshalling yards, and

Bolzano bridge and marshalling yards twice, then sv/itched to

Vibllingtons sent a force of forty-six aircraftGreek targets,

Ibid

to bomb Civitavecchia and eighty-seven to Pormia roads and

railway, A successful raid on Grosseto airfield(2)
night of 5/6 October by fifty-one Wellingtons destroyed and

daimiged fighter aircraft v/ho had put up stronger than usual
the night 10/l1 fifty-trro Wellingtons bombed

Mestre marshalling yards, just north of
t Bologna and Pisa, vrore put out of action

The through line down the w'-est
Vfellingtons helped

on the

opposition: on
the Terracina roads.

Venice, like those
for a considerable period,
coast to Rome was blocked at Civita-vecchia.

to soften up enemy positions early in the period with a thirty
bomber raid on Grazzanise bridges, (on the Volturno line) on the
night 1/2 October, and the next night on Pormia.
heavy bomber daylight raids from 9 October to 12 October, owing

Tfellingtons had two crews for each aircraft
and all losses were promptly replaced.

a

There were no

to bad weather.

/ German

(1 ) 169 Mitchells, 190 I'/larauders, 33 Lightnings, 19 Bostons.

(2) Also being prepared as A.L.G. for long range bombers.
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Gei^n Fighter Opposition, 2 - 12 October

Up to 8 October, most of the Allied heavy and medium
bomber .missions met no fighter opposition, but in the North

formations of tv/enty-five proved fairly agressive, mostly in
the Verona area. On 4 October, Fortresses were enga.ged by
some twenty fighters before attacking Bolzano. .On 5 October
a group of Portresses met twenty-five/thirty fighters just
after the bo.mb run over Bologna. The next day. Portresses,
approaching Ifestro, vrere attacked by some twenty-five fighters.
Elsewhere, air opposition was negligible or nil. The Germans

were evidently selecting specific formations as targets,
lacking sufficient air defences to meet all the extensive

jJ-lied air offensive operations; but they were reorganising.
During the latter half of this period, about one in six of our
medium and heavy bomber formations met fighter opposition.
Over the battle area, German fighter operations fell off until

13 October. By 14 October photo coverage shov/ed about one
hundred enemy fighters clustered wathin a radius of 55 miles
from Terni. The next day transfer of all flying units of
Luftflottq II had been taken over by Pliege,rkprps II (at
Viterbo).

Ibid

Volturno Mver a J/iajpr Obstacle

;  The Volturno River,; from one hundred and fifty to three
Br.Hist.Scct/CM, hundred feet in v/idth in the Fifth iirmy sector: it was any-
A.H.B./IIJ.11/58/ thing up to six feet deep in mid-stream. The current at this
4(a) time, after daily rains, was sx’dft and the stream swollen.

All bridges had been demolished; Bai’ley equipment had to bo
used as there mre no fords,

northern side, twenty feet high as against twelve on the
southern, gave the enemy a considerable advantage, making it
difficult to give supporting fire to the assault,
covered the plain from I,fe.ssico ridge eight miles north of the
river.

The high flood bank on the

The enemy

Facing X Corps vrere two divisions, 15th Panzer
Grenadiers and Hermann Goering; facing VI Corps were 3rd
Panzer Grenadiers and elements of 26th Panzer Division,
numerical odds were slightly in favour of the Allies.

Local

The principal points of crossing were chosen as Gastel
Voltumo near the mouth, Grazzanise, Capua and Triflisco:
Capua would be the most difficult crossing,
tank landing at the river mouth was pla.nned,
naval gunfire support. Fifth Array was to obtain an intensive
air bombardment on both Corps fronts, selected by the Corps
themselves. Two diversionary operations in the enemy rear
vrere planned, then cancelled on the strength of reports that, the
Gerioano were, in too great strength. The first was the drop
of a parachute battalion of 82nd U.S. Airborne Division in the

Sessa area: the second a small amphibious landing on the
beaches north of Mondragone. It was rightly anticipated that
the actual banks vreuld be held and covered by light forces and
that the main German strength TOuld wait, in reserve, and make
a pov/erful counter-attack. It took up to 22 October - ten
days fighting of 'unparalleled ferocity' - before the line of
the Volturno was held.

Im ainphibious
There vias to be

The Grossings, of the Vqltur.no

Since 6 October, Allied troops had been on the south bank.
It was planned to cross at Triflisoo on the night 9/lO October
and at a point in X Coips sector on the follov/lng night.

/OvriLng

Ibid
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OvTing to foul breather the attack was switched to the night
12/13 October,
driven back.

Grazzanise, but failed initially to cross,
crossed and vms established by dav.?n, without having yet taken
Cancello, their objective,
reached them by noon I4 October,
attacks during 13 October they reached their first objectives.

Air Support for Volturno Operations 1,2/l 3 to 16 October 1 9.4^

56th Division tried to cross at Capua and was
7th iirmoured Division staged a diversion at

46th Division

Tanks, landed at the river mouth,
iifter fierce German counter-

Ibid

No.7 A.A.S.C.

_ T/ar Diary.
■1,1. A.F. in Tforld
T7ar II. Office
of Air Force

History U.3.A.F.

On .the night I2/13 October, forty-six Wellingtons attacked
Civitavecchia rail bridges to hinder reinforcements and supplies

The weather improved onfrom reaching the battle area.
13 October and a useful day's support v/as achieved and heavy
damage done to roads, tvro sq’uadrons of D.A.P. Kittyhawks
assisting,
disrupt communications and Mitchells bombed road junctions and
the railway at Sessa Aurunca to hinder reinforcement of the
threatened Capua area,
junctions and buildings behind- the German: lines and the coastal
route.

Marauders bombed Alife on the U.3. front, to

Forty-eight Baltimores bombed road

Direct support to the iirmies v/as given by Kittyhav/ks and by
light and medium bombers,
and 1^/T concentrations menacing our crossings.
Kittyhawks, turning from a target under 10/l0ths cloud, picked
up a camp and tanlos south of Sansalvo and attacked trains north

Accumulating cloud over the western

Mustang A-36s attacked tanks, troop
Yfarhavirks and

of Pescara x'.ath success,

battle area made all air observation, photography, Tac/E and.
Arty/E difficult.
Venafro and Vasto - .lignone areas,
ful of fighter-bombers into the Volturno battle, losing two to
the Spitfires.

At night a few Bostons straffed the Formia -
The Luftwaffe, threv/ a hand-

Communications wore favoured as targets on 14 October, while
Fifth Army dug in on the north bank and x^repared to cross higher

On this and the previous night, 13/14, Vellingtons bombed
the Orbetello railway and the bridge and rails south of
Talemone.
returned ■'vlth their bombs.

up.

b'eathcr vra.s Tnrse on 14 October and several missions
i’ihead lay one of the vrorst winters

Terni inarshalling yards and Giulianovain living memory.
South bridge and tracks, ^and rolling stock at San Fiano Eomano
v/ere bombed by Fortresses,
attacks Viras noticeable.

■/'ui increase in enemy fi|;^ter-bomber
Thirty-six Liberators went to bomb

bridges near Porto San Giorgio, but finding the targets closed
.  in by cloud, went to Pescara to increase the.chaos.

Germans were sensitive in this area was clear by the opposition
put up by forty/fifty enemy fighters based in the area, including
captured Italian EE. 2001s a.nd 14.. 202s.
claimed as destroyed.
Marauders, were all unable to complete their missions owdng to
very bad v/eather.
for the same reason, difficult as was the plight of some of our
ground formations. A fe'vT SxHtfires and Mosquitoes managed to
carry out tactical reconnaissance of the front-line areas,
giving the iirmy a great advantage over the enemy, whose
reconnaissance was ■'Yeak.

That the

Only two Me.109s were
Mitchells (escorted by Lightnings), and

Very little direct support could be given.

Gradual Establishment of the Bridgeheads

On 1 5 and 1 6 October, weather and the general position began
to improve and the Army- changed its plans,
the, river had pressed on -into the mountains, but the British were
held uiD at Capua. The corps boundary was changed; during the
night 14/15 October Guards crossed the American bridge at

/Triflisco.

The iunericans across
Ibid
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Triflisco. In the afternoon of 1 5 October, more troops moved
west alon^ the north bc.nk towards Capua. During the day
15 October it became clear from reconnaissance that a

considerable enemy vdthdrawal was in progress. Despite heavy
fire and rearguard actions, Monte Grande was seized by
17 October. The British succeeded on 16 October in, at last,
crossing west of Capua; they bad built a, bridge by 19 October,
on "vvhich date it could be claimed that vital stretches of the

river v/erc clear and more or less firm, deep bridgeheads
established.

Air Support of the Volt^ Bridgehead 15 - 1 7 October 1945

On both 15 and 1 6 October, Invaders made seventy-two
sorties on bombing and straffing missions, attacking rail yards,
buildings, roads and vehicles in the near rear areas.

Airfields were not overlooked: thirty-nine Wellingtons bombed
Ifercigliana and Casale fighter-bomber airfields and Invaders
straffed Cistema airfield on 16 October, destroyed a He.111
bomber and damaged tvro others on the ground,
remaining Ifortar S^affcl remaining in Italy was i-yiped out.

The last

Ibid

Medium bomber missions proved abortive on 15 October ov/ing
to cloud, but were more fortunate on 1 6 October, when a total
of one hundred and thirty-two U.S. Mitchells, Baltimores and
U.S, Bostons attacked the sane critical ?i,reas leading to the
bridgehead; at night Bostons vrere-out on armed
of roads running froim south-east of Rone to the bomb-line.
By 1 7 October supjjlies, men and armour vrere pouring over eight
bridges. The final objectives had not by any means been ■
reached and.it was unfortunate that air vmis unable to accentuate
the speed of Allied movement.

reconnaissance

Plying v/as almost reduced to a

Main refereneg
as above.

standstill on 17 October,, except for a fexT sorties by U.S.
Ihvciders c.nd U.S, Bostons. This X7as one of those periods when
air superiority 7/as largely fictional.

Uo .7 A. i j.. S. G.

War Diary
Wo.1 M.O.R.U.
0, R. B.

Bad v/eather had prevented the air factor from being
decisive in this first crossing of a major river obstacle.
It had hoxievcr, been partially successful. Enemy air attacks
on the crossings, stepped up to six on 15 October, had been
successfully countered and standing patrols over the river
provided at the request of the Army,
enemy concentrations in the rear areas undoubtedly played
valuable part, although the only evidence in black and v/hite
available here arc general admissions by captured staff officers.

The interference xvith
a

By no means all of our missions were- successful; not only
xvas the visibility poor, but the internal structure of sapport
v/as still in a formative stage, the later high degree of
precision unattained, and exact knowledge of'^the relation of
bomb-load to target, still unevaluated. Air Liaison Officers
had not yet been appointed to all fighter-bomber groups.
Iviisunderstanding of function, delays on poor and overcrov/ded
telephone lines resulted sometimes in delays of several hours
between the Estimated Time of Arrival given to formations and
the actual time of attack. Tac/R broadcasts to Corps
always getting through on time. jinother factor sometimes of
importance xxr.s the density in spots of German flak.
16 October, for example, XII A.S.C. refused to

were not

On

accept a fighter-
bomber mission called for on Dragone on account of the volume of
flak in that area.

/Direct

G.26O7OO/MW/5/5O SECRET
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Direct, Ground .Support 18O.R.B's - 3.1 Qc.tp'berM. A. li. P.

M.A.A.P./V/.I .S. On 17 October large forces had crossed the river and were

The Germa.ns still held long stretchesapproaching high ground,
of the river bank, especially round Capua; and higher up, in
the American sector, contested the river bitterly.
Allied forces moved on systematically towrirds the Barbara Line

and the G?irigliano River, while in Eighth Army area, once the

Termoli - Vinchiatura road was cleared, the troops, aided by
Desert Air Force, v'ere to tackle in succession the Trigno and
Sangro River positions,
from this point,

the latter half of October was supported, in spite of

unfavourable weather, by all the resources of TiTelfth Air

Support Command,
been negligible.

The main

Ivfeps A and 5 should be used as guide

But for this aid, progress night vrell have

No,7 A.A.S.C.

\?ar Diary.

s
The slo\v advance of the Fifth Army during

LUFT'.AJ’PE iiCTIVITI^ IN .0C.T0BER 19A3

Increase of German Air Effort in the Battle Area

ii,M.T7.1. S.

P./N.15M.A

In spite of setbacks, the flow of German fighters to the

Italian bases vrent on. On 1 5 October, the fighter and fighter-
bomber effort suddenly rose, concentrating on the Allied
crossings. In some days in m.id-0ctober, from one hundred to

one hundred and Aventy fighters and up to thirty fighter-
bombers were out on offensive missions in support of the Army.
On the morTiing of 15 October betv/een 0800 and 1000 hours,

sixty-four plus fightox’ bombers vrerc reported as operating
against bridges and communications near Capua and over the

upper Volturno valley. Spitfires met forty Me.109s near Capua,
at the same time sighting twelve others in the area. At

1500 hours another formation of eight Me. 109s v/as engaged near
Caixua. /igain the next day, three formations', consisting of

twenty P.'7.190s, Welve Me.l09s and thirty Me. 109s respectively
were intercepted in the Voltumo area and others sighted.
Pew of these formations seemed anxious for combat. In the t^ro

days 15 and 1 6 October, the Allied fighters claimed to have

destroyed nine Me.109s and Wo P.\7.190s, as vrell as-damaging
others; not a surprising result in viev/ of the -vvlde numerical
margin of the Allied air strength. Bad weather, lack of

experienced cre\7s, the bombing of their airfields, low service

ability and the need for strict economy of aircraft conspired
to reduce the German battlefield effort to negligible propor
tions, after the busy v/eek ending 18 October.

N0.I M.O.R.U.

O.R.B.

N0.7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary

Long-range German g 1 2 ..and 21 October
Ibid and Rise

and Pall of the

German Mr Force

(Air Ministry)

It is futile to look for any rhythm in the operations of

the long range bomber force based in Northern Italy and the

South of Prance; the general situation had no form for the

Germans to vrork upon, except for the constant factor of Allied

convoys; their ovm recent change of stra.tegy brought with it

a feeling of uncertainty in air affairs. Many tempting targets
vrere availa.ble, but it vras seldom that the opportunity ■','?as
taken. There wore, however, three occasions during this period

M.A.O.A.F. O.R.B. worth recording. The first vra.s on the night 12/l3 October,
v/hen a force of b.;ent3r Ju.88s and a few Do. 21 7s niade a low-
level attack in -Avos and threes on Ajaccio harbour, yd.thout
dama,ging anything. Flares, te-n high explosive bombs and -Ato
incendiaries v/ere all they v/ere Able to drop. Allied anti
aircraft fire, not yet in full strength, scored no hits and no
night fighters were in the a-rea: the time vro,s Virell chosen.
Long ra.nge bombers began to move in small groups from S. Prance
to N. Italy.

C/>P/S.15/Air
17 Dec. 19A3
Appendix. B to
Mr Staff

December 1 9A3
H.B.IIl^/MS/

1(a)

/Bomber
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Bomber Raids on Na|)les the Volturno Bridges

Ibid The day and night of 21 October vrere notable for three long
range bomber strikes. The first, on an Allied convoy at dusk

off Algiers is recorded, in the next sub-section. At 1900 hours

the same day, a force of ti,7elve/fifteen bombers, approaching
Naples from the N.E. and S.E., dropped about ten bombs on the
harbour. Most of their bombs fell in the water and along
Bagnoli water-front; the only hit was on a gun emplacement,
the crev^- of v/hich suffered casualties. The same night, tvrenty-
five/thirty bombers attacked the Allied bridges across the
Voltumo, across whi.ch the main forces were still pouring, ndth
negligible results.

ilnother fruitless attack v/as made on Naples on the night
23/24 October by some tvrenty Ju.88s, the'only success being the
setting on fire of a vessel. Tactical and Coastal Beaufighters
shot dovni three of the raiders and anti-aircraft fire accounted
for another. "',7indow" foil was dropped to confuse the

Although ninety bombers were airborne not more thandefences,

a quarter reached the target, a fact reflecting the generally
poor perfo2?mance of the bomber crews at the time,

deplorable bomb-aiming T/ill also be noted.

The

Convoy Attack off CapeTenea - 21 October 1943

C. A. P./S. 15/Air
17 Dec. 1943

A.H.B./21M/
145/1a

The Luftwaffe alv/ays selected eastbound convoys for
preference, as likely to contain the .greatest potential in men
and equipment. During the day 21 October, v/estbound convoy
Ribband a.nd castbound convoy Untrue were approaching a point off
Cape Tenez. Although not reported by Allied Radar, German
aircraft sighted Untrue off Oran in the early morning and
reported its position. Radar, however, picked up another
Germa.n aircraft at noon, which v/as reporting the position of
Ribband off Cherchell. Fighter interceptors v’-ere laid on but
made no contact, owing to confusion of hostile and friendly
tracks by ground control. By dusk, both convoys were in the
Cape Tene^ area. At 1800 hours, in fine weather, tv/o German
Ju.88 Pathfinders dropped flares. A section of the four

escorting Airocobras sighted them and destroyed one aircraft.
Betv/een 1 83O and 1900 hours the main attack vra.s made, in tv/o
waves. The first v/ave was reported by the convoy as low-

flying and consisting of tn/onty-six aircraft - Ju. 88s and
He.111s. It used torpedoes only ;\nd did all the damage,

\

sinking tv/o merchant vessels a.nd damaging an L.S.T. Ground

radar uuade' no contacts v/ith this first wave; it experienced
interference (doubtless from enemy apparatus) and was practi
cally useless over the sector in which Ribband convoy (the one
selected for attack) lay. The convoy vectored patrolling
fighters on to the first v/avo. and saw them destroy a He.111

and probably another. A third Heinkel was sighted, but

failing .light compelled the Airocobra to returh to base at
1840 hours. Three Beemfighters, fitted with Mark VTII A.I.

were at this time under the control of the Cape Tenez Radar

Unit for the protection of the more important eastbound convoy,
but, with the attack developing on the westbound convoy, they
were ordered to proceed to this latter on free-lance patrol, as
the area was beyond the scope of Radar Control by Cape Tenez.
The second v/ave of the attack vjas picked up at 70 and 60 miles
respectively, as two groups of three plus and six plus
respectively. Judging by the average ratio of under-estimation

/the second

G.26O7OO/MV5/5O SEC RET
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the second wave jirohably nujtnhered about t\7ent3r-five aircraft.

On account of their fireater height thej’- i^robably emxoloyed radio
controlled bombs, although in this case no direct evidence has

a]3peared. The convoy laid an effective smoke screen and used
anti-jamming devices, v/hich maj'- have been to some extent

effective in nullifying the efforts of the second wave,
convojr A.A. shot dovm an aircraft, bringing the total claims to

five certain plus one probable, roughlj'- ten per cent of the

enemy force.

The

Debut of Italic ̂  (/illied)

A.A.F. in \/orld

Dap.: II

.ilir Hist. Gp.
U.S.A. P.

Italian Air Pfjroo ifeochi 205s escorted U. S. Lightnings on

16 October in an attack on enemy merchant vessels in the Levkas
Channel in the Adriatic,

had been trodning in N.
in operations had to await a formal Italian declaration of wa.r

on Germany - 13 October - as well as a decision bj'- Allied Forces

Headquarters on their emplojmient.
October, that five squadrons of fighters, one each of bombers

and torpedo bombers, t\'/o of seaiolanes and half  a squadron of
reconnaissance aircraft v/ero to be used, with the majority of
their operations directed to support of the Italian armed forces

and the Balkan partisans, as couriers and for air/sea rescue.
I.A.F. aircraft were serviced b3'‘ their own specialists, some of

them men of long experience.

Since the surrender, Italian pilots
J..A. F. , but their actual participation

A.F.H.Q. decided, early in

Failure of the Luftwaffe in October

Those, and a previously recorded convoy attack v/ere the

most spectacular of the LufteGf£e'.s efforts in October in Italy,
apart from their successful cover of the Corsican evacuation.
After the cull-out fighter-bomber effort of 15 and 16 October
the general effort declined to insignificant proportions in the

lacray areas,
missions, both day and night, proceeded at will, onl3^ ^

meeting organised nir apposition, and that en a low scale and

in'specific areas of concentration,
this oppjosition revealed differences in equipment, most of it

in a lov/ state of servicoabilit3r, shortage of experienced crews

and the general p'aucit3r of German air strategy,
too, a grooving sensitivity to a.ttacks on industrial ta.rgots
outside Ital3r and on the main arteries, such as the Brenner Pass

and the Lombard3r bridge system, feeding the v/hole Italian field

of operations,
opjportunity of conservin

The majority of our bomber and fighter-bomber

The uneven texture of

It indicated,

It alsr; proved that tho3r were seizing every
and building upa.

On the other h;ind d. strengthening and hardening of the

polic3r relating to fl?.H-c defence waS' revealed :by p:>rogrossive
The Allied sections concernedphotogra.phic rec.onna.issnn.ee.

poroceeded \dsoly to bring the German ilak order of ba.ttle upa-
to-date and to maint.a.in it so.

time to set up a reconstituted Italian Air Force £.md allotted
it certain airfields in Northern Ita.l3r.

pinned on its potentialities,’ but it was foreseen that, like
other satellite Air Forces, it might relieve the Luftwaffe of

some of its routine resn.-jnsibilitios^ for example in the
Balkans.

The Germans decided at this

No great heqaes were

Luf.twaffe Or£an,is.at,iqn in Northern

At the end of October,. H.Q. Luft£l.,o,tteng.Kgmm,andg 2 was at

Abano, (near Padua) where it remained until '¥ta.y 1944*
H. Q. Iliegerkorps II v?as at Merate (N. of Milan) and the
Feldluftga4k.QiFiGP,do XXVII (formerl3'- Luftga!gkgrrman.,,dg South) which

/?/as

Von Pohl Series

of Interrogation
Reports A. 592
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vras responsible for ground organisation and supply, at Treviso.
Details have been- given of the foirjes under command of

P.liegerfuhrer Lirftflotte 2 based xn the Rome area. _  .

of Luftflotte...2' s fighter force(11 were placed under control of
JagdfliGgerfuhner' North Italy (Oberst VonJffel.tzahn) for the
defence of the Po Valley.

The rest

Fighter control organisation in Northern Italy had four

fighter control stations, - (jaegerleit - Stands namely West,
at Pinerolo near Milan for control in the western industrial

zone j
control against Allied formations flying into Germany; and
I'iitte, at Verona, for control against attacks in the Brenner
area,

further stations were built at Viterbo and Siena.

Oomraanding Plakartillerie Slid had his H.Q. at Bologna: flak in
the southern operational zone v:as controlled by No.22
PlakbrigaclG, ‘ud-th H.Q. near Rome.

Sud at Bologna, Ost at Triscesino near Udine, for

For liaison betvreen Northern and Central Italy two
The General

ALLIED AIR STEilTEGV AND ORGANISATION

Ehreo Ifejor Problems

A.Ai.P. in Vorld Vith the Aillied Aemies v/ell-established on a single front
War II. Office of and advancing, and the Air Forces moving in and taking an
Air Force History increasing share in the land battle, a unique situation had

arisen, ''..hich both created new problems, with implications
stretching far beyond the battle area, and accentuated older
problems.
fact that the Allied Air Forces contained several distinct

national elements,(2) -vlth individual traditions,
problems were, firstly, the co-ordination of the strategic
operations of air forces operating against the interior of
Germany from Vfestem Europe and the I/fediterranean area;
secondly, the unification of air command in the Mediterranean
theatre; and thirdly, the build-up of the Air Forces on the
mainland of Italy.

U.S.A.F.

None ’..’•ere more likely of easy treatment for the

The main

Potential Role of Italian & in the Combined Bomber
Offensiyo

Marcus 914

Before Salerno, the British air lUnistry and Mediterranean
'.Taltz 78 26 July air Command xj'ere co.n’vinced that a powerful bomber force should
D/Cas Pile be built up on Ita.lian bases, either in the Rome area or in
"Bombing from Northern Italj/. Ihen the hopes of  a rapid advance disappeared,
Italian bases" the principle was still firmly me.intained, only Poggia became

the base. The British Chiefs of Staff were not convinced that

D/A.C.-in-G. the groups could be based, mintained and operated as
File J.B./2OI5 effectively in Italy as in the U.K. The British air point of
A.H.B.IIJ. 1 /90/10 viev; tjus Txised on these considerations. At Quebec it was
A.A.F. in T/orid pointed out that the strength of the German fighter force, the
■Jar II reduction of which was a pre-requisite to the invasion of
Vol.2/Sect.3. Prance, v;as increasing in spite of all that Bomber Command
Chap. 17. could do. The Chief of Axir Staff felt it a vital objective.

Further, it would be of great tactical advantage to add the
T/eight of a sustained offensive from Italy against the German

/system

(1 ) ll/J* Q-v77 3-t Lagnasco, IIl/j, G, 77 £^t Isola San Amtonio,
Il/j.G.53 at Pontedera, IIl/j.G.53 at Reggio Emilia.
(2) The Allied Mr Forces no’v included British, American,
French, Jugoslav, Italian and Greek units.

SECRETG. 260700/10/5/5©
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system, for it would force a weakening of the elaborate ground
and air defences of the V.'estern Zone and the construction of a

nev^ system to face the new threat froiii the South. This wotCLd,
in the face of their serious manpower and material shortage,
place a heavy, increasing strain on the German capacity to
resist. In addition, many new targets so far invulnerable
would be open to attack, The whole Allied air strategy and the
potential success of Overlord operations against Europe, ho held,
could only be enhanced by the establishment of a strong bomber
force in Italy, Removal of the overriding priority of anti
submarine measures freed the air forces for combined action.
Many of the units of the Ninth Air Force had been transferred to
Tv/elfth Air Force and the balance to U.K. It was held in

certain iurierican quarters, in particular by General Arnold,('^)
that any dissipation of forces which would wealcen our bomber

offensive against Gerraany v/as a bad thing. Nhile the advantage
of two air fronts v/ere clearly seen, it was felt that there
should be one Gormaander in charge of the forces engaged, whether
operating from U.K. ftT Italy.

The Concept of a Single Coamnnder of
Forces.,

llied European Bomber

Ibid This latter theme was widely discussed with corollaries,
such as shuttle bombing and loan or temporary accoirimodation of
forces from either theatre in the other's field of action,
differences of weather cycles over the western and southern

bases, as well as over enemy targets, were examined. .  .Some were
convinced that the interposition of an additional authority
between the two theatre commands, and the Combined Chiefs of
Staff and the delays, in effective action which would result,
would render materialization of the concept impracticable,
principles of co-ordinated attacks and shuttle-bombing v/ere,
hoT/ever, agreed on and these eventually carae to pass, albeit on
a vary liiaited scale.

Forces was appointed,

U.n.i,f,i,catiqn of A.i.r „.G.qm_mnd .iu, the Me,dT,t,erm

At the M.A.C. La Maraa Conference which opened on  1 October,
concrete proposals for a siaaplification of the ponderous system
of Goni-aand in the theatre were exar-iined by local Allied senior
officers and Air Ministry representatives,
accepted in principle, which amounted to an aivial

exist^ig H.Q., II. A. C. "and H.Q., N.A.A.F.
political and military importance, Middle East was to remain an
A-O C,-in-C's Command (and Malta an A.H.Q, ), but as a whole was
to cease to operate as an autonomous area.

The

The

A single Comiaander of European Bomber

li compromise was

lation of the

In view of its

Minutes of

Conferences on

Re-organisation
of H.A.G, '

La Marsa, Oct.43

A.H B.MSD/MS
4^ 6.1943
Bundle 6.

The administrative controls of uuiits of Twelfth U.S, Air
units were to be through their respective

/national

Force and R.A.F,

(1) He modified his opinions later and becajne a
in the creation of the 15th Air Force.

pruae mover
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mtional channels. Air operations were to non under Joint
Anglo-jiiiierioan control. (1) So acliiinistrative action affecting
operations v/as to he taken without consultation with the

respective Gor:aia.nders of the Str;ategic, Tactical, and Coastal
;.ir forces.. All air elements in the Mediterranean v/ere brought
under operational control of the Air C,-in-0., M.A.A.P. It
was suggested by M.A.C. that the now Corxiand be called

Mediterranean Allied Air force, partially on the groimds tha.t
the term "Go.maiancT' had a different meaning for the ;uaericans
and the nev7 title would both be acceptable to them and cover the

strategic situa.tion. The suggestion ’vas accepted, but the nev/
structure did not corae into beiiig until the close of the year.

AGMT. 47
23 Oct.

State of Heavy Bonber Airfields in October 1943

ACMT /S.501
A.G.P. M.A.C.
to Air Ministry
13 Oct. 1943

B3'' mid-October the move of bombers to Italian bases v/a.s

behind schedule, partly becrouse of delays in landing airfield
engineers and material, and partly because of changes in
priorities,
at this time Poggia was still described as a "shambles
Bari \?as chosen, near Igth Amy Gp, H.Q.
xl.P H.Q- Naplesj it was, however most important for the

A.0.C,-in-C'3 H,Q. to be near most H.Q,s and the Strategic Air
force,

grass, were in use, at least one of them alv/ays useable in the
heavy rains,
bombers on to Italian soil that month;
for they v/ere nearly out of range of their special targets.

/Discussions

Air H Q. v/as to have been set up at Poggi?., but
and

Unfortuna tely

One hard strip v/as being mde and four fields, all

There seemed no hope of getting the mediuia
a difficult case, this.

(1) Plans for Build-up of Air forces in Italy

The proposed build-up for Italy v/as as follows:-
Regarding Twelfth 7iir Support Ooiiiimand and Desert Air force
units, the plan was for thirty-three squadrons of single-
engined fighters, i
one-half squc.dron,s of reconnaissance
aircraft,

eleven squadrons of light bombers and eight squa.drons of
nediun borabers: of Coastal Air force,
engined fighters and two squadrons on
As regards the Strategic Air force, it was proposed that by
1 November the following forces should be based in Italy:-
three squadrons of single-engined fighters, nine squadrons of
twin-engined fighters .and twenty squadrons of medium bombers;
by 1 Dece'Ciber, twenty-four squadrons of heavy day bombers, two
squadrons of heo.vy night bombers and nine squadrons of medium
night bombers. There v/ere to be four squadrons of photo
graphic reconnaissance aircraft by Ip November and, after
1 December, sixteen sqmdrons of troop carriers, Sicily,
Sardinia and Corsica v/ere all to play a part in time. The
temporary aim was, two squaidrons each of single-engined
fighters and twin-engined fighters and a squadron of night
fighters in Sicily Sardinia v/ould accomnvodate a squadron of
single-engined fighters and five squadrons of torpedo-bombers
and A/s/V aircraft
single-engined fighters on Corsica,
to one hundred aaid seventy-four squadrons.

six squadrons of fighter-bombers, four and
nd tactical reconna.is sau

six squadrons of twin-
eneral recoimaissance.O

There were to be tv/o squadrons of french
The whole would amount

.tCMT.72

22 Oct. 1 9R3

ce

Of Tactical Bomber force units, there were to be

G. 260700/M,7/5/50 C R E T
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Air Staff Note on Discussions were already afoot as to the desirability of
the Secoramended building up a po\7erful strategic bombing force in Italy.
Build-up of U.S. over-riding considerations, if heavy groups should be allocated
Heavy Bombers in to the Mediterranean, vrere those of airfield capacity and the
U.K. and

The

ability to maintain the aircraft through Italian ports:
another was an adequate supply of petrol.Mediterranean

Theatres,

7 Oct. 1943

D/GAS. File
A.H.B. ID/4/75

i t a l y .^ ̂  ̂Airfield Construction in.

It was decided on 29 September to construct six all-
weather fields at Foggia, two in the Salerno area, three in the

Naples area and to extend Pomiglic^no. Foggia could produce
six Bomber airfields. Actual immediate requirements exceeded

this programme. T.A.F. needed two at Salerno, four near
Naples and six at Foggia. S.A.F. needed three in the Heel and
eight to ten at Foggia. G.A.F. was to pick up airfields as
T.A.F. evacuated them. T.A.F. vras to remain in the Naples -
Poggia area, until Eome area became available. S.A.P. was to

move in to Poggia until it had been evacuated by T.A.P. and

would probably not go north of Bologna, The contemporary
excessive optimism is still noticeable here.

Minutes of

Meeting at H.Q.,
N.A.T.A.F.

29 Sept. 1943
TAF/i13/ORS

Enough Pierced Steel Planking, voted the most economical
and rapid method of permanent construction, was available for
the construction of twelve airfields, all to be capable of
extension to 2,000 yards, for use by Heavy Bombers,
responsibility for the maintenance of the Air Forces by the
Array \?as a hea^/y one, can be gauged by the figures given at
12 October, of twenty-six thousand and five hundred personnel
and five thousand two hundred vehicles of D.A.P. and T.A.P. in
the Foggia area alone,
modified and extended at a Gonference of ilrray and Air Force
representatives on 1 2 October,

bomber bases were required in the Borne area and six filter and
five bomber bases in the Pisa area, all by T.A.P.
increased its bid to fourteen/seventeen fields.
T/as settled on as the port of entry for bulk aviation spirit,
and D.A.P. obtained priority for airfields in the Pescara area.

/Theatre

That the

Airfield requirements were both

Up to seven fighter and five

S.A.P.

Manfredonia

Minutes of

Gonference B

at H.Q. ■

1  Army Group
12 Oct, 1943.

(1 ) Qrdex.. .D,f, ..Batt.l.e...of...Air ...P.Q.rce„s„ on I.tali.an„.,Bases, at
2.Q Q.ct.Qb.e.r.,. 1.943

TAF/l 05/ORG
20 Oct. 1943

By 20 October considerable air forces were already
Desert Air Force hadoperating from Italian mainland fields.

A.H.B. 14.4.47/4 four Wings of Spitfires and P.40s and two Groups and a Squadron
S.6275/ORq/87a. of P.4OS on Poggia Main and Satellites Nos. 1 and  3 and a

Spitfire Uing at both Triolo and Palata, Twelfth A.S.C. had,
under the control of 64th Fighter Ning, a Group of Spitfires and
a Squadron of Tac/R Mustangs at Pomigliano; a Group of P.40s
at Paestum; a Group of A-36s at Gapacc.io, and another at
Serrctelle, (all the latter three were strips); a \7ing of
Spitfires and half a Squa.dron of Tac/H Spitfires at Gapodichino
and No. 6OO Beaufighter Squadron at Monte Corvino.
Bomber Force had a Group of Bostons at Vincenzo;  a Wing of
Bostons and Baltimores at Tortorella, a Tfing of Baltimores and

No. 21 6 .Group had a Squadron of

Tactical

ing of Bostons t Brindisi.

Dakotas at Bari and the Coastal Uing No.322 Tra.s at Gioia.
There v/ere tvro A.O.P. Squadrons, acting as Artillery Spotters
under the operational control of Eighth Army, (Nos.651 and 654),
both fljring Austers, and two A.O.P. Squadrons f/ith Fifth iirmy.

a
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TMatre,,,.Reaui,remen.i;s,,,,in,,,,,Opera.tional Aircraft

At a conference between M.A. 0. and /ilr Ministrj'- on
2 October, the Air Itinistry target, to be knovm thereafter as
the M.A.C. Target Force, was thoroughly analjrsed. It was an

excellent opportunity to contrast the approach of the Air

Mnistry, struggling to maintain its global outlook, v/ith the
more personal, more urgent outlook of the Commander engaged in
a local struggle. The resistance put up by M.A.0. to the

return of landing craft and aircraft loaned to them had already
been taken to heart bjr the Combined Chiefs of Staff and no
doubt by others. It was therefore a time to define the term

"target force". A target force is the Air Staff of Air
Mnistr'3''' s a5upreGiation of the air forces required to meet the

likety trend in the strateg;ical situation, tyr theatres.
A.M. S.O's department have, then, to relate target forces to the
estimated production of aircraft and the availability of.,

personnel, and so. to produce Expansion Rr-.)grammes. The Air

Staff target for the R.A. F. as a whole was strictly limited bjr
manpoT/er and airora.ft production, but the allotment to each
Command might be varied.

Review of M. A. 0.

Target Force.
Air Command Post

2 Oct. 19if3
S. 6275/ORG/57a.

The A.ir O.-in-O's request for a fifth Squadron of
Liberators could onty bo met if the R. A.F. allocation of these

aircraft from U.S.A.. could be increased during conversations
due in November. He was vmsuccessful in his appeal for
medium bomber squadrons of a twenty aircraft establishment.
It ̂ m3 recorded that, in the theatre, Mtchells were preferred
to JIarauders and that Baltimores \TOre unpopular in a long,
range bomber role, as the,y v/ere operationalty ineffective,
uneconom.ical and a technical embarrassment. Four squadrons
of General Reconnaissajice Daj'- Fighters vrere due for transfer
to India la.ter and the total of squadrons of this categor^r was
to be reduced bjr six in l&rch and five in June, 1944^
Strategical Reconnaissance v/as being carried on Yd.th A-56
Mustangs, borrov/ed from TiYelfth U.S.A. A..F,, who could no longer
support the commitment,
carry on with until the normal flow began in 1944-

A few P-51 Mustangs were needed, to

Speaking of fighters generally, the A.0.0.-in-0.
considered that two-thirds of this total fighter force should
be equtyped v/ith medium lov/ altitude aircraft and one-third

high altitude. Experience had proved that fighter squadrons
were emplojrod more o.nd more in sui^port of the land battle at

a relativety low altitude. More Mustangs and less Tempests
were needed. The Spitfire flew of one hundred a month might
prove inadequate. AHj'' n:-t re-equip more Hurricane Squadrons
v/ith Spitfires? The /imeric-ans intended, but had net j'-et
formulated a detailed order, to withdraw fifteen fighter
squadrons from the Mediterraneon, nine to U.K. and six to
China.

Organisation &
Expansion of
U. S.A.A.F. in

Mediterranean

D/QAS/b/i8B.
12.1.1 SkA.
A.H.B. ID/4/139.
La Marsa

Conference

24.9.1943.

The Beaiofighter prospect was anj^-thing but good.
East gave up a squadron to India in mid-October,
squadrons v/ere required in all, two for Western, three for
Eastern Mediterraneoui.

six R.A-F. of sixteen aircraft and four U, S. of twelve

aircraft establishment was the ultimate target,
v/as to be equipped -with Mosquitoes and one R. A. F.

to return to U.K. when the four U.S. squadrons were fulty
operational.

Mid

Five

Ten night fig;hter squadrons, that

One squa

Supply of aircraft did not meet demand. I

dle

is

dron

squadron

Corsica, only one squadron of fighters could be spared to

assist the two French squadrons.

n

/Supply
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SupplA?; of new Aids to Bg;ri'bing,,,,r);;ecision

V/'eather was gradually revealing itself as a major obstacle
to air operations. Bspecially important at this period was it
that steps should be tricen to bring into operation new aids to

navigation and precision bombing through overcast. By
Bombing-Policw^MCi October l9h-3, the General Commanding Bighth U.S. Air Force in

1/90/3 U.K, j I.Cajor-General‘Ira G. Balcer, (soon to become Air Commander
in Italy), was still not convinced that the effect of the re.dar
overca.st bombing de-vi.ces H2S and Oboe had, at that point, been
Gonclusivoljr demonstrated, in mciing feasible large-scale
bombing raids despite overcast conditions; but he believed
that, vri.thin a month, it would bo proved that these conditions

v;ould not prevent accurate and concentrated bombardment of

objectives. The aids ho had in imind would not be promised to
Italian-based bomber forces, however. H2S v/as independent of
rcjige and could be used as effectively from Foggia as from U.K.

Oboe covered a smaller range, but could be used on targets
inaccessible from U.K. The instrirnient, it ’.vas felt, which
would effect a radical improvement in bombing precision in
overcast conditions was the Nordon bomb-sight, until then

controlled bj'" the II. S. Navja Steps vrere initiated to bring
this mder Air Force control and into greater production. Some
H2S equipnent and experts were sent over from ij.S. and a
training programme begun in the bomber forces in Ita.ly, but it

was not until Maj?' 19A4- that this target-finding technique
entered into play in IvLA. A. P.

Ops Research
Policy Reports -
MiUlP jJIB/lIJ.l/
19/11(a)/59a.

Ai r j^ oblems in ...I taly at... the ,.En d of ̂
A. 0. IvA T. 69
31 Oct. 1943
D/Cas Operations
from 11 ill i an

In addition to the perennial one of keeping the enemj'' air

forces out of the a.ir, the Allied Air Forces in Italy had three
main tasks. These were to assist the /irray, mainly bj/- close
support and bj^ interrupting enei:njr lines of conmunication;
assist the strategic air offensive on the German war ej'^stem;
and to wealcon the German hold on the Balkans and the Aegean.
These stood in the priorit;'- as given,
between the three tasks depended not onlj'- on this priority, but
also on relative urgency, weather, location of air ba.ses, and
movement and supplj^ ‘to forward bases,
the moment, the Germcja attacks on Leros had prolonged our air
concentration on this area.

to

The allocation of effor

Urgencies varied; at

\7eathor had had a determining

Bases - Priority
of Tasks.

^m,lP/4/.76..
A.A.F. in \7orld

V/ar VoI.2/Sectr3
Washington.

t

influence on day-to-dajr target selection: even v/hen meteoro

logical reports, confirmed by oarty morning reconnaissance, had

promised good conditions, raiding formations frequently found

impossible conditions over targets,
to be assigned up to four alternative targets, so tha.t, in anjr
case, apy one of a number of ways of damaging the enemy could be
exploited,
reveal some obscurity, but this xros natiiral in conditions not

yet crystallised.

Heavy bombers were hn.ving

The bombing policy vrould, superficially, seem to

Movement and supply wore serious problems,
the subject of a continual fight for priorities, but the
genern.1 movement into Ittaty was sa^tisfactorj;-, if slovi/.
first moves of Strategic i'lir Force medium bomber and long range
fighter groups into the Heel, to help in the Aegean crisis, had
been bjr air.
Sardinia on 31 October.

Northern Itaty, .and Lightnings could escort heavy bombers as
far as Southern &sman,y.
forv/ard in Sardinia or the Foggia - Heel area,
line to Foggia was operating by 25 November.
Monfredonia and moved 1 60,000 go.llons of 100 octane gasoline
weekly.

Shipping v/as

The

Groups of Marauders and .Lightnings moved into
From there, tliej?- could operate over

Meanwhile, heavgr bombers could stage
The first pipe-

It ran from

/'The Aegean
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The Aegean and Balkans had absorbed a considerable effort.

In the latter case, good dividends could be shovm by the
fifteen hundred sorties by N.A.A.P,, in the shape of over one
hundred aircraft destroyed on the ground, although some of these
Trere obsolescent. Kos and Leros having been lost, outside the
effective range of our fighter forces and vrell inside the range
of porrerful enemy air formations, any further drain of air
resources vra,s unprofitable, although Middle Ihst Command was
calling for air reinforcements from the Central Mediterranean.
The German Air Force in Greece remained a threat to our eastern
flank in Italy

ilLLIEP. iJTO. GESIM, STEaTEGI ^TER THE.

VQLT.UMQ GRQS.SINGS

The (^mans....Plan ..P,f....IVi.thdra^l to the Ba,rlgra Line

The quick German reaction to the Allied assault on the

Volturno positions, in the course of \-Jhich the Hermann Goering,
P.anze,r,„Diy,is,io3:i, had throrm the British back across the river at
Capua, had been another example of "victorious retreat" and
confirmed the enemy in his intentions of withdraiving at his ovm
pace to the Yar3..te,rs,t,e„llun,g, ~ the winter Position,
he proceeded, fighting stubborn rearguard actions, to approach
his first strong trans-peninsula line, called the Barlbara..Line.
Here he would stand, strengthening the formidable Sangro and
Garigliano River defences.

Thereafter

XE,V.,Corp.s 'vvithdrev/ from the

British Hist.

Sect. Central
Medit erranean

History Part I,
Sections A & P.

■ Volturno and Calore Rivers, to a line Monte Massico - Teano -
Vairano, along the upper stretches of the Voltumo, to Isernia:
here LJ^l C.o.rp.s stood on the River Trigno protectively.
Behind the Barbara,,.Line stretched the Bernhardt ..Line.

I
The ..37inte.r.... Li ne

Ibid The L'int.er.,.,Li.ne was based on the east side of Italy on the
River Sangro., on the v/est on the Garigliano, backed by the
Aurunci coastal range and the strong Cassino position, rising to
the J/kssif of Monte Cairo; the centre of Italy, the rugged
mountains of the Abruzzi, vra.s considered too difficult for

manoeuvres of large forces, but French troops fought there vdth'
success.

Linter line, to gain time and for the inevitable deterioration
of ’weather, so that additional defences could be added to the
natural stren,gth of the Line.

Italian command, v/as 'wound up, and all German forces in Italy,
after certain divisions had been transferred to the Russian
front, were to be made available to Kesselring.

Delaying positions were to be held in front of the

ilrmy....Group B, Rommel's North

Allied Appreciation, of ..the Po sition on 21 Octqber

Although the iillied ground strength was eleven divisions
to nine German divisions in Southern Italy, the enemy could now
drav/ on another fourteen divisions, and v/ith no practical limit
to the strength they could pass into Italy, stage  a counter
offensive with the recapture of Naples as object.
no’W air priority target No.1 .
other hand, was limited,

craft, amphibious operations against the enemy's flanks were
impossible.

Naples wns

The Allies' build-up, on the
In view'of a shortage of landing

Ibid

/The Army
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1910/40/G( ED)
15 Army Group
25 Sept.
Colonel Poster,
S.D. and T.

The Army was to he huilt up at the expense of the Strategic
Air Force movement plan. In September Poggia had been
selected as the Strategic base. It was decided to give
priority to catching up on the backlogs of Army and Tactical

Air Force, before diverting ir/hat it was now found would amount

to tiTO divisions, to move Strategic Air Force. By 15 December,
six Heavy Bombardment Groups vrere in Foggia, but the move of the

balance was not completed until March 1944- The Combined
Bomber Offensive was thus delayed. It would be difficult to

carry out the directive to capture Rome and its airfields.
Ytoile Tre were certainly containing forces, these might grow to
dangerous proportions unless greater means vrere put at the

Commander-in-Chief’s disposal. One thing was clear; the

Allies must retain the initiative, although at the vrarst a
German success in 1944 would drav/ off troops from Prance at the

vital period. The current intentions were that Eighth Army
was to seiae the high ground north of Pescara, turn southward

up the Pescara River Valley, along Highv/ay 5 - the Via Valeria -

and threaten Rome from the east, after a halt. Fifth Army was
to press on up Highnra.y 6 as far as the Prosinone area, then on
to Rome, in a drive co-ordinated vrith Eighth Array.

Simmary.,pf Allied Advance 6 Octpber tp, 15 .Noyember

N.A.P. 486
25 Oct. 1943
'La Jfersa

Conference'

On 6 October the first patrols had reached Voltumo River.
By 15 November the next phase had been completed and they had
won an area twenty to sixty miles in depth across the peninsula.
In six weeks, the river had been crossed three times in force,
and the Germans driven back on to the Barbara Line.
15 November the Allies stood on a Lbst-East line passing through
Sessa Aurunca

On

Venafro - Selvona - Piazona - Ifontagnola -
Agnone - Castiglione - Porli - Atessa - Paglieta.

AIR SUPPORT OP PIP.T[;I ,ARl,iI .AFTER VOLTURI©

S,trategic, ,Bonbing,„„pf Airf .ields in the Romo Area

A.A.P. in Rorld

iVar II Vol.oZir
Sect.3

Office of A.P.

History.
No**7 ii.A.S.C.

War Diary.

The attacks on Luftj/affe concentrations in the Rome area
were amplified.

Casale and Ifercigliana and thirty-six Mitchells bombed Gerveteri,
destroying a fair number of aircraft.

Purbara field, i7hich could be used as temporary shelter, was
bombed that ni^it, by thirty-nine Vbllingtons who fired another
dozen aircraft.

On 20 October fifty-four Fortresses bombed

The neighbouring

TV/o nights later, seventy Vellingtons bombed
the fighter base at Guidonia, leaving thirteen aircraft in
flames. The next airfield attack came on 30/3t October, Vviien
Vellingtons readied out at the Ju.88 bomber base at Perugia,
half-way to Florence, v/ithout much success,
taken the next dajr showed only tnw) bumt-out Ju.88s.

A photograph

Tactic.a,l.., Bombing of Eh,e,nff..,,landing^^^&^

During this period Tactical Invaders concentrated on
landing grounds north of Rome. A successful attack on
19 October on Tarquinia accounted for five transport aircraft,
five fighters and tvro S.M, 79 Italian torpedo-bombers.
24 October Acquapendente and on 25 October Tarquinia v/ere the
targets, the latter yielding a score of four bombers and two
t\7in-engined aircraft destroyed as well as. heav7/ damage to
installations. Three days later, they damged six He.llls seen
on a landing-ground west of Sutri and a number of Ju.88s v/est of
Givita Castellania, all no doubt staging. Jiany fields had by
nov/ been potholed and installations smashed. Damage to aircraft
’.vas important, but owing to dispersal not decisive.

On

Ibid

/Fighter
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Mghter and j^ighte of Fif th .

Ibid VAienever weather allowed, protective patrols were flo\m

over the Army; targets in the battlefield, as well as

ooiraiiunications, virero attacked b^f fighters and fighter-bombers
as and -.vhen called for bj?- the ground forces. At times little
more than armed reconnaissance could be carried out. Daylight
enom^r movement was generally light, the.enemy taking, on

principle, the fullest advantage of night cover; even night
movement was scattered and offered fe’.y targets. Moving day
targets being difficult to pinpoint in hazy weather, close

support T/as unreliable. Notv/ithstanding observers at the time

put on record the excellent ps3rohological effect on the forward

troops of the succession of fighter-bomber attacks ahead of
them.

The Naples area and the battle front were also patrolled
by Spitfires, aided b^r Coastal Squadrons now operating from
Pomigliano. Tliere was little enem^'- air opposition during this
period. Much of this effort can be written off as unproduc
tive. Invaders were more fortuuiate and ran, fairljr frequently,
into small agrossive formations of J,fe. I09s and F.\7.190s,
finishing the fortnight's effort .with ton Me. 109s destro3''ed to
their credit. Their combats and atta.cks on airfields were not

effected vd-thout loss from flak. These Invaders flew ever^'-
day, reaching an average of about the hundred mark dailj'-, and
a peak of one hundred and fortj^-four sorties on 26 October,
v/hen, vdLth sixt^^'-nine 'ifarhawks, thojr worked over the /illied

lines, v/ith the Invaders hitting S.S. of Vairano, where 3rd U. S.
Division v;oro working up towards the Mignano Go.p. One of

their principal objects was to hinder the enemy's entrjr into

the battle area, by attacking transport, communications and

fortified positions along the outer ring rumning through the

Gaeta, Minturno, lirco, Cassino, IG.gnano and Venafro areas.
This the3'- did in no half-hearted fashion; much more could have

been achieved had the Allies possessed all-w/eather airfields;
as it v/as, on some da3rs all or all but one'^ycre unusable, in
quagmire conditions.

'^9.9.t.i.cal...,.Bgnbers, ...on. Fifth....Anivy: Front

On most da3'-s from 19 to 26 October, U. S. Mitchells flev/
against coDrfl.unications, Virith the main object of blocking roads
of entr^?- into the battle zone, at /nsio, Terracina, Formia and

Prosinone, as wrell as the towns of Cassino, Teano and Venafro.

&an positions v/ere a complementary target,
after d3T3Hng winds had improved their airfields, R.A.F.
Baltimores and U.S. Bostons operated, the pitch of their effort

coming on 21 October, when sixt3>- sorties were iVown against
The

On some daj^-s.

enemy bivouacs, bridges and rtailwa3'- 3’-ards a.t. Oassino.

Ibid

roads here, at Mgnano and Forraia and bridges south-east of

Minturno, ahead of X Corps, were also targets for the light
bombers. T/oather during the last v/eek of the month held dovm
the light and mediuiA bombers, the onl3'‘ efforts v/orth recording
being the Tactical Mtchell attack of 30 October against
Prosinone and the bombing of Civitavecchia docks by Strategic
Mitchells the next da3r,
period, R. A. F. Bostons flew seventy-five sorties on ar.-ned
reconnaissance over the western battle front and rear areas.

The3r found traffic, not in great qucntit3'’, but worth attacking,
in several area

For the first eight nights of the

Among local successes were those attending
the twent3'^six air attacks on troop-carr3''ing trains carr3d.ng
the 65. Inf.antry...D.iy.i,s.ion in which thirty locomotives v/ere
destro3?"ed, according to German records.

/AIR
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AIR SUH=gEI gp El Qili AIIY TEIfilCLI

/a® TIR'l BI© OP gOTpBER 1

The . Cro ssing ,_pf t he Trigno .Ri ver

After Termoli, the 78th Division persisted in its advance
towards the Trigno, the lower reaches of v/hich v/ere reached on
2i October.

Eighth Army established their bridgehead in the a.rea of the

coastal ro-ad, then enlarged it.
fell to the Indians,

the 1 st Canadian Divi-Sion; in succession thej'- took Torella
Morise, Santa Elena Sannita, Kacchiagodena. and thrust on towards

Isernia, in i,iiiich area lay the onem^'-' s nucleus of supply and
route of withdra.ws.1 from the eastern battle area.

After repelling the customary comtor-attack, the

Tri.gno, Palata and Acquaviva
In the southern sector Boiano fell to

No. 2/5 A.A.S.C.
W'ar Diar3^

N.A.A.P. O.R.B.

Appendices,
8t.h...../irmy....Pp.s
Br. Hist. Sect/
C.M.

Desert .Air..Pqr.c.e....Operatiqn.s.^^u^^

Ibid As the rnedn Geman withdrawals from the Termoli area were

completed, transport became morG difficult for aircraft to find.

Despite this and the bad weather from 11 to 1 6 October, plentj'’
of oonvo3rs and locomotives, as well as hostile batteries, were
ricked out. On 11 October, good work was done by Warhawks
against a long train at Montesilvano Station, near Pescara,
Throe missions in all destr03'-od the locomotive and ma'13'' trucks,
as well as i/T bein.r'- carried. On 12 October, while the left
flank was closing’ in on Oampobasso, the bag of road vehicles out

of a convoy of one hundred was impressive,
fighter-bombers shot up similar targets in the Giulianova,
Pescara and Ortona areas, tanlcs at San Salvo and transport in

Oamipobasso prior to its cai-dure. , Movement near Vasto was

brought to a stmdstill b3'- Bostons on the night l3/iA October.
First Canadian Divi-sion aslced for the destruction of an

Day by day,

obstinate fj;un, but three daj^s' seai-ch b3'- to.ctical reconnaissance
fig'hters failed to locate it,
silenced and onehE'’ novenent v/atchod as far up -as Ancona, where
the marshalling yards wore sot on fire .on l6 October b3“
Mitchells.

Railv;a3r and other guns were

Reports ...,g.f., Bomb.in£....qf Ovm Trqopis

Ibid Movin.g bomb-lines, jjoor visibilit3'- and inadequate training
in air/ground co-operation wore still the cause of accidents;
these are worth noting in view of new pr-ecautions taken and
lessons learned. On 9 October the 38th Brigade, and on
10 October, the 36th Bri..r;ade reported erroneous attacks on
their troops, b3'- fi.chter-bomburs ruid light bombers respectivel3a
It was decided that no close-in direct sup-port would be carried

out, unless some form of smoke landanark or target indicator was

pro-vided to assist aircraft in teerget identification.
11 October a landmark oc-nsisting of a letter A bull-dozed out
of the .gjround, with the tracing filled in v/ith white stones,

It was hoped that

On

wp.s constructed in the 78th Division area,
such landmarks would assist air navigation and bomb-aiming in
difficaolt cloud conditions and poor •^7isibilit3a
16 October it was decided to use. more artillor3r smoke and more
smoke generators, the smoke as tar.cet indicators, the generators
as landmarks. ' It was agreed that red was the colotrr most

easily visible from the air, in normal battle and terrain
conditions.

On

Air ..Operatip.n.s in,. Support. ..of Eig .1.7... .t9,...,3l Q.g.lp.M?'

The Canadians, who entered GajrLpobasso on 17 October,
pressed forward in the hilly southern sector tlirough Montagno
and Vinchiaturo.

and Acquaviva.
B3^ 2A October, the Indians had taken Palata

The enemy still resisted all efforts of the

Ibid

/air
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air forces to cut his main suppler and vd.thdrawal lino along the
Isernia road, but lost, in this southern sector, the key tov/n
of Boipno on 25 Octobor. In harmony \vith these steady
advances, considero-ble but intermittent air support was
provided. The battle a.rea. wa.s pa.trolled by Spitfires,
generally about one hundred, rarely less than fifty, who also
carried out offensive sweeps, reconiiaissance and straffing
missions along the oast coast, defensive pa,trols over the
Poggia - Manfredonia a.rea, escorted light bombers and protected
Bari shipping, (a standing commitment). On 29 October they
were ro-introduced as fighter-bombers.

By now, Coastal Air i^orce v/as beginning to assurae the role
Hotted to it in the Aii"' Han for Operation Avcalancho, namely
the protection of ports behind the lines. Accordingly its
Spitfires patrolled from Bari - Brindisi by day and
Beaufighters 'hy night,
maintained up to 26 Octobor,

Ip-ttybombors and rather more U.S. YAarhawks being airborne daily,
(most of this effort over Italy), a few sweeps being flown
along the Jugo-Slav coast, from which area and Croatia the
onemjr carried out air reconnaissance of oast coast ports and
Aflriatic shipping. Softening-up operations against Boiano
began on 1 7 October and continued for some days, to assist the
Canadians in regaining the initiative; Invaders, Baltimores
and Boston A-20s joined, on 19 October, the air assault on
Boiano, \=vhich suffered eight attacks that day.
dump and a tunnel were hit and a railway train sealed up in its
shod. Boiano fell on 25 Octobor.
Division's front was checked by bombing,
coloured smoke landmarks to mislead our pilots into a confusion
of positions, but vdthout success,
a socyj- state,

Light bombers and fighter-bombers continued harassing strong
points and g-un positions at Son Salvo, Oantalupe and" elsewhere
both by dajr and night,
made in the H. Q.
arrivo.l of reinforcements.

C.U

The fighter-bomber effort was
some sixty R. A.F. and Dominion

An aj7iraunition

Rail movement on 78th
The Germfins used

'vAiile the strips were in
no fighter-bomber support was available.

On 22 October a successful attack was

of 26tla Bmz9.HN§£iraent just at the time of

W0.I H0.R.U.

O.R.B.

Captured German
Documents.

Report
No. 18 Army H. Q.
Ottawa. On 23 October the Canadians, attacking; towa.rds the strong

hold of Spinete, were supported b^r accurate bombing in
successive raids during morning and afternoon missions, by
light and fighter-berabors.
activitj'-, IcUidmarks and a 25 pounder smoko line four hundred
i^ards long were used vdth succes
without success, by the Germans to simulate tlic Rover tentacle
air controller and so divert ItLttybonfoers.
da.y when one hundred and thirty-six Fortresses and fifty-nine
Liberators set out to bomb the aircraft factories at Wiener

Calling in at D.A.F. airfields for refuelling,
their presence reduced-all other air activity to an insignifi
cant scale. ;

troops moved in.

On tliis day of unusual air

An effort v/as made.o.

24 October vrc.s the

Neustadt.

Light bombers pomded Frosolone, just before our
Six days bad flying v/eather ensued, which

rendered material air aid imr^rjicticable.

The Sangrp Jdyer. Bridges

Ibid The Germ<ons were pullinr^ back systematically towards their
overfortified positions north of the River Sangro, the bridges

which were fast becaning vital targets - vital, but very
difficult to hit Allied fighter-bombers failed to hit thei

The next da^r again, a heavier effort byon 24 October.

/Bostons
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Bostons and S.a.a.P. Baltlraores yielded only poor results.
These targets were then abandoned until a more favourable back-

The air effort had failed.ground should present itself.

The Termoli bridgehead was by this time secure.
noi,7 had to reach the Sangro, before the Ge'raans were too

strongly entrenohed.
transport of all kinds up and dorm the country and his road
system \tc.s in a state of partial confusion, that T/as to hinder

both hiKi, and the Allies when the3r passed over the same tracks.

Eighth Army

Mearf.'.’hile the enemy was losing heavily in

\

Other Ground Support Operations in the Eastern Sector
1.Zr 31 October

No.2/5 A.A.S.C.
Var Diary

Enemy airfields could not be neglected for long.
Aquilla and Loreto landing grounds were straffed and a few

grounded aircraft, destroyed,
again feasible and a large programme was partially achieved
against gun and concentration areas on the Canadians' front.

Morning attacks 7/ore successful, but those in the afternoon v/ere
foiled, partly by poor Vveather and partly by the attempted
diversion of our fighter-bombers on to friendly ground troops by
ingenious German intrusion on to our Rover tentacle Control

Channel; a trick v.hich failed, thanlcs to the intervention of
the Allied.Rover controller, vtio directed aircraft back to base
with bombs,

on 26 October, a schooner vro.s left burning at Givitanova.

Support to the advance in the southern sector v/as continued,
v;ith attacks in the Prosolone, Macchiagodena and Cantalupe areas.
Bostons and Baltimores destroyed stores and ammunition dumps and
Bostons joined 'varhawks at ifacchiagodeha to strafe guns and
troops. Reduced night activity by Bostons, to the extent of
fifty-nine R.ii.P. sorties from the night 17/18 October to the
night 25/26, yielded useful results in the form of shattered
road convoys and road and rail junctions,
commiserated \7ith each other on the ‘terrible-

superiority and complained that Allied aircraft picked out each
individual vehicle for attack, a statement v.hich, added to some
of the evidence secured by airborne cameramen, proves that
aircrews'were capable of objective reporting as Well as. poetic
license.

Macerata

On 26 October, direct support was

Shipping was included in this period's targets;

Gerimn officers

Allied air

Captured Geri:Tan
Documents

Report Wo. 18
(p.37)
Army H.Q.
Ot tawa.

The, .Bridge Prpb

The fact that the Germans had demolished about six hundred
bridges, and that great damage had been inflicted by Allied
bombing, called for drastic .action,

for all unessential bridges in North itfrica, Sicily and Southern
Italy to be dismantled and sent to the forward

The order was now given

areas.

GENERj'iL /iLLIEp BOIiBING OPERIlTIONS IN .Li'iT.TER
.HfdLP OP OCTOBER

Pirst.....M5ajpr....,Expe.riment in,„.Rai,l Interdiction

A.A.P. in World

W-r II
Vol.2/Sect.i
Office of

Air Force

History U.S.A.P.

Strategic air activities during the last Wo weeks in
October were designedly more in keeping than heretofore with
their true function: they were conducted north of a line
running approxinately from Rome N.E. to the Adriatic,
geographical diversion between S.a.P. and T.A.P. was designed
to relieve the former of attacking targets which could be

The emphasis of the majority
of the operations was on communications in- Italy, notably
against a group of bridges in the area betT/een Grosseto and

It marked a change from- the previous policy of
attacking marshalling yards (nov; grovdng in density as the Armies

Ihis

reached by Tactical Bomber Force.

iincona.

/moved
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moved north-VTCords). It v7T.s suggested that the best v/ay of
causing a drastic reduction in the enemy's supplies vras tb cut

• siaultfuieously as large a nvuiiber of rail lines by Icnookieg out
bridges end sections of tracks.

On 29 October General Mru-shall cabled General Eisenhovyer

suggesting th.i'.t the siiuiltaneous destruction by the heavies cf
several adjacent bridges, on each line ',7ould stop traffic for
long time. This message was based on a meinoraiidum of.
27 October by Brigadier-General L. S, Kuter vdiioh stated that
the destru.ction of eleven bridges on niie major rail lines in
Northern -Italy and five bridges on a line Pisa - Ancone v/ould
starve the Germa.ns into withdrawing into the Po Valley:-
bptmistic' surmise,, but these were times v/hen experiment and
improvisc.tion v/ere the order cf the day.

a

an

Strategic Air Force opened the assault on 19 October and
for five days, to the tune of some six hundred and fifty sorties,
dropped a load of about 1,350 tons of bombs on Central Italian
bridges. Photographs shovred, on the whole, a satisfactory
degree of success. All rail movement north of the Rome
xvas virtually stopped: most of the objectives were partially
destroyed or severely damaged; the enemy \yas thus still further
forced to call on road, inland water a.nd coastal shipping
transport. The central Florence - Rome line was blocked N.
and S.E. of Orvieto and the v/est and east ooast lines blocked
in several places,

effectively located than before for long range operations.
The medium bombers granted to Strategic Air Force were either
preparing to move to Southern Sardinia, Grottaglie and Poggia,
or already there.

area

Tir
‘i'i •

N. A.A.P. aircraft vrere much more

juaple escort fighters were available.
XII Bomber Command's three groups of Lightnings and one of
Kittyhavv-ks v/ere on tho mainland, as vrere the majority of XII
Air Suppoi-t Command's five groups of filters,
acquisition of the fields in the Naples and Poggia complexes and
round Lecce and Grottaglie, there vms ample accommodation for
current aircraft housing needs.

With the

Q-i^er AUied Bomb .Qp.eratigns 31 October

Ibid
Airfield and bridge attacks absorbed the best part of the

bomber effort, but several long range raids are to be noted.
On the night 2V^25 October forty-six Wellingtons attacked the
Pistoia marshalling yards and on 29 October, one hundred and
thirty-three bombed Genoa marshalling yards.
Sardinia, bad weather compelled tv/enty-four of the escorting
Lightnings to return to base. Guidonia'airfield, which had
attained rapid and important status as a fighter base and was
also an experimental station, ■'yas selected for attack on the
night 23/24 October by seventy Wellingtons. There v/ere still
tvyenty-t^.yo single-engined .fighters and four long-range bombers
on the field t.he next day, but the V'eHingtons had set thirteen
aircraft alight, which might have been included in those
numbers. The'Wellingtons, of course, still flew vri.thout up-to-
date navigational devices.

On arrival over

The GenDa,.,,.Iki.id. 29 .October

Ibid As a sample of strategic bombing at the time, the effects
of the Genoa day raid are worth mting. Photographic evidence
obtained the follovriLng day sliowed widespread damage in the
S^pierdarena district. . Liany hits vrere seen in the Ansaldo
bteel V»orks, as well as damage to numerous other works
machinerj- and heavy electrical units. In imsaldo basin, a

/merchant
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Although cratered, themerchant vessel had a heavy list,
marshalling yard at Sampierdarena 7/as not hlocked.
three direct hits on the railroad to Ceranesi. A

There were

 number of

bombs, had fallen vide.

i^eii^.,...Airc,raft. ,,cap,tured on the .Ground., .QG„tpbe,r 1,241

Three important airfields had fallen to the Allies in the

first t/eek of October, namely Naples/Oapodichino and
Pornigliano, and Gtvpua.
in sundry states on these airfields was one hundred and sixty-
four German and one hundred and ono Italian.(1)

The gross harvest of captured aircraf

Ibid

t

and St,. ...luitheor yiaductEa.id.s,,qn,.„Turin,

Again and again all through this unusually bitter vlnter,
bad T/eather robbed the Allies of the advantage of their air

superiority. Tvro raids in considerable force were abortive,
ovlng to solid cloud over the target. They v/ere planned to
fit in vlth the Combined Bombing Plan. The former vra.s on

29 October, when one hundred and sixtjr-four Portresses set out
to bomb Turin Ball Bearing Factories. One hundred and thirty-
three of the aircraft turned, on failing to reach Turin, to

attack Genoa as described above. Again on 30 October, twenty-
seven Liberators failed, because of cloud, to bomb Villar

Perosa Ball Bearing Pactorjr and another one hundred and thirty-
eight missed a similar target at Turin, for the same reason.

Twenty of the Liberators, with Lightning escort, turned to
Genoa and hit the Ansaldo steelworks and’the Sampierdarena

quarter vlth 1000 lb. bombs. On the night l6/l7 September,
aircraft of Bomber Command ba.sed in U.K. had bombed the

St. ilntheor Viaduct in S. Prance, across which tieavy supply
traffic T/as in continuous flow'. On 31 October Mediterranean-

based Portresses scored direct hits on the north and south

approaches, a blow calculated to slow up mass deliveries.

Ibid

GREiiTION OP THE PIPTEEIffH AIR FORGE

The .Need for a poyrerful Strategic,..Air. Force in... It.aly
CM-IN 14271

19 Sept. 1943 On 19 September, General Eiscnho\7er had’ pleaded for the
build-up on Italian bases of a powerful force of heavy bombers,
over and above the actual strengtla of the bomber force of

More iii'iportant evenNorthwest African Strategic Air Force,
P.A.N.254

C.M.S.266/13A
23 Oct. 1943. than their potential use in the land battle xras the considera

tion that such a force could strike at a range of vital targets
well outside the range of the heavyr bombers of Eighth Air Force,
based in the U.K. and, v'hat \7as of supreme importance, disperse
the enemy fighter defences, so reducing the very heavy casual

ties being incurred in daylight o,perations over N.YL Germany.
CM-OUT-6433
Spaatz to
Bisenhowror

1.4_0ct. 1243.*
CM-IN-7113
Doolittle and

McDonald sgd
Eisenhov/er to

Spaatz c/o ^imold
12 Oct. 1943.

The Deputy Air C.-in-C. Mediterranean and the Ooimnander-in-
Chief of the Northwest African Strategic Air Force endorsed the

plea,
altitude bombardment of targets in southern and eastern Germany
and the Balkans, during the vTinter months the prospect favoured

Poggia as a base 'from tvro to one to three to one' over bases
in the British Isles.

The latter maintained that for the'.purposes of high-

During the summer there vrould be little

/advantage

(1 ) . This brought the total captured on the ground since
3 September 1943 to five hundred and seventy-four German and

five hundred and b/Tentyr-three Italian aircraft.
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P.565/V0I.II
Air Hist. (^.
U.S.A.P.

advantage in one area over another, but it vms estimated that
from 1 November to 1 Majr the number of days on which bombers
might be expected to operate vra.s fift3'‘-five for those in Italjr
against thirty-one for those based in the U.K.
Doolittle supported these arguments of his b3>' pointing out the
greater frequency and severity of vdnter storm tracks in
England than in eastern Ital3r;
protected from the weather than were the Bast Anglican bases;
that icing below 10,000 feet was worse over-T«3stern Europe
because aircraft had to pass through cold fronts, wrhereas from
Poggia they could generally fly between fronts; and that in
the Balkans some of the best weather v;as experienced during the
wantor months.

PQ’.P..tgrs in thejDccisio.n to ,GrG,ate,,,,,Pi.ftpent^^ Po.rce

The U. 3. Chiefs of Staff had put forv/ard a plan on
9 October 191-3 for the exploitation of bases in Italy for the
Combined Bomber Offensive against German3'' and ajonounced their
decision to form the Fifteenth (Strategic) ilir Perce,
was studied by the British Chiefs of Staff, \-vho after early
doubts were resolved, accepted and "welcomed
v/hile pointing out the need both to relate such
logistic situation in Itaty and not to compromise the
weight of the offensive against German3a The3'- v/anted
assurances that facilities in Italy wore adequate for their '
reception, before groups were dispatched.

General

that Poggia was better

Tliis

it on 26 October

move to the

sum

Ibid and

j.o. S.514
9 Oct. 194.3

P.M's Personal

Min. D. 191/3
28 Oct. 1943.

On 27 October the Prime lEnister concurred, but called
attention to. tvvo relevant needs. '
the /imoricfin daylight attacks from the U.K.
that the build-up of the Strategic Air Forces in Italy should '
not get in the way of the battle for Rome and the airfields
north of it.

have priority.
30 October that the

Tlic first was saturation for
The second was

The armies and their tactical air svipport must
Genor.al Spaatz assured General /imold on
-^j cArcraft envisaged in the build-up of .

a force could be fully maintained and operated from Italy, ewnd
that this would in no v/ay interfere v/ith the build-up of
General Eisenhov/er's Tactical Air Force, or of ground forces.

,  . Even if the3^ had to operate from improvised bases, they could
.igf/ar for Arnold produce better results than if sent to the U.K.
30 Oct. 1943.

such

OM-IN 1 8272
Spaatz sgd
Eisenhov/er to

It v/as

agreed there should bo no reduction in the effectiveness of
Pointblank operations and that onty such heav3r bombers should
go to Italy, as could be efficiently operated and would not
interfere vdth the land battle. Meaaw\/hile land progress, as
has been soon, was slo^ver than anticipated and there seemed
little^hope that nny groups, other than those alrea.d3^ planned
for N. A. S.A.P. operations,' could move into Itaty before
January 1944.V

Bstyblishment of tye, Pifteenty,,,.U.S Air Pqrc,e (.Strategic)

On 23 October a directive from the Combined Chiefs of
Staff vrent out

Fifteenth U.S.
establishing, effective 1 November 1943, thOM-OUT 9934

C.C.S. to
Eisenhower

22 Oct. 1943

e
--- Tbrce (Strategic), under General Eisenhower’s

command and to consist initially of the six Iieav3r Bombardment
Groups and two of the Long Range' Tighter Groups assigned at
that time to the Tv/clfth Air Force. By 3l December 1943 the
build-up v/as to reach Welve Heavjr Bomb.ardment Groups, four
Long Range Fighter Groups and one Reconnaissance Group,
planned to augment this force, by 31 March 1944, to an ultimate
strength of twenty-one Hoay}^ Bombardment Groups, seven Long
Range Fighter Groups and one Reconnaissance Group.

ir

It was

/Emplo3rraent

G. 26O7OO/MJ/5/50 SECRET
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Ji-iploynient....of Fifteenth .Air Force

The Fifteenth Air Force was to be employed primarily against
the targets of the Combined Bomber Offensive as directed by the
C.G.S., except that those units of the Fifteenth at that time ■

assigned to the Tv/elfth U.S. Air Force, might be employed against
objectives other than strategic ones, until such time as the a-ir

base objective area (still referred to as North and Sxst of
Rome) was secured, as v;ell
Target, technique and servicing liaison between Eighth and

Fifteenth U.S.A.A.P's would be essential. . General Eisenhower

could use the Fifteenth in a strategical or tactical emergency
as he saw fit, informing the G.C.S. of action taken.
Air Force iTOuld become a tactical body.

against tactical objectives.o.. o

Twelfth

Ibid

AIR SUPPORT ... FOR HIE,. . AEVAJ^E T0\TAEDS.. THE

WINTER LINE NOVEMBER 1,943

Army Progress „...i,n„, .Npveiihc„r.„.,1„94-3.

As soon as the Combined Chiefs of Staff had agreed to the

retention by the Supreme Commander of sixty-eight landing craft

until 15 December, plans vrere developed, and moves made, to
exploit the situation. Eighth ilmy was to exert pressure down

Highway 5 and drive on to Rome. Fifth Army ’was to press on up
HighTTuy 6, (the Via Gasilina), and attempt to break through
enemy opposition on that axis,
the Tiber, and subsequently other assaults north of the Tiber
’were to be launched,

move in, to relieve the pressure on Fifth Army.

An amphibious assault south of

Hwo French Divisions were detailed to

Op.erati.oji.s,. of
Bri t isli, Indian
an.d .Dp.minion
F.orce.s, .in Italy
Pt.1 Brit. Hist.

Sect. Central

Mediterranean.

Once across the Trigno River, Eighth Amy pressed the
Germans back to the Bernha,rd.t„,Line. Isernia, Ifcnte Massico and

ibnte Santa Croce were taken on 4 November. X Corps reached

the lower Garigliano, and the enemy pulled back behind it.

the right flank, VI Corps advanced to the Bernhardt...Line, and
the hills north of the Mignano Defile. Pith weakened divisions,
Fifth Ikrmy pressed on tov/ards Monte 1/Iaggiore, but on

14 November ’.vithdre’w from their assault positions. Ei^th Amy
no\7 held a sector along the Sangro for some fifteen miles

upstream and on the slop>es of the Maiolla Massif. Two thousand

yards north of the River Sangro, very strong Geman positions
commanded the crossings of the river, from 300 to 4OO feet wide.

After several attempts in bad weather, the main crossing of the

Sangro was effected on 27 November; the key point of
Mozzagrogna fell on 29 November, Castelfrentano on 2 December.

The whole ridge above the Sangro to the sea i.7as then in Allied

hands. Despite this progress, the enemy's dispositions had not

been broken and his deep defensive line remained intact. iihead

lay more rivers at right angles; ’west'v.’ard, a country of mountain

and defiles, ’well defended.

On

Air Support, until no’,w mainly ’working on behalf of Eighth
Amy, v:as diverted to Fifth ilmy from 1 December, vlien their
main attack on liont'o La Difensa and Monte ifeggiore opened.

By 9 December,The vreather alloired full-scale air operations.
X Corps had reached the Garigliano all along its front and

Air operations.captured La'Difensa and Rocca D'Evandro.
increasingly repetitive in character and more difficult to

assimilate by a student, were more spectacular during November

over Eighth Amy front, where the great obstacle of the Sangro
River line was reached, crossed and bridgeheads established.
These v/ill be first considered: then the operations in support
of Fifth Amy, ’which, partitioned off by the Apennines, fought
at times a campaign of frustration of its own.
Germa.n bomber operations ’Will then be dealt with.

The revival of

/The Winter
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The ’Winter Line operations lasted from early Novem'ber 1943
until 15 January 1 944•

Air Supportforthe Approachtothe Sangro■

No.2/5 A.A.S.C.
War Diary

The first tlaroe days of November were busy and gratifying
ones for D.A.P. After putting out guns and troops at
Garpinone on 1 November^ they supported the crossing of the
Trigno and flew two hundred sorties against communications
north of the river. On 3 November they threTf their full
weight against the enemy in support of the 78th Division's
attack on San Salvo and sustained the 1 9th Indian Brigade in
the Tufillo area, which tov/n they bombed by a fortunate
■■/■hich enabled the ground forces to enter. Eleven requests for
air support, a record to this date, Yrere received by the
A.a.S.C. from forward tenta.cles; most v/ere answered and a
maximum effort was launched ag.ainst gun and concentration areas
on V Corps,
attacked a

error

In pre-arranged support, Mitchells and Bostons
dump at Cupello and Bostons and Kittyhawks bombed ■

Palr.x)li; ' Warhawks straffed the, road Purci - Cupello. /m air
programme for 4 November, planned to hustle the enemy vdth- .
drav/al from the Isemia area, ’vas cancelled, like many others
that xdnter, because of a spell of bad vreather, which lasted
for four days.
Trigno and . Sa,pgro rivers were spotted and knocked out.
close integration of the air/ground effort should be noted.

A fair nujnber of tanks and vehicles between
The

On 7 November light and medium bombers commenced the
preliminary bombing of the Sangro defensive positions,
small enemy fighter formations, in the northern sector,
hurried out of the area by Spitfires;
marks were arranged.

night navigational

A fev;-
were

land-
,‘ith the aid of these check points and

flares, increased accuracy of night attack ?ra,s anticipated.
Day bombing had been reported by the Army a,s accurate.
Spitfires, '
Me.109s and P.

in addition to patrolling and accounting for several
190s, escorted bomber fomnations and shipping

and carried,out successful straffing missions along the enemy's
rear line of communication, Sulnona^- Aveazano, destroying and
damaging trains and vehicles. In the same areas, S.A.A.P.U)
light bombers attacked roads at Alfadena and U.S. Mitchell
bombers, marshalling yards at Acquilla. The only Strategic
bomber attacks of note during the opening of November were the
effective bombing of Palconara IkrittiEia Vailway bridge by a
fe\7 Liberators and an attack on /uicona harbour by 1.3."” Mitchells.

Prom 8 to 10 November- little effective flying on any scale
was possible. By 10 November Eighth Anmy troops in the coastal
sector were on the banks of the Sangro, putting feelers across
it, Y/eather lifted for a while, and, in particular, fighter
bombers supported the 8th Indian Division near Atessa. Others
vront for gun positions and rail points up to .13 November, \ihen
the weather closed in a.gain. Although weather proved
disappointing, aircraft were, whenever possible, sTMtehed to
Balkan targets and these dajrs savr the birth of an offensive in
aid of the Jugoslav Partisans, aid which vra,s, in June 1944, to
be organised on a heavy scale under the Balkan Air Force,
the v/hole the weather, so bad on the west of the Ap^ennines,
v/as less disastrous on Eighth Army front.

On

/Across

(1 ) South African Air Force.

a. 260700/m,1/5/50 SECRET
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Across the lower reaches of the Sangro, U.S. T,Tarhawks
struck at jtilitarj^ billets near Roccaraso.
the light bomber's .attack foil on Palena, which v/as hampered
for three succo

Baltimores.

The main weight

ive dajrs by one hundred, rnd twenty Bostons a

of

nd
On most days in the third week in November, some

degree of useful close support was given to the o.dvancing
troops, although many plans were stillborn ovdng to winds, rain
and mist. On the night of 18/19 November, eight Boston A-20s
straffed the enemy front lino between Ghieti and Lanciano. and
dropped flores'in the hope of keeping hiiii'av/oJcG. '  (There was,
of course, no need for this - he v/as very'much awake).

cr c«
»~> kj

Tpi ROVER CpiffROL^ /uPD .UBS

TO. , dER, NAVIGATION.,,

The Embryo, of the .Forward.. Air., Control Post

Air Support
in Itaiy.

No.2/5. .;uil..S.G.
War Diary

iJb*

On 19 November the A.0.0. of D.A.P. put forvvrard proposals,
unexpected by the iirmy, for exrperiinenting with  a wider use of
the Rover tentacle in the coming battle for the Sangro. It was

nov7 proposed that the air controller should brief the fighter-
bombers, provided he had a bettor t-arget than the one on which

It was felt, that the briefing■  they had been ground-briefed,
of pilots .in the air was feasible for a specific operation with
well-defined base-line (the Sangro) and a well-defined flank

(the sea), and v/ith air superiority great enough to allov/ the
normally uneconomical use of tho standing }vatrol or 'cab-rank'.
Certain fighter-bomber squadrons were to be trained in the
procedure,
knovm as the Forward Air Control Post.

a

This was tho beginning of what later came to be■
At this point its use

WS.S envisaged onty in a set piece battle and under specific
conditions.

Tcctoiqucof the Royer Tentacle

The Rover Tentacle consisted of a nomal armoured vehicle,
with the addition of a Very High Frequency set for communi
cating v/ith aircraft.
Divisional Observation Post - usually, but not o.lways with a

The ' Cab-ranlc'(1) or Rover

The 'Rover' was siteO in the forward

good view of the battle ooroa.

Ibid

David(2) sji-stem was introduced into full-scale tactics at this
tiiae. A number of fighter-bombers wore briefed to attack a
pre-selcctod target,
orbited close to the forward line.

For a period of 20 minutos the aircraft
If, at the close of this

period, no new target had been given on the V. H. F. linlc, the
formation -attacked tho pro-selected target,
air controller and an air liaison officer,
had to be esteemed worthwiiile by both,
gridded map (a l/l00,000
a special superimposed
to flight leaders,
leader would then ha.ve described to him the target within that

The air controller, from his observation post, had in
normal circumstances a good view of the target, but one which
was oblique at the best, not vertical, as was the flight
leader's. To supplement this,
smaller scale map (sa3i- i/25,000)
photograph:
Air Liaison Officer.

The Rover held aj

Changes in target
Both held the same

of the immediate battle area, v/ith
j which was used to give locations

Having found the.tcurget area, the flight

u map

grid)

area.

the air controller could use a

5  and, if possible, an air
he would also have.the.target data supplied bjr th

a

e
After describing the natvire, location and

importance of tho target and, if neoessari'-, giving a natural

/bomb-line

(l) A Oab-r.ank was a flight of six fighter-bombers.

(2) Named after N. G. David lioysham
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bomb-line visible to the flight leader in the air, the target
was then identified before aircraft v/ere permitted to attack.

After attack, the air controller observed and corrected if

nocessarj'-, the flight leader reported claims and v/as

interrogated by Intelligence.

The number of Cabranlcs, v/ith times for reporting to the

Rover, wo.s arranged at the firmjr/Air Conference on the evening
prior to the day of operation,
a.ltered in the li.f^t of circumstances
Cabrank reported to the Rover every 20 minutes, in which case

■  20 minutes was the most in which a Cabrank could be briefed,
a.ttack and be interrogated,
only half that tine could be spa.red a Cabranlc, since a worth

while target was seldom received at the beginning of a
20 minutes patrol.

.  on the training and efficiency of.the Rover end aircrews.
Note also that pre-selected targets were also called alter
native targets,

.. target from the Rover,
the alternative.

Both could be, and were.
On occasions, the

In point of fact, verjr often

It will be appreciated that much depende

The Gabranlcs were exj^ected' to receive a
only failing which were thejr to attack

often as not, hov/ever, they were

d

directed to attack-their alterfmtive targets, a fact which did
much to van the'approval of the Air Pbroos,'since one of the

principal objections of D. A. P. to this S3^stem of the limited
decentralisation of control of air forces was that air effort

The la^r-out as it had developed

As

might bo abused and v;asted.
bjr Ivlaor g 941(_ majr bo studied at Appendix 22.

on the Sangro Rover Experiment

It was decided, at the close of the Sangro experiment,
that the tv/o existing Rover tentacles shoifLd remain forward

with leading fonaations on the main cocis, to perform their
.original, steady function of small-scale target adjustors.
In addition a third vehicle, manned and operated b3r elements
of the forward fifjater ccntrol, was held in reserve at a place
from which it could be sent forward to an3'' tentacle when the

battle v-ac stabilised, it being appreciated that the Cabrank

could be usefully omplo3red. This S3rstem- was, both simple and
flexible. By linking the forv/ard’ fighter control post to the
existing air support signals S3/-stem, it .^vas linlced to all

nocossar3r fonvard arid rear comm.unications. '\7ithin its

sphere, it was to rex^lace the .Anoy'Air. Support Control.
Note that the S3'‘stem was onl3r feasible in relativcl3'' stable

■  conditions: but it did ainount to a limited deeentralisation

of air povrer: . the direct support .:f the lirmy was henceforth

to be carried but to on extent b3'- an airborne air force.

M. 0.R.U.(l) at D.A,P. H.Q. continued to allot tasks to Rings
on receipt of directives.

Pinal Conclusion

Ibid

Ps3';chological Effect of the Por\vard Pighte

Ibid It had become true that the speed vdth which air support
could be afforded v/as, ,greatl3'- increased and that, with

increased accur-ac3'-, .attonks vrere now to be made closer iji .to
■our front lines; but the. most striking .result.was the increase
in'mutual confidence -and understanding,between the ground and
air forces. Bj'' the mediur.1 of the Rover, a greater sense of
intimac3'- and identity of purpose was e.ehieved,.
felt' that his attack was dofinitel3r related to hajrpenings on
the ground, and ho becoa-mo riore.ljattlo-conscious.
forces, knowinp; the members of :the Rover tentacle crev;.

The pilot

The. ground

/learned

(l) Mobile Operations Room Unit.
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learned the importance of apparently trivial pieces of informa
tion required hy the air controller for successful briefing of
the fighter-bombers,
and difficulties of direct support and
carried out in direct and rapid response to their calls for
assistance.

They learned the procedure, possibilitie

Fe\7 probably realised that the whole system

s
saw air attacks being

depended, for its existence, on our air superiority.

Yalue. of Air Reconnaissance.,,to the

Ibid Day and night arraed reconnaissance missions throughout this
period, and over the v/hole campaign, ensured as vigilant as
possible a v/atch over the enemy's fonvard and rear areas, and
that , his movements v/ere attacked,

information, v/hich supplemented that given by the
specialised tactical reconnaissance crews,

offensive cover of the battlefield resulted in much damage to
the enemy and in disorganisation of his system. Day movement
gave Tiray largely to night movement and rail traffic to coastal,
road and canal traffic;
means, he was continually watched and attacked.

They provided valuable
more

This continuous

but prhi^tever the enemy's choice of
The same-

system prevented him, '.vith his limited air means, from carrying
out his own reconnaissance-, r/ith any success and left him blind,
at any rate vi.su.ally, to our intentions.

Tactical reconnaissance had by now developed into
valuable arai for the answering of specific questions by the army
and for finding new targets and reporting on old ones, but there
X7as still room for improvement in the broadcast communications
system,
photography.

a

Another standing operational commitment was air

The use of air photographs by Amy and Air Force
,v/as increasing and distribution of battlefield cover improving.
Pilots were briefed, air and artillery targets selected and
plans at all levels made, -.rith their aid. The technique of
interpretation had reached a high stage, of development, although
the camera still lied on occasions.

Artificial Aids to Air Navigation '■

The use of landmarks already noted 7/as standardised and
improved; units of the R.A.F. Regiment were given in December
the pemanent responsibility of manning, maintaining, operating
and moving the day and night letter landmarks. Experiments
7/ith searchlights, portable .Kryipton lights .and other types of
signalling vrere tried and found v/anting; the system now
comprised the day letter system, similar letter outlines with
ignitable petrol-soaked sand and -coloured smoke from artillery.
This latter was only used as a last-minute check for the pilot.

Ibid

AIR SUPPORT IN THE , SMGRO BATTLES

Bridges acros.s the Sang to

Patrols were by this time operating across the Sangro,
including-those of the newly-arrived 2nd Nev/- Zealand Division,
iirchi and Perano were captured mth difficulty. The array's
right flank calling for support at Santa I,fe.ria and Poggiofiorito
on^21 December, Kittyhawks provided it. At Fossacesia some
S.A.A.F. Ealtimores continued the pounding of positions, but
other light bombers ran into cloud,
received attention from t-wenty-fivo Strategic tferauders, 7/ho hit
the bridge. Bostons reconnoitred on three nights in the third
7/eek and on the night I9/2O November, Ifosquitoes resumed their
successful 'train-busting' operations as far as Padua and
Ferrara,

Rear communications at Fano

Ibid.

2/5 A.A.S.C.
’7ar Diary

A.A.F. in v/'orld
Par II. Office
of Air Force
History
U.S.A.F.

/The main
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The main crossings n'ere norr iiiminent and appropriate air
The vreather took a favourablepreparations were organised,

turn. On 22 November, five enemy strongpoints in the
Lanciano - Possacesia area were attacked by medium and light
bombers and fighter-bombers.
Mtchells and Baltimores.

Santa Ivlaria -ms attacked by U.S.
Accuracy of bombing was noted by

But for bad weather,the iirmy and results were satisfactory,
heavy support v/ould have been afforded to txTO Indian
Divisions.

On the night of 22/23 November the 78th Division crossed
the river and established a bridgegead. On the left, the 8th
Indian Division had also crossed near Atessa and reached the

San iingelo area.. Santa Ihria Tra.s again bombed on 24 November.
The bombing by IJitchells was especially applauded, but in some

of the light and fighter-bomber attacks that day, bombs caused
casualties among troops of the 19th Indian Brigade; it was

thereupon laid down that no bombing attacks over the front line
were to be made, without identification of the smoke and

artificial landmarks. Routeing of bomber fomations Mas thus
seriously restricted.

On 25 November many airfields on both sides were unservice-
The Ssmgro River had just recently risen over 7 feet.able.

Noti.7ithstanding, the bombing of defences in the Casoli -

Gastelfrcntano and Lanciano - Possacesia areas went on.

On 26 November, every few minutes from 1045 to 1520 hours, the
defended area east of Gastelfrentano was attacked. Prom

25 to 27 November, inclusive, medium and light bombers flew'’

well over one hundred and fifty-three hundred effective sorties

respectively against enemy piositions in the Possacesia,
Lanciano/Santa llaria areas, while four hundred U.S. Narhawks
attacked in the same areas and at Gasoli.

frequently confirmed by Army observers as excellent.
Results were

Ibid kla jor. Allied .. Attack, on.,, Sangro,.,,Positi^

Preparations for a full-scale attack, from small bridge
heads across the Sangro, on the Possacesia - Romagnoli ridge,
dominating the w'hole (ksrman defensive positions, had been
proceeding more or less openly for days,
by air of the ground involved was carried up to 27 November,
on which day tv/enty bomber missions were sent against key
positions at Gasoli. The main attack, launched on the night
of 27/28 November net wdth initial success and by 30 November,
against hot resistance by troops, guns, tanks and flame
throwers, had resulted in the capture of Possacesia, Santa
Iferia, Hozzagrogna and the high ridge.

The softening-up

The full-scale support arranged 1*0r 28 November came into

play after a late start, and lasted till the ni^t of
30 November, v/hen Rocca San Giovanni fell into our hands.

During these three days, allied light bombers, Kittyhaw/ks and
U.S. Warhawks carried on in a non-stop blitz on enemy positions.
Eneny coimter-attacks were rendered ineffective by these
attacks, in conjunction with the•stubborn fighting by Allied
troops in conditions of extreme hardship,
paved for the Eighth iirray's drive against the .Uinter,.„Line,
Meanwhile the complementary task of damaging communications
was carried out by U.S. Mitchells.
Jugoslavia prevented the Mitchell effort in the Sangro battle
from playing any considerable part,
continued their role of harrying rnovem.ents, but their low
strength was still imremedied.

The wra.y was now

Heavy commitments over

Night-flying Bostons

/German
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Ge.nnan...^Svidenco of Success„of „ Allied.,,,Air...At.t.ac.ks

7;ar Diary of
1 0 th Army and
other captured

German Documents. German front, the Allies threw in fighter-bombers to aid in the
Report No.18
Army HQ. Ottawa.

War Diaries and records of telephone conversations between
German Commanders reveal certain successes of the Allied air

attacks in the fast-moving battle. Having broken through the

breakthrough. These aircraft helped to pin dovm the Germans
and inflicted heavy casualties. The scale of air attack vra.s

appreciated as unprecedented, and the German losses in "blood

and morale" admitted as very high. Nothing on the ground could
move while aircraft v/ere bombing and artillery, guided by
aircraft, was firing. hhole regiments were written off. The

absence of their o-'.Tn Air Force was grimly commented on.
Without it, no solution of their predicament could be conceived.
Once prepared positions v/ere overrun, men lay unprotected in ■

the open^ at the mercy of airci’aft, who lay do'uTi bomb carpets
for as long as six days at a stretch, 'v/ithout any appreciable
diininution of effort. Early in the month thoii’ own single-
engined fighter strength had boon iiicrersed from sixty-five to

ninety-five envying to the completion of '-.n exchange of a unit in

Italy vrith one hitherto operating in-Russia. Notv/ithstending,
oneiiy close support operations, amounted, even in favoura.blG
vyeather, to no more than t\yanty-five to thirty fighter-bomber
end sixty offensive and defensive single-engined fighter sorties
a day.

AIR SUPP.0RT ,0P, P.IP,TH. ,/iRtff .IN LAT.I NQMIBER

iiND ,,Ei'JILY .D.TDIIBER. 1 9 A3

Ai.r...„Ac..t.iyity.„,.g,yer„..Pro,nt and, ..Rear. ..Area.s

X G.o.Q)s and V/hile Fifth Army continued throughout November its slow
unspectacular progress, the Air Forces, hampered by the
deteriorating vreathcr, continued, to the best of their ability,
to disrupt the enemy system all through the areas north of the
front. The same targets recurred ’.yith increasing monotony.

Eighth Amy
Operations

j3r.Hist.Sect/CM.
No,7 A.A.S.G.

The Strategic effort opened v/ith Wellington attacks on Viareggio
and Crte marshalling yards and Portress attacks on Vfest coast
railv/ays, Terni viaduct and bridges just north of Rome
Tarquinia and Orvieto.
determine results.

near

At the time it was often hard to

Later research was to reveal a fair average

War Diary

A.A.P. in World

Tfer II

Office of A..P,

History
U.S.A.P.

Vol.2/Sect.3

degree of accuracy. V.hat little enemy air activity was
evident was rendered largely ineffective by Spitfire patrols and
sweeps, - an expensive investment which certainly acted as a
deterrent to enemy fighter-bombers,
yyere accounted for in combat,

(the new twin-engined fighter).

dozen enemy fighters
Invaders shot down a Me,210 -

On the Fifth Army front, the Vairano, Venafro, Mignano and
Gervaro areas, and areas to the south-west of Gassino, such as
Terracina, Pontecorvo and Roccasecca vrere all scoured for the
bombing of gun positions. ■ Fighter-bombers also attended to

the constant corxiitnent of railway and road bridges, the repair
of which v/as becoming highly organised,
were blocked and damaged at moquafondata, nlfadena, jitina and
elsevjhere.

Reinforcement roads

Gistema, Ferrara and Tarquinia airfields lost
Damage continued to bo

In particular,
in the first fortnight of November, Bolzano, the tracks north of
Orbetello, the bridge over the Qmbrone river, Cecina and Recco
and Prato yards vrore heavily, and accorrling to photographs,
successfully attacked.

grounded aircraft to Invader raids,

inflicted by heavy bombers on key railway hubs.

Fighting was heaviest south-west of Mignano, v/here the
Germans were entrenched in strong positions blasted out of the
rock and occasionally fought back ̂ with such effect that the
Allies were forced from newly-won positions. Fighters and

/fighter
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fi;c;htor-bombers oporatod in suppr.rt fairly constantly for five
of the seven days Tprocedinr'; M+ November, reaching a total of
over seven himdred combined U.S. Invaders and U.S. ¥arhawk.
sorties and over eioht hun-lred E.yal Air Force and U.S.
Spitfires patrol sorties. Those operations were a welc^^ine
filliji to severoljr tojcod tr-ops.our

bnerx^r Fiyhtpr ?A}.d,i^i£'htcryb,orab,er Effort

ilt tliis phase the Luftv/affe could muster some seventy to
eighty Me. 109s and twenty-five F.VA
ground troops.

Viterbo areas and wasted rauch time disjiersing and transferring
to escape Allied air attacks. Small formations of F.V/. 190s ’
made frequent attacks tov;ards the front line, not always
without interception b5'- the patrols just mentioned.
Mo. 109s acted mostlj'- as escorts to the F.w. 190s.
consequence of this arrangement, there were fev/ fighters loft
in Central Italy to intercept Allied formations. On two
exceptiona.1 days, the fighter offensive effort rose to eightv/
ninety sorties. One result v/as that ton Mis. 109s, five
F. (J. 9l0s tand tv7o Ju, 88’s were destroj'-ed by our air patrols
without loss to the aircraft engaged. On 13 November the
ma.in Allied fighter—bomber effort was switched against forward
landing-grouiids at Aquino, Marcigliana and Frosinone, Low as
the enemy air effort v/as, it could not bo ignored.

LiEli1?,.,..lom]^c,r. Operation in the first,.Jialf pf November.,.

190s, to support their
These aircraft were based in the Rome and

The

As a direct

Ibid

Ibid MLgpano, - a much-disputed to\-/n - Atina and Acquafondata
were bombed several times by Bostons, supplemented sometimes
by a few Baltimores. Night fljdng for Bostons \ms liimited by
the poor weather and their low strength. Specific targets
v/erc novj- attacked. Civitavecchia harbour near Rome was tvdeo

hit and an ammunition store and chemical works ignited;
Naval units bombo-rding Forraia and laeta were helped by flare
dropping and divorsionar}'- bombing.
Squadron v/orc malcinf'; their presence felt to an increa.sing
degree. They intruded over Central and Northern Italy as far
as Genoa, Padua and Venice, straffing trains, tracks, hangars,
searchlights and road transj^ort.

our

Mosquitoes of No. 23

La.te,.,,Nqyembqr A^^ qns in... Ai.d„ ,qf ...Fif th ,./^j

Ibid Little constructive air v/ork was possible during the bad
v/eather covering the third week, beyond Strategic U.S.
Marauder attacks on Grosseto, Civitavecchia and Chiusi, where
rail yards and harbour were bombed. Organised fighter
interception was a rarity at this time in central Italy, but
the Chiusi raid ran into a dozen Me. 109s and F.'N, I90s, who
attacked them. Small-scale attacks by U.S. V/arhav/ks nerth-
^Test of Venafro and south-east of Oassino, and by Invaders on
Civitavecchia were the only possible ones in the battle area
between 22 and 24 November,

SI’I’.QG.t Qf.....UG!3...'iq..G.thq.P.....o.n,,,B.pmber.,, Ope rations

As an example of the effects P bad weather on the
operations of lliod long range bombers, v/ho wore not 3'-et
provided v/ith the most up-to-date navigational aids, the
■>fellington raid on Turin on the night of 2-4/25 November should

The target was of greo.t strategic importance - a
Of the seventy-six aircraft despatched,

/ thirt5?-

be noted.
ball-bearin,g factor5n

Ibid
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thirtjr returned early rA-.T.n2 to ■'..'eathcr and iciny conditions.
Six aircraft located and bombed the target. Three dropped
bombs some distance avrsxy, others jettisoned their loads. Ifeny
aircraft had great difficulty in finding their vra.y back, several
landed on other friendly airfields. Five aircraft were
destroyed, eleven missing. Some of the crev/s of aircraft v/hich
ditched or crashed 'vere saved. This v/as only one of many
similar cases, but losses were seldom so high. Maintenance,
too, TO s inadequate; the rate of early returns from all causes
rr&s forty per cent.

^ittacks ,on l^ilway Gpijmimicatiqns intensified

Ibid The Eighth itrmy's offensive was reaching its climax; the
Fifth's offensive was a me.tter of days. The overall situation
would therefore be improved if supplies a.nd reinforcements to
the enemy could be doiimed up, althougii bad weather had
considerably helped their supply system. During the last nine
days in November, one hundred and sixty heavy and Wo hundred
and Wenty-five medium bomber effective sorties were directed
on to vulnerable points on the three main raiMvays Genoa -
Spezia - Rome, Bologna - Rome, and the Sist Coast route.
Marauders, Fortresses, Ebllingtons and U.3, Liberators struck
at these three routes at many points: the damage vra.s great and
vd-despread, and more ^7as still to be inflicted as the programme
lapsed over into December.

Fifth i'uqny Preparatipns

Ibid Useful ground had been gained in the first fortnight,
although the first battle for Monte Camino from 5 to 15 November
left that key-point still in enemy hands. The latter half of
the month, during which it rained almost incessantly, was
occupied in re-^grouping,. resting and preparing for the next
offensive. A state of general- equilibrium v/as soon to change
to tension. It v/as adjudged necessary nov/ to attack the enemy
positions on the v/ide front on which he had elected to stand for

Fifth i'irmy
Operation
Instruction No. 11 the v/inter, (although it v/as hardly the most favourable time of

the year) concentrating the full weight of air power and
artillery in support, v/eather, of course, allowing.
Army would advance in three i/hases, v/ith the ultimate object of
clearing the hill mass north and northv/est of Gassino and
launching armoured troops into the Liri Valley, the so-called
'gatev/ay to Rome,
the Monte Gamino - Ibnte La Difensa - Monte Maggiore Ikssif,
X Corps to take Ivbnte Oamino, II Corps the other heights;
thereafter, II Corps, being relieved by X Corps, v/ould pass into
the lead and capture Monte Sammucro, so completing the opening
of the Mignano gap.

24 Nov, 1 943
Fifth

The first phase of the plan was to capture

The Fifth^ ilrmy^^G

Ibid To conceal the concentration for the assault, most Allied
In addition, an elaborate

In Mondragone dummy tanks,
ground movement was by night,
deception plan v/as carried out.
vehicles and installations as well as real tanks and troops
massed, and the general appearance of a seaborne ferry base
simulated. Tank landing ships reconnoitred off the beache

v/ere

s.
The air forces and naval units were to bombard the coast from
Mintumo to Gaeta. At Naples a v/hole brigade was to be loaded

V/hatever the full extent of the cover plan's
success, in which the air forces were unable to co-operate, feiv
reserves ever reached the Germn forces v/ho lost Ibnte Camino.

into craft.

/ idr
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Air ̂ Support f or^ the JPif t h ii-rmjr.,.,At t ack ̂  la t e Jlo

All available aircraft of Tvrelfth A.S.G. and T.B.P. vrere

placed at the disposal of Fifth Amy for the opening of the

attack, and programes arranged for the. bombing of iimy targets
from 21^. November onwards,

were lost owing to bad ’.weather, and on the last day, when the
emphasis of air attack was to have been switched to the

coastal sector in conjunction w/ith the cover plan, the whole

air plan collaxosed, because of the hostile weather,
v/ere small-scale attacks on gun positions on 2.6 November and
twenty-four l-Iarauders from S.A.F. bombed Cassino, whose plain
T/'as in sight of our troojjs by 1 December.
V/'arha'VTks and Invaders w’ere busy attacking fruns, preliminary
work, which added to the impending air iJrogrammes results led

to a notable 'weakening of enemy artillery power.

Up to 30 November, four ’.whole days

There

Gastelnuovo fell.

No.7 A.A.S.C.

'war Diary

The v/eather for 1 Decemher was forecast as had in the

improving from noon onvwards. At 0945 hours XII Air

The iimy
morning,

Support Command cancelled the day's programme.
Commander, on his T/a.y to X Coipis H.Q. heard of the cancellation

a fe\w minutes later and telephoned the Commanding General of

XII A.S.G. pointing out that the weather was already shovd.ng
signs of improvement in the foiward areas, requesting urgently
that the full programme be executed as planned,
programme as from 1200 hours was set up again and one hundred

and seventy-eight fighter-bomber and ninety-six medium bomber

sorties ’.were flown against gun concentrations in the general
area south and south-w’est of Cassino.

The

These attacks met ivith

general, but not complete success. The unserviceability of

one airfield caused the cancellation of operations by three
out of five squadrons told off for duty. Boston A-20
squadrons bombed the Venafro road area instead of San /imhrogio
with the result that twenty-five of our owm troops ’.were killed

and more than fifty ̂ wounded, and ten motor vehicles seriously
damaged. There was some inaccurate bombing by some fighter-
bombers. At 2230 hours began an attack by 46th Division on
Calabritto.

?

Tactical Air Force's Record Day

The good wweather lasted over the critical day of
2 December and enabled air and artillery units to reduce the

fierce opposition to the Allied attack on Galabritto and the

adjacent defence areas,

record, for it saw/ the bringing into play of three vital

factors and resulted hy the next day in the establishment of

U.S. Special Force on Monte Ivlaggiore and Ifonte Difensa, the

capture of Razor Back Ridge and the partial capture of

Monastery Hill (not Oassino).

It rra.5 a day w/orthy of individual

Ibid

The heaviest concentration of artillery fire till then ,
recorded in the campaign vras linked to comprehensive air

support designed to soften up gun areas.
Air Force flew over twelve hundred sorties that day -

including some seventy D.A.F. Varhawwks against Jugoslav
targets - the highest number since the end of the Tunisian
Campaign,
medium bomber and three hundred and forty-eight fighter-bomber
sorties were at Fifth Army's request.

Altogether Tactic-

Of the grand total, two hundred and fifty-twro

The fmn areas, except San /imbrogio, iwere, effectively
At San Ambrogio, both categories of aircraft bombed

too far to the east, concentrating on the forward instead of

the reverse slopes of the positions, in which Germans were hy

/ noTW

bombed.
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now standing as a tactical principle,
reported as more accurate than the previous day and their
attacks v.'ero considered hy the Army to have been the more

effective, in the sense that they felt the immediate results
more intimately, in terms of lessened resistance at. points
attacked. One interesting tactical point emerged,
complained that tlie weight of attack on a certain 'triangle'
target v/as totally inadequate to achieve the desired result.
This report v/as considered and found sound, and the conclusion
reached that an area, .bli.tz ,y/as,,,,u,se,le,s,s,.,,a.t .lea.s.t .op.e f.ul.l....s.quad.-.
rpn could attack every ten minutes .for a minimum period of three
hours.

The fighter-bombers vrere

X Corps

The Fifth Army began its attack on the massif during the
night and met with notable success,
combined air/artillery bombardment of 1 and- 2 December v/as very
plain,

practically no artillery fire but Yias only able to reply with
machine gun and mortar fire.

. dropping operation" ■'.ira.s carried out ^7ith partial success,
v^as planned that six Mustangs should drop thirty-txvo containers

Containers

The success of the

All day on 3 December the enemy could put up

On 5 December the first supply
It

to isolated units on the Vallevona Plateau,
arrived late and shortage of time left before last light cut the
operation short,
show yellow smoke as ordered. -
of thirty-two reached the troops:
It was, however, only a beginning.

The troops in the dropping zone failed to
As a._ result only twelve instead

some fell in enemy ground.

THE AIR ,EPPORT IN NOVElvIBEE 1943

New. .Lpng-iki.nge Bomber Tactics

H.A.A.P./W.I.S. By this time the German long-range bomber force had settled
dovm in its bases in Northern Italy and Provence and wa.s ready
to resme its offensive. The month of November saw a

A.M.W.I.S.

resurgence of its strength tc point unsurpassed for three
months past. It also saw a ch ;nge of tactics, from the Pe ltz

Rise and Pall of doctrine of concentrating all available bombers on a single
the Luftwaffe target at fairly lengthy intervals, to one of simultaneous or

closely succeeding attacks by smaller formations.A.M.

Do.21 7s in larger numbers used torpedoes and the new
Hs.293, or glider-bomb, to be clearly distinguished from the PX
radio-controlled bomb which had been used to good effect against
the invasion convoys, escorts and naval units. November saw.,
too, a brief appearance in the Mediterranean of the latest type
of German bomber, the Heinkel 1 77.
two main groups raids on convoys and raids on ports,
beginning of December tv/o-thirds of the bomber force
withdrawn to Germany.

The German attacks fell in
At the

?rere

to

The Three..,At^ on Convoys
G.A.P./S.IS/juER
1 7 Dec. 1943
A.H.B./in^
A.45/la

During November, four air attacks on Allied convoys were
planned. Three, matured and inflicted serious losses on Allied
shipping, one was abortive. The first was at dusk on
6 November off Gape Bougaroun in cloudy, showery weather.
0600 hours off Cape I/Iatifou and again at 1300 hours off Cape
Oorbelin, an enemy aircraft reported the position of the east-
bound convoy, although there was no Radar track of either
aircraft.

At

The convoy had a single Hudson ahead fle\
ton on anti-subma.rine escort.

”■as cover:

At 1 753 hours the
gave a good indication of an approaching attack from

a TTelling
0.0.L. (O

/55 miles

(l) Chain Home Low Radar Station (for Overseas use).
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55 miles North of Cape Bougaroun. Tvvo "W/T stations were
already engaged on plotting; it was not, therefore, until

^hlue’ClJ warning vjas passed to the convojr
hy Djidjelli Sector, Tv-ith tho warning reduced to two minutes,
in shov/er3'' weather and 8/l0 cloud v.dth base at about 1,000 feet,
the convoy?- was manifestly at a great disadvantage. It began
defence'b^r laj^dng a smoke screen. No fighter defence v/as
possible in such weather conditions. It was left to the

ship's gunners to fight the aircraft, who came in without
sending a Ihthfinder ahead. At l80Zj. hours they attacked in

four phases. Eight Do.217s carrying glider bombs attacked the

escort from 3,000/4,000 feet, then about seventeen He,111s
attacked the convoy at sea level with torpedoes. The process
was then repeated, the whole attack (in the absence of fighter
defence) lasting eight ininutes. The bombs did no damage, the
torpedoes sanlc a destroyer and two transports. Ship's gunners
were successful; the Germa,ns admitted the loss of six aircraft.

l802 hours that a

The second attack was on the eastbound convoy Untrue at
It inflicted seriousdusk on 11 November, off Cape Carbon,

losses. Ground Radar and a strong fighter defence combined
failed to fimction effectiveljr during the attack,
during the day enemy aircraft reconnoitred the convoy,
one incoming track' was recorded b3'‘ ground Radar and that
failed ovd.ng to R/T trouble,
warning from Naval Y and laid

Pour time

At 1755 the convoy received a
.  smoke screen which appeared

s

Only

effective against the bomb phase of the atta.ck. Six
Airocobras, (2) tv?o Beaufighters(3) (Mc. IV A. I.)
(ilk, VIII A.I.) wore covering the convojr,
at about l832 hours unpreceded, as far as could be determined,
b^r any Pathfinder. One of the da^r fighters sighted six red
lights at about 3000 feet approaching the convoy from the N.E.
These were, no doubt, controlled bombs launched from the first
vravQ of Do, 217s (of which ten were engaged), directed against
the escort vessels. Apart from some damage to an escort, ttiis
attack v/as a failure. The fifteen He,111 torpedo bombers
v^ioh followed la.unched two c?.ttacks, after dropping flares, and
hit four siiips. The Allied fighters, dajr and night, made no
interceptions viiatever during the whole of these proceedings.
Three of the transport sank, one v/as badljr damaged. The
Beaufighters engaged spent a considerable effort on the
crossing tracks of friondljr aircraft and were ineffective until
late in the action, after the harm had been done. Then one
of the Mc, IV Beeiufightors intercepted two Do, 217s on the way •
home, destroying one but losing the other in cloud after
damaging it.
whatever.

and two

Tho attack came in

The other kk, IV Bcaufighter had no contacts
Tho two Ilk, VIII Beaufighters, after several vain

attempts, had one contact and visual on a Do. 217 on the v/ay
back. The German aircraft, however, evaded them. Ship’s fire
accounted for at least one Ju, 88 of the five enemy aircraft
admitted to be destro3»-ed.

Spurred by the success of this night's effort, the Germans
sent out another force'the next night in full moonlight to
attack the eastbound convoy Dunnock off Cape Tenez, The

/convo3r' s

(l) A warning to convoys of approaching air attack in the form
"Hello Code name of convoy e, g. Untrue, blue warning, blue
warning". The warning was unacknowledged, by order,

(2) Of No. 1/5 Prench Squadron.

(3) Of No. if17 Squadron and No. 153 Squadron.
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convoy’s position had heen reported at least tv/ice during the
day by German aircraft. Owing to poor height reading by
Allied ground Radar, an attempted fighter interception failed.
At 2023 hours the first of a number of aircraft were reported in
the area, but, strangely, the enemy bomber formation, probably
owing to poor navigation, failed to find the convoy.

n

The last of the Autumn series occurred in daylight on
26 November off Bougie and succeeded in sinking a transport.
Although it proved costly in aircra.ft, as an experiment it was
interesting, from the point of view of both German and Allied
capabilities, as far as can be ascertained, it was an all-
radio-controlled bomb attack and 7/as carried out by He. 177s
based at Bordeaux - making their first appearance in the
Mediterranean, - Do.217s from their new bases in the Toulouse
area, and, in addition to five or six Ju.88s, a fev/ Focke Wulf
200s, which in 1939, 1940 and 1941 had proved such a menace to
our Atlantic shipping,
progress of eastbound convoy Annex during the day of
26 November as it- approached the Bougie area, but ground Radar
seems to have vectored no fighters on to the reconnaissance
aircraft. It did, hov/ever, pick up most of the high-flying
aircraft carrying controlled bombs, before they began to fly in,
in three v;aves, at 1 635 hours. The tactics were interesting.
Each wave consisted of two to three closely following formations,
each of three or four aircraft. They v/orked west of the
convoy and approached do^vn sun in line astern, attacking T/ith
controlled bombs and diving off northv/ard*

Three German aircraft fixed the

The convoy v/as reasonably well covered by fourteen French
Spitfires, four R.A.F. Airocobras and three iferk VIII.

Beaufi^ters; an odd Beaufighter in the area, on a non-
operational flight, assisted. Fair Radar v/arning and adecjuate
hei^t readings ensured good fighter defence. The fighters
largely broke up the bomber fonnations, and prevented the
correct approach for the accurate launching of the controlled
bombs, One transport was hit and sunk, but eight aircraft r

claimed as definitely destroyed and several others damaged.
No confirmation of these exact figures is at present available
from enemy sources, but losses were not less than claimed.
This time ship's gunners only claimed one destroyed: the
fighters, for the first time for many weeks, came into their
ovni.

we e

New Measures__to_ _piotect Convoys.against Air Attacks

Ibid The five German air attacks against our convoys in October
and November showed that all was not well vdth Allied Radar and
fighter defence along the North iifrican littoral and that there
7/as as yet no effective answer to the radio-controlled bomb:

These considerationsif 7/as important that one should be found,

led to a research into the vdiole question, to discover v/hat
measures, additional to normal fighter protection, could be
employed. Certain immediate action r/as taken, reinforced by
further preparations emerging from a conference held on
13 December 1943 at H.Q. N.A.C.A.F. and attended by most of the
Sector and Fighter Squadron Commanders in North\-/ast Africa,

In addition to the current procedure of passing blue
TTC-mings to convoys by 17/T, direct Very High Frequency IV'T
messages were also to be passed. All Oj^erations Room Controllers

iven strong reminders of the need of speed. Ships, were to
T to fighters whenever possible and instruments concerned

tested as between ship and aircraft every half hour,
liaison bet7/een Shore Sector Controls and Fighter Direction Ships
were tightened up and it 7/as ordered that the fighter direction
code, frequently discarded, especially by French pilots, must be

7/ere

use

The

/adhered
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Adhered to. Patrols would function at dusk "between one and

two miles only from convoys, and Beaufi^ter patrols would "be
15 miles

The
as loT/ as possi"ble and parallel to the convoy, 12
to seaward. More co-operation was needed from ships,
conmunication "between ship and shore and ship and aircraft
\7ere to be improved and speeded up.
Fighter Direction Ships had proved useless,
planned, it v^as considered that they should be able to pick up
lovf-flying aircraft missed for one reason or another by
Coastal R£idar Chain,

vessels in addition should be fitted v/ith Mark "VIII A.I.

Beacons in order to maintain night fighters, on their patrol
lines.

The Radar used by
T/ith the nevf set

The same P.D, Ships and some escort

s

If the enemy reconnaissance aircraft vrere checked, actual
attacks v/ould diminish or disa^ppear. Hence, active steps to
intercept them. No. 32 Squadron wxs withdrafm from Italy and
equipped vri.th Spitfire IXs for anti-reconnaissance work on the

North iifrican coast. No.39 Squadron was to be similarly
employed or carry out rover patrols of the Balearic Islands
and the coast of Spain. The routeing of aircraft ms revised,
identification circlin.g points established, routeing
regulations enforced under threat of disciplinary action.
Radar cover in the Oran area ms thickened up. Classes for
improving French pilots' knowledge of the combat code
instituted.

we .re

Radar cover 'Vest of Tenez was vreak, so a D/P
Station for getting bearings on enemy reports \7as located in
the Oran area to improve the fixing there,
time v/hen enemy reconnaissance aircraft v/ere in the vicinity
were arranged,

and repaired and loose ends everyv7here generally trimmed.
Fighter cover vras to patrol"further North of convoys and these
aircraft vrere to be suitably camouflaged if coming from other
than coastal bases:

Sv/eeps at the

Faults on the landlines were to be reported

at present, sand-coloured aircraft could
be easily picked out over sea. Defence tactics v/ere refined

on: everyone concerned, especially Sector Commanders, \7as to
be put fully into the convoy picture. As regards training,
there v/as little time for this in Coastal Air Force, for
convoy commitments v/ere heavy. The Air Officer Commanding
called for a drastic cutting down of fighter escort, already
none too generous or effective, as has been seen. There had
to be training at all costs; the need of it was clear Trhen he
quoted the increase in the accident rate from 392 hours in
October to 241- hours per accident in November.

Comtergifeasures ,,.a,;0;aihst beth^ T^ of Radio-controlled Bomb

Ibid The problem of the radio controlled bomb provoked  a great
deal of close study and intensive interrogation. Most of the
relevant information had still, in November 1943, come from
the latter source. The follonang counter-measures were

Longcrange A.A. engagement of the parent aircraft,
close range A.A. engagement of approaching gliders:
alteratio.n of ship's courses, smoke, searchlights, coloured
lights and fighter protection as an umbrella'for the shipping
or for heavy bomber formations in daylight:, and lastly,
perhaps the most likely field for experiment, jamming and
listening v/atch. It tos believed that a frequency of 50
megacycles vras used for radio control of the glider,
advance could be made in this direction until capture, in
working order, of the enemy transmitter in an aircraft, but
results suggested that the effect of ship's jamming devices on
the control of the Hs.293 and FX bombs v/as appreciable.

suggested.

a

Little

/Bomber
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Bomber At tag on ̂ the Naple s Area

During November, German bombers, usualLy about twenty/
thirty in number, attacked the Naples area on five occasions,
on the nights of 5/6, 6/7, 10/11 and 26/27, and in daylight on
9 November,

slightly damaged and a direct hit on a mole destroyed an
ammunition and stores dump,

justify the effort, but Nfxples remained priority target No.1 .
The German bombers made use, in the first raid, of v/indov/ metal

so preventing our Beaufighters from making contact,
the night 6/7 November three operations \7ere reported,
over the Capua - Monte Gorvino area by a fev/ Ju.88s, one on a
minelaying effort in Bari Harbour and the convoy attack
described above,

thirty Ju.88s, protected by copious 'vvlndov/', attacked our
shipping off the Voltumo and Naples.
Sardinian harbour, of La Maddalena.

German long range bomber effort rose to a crescendo with the
reduction of Leros Island.

La Maddalena,

received its fourth visit, again by the usual force of some
twenty-five bombers.

GermanBomberOrder of Battle, November 1943

The He. 177s moved back to their home base near Bordeaux

The other anti-shipping units
two Do.21 7_ Gruppen of K. G.’ 100,

dispatched to the Fastern Mediterranean,
vrere both at Istres, and two torpedo bomber Gruppeu of K. G. 26
at Salon and Montpellier, but He,111s and Do.217s were
transferred to command of Luftflotte 3 (France),
northern Italy, K. G.54 lay at Milan/Cameri and Bergamo, K,,G.., 30
at Ghedi and Villafranca and K. G. 76 at Villaorba and Aviano.

K.G.100 and K. G. 26

One naval vessel \ms hit and beached, tvro others

On the whole, results did net

foil, On

Ohe

In the early hours of 10 November about

A few others bombed the

A week elapsed, while the

Then on 24 November came a raid on

sinking an M.T.B. and on 26/27 November Naples

after the attack of 26 November,

v/ere still in Southern France;
less one Staffel(l)

In

The appearance of K.G, 100 in the Mediterranean with
Hs,.293,s was in keeping with -tradition, for it had always been
associated Vvrith attacks involving special equipment. In the
days of the London blitz, this unit, then only a Gruppe, was
known in G.A.P. circles as the 'Fire,...Ifeisens', because it used
extensively incendiary bombs in conjunction with special
navigational aids; it ms-virtually a pathfinder unit. It
appeared later, mth He.Ills, employed on bombing the Nile
Delta, vdth special equipment for jamming our night fighter
detection apparatus. K.G.26 t®s also a battle-seasoned
Gejeh^der, wath long experience as an.anti-shipping unit.
This so-called 'Lign,,fesch\yader' had also operated in the Black
Sea and against the liEurmansk Convoy routes.

German Fighters and Filter-bombers

Von Pohl Series

of Reports
GSDIC/CM

The five single-engined Fighter Gruppen in Italy at the
close of November all belonged to the Wo Gesch-mder J.G.53 and
J.G.77, survivors from Sicily. The policy at this'Time vras to
maintain two ihuppen,in the North (Turin - Milan area) and
three in Central Italy (using Fiano, Giarapino, Gentocelle and
other landing grounds in the Rome area) as well as a F.W.190
Gpnppe (.Il/.S.,K.G.10),. Numerically, then the Luftwaffe in
Italy had a nominal strength of one hundred and eighty"long
range bombers, twenty bomber-reconnaissance-aircraft (Ju.88s
and Me.41 Os), one hundred and fifty single-engined fighters,
thirty fighter-bombers, ten tactical reconnaissance Me.109s and

/ten

(1) Six aircraft: no reserve.
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ten Coastal Arado 196s.

Luftwaffe maintained a steady daily effort of some twenty-five
fighter-LomLer and sixty/seventy offensive and defence fighter
sorties, but in the latter half of the month, bad vreather
reduced sorties to negligible proportions.

For the first fortni^t, the

O.B.S. Report
21 Nov. 1943
Captured German
Document

Report No.1 8
Army H.Q. Otta^m

Change of ferman.Army Command

After a visit to Hitler's H.Q. in November, Kesselring
assumed the command of Army Group 'C' and of the v/hole Italian
theatre as from 21 November.

.  Southwest. (O
His new status ’was C.-in-C.,,

Rommel ̂ Tas posted to Germany.

iiL.LIED STRATEGIC illR OPEIhiTIONS NOVEMBER 1943

Attackson German ’far Industry and Communications

Violent reactions to the raid of 2 November on the
M.A.A.P. O.R.B's Messerschmidt Factory at ■'Wiener Neustadt in the form/^pivaixls  of

one hundred and twenty enemy fighters was responsible for the
loss of six Portresses and five Liberators out of the force of
one hundred and twelve heavy bombers attacking,
fire tactics of the Portresses and Liberator^ probably accounted
for forty to fifty of the interceptors, but this cannot be
confirmed.

History U.S.A.P. some of then seriously damaged.

M.A.A.P/W.I .S.
The massed

A.A.P. in Yforld
War II
Office of A.P. The Germans admitted that six shops were hit and

Turin v/as successfully
attacked on 8 November by eighty-one Portresses.
Lightning escort had to turn back at Imperia, o’;dng to petrol
shortage caused by bad v/eather and strong head ’winds.

The

On 9 and 10 November, attacks in difficult weather scored
slight success at the iinsaldo Steel Works at Genoa and none at
Villa Porosa Ball Bearing Factory. The disastrous Yfellington
attack of 24/2.5 November on Turin Ball Bearing Factory has been
dealt ’With, also two of three attacks made on Antheor Viaduct
’Without more than possible damage to two spans,
was split open by a 4>000 lb. bomb dropped by a single
Wellington aided by flares, on 12 November.

iinti-Shipping Attacks

Apart from limited opportunities afforded to fighter-
bombers on offensive patrols off the eastern coast of the
Adriatic, no shipping targets were found at sea by our aircraft.
The attacks on the ports of imconaand Civitavecchia paid high
dividends,

directly affected the enemy's ability to provide, the front line
troops v/ith their basic supplies and reserves,
successful.strike of the month was that by one hundred and five
Portresses on the Submarine Base at Toulon on 24 November.
Photographs confirmed that seventeen vessels were sunk,
including one cruiser, one destroyer and one torpedo boat.
This put paid to any Gen^mn hopes of reviving the French Fleet.
Pour days later a formation of Wenty-four Mitchells bombed
Zara harbour in Yugoslavia ;md sank one German cruiser and one
supporting cruiser.

Oecina Bridge

Any destruction of German coastwise shipping

The most

Ibid

/Effect

(l ) Oberbe.fehlsliaber ■■Sud-West Cc.B. SW.)
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November i 943(1)Nffect of Weather on Bombing Statistics

Ibid Adverse weather conditions restricted strategic operations
in November, but this v/as offset by an increase in light and
fighter bomber activity on close sujjport. The total increase

of bomber sorties over October v/as only that of fighters
3-^0, while reconnaissance, as might be expected, was les

HIGH LEVII' GOInIHHRENGES IN NOVEMBER 1.943

Cairo and Teheran Conferences

Important moves affecting the long term strateg3'- of the
war developed towards the end of November. On 20 and 21 Novem
ber Pf-esident Roosevelt, ifr. Churchill and Marshall Chiang Kai-
Shek arrived in Cairo, whore the^r sat in conference(2) v/ith
their advisers from 22 to 26 at Mena House. On 26 November

Marshal Stalin arrived at Teheran, where he was joined the next
day bj'- the President and Prime Minister. The Teheran
Conference (3) sat from. 28 November
2 December the President and Prime Mnister returned to Cairo,
vdiere, from 4 to 6 December, thojr conferred v/ith the President
of the Turkish Republic.

D^^ipi^nsonGlobal Strategy affecting the Italian Campaign

It was decided that, for 1944j Overlord and Anvil(^) were
the supreme operations. Nothing must be undertaken in any other
part of the world to hazard their success. Thejr v^ere timed

for May 1944? although some felt tha.t Overlord should precede
Anvil by a few weeks. Command in the Ifediterranean was to be

unified, as become a topographical unit of its nature, with
131st and effect from 10 December 1943- General Eisentiower was given a

new appointment, as fauprono Commander Allied Expeditionaery
(Meetings. Force, in v\/hich capacity he was to command the invasion of

Europe from the West; on 1 January 1944 he v/as to hand over his

Mediterranean charge to Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, who was then

to become Allied Commander-in-OUief, Mediterranean Theatre.

to 1 December. On

Minutes of

Sextant and

Eureka

Conferences,

o.c.s. 423/2
5 Dec. 1943*

e.G.S. (138th

It was realised that to bring about the early fall of Rome,
it was necessary to agree to Genero.1 Eisenhower's plan for an
early amphibious landing south of Romo vath one or two

divisions, and landing craft were left with him on the under

standing that they were released in time for Overlord,
limit of progress that could be visualised with any clarit3'- v/as
the Fisa-Rimini Line.

The

General Eisenhower pleaded that, if that
could be attained, he could then maintain, with the forces at

his command, a strategic defensive with strong local offensive
action, commence operations in the Aegean, take Rhodes, and go
into the Balkans at several points,
of offensive action in the Par East vrere waived in favour of

These, and other concepts

action in the West, where, it vw.s decided, the best chance of

destroying the German armed forces a.t a reasonable date existed.

The controversyr as to whether Eisenhower's plan would ha.ve been
the better or not is still proceeding.

/Decisions

(1) Of. the total weight of bombs dropped, 70^ fell on Italy.
Of this, 46^ was on Army'- Support and 34^ on Communications, and
only'- 6^ each on Airfields, Harbours, and Industry.

(2) Sextant Conference.

(3) Eureka Conference.

(4) Operations against Southern liance (later Dragoon).
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Decisions affecting the Air Forces in the Mediterranean

Collateral mth the decision to unify command were the
decisions to change the name of Mediterranean Air Command, to
appoint a new Air Coromander-in-Chicf, Mediterranean, and to
co-ordinate the structure and effort of the Eighth U.S. Air
Force in the U.K. and the Fifteenth U.S. Air Force in Italy
under a Commanding General of U.S. Air Forces in Europe.

The Origin of M.A.A.P.

Ibid

Directive from

U.S. Chiefs of

Staff to C.G's

U.S.S.A.P.E.

E.T.O.U.S.A. and

N.A.T.O.
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces took the place of

Mediterranean Air Command on 1 January 1944, officially
authorised as at 10 Decenher.

M.A.C. were designated the Commanders of' M.A.A.F.
Marshal Sir Arthur

The existing Commanders of
Air Chief

Tedder, G.C.B. hecoming Air Commander-in-
C.C.S. to C.in C. Chief Mediterranean, and Lieutenant General Carl Spaatz
N.A.T.O. 5 Dec. remaining his principal Deputy, as v/ell as Commanding General,

U.S.A.A.F. N.A.T.O.

Directive from

Both had already been appointed to
A.F.H.Q. General accompany General Elsenhower to England, hence decided not to
Order No»6?
20 Dec. 1943.

begin the reorganisation of the Air Forces as indicated in the
C.C.S. Directive of 5 December, but to leave this in the hands
of their successors in M.A.A.P. These v/ere speedily
announced as Lieutenant General Ira C. Eaker, U.S.A., and
Air Marshal Sir John 0. Slessor, as Air C.in C. and principal
Deputy respectively. Lieutenant General Thker's-appointment
was effective from 1 January 1944, and Air Marshal Slessor's
from 12 January 1944*
construed As the record of fortuitous happenings,
for reorganisation and unification of the Command had for
months thrust itself before the Air C.in C's attention,
had put in a considerable amount of effort towards the

resolution of the problem, sounding, probing, provoking
discussions and tentative solutions throughout his vvddely-
dispersed theatre. Only nov/ was the general global strategic
complex to provide the right time and background for the much-
needed and earnestly-desired consummation.
M.A.A.P. Was now established, but owing to the unavoidable
delay in the actual transfer of its principals, its internal
reorganisation and true history did not begin for another five
T/eeks. It was rightly considered unwise to change the
complicated structure of the Air Forces, the largest single air
comrnand^in the^world at that time, in the actual fluid state of
the military situation and with a mcxjor sea-borne operation
pending. Once the landing at imzio wra.s accomplished, the new
oommander-in-chief and his staff began reorganising in earnest

The facts just given are not to he
Thie need •

many
He •

The form of

O.Z. 210

12 Jan, 1944.

History of

Lt,.Cgl,^ Part on

^neral Reorganisation, of , M. A, A

The C.C.S. Directive of 5 December 1943 not only created
but indicated its general organisational structure.

In accordance with the desire of Air Chief Marshal Tedder and
General Spaatz for a centralised tactical control, it
provided for a single combined U.S. ahd British operational
staff under the Air G.in G.,
staffs, to be headed by a Deputy G.in C.(U.S,), a Deputy C.in C,
(British), and the A.O.G.-in-C., l/Hddle East,
’.was established on the same level as the Naval C.in C,
(Admiral Sir John Cunningham) and the C.in C. 15th iinrny Group
(General Sir Harold Alexander), all three reporting to the
Supreme Allied Commander, ifediterranean, (General Sir Henry
Maitland TTilson).

M.l 'I.P.,X* 1

but three separate administrative

The Air C. in G.

Ibid

/The Complexity
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Th® Comp 1(3x1 ty of Air Goramand remaining

Ibid At the Cairo Conference, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff
succeeded, against the protests of their British colleagues, in
binding the Eighth and Fifteenth Air Force under the operational
control of U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe,
revolutionary change, pregnant ’,7ith possibilities of discord.
In the event, none arose, and the elaborate arrangements set up
vere rarely employed for the specific purpose of co-ordinated
attacks.

Here was a

As some had originally pointed out, the combination
of factors essential to such operations occurred much less
frequently than others had allov/ed for,
^7ere co-ordinated attacks successfully carried out. ,  At least
thirty others never came off.

Only on ten occasion

So, in practice, the edntroi o

s

f
Fifteenth Air Force operations reverted almost entirely.^to
M.A.A.F. Operations Section,
(or U.S.S.T

The domination of U.S.S.A.F.E.

F. as it became later) appeared only in broad-
scale target directives and the close personal relationships
maintained between Generals Ihker and Spaatz. .

• il*

Service and Engineer Coraraanrls

Ibid Pull details of how the changes v/ithin M.A.A.P. worked out
in detail may be studied in the A.H.B. monograph on Air Command
in the Mediterranean, and in the History of M.A.A.P.
December 1943 to 1 September 19V+, issued by H.Q., M.ii.A.P.,
April 1945.

facts and to shoxv the scope of the problem,
had been created at the end of 1943, namely A.A.P. Service
Command M.T.O. (Prov) and. ̂i.A.P. Engineer Command M.T.C. • (Prov)
in October, both iimerican Gonmands.-
Service Goramand v/as redesignated the Allied Air Forces Service
Command/M.T. 0.
out of Second Air Service ylrea Command, and Third Air Service
Area Command became Tr/clfth Air Force Service Command,

new organisation v/as to control Eaerican supply and maintenance.

It is only intended here to give a few relevant
Two new Commands

The old Tv/elfth Air Force

Fifteenth Air Force Service Command was formed

Tliis

a.p/m,t.o.
General Order

No. 1.

1 Jan. 1944.

Jri,

In October 1943 the first command of aviation engineers in
history was formed.

Twelfth Air Force Engineer Goimnand (Prov) the position of the
Air Engineer as a Commander instead of a Staff Officer vra,s
established.

ith the creation in October 1943 of

Vvith the creation of Fifteenth Air Force and the

urgent need for major airfield construction in Italy, it was
decided to redesignate the command as a.a.P.E.C/M.T.O. (Prov)
that it could serve both Twelfth and Fifteenth Air Forces, and
this was implemented by the same General Order as was the now
Seiwice CoKimand.

s

ith 'Essayons' as their motto, the Engineer

o

s
constructed and maintained bases for Trrelfth A.P., Fifteenth
A.P., D.A.F., South African units and the Balkan Air Force and
laid four pipe lines from the coast to Poggia.
field Construction Groups, staffed by Royal Engineers, were also
engaged on the same type of v/ork, cons
for support of Eighth Army operations.

British air-

^^cting fighter fields

/Unification

(1) For a good short resume of the early development of the
Engineers' functions in the theatre, refer to the pamphlet
issued by A.A.P.E.C./M.T.O.(Prov) entitled "a History of
Polip,ie..s, -iiPf.epting,.Aviation...Eigineers. in the Mediterranean
Campaigns, " and to ''The 7iir Force Engineer, from the same
source; both documents are now in the library of the Air
Historical Group, Air University, Maxi.Tell Field, Alabama, U.S.l
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Unification of Axr Transport

Ibid M.A.A.P. inherited a four-pronged transport system, but
speedily unified it. There were the An-qjr Air Force Transport
Command flying into the theatre from overseas; R.A.P. .Group
Wo. 216, its British countoriDart; the Mediterranean Air
Transport Servi.ce(l) (ppov); , and the facilities of Twelfth-
Troop Carrier Command. It was decided at a meeting called by
the Air C. in C, on 2 Pebruarj'' that Air Transport Command and
Wo. 216 Group vrould take over all scheduled Air transport in
the theatre, while M.A.T.S,, with occasional help from Twelfth
T.C. Command, v/ould handle non-scheduled runs, and, tlirough
M.A.A.P. , co-ordinate all air transport in the Mediterranean.
The resulting increase in the responsibilities of M.A.T.S. were
recognised, and it was reorganised as of 1 Mb.j 19A4-, anU
assigned to Army Air Porces/M:. T. 0. as an independent command.

Weed for Internal Reorganisation

The history of the above new Oommands has been carried
forward to a logical point, where they may be said to assume a
more or less permanent outline. This has .been done partly for
coherency's sake, and partly so as not to interfere with the

smooth reading of the major operations' vdaich took place in the
first half of 19Zji)

these operations, some record must'be left of the general state
of affairs within IVLA. C. v/hen it handed over to M.A.A. P.

Topographically, M.A.C. was an octopus, whose tentacles
stretched from Algiers, through La Marsa into Italy. Wothing
short of drastic and orderly plans vrould bring the loose ends
together. These were difficult to evolve, with so man^'"
allegiances to uphold (such as to Allied Force H.Q.), with the
move of the Air forces into Italy still in progress and those
nov? based on the mainland moving, into position^ behind the
advancing armies. There was, too, the fact that the Arm;^'' and
Wavjr were thenisolvos only lodgers and were finding the chronic
shortage of suitable accommodation a handicap, when it came to
the discussion of adjacent headquarters for the three services.

Before proceeding with the narrative of

History of
m,II£p.
Lt.Ool. Parton.

In such a fluid situation, it was inevitable that vital
services such as communications should leave much to be

desired. Yet not until these services functioned full3'- and
efficiently, would it be poss.ible to display the full
flexi'bilit3'- of Air power. Many months were therefore to pass
before the reorganisation.was complete. liflaon it was, the
pattern wa.s found to work well, and endxared practically intact
until the end of the campaign. Meanwhile, M. A. A. P. got ready
to move its Main H.Q. to Oaserta, v/here the new Air C.in 0. was
sitting alongside General /ilexander and General Mark Clark,
preparing for the Anzio battle,
its Command Post at Caserta,

Advanced and Algiers M. A.A. P.

M.A. A. P. was at first to have

La. Marsa was to be M.A. A. P.
Rear.

THE LUPTVLABTE RAID ON BiiRI. 2  DECEMBER 19A3

Appendix D to
Air Staff

M.A.C.A.P. O.R.B.

AIB/Iln/A. A5.
A sharp reminder that the Luftwaffe was by no means war-

weary vwis given on the night of 2/3 December, when a long-range

/bomber

(1) M.A.T.S.
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bomber force from northern Italy raided Bari harbour to such
effect that seventeen merchant vessels were lost,
one hundred and five aircraft was detailed for the operation,
but it was unlilceljr that they all reached their target.
Local controls, not fully functioning,
aircraft as belonging to the main force
or three aircraft flying at -10,000 feet circled the harbour
dropping 'window'. Bo-tweon 1930 hours cjid 2030 hours the main
force of bombers was reported as dropping bombs and mines.
Ln early hit on oji anunmition ship caused fires on three others,
one of which blow up, setting fire to the outer harbour cond
involving the remainder of the ships in the crowded basins.

Damage Sustained

Fourteen merchant vessels with 3L,330 tons of cargo were
^A.C.A.F. 0.E.B. destroyed, three more were submerged with 7,500 tons of cargo,

but those were salvageable: six others were damaged. The
bulk petrol pipe was pierced -and serious fires started, but the
port itself sustained rclativeljr slight damage. It was not,
hov/ever, till the week ending 23 December that it was operating
at its former capacity. The casualty list totalled approxi
mately one thousand, mostly seamen and soldiers.

Interception

'Window' , dropped continuousljr through the raid by the
early arrivals and probably by aircraft of the main force, was
completely successful in foiling the night defenders. One
U.S. Beaufighter was patrolling at the opening of the attack,
and three Beaufighters were scrambled; no interceptions
resulted. Two enemy aircraft, however, failed to return to
base.

A force of

only picked up thirty
• (0 At 1925 hours twoC.0.3. A.F.H.Q.

Message 9797
5 Dec. 19A3.

Appx, D to Air
Staff

Dec. 19A3

iMiB/lLm/A, A5.

Ibid

of Drotection Measures at Bari

Ibid The Chief of Staff at A.F.H.Q. ordered an investigation
into the adequacy of protection measures at Bari,
follov/ing summary of their findings is of great interest, not
to whatever extent it appeanred to localise blame, but for the
light it throws on both the material and psjrchological
conditions ruling at that time,

consisted of?lLaJor General A/A and C.D. , a Group Captain
Operations or " '
0. Mediterranean, ajid a Lieutenant Colonel of P. x\, D. and
Ci-vil Defence.

The

The committee of four

W.A.C.A.F. , a Fleet Gunnery Officer under C.-in

The follovdng is a summary of their findings

-

.

The absence for some time previous of German bomber
activity had resulted in a feeling of complacency in the
v/hole area, and the capabilities of the Germrns to stage a
fifty plus bomber attack on any night against r'n5'- one port in
the whole of the Italian theatre perhaps not sufficientl^r
realised. The decision to work Bari port to utmost capacity
in aid of Eighth Army had meant taking a hea-y^r risk. The port,
crowded with ships, was a very vulnerable target. Active and
passive air defence would of necessity ha-ve to be the best
possible,

general supervision of defence, air defence organisation, radar
v/aming, air defence communications, strength of A/A defences,
port organisation, passive air defence and civil defence.

/The report

It was good, but not good enough, as regards

(1) The impression of an observer of great operational
experience - Group Captain P. Hugo - was that about fifty
aircraft wore overhead.
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The report admitted the strides made by the Germans in the
use of 'v/indoxv' and that it had become a formidable weapon.
They did not say what the defence should have done about it,
for the simple reason that, although as pointed out in an early
chapter, knowledge of the principle vra.s first known to the
Allies, neither they nor anyone else knew the effective
counter-measures at that date,

passed through too many hands,
system, understaffed, did not provide for adequate supervision
and co-ordination. The Navy had made no complaints about the
known air defence arrangements. It was,unlucky that.the,best-
sited radar vrarning set happened to be out of action. As‘it

was, all sets operating were neutralised in varying degrees by
the 'iTindow', and experiments were strongly urged, founded on
the assumption that it was only a preliminary trial.
Telephone communication was poor all over the area, and
resulted in bad A.A. co-ordination,
broadcast and sounded too late,

adequate, if 'wdndow' could be overcome, not unless,
patrols were laid on thereafter during moon periods,
worked vrell, with insufficient guns - a bare minimum - and
brought dorm two aircraft;
more searchlights.

They stated that the naval practice of exposing Coast
Defence Searchlights continuously, to frustrate mine-laying
craft, rra,s highly dangerous and should be abclished.
fighting by both Allied and Italian personnel was good, but
there had apparently not been time to organise fully efficient
Civil Defence or Passive Air Defence units.

November and December Air Operations

The defence arrangements
The specific air defence

Air-raid warnings were
The fighter defences ’were

Standing
A. A.

and there vms a need for thirty

Fire-

Total sorties for November had reached a record low level
for the campaign, but increased in December,
effort of 54 per cent in November rose to 62 per cent in

In the increased total for Strategic Air Force xms
found the greatest difference betvreen, U.S.A.A.F. and E.A.F.
effort, for in December, ’while the latter's Yfellingtons flew
less than one hundred sorties, the U.S.A.A.P's heavies and
mediums flew close on tv/o thousand seven hundred and its escort
fighters around one thousand seven hundred.

The ihnerican

December.

As usual, the
R.A.P. predominated in Coastal's operations, but even there
U.S. sorties crept up from thirty-tv/o per cent to forty of the
total in the t\7o months. As regards bomb tonnage, here again
the U.S. contribution rose from nearly eighty to ninety-three
per cent.
Marauders.

The next notable increase in activity was by the
In December, marshalling yards ousted gun positions

from the head of the target list, a reflection of the
increasingly static nature of the land battle.

A.A.P, in World

Xlar II

Office of Air

Force'History
U.S.A.P.

Allied aircraft and personnel losses had increased, the
heavier toll being attributed to more aggressive fighter tactics
and, above all, flak reaction,
hundred and fifty aircraft destroyed and missing and t
hundred and seventy-seven damaged rose to two hundred and nine
lost (sixty-one per cent U.S.) and five hundred and forty-four
damaged^ (eiglity-five per cent U.S.). The percentage of combat
crevra killed, wounded, and missing in action per one thousand
sorties was greater in December than in November and above the
average for the last four months of the

The November total of one
wo

year.

Operations by General Arnold (U A.P.)S. A

Ibid Strategic Air Force had made well-meaning and often
effective contributions to the campaign in Italy. These local

/operations
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operations when set against the needs of the Gomhihed Bomber

Operations, left much still to be desired, it v/as felt by
General Arnold (controlling the U.S.A.A.P. from America).
New Year's message to the Fifteenth he said he believed both the

Eighth and the Fifteenth had made too many diversionary uses of

aircraft, at the expense of the plan to destroy the LuftvTaffe.

They must destroy the enemy air forces v/herever they found him,
in the air, on the ground and in the factories,
given the tools vrith which to do the job.

In a

They Trould be

AIR SUPPORT FOR FIFTH ilRlff IN DEGElvfflER 1943

M.A.A.P/¥.i .S. Restricted Air Support for Fifth i^rmy Assault

The assault following the record air attacks of 2 December

acquired impetus; by 8 December, Fifth Army had consolidated
positions on Monte ilaggiore, and by 10 December had driven the

enemy from Rocca and cleared the whole Camino feature.
Germians stood in the mountains North of Mignano and Venafro,
prepared to resist any attempts to break through to Gaasino and

flooding the area Pontecorvo - San Giorgio - Cassino.

The

M.A.A.F. O.R.B's

No.7 A.A.S.C.

¥ar Diary

a.A.F. in 7orld

?ar II
Office of Air

Force History
U.S.A.F.

After the peak effort of 2 December, Air Support, on an

improving pattern, although superior to the enemy's, was not

decisive owing to bad weather. The German fighter effort was

being quickly increased over the battle areas to forty/fifty
sorties on fine days; and on 3 December formations of them lost

five Me. 109s to our Spitfire patrols. Night bombing on a lo\j

scale was occasionally possible. itfter a busy two days' blitz
on gun and troop positions on 8 and 9 December, our fighter-
bombers were again chained to their bases by weather conditions

and only a limited effort was possible.

Anti-Communications Air Effort curtailed

Ibid This weather, which disintegrated on 10 December,
dislocated the air plans for the offensive against railvrays;
attacks were cancelled or abortive. The breaks in interdiction

gave temporary and welcome relief to the enemy, who lost no time

in repairing cuts,
and tif/enty effective U.S. Mitchell sorties flox'/n on railway
attacks north of the Rome line betvraen 3 and 12 December and

along the East coast at Pescara, iincona, and Giulianova: in the
central areas Temi, Sulmona and Aquilla all suffered damage to
their rail system.

There vrere, all the same, some two hundred

In the North, the Rome-Bologna line was hit
at several points by Strategic U.S. Marauders, and U.S. Marauders

went as far as Ventimiglia to cut tracks on the Nice-Genoa line.

Slow Progress on Fifth Army Front in late December

Ibid During the second half of December, Army progress in the
The second bitter battlewestern area was slow but important,

for San Pietro opened on 15 December and was won by the Allies

at the cost of heavy casualties; by 17 December, Monte Lungo
was occupied and a way forced along the knife-edge of Monte
Sammucro. Much artillery wus expended and many lives lost in

The German ¥inter Line had been broken into.
Much fighting ’«ms to be done before the rear line

these mountains.

not broken,

of the position, the Gustav Line, vras reached, and the diffi
culties of that line v/ere now the subject of serious study.

Uneven Air Support in late Decemiber

Ibid A break in the bad weather from 13 to 1 7, December afforded

the Air Force a chance of showdng what could be done in fair
conditions. Noteworthy are the eleven hundred upv/ards sorties

/by U.S.
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by U. S. Invaders and Vferhawks, two hundred and fifteen bjr u.S.
Bostons, t^TOntjr-four Mtchells (U. S.) and a daily average
(except on one day) of over one hundred sorties by R.A.P. and
U.S. Spitfires. The Oassino area absorbed most of the U.S.

fighter-bomber effort, the targets chosen being bridges on the
Cassino - Atina route. Results often reported as successful
by ground observers cannot, as usual, be checked in detail, but
were cumulative.

In support of the Pifth /irmy drive towards Cassino,
fighter-bombers on 1 6 and 17 December attacked guns and troops
near Cervaro and Vallerotonda. Light bombers (u.S.) bombed
Prosinone, (the base on the Cassino supply route) and the same
targets as the fighter-bombers,
was still low and his small formations suffered a high
percentage of losses,

was only normal on three days, owing, to universal bad weather.
Even then it had little meaning,
any close relation to ground tactics can be perceived;
was

The enemy effort on fine.da3r

The air effort from 18 to 31 December

for it is only rarely that
this

partly because the /irmy Viras re-grouping after the successes

s

of Monte Oamino and Rocca D'Evandro for the attack on Monte

Porchia, planned for 4 January 1944
reigned.

A state of equilibrium

The U.S. Invader and U.S. ¥arhawk attacks, directed
mainly against guns and strong-points in the Oervaro area,
the lines of communications Sora-/irce-PrpBinone-Ana,pni, roads
and bridges in the Cassino defence zone, roads and bases at
Santa Elia, Atina and Civitacecchia, reached the one thousand
sorties mark. Altogether some one hundred and eighty Bcjstons
(U.S.) attacked the guns at Santa Elia, roads at Pontecorvo,
Cassino and near Atina and the Perentino marshalling yards on
the Rome-Oassino supply route,
intrude by night over the roads leading to the front and a fev/
attacks were staged by U.S. Mitchells on,the road and bridges
north--west of Aquino and the base at Terracina, from whence
seaborne supplies could be handily delivered to the battle
area.

R. A. P. Bostons continued to

/iIR OPER.ITIOIIB OVER EiiSPEEN ITilLY, DECEMBER 1943

Support for Eighth iumy, 1 -19 December 1943
No. 2/5 A.A.S.O.
War Diary
Dec. 1943.
8 th jte

Dixring- December, Eighth iumay' s task was to press further
into the enemy's Sangro positions and seize the general

This it partially achieved.Orsogna-Ortona line. The New

Zealanders entered Orsogna, but v/ere ejected. It viras five

Brit. Hist. Sect, months before this key-point fell, as a result of some of the
Central Med, bitterest fighting of the whole campaign. On 2 December, two

D. A, P. light-bomber wings were lent for about a week to

Twelfth A. 3.0. for support of Pifth /nsny's offensive. (These
returned after 9 December to add weight to the moves in the
coastal sector tov/nrds Ortona). This loan left a little over
two hundred and fifty fig;hters and fighter-bombers for one
week, who flew mostly on the Now Zealand Div's front. After '

a good day on 2 December of straffing in the Orsogna, Lanciano
and Guardiagrele areas, the bad weather and the fluid state of
the bomb-line led to a reduction of support for three days.
It was harder to locate hostile batteries and the battle was

dangerously mobile. With stiffening German resistance came
less movement, hence less worthwhile targets.

/German
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German Reinforcement delayed by Desert Air Pore

That some of the attacks on conmunications bore immediate

fruit is clear from the record of a telephone conversation
between tT.vo German officers on 2 December. Wojb Oprps,
bearing the brunt of the fighting after the retreat across the

Sangro, was looking for^.'ard to the arrival of Np.5
The rail track bringing the

Ifountain Corps south had been so effectively bombed that the
troops had to be detrained. Flak protection in the north had

been reduced and it was not understood why the defence of

important rail centres vms being T/eakened. Things would be

different if they had an Air Force.

Direct Support for Canadians, Indians and New Zealanders

Captured German
Documents

Report No. 18 p.49
Army HQ. Ottavra.

Ibid and 'From

Pachino to Ortona. Corps at a critical hour.
Hist.Sect. G.S.

Canadian Mil.HQ
in Gt. Britain.

No.2/5 A.A.S.C.
War Diary

Little air support vra.s possible until 8 December, y/hen tvro

hundred and forty fighter-bombers supported the New Zealanders'

attack tov/ards Orsogna and one hundred and eight fighter-bomber
and seventy-tvro light bomber sorties that of the Canadians
towards Ortona. The day's air operations were v/ell reported
on by the ground forces. Medium bombers continued to paralyse
Pescara, Ancona and Aquila. There was small-scale enemy
fighter intervention in the ground battle, costly to them and

unproductive.

The Canadian advance on Miglianico opened on 9 December.
Air support by fighter-bombers and light-bombers were reported
by the Canadians as consistently effective. The Germans began

to give v<ro.y and the next day three hundred and ten fighter-
bomber sorties supported the advance and blocked the German
T/lthdrawal routes mth shattered vehicles. Miglianico, Ghieti,
and Ganosa-Tollo areas all yielded a harvest of transport, guns
and strongpoints, some targets being pre-arranged, others in

response to Army calls,
of 1 9 December the Canadian and Indian Divisions were ivell

supported while visibility nas good.

On 18 December and in the afternoon

Capture of Ortona

The Canadians, Indians and New Zealanders cut the Ortona-
Orsogna road at two points,
against desperate resistance, substantial prog2ress ’vvas made,
resulting in the capture of Ortona port on 28 December,
the close of the year the Gemmms stood on a line  3 miles up
the coast from Ortona - south of Tollo - Orcchio  - south of

Canosa - Arielli - Guardiagrele - Penna Piedimonte - Maiella.

The 1st Parachute Piyisign and the 90th Panzer Grenadi^^^
Division vdio had so strongly defended Ortona had been reinforced

by parachute and other fresh troops.
Allied attacks had been blunted and held at a vital point.
With the help of the prevailing bad vreather the northern German

flank was saved till Spring,

front, natural difficulties of terrain precluded the likelihood
of an Allied attack during the vm.nter,
hold firm, vri-th minor variations, for another four months.

In sleet, snow and gales, and

At

The impetus of the

On the southern sector of the

The Winter Line was to

Limitation of D. A.F 's Support Programrne

Ibid Weather during the second half of December allovred of only
fivo days' full effort,
operations impossible from all but one landing ground;
airfields vrere water-logged and cloud usually low.
fine days brought out in relief such efforts as those on 16, 18,
and 22 December, v/hen fighter-bombers and light bombers aided

the Amy's advance by attacking transport, troop and gun
concentrations and strong points in the Miglianico, Tollo,

/Canosa

Strong cross-v/inds often rendered
many

The few
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Canosa, Chieti ejid Orsoftna areas, and Spitfires flew offensive
reconnaissance over 'fenerro'- supply roads. Activity soared over
the last two days into Something like a fairlj'- strong and
consistent effort, but only on the latter day was the emphasis
local, notably in the coastal sector;, here . twent5’--f our
Spitfires, ninetj^'-four Kitt5''ha.vjks, one hundred and thirij^-one
v/arhawks w^ent into action against infantry positions and
artillery concentrations at Tollo, Orsogna, Ripa and S.B. of
Chieti.

During the whole month, D,A,P, fighter-bombers had run
into intensive A. A. fire in the fon/vard areas and service

ability had suffered accordingly. It was arranged, in
co-operation vath the artillery that, just prior to the
estimated time of arriva.1 of the attacking aircraft, the
enemy's Imown anti-aircraft positions in the vicinity of the
target should be neutralised bj^ our oi'vn artillerj'- fire. This
developnrent(l) was a revival of a, method used with success in
the Western Desert; it led to some reduction in casualties
and in damage to the fighter-bombers. . .

Operational Research' applied to the Plalc Itroblera

In the first tlriroe months of 1.9A3,. tiventy-four, per cent
of Bomber Command aircraft suffered damage from flak. After
the application of evasive tactics proposed b3'- operational
research workers, this figure was reduced to seventeen per
cent in three months. Ml findings.from various sources
were made available to M. A. C. , in particular in the forin of

four articles ^published over December ’ 1 and Januarj'- 194A,
in the Air Intelligence Weekly Summarjr, giving plans and
details of the German High Prequencj'' Detection organisation
and detailed advice on evasive tactics in the air.

Enei^ Air Activity in December 19A3

Ibid

Air Intelligence
Weekly Simmaries
Nos. 56/59
H.Q.

MiC/M/ulP/A. 2

Bari was- raided a second time on 13 December, but escaped
on3'- serious damage, although 'window' again made interception
difficult. fin interesting feature was that the twenty
Ju, 88s participating came from Greek bases using advanced
landing grounds in Jugoslavia,
bases in Northern Ital3r confirmed the gradual (Withdrawal of
the long range aircraft for operations in .the north of Europe,
where bases were less likely to be fogbound than in the
Lombard3r plain.

iliotographs of enemy bomber

This drift from Ital3r was to be reversed in
Januar3'' l9A4s when the Allied landing at Anzio provoked the

Luftwaffe into a fresh move back to those bases, to strike at
our shipping,,
intended to cover and compensate for the ?/ithdrawal from
Italy. ■ ■

The raid from Greek bases was doubtless

On.the last night of the month, eighteen Ju. 88s, again
from Eastern Mediterranean bases, approached S.E. Sicil3r,
one aircraft attacking Catania and the- others Augusta, both

Little damage was done
The two

still crowded reinforcement ports,
and five enen3^ aircraft v/ere destroyed b3/- A. A.
local Boaufighters ran into the now familiar 'window' and
four Mosquito pilots who scrambled made no contact. The only
other long range bomber attack was on 21 December, when a
convoy IRC miles S.E, of Malta was attacked b3r eight Ju. 88s,
(all that remained of a force of thirt3^-two airborne) from

/Aegean
(l) Applejack.
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Aegean 'bases, and lost a merchant vessel,
I/bsquitoes damaged Wo raiders, but one of them was hit by our
own naval A.A.

The Wo escorting

German fighters, reinforced by W'o G-rup|)en, vrere seen on
half the days in the month, maintaining an effort on those days
of anything from thirty to sixty sorties.
2 December to pierce our air patrol lines in five small forma
tions, but most failed and jettisoned their bombs,

was speeded up on a single day to one hundred and thirty sorties,
but general conditions and their chronic low serviceability
ratio prevented any repetition,
rendered their close support bases unusable,
fighters were held exclusively for airfield defence,
a nev/ fast light bomber, had landed intact on Ifonte Corvino
airfield,

have influenced the air situation, but there vrere only a
handful of them in Italy.

German fighter defence in Italy still remained patchy.
Twelve Allied 'bomber missions only were intercepted by a total
of Wo hundred/Wo hiindred and fifty fighters,
effort contrasted vividly mth the state of affairs in
Bulgaria, Germany, and G-reece, w’-here Allied bom'ber raids met
fighter opposition on every occasion in large numbers,
inflicting notable losses on them,
month, the i/veight of Allied raids into Austria and the Tyrol
via the Adriatic littoral forced the Luftwaffe to move some

forty/fifty single-engined fighters, previously based in the
Plain, of Lombardy, to the area North of 'Venice, where an O.C.
Fighters Upper Italy had recently been set up as recorded.
South of Spezia there were, at the end of December, about
fifteen fighter-bombers and thirty-five single-engined fighters
serviceable; and North of this point, some twenty long range
bombers and seventy-five single-engined fighters serviceable.

Commenta:^

They tried on

The effort

Allied raids of 28 December

The next day all
A Me.410,

In a.ny appreciable strength, these aircraft vrould

This poor

In the last vreek of the

It would have been a simple matter to have glossed over
the uneven air operations of November and December 1943 in a
few plausible pages. Admittedly the record of the multifarious
opers-tions and their varying degree of correlation with the
land war makes reading as difficult and glutinous as the winter
ground wiiich held dovm troops, aircraft and armour and made
nonsense of so many well-intentioned plans;
vain search for results one is infected \lth something of the
intense frustration that was beginning to spread through all
Allied ranks.

in the sometimes

One very pointed question is often put, which must be
answered. It is a question valid in its critical tone and in
replying to it we may find fresh clues to the real temper of
the time. Was not the Allied air effort at the end of 1943,
it is asked, a colossal waste of energy? How vra.s it that vlth
the military initiative, and the outstanding air superiority at
their disposal, the Allies did not finish the campaign or at
any rate, take Rome? The latter half of the question can be
at any rate partially answered. The final judgement v/ill not
be available until a balanced assessment can be made from all
the Air, Array and Navy histories. An island like Pantelleria
could be reduced by air attack alone; Italy could only be
conquered as a result of combined operations. The exact
balance of fluctuating ingredients and the perfect relative
tempo in which the varjdng weight of air, ground and sea attack
should be brought successively or simultaneously to bear at a
given time and place vrere not then, and perhaps are not even
yet, fully grasped. It is not suggested that complete

f

/ignorance
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ignorance prevailed,

had c.lready been learned, such as the practical impossihility
of completely isolating a battlefield by air attack in the
absence of sufficient pressure from ground forces; but the
more one studies the campaign from a historical viewpoint, the
clearer does the transitional, formative character of so mary
air operations emerge.

On the contrEiry, some lasting lessons

To take one point alone, it is a fair statement that the
state of our technical knowledge was uneven and that although
W0 had a surfeit of planners, plenty of aircraft and crews
normally capable of good, spirited performance, we were weak
at evaluation, weak in scientific analysis, hence ignorant of
the exact results of our air operations,
nearly a year that the Operational Research Section of M.A.A.P,-
the child of the Bombing Survey Unit Mediterranean set up by
Professor Zuckerman - was organised on an adequate basis and
began to publish reports of value on the results of bombing.
For this delay our difficulties in breaking ?/ith tradition,
our misenployrnent and mistrust of scientists and our manpower
shortage are all to blarae. By then, and not until then, had
the Partisan movement been trained to furnish periodic informed
reports from among its members in railway employ and documents
from the Italian railways, as well as German staff documents,
come into our possession.

It was not for

By then, photographic evidence had

1

accumulated and \vas being evaluated on more fruitful lines.
By these and other methods it became possible to adjudge the
part such factors as aircraft type, air tactics, bomb-aiming
devices, weight of bombs in relation to different structural-
materials, German repair organisation, weather and soforth
played in over-all and specific results,
be dealt with more fully in the next volurae.
noted, however, that dealing from these later investiga.tions
retrospectively to late 1943 one could say the evidence was
that the Allies were neither so good in sorae respects nor so
weak in others as was believed at the time.

These reports will
It is to be

Lastly, the success of the Allied air offensive depended
on, a.mong other factors, the measure of Gorman resistance.
This was stronger and longer - lived than had earlier been
imagined Accustomed to live more on the land, lacking many
of the comforts of the Allies, and usually without the tonic of
air support, the Germans were the most formidable possible
opponents in the world, and it is chastening to read in the
Tenth Army Far Diary the cotiTaenta by high-ranking officers that
among the most respected troops on the Allied front were the
French goums, native troops led by French officers.

Summary of Chapter_6

During the months of November and December 1943? the
Allies could claim success to the extent that they had
continued to hold down Garaan divisions in Italy, and to have
inflicted heavy losses in men and material on them,
major rivers had been crossed at the most unfavourable period
of the year and a fairly uniform advance in line made up the
Peninsula. The Air Forces and the Navy had used their
superiority to the best effect their extended structure would
allow, and oven if they could point to little really 'major and
decisive action, were
methods.

Two

in constant practice and improving their

The front line was novi/ approaching the narrowest part of
Italy, which the seasoned German AriTy could hold with less
troops. The weather, the terrain, the high morals and applied

/science
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science of the onaTiy vjould harden the position of stalemate,
Rome was still distent. Casualties had heen high ld-

The three Services TJore tired and
Bui up

was not rapid enough

disappointed at the deferment of their hopes. The only chance
of retaining the initiative was to stage a soa-horne hook,
establish a bridgehead, cut the Vih Gasilin eventually the
m-ain .and the bridgehead forces would join forces and advance to
the capture of Romo,

gamble succeeded and failed, rind why. The Air history of the
months of Janur-ry and February will be seen to revolve round the
Anzio landing.

It will now be seen to wha.t extent this

/CE'J^ER 7
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CHAPTER 7

PIRST STALEMATE^ ANZIO AND THE WINTER ATTACK

THE ANZIO ELAN

The Plan Matiiring

Operations in The idea of further sea-borne landings had existed since
support of before the invasion of Italy, The only operation of this
Shingle, M,A^,P, kind since possible had been that at Termoli, The original
A,H,B^ II J, 11/49 f*or an amphibious operation in the Rome area to flank

the Germans opposite the Fifth Army and to assist the capture
iJritish Jorce.s_^^^^ of Rome Vi; was first developed in November, 1943, On
AnslQ.!, 25 December, 1943, a conference was. held by the Prime Minister
British Historical at which the Shingle Plan was finally decided on. The
Section Central beaches of the twin towns of Anzio and Nettuno, south of
Mediterranean Rome and the Tiber River were chosen as the most favourable

A ,H ̂ B, 11 J ̂ 11/58/3 point for the landings, In the view of the Prime Minister,
The History of it would be folly to allow the campaign in Italy to drag on,
M,A,A,P, H,Q, and to face the supreme operations of Overlord and Anvil with

It was agreed that an
amphibious landing of not less than two assault divisions
behind the enemy’3 right flank, and subsequent seizure of the
high groxand - Colli Laziali - in the Alban Hills system was
essential for a quick decision,

for Rome and destroy a substantial part of the enemy forces.

tlje task in Italy half finished.
M,A,A,F, Rear

Secret Cypher
.Message NoJ\.,297

It should decide the battle

Detailed planning was undertaken by the Commanding
Generals of 13th Army Group, and of M.A,T,A,P, It soon became
apparent to A,P,H,Q, that the wisdom of launching the operation
was doubtful, unless an assurance that sufficient landing
craft were available could be secured. This was obtained on '
8 January, 1944 and modifications to other operational plans
made, D Day was named as 22 January, 1944# Air plans were
embodied in a general directive issued on 30 December, I943
to the C,G,XII A,S,C,, A.0,C. T,B,P,, and A,0,0, D,A,F,
The. short period available for the detailed planning -
three days - is again to be noted;
was

twenty-
the accomplishment of it

no mean achievement on the part of the Air planners

TAP/60/Am
30 Dec,, 1943#

,

Role of Tactical Air Force in the Air Plan'

ibid
In the General Directive mentioned above, the role of

F,A,F, as a whole was given as'follows. In the period up to
D minus 1 Day it v^as, firstly,, to continue its support- of
Fifth and Eighth Armies; secondly, to assist Strategic Air -•
Force in neutralising and destroying the enemy air forces
located in Central Italy; and thirdly, to impose the maximum
interference on the movement of enemy forces and supply in
Central Italy and towards the assault. In the period of D

-  minus 1 Day, it was the same, with the additional task of •
providing protection to the Shingle convoys,
period it v/as fourfold, covering protection by day and night
for shipping at the assault beaches

In the assaul

or in convoy, prevention

t

of enemy movement towards the assa"ult area from the north,
imposition of maximum interference on enemy forces and
provision of direct support for the assault forces.

.Role o.f .Tactical Force in the Air Plan

For the interdiction of enemy movement a detailed
directive was issued on 4 January, 1944 to Tactical Bomber’
Force,- In it', the primary mission of T,B,F, was given as to
interdict rail communications in West and Central Italy, south
of 44 degrees north; latitude to the Rome area.

TAP/60/AIR No,4
4 Jan,, 1944#

/Operations

(1) Operation Shingle
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Operations of the 42nd Bomber Y/ing from Sardinia v;ere scheduled

by directives from T.B.P. to cover the period up to D Day.
Target selection was to he in the following order of priority.
The Florence - Orte line, the Arezzo Ofte line, the Pisa-
Leghorn-Rome line, then certain alternative and hy-pass lines;
and lastly, to assist in the maintenance of the Cover Plan,
- the Southern Coast of Prance from Nice on to Genoa - La

Spezia - Pisa, Mitchells were to he used initially to support
the Armies,

Role of Strategic Air Force in the Air Plan

The Supreme Commander 'expressed a desire to declare a

* Tactical Emergency*, thus invoking a cla'use in the Combined
Chief of Staff Directive of 5 December, 1943 aiming at the

availability of Strategic Air Force for attacks on Shingle- •
targets in support of the Groimd. Forces, He refrained,
however, from taking this action, on the assurances of Air
Marshal Tedder and General Eaker that all units of M.A.A,P,^
would be made available if the situation required.

r\

A notable change of emphasis in the bombing plan was*
The

TAF/60/AIR
3 and 15 Jan.,
im.
MAAP/ACP/S.63
Air

evident in the directives issued on 3 and 15 January,
former was Air Marshal Tedder's last before relinquishing 

‘

command. In it waw a statement that detailed investigations ,
had shown that disruption of rail communications could best

be achieved by attacks on marshalling yards and major wagon
repair shops by day bombers. The bombing policy for night
bombers included attacks on important and congested marshal-

Bombing Plan for ling yards. In the Bombing Plan for Operation Shingle of
Operation '15 January, 1944, marshalling yards were not included in the
Shingle M.A.T,A,F, list of targets, but the tasks of. the bombers of Strategic

15 Jan., 192*4. Air Force as well as Tactical Boinber Force in the three phases
planned, included the wide-scale attacking and disrupting of
railway lines, ‘ The cliange v/as symptomatic of the growth
within M,A,C. and M.A.A*P

divided schools of thought, known to history as the upholders
■of the Zuckerman and'Interdiction Theories,
the two' theories and the ultimate compromise in the Italian
theatre v/ill be dealt with in.a later cliapter.

over a long period, of two sharply• 9

The clash of

^

Air Force and Ground Intentions

Operations in The general intentions of the Air Forces were to force
Support of the enemy to fight and to destroy as. much of his air force
Shingle M.A.A,F. in the’, air and on the ground as possible, to attack enemy
A.ILB./II,J. 1^49. communications in such a'manner as to impose maxim'um disrup

tion to enferay supply lines to the battle area and to support
the ground- and naval operations by every means possible from
the air.

Ground intentions were, generally speaking, to out the
enemy* s communications to the main front, forcing him to v/i'tti-
draw from his prepared line of defence; to bring our forces
to bear \mder more favoiirable conditions, chosen by ourselves'
rather than the enemy, and to destroy as much of the enemy
forces in the chosen area as possible*

Choice of Terrain

15th Army Group As far back as 8 November, 1943> 15th Army Group had^
Instruction No, 1 discussed an amphibious operation directed on the Alban hills,
8N0V,, 1943, The geographical reasons for the choice of this objective ^
British Forces at were straightforward. Rising ji^st south of Romo, this

large massif dominated iDoth the two routes from Rome to the
'S.ectr 0.- Med; enemy's line on the Garigliand, Highway 6 (the Via Gasilina)
A,H.B,/II, J, 11/ *and Highway 7 (the Via Appia), The latter could be cut
38/5, ■with ease by landing almost anywhere on the v/est coast of

/that

itia.

(
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O- that region, but the Alban Hills mark the first point where

the inland route, (No,6), is not protected by the almost
trackless Aurunci mountains. If v/e could seize them

(Highways 6 and 7)> the enemy* s communications v/ould be cut
and Rome almost v/ithin our graspj a strong frontal assault

on Fifth Arrayss front would, it was hoped, compel a whole*-
sale withdrawal. It was soon decided that the site of

the landing should be Anzio, It gave immediate access
into relatively open terrain, though broken by water
obstacles, over which good roads led directly to the Alban
Hills only 20 miles away. The beaches were poor, but they
were the best available south of the Tiber, There were

three possible landing sites, one east and one west of
.  Anzio and one in the port itself. The beach to the vyesrfc

was particularly shallow and had, in fact, to be abandoned
eifter the initial assault. The weather was likely to be

bad for beach working; forecasts promised an average of

only two good days out of seven. Conditions would be
much improved if the port of Anzio could be captured
undemolished. As for opposition to the landing, it was

not expected, unless enemy intelligence had foreknowledge
of the plan, that he would have any large forces in the
area. The coastal defence system, now unoccupied,
appeared complex, but played no actual role in the resis
tance to the landing.

The Fifth Army Plan of Operations linked with Shingle

Fifth Army was to make the strongest possible thrust
towards Oassino and Frosinone shortly before the assault
landing, so as to draw in enemy reserves which might be

tiirned against the landing forces; then, to create a

breach in his front, through v/hich every opportunity would
be taken to link up rapidly with the sea-borne operation.
For this X Corps was reinforced by the 5th British Infantry
Division; later the New Zealand Div. was. vdthdrawn frcm

Eighth Army and moved to the Naples area by 26 January,
for Shingle,
Fifth Army sector was realised as likely to be the most
profitable strategy. Successive attacks by the three Corps
were planned; by the French Expeditionary Corps on 12
January against the high ground north of Cassino; by II
Corps on 15 January to capture Monte P^rchia and Monte
Troochio and reach the Rapido Rover, and by X Corps on 17
January, to cross the lower Garigliano in the Minturno area
and attack northnvards up the Ausente River valley towards

San Giorgio A Liri. Finally II Corps v/as, on 20 Januarjj,
to force the Rapido near Sant*Angelo and, supported by

Concentration of the maximum forces in

15th Army Group
Operations
Instructions Nos

52 - 54.

armour, exploit rapidly v/estwards and north-westv/ards.
Two days later VI Corps, (a mixed force of U.S. and British
units) was . to land at Anzio, in the strength of tv7o
divisions.

Fifth Army Plan for the Anzio Bandings

The Fifth Army plan for Operation Shingle was for VI
Corps to seize and secure a bridgehead in the vicinity of
Anzio and then to advance to the Alban Hills, The beach
head was to be seized by three co-ordinated assaults.
On the right the 5rd United States Division was to land
three regiments to assault over *X-Ray* beaches about 4^
miles east of Anzio. The Ranger force of three battalions
and the 504th Parachute Infantry were to land east of

Anzio harbour, with the task of clearing the harbour area

and silencing local enemy defences.
/o

5th Army Field
Order No.5(i)
12 Jan. 1944.

n
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On »Peter I beaches, 6 miles northwest of Anzio,  a brigade group
of 1st British Infantry Division was to assault; the 2nd
Special Service Brigade was to land with it and strike east to
establish a road block on the main road above Anzio,
entire assaulting force was to. link up to consolidate a beach
head seven miles deepj centering on the port of Anzio,

PRE - /lSSAULT OEBRATKHS

The

Ground Operation®

Ibid, and On the Adriatic, Bighth Army was still trying to break
M.A.T.A.P, through the enemy's defensive system, but with less and less
Intellige^o success as the weather worsened and the enemy's strength
Appreciation increased. On 5 and 6 December the Indians and Caaiadians
No.3,TAP/317/V ^<3 crossed the Moro River, across which they had driven the
MT. (undated) 1st Parachute Division after a bitter struggle. All attacks
British Forces on Obsogna. failed. For another five months no advance was
.§.i....4^2.ip made east of the Apennines, , The Germans profited by the
Br.Hist, Sect/ interval to relieve their troops and strengthwdefence lines-.
G,M, A^/lI J, further north.
13/58/3.

On the Fifth Army front, II Corps and the French Corps,
between 3 and 15 January, drove the Germans back through their
deep winter positions on to the Gustav Line. San Vittore,
and Monte Porohia v/ere captured on 6 January and Monte Trocchio,
the last hill before the Garigliano, was abandoned by the
enemy on 15 January, ' The Germans were alarmed by an advance
by the 2nd Moroccan and 3^8 Algerian Divisions of 10 miles
through Monte Santa Croce, across the upper Rapido, to Monte ■
Pile, On 20 January, Headquarters 15th Array Group opened in
the Royal Palace at Caserta.

The Cover Plan

The air operations connected with the projected Anzio
assault opened on 2 January, 1944. As cover plan,  a belief
was fostered in the enemy's mind that an Allied landing was
imminent north of Rome, with Civitavecchia as the most likely
assault point. Other feints were devised, including a
gathering of troops and landing craft in Sardinia and Corsica,
Air attacks were made to draw attention to northern Italy,
while fighter-bombers scoured the Civitavecchia area. On
2 Janmry, seventy-three U.S. Mitchells made four attacks on
railv7ays along the Frehch-Italian Riviera and marshalling
yards at Anna Rive, The next day fifty Portresses bombed
Turin railways and others its indiastrial targets.

The Three Phases of the Air Plan

Ibid. The Allied bombing programme was divided into three
phases, not to be confused v/ith the three phases of T.A.P.
operations outlined above. The preparatory phase, extending
from 1 to 14 January, inclusive, would see the disruption of
rail communications in c entral Italy, as well as the cover
operations mentioned in the last paragraph. The second
phase, from 15 to 21 January inclusive, woiild be characterised
by an all-out effort to isolate the battle area by increased
attacks on railv/ays and roads north of Rome and those leading
to Anzio from the Fifth and Eighth Army fronts, and an intensi
fication of counter air force operations. The third phase,
extending from D Day onv/ards, would continue the isolation
of the battle area by means of air bombardment and provide
maximum close support foi^ the groimd forces. As regards the
attacks on railways. Tactical Bomber Force would concentrate
on nearer targets in central Italy and Strategic Air Force on
those in the North.

\

/Air
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Air Operations in the First Phase of Shingle

Ibid, After the heavy bomber cover operations, Strategic Air
Force continued the attacks on strategic targets from to

13 January, ¥he contemporary political situation called
for diversions of strength to Balkan objectives such as
Sofia, Pola and the Piraeus, The Fighter Aircraft Factory
at Reggio Emilia, producing thirty Italian fighters a month,
as well as other items used by the Luftwaffe, was so
seriously damaged that a substantial reduction in production
for half a year, was probably inevitable. Tactical Bomber
Force attacked railroad communications in Central Italy at

many points, to disrupt the flow of supplies to the tv/o
fronts, on all days except one.

Attacks on Airfields in the First Phase

Wo.7 A.A.S.C.

Ti7ar_Diar2;_
m.a.t.aTf. orb.

The German reconnaissance Ju. 88s and Me, 410s vrere at

this time based at Perugia. An attack on this airfield by
forty-eight Mitchells, accounting for four aircraft, opened
an extended blitz on the enemy air forces. Again, on the

night 8/9 January Wellingtons attacked Viterbo, v/here fifty-
two fighters were harbouring, and left many fires among
aircraft and buildings. Pour nights later, Perugia was
again visited, this time by a fev/ Wellingtons. Liberators,
following up the next day, had the same trouble as the
previous missions in finding the target in the poor visibility
conditions.

Operation
Shingle
m.a.t.a.f.

Activity soared on 13 January over the fighter and.
fighter-bomber bases in the Rome area, from whence an

increased activity over the battle area had been noticed;
over the preceding three days, Guidonia v/as bombed by
sixty-eight Mitchells and thirty-seven Portresses, Ciampino
by thirty-six Marauders and sixty-one Portresses, Perugia
by^ forty Liberators, Where mediums and heavies co-operated,
the heavies dropped demolition bombs to hole the runvirays
and surfaces, thus preventing aircraft from taking off, or
if they v/ere airborne, damaging them in landing; an hour

later, the mediums attacked v/ith fragmentation clusters to

destroy and daiaage aircraft in the dispersal areas.
Photographs showed eight aircraft destroyed on the ground at
Guidonia, nine at Gianpino, and four at Centocelle. Damage
was done to other aircraft and airfield installations.

The sum total of these attacks was restrictive but the

damage to aircraft on the ground less than hoped for.
The all-out attack on 13 January goaded the enemy fighters;
to opposition; of fifty/sixty fighters encountered, seven
were destroyed, for the loss of te’o Mitchells, two Lightnings
and one Thunderbolt.

Attacks on Airfields in the Second Pliase

Ibid. This programme extended up to the eve of the lardings.
The northern bases for long range bombers at Osoppo and

Villaorba were attacked, as a precaution, on I6 Jamiary by
heavy Strategic bombers and the latter base the sai.ae night
by Wellingtons. There were few bombers in the area at

this time, but the damage inflicted must have hindered the

Ju.88 groups when they returned to bomb shipping off Anzio.
Villaorba had already been raided on 10 Jamoary and nine

Me.109s hit beyond hope of repair. Eighteen other air
craft v/ere badly damaged. What airfields T/ere still service--
able in the Rome area ?/ere bombed on 19 and 20 January.

/Portresses
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Fortresses, escorted by Lightnings, and Thunderbolts as top
cover for some nissions, carried out one hundred and ninety-
one effective sorties against Giampino, one hundred and three
against Oentocelle, and fifty-six against Guidonia, formerly
the Italian experimental air base,
greatly to the Allied advantage,
pull out his tactical squadrons from all the Rome area fields,
only using & few fields over the following critical period
as emergency landing grounds,
Luftwaffe was to the Hieti and Viterbo fields,
logical move was forestalled and hampered by attacks on 19
January by one hundred and sixty-three Marauders and Mitchells.

Blinding the Luftv/affe Reconnaissance Organisation

The net result was

■The enemy was forced to

The next stage back for the
This

Ibid. It v/as becoming more and more important and at the same
time difficult, to conceal the assembly of men and materials
massing for the attack,
surprise, nothing so effective was accomplished by any of
the armed forces

To aid the retention of tactical

as the strike of 19 on the enemy
long-range reconnaissance base at Perugia. 'Fifty-nine
U.S. Liberators set out in -t^vo slmost equally-sized nissions.
One of them failed to locate the target, so the twenty-
seven aircraft turned across Italy to bomb lesi airfield near
Ancona. Tvrenty-eight of the remaining aircraft found Perugia
and bombed it so successfully that for four days the Luftv/affe
was unable to resume, long range reconnaissance,
thus deprived of vital visual evidence,
night not have guaranteed the preservation of the element of
surprise to the Allies. Very fortunately for them,other
factors, v/hich will be detailed later, were ruling at the
time, and this success added to them, gave us the immunity
which could not otherwise have been claimed.

They were
In itself this

Attacks on Bomber Bases in the South of Prance

The long-range bombers had made several attacks in
Ja.nuary from the bases of Salon and Istres, More were
expected as soon as the invasion convoys were sighted or
shipping assembled. As. a precautionary measure, on 21
January thirty-tv/o Portresses bombed Istres and thirty-six
bombed Salon. Both bases were revisited on 27 January,
the former by tv/enty-nine Portresses and the latter by sixty-
seven Portresses: great damage v/as done to hangars, control
buildings, v/orkshops, the'airfields and parked aircraft.
Montpellier, too, was successfully attacked by sixty-eight
Portresses. The full significance of these attacks will
be more apparent when the Luftwaffe bomber Order of Battle
is dealt vdth, a few pages on.

/other
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Other Air Operations in the Second Phased

Ibid. While the neutralisation of airfields proceeded, a
bombing campaign of great 'intensity .was executed by both

, heavy and medium bombers against railway lines,
rightly estimated that because of the fact that by only
four main routes could the enemy transport supplies to the
front, the rail system was very vulnerable,:but the Allies;
were over-sanguine as to their ability to cripple decisively
the enemy's, supply system and block the minimum of stores
necessary, to,maintain a static front.

The,bombing accuracy achieved by the Marauders, (now
,  equipped with Norden bombsights) in the initial phases of
the communication-cutting operations north of Rome,' indicate ■

that these groups vrere capable of destroying bridges, provided
, a reasonably strong effort were made,

by using Marauders against rail bridges, while Mitchells,
equipped with the less precise British M IXE bombsight, were

The success

of these operations was such that by 19 January (D minus 3)
all communications from Northern Italy to the Rome area, were
cut...

It was

This was exploited

used against choke points and marshalling yards.

. :.u.

Pre-Assault Air Operations in the. Western Battle Area.

The progress,: of. Fifth Army up to the eve of the assault
was .due, in no small measure, to.,the Twelfth A^B.C. • s close,-
supppr,t rand air protection,, .although there were occasions

;  ; ) ,such.-as the crossing ,of .ithe G-arrglianp, when .badv/eather-
'di.sapppinted both .Army .and-Air Poreesi: :The U.S. Invader
nnd.W.S.-Warhawk effprt was.noteworthy, over one thpnsand

I , r.r'.and,;nine hundred, sorties respeptively being flovm in the

',first fortnight. Equally important:,-in their sphere were the
,;fo.urteen hundred sorties by Rwl.P. and U.S. .Spitfires patrol
ling the battle ,are.a, ..carrying; out offensive,sweeps of the

. Rome, area,and escorting bombers. Most of the Warhawk effort

:  v/as .directed pn,battlefield targets;. t!r?-e. Invaders dealt with
;  communication in the enemy's, immediate rear..

»

: ;r ••

;i ■ .i :

No.,.7,;A,.A.S.G. :
War Diary.

Before.: the French attack on--12 January the accent of the

air effort was in the central sector. There, as a prelude
to the capture pf-Cervarp, .yirest of- Cassino, this town was

bombed alr.iost daily. Vfith the help of U.S. Bostons, the
.  : French maintaine.d continuous pressure- on Cassino,. now only .

•. . . V-f our miles,i .away from the nearest Allied troops, ... Switching
.  to the right ..flank. of the French, the U.S;. V/arhavyics and

- . ^ Bos tons bombed the enemy's positions north-east of Cassihoj.
, j , , i in the central n.ector, the enemy.was slowly bombed off '

. , .. .iMonte Tropchio.,, . Communications;vrere the care of U.S. War-
havfks, U.S. ;invaders, ;U.S.. Mitchells and U.S. Marauders.
They bombed the Cassino, and Cervaro road.,junctions, the rail
iyard's..at ;*i.quinp and Qeccano, burst the dam: at Isoletta, hit
Ponteepryo bridge, ...rails jand. roads at Fomia.^ and Fondi, a

.' -'i: tunnel entrance at -Terracina,: biji.dges, roads' and railways
,t ;l 'i-north-west; of Gassino and .Froainone,

i /Further■j;: •  -

,  ''Gpnparisonlbf ,,E .in Phases One and .Two
. ,In t^e cpiurse of. ,Phas'd One, ,,pf . operations connected with

the 4r.zio. project,: the Mediterranean fillied. Air Forces flew
a .;totai, ,of 12,974, iS0,rties, df'ppping b f' fll tops of bombs and

:  destroying ninety-one enemy aircraft, ..for. the loss of tv/enty-
s.evpn Allied bobbers and fifty^five .fighters.: In Phase Two,
the sortie total over the seve'n-day period as compared v/ith
the.previous period of fourteen days, was 9876. 646I tons
of bombs were dropped and fifty-one enemy aircraft believed,
destroyed for the loss of thirty-one bombers and twenty-nine

G. 26G70«/DElyV5* fighters.
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Further back, Vfarhawks bombed several points on the supply
routes from Rome to the western battle area, and Invaders
went to Givitavecohia, thus helping both the larger effort
and the cover plan and creating blocks at key points.

The German Air Force conserving its Strength,

The enemy fighter effort during phases One and Two
showed no deviation from its even, inconspicuous course and
although it must have been apparent from the pattern of
Allied bombing that there v/as going to be little respite in

the approaching period, fighters came reluctantly to combat.
Their fair-weather daily effort hovered round the figures
of one hundred/one hundred and tvrenty fighter sorties in all,
v/ith fifty/sixty sighted in the Rome area,
bomber Ju. 88s left Northern Italy for a temporary sojourn in
the South of France, only to return, greatly reinforced,
towards the end of the month,
the Rome area.

The long-range

Fighters trickled south to

6 & 1 of

the Get^n Air
Force

Air Ministry.

German Air Attacks on Allied Targets, 1-21 January, ISkk-

Owing as much to internal moves as to lack of enterprise,
few long-range bomber raids vrere carried out by the Luftwaffe
in January before they reacted to the ilnzio landings. On

the night 8/9 January, sixteen enemy aircraft made two \msuc-
cessful attacks on a convoy off ilppollonia. Seven
Hurricanes were airborne, but made no contact, although
ship's gunners accounted for one bomber. An eastbound
convoy-.v/hich had been shadowed by submarines for two previous
nights. Was attacked off Oran on the night,10/11 January by
twenty Ju. 88s and He. Ills, whose torpedoes sank one merchant
vessel and damaged another, which reached port in safety.
Escorting fighters intercepted the bombers and Beaufighters
claimed four Ju. 88s destroyed. U.S. Beaufighters claimed
one Ju.88 damaged. Ship's gunners claimed two He.Ills
destroyed. The Germans admitted the loss of six aircraft.

Air Ministry
Weekly
Intelligence
Suimmary,
C.A.F. O.R.B.

THE OPPOSING MR FORCES

Enemy Fighter and Bomber Forces.

On 22 January, enemy fighter strength in Italy was
estimated at two hundred Me.109s and twenty five to thirty
F.N.190S. Rather more than one-third of the Me.109s and

Rise & Fall of

the Gennan Air

Force. Air
■

A.O.A.S.(I).
all the F.VAI9OS vrere based in the Rome area, providing
slender close support to the ground forces,
the January daily effort of eighty to one hundred sortiea
per day, apart from routine flights, has already been noted.
The remainder of the enemy fighter forces, some one hundred

and twenty Me. 109s were based in northern Italy for the
defence of industrial and communication targets north of

the ApenMnes, and to intercept Allied bomber formations on

the way to Central Europe,
in the theatre,

comprising some one hundred ""and eighty Ju. 88s, had been
\Tithdrawn to Germany from the Mediterranean during December

in preparation for reprisal raids on England. . On 22

January, the only striking force available to the Germans
to meet a landing was the two ,Gruppen (fifty Ju. 88s) in
Greece and Crete and two G£u^en of torpedo bombers
(about sixty Ju,88s and He.Ills) in the South of France,

Up to D Day,

There were no night fighters
Six Gruppen of long range bombers,

/Enemy
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Enemy Reconnaissance Forces

Ibid, and . Up to the time of the Perugia raid on 19 January (the
Kriegstagehuch successful issue of which has been noted), the German routine
(ijar Diary) of v/as to fly two or tlaree sorties daily and nightly from that '
Deiit.si?jl?-§_MSEli4,Q base up and dovm the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic coasts,

achieve this, a standing for^e of twenty Ju.88s and Me,410s
was maintained,

area was made by Me,109s, (some coming from Croatia) and
during the v/eek preceding the landing these aircraft also
carried out reconnaissance off the vfest coast south of Rome,
The last German air reconnaissance of Naples was on 11
December, 1943.
on both Naples and Salerno,
convoys was unobserved, '

Allied landing craft off Anzio were
on 22 January,
landing time end it fell to a Tec/R Messerschmitt 109 to
make the observation.

To
Italien

(at ¥.I.D,(1,5)
Admiralty)

Tactical reconnaissance over the battle

Their intelligence T/as in serious arrears
The progress of the Allied

Thanks to the raid on Perugia, the
not sighted until 0815

This was some 6 hours after the initial

Allied A-ir Strength at the Time of the Anzio Assault

The total strength of Allied aircraft of all types
brought into play in the Anzio operation was two thousand
five hundred and sixty-seven in Phase 1, two thousand six
hundred and ninety-one in phase 2 and two thousand nine hundred
and three in Phase 3.

of types included at this time,
aircrai’t airborne and the total effective sorties flown in

Phase 3 are given at Appendix 15,
22 January to 15 February, 1944.

Locations of the Allied Air Forces

It is as Y/ell to consider the variety
This, as well as the total

Phase. 3 extended from

Order of Battle

M.A.A.F.
By nov7 the Allied Air Forces were deployed to great

advantage for the struggle for the road to Rome,
totals given above, nearly 55 per ̂ ^ent was located at the
Bari, Foggia and Termoli bases and the remainder at Naples
and on Corsica and Sardinia,

Of the

U.S, Liberator Groups, defensive
fighters and Coastal aircraft v/ere in the Bari area.

Portresses, R.A.P. Yfellingtons, a U.S. Mitchell force, R.A.P,
'ard S.A.A.P, light bombers, S.L.F, fighters and the Photo
graphic Reconnaissance Spitfire and Mosquito Squadron were'

In the Termoli area the depleted D..A,P,

U.S,

all at Foggia,
Kittyhawk, U.S. Warhswdc and Spitfire squadrons stood by for
the support of Eighth Army,
hundred and fifty bomber, fighter, coastal and reconnaissance
aircraft were concentrated, in particular a large U.S.
Mitchell force, in addition to Twelfth Air Support Command's
increased fighter, fighter-bomber and reconnaissance strength
and the C.A.P. defensive squadrons,
bomber force was based on Sardinia, in' company with strong
U.S. Lightning, Beaufighter and Mosquito contingents.
Corsica there y/as a sizeable U.S. Mitchell detachment and a

fairly strong and balanced fighter force, operating from air
fields dotted along the east coast,
M.A., C.Aa.,F. controlled a force of defensive fighters and

coastal aircrai’t along the North African seaboard, on Sicily
and on Malta to cover Central Mediterranean commitments.

Co-operation with the Navy was ensured by A.H, Q.  , Air
Defences Eastern Mediterranean and H.Q,
merged to form A.H.Q. Eastern Mediterran

In the Naples area nearly eight

The U.S. Marauder

In

In the rear areas

No,201 Group, later
ean,(1)

/Responsibilities

(1) The Order of Battle of Tactical Ai.ir Force at the time
of Anzio is given at Appendix 14.
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Responsibilities for Protection and Close Support

Tj’'J’/60/AIR-
30 Dec,1943 and

Jau,19i!+4.

Op. Instructions
and' Directives.

Fighter cover from the departure port of Naples as far
as Ponza Island over the assault convo3'‘S w&s the task of
Coastal A'ir Forces; from thence to the beachhead and there

over, of Twelfth Air Support Comme.nd fighters, fitted v/ith
long-range tanks.
At 20,000 to 25,000 feet over beachheads and convoys were

to be four Spitfire patrols; at 16,000 to 18,000 twelve
Spitfires (eight over the beachhead and four over the
convoy area); and at 8,.000 feet sixteen Aunerican Vfarhawks

(eight over the beaciihead and eight over the convoy).
To extend the hours of patrol to coyer dusk and davra periods,
sufficient Spitfire pilots had been trained to take off
and land in darkness,

enemy aircraft to air patrols, v/ho intercepted visually,
since their patrol areas were small and visibility normally
good,

developed at Salerno, bearing three rows of four letters
each, to enable them to indicate oj?ea locations speedily.
This would serve until, as at Salerno, itv\7as believed
broken by German control,
used as 'triple threat' men,
beachhead area for patrol, bombing both on the way to, and
from their patrol, thus carrying out three functions,

This cover was to be in three layers.

A control ship gave warning of

Pilots and controllers used a simple Code Cai-d

The Warhav^k pilots vrere to be
They were to proceed to the

T^r'/elfth A.S.C. provided air support to the Fifth Army
landing on a direct and simple system, k±r Support
Command received, requests for attack of ground objectives
through No,7 L.k.S.G, from one source only, namely the
Commanding General of Fifth ilrmy, who had with him an Air
Liaison Officer in an advisory capacity, .Command Post
of Twelfth-A. S.C, and that of Fifth A.rmy were adjacent.
The Krmy collected its ovm target information, determined
priorit^r for attack and passed requests for attack to Air
Support Comme.nd. The C.G. of Thvelfth A... S. C. evaluated

these requests and decided which to cerry out. ' An air

support communication squadron was turned over to the- -  ■

A.rmy, to aid in the collection of target information to

facilitate this target designation system. A. nightly
conference- wras held at which Fifth Airmy and Twelfth A.ir
Support Comma.nd personnel discussed the coming days opera
tions and drew up programmes and priorities. A. directive
to Wings and Groups concerned follov/ed, passed on by
M.O.R.U. , anjr alterations being passed bj^ telephone.
This conference set aside a force for 'call targets', to
function in response to a telephone call, if attack at
minimum notice were called for. If the C.G, of M.A.T.A.F,

could not cover the sum of Army requests he could call on

the C.G, of M.A.,Ai.F. to supplement the support v/ith strategic
aircraft. Aircraft in the air \7ere controlled by 64th

Fighter Wing\^) in Naples, a Control Ship off the assault
beach, and ultimately by a Control Squadron established on
the beachhead,

H,Q, Ship v/as an intelligent application of the lesson
learnt at Salerno and a success.

The use of a Control Ship separate from

Night fighter protection over the, assault area was

provided by Coastal and Tactical Air Force Beaufighters,
directly controlled by Coasttil and Twelfth A,S,C, Fighter
Y/ings, It VTas reckoned that enemy bomber attacks vfould
fall mostly at dusk and dawn; accordingly four pairs of
night fighters vrere to operate shortly before daylight
and in the early evening, ' During the night hours two

pairs patrolled, one under radar control, the other free
lancing /The G,C,I.,

(1) All records of 64th Fighter Wing were sent to
Washington, apparently without being microfilmed.

/
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The G, C, I. , as at Salerno and Sicily, v/as first mounted in

aL.S.T., later ashore,
provided "by R.A.E. Spitfires, and for the Army hy U.S,
Mustangs.
Austers continued their valuable function over Fifth Arny.

Many reports up to this date had testified to the success
already achieved in bringing down artillery fire on the

enemy's positions, out of all proportion to their insigni
ficant dimensions.

Gunfire spotting for the Navy wa

No.654 Squadron flying Air Observation Post

s

THE ASSAULT

The Unopposed Landings

The assault convoy sailed from the Naples ports on the

afternoon of 21 January and with a calm sea and good visi

bility proceeded, covered by one hundred and thirty-five
fighters, towards Anzio,
surfac'e craft or submarines, and unobserved, the convoy
reached assembly stations off the beaches,

raising the alarm, no preliminary naval bombardment of the
beaches was arranged, although at Civitavecchia a diversion
ary bombardment was proceeding,
and eighty-five rockets at 0149 hours provoked no reaction.
Zero hour was 0200 hours,

Staffordshire were ashore, followed by the 6th Gordons,
Others followed and British Brigade H,Q, v/as established
ashore by 0530 hrs,
against slight opposition to gain their initial objectives,
A bridgehead was established, and its perimeter closed on

the first day.

Without interference from enemy

To avoid

A salvo of seven hmdred

At 0225 hours the 2nd North

Throughout the day our units advanced

Rise and FalL

of the German

Air ForGe"'(A,M .J
British Forces

At Anzio

Annexe III to

Appendix 0-1
British Hist,

Sect, Central
Mediterranean

Medium Bomber

Operations,
1 Jan - 28 Aug.
I944.H.Q, Tv/elfth
Air Force A.H.B,

IIJll/12, .

Complete tactical surprise had been achieved,
main German forces were at the moment launching fierce
counter-attacks against X Corps,
were "unmanned.

25 miles on either side of it was a battalion of the 29th

Panzer Grenadi^^ v/hich had been severely mauled
in recen-t fighting and v/as resting.

The

The enemy shore defences
The only German "unit in the area and for

Tacticrl Surprise

The reasons for the complete local tactical surprise
sho"w a complex of events and a degree of German unawaneness
vyhich could hardly ha,ve been more favourable from the Allied

vievypoint. On 12 January Kesselring warned the Chief of

General Staff of Luftflotte 2 that fresh enemy landings

must be expected befoi-e long in the Italiah theatre,
possibly in the Rome, Leghorn, Genoa, Rimini-Venice or

Istrian areas; the attack might take the form of  a feint

at Rome while the main forces landed at Leghorn, He
ordered elaborate defence meas"ures, including concentrations
of forces, machinery to ensure maximum flexibility in

deploymen-t, anti-aircraft cover, transport and fuel read
iness and precautions on airfields against possible air

borne landings in the rear areas. The deadline for
reports on progress made vyas 30 January, The code word

for signs of an imminent landing vyas Himmelfahrt, followed

by a regional code word., Three days later, vyhile the

general possibility of some such minor operation was
admitted the view was held that no major landing vyas
likely for some time - it was out of the question for any
thing up to four to six months to come. On 18 January,
when 5th Br. Inf, Div, launched an attack on the Gustav

Line, Kesselring believed that to be the principal
operation in the contemporary phase. During the four days

before Shingle, he only made one fleeting remark on the
possibility of such an event. Shingle come as a complete
surprise to him. /ThereSE

Captured German
Dooument,

A,H.B,6, Trans
lation Vll/82‘

Von Pohl Report
No. A, 592

C_,S.r),I.G. (A^
cMf German Navai
War Diary
Xat.,N,I,,D, (i,„5)„)
10th Army War
Diary Report No,
20 Army H,Q,
Ottawa. (xi.H.B, 6)
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There was no evidence forthcoming to warn the Germans,
.  no. agents' reports on Allied intentions gf any value, a fact
complimentaiy to the loyalty of the Italians in oxir area.
The luck was against the Luftwaffe. The Gernuun air recon

naissance had been crippled at Perugia oiid fog had intervened
to prevent last minute reconnaissance of repaired aircraft.
Naval patrolling, too, Y/as ineffective. Their radar' v/arning
system broke down on the night 21/22 Janu^ary, The Allies
for their part did nothing to announce their approach, keeping
strict radio silence d'uring the periods of port assembly and
convoy. The Anzio landings interrupted the reorganisation
of the Tenth and Ppurteenth,,Ai^es, created a new tlrreat to
the weakened Cassino front and enforced immediaite redisposi
tions.

Captured German

Document/Ops
Kesselring Y/as not alone in misconstrueing the signi

ficance of the attack on 18 January, On 20 January an
Div, Luftflotte 2 order signed by Hitler was circularised for attention of all

troops. The position was to be held, A defensive victory
at that point might have extensive political effects,
disorganise Allied plans for the main invasion and afford
the German troops many Y/eeks of rest,
v/ere to be timed for dawn, sundown or during bad'-v/eather,
v/hen our air operations v/ould be impossible,
the order to hold, every foot of ground as a matter of
honour.

A.H.B.6 Transln.
VIl/82,

Counter-attacks

He reiterated

Rapid Reaction by the Luftwaffe.

German air reconnaissance had degenerated over the
early winter months into routine vreather and sea patrols.
Whet they might have achieved in providing evidence of.'
Allied plans haid been denied them by the play of chance,
fighter interception and the applied science of Allied
methods; but, poor as v/as the condition of German intelli
gence and however it v/as misconstrued, it was a military
vn^ue of the Germans to react quickly to a threat
recognized.

once

The German Air Force's reaction to the n'lajor strategic
threat of Anzio vms prompt and energetic,
31 Jan'uary one hundred and thirty-five long range bombers
were rapidly moved to Italy from N.W. Gerraany, France and
Greece, including aircraft which as late as the night of
21/22 January had been operating over London. (1)
Simultaneously the anti-shipping force in Southern Fhance
was reinforced by fifty to sixty Do.217s and He.lJJs,
ting Yvith Hs.293 glider bombs.

Between 22 and

opera-

These operated against
assault shipping, using advanced landing grounds in Italy,

had already taken over operations from the

On the other hand,
there was no immediate’ strengthening of close support forces.
In late January there was a'move of some fifty single-
engined fighters from Northern to Central Italy, but there
was no reinforcement from outside Italy until the end of
February, when forty single-engined fighters were transferred
from the Western Front for the support of the third German
counter-attack,

/Pight

.  South of Prance from Flieger Korps II,

.er-bomb.er
(l) Be'tv/een 22 and 31 Jan, 1944, the f'ollowing elements cf

eight Long Range Bomber units were transferred to Italy;-

45 aircraftI., Ill Lehr_I.  From Greece

W. Front .il. III K.gJo
::rK;G.2s;.

40
15

S» Prance

Refitting
IX.K.G,.1Q0. 5  .

15.  I.K,G,,.30...
II K.G,7^ ,..._.15.,

135

Duriiig.the follomng week
another Gruppe ret'urned to N,Italy _J,5

150 aircraft.
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Fiffhter-bonber strcnffth never exceeded forty opera
tional aircraft at this period, v/hatever local Allied -units
may have reported, and the failure to reinforce the fighter-
bomber force beyond this figure T/as one of the most striking
features of the German a.ttempts to liquidate the iinzio
bridgehead,

strength by 1 March, 1944f was substantial, amounting to
nearly 35 per cent since the landing on 22 January,
At its pealc, Luft-v-^/affe strength in the Mediterranean rose
to some seven hundred and fifty aircraft, of -which five
h-undrod y/ere in the Central Mediterranean ,and approximately
four hundred and fifty/seventy-five available for
operations in the Anzio area.

nevertheless, the overall increase in

Lufty/affe Operations against the Bridgehead

Ihin arid

’.iiis.e and....Eall
of the„.German

In the first phase of air cjperations against the Anzio
bridgehead, bci^ore the Germans had recovered from their
local surprise, and before ground troops had moved .against
the bridgehead, the main reaction v/as by long-range
bombers, to -vyhora v/as assigned the task of hindering the
Allied build-up by attacks on shipping. The v/eight of
this task fell on the torpedo and glider-bombers, y/ho
carried out more than twenty.attacks on shipping off Anzio,
.opening with a total effort of one hundred and forty-five
■sorties on the nights 23/24 and 24/25 January.
The effort - which included some Do,217’s from as far as
Bordeaux - remained high until the night of 26/2? January,
v/hen one hundred and five bombers attacked shipping at
Anzio; then it .gradually fell off, although they operated
in the area on every night up to and • incl-uding 29/30
January, Thereafter, bad y/eather prevented bomber
operations over Italy for a y/eek. Owing to strong
Allied fighter patrols, these bombers were unable to
operate in daylight and suffered crippling losses in
experienced crey/s and aircraft. The proportion of hits
or near misses to total sorties fell sharply and they
could not sustain the initial effort. Only part of the
forces airborne reached their targets, v/here they met
strong night fighter defences. So, -whon the German Army
dclivered its first counter-attack on 3 February, fi.uft-vvaffe
support was inadequate, Bety/eon 3 and 15 February, seven
attacks on shipping took place, but the highest total of
sorties on any one night y/as only about fifty, of v/hich
ty/enty v/ere by Do,217’s and Ile*17?’'s (y/ith glider bombs).
The Jtu88 units in Northern Italy, crippled, by a strategic

■ raid on Villaorba, proved incapable of more than small . .
harassing attacks, mainly on ground targets, y/ith forces
rarely exceeding ter/fifteen aircraft. Daylight attacks
on shipping by bombers and fighter-bombers v/ere not, in
the agg;regate, very successful. There. ,y/as an attack on
24 January against throe hospital ships,- two of v/hich v/ere
damaged and one sunk v/ithout serious casualties. Total
shipping losses attributable to enemy air action at
4nzio - Nottuno during -bhe period 23 January to 19 February
amounted to three naval vessels sunk and five damaged, and
one merchant vessel sunlc and seven damaged,

Esported Long Range Bo-mber Convoy A11ackJ

Air Force ' (a.M. )

The Germans had taken to heart some of the lessons
learnt in the October and November attacks on convoys,
usually made at high cost to themselves. The results of
this, as well as the strenuous measures taken by Coastal
Air Force, could bo measured in the study of the attack
the convoy off Oran on the evening of 1 February,

/leather

on

Ibid and
A.M.T7. 15
■No.231,
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the homhers v/ere free for
This

Y,feather yms foul over Ital5^;
a long range effort, the first for sone tiiue past,
tine the bombers were escorted by tvfin-engined Me. 110

The Coastal plan for interception furtherfighters.
North than heretofore, made about a month before, v/as
executed, Allied fighters intercepting the raiding force

Altogether, fighters
loss admitted by the

fifty miles North of the convoy,
and A,A, destroyed five aircredt, a
Germans and one which vTealcened by so much the forces
available for glider-bomb and torpedo attacks agcdns fc

Allied sea-borne build-up at Anzio.-

the

Re-Deployment of German Flak
of Interrogation
Reports - A.595 Weakness in airci-’aft in the Italian theatre led to
a.S,D.li,C,(Air) greater emphasis on the employment of flak, which played
O.M.P. an important part in army co-operation at Anzio,
(A.H,B,6, ) 2i+ January, all available flak forces, (which vfere

functional arm of the German Air Force, under coium'rd
of General der Plieger Von Pohl) amounting to eight heavy
and one light battalions were quickly assembled In the

In addition to fulfilling their normal function
as anti-aircraft weapons, they served, when required,
a powerful reinforcement to German Army artillery.
Prom the Alban Hills, Allied activity in the bridgehead
could be accurately observed, so flak guns v/ere employed
as siege artillery, (as they had been on the Russian
front at Sebastojjol) covering the y/hole of Anzio,
Field Marshal Von Richthofen, Commander of
after a survey'' of the emplojanent of flak, changed tactics
to a concentration of flak artillery on specific land
targets, 'on the lines of earlier effective and economic
operations in the Army Co-operation arm of Fli§S®22i^°VP®
VJII under his cominand in Prance, Crete and Russia.
To “supply this force, 4,000 tons tare of road transport
plied between the railheads at Florence and Bologna to
maintain a daily expenditure by flak of some twenty
thousand shells.

Von Pohl Series

By
a

area.
as

if

Enemy Ground Reactions to the Landings

Ke.sselring's first decision was to build uio hastily
a blocking force to contain the beachhead, and to

Brit. Hist, Sect, rapidly forces from other sectors. It -wa.3 soon clear
Central that he intended both tO' hold the Gnstav_Line and to seal

off the bridgehead, intentions strengthened by an order
The Italian theatre was

*British Forces

at Anzio* switch

M edit erran ean,

'GerEian Strategy* from the Puelirer, quoted above,
Brit H~is't. ~Seot, to be reinforced; they were expected to eliiuinate the

Central Anzio bridgehead, for not only was this essential from a

Mediterranean, military point of view, in order to hold Italy vri-th the
minimum forces, but also, psychologically and politically,
it would be a great gain to defeat the first seaborne
landing made by the Allies in 1944. By 30 January, 1944,

A

/there
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there were elenents of eight divisions south of Roue,- (^)
the focal point of German defence was still the Cassino
Massif.

G.G.S. Luftlotte

2 to Gen, Mahnke
iVHB.6 Transla

tion VIl/82.

Yet another Fuehrer order sounded a note of hysteria.
Six days after the landing, he warned of the i’-iainent out-
hrealc of the hattle for Roue, involving the fate of the

Tenth Array. The invasion of Europe planned for 1944; he
said, had begun with the landing at liettuno. It vfas
8.ined a.t gaining experience for future operations and at
the locking-up and attrition of German' forces at the raaxiuun

distance from England v/here the invasion troops stood at
the ready,

v/hich to conduct the v/ar against an eneuy bent on exter-
ninating the Gernan people and European culture.

Bridgehead Enlargeraents and Counter-Attacks

Inspired hatred was recoumended as the note on

British Forces Before the• bridgehead settled dovm to a stable forCij •

a great deal of thrust and counter-thrust avas to develop,'
Air operations in support of the bridgehead must be viewed

as the execution of broad plans phased in advance, -with
clearly defined targets, which were modified to meet the
violent land fighting. This land fighting n'lay be conven
iently grouped round three laajor German counter-attacks on
3; 16 8.nd 29 Febriiary. The first Geraian counter-attack
came too late to throw the Allies into the sea, British

were already v/ell established in the Carroceto - Aprilia
area and planning to attack tov/ards Albano; the Americans
were regrouping for a thrust towards Gisterna: both these

thrusts were baited. Von 'Mackensen prepared his first
counter-attack, T/ith the object of pinching off the British-
held Campoleone salient and then driving on to the area at
Aprilia round the blocks of buildings knoainh as the Factory,

at Anzic

Br,His't, Sect./
CM. /UB/II J,
11/58/5.

/These

(1)

Captured
Document

A. 0,K. 10/981/
(D.3)

24 Jan. 1944.

Report No.20
Ottaava,

(A.H.B,6.)

On 24 January the GermsLn Armies vfere re-organised as
follows:-

Tenth Array to retain its actual positions resting on
the Gulf of Gaeta; to reinforce the Senger Sairitch
positions; to withdrav/ its left wing to the Foro
position (the Adriatic portion of the Vinter Line
from the Maiella Mountains to the sea)

•

FpT^eenth.Arniy to assuiie eorai'aand of the coastal front

from Oecina to Terracina, to throv/ out the Shingle .  .
forces and guard against other landings beWeen Cecina
and Tiber raouth; to defend Elba Island.

Army^Group Zangen to guard against landings North of
a line Ceciha - Porto Recanati; to fortify the
Apennine position and coastal fronts; to take over
command of rear areas vacated by Fourteenth Amy,

SECRET
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These moves Y/ould give him a good base for launching a

major assault. This first ccunter-attack began late on 3

February, achieving some success and the capture of
Carroceto, Air support in some of the most difficult hours

of the struggle ¥/as rendered impossible by cloud cover and

drizzling rain.

The second major attempt to destroy the bridgehead
lasted from l6 to 19 February and the whole T/eight of our
air and naval povrer had to be thrown in to decide the issue

in our favour. The last attempt was made on 29 February
and ended in failure on 2 March, Jigain a maximum air aid

effort was put in, at stages governed by the vreather.
Thereafter, from 3 March to 22 May, the Allies in the beach

head lived on uncomfortably, v/ithout the ability to launch

•a breakout and v/ithout suffering any further major attacks.

Map Wo.6 gives a picture of the landings and the perimeters
of the bridgehead on 3 and l6 February and the final bridge
head line of 3 March, 1944.

Air Operations over the AssaultOperations in
support of

Shingle
M.A Jl.F,
A.H.B.II

J. 11/49,

The assault convoys of over two hundred and fifty
landing' ships and craft v/ere escorted to Anzio by aircraft

and Navy units without loss. Forty-eight E .A ,F, Spitfire
ard eighty-seven U, 3. ?darha',rks flevr a'n umbrella. Over the

beaches tvro hundred and thirty-four Royal Air Force and U.S.

Spitfire, tvro hundred and fifty-five U.S. Uarhawk and'
twenty-four U.S. Mustang patrol sorties covered the troops-
and craft, intercepting four German escorted missions-by

fifty/sixty fighter bombers. Seven F,U.190s vreresome

destroyed by our patrols and three Allied fighters lost.

Strategic fighters sv/ept the Rome area, the U.S,
Thunderbolts running into a formation of fifteen Me,109s
and accounting for five of them. Fighters and fighter-
bombers helped to isolate the battle area as far as possible,
U.S. Fortresses bombed road and rail junctions at Frascati
and U.S. medium bombers cut the Rome road at Velletri,

U.S. Invaders hit road and rails at Frascati and Palestrina,

The Fifth Army attack viels aided by a Fortress raid on

Pontecorvo and by U.S. Liberators who bombed the Terracina
road defiles, U.S, Marauders, Bostons and Invaders bombed

roads round Frosinone, Esperia and Amara, In the eastern
zone, the 26th Panzer ̂ j^^isipn, rapidly switched to the
Anzi» area, suffered loss and damage in attacks by one
hundred and forty-five Desert Air Force Spitfire and
Kittyhav/k aircraft, Baltimo'res and night Bostons harried

the roads at Popoli and between Ceprano and Frosinone,  '
'  ‘

Wo,2/5 A.A.S.C.
Tfar Diary,

Brief Strategic Air Aid

Operations in
support »f
Shingle
M.A,A,P.

The Strategic Air Force continued its support over 22

and 23 January, then turned to other commitments for about

three weeks, returning to Anzio at a time of crisis,
23 January seventy-eight Portresses, in a vain attempt to

stem contact between the western front and Anzio, bombed
bridge
bolts

Lightning-bombers flev/ armed reconnaissance over the Rome -

Rieti roads.

On

t Geprano and Pontecorvo. Strategic Thunder-
swept the Rome - Temi - Florence area and

/AntrAir

(1) P-47s.
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Anti-Air Force Operations in late January,

On 25 January all G-eri.ian airfields in the Rome area were
closed for mining and the close support forces niowd to bases
120 miles from the front. Much of the enemy daily average
of seventy-five fighter and fighter bomber sorties against
the bridgehead proved abortive, owing to the far superior
Allied fighter screens. Over the ten days 23 January to
1 February it was claimed that over fifty F.‘J. 190s and Me. 109s
were shot doY-m, with another forty probably destroyed and
damaged, at the expense of no more than a score of our own
aircraft,

victories in the Italian Campaign, twenty-five German
fighters being claimed as falling in combat, figures unsub
stantiated but probably fairly near the mark.

The long-range bomber offensive was met by T.A.F. and
C.A.F. Beaufighters, and their score from the night 23/24
January to the end of the month (including some caught off
Corsica on the enemy's homev/ard run) amounted to six Ju.88s,
four He.177s, four Do,217s and one He,111, a quite important
achievement.

27 January saw a record to that date for T.A.F.

Ibid,

MATIJ’/MAC.^^
O.R.B's.

Coastal L±r Force fighters came into prominence at this
period. Two occasions picked out of a n-umber v/ill illustrate

their activities, On the evening of 23/24 January, a
formation of Spitfire-bombers based in Coi'sica ran into a

formation of German bombers crossing from SouthemFrance
to Viareggio and shot dovra four He, Ills and two Ju.88s ?/ith-
out loss. The next evening other Spitfires- intercepted a
formation of Do.217s coming into Anzio anchorage at sea • .
level and destroyed tvro of them for the loss of two.
Thanks to the multiplication of such vigilance by air the
beachhead enjoyed an other^/ise impossible degree of relative
irrjiTunity from air attack and loss.

Crippling of Lufhvaffe Bomber Force at Villaorba and Udine

A particularly good result Y/a.s recorded on 30 January,
when a large concentration of long-range bombers was struck
by a Strategic raid, Villaorba, Maniago, Lavariano and Udine
airfields in the Po Basin were bombed respectively by sex’’enty-
six, thirty-five and fortjr-one Fortresses and sixty-three
Liberators,

results.
The raids on Villaorbe and'Udine gave the best

V/amed by their radar of the approaching bombers,
the German aircraft took off for safet3^
grou-ps of Thunderbolts swept in at tree-top heights, below
the^radar screen, ahead of the heavies, and caught the Germans
taking off, shooting down thirty-six of them for the loss of
two.

At this moment a

Fragmentation bombs completed the havoc T he day' 0.
total v/as believed to be sixty-eight Gerinan aircraft destroyed.
vVhile this may have been a sanguine estimate, there is no
enemy evidence available to refute it. In vievr of reports
by Gen, Von Pohl and others on similar events, the enemy
losses vrere bearable to them, on accoiont of their good dispersal.

,P, Day through

in rne rwo-vreeics period opening v^ith D Day, medium
bomber missions were governed by the needs of the Anzio beach-

D/SASO/4 head for close support and by veiy poor flying weather,
J:^^.M,A..,T,A,P, Twenty-four missions in all were flown in close support^
O.R.B, of these were against positions and troops at the entrance
A.H.B./IIl'vA4V ■to the Liri Valley, the rest against road junctions.

,  three

/intermediate
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Intermediate support, (neither close support nor long-
range railway interdiction) was also carried out at points
such as AVezzano, the centre of a road complex feeding

The remainder of the hombing

missions in this period were a continuation of the nov/

established programme of railway interdiction by 42nd
Twelve out of the eighteen missions against rail

targets were against marshalling yards, six against bridges.
Bridges on the Plorence-Rome line and tracks on the
Viterbo lines were rendered temporarily unserviceable and

the marshalling yards at Terni put out of action for six

days.
the Palconaro-Pescara route did some damage, but failed
to immobilise the target.

several vital areas.

liTing,

The attacks on San Benedetto marshalling yards on

THE THREE GEH-/1AN COUNTER-ATTAGIIS

AT AMZIO

First German Counter-Attack,

By 3 February, the first German counter-attack v/as
developing against the 3rd United States Division at the
approach to the railvmy between Campoleone and Cisterna,
This was not the major attack intended for 1 February, but

a preliminary operation designed to reduce the Campoleone
salient. On the night-3/4 February, the German attack

Hist, Div.ij.S.Army, was sv/-itched to the base .of the British salient, then
stretching from Carroceto to. Campoleone, isolating a

brigade of Guards, On-4 February, bad weather forbad any
air support. After a remission of a day or two, the
Germans came doTi/n the Anzio-Campoleone road in greater
strength and two days' heavy fighting.ensued before the
attack was slowed down. Although not yet built up to
full strength, the Germans doubtless chose the period
largely on account' of the certain bad weather, vdiich
reduced to a minimum the value of Allied air superiority.

They achieved their object of nipping off the Cai:5)oleone
salient.

British Forces

at. A,n,z.ip.,
Brit. Hist,

Section Central

Med,

'Anzio Beachhead'

M.A.A.F./¥,I.S.

In spite of the v/eather, on 2 and 3 February, U,S,
medi-ums, light bombers, U,3, Invaders and U.S, Warhawks
flew a total of two hundred and eighty-seven sorties, the

general effort being against the main supply roads from

Rome, dumps and transport. The roads linking East with
Vfest were also attacked by Baltimores and Thionderbolts,
During the period of pressure beWeen 4 9 February,
although greatly hindered by bad weather, U.S, Bostons,
U.S. Invaders, and Warhawks all kept up a fa,ir average of
sorties against bridge-head objectives and communications,
The local targets included troops, dumps, observation
towers, railway guns, and, fiorther back, radar stations
and rail sidings. Air support, on the y/'hole, was a

source of disappointment, bu.t through no fault of the
Air Forces.

No,7 A.A„S.G,

Yfar Diary,

Kesselrings plans for air support, too, were ruined,
by bad weather and internal deficiencies,
nightly long range bomber attanks on shipping off Anzio,
considerable fighter reinforcements and fighter-bomber
squadrons to provide cover for his attacking troops and
to silence Allied batteries,

materialised and the period is well worth noting as one

of many occasions during the campaign when at a time of
crisis the Air Forces on both sides were unable to play

dominating part, yet a situation v/as adjusted without
It v/as noticed that, not-

He intended

None of these plans

a

their effective intervention,

withstanding the crisis at Anzio, the Germans still
betrayed acute nervoixsness as to possibilities of another

imminent Allied landing on the Adriatic coast of Italy;
their reconnaissance aircraft, based both in Northern
Italy and the Balkans, were unusually active,

/inevitability/
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Inevitability of Major Enemy Counter-Attack,

British, .Forces
at Angiio./Br.
Hist, Sect,

®rp./A.H.B.
IIJll/58/5,

It was inherent in the nature of things and in the
logical sequence of operations that sooner or later the

Germans would st'age an all-out counter-offensive,
ciation of this certainty was fixed by General Alexander in

a signal of 27 January to General Clark, vdiere he spoke of
an enemy plan to hold the Allied attacks with comparatively
weak forces, behind which he coiild concentrate for a major
counter-attack.

The appr

To forestall this idea, the Allies made

e-

■unsuccessful attempts to capture Cisterna and Campoleone,
New plans for their captirre, with air support, were frustrated
by the German counter-attacks of 3 to 12 February, during
which the Allies lost Buon Riposo Ridge, Carroceto and the
Factory, and their salient, two and one-half miles deep, -was
nipped off.
all-out drive down the Albano-Anzio road, which, if it
succeeded, would cut,the Allied forces' in two, prevent their
evacuation from the poor beaches and lead to their destruction.
The enemy's, and the Allies’ main problem was how to build
up siifficient forces to .carry the beachhead battle a step
forvmrd, while the Cassino battle approached a new crescendo
of violence,

The Germans now held master positions for an

Intelligence of Enemy Preparations

pressure on VI Corps continued to be heavy, as the
days passed after the loss of Carroceto and the Factory,
On 9 February, medium bombers were SYiritched to obvious troop
and M/T concentrations in the Gampoleone areas and returned
reporting the likelihood of even greater concentrations the
next day. An all-out effort planned for Strategic and
Tactical Air Forces, Desert Air Force and XII Air Support
Oomn^and on behalf of VI Corps in the, beachhead had to be
drastically curtailed owing to bad weatherj' again, the
next day, a big prograi'iime had to be abandoned. This run
of treacherous weather all through the beachhead crisis must
be constantly borne in mind, for,it destroyed the continuity
of the day and night effort of air support, as well as
handicapping armoured movements (already confined to the
roads) and curtailing air reconnaissance on both sides,

13 February was a fine day; Allied bombea;'s ,and fighter-,
bombers put up a serious effort against the Factory ai;’ea
and concentrations both here and north nf Rome, The small .
force of night bombers attacked both in this area and.between
Frosinone and Viterbo, The latter formations reported a
general impression of hea'vy movement to the South and South
east. Again, on I5/I6 February, night bombers reported
heavy movement mainly southwards on all roads north of Rome.
In daylight, bombers and fighter-bombers, in response to
requests by Army formations, attacked a variety of targets
such as the gun positions reported by Tac/R aircraft and
railway guns which were inflicting very considerable damage
along the waterfront and in the Allied lines. They confirmed
evidence from interrogation of prisoners-of-?\rar and from
captured documents that a big attack was impending,
these soiirces revealed the important detail of the preparation
- the main plan v/as a foregone conclusion.

All

Anzio Beachhead
Hist. Div.
Dept, of the
Army U.S.
A.H.B./lI.Jll/
52.
N0.7 A.A.S.O.
Yfar Diary
Feb. 1944.

Evidence of preparations at air bases was, owing to
the treacherous weather, very difficult to obtain and to
keep up-to-rdate.. General intelligence estimates of German
aircraft strength and serviceability were, before the counter -
attack, 'fairly near the mark. If the fighter and fighter-

■  /bomber
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bomber force "then available, based in the Viterbo, Orvieto

and Tarquinia areas and using advanced landing grounds at

fabrica'di Roma and Canino, were all that could be thrown

into the coning struggle, the issue would seem to be heavily
in the favour of the Allies,

husbanding its aircraft - although by no means inactive, -

but the smallness of its numbers, added to the known skill

of its personnel in dispersal, made it a far more difficult
target to cripple than a much larger air force,
case, the Tactical Air Force v/as fully ooiiiaitted to tasks

arising from the Oassino and beachhead fighting, all
represented as urgent.
Monastery Hill was planned^

The Luftwaffe was clearly

In any

In the Cassino area an attack on

If this succeeded, a break
through into the Liri Valley would open up the path for
o-ur armour to Rome, In the beachhead our inferior forces

vifere still struggling, on the defensive and under intense

bombardment and frequent air attack, to establish themselves.
The front-line emergency was great enough to justify the

occasional intervention of the Strategic Air Force, in

addition to its long-term attacks on enemy commiinications,
supplies and war. industry.

G-erman Plans for Air, Support.

Kesselring had planned to open his major counter
attack on 1 February at the earliest, provided he received
adequate reinforcements„
role to the Luftv/affe.

His plan assigned the following
The night attacks on shipping off

H.ettuno would go on, with a special attack, on the eve of
the attack, on those Allied warships whose gunfire was so
destructive. On D Day, the chief air task was the support
of the attacking ground forces, with fighter-bombers

Allied naval gunsconcentrating on Allied batteries,
T/ere bad targets in view of the active and superior air

defence: these v/ould, therefore, be engaged by artillery
and ra.ilway guns, with possible day air attacks as a last
r effort. At the end of January over early February, one ■

■  could normadly count on a deterioro.tion in the weather,
vfhich vrould to an appreciable degree offset xlllied air

superiority. He ’,.vas not disappointed on this score.

Allied Efforts .to prevent Enemy Air Build-Up

Appx,E/Ops to
H.Q, M/iTAP O.R
Feb. 1944,
H0.7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary.

Apart from the daily losses inflicted on the Luftwaffe
B, by beachhead patrols, fighter and fighter-bomber sweeps

and formations of heavy bombers and their escorts, what

’  action vras taken by the Allied Air Force to keep up-to-
date on the state of the Luft\Taffe and to execute counter

air-force operations? 'The ansvrer is that air reconnaissance,
even in unfavourable vreather, provided reasonably consistent

photographic cover of airfields likely to be concerned in

a counter-offensive, with adequate evidence of a small but

active mixed force, well dispersed; but that there is no
evidence of any consistent series of Allied ajftacks in

sufficient force to seriously cripple the Luftwaffe in
advance. Between 5 and I5 February, airfields in the Rome
area, at Viterbo, Siena, Perugia Forli, Orviato, Tarquinia,
Vicenza, Padua and Rieti, ns well ns the northern bases of

Udine,Osoppo, Maniago and soforth were photographed on
s evernl days.

Count-er Air Force Operations 2-14 February.

On 2 February, twenty-seven Invaders, bombing in the
Viterbo area, shot up three amocraft on one of the landing
grounds in the cour-se of their sweep. The next day
fe/7enty-four Mitchells set out for the Viterbo area, (the
airfields were not their specific targets) but v/ere

Ibid,

/forced
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forced to return ov/ing to bad weather, Tvro days later^
the first anti-airfield operation in the month was under

taken by a dozen Invaders, who were turned back by bad

weather before they reached their target - Viterbo airfield.

The only major effort was staged on 8 February and here the
attack on the airfields was only a part of the force’s
brief. One hundred and eight Liberators bombed, (among
other targets in the areas) Viterbo Main, Orvieto and
Tarquinia airfields, all in active use. by front-line units.

Photographs of these fields were taken the same day, but
no evidence reported of any damage inflicted, nor are
there any enemy sources to assist. The only clear resiilt
reported was the destruction of two of a force of about

twenty enemy fighters met near Adria. On 12 February,
tv/elve Invaders attacked a newly-discovered landing ground
near Fabrics di Roma, but only sav/ Wo aircraft, of which
they destroyed one, A more serious effort was made on,
lA February, when thirty-six Invaders bombed Furbara
airfield, destroying four aircraft. The same day some
Fortresses dropped bombs on Pontedera, not a vital field
at the time. In late January, as already recorded,
Strategic bombers had attacked bomber airfields in S, France
and in N. Italy, but the lapse of more than a fortnight up
to the opening of the counter-attack was sufficient,.as .
was well Icnown, for the Luftwaffe to recover to  a great . .
extent. A much heavier, more sustained and continuous
effort would have been called for to affectivelj^ binder
the German pirns for air support,
to why this was not forthcoming.

The question arises as

Reasons for Immunity of German Air Eases

The possibilities of anti-air-base operations were
drastically limited for several reasons. Firstly'', the
critical situation at Cassino was calling for tactical and
strategical air support. Both armies had drafted strong
reinforcements to that area and were withdrawing exhausted
units. The mountainous centre was snowbound. The Desert
Air Force could afford little support from its OYm bases under
the appalling -weather conditions; for the greater pert of
the period 9 to 14 Pebr;iary it was grounded. With their
effort divided, Strategic Air Force suffered, too, the
handicaps iiiQ3osed by the weather end vros forced to cancel all
operations on seven dajj-s and eight nights out of the first
fortnight in February.

T.hen the situation in the beachhead called desperately
for the use of every available aircraft left over after the
demands of the Cassino front had been met. The Allied forces

in the beachhead, inferior by nearly fifty per cent to the
German forces massing against them were, in spite of their

aggressive intentions and thwarted plans for the offensive,
still in every material sense of.the term, on the defensive;
this being the case, the calls for the bombing of military
installations of all categories immediately ahead of our

troops were continuous, insistent and quite in keeping with
the situation,
offensive ones were called for.

reasons it will be seen that, intimately linked as the Air

Forces were with the ft.te of the Fifth Army, fighting on

two fronts for its very existence, the balance of aircraft
left over for other than Lmnediete targets was small; it

might be fairly said that our air superiority for offensive
purposes, was far 'less than appeared on paper.

Defensive patrols, too, rather than
Because of all these

/Allied
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Allied air plans for major offensives such as the
landings in Sicily and at Salerno had included preparatory

The force in the beachlaeadanti-air-force operations,
had just failed to capture Cisterna and Caii^poleone, had
suffered a serious reverse and lost its salient. In the

prevailing atmosphere of crisis, v/ith divided commitments
and in very had v/cather, the German Air Force itself did

not receive the attention it merited, and v/as so enabled
to come back for a brief period in something like its old

form. Things might have been very different if the Allies

had possessed a night bomber force scientifically balanced
v/ith the far superior day force, for this night force,
in addition to dealing far more effectively with road
movement by night, could have been profitably engaged
against air bases: yet the only night bomber in use - the

Y/ellington - had already been written off (l) in the U.K.
as lacking sufficient' height and speed to compete with the

German defence system. BeauPighters, as'already stated,
were in very' low loroduction.

A.H.B.l.

German Ground Plan

B.^iti-l.hJ'pr c e s
at Anzio. Hist,
Sect.ci.lP,
II.J.11/53/5

The German ground plan, execution of which was finally
fixed for the early hou.rs of 16 Pebruarj/, v/as to attack on
a narro'ff front of about 4,000 yards, straight dov/n the

Albano - Anzio road on to Anzio itself, only eight miles

from the atarting-point.
beachhead vrauld be split in tv/o (the northern beach had
been abandoned since 22 January) and. deprived of its port,
Y/ith beaches of such poor value, evacuation might well be

out of the question,
by 16 February; two more divisions
in, as well as three infantry regiments and two tank
battalions; the enemy thus mustered the equivalent of

over ten divisions against an Allied force of rather less
than, half that number,

launch the assault, led by the crack Lahr Regment, (the
Infantry Demonstration Eegiment from Doebenitz).
mobile divisions (3)

Once Anzio vms reached, the

The Germans held a good start line
(^) had been brought

Four infantry divisions were to

Two

were echeloned behind them to exploit

Anzio Beachhead

Hist. Div. Dept,
of the drityU.S.

No. 7 A.A.S.C.

'’Jar Diary,

Great hopes were pinned on the operation.success,

A special order from Hitler was read, Ijt which he stated
that "this abscess" must and would 'be eliminated in three

days,

privilege of operating for the first time the new secret
weapon - the miniature Goliath remote-oontrolled explosive
tank.

They were promised massive air support, and the

Air and Artillery Prelude

Ibid. For tl'iree days prior to the counter-attack the German
close support air effort was kept down so as to conserve
aircraft for what was to be the decisive operation. On

13 and 14 February, onl.3/ sixty-five combined fighter/
fighter-bomber sorties were flov/n in the 'battle area daily.
On 15 February; all fighter-bombers were rested, only a

few harassing fighters appearing over the beachhead. Air

crews and groiind personnel were impressed with the decisive

importance of the coming attack and the rr eessity of

supporting it from the air with all availa'ble resources,

/Durin

(1) The last 'v/ellington long range bomber operation
took place on the night B/9 October, 1943.
Thereafter the U.K, 'Dased YYellingfcons were used
for transport and mine-laying.

(2) 114th Jaeger from Jugoslavia and 3_62pd_ Infan try
from N, Italy,

(3) 26th Panzer and 29th Panzer Grenadiwr.
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During the night I5/I6 February, a force of about forty
long range bombers - mostly Ju.88s but, including  a few

Do.217s from S. Prance, bombed the beachhead positions with

out materially affecting the situation,
16 Pebruarj^, enem3'' guns opened up, along the central beach
head front, a barrage lasting half an hour.

Second Major German Counter-Attack, I6 February

At 0600 hours on

Yifhile the barrage continued, infantry supported by tanks
attacked the 45'th Division from bases in the Carroceto

Pc.ctory area and, at heavy cost in men and armour, achieved
some success before resistance broke their momentum, YYhen

the artillery barrage along the Albano i-oad lifted at 0730
hoturs, German tanks struck, The main attack was observed,
as the day passed, to develop against 45th Division, but
several diversionary attacks divided the Allied defences.
Fighter-bombers, escorted by fighter’s, supported the opera
tions, straffing troops and installations, in unaccustomed
strength and v/ith considerable aggressiveness. Altogether
five full-scale and extended air attacks were carried out.

In all, the German day’s effort involved ninety to ninety-
five fighter-bombers and one hundred and fifty fighters on

escort, armed svreeps and patrols.

Among other targets, the air strip at Nettuno, being
used by day. only, was hep-vily bombed and rendered unusable

even by day, so from this day over the whole period of crisis,
all Allied fighter support had to come from bases in the

Naples area. An ammunition dump North of Anzio was blown

up by an enemy bomb, but little other serious damage inflicted.

The nuisance value of the effort v/as, however, considerable
and the margin of Allied air superiority appreciably reduced
in that sector.

Ibid,

Allied Air Forces STfitcbed to Bridgehead

YYhile the Army was sorting out the real danger point
from the area of the feint attacks, the ponderous task of

shifting the emphasis of e,ir support from Gassino to the

bridgehead assumed momentum. The. day 15 February was a
historic one in the Cassino sector. s a preliminary to

Ibid.

what it was hoped was to be the capture of Monte Cassino,
the first of a series of heavy air attacks had been made.

The programme for the assault from 16 February oiiwards included
heavy air support. All this had to be radically altered
as the German attack from Carroceto began to assume menacing

proportions, . From early morning, a considerable nunaber of

opportunity targets were engaged, while medium bombers and

fighter-bombers v/ere brought in increasing numbers into the

.battle area, and.plans for full-scale air sujjport the next

dajr by all the resources of Strategic Air Force, Tactical
■ Bomber Force and Th'/elfth Air Suiaport Command v/ere hurriedly
dravm up. Desert Air Force, whenever it was not grounded
by weather, wras to continue the reduction of the Monte
Gassino redoubt.

li.

On the VI Corps front in the beachhead, YYarhawks, in

formations of twelve or eight, began operating at O8I3 hours

and, by 1345 hoiirs, had carried out eleven separate missions

at Corps request against M/T, tanks, troops,
and railv/ay. guns,
carried out forty-four sorties in four missions against
similar targets, Baltimores operated, twelve aircraft at

1000 hours and twenty-four at 1505 hours, against M/T
/assembly

gun batteries
Invaders joined in at 0930 hoiars and

S E C R E T
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.assembly points and troops at Carroceto, Visibility by
that hour was poor; these v/ere the final day air opera
tions. Gampoleone, nov/ a strong Gemian base vital to

the assault, v^as the target for thirty-six Mitchells at

1430 hours, when the vreight of attack began to increase,
Tv/erity-four Bostons at 1455 hours and Welve Thunderbolts
at 1525 hours were airborne, but the weather had by this

time begun to close in and the latter had to abandon
their mission.

Good Work by Artillery Observation Aircraft.

__ While enemy artillery delivered the heaviest counter-
Hist.Div.tl.ST~" battery fire so far experienced in the beachhead.
Army Dept. organised efforts vrere made to ground the cub artillery
A.H.B./lI.J 11/52. observation aircraft the Allies used to such effect in

One was shot down atsupport of their own artillery.

'Anzio Beachhead"

1000 hours, according to the American Historical Division;
3rd Div, , for whom it vras O'pei’ating, called for fighter
protection for its other spotting cub aircraft, but no

immediate cover was possible, as Nettuno air strip was,
as recorded, no longer functioning.

Summing up the first day's air effort, it y/qs not
heavy enough to seriously influence the course of the
battle, v/hicb went steadily in the favour of the Germans
until 19 February; but the seeds of confusion in German
operations were to be sown on the follov/ing day by an all-

out Allied air/sea/ground effort, when the SiYitch of air
support had been completed,
yet committed bis main force, and seemed to be resting on

slight gains in the sectors of the 45th and 56th Divisions.
Par worse was still to come, and a foretaste of this was

felt .on the critical Albano road sector, where, before
midnight, Germans began a successful night attack.

So f;ar, the enemy had not

The Second Day

Striking swiftly and in force, the enemy exploited
his night success by pressing tlarough the gap he had
opened. He sent over about thirty-five mixed P,¥4190s
and M.E, 109s at O74O hours, to bomb and str-aff the 45th
Division’s front line, A few minutes later, a powerful
force of German infantry follovYed up, tanks sup)porting
them throu^out the day. His bombers, again including
a few Do217s, had been over the bridgehead during the
night; as on the previous day, from seventy to seventy-
five fighter-bombers carried out operations (four this
day) against our positions, supported by.some one hundred
and thirty-five fighters. Other sectors were promised
air support as soon as the situation permitted; meanwhile
thirty Me, 109s from Northern Italy, Yrhich arrived at

Viterbo on 16 Pebruary, were preparing to strike. They
vrere not much in evidence until 19 Pebiniary, v/hen they
helped to fill up operational loss gaps but too late,
This represented the best the Luftwaffe v/as prepared to

do to support a land battle Y/hich might have far-
reaching results. They denuded the fighter defences
of the northern areas, but dxafted in no fresh reinforce
ments from outside Italy,

Air Support for VI Corps. 17 Pebruary

Allied Intelligence .had correctly surmised by late
16 Pebruary that the UTain attack y/ould come dovYn the

Albano Road. The Allied air effort's main operations,
in direct support, of 17 and 18 Pebr-uary, therefore,

/yo-II be

British Forces

'Hist.

Sect, CT'3P.

II. J.. 11/53/5.

Anzio Beachhead

Histi Div. Dept,
of the Amy U.S,
A.H.B. II. J, 11/52.

No. 7A,A. S.O.

War Diary.
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The vreather onrbid.' (All v/ill he found centred round that principle,
above references) 1? Pebrurjry, for the first time for a long period, was good

all day, and allowed the calls for continuous attacks on the
rear German forming-up areas to be carried through# ■  These

areas came in for the heavi^t punishment, but eighty-eight 
■  ■

fighter bombers v/orked over the Carroceto Ptactory area, whore
both troops and armour v/ere taking cover. Allied aircraft
that day dropped the greatest v/eight of bombs ever before
recorded in Direct Support on a single day .and the number of
heavy bombers employed in,Direct Support was also the greatest
knov/n up to that date. U) The Portresses, Liberators,
Mitchells and Marauders concentrated on Campoleone and

targets up the Albano road, close to the front line;
fighter-bombers attacked the ruined Pactory, Carroceto tovm

a.nd the overpass used for the passage -of troops and arms.
In further aid of our hajrd-pressed and slowly retreating

concentrated the full weight of its greatly

the

troops, VI Corps _ . . 1,
superior artillery and two cruisers fired shells against the
enemy's flank. Reflection of the combined effect of^the ^
air/artillery/naval gun bombardment will probably be found in
the German Army ¥ar Diaries now in the archives of the
Historical Office in the United States. As those are not

yet available, the results of these operations and those
of the tv/o succeeding days must be correlated v/ith the
failure of the German offensive and v/hat reports are already
to hand. Ore thing is certain; the massive air effort,
added to the naval bombardment and the gro'und resistance
did not.stop the Germans, v/ho poured in their large infantry
reserves in v/hat seemed to the iillies to be never-ending

By nightfall the enemy was in a position to make a
final defence lino, behind 'Which'

During the night he

v/aves.

direct attack on VI Corps
a reserve line was being established,
moved up fresh \anits for a resuimption of the offensive;
hand to hand fighting continued.

/iS against an effort of only tv/enty-three aircraft on

the Grottaferrata area the previous night, sixty-three
Wellingtons were out bombing concentrations, M/T .and positions
in the Albano - Genzano, Grottaferrata and Velletri .areas,
where the main stream of reinforcements and supplies was

flowing,
effort of Allied artillery, 18 February, proved to be a day
of supreme crisis for our forces,
again attacked o'ur lines ineffectively;
nine Ju.88s engaged were shot-doTO.

The Day of supreme Crisis - 18 Pebruaiy.

Notwithstanding ttds bombing and the sustained

German long-range bombers
three of the thirty-

No.205 Group
— O.R.B#

Ibid, (all During 18 February, the enemy launched three attaclcs,
above references) the first at davm, the second at 0930 hours and the third

at 1700 hours. Enemy infiltration and a frustrated Allied
counter-attack in the stormy night presented a state of
sufficient confusion for the enemy's deep thrust, at davm,

across the already weakened shoulders of our salient to

reach the final Allied beachhead line positions at several
Close to the critical overpass, positions werepoints,

covered by -units who, for bwo days, had received no food or
Water and wore short of ammunition; their v/ounded had to be

Because of the incessantleft in v/atcr-logged slit trenches,
pressure of the enemy, few men had had much sleep or rest.

/The cold •

Total sorties for 17 February by bombers were; 2l^
152, by medium

(1)
by fighter-bombers: 60, by light bombers;
bombers and 288 by heavy bombers.

G, 2607OO/DEV/6/5O, SECRET
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The cold was intense_,the sky overcast^ the wind gusty,

.  Failure of fir Support Programme owing to Weather - 18 P_e'trrua^

Appx, E/0ps/l9 -Plans for full Allied air support broke down in face
to H.Q.M.A.T.A.F, of the weather, which had woz’sened during the night,
O.R.E, and Ibid,

It

was so bad all day that all tacticrl bomber sorties were

either cancelled or rendered abortive, XII Air Support
Command managed to put up a total of four hundred and thirty-
one sorties

tained; enemy fighters and fighter-bombers lost three air
craft to them. South'African fighters took off on armed
reconnaissance of the roads, but had to turn back. Most of
the offensive operations of the day were the role of the

fighter-bombers. One hundred and tv/enty-seven V/arhav/ks
and Invaders supported our troops opposing the main enemy
thrust. No,27 Croup used 1,000 lb bombs among their
armament and one of these was seen to hit a tank,  A success

ful mission bj/- No. 324. Group destroyed one tank and set two

others afire, destroyed six li/l and a staff car, and strafed
a machine gun position, causing ca,suailties. Aircraft of
No,27 Group also reported eight direct hits on one of the

factories near Garroceto and four on adjacent buildings, A
further sixteen sorties by the same group reported all bombs
on their target - a troop concentration. Another group
started fires on the local railway tracks. The heavy
bomber crews could not operate. In any case, there vrere
limits to their ability to respond to the requests of
Tactical Air Force to support the land battle, A reminder
of other over-riding priorities was given on this very day

Instruction No,8/ in the form of on Operation Instruction, wherein it
18 Feb, 1944. ' stated that their first priority object was the destruction
H,Q, - M.A.A.F, of Pointblank targets in Europe and their second the disrup

tion of . rail communications in It-aly, The Army reported the
fighter-bomber attacks necr the bomb-line very effective on
the whole, o.ltbough the rrpidlj'- deteriorating weather led
to some inaccuro.cy.

The regu-lar beachhead patrols were main-

Operation

v/as re-

RM Outstanding in the air contribution this day v;as the
work of rn Air Observation-Post aircraft, whose pilot -
Gapt. W, H. McKay - was observing for the 45th Division
Artillery. His excellent effort compensated for the inability

li Qf heavier aircraft 'to operate during the most critical hours
of the struggle. _ The second phase of the day's attack had
opened at 0930, hour's and threatened to break' our final
defence line. At 1110 hours Capt, McKay spotted a force of
tanks and approximately tvro thousand five hundred Germans,
moving South from Carroceto along the Albano road,
result of his signal, v/ithin twelve minutes the Corps Fire
Control Centre massed the fire of tero hundred and twenty-foirr
guns, on the target. The attack vras disorganised and.broken
up. , , -In the next fifty minutes, this same pilot,.directed
the fire of these guns on to four other, coneentraf ions,
delaying the enemy fr-om taking up his positions.

As a

The rest

of the sma.ll force of cub observation ■ aircraft evaded all

the efforts of the Luftwaffe and artillery to liquidate them
- fortunately-for, at the time there was only one flight of
six aircraft operating in the beachhead. Another flight
was due to arrive on transfer from Eighth Army,C^)

/Third

(1) 243 fightex-s, 113 fighter-bombers, 13 bombers,
reconnaissance.

These aircraft, entirely devoted to the task of
spotting for ground artillej:^'', have been alreody
referred to on page 247. One flight of six aim-craft
v/as opera Xing in the beachhead (Squadron 65I) : the
rest of the Squadron plus Squadm-ons Nos, 654 and 655
were opera.ting virith the Eighth 1-115%

35

T.A.F./IOO/I4/ ■■ (2) ■
G. Air O.P.

.Squadrons,

* XL,
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Third German Attack on 18 Eehruary

Ibid. , After further concentration^ the Germans made-'the last ■ ■

heavy attack of the day, from I7OO hours until 2100 ho-urs.
As on the t^ivo previous days, it was blunted and partially held,
but the threat remained serious.. Artillery and ground troops

took the brunt of its severity, air support diminishing with

worsening weather^ The Luftwaffe support programme suffered
the same handicaps and only forty fighter-bombers and sixty ■

fighters were airborne; but these aircraft were reported as

being lively in action. Prisoners of war reported the stunning
effect of the combined artillery and air attacks and that

supplies of ammunition and water were running low. The 1st
Armoured Div, launched on effective counter-attack and ovir-

infontry stood their ground.

Air Support Plans for 19 Februaryaga;m fruste
Weather,

No, 7 A.A.S.C

,  'Jar Diary
In view of the serious nature and still superior weight

of the German attacks, the programmes' Of both Strategic and
Tactical Air Forces were modified in harmony with the
emergency and in spite of Strategic priorities. A big effort
was to be diverted on 19 February from the marshalling yards

in the Rome area and railways north of Rome, (both due for
attank), to the VI Goitps battle area, ■. Again fortune frust
rated the Air Forces* attempts to joui battle by sending
another day of the worst kind of winter weather. Almost
the entire effort had to be csncelled. Two groups of
Mitchells succeeded in flying four successful missions with
close on one hundred aircraft; over one hundred and sixty
Yfarhawks, supporting some fifty-six Invaders, flew all
through the day, bombing troops and tanks, inflicting especial
devastation in the wooded area near Carroceto, used extensively
to conceal concentration. The’ entire Desert Air Force Vvrds - • ■ .
gro'.uided by gales, so no help weB forthcoming from the other Side
of the show-covered Apennines.

The Luftwaffe equalled its fighter-bomber effort for the
previo-us day and, reinforced by a gmppe from Northern Italy,
pushed his fighter effort up to near the’ one hundred mark.
If the enemjr was short of aircraft, he did not lack flak
equipment and this flak vfas ubiquitous, intense and accurate,
combining with determination its dual role of ground and anti
aircraft artilleiy, -

Von Pohl Reports'
(A.H,B.'6.-)

German Counter-ittack halted - 19 FebriiS-ry.

VI Corps had, during the 18 February, held its own on the
whole. It had counter-attacked successfully in one sector,
and inflicted major losses With its artillery fire, ■  It had
also strengthened its positions against possible enemy airborne '
operations by dividing the beachhead area into defence ■ zones.
The final enemj^- effort at o.- break through began at O4OO hours
on. 19 February, All the morning, supported by frequent
bombing and strafing air attacks on our front lines, the
enemy infantry and arriKur struggled vainly to breach our
lines. Prisoners began to talk of interrupted communications
and delay in the arrival of reinforcements, shortages. It
■was noticed that the size of the formations of both infantry
and tanks was declining; the identity of the units captured
was so varied that it v/as clear that all kinds of secondary
troops had been throvm in to replace the heavy casualties,

. The enemy had oommitted his best reserves and although he had
gained grovind, he had not broken the Allied line. By the
afternoon of 20 February he wb.3 exhausted, and v/ithdrew to
reorganise. He had failed with a force of mainly fresh
troops to break the resistance of half the nimiber of men, tired
after a month’s continuous fighting,

SECRET
/The American

Ibid,
(above Allied
sources, )
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The American Amy allots an appreciable share of the
responsibility for’ the breakdovrti of' enemy communications
and supplies to the air bombing along the axis of the Albano

road, from the Factory and Garroceto back to the Alban^Hills,
The German Army attributed the majority of its casualties to

... Allied artillery fire and believed it would have had more
success had its arrnoui' not been frequently bogged do\-vn.

The Goliath explosive tank had been mud-bound and Viras a

ludicrous failure,

Geman Confusion exrploited by Allied Bombers

The failure of their latest attempt to destroy the
Allied salient and its attendant hea-vy casualties, left the

Germans in a state of some confusion, v/hich the Allied Air

Force v/ere quick to exploit. The Oarroceto area was
chosen for its profitable targets. Seventy-five Liberators
(U,S,) and about one hundred Marauders, bombing through
intense flak, dropped high explosive, general purpose>aBd ■

fragmentation bombs on troop concentrations s.nd dumps near

Carroceto and on big troop concentrations along a -two-mile
stretch'of railway five miles north of the Carroceto front

line. Other troops, &s well as tanks, g^ns and quarters,
were bombed by a total of nearly tv/o hundred Mitchells,
Bostons, yferhawks and Invaders, Thereafter, the diminishing
tempo of the ground battle vms accompanied by a falling-off
in the opposing air efforts. The Luftvvaffel.s serviceability
was by this time in a lov;, state. Notwithstanding, it could

still look fonffcrd to st.ead3'' replacements.

"Anzio Beachhead"

U.S. Army Hist.
Div.

Von

Pohl series of

Interrogation
Reports
CSDIC/Q/lF.

No. 7 A,A.S,C,
War Diary,

14th Army. Plan for Third Counter-Attack

Evidence gradually accumula-ted v/hich pointed to another
This, it was appreciated, could not be

made in the same strength as that of I6 February, for there

were large gaps ..in the German divisions and morale could
hardly be the same after such a calamitous anti-climax to
an offensive from which so much had been hoped, '  ■ Mackensen

planned a'medium-scale attack, using LXSYI..Corps, only,, to .. ,
narrow dovm the bridgehead hy driving a wedge into the

eastern flank and so to cut off the troops defending the
Mussolini Canal,

further attrition might reduce the bridgehead to dangerously
small dimensions,

Y/ere to conceal the main atta.ck by four divisions vnth a

mobile division in reserve.

count er-attack.

If this wa.s successfully accomplished.

Diversionary attacks in both flanks

Allied Strategy

Br, Hist.Sec t/Sl
AHB/II/JII/58/2,

Luf-bvaffe Dispositions prior to Counter-Attack,

After thebroakdom of the last offensive, the Lufte/affe
proceeded in earnest to reinforce and to restore its
strength and services.bility. A single engined fighter unit

Rise and Fall •

of_ the 'German
Axr Force -

Air Min, of forty mixed F.V/', 190s and Me, 109s was transferred from

the area west of the Seine to Central Italy, a move from

a depleted area which did nothing to uveaken the defence of

Fighter units in North Italy began to ferry someGermany,

of their aircraft to Central Italy, to strengthen the four
fighter units engaged in battle area operations,
northern units, in turn, were fed by replacement aircraft
from Germany,
contemporary operations favoured an improvement in the

serviceability ratio and that long range bomber operations
were being confined to small scale harassing attacks, all
favoured the theory that the enejiy. was husbanding and re

grouping forces for another offensive.

The

These moves, the fact that the low scale of

/The enerqy
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The enemy decided to make the attack hefore further delcy
upset the balance of forces. The ground was dry enough for
tanks to operate. Before long it would probably deteriorate
again, therefore advantage should be taken of favourable
conditions at air bases,

Allied Counter-Air Force Operations preceding German Offensive

.  On this occasion systematic action was taken before the

event to cripple the eneny air force. On 23 February, a day
of bad flying v/eather, a force of ninety-nine Liberators was

airborne, with Orvieto airfield as their target; the opera
tion vms abortive. The next day, conditions improving,
forty-five Mitchells bombed Fabrica di Roma airfield.
Photographs showed that half the force's bombs hit the target,
burning five aircraft and part of the runway, On 27 February,
Guidonia and Littorio airfields in the Rome area were bombed

by small formations of Invaders and Vfarhav/ks, the former

raid force hitting hangars, causing an explosion and doing
slight damage to aircraft. These fields were attacked to

greater effect the next day. At Littorio eighteen direct
hits were scored on the haiigar area and at Guidonia the air

field and buildings were hit and straffed, A fire was
started at Marcigliana airfield. Aircraft which had been

using these fields v/ere no longer there, being probably air

borne on operations. The fighter landing-ground at Oanino

was due for attack that day, but cloud prevented accurate
bombing by the force of seventy-two Mitchells despatched.
Only about forty reached the target. Photographs showed no

damage to the actual field.

H.Q. I'LITAF
0,R.B, AppK.
E/Ops/55
No. 7 A.A.S.C,

Y/ar Diary.

f
Thus it will be seen that a programme of three days

bombing was attempted, but, owing to bad weather and bad luok,
failed to inflict any serious losses on the Luftwaffe,
An attack on 29 February, the day of the main attack from

Cistema against VI Corps, a force of sixty Marauders was
more successful in a raid on the bomber and fighter base at

Photographs showed good coverage, although weather
Another force of thirty-six Marauders were

Viterbo,

was unfavourable,

also airborne against the same target, but twenty-seven were

forced back to base by bad weather without having bombed.
One bombed Viterbo Satellite No.2; only eight of them hit

Viterbo Main, striking the revetment area

Launching of Third Enemy Counter-Attack

The attack began at dawn 28 February with a small
diversionary attack on the British sector, with the object of
v/idening the existing salient, It was halted by ground
forces after hard fighting’ and thrown back, A second smaller

attack was broken up by artillery fire by dav/n,
attack was launched from Cisterna on 29 February against

VI Corps, who wrere ready to meet it. Some thirty fighter-
bombers supported it. There were more aircraft available,
but the weather was altogether unfavourable for flying,
Four divisions in the centre, one on the extreme left and a

parachute division on the right did their utmost, but failed
to penetrate more than a thousand yards, at high cost to them-

It was clear to VI Corps that this was the major
G-2 decided that the main effort was coming from

The major

selves,

attack,

ibid.

north of Cistema,

SECRET
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Air Effort to meet Main Threat 29 February.

In sympathy with this appreciation the best possible air
effort available in the time and in the weather conditions

No,7 A.A.S.G.

War Diary.
ruling was directed against the dangerous area north of

D-uring the whole of the forenoon flying wasCistema.

impossible, but weather improved from 1300 hrs, at which
time calls from VI Corps began to come in, indicating consider

able activity in the areas 3. and N.¥, of Cisterna,
found possible to alter completely the pre-arranged programme
and to switch a fairly large effort to the new battle area,

Apart from the Marauder attack on Viterbo Main airfield
mentioned, fourteen missions by fighter-bombers and by light .
and medium bombers vrere carried out in direct response to

calls from VI Corps and 3rd Division, against troops proceeding
along a river bed, tanks, }S/T and guns,
were out on armed reconnaissance, straffing visible movements.
Aircraft reported considerable activity in all target areas

and plenty of flak, which indicated that the enemy was being
hit in some of his sorest places.

It was

Other aircraft

Failure of German Attack on 1 March

The stubborn resistance of Allied ground forces and the

damage and delay inflicted by air attacks had blunted the

force of the attack, for on 1 March a strong thrust against
3rd Division by approximately three divisions was hs-lted
during the forenoon, leaving only small infiltrating forces.
The weather was very bad, both for armoured and air operations,
so much of the credit for this day’s defeat of the Germans

went to the Arny,
straffing missions by Invaders and Yfarhav/ks, but only one
primary target was hit.-

The Lui^twaffe mebe an even less effective appearance
and again the close support which had been planned on the
assumption of dry weather failed to materialise (1)
There were a few Ju. 88’s out every night over and off the

beachhead, but they operated singly and did no more than
harass on a negligible scale,
1 March - that any renewal of attempts to -liquidate the beach
head was virtually impossible unless further ground forces

were brought in.
The Germans were therefore going over to the defensive.
Their main object henceforward v/as to prevent the Allies

breaking out of the bridgehead in the direction of Rome.

/From

There were a few armed reconnaissance and

Kesselring realised that day -

This was a condition not to be realised.

(1) First line strength of the Luftwaffe on 1 March in
the Meditei-ranean was approximately;-

7

Eastern i Grand

Med, ! Total
Total

Central Med,
Southern|
France

.  Italy N.
of Spezia

Italy S,

of Spezia

85 215215130L,R,B,

D.B, i

F,B, I
S,E»F* ,

T.E.F. I
L.R.R, 1
Tac.R. I

Coastal;

35 3535
295180 250 4.5,70

10 20 3010

652515 4025
6010 30 3020

6040 '20155  ■

!■

160 ' 760600260 ■ 205 135I
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Prom this day, therefore, German strategy can he perceived to
shift gradually from the offensive to the defensive.
Then, as earlier and later, the fear vms never absent that the
Allies vrould attempt another landing, that might be in the
Gaeta-Terracina area or at Civita Vecchia,

mind, anti-shipping units were ordered to prepare for operations
at short notice against attempted landings and air reconnais

sance vra.s stepped up,

All-Out Air Effort 2 March

With this in

Although the German Army H.Q» realised they could not
liquidate the bridgehead, they would not, naturally, interfere

with the momenta acquired by the heavy forces committed to

the attack. During the night of l/2 March a few heavy illlied
bombers attacked positions round Velletta, but it v/as too

stormy for any appreciable effort. 2 March was a day of

brilliant v/eather and the pent-up Air Forces enjoyed a free

rein. The ground position vfas still ugly, although 3 Piv.
had regained most of the ground lost during the night.. The

' enemy was very active still and'his assembling areas in a state

of continuous'movement* Artillery, although less- in weight
than the Allied batteries, continued to be aggressive in
support of four entire divisions. . .

Close on eight hundred aircraft operated in direct support
of VI Corps that day; all targets were within A,000 yards of
the bombline. Ten groups of heavy bombers, four groups of

light bombers and three hundrea. and sixty fighter-bombers were •

in action, ■ Forward assembly areas and'artillery positions
T/ere especially attacked. . Both- ground' and air reports
indicated by the day's end that great damage had been
inflicted, VI Corps reports were enthusiastic in their tone,
and spoke of the degree in vfaich the bombing ha.d raised the
morale of our OY/n troops. No. 3 Brigade described a formation

of ninety-six bombers going over as 'the best sight seen for

days', ■ No.3 Division said its frontline trCops were 'elated'
with the bombing of the railroad N.W. of Cistema in the

morning, Enemy fortifications had been badly damaged and

heavy casualties inflicted. No. 56 Division's troops, v/ere
'most enthusiastic'.

1

No,7 A.A.S.C,

War Diary.

This day was the occasion of an unusual request - one
The most intense flak of the dayby Air Forces to Army,

v/as ex-pei’ienced by a force of tv/enty A-20-Bostons (U.S.) -
bombing a gun area,
engaged were badly holed.

TvYenty out of twenty-four aircraft
A request was im?.de by the Air

Forces, and obtained the assenb of the Chief of Staff Fifth

Arny, that the same target be attacked heavily on the morrovY,
The only German air activity that day was reconnaissance by .
two' aircraft. The attack on 3 March v/as half-hearted, and

It petered out.'completely on 4 March.achieved nothing.

Complaint by VI Corps Commander ansv/ered and Air Forces
exonerated.

On 24 FebiuiarjY the Commander of VI Corps - Maj. Gen,
informed the Army Commander that he was not

Ibid.
L.K. Truscott

vYell satisfied with the air support arrangements for VI Corps.
A.cting in the belief that reflection was thereby cast on the

A*ir Forces, No. 7/9 A.rmy iAir S'ap-port Control drevr up, and
submitted, a list shavring full details of all recent VI Corps
and Fifth Army requests and the extent , to v/hich they had
been met. The view was that there was little basis for the

In many cases. Fifth .Army had been able tocomplaint,
anticipate VI Corps requirements and had provided large-

/soale
G.26O7OO/DEW/8/5O /
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scale programmes v/hich, when weather allovred of execution,
must have assisted considerahly in the repulse of eneiiy
attacks,

until a personal intex’view with the Commander of VI Corps
was arranged,
purely and simply to the machinery of his ovm, staff, not to
the Air Forces,

with the object of placing greater responsibility on G-3
and G-2 for the selection of tnjrgets and relieving the Air
Liaison Officer of much of it,

lent one of its Colonels to VI Corps H,Q, to assist them

with advice on target selection and air matters generally.

The reasons^ for the complaint remained obscure

It appeared that the complaint related

Internal re-organisation had already begun

Twelfth Air Support Comman

.

d

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS m(M THE i'\NZIO

'  OPERATION,

Gen. Eaker’s Summing~up

The third major landing on Italian soil had been
executed and, like its forerunners, had only succeeded by a
narrow margin. By 6 March the third of a dangerous series

i,H.B,II J,11/49. of counter-attacks had been held, but the general situation
Letter from

Gen. Eaker to

Gen. Arnold

6 Mar. 1944.

Operations in
support of
Shingle M,A,A,P,

was still difficult and the hoped-for break-through to Rome

indefinitely delayed,
history of the operation gave birth at this point to a

report by the C. -in-O. which is given in full at Appendix
16, and because of its comprehensiveness, should be studied.

Searching study of the problems and

Control and Uniformity,

If the beaches had been cleared more quickly, fighters
on beach patrol could have been correspondingly released for

fighter-bomber work, , Further, if the bridgehead had been

expanded earlier, great economies of fighter sorties could

have been achieved, for it would have been possible to lay
dovvn a number of fighter strips. In the event, the only
strip which'could be laid v/as rendered uintenable by enemy
artillery -fire and v/as abandoned. There were no emergency
strips to replace it. The method whereby requests for air

attacks or enemy forces, emanating from the Ground Arriy
Command Post, were passed direct to the Air ConiiTiand post
worked well and proved in its simplicity a model for the

future. The system of spotting for Ground and Naval,

artillery fire could, had it been uniform and centralised,
have economised in spotting aircraft and given greater
flexibility in the conduct of such operations. The fighter-
control ship, with the single function of controlling
fighters, had proved an indispensable factor,

Counter-Air Operations

Ibid.

Ibid, The deployment of the Air Forces and their phased
effort had helped.in the achievement of tactical surprise,
prevented daylight low level bombing attacks against our
beachhead forces, cut doT,vn enemy daylight dive-bombing and
night bombing to a minimum, o.nd total daily enemy sorties
for all purposes to below the hundred mark,
and numbers had killed effective air opposition to our own

fomations and accounted foi- something in the region of four
hundred enemy aircraft.

Our methods

Disruption of Communications and Close Support

A high degree, although not a cqnQ)lete one, of isolation,
had been effected by cutting communications to the beach

head and keeping them cut long enough for the landing to
be made and consolidated with virtually no opposition,
of one hundred and twenty-eight traffic days the enemy

/was

Out
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was allovred the use of his principal communications line

to the battle area on only seventeen days. Ample vn?itten
evidence is available of the Army’s (1) keen appreciation of
the value of the Air support. The type of letter such as

that sent on 21 February by General Mark Clark to Brig, Gen,

Gordon p. Saville, C.G., of Tyrelfth A.S.C, records apprecia
tion of the fine precision work by our dive-bombers opera
ting over a fluid bomb-line.

The Needs of Second Tactical Air Force

The build-up in U.K. of air forces for Operation
Overlord had now reached a point when calls vrould have to

be made on personnel from other theatres,
the news was broken to M.A.A.F, that by 1 Mar.khj it vrould

have to pairt with f ;.ur single-engined fighter squadrons,
Vifith their due proportion of ancillary personnel. One
thousand men T/ould be withdravm from M.A.A.F, to U,K»

M.A.A.F. 's ceiling was lov/ered by two thousand personnel ̂ d
seven per cent overall deficiency on the remaining ceiling.

Drafting v/ould be reduced to one hundred men a month for

January to March inclusive. All this involved the overlay
of complicated fighter re-orga.nisation on top of the general
re-organisation about to fall to the lot of the new
Air Cormnander-in-Chief and his staff.

In mid-J anuary

a

A.X. 802
Air Min, to

H.Q M A.F,♦ >

Advanced

14 Jan. 44'

A.H.B.II J.V
90/251 (a)/l2a

(1) Exanination of Maps 7» 7a 7^3 reveals the
chronological increase in the scale of air effort and its

convergence towards the active front. Map 6 shows the
progress of the land battle from 22 Januarj'’ to 23 May, 1944,
with the various perimeter changes.
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•CHAPT.ER 8

CASSINO..,.-__ig.R.;. interdiction AND SECOND STALED,tATE

THE FIRST AM)' SECOND BATTLES FOR CASSINO

German Lines of Defence, January 192)4

The next line of defence in the path of the Allies was

l<n.own as the Fond'i - Monte Cairo SvhLtch Line (or Senger or
Fuehrer Line),
coast, through Fondi, Santa Oliva, Piedimonte, turned east to

include Cassino, then roughly north, culminating in Monte
Cairo.

This stretched from Terracina on the v/est

The stretch covering the Cassino Area and main front

German Strategy
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med

H.B./II.J.ll/
58/7
A.

v/as knoTrWi as the Gustav Line.

Adolf Hitler Line behind Cassino is a local term for a rear

The Allied reference to an

Behind this system, protecting
Rome, was the C Line, stretching from north of Anzio, through
points south-v/est of Valmontone and near Avezzano to the east
coast,

from Albano to Rome.

section of the Fuehrer Line.

A short line.knovm as the Campagna Switch Line ran

' There xrere only tv/o paths to Rome for
the Allied armies - by sea and up the Liri Valley,
entrance to this valley rose the bastion of Monte Cassino, and

its complex of minor hill features, the v/hole dominated
remotely by Monte Cairo to the north»

At the

N. Z. Corps at
Cassino.

Br.Hist.Sect./cm

The Monte Cassina. Portrefis

The entrance to the Liri Valley was both easily
ivHB/lI.J.11/58/6 defensible and very heavily defended. An Allied attack in the

area across the Rapido, just preceding the Anzio landing,
failed. It was then clear that the Cassino spur was the main

stay of the enemy defensive system. Before the Y/ar, methods

of attacking the Monte Cassino spur had been studied at the

Italian Staff College as a regular exercise; without any
artificial works, the position was generally considered to be

almost impregnable. The Germans had been developing and forti

fying it,for the past four months, constructing pillboxes of

steel and concrete, and drilling and blasting emplacements in

the rock. The site of the Abbey, ) lying on the extreme
/ edge

(1 ) The Abbey of Monte Cassino (or as it was known to the
Allies in the area - the 'libnastery' -) v/as founded in 529 a.D.
by Saint Benedict on the site of an ancient Roman temple to

Apollo, During the Middle Ages it acquired v/orld-wide renovm
as a centre of religious life and of the Arts and Sciences.
Within its high ’walls ’was a treasure-house of works of Christian

art, in most known media and of superb workmanship, as w/ell as

many priceless manuscripts; all thi.s Vfas matchless and

irreplaceable. According to a book, published in 1879 and

purchased in Naples .by an officer of ifth Indian Div., it v/as

converted into a fortress in 1230 and reconstructed, after

suffering several attacks, in both the 14th and 17th centuries.

In 1821, four further towers were constructed and, at some
time thereafter, .the massive main gate, which leads through to
a vault lined with stones each 9 metres 4-0 c„<n, long, A 38
metres long stcne flagged path, steep even for mules, and

lighted by five large flanking windov/s, led up to the second
door, an arch wdth a tov/er on one side and a stone lion on the
other (both em.blems of the Monastery). The third door, 1 0
metres ahead of the second was a strong tower in the Middle

Ages; it led on to the three large cloisters. Under the main

centre cloister was a water'cistern ’.vith a capacity of 320,000
gallons. Und^r the 1 8th century College were the capacious
cellars, the contents of which w/ere a theme for the poet rather
than the historian, 4th Indian Division regarded the Abbey as
a modern .fortress beyond the capacity of contemporary field
engineers to deal v/ith.

P.A.I.P.534
4th Indian Div.

10 Feb. 1944

Guide to Italy
1920
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edge of the spur, dominated the tovm of Cassino, the greater
part of the valley of the Eapido River and the entire
eastern end of the Liri Valley,
the only point of vantage, nor.even the most important, but
its value as an observation post cannot be questioned by any
one T/ho has visited it.

steep eastern slope of the spur and a wide area of the

Further to the vrest, tvTo other dominating features,
Point 593 and Point 575 had been converted into strong
points. The-whole constituted an intricate system of inter
locking defences, from viiich accurate and intense cross-fire
could be brought to bear on any line of approach.

First Movements towards Cassino

The Abbey vfas by no means

Extensive field works covered the

summit.

Ibid. Early in January, plans were laid for
an entrance into the Liri Valley,
earnest Just before the ilnzio landing.
January, the French Expeditionary Corps had seized the high
ground to the north-east and north of Cassino.

troops had crossed the Eapido River a mile south of Belvedere
hill, after a first atteupt further downstream had failed.
The village of Cairo fell on 31 January,

Corps to force

Operations began in
By the end of

■\r

American

The First Battle for Cassino

Ibid. nn.successful,,..U,S. .II„.,Cprp,i5 l^fprt

Fifth Array planned turning movements on either side of
the Liri Valley .and a frontal thrust into the valley,-
X Corps crossed the G<arigliano River in a movement aimed at
entry from the south; by 20 January it had a footing in the
hills, drawing on itself the \?eight of counter-attacks by
four divisions. II U.-S. Corps assaulted across the Eapido
River, the French attacked in the mountains, but the
offensive did not go to plan,
shifted to the right flank to encircle Cassino by capturing
Monte Gastellone and Monte Albanc.ta.
bitter fighting, the Eapido River had been crossed at certain
points, and Monte Cairo and the encircling hills taken,
II Corps continued attacking with the object of taking
Cassino, but, after two weeks, had secured only a few houses
on the outskirts of the town,
had fought their way to mthin 3CC yards of Monastery Hill.
Cn 11 February, the last attack failed; the exhausted
U.S.II Corps passed command of the sector to the New Zealand
Corps, (1 )

The wei^t of the attack v/as

By 30 January, after

By 6 February, leading troops

„Air Support J’or Pi (^eratiqns toward.s Cassino

No. 7 A.A.S.G.
ITar Diary

Little direct support could be given the main Fifth
ilrray forces while iinzio beachhead was being consolidated.
Full fighter protection was given wherever weather allov/ed,
but the main weight of air effort-affecting, both the main
front and the beachhead fell on communications targets. In
the first battle of Cassino, some of the more noteworthy air
efforts vrere.on 20 January when one hundred and seventy-nine
¥arhawks straffed enemy positions from Cassino to Rocca Di
Papa, In spite of extensive bombardment of the enemy rail
system, the. changeable breather after 28 January enabled the
Germans to keep a minimum of one line open to the Rome area.
The Wellington effort over the period 2, to 14 February fell
to some fifty sorties. American heavy bombers attained a
total of some three hundred and forty sorties against rail
ways and the U.S. Tactical mediums just passed the tvro
hundred and sixty sortie mark.

/

No. 205 G-p.
O.R.B.

Much

(1 ) ITith 2nd N.Z. Div. and 4th Indian Div. under command
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Medium Bomter

Operations 1
Jan. - 28 Aug.

H.Q.XII A.P.

AHB/II.J. 11/12

Much damage v/as'effected, confirmed by air photographs, in
particular at Modena, Ferrara and Padua, but traffic, although
hindered, flowed continuously southv/ards. In Central Italy,
hits were recorded on Bucine Viaducts, Viterbo, Temi and
Siena marshalling yards, blocking lines temporarily.

The SecOnd Battle for Cassino

Plans

Corps Plans for the Second Battle for Cassino

N.Z. Corps.Op.
Instn, No. R
9 Feb. 192(4 &

2fth Ind.Div, Ops
Instr. No, 3

n Feb. 1944

Ibid, p. 9.

On 9 February, General Freyberg ordered the attack by
New Zealand Corps. The intention was to capture Monastery
Hill and Cassino in the event of II U.S. Corps being unable
to complete this task by dark on 12 February. In his instruc
tions there v/as no reference to the Abbey. It not given
as an objective and no reference was, made to air support,
2nd Nev/ Zealand Division v/as to act mainly in a support role,
crossing the River Rapido and assisting 4th Indian Division^,
after the latter had cut Highv/ay 6, to capture the toi/Vn of
Cassino,

4th . Indian Dw Plans

Officer^"'(^fPAIR. 534 lED.HQ.
R.E. 4 Ind.Div,

9 Feb. 1944

Ibid. p. 9.

Earlier on the 9th the Senior

Division had discussed the capture of, and entry into,
Abbey buildings. At 1330 hours the Royal Sngineers(2)
informed that a possible engineer task was an entry into
Cassino Monastery,
ties and despatched an officer to H.Q. Fifth Army to obtain
information about the building,
night ivithout any information, but put forward ideas regarding
the purchase of books in .Naples,
officer visited Naples, where he obtained several books and a
line plan,
were discussed by New Zealand Corps and 4th .Indian Division,

the 4th Indian
the

wrere

The Engineer Commanders foresaw difficul-

The subaltern returned that

On 10 and 11 February this

On 11 February the general engineering problems

OriginsofArmy Request for Air Bombing of Abbey-

On 10 and 11 February, 4th Indian Division prepared its
plans and at 22R5 hours on 11 February its G.D.0.1 signed the
divisional operation instruction,
the Abbey as such, except in the Air paragraph v/hich read as
follows:-

No reference was made to

4th Ind.Div.Op,
Instn, No, 3

11 Feb. 1944

Requests have 'been made for all buildings and suspected
enemy strongpoints o.n or in vicinity of objectives
including the Monastery to be subjected to intense
bombing from now onward."

This is the first reference which can be found to date to a

request for the bombing of the Abbey buildings.

/Belief

(0 ....EiY,isiqnci..l,,,Oonma^ Maj. Gen. F.I.S. Tuker, C.B., D.S.O.
He being sick remained at H.Q. during this operation, gi-ving

He signed all documentsevery assistance to his deputy,
relative to the. air bombing of Cassino Abbey,
Acting .Divisional ..C^^ Brigadier H.E* Dimoline, C.B.E.,
D.S.O. (C.R.A, 4th Indian Div.)

Lt. Col. J.F, Adye.

(2) Commander - Lt, Col. E. Stenhouse

G. 260700/UFT^4/50 SECRET
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Air Support' ' . "

It is 'beyond doubt that the strong views of . General.,
Tuker were the deciding factors in- the presentation and ... .
successful advocacy of the Army request for air action .  .

against the Abbey,
skill and training of infantry for war, and their leading
in battle was of such an original yet practical kind as to

border on genius." Mountain warfare was his speciality.
His etcher's eye (ho was an artist of some standing) for
fine gradations of perspective v/as said to enable him to

master, as few commanders had done, thO'lie of a battlefield.

: \

It had been publicly stated that ."hisA military
commentator

quoted in "The

Tiger Triu^hs
s. 0. T94S

Main H.Q. 4 Ind.

Div. No. 433/G
1 2 Feb.. ,1 944
Sgd. Gen. Tuker

He was a great believer in the povrer of the air arm to

prepare the ground for ap army attack and had alxvays pointed
out that the Monastery Hill position could not be taken until
a preliminary "softening up" by air had been completed or
until the hill could be turned and isolated. ("I)
could not jump the position with its concrete and steel
emplacements. He compared Monastery Hill v/ith other
redoubtable positions stormed in the history of the
division, concluding that it was the most formidable of all

and that to "go direct for it xvithqut softening it properly
was "to hit one's head straight against the hardest part of
the T/holc operation,
to Ne’w Zealand Corps, Although not stating t
was occupied by the enemy the second letter(2)
that "block buster" bombs should be dropped in it. It
read:-

Infantry

He made these points in two letters
that the Abbey
'  indicated

6.Ibid, paras.
6 & .7

V.'hether the.. Monastery is now _£ccupi
C^rmn Garrison or not, it is certain that it will
be heid as a keep, "by the last remnants of the garri
son of the position,
that the building should be so demolished as to
prevent its effective ocoupation at that time.

I would ask that you would give me definite
information n't . .once as to how this fortress v-dll be

dealt with as the means are not v/ithin the capacity
of this Division."

It is therefore also essentia

7,

l

Newf Zealand. Corps ' 'Publication of Report of Germa'n
Occupation of Abbey

On 12 February appeared the first printed statement that
the Abbey was occupied,
the heading

4th Indian Division published under
4th Ind.Div,

In be 11, Summary
No, 22

12 Feb. 1944

p. 75 Pt.Th-ro(e) "Violation ofGeneva .Convention" the statement of a

German sergeant taken prisoner that there were several

/German

(1 ) It is interesting to note that the Cassino feature v/as
captured in the Ivky following largely by the application of

this alternative plan outlined by -General Tuker, in v/hich
General Alexander himself vra.s interested.

(2) Signed by the .G.S.0.1 but there is little doubt it vras
composed by General Tuker; dated 12.February.
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fermn units (0 in the Abbey; the sipmary quoted the New
Zealand Corps Intelligence Sumraary(2) as its souroe.

4™E,rPi§.cus3ion3 ]?efore Request for Air Attack

13 February the officer commanding(^) No. 7 Army Air
Support Control at Headquarters Fifth Amy visited New Zealand
Corps and discussed arrangements for a large scale bombing
attack on Cassino Abbey to be co-ordinated vd.th the 4th Indian
Division's attack on that Cbjective. At 14OO hours on the
same day a conference was held at Headquarters 5th Indian
Infantry Brigade for all brigade commanders, heads of
services, 4th Indian Division and representatives of Ne\7
Zealand Corps,

"(b) Monastery feature should first be
intensive bombing from the air,"

The request had not at this point been sanctioned by the
Commanding General of New Zealand Corps, but it is certain
that the request was supported by General Preyberg, probably
discussed at the daily 15th Amy Group G-3(Air) meeting and
by Generals Clark, Alexander and Cannon,

Ne!^....?ealand Corps ’ Attitude to t^ Bonding, of the Abbey

On

It was decided (inter.alia) that

subjected to

No. 7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary
13 Feb. 194if

Box 6744 A.F.H
2 N.Z. Div.

papers

^Further to the publication of the prisoner-of-v/ar's
testimony in their Intelligence. Summary, the Nevir Zealand Corps
stated in their monthly narrative that the Abbey had been
fortified by the Gemans and that "on 12 February G.O.C. 4th
Indian Division represented urgently that heavy bombs would
have to be used as siege artillery. The Abbey vras, they
said 'known to be the hub of the defensive system on Monte
Cassino."

A report by General Preyberg to the New Zealand
Governmentl4j stated:-

On February I5 the Benedictine Monastery v/as destroyed
by heavy air bombardment, a,,,s.tep w^ fo.rced upon
U.s...,.feec,a,u§,e,,.,despite enemy protests to the contrary it
was M.i.ng......us,ed_ as,,,..gbsqryatory f o purposes,"

No evidence was adduced in support of the statements that the
Abbey was manned by Geman troops. Before carrying the
narrative of operations further, it is important to consider
tvro factors - the contemporary policy of the Allies towards
the property of the Holy See in Italy, and towards historic
and sa,cred monuments in Italy generally, and the policy
relating to the employment of strategic bombers in a
tactical role

/Allied

(1) The text read:-

,  a S/Sgt. H.Q. Coy.TIl/132, states that H.Q. III/132 and
OP Para Bn and RAP are all together in the Abbey on hill 463
(G.832I) marked with a Red Cross flag. He states that from
15 to 30 Jan. the H.Q. Ill Bn. (Bn.UREIG) and one platoon 13
Coy. 77ith 2 X 75 '

PW,

mm., inf, now in position were in the same

house with the RAP at G.845238 (NZ Corps I.S. No.20)
(2) No. 20

(3) Lt. Col. the Hon. J. Hare, R.A.

(4) Dated 4 April (Cabinet Archives)
G. 2607OO/UFW/4/5P SECRET
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Allied Poliojr Tov/ards Pro|3erty of the Holy
See and Histpric. ivioni^ents.

Diploma t ic and 1/ii li tary

Perusal of the files of the Air IvtLnistry, Mediterranean
Allied Air Forces, Allied Armies in Italy, the Foreign Office

and the British Minister to the Holy See lead one to the

conclusion that throughout the Sicilian and Italian campaigns
the Allies acted v/ith the greatest possible consideration for

the safety and integrity of religious and historic monuments

subject, to the overriding needs of the battle.

On the day of the invasion of Sicily, (1) President
Roosevelt addressed a letter to the Pope, part of which
read;-

F.A.N.322

22 Jan. 1944

'There is no need for me to re-affirm that respect for

religious beliefs and for the free exercise of religious
worship is fundamental to our ideas,

religious institutions v/ill, to the extent that it is

within our power, be spared the devastations of war
during the struggle ahead,
operations, the neutral status of the Vatican City,
as \7ell as the Papal domains throughout Italy will be
respected "

Churches and

Throughout the period of

The phrase "to the ,,extent that> is within our power
borne in mind. ^

should be

A.C.A.S.(Ops.) General Eisenhov/er issued a special order at the
B.39 beginning of the campaign in Italy, reminding all commanders
(AHB/II. J.1 l/l 7) that Italy was a country x-vhich had greatly contributed to

our common cultural inheritance; that" it was rich in
monuments whose creation helped and then illustrated the

growth of the Allied civilisation; and .that, ,in„.„so„,..far, as.
"]‘.i2.ii§,?^Z....ir!-.?.5..®.?.si.ty....E.emitte those monuments should be
spared from all damage. 'Thereafter, correspondence was
continuous, for the high moral tone of the Supreme Commander's

order was something to be aimed at rather than a guarantee,
noted here i "in so .far as military

On 4 November, General Eisenhower instructed I5th Amy
Group that Monte Cassino Abbey(2) was to be added to the list
of monuments to be protected, in addition to the Papal estate

of Castel Gandolfo (already on the said list). At the;time,
the ground forces were out of range of both places, but the
air forces v/ere \7ell \7ithin range of them.

/Vatican

(1) 10 July 1943

(2) Monte Cassino Abbey did. not .come under the heading of
"Papal property." It was the property of the Benedictine

.. ... Order, situated in an Ecclesiastical District under direct

control of the Pope in matters spiritual, the Abbey itself
being "Prelatus null.ius: Diocesecs" (i.e. controlled by a
prelate who possessed episcopal jurisdiction vathout a

Article - "Monte diocese). The name of the old Abbot was Diamarc. The

Cassino" in '.'New headquarters of the Benedictine Order, in 1944 was at Sant
English Review Anselmo in Rome. The chair of the Abbot Primate ’Was held at

the time by Abbot Fidelis von Stotzingen, a German, and,
according to the Commander of the German XIV Panzer Corps -
General von Senger - a friend of his (von Senger's)

Illustrated"

'Vbi/ll"'(new
series) No, 4
April, 1949
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Y§„tic„§n. Abbey

On 5 November, the Military Government Section("^)
Allied Force Headquarters advised 15th Army Group that H.M.
Minister to the Holy See(-2)' had been asked by the Vatican to
intervene Tri.th the British Foreign Office in order to save the

■A similar appeal had been made to
Osborne had heard that the Germans "had already

occupied Monte Gassino and sent the monks away" and had
accordingly informed the Cardinal Secretary of State that if
the Germans used the Abbey "the Allies will be obliged to take
v/hatever counter-measures, aerial or otherv/ise, that their
own military interests may require;" this was reported with
the request that a.F.H.Q. would take whatever steps v/ere

a.F.H.Q. possible for the preservation of the Abbey, 15th Army Group
File 5913/0.1478 signalled Fifth and Eighth ilrmies, instructing that the Papal
5 Nov. 1943

M. G.S.619.3
A.F.H.Q. File
5913
5 Nov. 1 943

at

Abbey of Monte Cassinq,
the Germans■

domain at Castel Gandolfo and the Abbey of Monte Cassino v/ere
both to be preserved if possible, but that "consideration for
the safety of such areas willnot he allowedto interfere with
mlitary necessity,"

F/ltaly/lO(Vol.l)
Rome Open City
(2.8,43 to
24.3,44) S.I.C.
File No, 4"l 0
7 Nov. 1943

On 7 November, Sir David Osborne reported to the Foreign
Office information from the Vatican that the German Embassy
had written to say that "regular German troops" would not
occupy the Abbey, and that he was then asking the Vatican
v/hether the Germe.n assurance covered the occupation or utili
sation of the Abbey or itsterritory by any German military
authority or element whatsoever.

Information from that a really satisfactory answer was ever received on this
Cabinet Histori- point from the Vatican before the decision to bomb the Abbey

or before the actual bombing.
Group had issued the instructions given them,
promised to advise the Group v/hen a reply was received to the
request by Osborne just mentioned.

There is no evidence to dat

cal Section.
25.11.1949.

By 1 2 November, 1 5th Army
A.F.H.Q.

e

General Eisenhov/er on the Military Principle

The matter did not come into prominence again until
29 December, when General Eisenhower signalled all commanders
stressing the significance of Italian monuments, but reitera
ting the military principle involved.

"If we haveto choose between destroying a famous
building,.and .sacrificing our qiiyn'men^^ 3
,liy.e.s .count infinitely more and the huilding must go.. ..
Nothing can stand againstthe argument of military

.l!ha.t is an.. ..accep,.ted principle.

He went on to enjoin the need for meticulous discrimination.

He stated:-

necessity.

a.f.h.Q.3913
File

Sig.8464
6 Jan. 1944

On 6 January, Fifth Array H.Q. had no trace of having
received the A.F.H.Q. message of 4th November,
informed through Mediterranean Air 0ommand(3)

It had be
of the

en

/desirability

(1) Section of A.F.H.Q. dealing v/ith matters affecting Allied
Military Government and the Allied Control Commission, whose
responsibility it was to care for and preserve artistic and
ancient monuments in Italy.

(2) Sir David Osborne

(3) Message A.347 dated 27 October 1943.

G. 260700/UEJ/2</50 SECRET
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desirability of preserving Gassino Abbey. It is clear
that a complaint had been received('^ J that Fifth Army
artillery fire had damaged the Abbey for the message spoke
of the engagement of enemy positions in the vicinity and •

admitted the possibility that erratic bursts may have-hit
the Abbey,
unavoidable,

avoid damaging it, in spite of the fact that it occupied
commanding terrain niiich might well serve as an excellent
observation post for the enemy,

was relayed to the Combined Chiefs of Staff for General
Marshall.

If so, the damage v/as unintentional and
Every effort v/ould continue to be made to

The gist of the message

Thus, before he left the theatre on 8 January,
General Eisenhower had issued the orders relating to the

preservation of Papal property and of cultural and
religious mohUsnents (with a proviso on military necessity),
v/hich had been received by all ground and air commanders in
the field.

Gassino Abbey was at this tine veil Tivithin the front-
Operations followingline area of II United States Corps,

the Anzio landing on 22_ January brought the Papal domain of
Castel Gandolfo (near the Alban Hills) into the picture as
a tactical area of communications behind the enemy lines,
and a possible ob.ject of air operations. It is necessary

at this point to digress and to study the bombing of Castel

Gandolfo, for this occasion and the high level Allied
rulings arising out of it established a most important
precedent directly related to the bombing of Cassino Abbey.
The record will make quite clear the attitude of the Allied
Governments and the Combined Chiefs of Staff to decisions

made in such cases by the Supreme Allied Comraandei-
Mediterranean. ■

The Castel Gandolfo Precedent

Castel Gandolfo

Foreign Office
S.I.O. File

F/Italy/10
(Vol.I)

It was the desire of the Holy See that all Papal
property, as well as Rome itself, should come under the

"open city" provisions,
governments had agreed that Papal property was to be
respected as neutral,

Eisenhower were clear to the effect that this immunity was

to be always subseryient to military necessity, stressing
that he was empowered to take what action v/as considered
necessary, if action against such property were deemed
essential to_ the conduct of Allied operations.

The British and United States

Their instructions to General

Holy See/62yiN
No.

2 Feb. 1944

In the village of Castel Gando?.fo in the province of

Rome and 13 miles roughly S.E, of that city, lay the
Pontifical

properties

long strip north and south from Castel Gandolfo Village to
the outskirts of the tovm of Albano and included the

Albano and Gastelli

had both been to a great extent evacuated.

Papal buildings harboured some five thousand civilian

Palace and the Villa Barberini, both Vatican
.(2) The grounds of the Panal estate ran in

Barber:j.n;^ Villa and other buildings.
Romani The

V '■

;ees

(l) Probably from the Vatican through the Foreign Office
and G.G.S.

Fi'iN.322 22 Jan.19^f4 (2) Included in Article XIV of the Lateran Treaty; the
CCS to Wilson Pope's summdr residence ' ■

(3) The nearby vn.ne-growing district.
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refugees from the. area,. .There were nuns in the convent just
outside the estate walls and the,„:religious colony included
colleges and the cathedral,
the hattlefield.

4iL...G.gminander-^^^^^ Instructions on Operations
Albano Area

The area lay in the midst of

in the

1£EDC0S 27
2 Feb. 1944 At some time before, the afternoon of 2 February(0

(following discussions with the Commander of 15th Army Group
and the Commanding General of the Tactical Air Force), the
Air Commander-in-Chief despatched the follovdng signal
Supreme Commander Mediterranean

to the

Certain areas in Italy pertaining to the Vatican have
been on a restricted basis as far as air operations are
concerned. The desire to hold these areas inviolate has
been^ strongly represented by both the United States and
British Governments, The exception has been in case
a tactical emergency should arise Y/hich YTOuld
tate such operation in our ovm protection or in support
of our vital ground operations. This situafion has
now developed in the Albano - Castel Gandolfo
wherein, is located the Vatican farm and
residence.

necessi-

area

summer

This area is now in the midst of the battle
area and contains essential road communications, I
have discussed this with Alexander, who feels that we
cannot prejudice the success of the Rome operations by
providing in the middle of the battle a sanctuary for
the opposing Geraians. I have instructed Gannon to
attack targets in this restricted zone only when in his

■  opinion and in that of Alexander it is absolutely
necessary, but have given him freedom to operate when
this condition is met."

General Wilson concurred in this decision of General
^ker and advised his concurrence to the British and Combined
Chiefs of- Staff on 2 February. The British Chiefs of Staff
noted With.approval" this signal and later(2) confirmed their
agreement with both views and decision.

C.O.S.(44)32nd
Mtg,(c)
3 Feb. 1944

*5fe.?..™.tions. in. Al^^ and 2 February 19Zj4.
No. 7 A.A.O.S.

War Diary
1  and 2 Feb,

1944

A tactical emergency therefore nov/ existed in the Albano
On 1 February, the Y/eather in Fifth Army sector v/as

hazy, T7ith low cloud, so poor, in, fact,, that the only array
support flown v/as one medium bomber and Wo fighter-bomber
missions. Twenty-three U.S. Mitchells(3) were airborne, v/ith

junction as their target. They dropped eighty-
two 10001b. bombs. One report stated that all bombs fell in
the target area and that the road was believed to be blocked,
-/mother testified to a good average of hits on the road
junction and the main road S.E. of it, as well as hits in
Albano tovm. ^ Three aircraft ̂ Tere holed by flak, the local
build-up of Ydiich was observed to be considerable.

area.

M.A.A.F. O.R.B.

Appx.VOps.2 and
M.A.T.A.F. ’ O.R.B.

Appx.l/Qps.32 1
and 2

Feb. 1944.

/During

(l ) No copy of the original signal can be traced in U.K., bit
it probably exists in Gen. Eaker's files held by U.S.A.F.
and IS probably dated 1 February.

(2) See COSMED No.

(3) Prom No. 321 Group- ■

27 dated 12 Feb, 1944

PAN,322

22 Jan. I944.
CCS to Y/ilson

G. 2607OO/UPI7/4/5O S E C R E T
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During the forenoon on 2 February thirty-six U. S.
Mitchellst "I) attacked, the same target; Y/ith one hundred and-
twenty-seven 10001b. bombs. They claimed to have well
hovered the target, and scored many hits in the tovm and
cut the main road and the_N, side of the road jiinction-
Tvrelve .aircraft were holed by flak.

Z. 0.11 5 Feb. 1944- Gro'und Reports by Vatican on Results of Albano Air Attacks
quoting text of
Tel.No. 35 -
Vatican to State

Dept. (-U. S. )

On 2 February the Vatican reported to the U. S. Minister
to the Holy See that on 1 February in the afternoon attack
on Albano one bomb hit the Convent, killing seventeen nuns;

dated 2 Feb, 1944 others hit two colleges with victims;
Caste1 Gandolfo cathedral was damaged;
2 Februaiy five bombs fell in the domain killing one and
injuring five,

asked the Foreign Office to warn the Allied High Command in
the Mediterranean.

the apse of the
also that on

Sir David Osborne, learning of the affair,

Chiefs of Staff' s favourable Ruling on Air Operations at
Albano

COS. MED, 27

12 Feb, 1944
.  On 8 February, the Foreign Office, to whom the Castel

Gandolfo affair had been referred, advised the Chiefs of
Staff s Committee of their findings.
Allied policy that the diplomatic immunity of Vatican
property should not be allowed to interfere v/ith bombing
during the assault, the following ruling v/as given:-

After recalling the

'It follows that if the C-in-C. is allowed this

latitude in the treatment of Vatican properties in
Rome during the assault on Rome, he should be allowed
a similar latitude in regard to these similar
properties during the assault on the localities in
which they are situated,
C. -in-C.

In other words, the,
„was not only within h rights but v/ithin

his .in3,tructions in, permitting ,such action to be
t.§.^®.?l,.....§.s.,...?’®.sul,ted in b falling on these two
properties (i. e. at Oastel Gandolf^o ’

F. 0» Pile p/ltaly/ On 11 Pebruaiy, the Combined Chiefs of Staff relayed
10 (Vol.l) Rome, the ruling to General Wilson, at the same time enjoining on
Open City.2.8.43/ him all reasonable care. On 12 February, the British
p. 103. 24.3*4-4. Chiefs of staff confirmed the signal just quoted, mentioning

new fact, namely that the German Embassy had assured the
Vatican that Kesselring had ordered that the immediate
surroundings of the Papal villa should not be used by the
Germans for any defence construction or storage of war
material.

a

COS. MED. 27
12 Feb.1944

In particular, they emphasised that there were
legal grounds why particular care should have been taken

to avoid hitting the convent outside (although contiguous
to) the property.(reeerded and the views therein-tsxpr&ssedj

no ,r*^,

Ca^s^^^ during Air Attack on

Albano 11 February 19^. •

On 10 February, Allied heavy bombers were diverted to
tactical support of the Lxizlo. beachhead,
involved was Albano which wa.a attacked by thirty-six U. S,
Fortresses, two of which were lost,

the bombing were the deaths of many civilian refugees,

/The total

/imong the areas

/imong the results of

i/L A. A, F, 0, R, B*

10 Feb- 1944

(1) Also from No. 321 Group
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Signal No. 88
Sir D. Osborne

The total v/as put as high as five hundredC"') by the Pope, v/ho
was greatly distressed at the unfortunate end of

to Foreign Office homeless who had accepted his hospitality.
14 Feb, 1944.

so many

It vms his hope
that certain tov/ns would come to be regarded by both belli
gerents as reserved for use of the sick, wounded and refugees,
and therefore inviolable.

Other incidents occurred from time to time and the

correspondence between the parties concerned continued to
accumulate. General Wilson continued to enjoy the support
of Foreign Office and Chiefs of Staff,

emerging as affecting the damage caused by air attacks in the
area were that General Wilson, on whom the responsibility
was placed by the Allied High Command, was entitled to attack
Papal property if in his opinion the situation warranted it,
and that in this action he was supported by the Government
and all the Chiefs of Staff,

parallel, if not complete pattern of similarity to that of
Monte Cassino Abbey had been created and was fresh in the

minds of the Mediterranean Allied commanders by 12 Februaiy
v/hen the first ideas of an air attack on Gassino Abbey were
under discussion.

The main points

A precedent bearing a certain

The Military Oooupatlon of Oaasino Abbey and
it5_.,.Terriipry,.,.,prior t |,.,,.pebivary, 19^

Military Occupation not a decisive Factor in Request for
Bombing ofthe Abbey

It will be clear from the foregoing pages that the
question as to whether or not any German military units were
in occupation of the Abbey or its territory before the air
attack of 15 Febriuary, carried little or no weight in the
decision that heavy preliminary bombing was necessary. The
views of the Commander of 4th Indian Division expressed
12 February leave no doubt that it v/as as a military unit
forming part of the v/hole feature of Monastery Hill that the
Abbey and its territory was viewed. The whole philosophy
of the idea is implicit in the paragraph of his letter to the
New Zealand Corps Commander of 12 February quoted  a few
pages above. The tone of the discussions makes it evident

that General Tuker, who sav/ modern warfare, like that of the
past, as a succession of sieges, and the heavy bomber as the
current version of the old siege train, viewed the problem as
a soldier, realistically, proposing the air operation as a.i
alternative to an engineering operation, as one which should
lead to the annihilation of any eneiry hopes of holding on to
the Monastery Hill position as such.

It will be noted that as from the publication of the
prisoner-of-war's evidence on 12 February (taken on 9 February)
there is a build-up of recorded statements to the same effect,
which seems to point to a belief in at least some Allied
quarters that proof of German occupation before the event
would in some way reinforce the decision to bomb the Abbey

on

Main 4 Ind.Div.

No. 433/1/G
12 Feb. 1944

"The Pattern of

las,',',,,. by„l,t., ,Gen,.
Sir F. Tuicer 1948
Cassell.

/German

(l) Comparing these figures with the civilian casualties at
Gassino Abbey, the evidence suggests that although serious in
the latter case, they did not equal those at Oastel Gandolfo,
and it may be proved in time that most of those at Gassino
were the result of deliberate German manipulation of the
situation.

G. 260 700/UFW-/4/50 SECRET
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&eraan Guarantees of Non-occupation of the Abbey

On 7 November 1943, the Vatican reported a German
Nmbassy promise that the Abbey vrould not be occupied by
"regular German troops.
Ambassador to the Holjr See transmitted to the Abbot' Priraate ■ ■
of the Benedictine Order the statement that German military
authorities asserted that' there v/ere no defence v/orks at

Cassino Abbey, nor artillery mortars or machine guns or any
troop concentrations.in the neighbourhood of the Abbey.
Everything possible, ho said, had been done to prevent
Monte Cassino from becoming a traffic point.
15 February, a further statement was handed to the Vatican
amplifying this and reaffirming that there were (at that
date) no artillery, mortars, machine g^uns or German troops
in Monte Cassino Abbey or its iimodiate surroundiigs,
21 February, however, they had announced their occupation
of the Abbey ruins.

On 14 February 1 944 the German

On

By

Sir D, Osborne

No. 410
7 Nov. 1943

Sir D. Osborne

No, 108

20 Feb. 1944

One reT)ort, on "fairly reliable authority," reached
the British Miiistcr to the Holy See that "whereas some time
in 1943, the Germans had agreed to respect a 300 metre
49ntrai...zaie r^ the -walls of Oassino Abbey, in January
■fchey ceased to observe the agreement and set artillery v;ith-
in this zone,
support or contradict this report.

There is no evidence yet available to

'Eeflcctions on A striking piece of testimony in support of the Gerraan
the Oassino Battle"contentions appeared recently in the form of two articles by
Irish Defence
Journal

Feb'. T'949 p,64
(in l-.O,Library)
and
"Monte Cassino"

General von Senger, comander of the German XIV Panzer Corps
in the Cassino Sec-tor at the tirae of the bombing,
affim-ned that there vrere
grounds,
orders that troops should not be permitted to enter the
sanctuary, in order to avoid giving the Allies any excuse
for destroying it.

He

no_ Germans in the Monastery
for Field Marshal Kesselring had given express

," He co-uld not testify personally thatNew English
Review Lla gaz ine
iiiustrated
voi.ii--
(Nev/ Series)
No,4 April 1 949

this decision vra.s co-mmunicated to the Allies, (1)
did Kesselring, he said, prohibit German soldiers from
entering the Abbey, but ]posted a guard a-t the gate to
ensure that his orders ;vere carried out. (^) He admitted
one exception. On Christmas Day he himself attended Mass,
held by the venerable Abbot Diamare in the crypt for a
couple of h-undred ref-ugecs.

Not only

VonSenger was assured of no
^he opposing forces.

Italian Statements on German Occupation of Cassino Abbey

"Tomaro due
Isma di.,J,toria,
Vol.,2
Chp,22 Note 7
on p,466 (in
course of

publication in
Italy)

Two statements were made by Italian ecclesiastics that
there v/ere no German -troops in the Abbey at the time of the
air attack,
history of the 1939 ■
serial form in Italy
Diamare, states;-

They vrere quoted in the official Italian
- 1945 now being p-ublished in
-,(3) The first, by the Abbot, Gregory

I give testimony to the truth that, in the boundaries
(reGintp) of this holy monastery of Monte Cassino,
there have never been German soldiers. There T/ere
only for a certain time three gendarmes (gendarmi)
v/hose sole purpose was to make respected the neutral
zone that had been established round the monastery,
but these vrere withdravm. for about twenty days"
(prior to the bombing) /The second

(1) There is no evidence to date- thf'.t it -vvas,. in this or
;iuy other fora, -

(2I The only o-vidence a-vailable of tlie posting of ^^uards
-11 be seen later to have a more smristcr i'.mlicatxon than

Von Songcr 'b.

(3) In neither case is it given to v/hom the stntei;-uents -were
addressed or given, but Von Senger’s later e-videnoe will
su,ggest m-i ansv«3r.

\.-i
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The second, by Father Oderizio G-raziosi of the Diocesan
Administration ('0 reads

"I, v/ho escaped from the terrific bombardment of
Monte Cassino, effected by American aeroplanes on

do declare in faith:- (inter alia)
1, Jhat happened in the Abbey corresponds to a
criminal action not determined.by any warlike movement,

3. In the inside of the Abbey, and throughout its
T/hole perimeter (cercale periraentralc) there were
German troops or warlike preparations (appresementi) of
any kind."

15 February

2.

no

M.A.A.P,
, Microfilm

Reel 14 No,11

Supporting up to a certain point the testimony of the
ecclesiastics and General Von Senger's statements, there is an
important report issued by H.Q, Fifth Array - G.2 on the
interrogation of four Italian v/omen v/ho were in the Abbey
before, during and after the air attack of 15 February and

who were picked up on 16 February near Cervaro by the
Americans, They saw no guns v/ithin the Abbey, nor any
German soldiers except tvro Gorman officers who came up
occasionally to treat wounded civilians. On the road
loading up the mount they saw two light tanlcs about 300 metres
from the Abbey and a mortar behind a funicular station at the

foot. On the 'eve of the bombing, two Germans (whom they
believed to be officers) visited the Abbey, conferred v/ith
the Abbot, and left. At a few minutes after 0600 hours on
15 February when, after■reading an Allied leaflet warning of
the impending air attack, the civilians were preparing to
leave on the advice of the monies, trvVo German officers and an
interpreter, they stated, came to inform the Abbot that under
no circumstances pms any civilian to leave under pain of
being shot. Two Gorman sentries were posted at the gates.

Allied Rep of German Occupation of Abbey prior to
15 February

Vlhen, on 11 February U,S. II Corps passed ooraraand of the
sector to New Zealand Corps, they had already recorded the
follov/ing information on the German positions on Monte
Cassino: on 6 Febrimry a tank ’was seen to be dug in to cover
the approaches to the Abbey; the enemy defences v/ere
extremely well prepared and bunkers had been dug in to cover
the Abbey approaches: on 8 February, enemy resistance to
their attack in the area was extremely severe; small arms
and machine gun fire was received from carefully sited
emplacements and pillboxes very close to the Abbey, On
9 February they quoted a report by an Italian civilian; this
man stated that he had been frequently in the Abbey during the
month previous to his departure on 7 Februiary and that there
were thirty tfiachine guns and some eighty soldiers in the
building; resistance had been stubborn, especially in the
area surrounding the Abbey where the enemy held strong
positions "encircling" the Abbey,

B.)

IvSlDGOS 64
4 Mar, 1 944

On 10 February, one of the few pieces, of primary
evidence was.recorded, to tho effect that the Battalion
Coraimander of the 133rd U.S, Infantry Regiment reported a
telescope in the middle row of v/iidows on the east face of
the Abbey, Enemy were stated to be moving around the base
of the buildiig on the north side; on the slightest move
ment of our troops in the vicinity of the Abbey, heavy
Liaohine gun and mortar fire had been received.

/The same

(l) Also Secretary of the Diocesan Office of Catholic Action

G. 260700/UP\7/V50 SECRET
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The same day that New Zealand Corps took o
Sir David Osborne again reminded the Vatican('^)

ver command

that if the

Abbey or its territory v/ere used by the Germans for military
purposes, the Allied military authorities would be obliged to
take necessary counter measiores. It v\rill thus be seen that

while he was concerned primarily with the diplomatic issues,
in the theatre itself it was the tactical needs of the
^situation that from that time on preoccupied the military
'commanders, although they, too, were fully posted on the
general policy covering the issues'irwolved.

The A_iD,..,Pl.a3;i,

to Air Forces

P.A. I.F.531 W.D.
H. Q. 4 Ind. Div.

G. S. Planning
Note No. 6

14 Feb. 1944

By 14 February, the request for tte use of heavy bombers
was passing through the normal channelsl^) to General Faker,
the C.-in-G. of the Air Forces; 4th Indian Division
published its version of what it required from the' Air Forces.
Two of the targets requested vrere in the Abbey. The first
request v/as for the heaviest possible weight of demolition
bombs for late afternoon on I6 February, with the object of
reducing the Abbey to ruins. Reports indicated, it was
stated, that up to 14 February Gepians were living in the
building, including the cellar. The second request was
for incendiary and smoke bombs on the Abbey, to prevent the
enemy from reorganising his defences in the Abbey before dark
and to maintain it until dusk in such a manner as not to
interfere with other tasks. Further suggestions were for
15 per cent of the weight of air attack available to drop
bombs other than the demolition type on mortar and machine gun
posts beside the Abbey wall, and for incendiary and smoke
bombs on the woods adjacent to, and immediately N. W. of the
Abbey, so as to set fire to these woods and prevent the enei^y
reorganising his defence. At the foot of the outline was
printed -

The success of this operation depends entirely on the
strength of the air."

In the same planning note appeared the recorded, inten
tion to pull back the forward troops on the night of
^5/■\6 February to a point beyond 1000 yards of the Abbey,

Combined Operation

When the request was following its normal course to the
point of final decision to modify standing

H. Q. ,A.C.M.F. Op.
Instn. No. 42
11 Feb. 1914
(in Appx.E.AAl.
36 Cabinet
Offices)

/priorities

(1) Both verbally and in writing

(2) After discussion between Gen. Clark, Gen. Alexander and
Gen. Cannon..

(3) Thus, by that date, the ass'umption of German occupation,
although not vital to the fundamental plan, v/as being taken
into account.
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priorities(’1) of strategic air attack, the date of the
combined attack on Monasteiy Hill depended on two time
factors - by v/hat date would the weather have allowed the

ground to become sufficiently dry to permit the operation of
armo\ar off the roads and at the same time be suitable for

effective air support? At 14 February the date fixed has

been seen to be 16 February.

TheDecision to bomb Cassino Abbey

COSlffiD 51

4 Mar. 1944
There is no doubt that the request of 4 Indian Division

was agreed to, and supported by General Freyberg, Geacgftl
Mark- Olai»i: and General Alexander. It had to be discussed

Report on the
events leading to passed it to General Eaker, \7ho alone was empowered to
the bombing of
the Abbey of
Monte Gassino

15 Feb. 1944.

Cabinet Hist.Sect, say for certain whether it was referred to General Wilson
14 Oct. 1949.

the latterbetween General Alexander .and General Cannon;

order the Cominanding General of the l5th Air Force to use

his heavy bombers in support of the land battle,
is awaited from .U. 3. records as to the exact progress of

the request up to this point and it is not yet possible t

for his concurrence or v/ho made the final decision,.

o

Evidenc

(

e

2)

No. 7 A. A. 3. C.

Yifar Diaiy
15 Feb, 1944-.

At some time on 14 February, it was decided that the
attacks on the Abbey were to be made on the morrow, i,e,

15 February (instead of l6 February), so as to eliminate the
risk of more doubtful flying conditions on the latter date.
4th Indian Division stated that it was not known to them

"until the last minute that the bombers were in fact coming.
Although the possibility of their doing so had been 'on and

off for days' and the result was that it was not possible to

get the information to forward troops on the ground in time

for them to adjust their positions to conform with the bomb

. safety line."

Appx.A to 4 Ind.
Div. War Diary
Feb, .1944

A.H.B.II. J, 1/153
M.A. Ai F. Mission

Intentions

The Air Missions Intentions Orders

: Events moved fast the night of 14/i5 February,
for. the mission intentions went out, in confirmation, no

doubt, of, previous verbal messages: At 2150 hours IDA.A.F.

gave all air H. Q. 's the Abbey as special target with the
object of the maximum destruction of its walls and buildings.

Ten per cent of the bomb load v/as to be delay fused up to
24 hours; a special bomb line v/as to be furnished.
2345 hours Tactical Bomber Force H.Q. gave H. Q.'s concerned
(down to Wing level) the intentions for the medium borabers,
as attacks at 1300, 1315 and 1330 hours,
groups were to conduct the morning attack before 1130 hours.
The mediums were to cross the coast between Ischia Island

and the Volturno River,

bombers were not issued until 0114 hours on 15 February.
The message, signed by General Twining, detailed foior groups
of Fortresses for attacks lasting from 0930 to 1015 hours.

/The Air

Orders

At

Four Fortress

The intentions for the heavy

(1) The actual text of the 0. C. 3. ruling applying to such
387/3 (136th Mtg.) oases was laid down at the 3extant Conference on 5 December
5 Dec. 1943.

Sextant C. C.3.

The exact wording was as follows1943.

"You will provide U. 3. 3trategic Air Forces under
separate command, but operating in your area, with the

necessary logistical and administrative support in
performance of Operation Pointblank as the air
operation of first priorily,
tactical emergency arise you may, at yoior discretion,
utilise the I5th 3. A. F. for

primaiy mission, informing the C.C.S. and the C.G
U.3,A. A.F. in Europe, if and when that command is
organised."

(2) Letters from A.H.B. to Lord Wilson and his Chief of 3taff
at the time have not led to any helpful information,

SECRET
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'  1

■  ' The Air Attack on , the: Ahhej

Allied y/arning to inmates

The night before the air attack, i,e. the night 14/15
February, leaflets were fired into.the monastery, T/aming the
inmates that the bombing would begin the next day,
confirmation, from four Italian women there at the time that

one at least of these pamphlets was picked up, read and action
taken as

aircraft

There is

result. It ¥/as dropped, they thought, from an
The exact method of dispatch cannot be confirmed

There is no suggestion from ,any quarter that v/arning vvas not
given or received.

a 3

.0)

Warning

The four Italian Vv'omen, already mentioned, vvho were
inside the Abbey on 14 Febraary, give the sequence of events
thereafter, , If they are true, - and the evidence bears
certain marks of authenticity - they have a direct bearing on
this narrative, especially as regards the actions of the
German propaganda Ministry after the event.

The.leaflets were picked up. The Abbot read one;' he
sent for German advice and discussed the situation with tvro

Germans who were sent up. Seeing that the refugees were
grovdng restless and frightened and wanted to leave the Abbey,
the Abbot sent monks (there were betv/een six and ten there)
to calm them v/ith an assurance that the Ge.mans had promised
't.9„. .9.9?^.'i„„4„...JT9.ss age to U, S, Headquarters in order to, avoid the,

.of There is no record that such a
message was ever received by any Allied ’onit.

H. Q. 5th 'Army H. Q.
A.O.S. G-2

M.A.A.F. Micro-''

film/A.H.B./l'4 -
No.11 (int.)

At 0600 hours on 15 February, the monks told the
refugees to prepare to leave,
that the tv7o German officers and one interpreter came and'
irf.Q.rnie.d.i.the Abbot, that under no c.ircuin,st,an,c.e s.,„Yy:.as any .civilian.

No fires were to be lit.

It was a few minutes later

t.o.....l.e.aye, -under;pain,,,,,qf being shot.
Two German sentrics^^^T^^^^ the gate,

.Air Operations against Gas sino iybbey 15 February 1944

No,7 A.A.S.C. yyar During the forenoon of I5th February, one hundred and
Diary 15 Feb,19Aif forty-tv/o(2) Fortresses wore airborne against the Abbey,

returned early, six returned their bombs to base,
force of one hundred and thirty-five, aircraft bombed the A.bbey
between 0925 and 1005 hours from heights of betw'een 15,000 and
1 8,000 feet. Shortly afterwards a force of seventy
Mitchells(3) and forty Marauders(^) began operations,
some reason untraceable twenty-three Mitchells returned early
to base.

One

The main

For

The balance of this force attacked the Abbey
bet\TOen 1035 and 1332 dropping -two h’ondred and eighty-three
1000 pound bombs.

Three enemy aircraft sighted made no attempt to interfere.
Eight medium bombers were holed by flak.

/Artillery ,

(1) Von Senger stated in the article referred to that a monk
fran the Abbey had confirmed this information to him
personally after the event.

(2) 37 aircraft of 2 B.Gp.,35 of 97 B.5p., 38 of 99 B.Gp.
and,,32 of 301 B.Gp, ^

■(3) 340 and'321 B.Gp.

(4) 319, B.Gp. .
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Qassino Abbej-J5 February. ̂ Skk,..

The attack on the Monte Oassino position v/as supported
by New Zealand Corps and II Corps (U.S,) artillery.
Fifth /irmy history gives the follovang report of artillery
operations against the Abbey. In any assessment of damage
it must he recalled that results virore those of the combined
air-artillery operation.

II Corps fired two-hundred and sixty-six rounds at
1030 tio’urs.

twenty-four 8-inch howitzers fired five rounds each.
Twelve 4.5-inch guns and twenty-four 135 nm guns fired four
rounds each.

The

During the day ten 240 mm. howitzers and

Salerno to the

(O '"
(Fifth /irmy
History) p.114

Results of Air ..and Artmery,...Attack

Ippx.A. to 4 Ind,

Div. War Diary
Feb. 1944

Ground observation and air photographs showed at the
end of the day that, with its roof missing and the massive
walls shattered almost to ground level, the Abbey had been
reduced to a shell. In some cases bombs had gone through

Little remained of the delicate stone

cloisters, the marble steps,■the fine 17th century church.
Damage was particularly extensive in the eastern part.

Special Report on to the cellars.
Oassino in the
History of
M.A.A.F, by
Lt.Col. Parton alccording to Fifth /irmy History "German troops made

repeated efforts to run from the Abbey to safer positions
while others took refuge in tunnels and cellars."(2)
Y/ar Diary of No. 7 /ihtny Air Support Control states(3) that
an Indian Obsei-vation Post reported that two hundred
troops came out of the buildings during the bombing at
1115 hours, A German message in clear was picked up by
Allied 'Y' intercept, during the air attack on the Abbey.
It ran; "bombed out, am clearing out.
that the unit initiating it was in the Abbey.

By the time the news of the s'VTitch of the air attack
from 16 to 15 February reached the appropriate formations,
it v/as too late to v/ithdra;v certain units of 4 Indifm
Division in daylight from their exposed position,
casualties were incurred, but ground reports are at one in
confirmation of the general accuracy of the air bombing.

Infantry attacked that night under heavy enemy fire,
but failed to talce Point 593 und other objectives.

iUthough the needs of the /.nzio bridgehead called for
maxjjnum air support in that area, an effort at support and

/bombardment
(1) This is a condensed version of Fifth Army History
9 parts, (printed in Italy) - a copy of which is held in
Cabinet Archives,

book, refer to Military /iffairs, September 1949, Vol.XIII,
No,2, pp,1l9/l20 issued by the /imerican Military Institute.
It makes certain statements conflicting with'knovm facts and
gives no documentary references in support.

(2) Not supported by any documents.

The

enemy

It does not follow

A few

in

Por a somewhat severe criticism of this

N.Z. Corps at
Cassino, Brit,
Hist. Sect,
(MF. AHB,

M, A. ii. P. and

D.A.F. O.E.B.'s/
Ops. 15, 16,
17 .Peb. 1944

(3) No confirmation of this statement can be found in any
of the War Diaries of 4 Indian Division and it y/as not
included in Gen, Wilson's signal summary of evidence of
German occupation before 15 Peb. 1944.
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bombarcJinent of what might he enemy positions in the Ahhey
was afforded on 16 and 17 Pehruary.
response to an urgent call for support hy Fifth Airay, Insert
Air Force aircraft crossed the Apennines in had weather to
homh the Ahhey. Of seventy-tviro Kittyhawks airhome, three
of six missions got through and forty aircraft dropped 14.5
tons of 500 and 1000 pound homhs, claiming forty-three
direct hits.

Army, thirty-five Kitty-homhers and sixteen T\Tarhav/ks homhed
the Ahhey, with what appeared good results.

Events in the Ahhey 15andl6 Pehruaiy

On l6 Pehruary, in

On 17 Pehruary, among other aid to Fifth

M.A.A.P. Micro

film Reel 14

No. 11 (Int.)
(A. H.B. ) and

There are only two sources available as to any record
of v/hat was happening on the German side and in the Ahhey

Von Senger articles the report of the four Italian refugees and Von Senger's
as above article. Location and study of the v/ar diaries of German

formations and the German Propaganda Ministry will no doubt
round off the narrative in time.

The refugees, locked in and left to their fate hy the
Germans, suffered serious casualties (by no means the
first) on 15 Pehruary - the Abbot was found pinned under
wreckage, still living. During the day, the underground
rooms were made available to the refugees, many of whom had
lived, it was stated, on food traded from the monks to them
by a middleman. In answer to an appeal for guidance the
Abbot is reported to have told them to do "whatever they
pleased."

heavy bombing, at midnight. Again'the Germans ordered
that no one was to leave, (on that occasion 0600 hours was
the zero hour given).

The first offer of evacuation came after the

The Germans promised to evacuate
from then the monks, woimded, women and children in trucks,
leaving the rest of the survivors to make their way on foot
in the direction of Rome. It Y/ould have been impossible
to evacuate them on the 14th on receipt of the Allied
warning said Genera.1 Von Senger, without a local armistice.

During the night of 15/16 February some refugees made
their own v/ay out of the ruins of the Abbey.
Italian women (whose testimony is still being used) were
■picked up by American troops a few miles off. The Abbot,
his monks and the balance of refugees proceeded, in spite of
danger from shellfire, to cross the hills towards Monte
Cairo and descended a valley somewhere near Piedimonte.
Von Senger had the Abbot and one monk picked up and broirght
by car to his headquarters at Castelmassimo,(1j where he
stayed the night. In conformity v/ith.orders received from
the German High Command, Von Senger induced the Abbot to
join him in a dialogue before the microphone;
Abbot is reported to have deplored the irreplaceable loss of
so many treasures of art. On the ilbbot's request, he was
dispatched with an escorting officer to the Benedictine
Order's headquarters at Sant'Elmo in Rome,
car, said Von Senger, was- waylaid by agents of Goebbels, (2)
who took him to a radio station and after keeping him
waiting for a long, period without food, induced him to make
another statement to their formula,
to make a further statement, coloured by political bias,
which the Foreign Office agents pressed on him, and was
eventually conducted to Sant'Elmo and left in the keeping of
his own order . ■

The four

therein the

On the road the

The old Abbot declined

/Repercussions

(l) To the north of Frosinone

(2) German Propaganda Minister
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Repercussions

German... jlccusatig.ns of.... A1 lied V andali sm

The German Propaganda Ministry made great play of the
destruction of the Ahhey, both to the v/orld public and in the
Vatican. The German-controlled Italian Press made the

utmost capital out of the event, even giving the report of an
apocryphal audience of the Abbot with the Pope and of a
conversation said to consist of an offer by a member of the
U. S. Legation at the Holy See to the Cardinal Secretary of
State of financial assistance in the reconstruction of the

Abbey which was declined by the Cardinal, (w

Sir D. Osborne

Nos. 107 G. 108

21 Peb. 1944

On 21 February, Sir David Osborne discussed with the

Vatican the discontent felt in that quarter over the "affairs
at Cassino Abbey, Gastel Gandolfo and Rome,
attitude was studiously moderate and offered no support to
German efforts to exploit the situation for propaganda
purposes,

ever, of importance to them and they appeared not to consider
the military conception that it v/as the Monte Cassino
position a§. a Y/hole that was the objective of the combined
air-artillery-infantry attack,
circles seemed unanimous in the conviction that there were no

Germans in the Abbey,

The Vatican

The question of German occupation did seem, how-

Unbiassed opinion in Vatican

One important possibility was suggested by Sir David ■

Osborne, namely that German paid informers reported the
presence of Germans in the Abbey to Allied military
'authorities; thus furnishing propaganda material if we bombed
it and also enabling them to use the ruins of the Abbey (as
they had annoimced) for military purposes afterwards.
23 February, the walls of Rome and Vienna were plastered with
posters condemning the attack on the Abbey,

There is plenty of evidence for a case pointing to a
deliberate trick on the part of the Germans resulting in both
a diplomatic and tactical triumph,
there is the reported action of closing the Abbey gates on
the refugees soon after it was known that the attack was

inevitable, leaving no troops inside, followed, immediately
after the bombing, by an intensive propaganda exploitation
of the event, the waylaying of the Abbot on I6 February by
Goebbels agents, and the full military occupation and arming
of the Abbey,
case, but further research may well reveal confirmation that
it was.

By

To reinforce this case

It cannot yet be affirmed that this was the

'  \

The Call for Evidence of German Occupation

The Foreign Office began enquiries which led to the
dispatch of a signal from the British Chiefs of Staff to
General Wilson on 4 March,

of the military use which the Germans had been making of the
Abbey,
were called on to assist,

which have been mentioned) were collated.

He was asked to produce proof

The search for evidence began; all headquarters
The various reports (some of

The Office of

vr

COSMED 51

4 Mar. 1944

/strategic

(1) The monks at Monte Cassino told the author of this
narrative in September 1947 that reconstruction then going
on was assisted by U. S. financial gifts.
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strategic Services (U. S. ) v/aa called in, sent in an officer
to investigate gun sites reported inside the Ahbey, hut

M. A. A. P. Microfilm were only able to report two machine guns some 400 yards
Reel 14 No. 11 (int) outside and that they could find little "animunition" for an

ansY/er,

0. S. S. Memo A. A. 1

11 Mar. 1944

in A. H. B. The report of the Indian Observation Post that
some two himdred Germans were seen to run from the Abbey and
the Fifth Array statement to the similar effect v/ere no doubt

investigated, but rejected.
Commander signalled to the British.Chiefs of Staff and to

V/ashington for the U. S. Chiefs of Staff his findings to that
date,

adhered to thereafter.

On 9 March the Supreme

In that signal he took a definite stand, which he
There was no doubt, he stated, that

the Abbey area was part of the German main defensive
position controlling the Liri Valley^Gap.
were to succeed, it was necessary to neutralise this axea.

The air attack was, he said, justified,
was available was to be reduced to the statement that the

Allied authorities on the spot had irrefutable evidence
that the Abbey was part of the main German defensive
position, but the Germans were not to be given the chance of

refuting this in detail,

directed a folloYT-up signal to the British Chiefs of Staff,
pointing out the failure to that point to obtain definite
proof of German military occupation, before 15 February.

If our attacks

What evidence

On 15 March he held a meeting and

Failure of New Zealand Corps Attack ,

N. Z. Corps at
Cassino Brit. Hist.

Sect. CMP. AHB/II
J. 11/58/6

A ground attack in considerable strength was launched
on the night of 17/l8 February,
units were clinging precariously to their small gains,
attackers from the south gathered momentum, crossed the

Rapido River and took the railvray station.

When morning broke a few
Th

Some held on

e

there, others were thrown back across the river. Monastery
Hill, which the Indians compared to Keren,0) remained in
the hands of the Germans.

The second battle for Cassino was lost, so was the
Monte Cassino Abbey isthird, but in the Spring it fell,

being rebuilt.

.C.pramentary

In the foregoing pages an endeavour has been made to
present the facts as a military jurist would view them, for
it is of great importance that, in such a case, fundamental
definitions should be agreed on. The facts that it was at
Cassino Abbey that some of the texts of the ancient manu

scripts of our Bible and famous classicial texts v/ere
translated and that this house was one of the western

world's greatest repositories, of spiritual capital, need not
remain \inappreciated, while it is being pointed out that
Cassino Abbey and its territory formed part of the main
German defensive position and, therefore, had to be reduced.
Even if, (and this cannot at this stage be proved), not a
solitary German put foot in Cassino Abbey or on its
territory before 15 February 1944, those few acres of ground
provided a potential enemy refuge. . They were part of a
complex; they were a military unit, a position to be
treated as a whole. Without possession of it, military
control of the mountain was impossible. In the sweep of
operations up Italy tov/ards victory in some problematical
future, to the Allied forces the entire country v/as
potential enemy territory. They had Hitler's ovm word for
it, for had he not directed the Germans to fight for every
inch of ground? v)hile it is likely that Von Senger and

/other

(1) In Abyssinia
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other Germetns were no less appreciative ’than the Allies of

the spiritual value of Monte Cassino Abbey, it is improbable,
knowing v/hat we do of the philosophy of the Nazis and

observing how quickly after the event they occupied the

Abbey and the Propaganda Ministry's alacrity in embroidering
the theme, that German exploitation.of the situation was
anything but cold-blooded and calculating.

GENER/i FL!^S FOR REDUCTION OP CASSINO

J^pp^°ois,tion of Air Role

In the appreciation submitted to the Supreme Commander
on 22 February, ("I) General Alexander wrote that Allied air
superiority was a battle-v/inning factor. Land operations
must be framed to take, full advantage of it; tactical
objectives must include the necessary airfields, to give
scope, and to aid in the maintenance of that superiority.
Provided it v/as prolonged and continuous, the air effort
against eneny communications should be decisive. In the

coming major offensive (mentioned in the next sub-section),
air effort combined with artillery on suitable targets,
would enable land forces to reach objectives with minimum
losses. He concluded that, whenever direct air support
was not vital, anti-air force and anti-communications ■  ■

operations were the correct policy, and that whenever the

Army's tactical objective was a suitable air target, the
Army's tactical plan should be framed to make full use of

combined total air and artillery bombardment, followed by^
npmediate assa^ Plans were to clear the Cassino area,
preparatory to deep penetration of the Liri Valley, and to
extend the Anzio bridgehead; if these two plans succeeded,
to keep the enemy on the run. Prom the Air Forces he
wanted the maintenance of their superiority over the battle
area, sustained attacks on the rail system, full support of
the Anzio bridgehead and total air effort against important
land objectives preparatory to assault, v/henever those
objects were suitable air targets,

Aray Gq^^der's Conference 28 February

A. C. M. P. /G. 330/
Para 3(h)
22 Feb. 1944

A.H. B. /II. J.11/
58/2/p. 76

Ibid.

Six days later, the intention of storming the Cassino
spur was again affirmed and the need of a central control of

air support to both armies discussed.
General of M. A. T. A. BA pointed out that Strategic Air Force's
priorities began with Pointblank targets, and that
co-operation v/ith Tactical Air Force was third on the list,

The Commanding

Minutes of Amy
Commanders Meeting although he had a call on Strategic Air Force in emergency.
28 Feb. 1944
Sect, C. in AHB/
II J.11/58/2

The air power available was sufficient to meet the plans.
As for simplified control, the most practical plan seemed to
be for XII Air Support Command to control all operations
west of the centre of Italy and the Balkans,
airfields in the beachhead and near Cassino.

He wanted

In the mean-

,e

(1) The appreciation (written by General Harding) gave the
plan for the future conduct of the campaign in Italy. It
was now unlikely, the appreciation read, that the enemy
would be driven north of Rome as a: result of the general
offensive now proceeding, (to which, incidentally. Eighth
Army had contributed with the loan of several divisions and

diversionary operations). He wanted a re-grouping of
forces, all the American and French in Fifth Army and all
the British, Dominion, Indian and Polish in Eighth Amy,

G. 33,0
22 Feb. 1944
enclosing
A.C.M.F,

Appreciation
No.l.

G. 26O7OO/UFW/5/5O ,§.....e.,.,c,„r„..e„„t.
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while, he was building up in Corsica; he pressed for clear
rulings on the needs for the invasion of Southern Prance.(I)

T.lfee Idea pf an all-out Aerial of Cassino

The suggestion of a mass air bombardment of Gassino

followed by an infantry attack and a secondary tank
operation came from the Amy Commanders, and v/as supported
by the Army Group Commander. Failure to take the position
by ground action and indirect air support, as well as the
theory, still strongly held in Army circles, that air
bombardment might, on occasions of offensive action, function
in an artillery role,.were the immediate background of the
demand. . .

I5th Array Grp.
M,A. 1109

20 Peb. 1944

■  On 20 February General Alexander stated that he had
discussed the situation with General Preyberg and the next
phase would be an assault on Oassino, following the
heaviest possible air and artillery concentrations on the

_  ' i Our advantages in air, artillery and tanks had
been much negatived by bad weather to this point.
.targets

History of MAAP
P.'l75"by"the
Historian of

K. A. iu P. •

The air point of view was partially expressed by •
General Baker when he pointed out to General Preyberg that
bomb craters would maJce it impossible for tanks to operate.
General Preyberg replied that bulldozers would quickly
clear a path. This, it is true, was only a minor point,
for tank progress vdth the strength likely to be available
at the crucial point would not be an early major feature of
the operation. The tanks would have a long and difficult
path to travel before they were, if at all, ready to take
to Highway 6; even then, the marshy land to either side of
the highway would prevent any advance except along the road
itself. On 6 March,,nine days before the event, General
Baker wrote to.General Arnold;

Little useful. ^ purpose is served by our blasting
the opposition unless the Army does follow through,
I^ara anxious that you do not set your heart on a great
victory as a result of this operation. Personally, I
do not feel it will throw the German out of his
present.position completely or entirely, or compel him
to abandon the defensive role, if he decides and
determines to hold on to the last man as he now has
orders to do "

FOR THE REDUCTION OP ..CASS.INO

Ground Plan

N. Z. Corps
Operation
Instruction

No. 4

The general plan was divided into three stages,
firstly the capture of Cassino town, secondly the seizing
of Monte Gassino by simultaneous attacks from the east and
west, and thirdly the establishing of a'limited bridgehead
across the Rapido River in the area San ibagelo to Cassino,
where sufficient tank and artillery forces could be
concentrated for a final breakthrough into the Liri Valley.
The first two stages were, then, the role of the infantry,
the last only the role of the tanks. It had been demon
strated that, owing to the defensive system and the calibre
of the defenders, ground forces alone could not capture the
town by direct assault without suffering heavy casualties.
At .that time. Allied'/jmy doctrine incorporated, as had just

/been

(1) Operation Anvil, later Dragoon.
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been proved at Anzio, two prinoiples ' to v/hich it attached

great importance, namely economy in its o^vh forces and a

methodical system of build-up, to what were considered safe

levels, before any in^ortant offensive action v/as undertalcen.

It v/as hoped, therefore, by means of an intense and concen

trated air bombardment, followed by-a heavy artillery■concen
tration, to so stupefy and demoralise the defenders, that the
ground forces could attack with the minimum of loss, in spite
of the enemy's superior observation system*

It was the season of variable weather and the governing
factor in the choice of D Day was the weather# Tanks needed
three dry days in succession before they could operate over
the generally marshy ground* In detail the plan was sub
divided to include air and artillery operations. The first
phase was to be the air bombardment, the second the artillery
bombardment and the third the infantry and tank attack.
Before davm on D Day, Allied troops were to withdraw about
1000 yards; then, just after 1205 hours, when the aerial
bombardment had ceased, the,troops wore to advance into
Oassino under cover of an intense rolling barrage*

Air Plan

The Air Plan specified attacks, on Cassino Town at ton or
fifteen minute intervals by eleven Heavy Groups of M,A.S.A.P
and five Medium Groups of M.A.T.A.E. in the forenoon, the
object of these attacks being the complete reduction of
Cassino Tov/n.
lasting until 1200 hours was chosen,
bombing of the town after 1205 hours,
programme of less weight was arranged, but, in the event,
abandoned,
destruction of all buildings v/ithin the tov/n proper.

•

A  time schedule commencing at 0830 hours and
There was to be.no
jln afternoon

Particular attention.was to be paid to the

The Bombardment
of Oassino
M.A.A.P.
15 Mar. 1944

>

No.7 A.A.S.C.
T/ar Diary

No. 57 Mitchell V/ing was to attach whistling devices to
Fighter bombers remained on call by the Army*some bombs.

The Time Schedule for air attacks, vdth the actual times over
target is given at Appendix 18,
to bo fuzed 0,1 seconds nose and 0.025 seconds tail,
operational altitudes wore specified, namely 15*000 to 1.6,000
feet for Heavy Bombers and 7*000 to 9*000 feet for Medium
Bombers,

than eighty dual-purpose 88 milliraetro- and 137 millimetre guns
in the area and from ui^ to ei^ty enemy fighters v/ithin range.

All the 1000 lb bombs were
Normal

Intelligence anticipated opposition by the more

TAF/69/Air
11 July 1944
;iHB.IIM/A41/1c

and

B.Ops/6431 M/uIF
25 Juno 1944
iUIB/ll/70/69

4.i,E..,!T.g£,SQ,4 Areas

The assigned target area, contained within a 1250,foot
radius of the centre of the town, v/as divided among the
Heavy and Medium Groups; the 'A' (or Northern) half being
designated principally for the Mediums and the 'B' (Southern)
half for the Heavies,
alternately, thus allov/ing for manoeuvring of the attacking
Groups between the Initial Point and the target,
could a saturation of the, defences be attained,
aiming points v/ero assigned,
mind later, viion considering the results of the bombing,

Routeing and Artificial Landmarks for Bombers

Before completion of the operation plan, XII A.S.C.
asked Fifth Army iWiether an artificial landmark could be made
available to bomber pilots who were not fully conversant with

/the Gassino

These two areas were attacked

Only thus
No specific

These facts will be borne in

Ibid

Ibid

G. 260700/tmT/5/50 SECRET
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the Cassino area (this applied to a majority),
suggested that smoko should be displayed at the mouth of the

Garigliano River, which pilots could first identify and then
follow up the river, turn north at the junction of the Rapido
and Garigliano Rivers and approach the toi/Tn from the south.

Fifth Army stated there Y/ould be no difficulty in making such
M.A.A.P. an arrangement. The sequence of events from this point vd.ll
Microfilm now be given in detail, for the foilov/ing-reason. Without
Reel 4 X /File S'! anticipating the report on the operation itself, it must be

stated here that the bombing by the Strategic heavy bombers

■was anything but a model of precision, one group failing to
find the target and others bombing far outside it and causing
serious Allied and Civilian casualties,
to have any artificial landmarks or radio control set up to
guide the heavy bombers,
T/hether this decision, in view of the unfortunate course of
the operation, viras not an error of judgement.

It Yfas

LUDLOM Op.

It was decided not

It is left for consideration

Strategic Air Force*s Rejection of special Navigational Aids.

Microfilm 4x/51
Signal 23/239
C.G./XII.A.S.C.
to

C • G. A. S« A« Ft
23 Peb, 1944

Twelfth Air Support Command asked Strategic Air Force,
on 23 February, if any special radio control or navigational
markers v/ould be of particular value to them. For example,
a line of coloured smoke along the base of Monte Trocchio -
Venafro, or at any other point desired, could be arranged
for, A quick reply v/as requested and obtained the same day.
When and if Strategic Air Force attacked Cassino, said
General-Tmning, it could identify the town without special-

This over-confident attitude v/as some-

Y/hat modified by the following 'sentence, Y/hich suggested a
line of coloured smoke along a special bomb-line, so as to■
assist in preventing the bombing of friendly troops or
Allied Headquarters. II.A.T.A.F., the same day, asked XII
Air Support Command for details of -the plan for the use of
coloured smoke, so that the Mitchell and Marauder Wings could
be v/amed.

Microfilm 4x/51
Signal - Tvdning navigational aids,
to XII A.S.C.
23 Feb. 1944
Re'f.EA.424tj’

Microfilm 4x/51
Signal Ref.
EA.424F MATAF to
XII A.S.C.

Gancollation of Limited Eonbline 'Marker Plan

LUDLOM
Microfilm
Sig. C. G.
XII A.S.C. to
C.G. MASAF
24 Feb. 1944 in
reply to 'E.697
and E.1?2

Apparently XII Ain Support Command ran into trouble when
it took up the Army's assurance of iio difficulty,  . for the
next day XII Air Support Command tried to explain to Strategic
Air Force that there was difficulty in providing sufficient
quantity of smoke to meet even their limited request for 'the
marking of a special forv/ard bomb line,
smoke for such purposes was an Army commitment,
version of the -facts v/as given to Tactical Air Force, the same
day, by Tv/elfth Air Support Command,
they said, was (not that the Amy could not provide sufficient
smoko to give continuous cover, but) that it wa.s not
oonsidored. advisable to mark -frontline troops by smoke for the
period of the Cassino attack. . In this v/ay all suggestions
of every kind of navigational aid had been disposed of,
although it had been the practice, for some time on both Amy
fronts, as has been recorded, to identify ground positions and
do everything possible to improve recognition and communica
tions bo-bwoen ground and aircraft,'

Strategic Air Force's Attitude to Gro-und Identification,

The provision of
A different

This time, the trouble,
LUDLOM
Microfilm
Sig. C.G. XI
A. S. C.
to

C. G. T.A, F.
24 Peb, 1

LUDLOM
Microfilm -
Homo to S.A.S.O.
from Maj.J.S.
MT/iF

20 Mar, 1944

Some evidence that the commanders of Strategic Air Force
had not given the matter of ground/air identification the
same consideration as the Tactical air commanders, appears in
a report made to S.A.S.O. Taotioal Air Force on 20 March of
an intoi’viow v/ith General Dorn of Strategic Air Force,
Speaking of aids to target identification, he did not think

/any
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any coloured light system would work, for' it was too difficult
to recognise and did not allow for any changes in the axis of
attack necessitated .by, changes jji the Treather or in the the
action of preceding -units. Phen the accenting of material

rnan-made features for positive orientation was suggested
to him, he agreed that this might be useful.
T/ith Army Air Liaison Officers the previous night, it had been
confirmed that the Amy could execute such Jobs, at 24 hours
notice, with bulldozers.

or

At a conference

B. Ops/6431 There vrere now a number of important omissions in the
plan. There were, as has Just been made clear, no route or
bomb line markers; there were no specific bombing altitudes
adapted to the particular task given. There was no radio
linic on the spot between Fifteenth Air Force and its fonma-
tions operating, although there v/as communication betv/een
bombers and a XII Air Support Command ground station.

LAAF

25 June 1944
iJffl/ll/70/69

Briefing of Bpinber Crevre

Bombardment of
Gassino

B/Ops/6431/xiyiF
25 June 1944
.JIB/ll/70/69

The briefing of bomber screws v/as very thorough,
in large quantities v/ere issued to all groups concerned,
s-ufficient to cater for the needs of all sqmdrons taking part.
The axis of attack in all cases was perpendicular to the front.
To a.ttain the weight of bombing deemed necessary, some
"Freshiiian" units, newly reported to Fifteenth Air Force and
not yet up to standard in bombing proficiency, had to be
included. The type of operation was a rare one for the
Strategic_Air Force. it did not habitually work in close
co-operation with the ground forces and ’was not, as a force,

experienced and practised as the Tactical Air Force in such
operations. U ; All this v/as foreseen.

Photos

as

The Bqmbj^g T inie Schedule

Ibid and

Report by
7/9 A.A.S.C.
15 i-Iar. 1944
(Cabinet
Archives)

Exrjnination of the Time Schedule shows a I5 minute
interval bete/een attacks. Normally, v/ith such a limited
target in cabn air conditions, such as prescribed,
be practicable to

it T/ould not

compress attacks into smaller intervals.
The needs of. manoeuvring and the fact that smoke
obscure the target were knovm.

and dust would

It v/as clear, but did not play
as lull a part as it might have done in the air calculations,
that not only should the intervals be reduced to the absolute
minim-um, but that any deviation from the timing v/ould render
the bombing less concentrated and potentially saturating, and
allow the_enemy^more time to recover from physical and
psychological shock. Early estimates of the tonnage of bombs
to be dropped on Cassino To\m began at six hundred and seven
n-undred and fifty tons, to be dropped in as short a- period
possible. ■ ,

as-

■N,

Artillery Support Plan

_  In assessing the facts of this combined operation, the
weight and^effects of the artillery bombardment must not be lost
sight of, xor it -did a great, deal to increase the debris;
adversely affecting the general situation,
barrage would, it was
allow

so

The heavy artillery
hoped, paralyse the defence long enough to

th iJew Zealand Infantry Brigade

I'l. Z. Corps at
Cassino

ijffl/ll, J. 11/
58/6

, supported by an
armoured regiment and assisted by a powerful volume of fire from
anti-tank guns on the left flanlc, to capture the centre of the
tov/n and Castle Hill, thus freeing the northern approaches from
close observation.

/As the

(1 ) Visibility of the bombardier and navigator was crood in
the B-I7 and deficient in the B-24.

SEC T? E T
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iiS tne last "bombs fell on Cassino a heavy concentration
v/as to cover the v/hole toY/n for 49 minutes to alloYY the troops
’.Yithdravm from the northern portion of the tovm to advance
the start line and take up their vacated positions,
preparation of pre-arranged fire on enemy strong points^

observation posts etc., on a tiine schedule, extremely dense
long-range counter-battery fire, assisted by continuous
observation and adjustment by tactical reconnaissance air
craft. The rolling barrage from 1200 to I410 hour._
allotted to one hundred and forty-four tv/enty-five-pounder
guns of W.Z, Corps.

Use of Tanlcs

to

It v/as
a

s v/as

Ibid
The plaxmed role of the tanlcs in the earliest phase was

follow-up and diversionary. The first tank exploitation of
the ̂ hoped-for infa.ntry advance into the toYm. Yvas not envisaged
until the morning of D, plus 1 Day, The diversionary role
mentioned v/as tha.t laid doYni in 4th Indian Div. Message 0-3
of I I March. In the period betvTeen the February and March
attacks on Cassino, Indian engineers constructed  a mile-and-
a-half long tanlc track from Cairo village to Madras Circus,
involving a clmb of 1000 feet through terraces which,
judging^by the enemy's surprise at their appearance, he had
judged impassable to tanics. It va,s planned to confuse the
enemy by emplojang the patch of country favourable there for
tanlc employment. The main ta.nk forces were not lined up in

0.3 11 Mar. 1943
4th Indian Div.

static mass directlj/- behind' the troops, but ̂ rere in course of
formation; ^ part of the ground attack involved the crossing
of the Rapido v/ith all supporting arms. These main tank
forces vrere not brought into full play until later; assis
tance from tank formations, who were hindered by the debris,
v/as^ never intended to, and never actua.lly did, prove a
decisive factor in a situation 'VYhich could only be consolida-
■ted by infantry, and in v/hich the most important period was
ii.mediately after the end of the air bombardment.

The Choice^ of D Day

The plan had been intended for execution on 24 February,
but not until 15 March had the right conjunction of
ensued, allowing three dry days in succession so that tanks
could operate and a fine day for the Air Forces,
interval of nearly three v/eeks of Y/aiting imposed
strain on the Indian and Ne^y Zealand troops involved,

AIR '.I'lD IJITILLERY BeMBlJU3MEI?T OF GAS3HI0 - 13 1944

■weather

The
a severe

■^''ViZ.Bpmbardfne.nt

No.7/9 A.A.S.C.
Report on the
Bombing of
Gassino

23 March 1944

B. Ops/6431
M.A.A.P.
25 June 1944
AHB/ll/70/69

The first Group (W0.340) of No. 57 Ming Mitchells
over the target at 0832 hours and the second at O844 hours.
Both achieved good and accurate concentrations in the East'

Then, for 147 minutes, follo¥rt3d in
succession the Portress and Liberator Groups tabled at
Appendix 18. The time table went av/ry from the entry into
operations of the heavies. The first group arrived over the
target 21 minutes, instead of I5 minutes, after the Mitchells,
-iilthough the total span of time covered by the heavy assault
varied by only three minutes from the I50 minutes scheduled,
the succession of intervals 30, 8, 9,
12 destroyed the harmony of the plan,
first Group reported bombing short and left of the target
from 22,000 feet. The ground reported better aiming and
that bombs fell in the tov/n, as well as south of it.
the second group arrived, 35 minutes late, smoke covered the
entire area. The last Group of Portresses was over the

v/as

part of the town,

1, 18, 14, 41, 5 and
The air crews of the

I'lhen

/target
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target at 1001 hours. The first'Liberator Group was over

the target at 0952 and the last at. 1.120 hours. One hundred
and one Marauders from No, 42 '7ing flew over.in three Groups,

well timed, and bombed with, great precision, prtil 1200 hours.

In the afternoon programme the heavy bombers did not
Prom thenOperations opened at 1300 hours.participate.

until 1500 hours eighteen tons of bombs, including sixteen

1000 lb. bombs, were dropped on Cassino Railv/ay Station by
sixteen Kittyhav/ks/Warhawks, eight Thunderbolts, and twenty-
five Invaders, with general accuracy. Prom 1345 to 163O
hours, forty-four tons of bombs including fifty-six 1000 lb.
bombs T/ere dropped in the vicinity of enemy positions on the
south side of Cassino by eight Thunderbolts, eight Invaders .

and eighty ’Tarhawks/Kittyhav/ks, most bombs falling in the

target area. Prom I5OO to ,1 700 hours, ten tons of bombs

were dropped on positions on the slopes of Monastery Hill by
ight Invaders and t;venty-four Warhawrks/Kittyhav/ks, and
other miscellaneous targets .were attacked effectively during
the afternoon by forty-seven Boston A-20s and nineteen
•■i^arhav/ks/Kittyhav/ks.

e

Ife ight of ,B ombs employe d. ■

In all, two thousand, two hundred .and fourteen 1000 lb,
bombs were dropped during the forenoon, representing a v/eight
of nine hundred a.nd eighty-eight tons,
confirmed that 47^s of the bombs aimed at Cassino hit vdthin
one mile radius of the centre of the town; although only
fell v/ithin the 1000 foot circle round the tovm centre.

The bomb plot

Ibid,

¥ide Rangeof Heavy Bombing

Outside the one mile radius there v;as a good deal of
erratic bombing by the heavy bombers. Analysing results as
between heavies and mediums, reference to Appendix I8 will show
that whereas the attacks by the mediums were generally punctual,
concentrated, and accurate, heavy bombers were frequently at
fault in all these respects. Of the group of heavies who
failed to find the target, twrenty-three returned to base with
their bombs, and two Jettisoned theirs into the sea, although
the weather was clear and there wa.s no wind. There was,
hoT/ever, dust and clouds of smoke over Cassino after the
first groups had flo.wn over.

Thirteen Liberators of No. 451 Group, owing to rack
failure in the Group Leader's aircraft, dropped forty bombs

■  in friendly territory at Venafro, Pozzili, Montaquilla,
(G.921195), (H.0823), (G.905227), (H.0331 96), (H.0201 83) and
(H.020196) - all within our own lines and generally in the
French sector, and in the Command Posts of Eighth Army and
French Expeditionary Corps, Some tv/enty military personnel
vrere killed and eighty-five wounded. In Venafro tovm, some
sixty/seventy-five civilians vrere killed. The positions
given above shov/ individual erroneous bombing as far north as

The bombIsernia and as far east as Trocchio and Cervaro.

Ibid and

Microfilms/
M.A.A.P.
Reel

4 x/Pile. 51

rack failure was brought forward by General Dom, at the
discussion already mentioned, as one of the causes of the
incidents of bombing vdthin the'bomb-line.
explicitly by him wa.s the generally poor air discipline on the
part of two Groups, .which led to the replacement of one Group

It :can be readily seen that the action of the

Another mentioned

C omraander,
leading aircraft being the principal cue for the rest of the
Group and the line of vision forward being so poor in the
Liberator at the time, mistakes.were bound to follow.

/Observers,
G.2607OO/UPV//6/5O SECRET
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Observers, as well as General Dorn, testified to the poor
air discipline of some formations.
No. 7 A. A. S. G.

,  The Officer Commanding
^®oords that v/hereas the medium bombers alwajys

maintained close formation v/hen approaching the target, the
heavy ̂bombers were all over the sky. L-uuplulu
failed to fiiid General Dorn considered the
Cassino air operation well planned, but rather forcefully and
uncheerfully, but of his ovm freev;-ill, admitted the short
comings of some Heavy Groups. Steps were taken v/ithout delay
to carry out a series of corrections to the Liberators, so as
to improve the visibility for the bombardier and navigator.

Support Operations - 15 Maroh,.,;

Artillery support for the opening of the attack
15 March was given by a total of six hundred and ten guns of
all calibres, (including some tank destroyer guns), which were
employed to fire from the forward slopes of Monte Trocchio on
to houses and strong-points in Cassino. The Artillery
programme began at 1200 hours, as the last bombs were about to
fall on Cassino, and continued for four hours, during which
ta’/elve hundred tons of shells were fired. The programme fell
into t^ee parts. A creeping barrage by eighty-eight guns
covered the entry of the infantry into the northern outskirts
of Cassino, and gave them direction as they advanced through
it from Zero to Zero plus 130. Overlapping the creeping
barrage was the second part - concentrations, by two hundred
and ninety-four guns, on knov/n enemy defences, timed so as to
fall always south of the barrage.as it advanced. Thus, on
the final barrage line, these -concentrations were falling in
an area between the Baron's Palace and the Colosseum. They
were fired from Zero to Zero plus 240. The third part was a
comater-battery programme fired by one hundred and ninety-six
guns, (assisted by X Corps and French Expeditionaiy Corps
artillery). Other guns fired timed concentrations.

on
Cassino

AppxTc/P. 39
J. 11/

58/6

photographs were issued to forward Observation
Officers in the_toYm, showing n'umbered buildings and groups of
houses, but during the fighting it was often difficult to give
maximum support to the fighting in the town, owing to the
anger of shelling own troops. Smoke was used on a number
of occasions (and reported by air formations), in order to
screen the enemy's observation from the high ground west
Cassino, and oounter-batteiy and counter-mortar
to reduce the heavy' and effective fire

the troops in the town.

of

fire v/ere used

i^iaintained by the oneny
The enemy, hov/ever, enjoyed such

superior observation, as largely to offset the advantage in
number of pieces possessed by Mew Zealand Corps. Fighter air
craft carried out artillery reconnaissance missions throughout
the entire operation.

on

.M.Ce.c.t.,s .of .the Heavy Rainf^^

5th Army G-2
Report on the
Effects of

Bombing and
Shelling of
Cassino -

Annexe

I/App.B2
IHB/II. J. 11/
58/6

Follov/ing the afternoon overcast, heavy rain began to fall
at night and filled in craters on the main approach roads and
elsev/here. The ?/ork of New Zealand Corps Engineers there
after was heavy and usually carried out at night under concen
trated fire, involving heavy casualties. Bridges and culverts
were o/ten necessary to overcome these obstacles, as the
sodden state of the surrounding country prevented the use of
diversions, ̂ cept after a large expendifare of labour and

. materials, '''

additional dama^. .•
to the consistgi^

impossible.

Sh^, enemy artillery from Monastery Hill caused
The rain that night reduced the debris

__ dough and made its removal practically
seldom possible to -use unarmoured

mechanical, equij&nt and the presence of bull-dozers drew fire

/on them
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Operations vrould probablyon them and troops in that area,
have been more successful had the Allies possessed properly-
designed armoured bull-dozers,

extensive mine-lifting operations, hampered by enemy fire and

the state of the ground, vrere necessary.

To add to the difficulties,

G-ROUl® OPEKiTICNS AT GAS33EO, 15 I'^IAECH I9¥t-

Advance of 6 th N. Z, Inf. Brigade - 15 March

A. H. B. /II.J. 11/
58/6

\7hen the air bombing ceased at 1200 hours and the barrage
opened, 6th Ney/ Zealand Brigade began to advance on a front of
one battalion. The ArnQT Commander deemed that to have
deployed on a broader front or to have assembled  a greater
number of troops betvTeen Villa and Gassino under the observa
tion of the Germans on Gastle Hill, would have run a grave

risk of heavy casualties in the very early stages,
of advance laid dovm was 100 yards in one minute, as far as

the north end of Gassino, and thereafter 100 yards in ten

minutes. )
original line at about 1300. hours, pressed on into the town,
swung west and attacked Castle Hill, which they captured by
1630 hours,

and by 1700 hours T/ere about 150 yards from the first objective
objective. Highway Six.
in to help 26th Battalion.

(The rate

25th N. Z. Infantry Battalion led, passed our

26th N. Z. .Infantry Battalion followed closely

24th N. Z, Battalion was then ordered

2 New Zealand

Operation Order
No. 41

23 Peb. 1914

Partial Allied Success by Dusk on 15 March

In a limited sense, the combined operation had succeeded
by dusk on I5th March,

Cassino; the infantry plan, although a little behind
schedule ov/ing to tlie heavy going through debris, had

(CabinetAjrchiveo) developed according to expectations; but the non-acceptance
of greater risks in the formulation of the plan and the lack

of weight in the attack prevented complete success and

consolidation, inasmuch • as it allow:ed the Germans time to

recover from their shock and reman certain positions.

AHB/II. J. 11/58/6
The air bombardment had destroyed

7/9 A.A. S.G.
Report

Just as. dusk was. falling the torrential rains began,
which lasted through the night and ruined any chance of

success. Operations due to continue through the night were

handicapped by total darkness and 6th N. Z. Infantry Brigade,
stumbling into m.ud-filled craters and crumbling debris, could

make no headv/ay in clearing the town. The enemy, emerging in

'"epleted numbers, but still full' of fight, from cellars,
tunnels, shelters and pillboxes, returned to reoccupy a number

of strong pointss 5th Indian Brigade entered the town behind

6th N. Z. Infantry Brigade, after a difficult fight via
Monastery and Castle Hills, They too vrere handicapped by
darkness and it v.'as not Until 14OO hours on I6 March that they
had taken Hangman’s Hill in the area. They failed to take

Hairpin Bend, dominating the roads leading into the tovm from

the north and the Y/hole hillside.

Effect of the Bprabar^ent on the En.§!Ef
»

5th Army G-2' : The combined force of Paratroops and Panzer Grenadiers

Report - in the Cassino area was estimated- at 17OO/18OO men as at
Annex l/Appx,B.2 22 Pebruary, By 15 March, these were about nine hundred
AHB/II.J. 11/58/6 and fifty men ■ of }rd Regiment of the 1 st Paratrppp, Diyis^i

defending Gassino and Monastery Hill and a few Grenadiers*
7/9 A.A. S. C. They had a few tanks, no anti-tank guns, but were equipped
Report wd.th 8.8 cm. Rocket Launchers and ’’Faust Patrone,'' \Thich they

/considered
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considered more effective in close fighting,
trained, fervent Nazis, more than normally intelligent-and
resourceful in isolation, these young soldiers fought
■brilliantly throughout the period ’with only small
reinforcements.

Highly

After the bombing, a good many prisoners were interro
gated,. including a teY{ of the battalion in the tovm proper,
A general psychiatric report T/as prepared from the available
evidence on 18th March. It was stated that the bombing had
only slight effect on the Germans mentally, and pointed out
the unusually high morale of the paratroopers,
prepared positions had protested them to a great degree from
concussion and given the individual considerable sense of
security,
elapsed betvreen capture and examination,
relatively infrequent among prisoners in any case, since the
prisoner did not face the prospect of ret'um to active combat

The screamers attached to the bombs from the mediums

Their

Also, varying with each prisoner, a few hours
War neurosis was

duty,
were wasted on the Germans,
full weight of the bombardment and suffered heavily,
other companies, in 1st and 3rd Battalions sat out the
bombing under ground. Only seventeen Ps/W the first day and
twenty-four the second v/ere taken and these v/ere mostly
Grenadiers who had moved dovim from Monte Cassino to help the
battered 2nd Battalion of paratroopers,
tribute to the effectiveness of the bombing and artillery
fire; the latter caused more casualties, after the former had
reduced cover, they said.

Only 2nd Battalion caught the
The

Prisoners paid

flheA1lied CasuaIties
rtvje ^

Allied -nnnun 1 tipg tbp f-i-rc-f --^rly Bniip >-i 11 pd
and eleven wounded. The Gositintrep for t
hours on 15 March to 1200 hours on 1
killed and one hundred and e

A i)..v,.s,^iecv5:«cdalA the Main Front, exclusj
= “ the

,N.,..Z, ,C,Q,rps.,..,at..
Gassino

AH'b7iI.'J. 11/58/6
riod 1200

Mafch gives twenty
■wounded for the vfhole ofo

■of Anzio Beachhead. These slight
ttlcal hours after the air and artillery

give an indication of the scale of the ground
It is-a%fablc and tho extent to which it was prosood homo,

a fact that the Allied troops fought manfully under very
trying conditions,
under ideal conditions (i.e. no eneny fire) it vrould have
taken bull-dozers 48 hours to clear a single path through
Gassino. The failure to press home the attack in
siofficient strength v/as a mathematical error, in time and
volume, T/hich disregarded the principle that a hundred
casualties to-day may on occasions save a thousand next vreek.

One New Zealand Brigade estimated that

Marshal of the
E. A. P. Sir John
Slessor
Interview
15 June 1948

4.S,...,.M.P.....&RP.MP..QIiM.TIQNS.AT CASSINp l6 24„MARCH, 1944

Ground Operations in the Town - 16 March

,N. Z. ■■Corps at
Gassino

AHB/li.J. 11/58/6
Conditions had T/orsened by dawn on 1 6 March,

cations were bad, rain spoiled many infantry wireless sets
and enemy snipers hindered the laying of line. '
of TiThich had come forr/ard a little into the tovni the previ
day, Trere still out of touch with the infantry, and the
engineers estimated that it v/ould take -two days to clear a
path through to the centre of the tov/n. :
of which were 40 - 50 feet v/ide; needed bridging.

Commun

Tanks, a

Most craters, so

i-

few
ous

me
Infantry,

struggling to clear Highv/ay 6, were joined a-t 1000 hours by
six tanks and by evening had penetrated as far as the 'T' -
junction where Highviray 6 turns south,
the town tank support was not available until late afternoon.

On the other side of

/Scissor-
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Sciosor-bridging tanks vero hard at ■'..'Ork all day, horrover, and
some tanka roachod 26th Battalion by evening,
up.

More were call
Infantiy '.rcro no*./ near the Gontinentalc Hotel,

ed

a-t Cassino, 16 March to I7 March
Ibid and

TAP/69/Air
11 July ISkk

From 16 March onv/ards, air operationsH/ere linlced to the
difficult but vain struggle to capture the enemy position at
the head of the Liri Valley, The entry of six tanks into the
tOTm and the confused fighting all day, led to no decision.
Fighter bombers engaged enemy positions ,in the area, v/hile ■ '
medium and light bombers attacked reserve areas and supply
dumps, flying between them some three hundred and twenty-five
sorties. The air effort increased slightly the next day, -
17 March, Allied tanks attacked at dawn in the south-T/est
corner of the town. The enemy's knov/ledge of the terrain and
his still superior observation enabled him to put down heavy
accurate mortar fire. On the Allied side, supporting fire
v/as difficult to provide, ovving to the lack of knowledge of
the progress of our forward troops, wiiile tanlcs were restricted
in their movements. After a day of confused fighting, by
evening the enemy had lost the railway station, but still held
a number of strong positions, including the Continentals Hotel,

Ai£ Support at Gassino 18-23 March

For five more days, infantry and tanlc attacks on the
Gontinentale Hotel and other strong points continued, against
stiffening resistance and without any appreciable
By 21 March it seemed as if deadlock had been reached; but
the enemy was Icnovm to be stretched almost to breaking-point,
had incurred grave losses and v/as running short of supplies.
The attack was therefore pressed again and a few gains
recorded. On 23 March, after long deliberation, the attack
v;as abandoned. From 18 March through to 24 March, fighter-
bombers attacked daily in variable weather. The Kittyhawks
and warhav/ks engaged were occasionally joined by  a tew
Invaders and the targets v;ere the routine ones, with the
exception of the small-scale attack of 20 March on the H.Q. of
1st Mi vis inn, which promptly moved. The total of
sorties on 23 March, v/hen the attack was abandoned,
hundred.

Air Supply for the Relief of _Allied. Troops

Over the period 18 - 2i4. March, the Air Force carried out
series of supply dropping missions, (a type rare in the

Italian Gampaign), to relieve Allied troops isolated on Point
435 (Hangman's Hill) and on Point 202, down the slope betvTeen
this hill and town,
successful, enabled the troops to hold on to important
positions until relieved. The supply of troops of 5th Indian
Brigade, including one or two battalions of the 4th Essex
Regiaent, four to six. battalions of the 9th Gurkha Rifles,
well as a company of 24th Nev/ Zealand Infantry Battalion,
became vital by I7 March. They v/ere making repeated attempts-
to capture key features from positions on Oastle and Monastery
Hills,
by formations of Germans,
inadeqimte.
Supplies were dropped on Point 435 on 18 March by forty
Invaders and from 20 to 24 March on consecutive days by tvrenty
and thirty Invaders. The How Zealanders on Point 202 were
supplied on 22, 23 and 24 March by eight Invaders daily. The

/ground

success.

was one

a

The missions, although not entirely

as

Their line of land supply was under fire and controlle

Bombardment of
Gassino
M.A.A.F.
15 Mar. 1944'

B. Ops.6431
M. A. A. F.
25 June 1944
AHB/ll/70/69

Ibid

d
Delivery by hand and by mule was

A programjne of air supply was hence resorted to.

G. 260700/UK/7/50 S E G R E T
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gro-und v/as particularly unsuited to the operations and many
of the containers, though, on the ¥/holc, accurately dropped,
bounced dov/n the steep rocky slope out of reach. Between
19 and 24 karch, about 50 per cent of containers dropped were
received, enougla to maintain the operational efficiency of
the Gurkhas, although they v/ere subsisting bn short rations.
At times, no other means of supply v;as open.

Allied Decision to abandon the Attack

W.Z, Corps, at
Cassino

AKB/II.J,11/
58/6

On 20 March General Alexander signalled to both Army
Commanders the alternatives of deciding within 36 to 48
hours, v/hether to continue v/ith the operation or to call it
off and consolidate such gains of ground as were important for
a later rene\?al of the offensive,

on 21 and 22 March, the operation T/as called off.
Hill and the eastern part of the tovm were consolidated;
isolated troops on Hangman's Hill were v/ithdrav/n.
policy for the meantime was to be one of active defence and
vigorous patrolling. Enemy resistance had hardened and he
had reinforced many strong points still holding out.

Artillery Bombardment

After fruitless attacks

Castle

the

The

5‘ Army G-2
Report
15 Mar. 19M).
/Hffl/Il. J.11/
58/6
Annexe

1/Appk.B. 2

As recorded, the Gassino area had often been bombed from
the air and been subject to intermittent but heavy artillery
fire, so that few buildings at the time the air bombardment
began VTere in a condition to afford adequate cover for
either men or equipment. After the air attack, the tovm v/as
left, as it still is at the time of writing, a scorched v/eal,
over \7hich clouds of smoke and dust hovered for many hours
The bombing and shelling of Cassino, although a surprise to
the enemy, did not greatly overcome his resistance or consi
derably reduce his morale. It undoubtedly reduced many
German strong points and caused some casualties, but it did
not destroy his skilfully deployed observation system,
machine gims, mortars and artillery v/ere only partially
neutralised and the heavily fortified area of the defending
infantry, well dug in, was not cleared.

His

All routes for

!

vehicular traffic were destroyed, blocked and cratered. The
strong opposition from flak and fighters did not materialise.

CpNCLUSIOWS AMD kSSSONS Hiau THE TliED BATTLE FOR
CASSINO

Conclusions on the Cassino Operation

The Bombardment
of Cassino

By 26 March the Alliod aaoualtioo during thio thi-f^
-^attlo alone had risen to ovor 3700 off ip are and rnon>

m.ii. A. F. Report Allied troops were in possession of nine-tenths of Cassino
15 mar, |i|4 Tov/n and held a substantial bridgehead across the Rapido.
B.Ops. 6431 advances previously unachieveable. There seems to have been
b A. A. F, M substantial agreement among the ground commanders tliat these

.  liiiiited successes could not have been gained without 
‘

mS/AaViTO ~ air bombardment destroyed”
Cassino but not the enemy resistance.' The overall objective

11 July>1944 was Plot achieved. Amlysis of various aspects of the air and
Lind operations foniiiiTg complementary parts of the combined
overall attack reveal defects in conception and execution and
a physical background favourable to the defence. Analysing
well-considered views'arrived at in detachment and removal
from the realm of controversy, the following facts are now
clear.

the pre-

The scale of bombing attack v/as heavier in weight than
required and, added to the .

greater material destruction than
forces’ point of view.

was

massive artillery fire, caused
was desirable from the land

Allowance should have been made for
/previous
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previous destruction caused by Allied shells and bombs, as

well as demolitions by Germans,
defenders of the to'v'i'n was not accomplished, because of the

system of deep shelters, the.solid nature of■the surface
shelters, (some v/ith concrete :roofs), and the use made of the
underground tunnel complex,
viev;, in spite of Air Force representations before the event,
of \7h.at air action could, do to reduce resistance, and was not
prepared to, and did not, attack in sufficient strength,
immediately after the cessation of bombing.
casualties for--1§ i'aroh are -to., some extent an index of the
wBeale- ef attack-and the extent to v/hich it v/ao pressed- homo.
The Germans, on the other hand, employed all of their
inferior forces and displayed great mobility on every sector.

The destruction of the

The Army took too sanguine a

-Tho negligible

The morale of 1,st Parachute^ like that of
the Ner/ Zealand and Indian Divisions, superb; but it must not
be argued from this that the Germans would have lost the
battle with any other troops defending. Only on 4 March had
A.P.H.Q. concluded that the Gorman soldier in all states of
training was fighting well, stubbornly and obediently, that he
v/as at that date a formidable opponent and, by and large, not
ready to give in. This resistance at Cassino prior to and on
this occasion was a model of mastery in military exploitation
of terrain, and of offensive and defensive v/arfare. The
Allies had not even the consolation of a moral victory. The
Germans fought manfully and generally respected Red Cross
regulations. At the height of their strength there could have
been hardly more than ten German battalions engaged. The
main reinforcements came in at the later phases of the fighting,
T/hcn the Parachute formations had suffered crippling losses.

Lessons learnt in the Groat ¥ar of 1914 -1918 from long
term artillery concentrations such as that at Messines v/ere
not applied to the Air in this case,
heavy role in the strong vie\7s expressed by Army authorities
and the reluctant accession of Air authorities to the execu
tion of the plan on such a scale and in such a manner,
technique of the combined attack w^as evidently not suitable in
detail, distribution of weight and timing to solve the particu
lar problem of Oassino.

Frustration played a

The

Air Lessons learnt from the Combined Gossino Cpe.ration

Ibid
and
Interview iTith

Certain lessons v/ere learned from the Cassino operation
and tabulated in April 1944 by General Eaker, in klay 1944 by
M.A.A.F. and in July 1944 by M.A.T.A.F.

Sir John Slessor reports have been witten in which some of the earlier intor-
and

Since various

pretations, hatched in a climate of controversy, have been
drafted in a certain ambiguity and in renderings mutually
contradicatory, it is right and opportune here to summarize
the more objective decisions on what lessons were actually
learnt at the time by those responsible for the conduct of tho

' The extent to v/hioh these lessons Yiere or were not

applied to Western Europe may be studied in the R.A.F.
Narrative of Operations in Vfestern Europe.

Letter from Gen.
Eaker to
S.A.C.H.E.D.

12 April 1 944
quoted in History campaign,
of M.A.A.F. by '
M.A.A.F.
Historian

The bombing of an enemy strongpoint such as Gassino must
be folloY/ed be a determined, vigorous ground attack, in the
shortest possible time after the last bomb is dropped.

Gen,^ Wilson this VTay alone could the destruction and shock be fully taken
HQ.IIi'ii-iF/20'(0/Pt, advantage of. Such bombing was only a means to an end; it
II Enel, could not flatten a point, but TOuld of necessity create new

obstacles and protection for the enemy; ’ it could not at that
time, w-ith the air weapons then in use, seriously affect an

/ enemy

Letter from
Gen. Eaker to In
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enemy protected by deep shelters,
inevitably (this lesson was
to.the advance of troops and tanks.

Such bombing must
nothing ne\?) create, impediments

An Air Force would tend to carry out an operation best
T/hen it r/as trained and experienced in that type of opera
tion. If Heavy Bombers were again used in a similar
operation, bomb leaders and leading navigators should fly
over the target the day before, in order to become familiar
vn.th the . terrain and to select the best bomb run. Bombing

at Cassino was from too high an altitude; in future
bombing altitudes should be speeified.
direct contact betvreen heavy bombers and one of their oiTn
observers in the battle area.

There should be

Angles of approach should
be specified and clearly visible bomb-line markers

The interval betw'een Groups should be
enemy losses due to the.greater compression of

This

provided,

decreased;
the attack would thus be correspondingly heavier,
particular heavy bomber attack would have been more
damaging to enemy morale if either more concentrated in
time or on an ascending scale working up to a climax.

Everything possible must be done to bring about a
thorough understanding on the part of the ground forces of

Army and Air
personnel should be exchanged for their mutual education

Commanders must have a clear concep
tion of the difference between the emergency and justifiable
defensive use of heavy bombers, (as at Battipaglia and
Eboli), and their use in offensive operations.

the powers and limitations of air forces.

in the other's media.

The heavy
bomber's normal use should be^on targets remote from the

The general principle should be,he felt at
the time, that all arms and weapons should be kept to their
normal roles and diverted to other tasks only in rare
instances of real emergency. So long as adequate Tactical
Air Forces were available heavy bombers should not, there
fore, be used in close support operations. (0

battlefield.

3.™iflary of other impoitant Air Events December 1943 -

I&rch 1344 ■

During the months of December Janviary, February .and
March, 1944 a number- of important air events, not dealt
with fully in this narr-ative, are urorth recording.
Reasons of time and space do not permit exploitation of all
facts, nor the operation,':, of all units,
confines itself to matters bearing on operations and those
in particular viiich reveal tendencies and important
objects striven for and obtained, leaving as prejudicial to
continuity the I’eitera'bion of routine operations or close
analysis of activities ancillary to the main offensive
effort.

This narrative

The first Thunderbolt (?-47) 'operation in the
Mediterranean Theatre was reported on 5' December,
month saw an increase in air support from- Italy to the
Jugoslav partisans and the move of Portress and Liberator
squadrons to Italy. On 7 January, Eighth Army units
isolated by snov/ were relieved by air supply. About one

This'

/hundred

(1 ) The study represents General Eaker
and must not be construed, any more than'any other boport, '

as of universal application at all times and under 
^

conditions.

1,
s views at the time■

any
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hundred Fortresses struck ablov; at German surface craft at

Pola Naval Base on 9 January. The air attacks on Bulgaria
increased in momentum and U.S. 'Marauders fle\7 their first

night operations on the night 10/1I January, Both sorties
and tomb tonnage total attained record levels for the

theatre in January, Eighty per cent of the tonnage v/as
dropped on Italian targets and of this 54 per cent ivas
communications, 19 per cent on Army support and I8 per cent
on airfields.

on

Anzio absorbed most of the air interest in February, but
not all. The first bombing operation by Venturas based in
the Middle East and the first reported night operations by
R.P. Beaufighters vrere carried- out on the night l/2 February,
On 14 February rather conditions v;ere clearly indicated by a
report that cameras froze on photographic reconnaissance
flights.
Germany in conjunction vrith Britain-based forces, 24/25
February the first R.A.F. penetration into Austria and the
first double attack on Greater Germany by R.A.F. from.
Britain and the Mediterranean,

saw another double event of note,

marked the first combined attack by Britain and Mediterranean-
based forces on the same target, as vrell as the largest force
despatched by M.A.A.F. on a single target.

Tx7enty-second February saw the first raid on

The next day - 25 Febitiary -
The raid on Regensburg

In February, considering the constancy of difficult
weather conditions, sorties were well maintained at round
about thirty-four thousand, that is 23.6 per cent belo\7
January's figures, a reduction general to all duties,
highest monthly tonnage v/as recorded for direct support
operations; the figure, 5414*7 tons, represented 64.6 per
cent of the total weight dropped on Italy and vjas registered
as a result of the employment of heavy bombers in  a tactical
role.

The

Although shipping targets showed only 2 per 'cent of
the total, it must be borne in mind that a high proportion of
the aircraft engaged in those profitable operations v/ehe
fighter-bombers and the tonnage therefore represents a large
number of attacks; and secondly that many attacks' were
carried out ■^^^raachine gun, cannon, 75 m.m. shell 'and rocketprojectiles

D.A.F. JIarauders operated for the first time on  2 Jiarch;
the same night, U.S. Ilavocs flew for the first time over the
battle area. . Leigh Light aircraft operated on the night
9/10 March in co-operation vdth the Navy, in a U-boat^ "kill"
offPonza Island,

after careful study of the implications, on 11 March, and
Vienna on 17 March,
airfield of 1 8 March saw the record of over forty-seven
thousand 20 lb. fragmentation bombs dropped.

Florence was attacked for the first time.

The raid already recorded on Udine area

Medium Bomber

Operations
1 Jan. -

28 Aug. 194f
H.Q. XII A.F.
15 Feb. 1945

An unforeseen opponent made her appearance on 21 March,
vtien ash and cinders from'Vesuvius put i/bnte Cdiwino airfield
out of action for six days and daimiged many aircraft of 340th
Medium Bomber Group,
for the first time v.lth rocket projectiles on 29 March.
Total sorties for I/iarch exceeded February's by 30 per cent,

the bombers (reinforced by Liberators) attaining  a 60 per cent
Amy Support tonnage dropped to 27 per cent.

Hurricanes of No, 6 Squadron operated

increase.

Tactical Bomber Force \t&s disbanded with effect from 1 March,
1944.

M.A.T.A.F.

Signal A. 106
13 Feb. I9ii4 /'The Work

(1) R.P.
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The I’fork of Coastal Air Force

Coastal Air

Force' '

Ops. O.R.B.'s

Ever since the invasion of Italy, Coastal Air Force had
protected convoys at sea and in harbour, defended the ports
from air attack, conducted a continuous offensive against the
enemy's air and'sea transport and his undersea craft and
rescued many. Allied and iixis airmen from the Forces

vrere being built up on Corsica and Sardinia for. future as vrell

Sorties tended to rise monthly and
results of strikes against shipping and ports were satisfac
tory. For example, from 15 to 31 Ivkrch, the losses of enemy
shipping amounted to twenty-four small vessels sunk (including
one tanker and nearly fifty damaged),
had developed during the winter months was the "Sv/amp Hunt
for submarines, a combined operation -between aircraft and
naval units.

sea.

as current operations.

A new feature v^hich

Although the number of submarines in the
Mediterranean was not large," the effect of driving packs
individual submarines out of v/aters frequented by Allied
shipping and the overall deterrent effect was felt to justify
the elaborate nature of the operation.

or

THE _,.ZyG,p]H';IAN .AND, INTERDICTION, TpORIES

..H01....1nterpretatign,.,,pft^^ Role of the Air Forces
Report on Oper
ation Strangle
H.A,T,A,F,

24 July 1944 Results at Gassino hastened a restatement, already over-
(Parcel ^ due; of the role of the Air Forces,
.l4^Hv5./,354Lis^4 M.A.T.a.P.'s Bombing Directive No, 2 of 19 llarch 1944. This
Bombing,Directive document- established the concept of interdiction, but did not
No.^2 M.A.T.A.F, specify exactly what particular targets were to be attacked,
J..2 It incorporated the main effort of the fighter bombers.
Aedium^Bomber Operation Strangle, the air interdiction of the enemy's
^orations supply routes, came officially into being as from 19 J/Iarch
1 Jan-28 vlug.1944 19^44, although it may be said to havo existed from 15 1,larch
XII A.P. onv/ards, the day the Army was directed to accept the sv/itch

of emphasis from direct support to anti-communications
tions.

This was embodied in

15 Feb. 1945
.  opera-

I'*^ began as an intensification of the anti-communi-
4.1.s.tory of cations war, but was later referred tp a

....M.*,4-.4.F. Dec. 1943-phase of the Allied Spring Offensive,
Sept. 1 944 11 llay 1944*
H..Q, M. A.A.P,

A.P.H.Q.7g.Bi7oi7
11 a-52 Letter
from Col. Ford

5 Jan, 1944

ahi/ii,j,/ii7i2

s the introductory
which opened on

,2uckerman,,„a.nd ...I.nterd.iction Theorie.s

The British scientist Professor S. Zuckerman, Scientific
Adviser to M.A.C.^and M.A.A.F., submitted a report from M.A.C,
Bombing Survey Unit H.Q. at Palermo on the effects of Allied
air bombing of land communications 1

Italian campaigns. This report,
Road Communications," covering operations up to October, 1943

issued on 28 December 1943, contained conclusions on the’
ys® of air povrer against communications. Four of the

conclusions must be noted here and checked v/ith the conclu-
sions_ after operations Strangle and Diadem, and those after

Part 1/Item I7. Exercise Thunderbolt, held in August 1947.

Air Attacks on
Rail and Road

Communications

28 Dec. 1943
iUB. 11/70/153

l-n the: Sicilian and the
"Air Attacks on Rail and

1 . If the measure of success of air attacks on c
rail and road communications is taken as the
destruction of the

e

means of- communication

nemy

, then
the offensive carried out against rail targets in
Sxcily and Southern Italy must be regarded
outstanding success.

as an

measureIf, hov/ever, the

/of
(1) Operation Diade

(2) The full text of tho General
Appendix 19,

m

Conclusions is given at
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of success were taken as the con^lete cutting and
blocking of the railway lines,and roads, then the
offensive could be regarded as having partly failed
in its purpose* There is little indication that
the attacks prevented the enemy from moving from
place to place within the limits imposed by the
capacity of transport at his disposal. The
strategical effect of destroying the enemy
of rail communication is best achieved by .a.t.ts.QJSiS

important
9.1’

.loQQinotives and r^^^ The sub-targets
(e,g, tracks, rolling-stock, warehouses, repair
sheds, etc,,)
concentrated;
damage from bombing, if the attacks are carried out
in adequate strength, is very high *
A far more costly air effort would be needed to
achieve a tactical success, in the sense of a
sudden blocking of communications at any given
series of points, than has proved necessary to
produce the. strategical effect of reducing traffic
potential by the destruction of rolling-stock, and
repair facilities.

Railway and road bridges are uneconomical and
difficult targets, and in general do not appear to
be Vv'orth attacking except, ■'.There special considera
tions demand it in the tactical

s means

in a large railway area are very
as a result, the general risk of

area.

C.S. 19369 D.A.T, ^ The Zuckerman theory arising from the research received
?  signal wide acceptance. Air Ministry issued a detailed endorsement
by Air Marshal of it, saying that it confirmed experience gained in Britain
bir R, Reck, and in the Mediterranean. Prom his analysis Professor

Zuckerman proceeded to specify recommendations regarding
future target policy, which won the approbation of
Mediterranean Air Command.M.A.A.P, A. 213 On 24 December Air Command Post

24 Dec. 1943 issued ah order limiting air attack to the;marshalling yards
at Rimini, Poligno, Verona, Genoa, Turin, Vicenza and Voghera
and stating that certain marshalling yards were the only
points which had a marked and permanent effect, as opposed
to tactical interruptions in the flow of supplies. It
echoed the report in stating that the effect of cutting
particular tracks was far more apparent than real.

.?^5:.9.intei^retation Report
«-

PTOm the moment of its publication a vital misinter-.
pretation arose which v/as subsequently almost universally'
used by the critics of the Zuckerman Report to the considerable
confusion of the issues involved. The Zuckerman. Report did
P.ot state that attacks on marshalling yards as such would best
achieve the strategical effect-of destroying’thr^^^^ means
of rail communication, .It did state, as reference to extracts
given above will, confirm, that attacks on large railway centres
which contain important repair facilities and large concehtra-

■ tions, of locomotives and rollingrstocfc trauld. These Were' ’
often in the locality of marshalling yards! and a number, it •
will be recalled, v/ere suggested as targets, for this reason:
but the. illogical assumption that the Zuckerman Theory
.marshalling yards as.. ..s]qcb "best targets should
t^ve been made. That ;this misinterpretation was deliberate
would seem to be borne out by the fact that it was usually the
critics . T/ho. used the phrase ;'‘raarshalling yards,
confirmation of this

gave
never

Clear

v/as forthcoming later in the luring,

/during
G. 260700/111^/7/50 SECRET
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during the long Overlord discussions on the respective merits
of the Long-Term Transportation (Zuckerman) and Interdiction
Plan** Here again, it ’.Tas noticed and recorded hy the staff
of the Air C.-in-C, of the A.E.A.P. that hy April 1944 the

critics of the Transportation Plan vrere persisting in

referring to it as the 1/Iarshalling Yards Plan,  a misnomer in
vievf of its actual terms,

I/Iany differed from the Zuckerman Theory, feeling it to
he not of universal application and pointing to the Italian
rail and road con^lex as unique in itself, as v/ell as to the

changes during the framing of the report, such as an increase
in medium homhing precision and improved German expedients.
The Theory, they claimed, was not only not of laniversal
application, it did not even fit the peculiar facts of the

Italian prohlem. The point of view of this other school
iTOre first expressed on 6 October 1943 in a memorandum
signed by Brig. Gen, Partridge, C.O.S. of the Twelfth Bomber
Command, An excerpt reads;-

Notes on the

Planning and
Preparation of
the A.E.A.P.

para, 360,

Memo. D./2 8/2
6 Oct. 1943
XII Bomber

Command

•'Present plans call, for neutralising the rail transpor
tation system in Northern Italy, In selecting targets
for acccirplishing this objective, we have, in the past,
given high priority to marshalling yards. While these
yards are undoubtedly essential for handling the large
volume of traffic required to support the civilian

population, it appears that it may be possible for the
enemy to move the relatively small amount of traffic
needed for military supply without using extensive
marshalling yard facilities. This could be accom
plished by making up divisional trains in the zone of
the interior for direct movement to a unit railhead

located at any convenient point along a right of way
in the vicinity of a highway* Under existing condi
tions there is no necessity for any consideration of
civilian transportation requirements or conserving
rolling-stock and locomotives."

r  ■

Shortly thereafter T\7elfth Bomber Command carried out a first
attengpt to establish a line of interdiction across Italy just
above Rome, by cutting bridges. Heavy bombers alone were
used from 14 October to 22 November.

Cent of Supplie sThe Vital Five p

It Y7as estimated, and the figure is sound enough for all

practical purposes, that for purely military needs only five
per cent of the normal supply rail traffic ̂ 7as sufficient to
supply an Army in the field engaged in static Y/arfare,
Hence the recurring air problem throughout the campaign of

cutting into that five per cent, a problem only solved in the

long run by the combined Y/eight of a major air/ground
offensive. To be effective, it Y/as held in those days, all ,
rail lines had to be cut, quickly and simultaneously.

Air Attack on

Bridges and
iiarshalling
Yards in Italy
H.Q. No. 2677
H.Q. Coy,
Experimental
U.S. Army
7 Mar, 1944 P*5
A.H.B.ii.j.11/1
Vol.VIl/lV.

Report on
Operation
Strangle
M.A.T.A.P,

rs

InMr4lQ.liiPU..iu..Pract

In three Y/eeks of experiment the three major (but not tYJO
minor) rail lines doYm Italy v/ere successfully cut.
According to General D'Aurelio, former Chief of the Italian
Liaison Staff 'Tith Field J/iarshal Kesselring, who reached the
Allied lines shortly after, the Germans considered abandoning
Rome in consequence. The bad vreather and other commitments
caused-the’abandonment of the interdictory prograirane on
28 March,- If D'Aurelio's evidence v/ere true, it mi^t

.  ’appear that the Allies Intelligence failed then, in not
-appreciating that the time Y;as ripe for an offensive. This

/is not
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is not the case and D’Aurelio's evidence v/as misleading and
ill-founded,

period vas as follov.'-s.
The actual state of German supply during this

"Diadem"

A.H.B.
Geman Supply ...State

Ammunition supply had heen well maintained by keeping
dovm expenditure and drawing on local sources,
weak spot in his economy and crisis had arisen vdiere Allied

air attacks dislocated the rail system, compelling road
transportation of troops,
were serious, they were not fatal, for there \rere al\mys the
relieving factors of small coastwise shipping (viiich carried
betxTeen 15 and 20 per cent of essential supplies) and inland
v/ater transport in the Worth, enabling the front-line
divisions to keep their heads above water,
rail repair easier but hindered coastwise traffic,
supply was out of the question,
thousand one hundred tons of supplies daily and vra,s getting
it.

Fuel was a

Although the effects of air raid

Bad weather made

Air

The Army needed two

The German position v/orsened during December

A.P. H.Q. G-2
Summarie s

s

, largely
because of Allied air action, but vdien Strangle began the
basic supplies were still getting through, although reserves
v/ere lo\7.

Increasing Advocacy of Interdiction

On 24 December, the same day as M.A.A.P.'s Order
endorsing Zuckerman's choice of six Worth Italian marshalling
yards as the only vrorthT/hile rail targets, M.A.A.P. Target
Section issued a report in disagreement with the Zuckerman
thesis, emphasizing rail targets other than marshalling yards
on the Spezia-Rimini Line. Closely following came first a

letter from the. G-2 of A.P.H.Q., expressing his section's
disagreement with the Zuckerman policy as it applied to Italy,
and then"5E'rlan from the A-2 Section of XII Air Force out
lining an interdictory plan. This letter gave marshalling
yards, as poor targets in Italy, on the grounds that they
T/ere the most easily and quickly repaired targets and not of
such vital importance to the Germans as were his normally-
used through trains5 marshalling yards offered the largest
concentration of lines to be cut, and raids on them consumed

locomotives and rolling-stock, the’Allies would need; there
v/as evidence that trains were marshalled outside Italy. It

went on to discuss the alternatives - por/er stations, electric

installations, bridges and viaducts, deciding that the last-
named were the only tjq)e of target for completely interdic
ting the Italian railv,ay lines.

Compromise betw and Interdictory Policies

The Deputy C.-in-C. of M.A.A.P., Air Marshal Sir John
Slessor, took the first step in reconciling the apparently
conflicting policies, when ho called for a review of bombing
policy generally, asking the question whether M.A.A.P. had

explored every possibility and calling for an investigation
into interdiction. The Director of Operations agreed to

initiate a study of alternative targets, quoting the official

acceptance to that day of the Zuckerman Theory. The tv/o met

the next day. - 14 February - and decided to incorporate the

two theories in a new bombing directive, stating that the
objective of the proposed air attacks on communications was

to take advantage of. the enemy building-up south of Rome and
to force him to vathdrav/ at. least to the Pisa-Rimini line, by
making impossible the supply of his armies in the south. A

/division

A. 215
M.A.A.P.

24 Dec. 1943

Spec. Int. Repoii:
No, 54/M. A. A.P.
Target Section

Memo J.C.S.

1024
M.A.A.P.

11 Fob. 1944

G. 260700/UP'j/7/50 SEC RET '
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division of tasks betv.'een the various Air Forces vas also
agreed upon - Strategic v;as to handle the Zuckerman
"marshalling yards, " Tactical the interdiction of rail lines
and Coastal (an essential part of the proposition) the inter
diction of sea-lanes. After review by the Air C.-in-C.,

Ii.A.A.P.^ Operation the nevf policy vra.s put into effect on 18 February. The new
Instruction No.8 directive established interdiction as a military concept,, but
18 Feb. 19A4 shelved no general agreement as to the specific rail target

to be attacked.
s

I'lA/iP/S. 6653/lNT
29 Feb. 1944

The discussion narrowed down.on 29 February.
7 ferch, the U.S. Army discussed the question as to .whether
experience prior to the fall of Naples was a reliable guide

attack in 1944. It produced evidence of ’.That it felt
Bridps and xra.s a paucity of supporting facts and faulty conclusions in
mrstolling Yards the Zuckerman Theory and asserted the greater effectiveness
rn Italy, and economy of attacks on rail bridges. This vievr rjas
H.Q.2677 H.Q. accepted by M.A.A.F. and on 1 April, in a letter to
Company Experi- General Devors, General Eaker expjounded the ne\7 doctrine •-
mental. U.S. Army
7 Mar. 1944.
AHB.II.J.11/1
Vol.VII Tab. 0.

On

Air Attack on

All our experience in attacks on communications in this
theatre has shown that even the most successful bombard
ment of a marshalling yard does not cut traffic for
more than a fe\7 hours. Attacks on marshalling yards
are valuable more because they destroy concentrations
of goods, rolling-stock and repair facilities,
have found that a more permanent way to cut lines is by
attacks on bridges and viaducts, viiich
difficult to repair,

you, vrt) are now engaged on a new concerted programme of
attacks on German communications,
programme, the mediums of the Tactical Air Force have
as their objective to cut .and keep cut all the 'lines
supplying the German front. For the past seven days
this has been achieved. The heavies, raeanrjhile, are
being held to hit the marshalling yards in Northern
Italy beyond the reach of the Tactical Air Force and
where the dammed-up German supplies accumulate as the
result of the cutting by the medium bombers further
down the peninsula. The heavy bombers are going to
continue to help in this programme whenever vreather
phCJstots their higher priority targets being attacked."

Looking back on the campaign, over three years later,
Sir John Slessor appreciated both the dangers of all-out
interpretation of either theory at the expense of the other,
and the need for both in a comprehensive policy, linked vdth
and supported by aggressive land tactics,
August 1947 at the Thunderbolt Exerciso(l)

Yfe

are more

iis I believe I have mentioned to

Under this

As he stated in

iiHB.II.J.1l/l
Vol.VII Tab. R,

Report on
Exercise

Thunderbolt

Vol.l/ltem 17
Aug. 1947

In the choice between the plans, time was the deciding
factor which plan could win the build-up race in the
time available. In Diadem, interdiction was success
ful, but the build-up race v/as nearly lost. By using

fpT forces in a different iTay a Transportation
J might have proved successful, but this was by

no means certain. An Interdiction plan is very

the

Plan

/effective

(l ) Air Ministry Exercise held in August 1947 in U.K. to
study the strategy and conduct of the combined bomber
offensive from January 1943 until the end of the war in
Europe, vdth particular reference to Spring 1944-, and to
deduce lessons from this campaign which can bo applied to
future strateg3^ and operations.

(2) Strategic bombing of repair and maintenance centres in
accordance with the Zuckerman Report,
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effective during the' actual fighting and Vifhen the enemy
is being forced to expend his v/ar' supplies, but it does
not prevent him building-up, or at, least maintaining,
reserves before the land battle commenced,

thing was to be flexible, not to regard the
Transportation and Interdiction plans as alternative,
only complementary."

The main

M. A. A. F. Operation

Instruction No. 8 the theories advocated in Italy v/ere being again advanced as
18 Feb. 1944

Meanv/hilc the planning of Overlord v/as progressing and

rivals. The line-up of the opposing exponents of the various
plans for air action to, prevent enemy build-up against the
invasion of N. Vf. Europe hardened.

The Lorig,“,Te™.,.Transportation Plan '̂f

Professor Zuckerman left the Mediterranean in January and
joined the staff of the Air C.-in-C. of the Allied
Expeditionary Air Force as Scientific Adviser,
which had been given the blessing of Air Ministry, came to the
fore during the discussions on the strategic plan for the
delay of enemy reini’orcements by rail in the course of
Operation Overlord.(l) .

His report.

Tlffl ITALIiiN R/.IL JAY SYSTElvI

Italian Railway Linos

Report on

Operation
Strangle
M, A. T. A. F.

24 July 1944
Por*cel

No. 35/List 4.

Italian railways v/ere particularly vulnerable to air
attack owing to the great number of bridges, tunnels, viaducts
and embankments, built by Italian engineers under difficult
conditions of terrain. Pour zones controlled the maximm

overall rail capacity for all supplies. These were, proceed
ing from north to south, the Frontier zone, the Spezia-Rimini
zone, the Cecina-Pano zone and the Montalto-Orvieto-Pedaso

zone. Seventeen lines entering Italy, v/ith a transport
capacity.of some eight to twelve times his minimum military
requirements, were to be attended to by Strategic Air Force.
Operation Strangle Y/as primarily concerned with the other
three. Each of these three zones had, if fully v/orking, a
capacity up to two hundred trains of eighty thousand tons
daily maximum, and each zone contained a number of transverse

lines across it, six, four and five respectively.

Adyant age ous p sition of t he Enemy Rai1 System

The advantages to the Germans of this complex system
must-be appreciated, if the weight, length and timing of
Operation Strangle is to be fairly measured against results.
Unlike Sicily and Southern Italy, the system of repair
facilities, big rail centres, marshalling yards and rolling
stock bases proved too extensive to be put out and kept out by
air attack on the scale available. In German-held Italy
there v/ere at least forty-eight of these major bases and one
hundred and seventeen others v/ith more than ten tracks, and a
multitude of small sidings. From Rome northwards, there v/ere
five shops capable of. handling major steam locomotive repairs
and eleven for major electric locomotive repairs. Some
eighty shops vrere available for minor repairs; some of these
could stretch to major repair TYork. Nine shops north of
Naples handled major car repairs and twenty-four private
plants most of the minor repairs. Any lack of facilities

/vYas

Ibid

(1) See R. A.F. Narrative - N. lY. Europe

SECRETG. 260700/11^^/7/50
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was foisted on to the civilian population,
repair shop in Italy been destroyed, basic repairs essential
to the conduct of operations could still be carried out north

The general situation v/ould be then only

Sven had every

of the Alps,
slightly effected, for stocks stood high at this time.

I'/I/u'1P/s6653/INT
29 Peb. 1944

A.H.B.II/J. 11/1
Vol. VII

Allied Intelligence believed that the Germans held some

three thousand five hundred( 1) rolling-stock in Italy, a
figure which could then be replenished from upwards of
estimated total of sixty thousand held in Western Europe and
from factories, although the demands of the Russian Campaign
■vTere heavy. Military needs in Italy were guaranteed for
probably another three years, assuming the daily need of
fifteen trains a day for basic requirements. Y/ith some four/
five hundred nev/ locomotives coming off the lines each month,
the situation should be comfortable. The freight car
problem was (it was believed at the time) just as easy. The
Axis held, it was thought, about trwo million freight cars in
Europe, of which ^some ninety-five thousand v/ere in Italy.
At the contemporary irate "of attrition existing stocks v/ould,
it Was calculated, last another two and one-half years.
The v;ithdravirals from Russian territory released a consider
able number of locomotives for use elsewhere. The fact
that a;considerable portion of Italy's railways had been
electrified made power stations and transformer stations
profitable targets, but the huge reserve of steam loco
motives T/hich could be substituted would take the sting out
of this form of attack.

Supply Situation as M.. Air, ,Attack

On 15 March it was estimated that the enemy mustered
eighteen divisions in Central Italy, nine in the main defence
line and nine in the bridgehead area, apart from his air
force imits in the Rome area. Intelligence put the, daily .
average of these forpes' oonsumption at some four thousand,
tons, a figure including only supplies transported by
means or another from Northern Italy or Germany,
bringing dovm about seven hundred tons daily by sea, (five
hundred tons on the. west ooast and ti/o hundred tons on the

an

one

He was

Appreciation hy
Intelligence
Section

H.Q. , M.A.A.P.
27 Apr. 1944

A.H.B. II.J. 11/1
Vol. l/Tab.D.

east coast), and some three thousand three hundred tons by
the railways, assisted by M/T, lifts over points of inter-
diotion and a limited aniomt of long M/T.
information on the over-all stocks, held by C.-in-C. Southwest
was lacking, but was, estimated by Army Intelligence
24 March at some ten to twelve days supply. He had, it was
believed., soma thirty days ami-riunition and ten days fuel.
Fuel, therefore, was to him the limiting factor, i
strict economies, but his. situation v/as not really
unless wo could, force his consiomption up.

hauls. Up-to-date

on

in spito of
'  serious

It was believed that if the weight of air power
initiated could be maintained, and an Allied attack in force
be made on the whole length of the front , his commitments,
wrhich could be closely gauged, w'-ould' increase to such
extent that he would be short to the extent of some one thou
sand three hundred tons daily and a crisis would develop for
him. Coastal'shipping might be raised as high as nine
hundred,tons, daily, 'but the remainder v/ould have to be
handled'by railway or I'.^T, so menacing the fuel supply and
creating an ideal situation for a policy of raiilmy
interdiction.

an

/Selection

(1) All figures given in this and the following paragraph
are taken from the Allied Intelligence estimates imde in the
period early 1944,
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Selection of. Targets

Report on
Operation
Strangle
Ft.I. Para.9
M.A.T.a.P.

The most vulnerable points in a rail system
considered to be bridges, marshalling yards and large signal
ling installations, repair shops and rail tracks,
v/ere hard to hit, but if hit
a day to several weeks ’to repair.

vrere

Bridges
formed a block which took from

IVIarshailing yards were
good targets, but a through route could be usually cleared in
from three to forty-eight hours;
every one of a number of parallel lines had to be cut.
had been calculated that in the three lunar months ending
22 January 1944, more than four hundred and txventy-eight tons
of bombs had been dropped for every complete blockage
achieved vri.th marshalling yards, as against one hundred and
ninety-six tons for every bridge destroyed in the same

By i'iay the one hundred and ninety-six tons for a
bridge had, by reason of increased accuracy, dropped to
sixty-two tons. Tliere \ras much less shunting in yards than
in peace time and traffic was handled largely at small
sidings and at off loading points on the open line.

to ensure a durable block.
It

period.

Repair
shops, chosen by Professor Zuckerman, would it was considered,
pay good dividends; and success at these points x7ould bring
a sloxTing-doxvn In operational efficiency, Ey attacking a
large number of rail tracks simultaneously with the repair
shops, a severe strain could be imposed,
great a choice of rail track stretches, the enemy could never
cope xvith the problem of providing sufficient flak defences
to meet all commitments.

Moreover vd.th so

Due consideration XTas given to the
high quality of bombing by our medium bombers; the priorities
of attack reflect the choice of this category to attack major
bridges, marshalling yards and repair shops; the fighter-
bombers were to attack active trains, troops and major
bridges under repair and secondary bridges, in these orders.

.©lsn'y,.,.Rpad and Sea Communications

The bombing of the railway rwould,
a greater burden on the roads and canals.

it X7as considered, throw
It xTas planned

therefore that, throughout the operation, fighter bombers and
night-bombers should vrork constantly over the whole road net
of Central Italy, with the object of destroying li/T and'
disrupting organised movement both by day and night,
section of the plan xvould be handicapped in its execution by
the poor strength of Allied night-flying aircraft, particularly
American. The west and east coast shipping services have
already been■referred to.

This

In addition to the actual sea
lanes, a close xvatch XTould have to be kept on the numerous
small ports used by the enemy as unloading points both for
ships arid barges. Wo great hopes were, hov/ever, centred on
ports as targets, as it xTas knovm that the Germans
masters of the art of dispersal.

X7ere

171IGBT, ZpIJES OP ,BlT,ERDigTORY OPE.RATIQWS
Zones ' of Cps.I’a.I'.ionsReport on

Operation

Strangle - The main plan for Operation Strangle concerned the
Plan and Conduct Tactical Air Force. The Strategic complementary effort vdll
of Cperations be considered separately. The limited range of Tactical air-

craft fell xTithin the boundary of the area X7here logistical
factors counted most for the enemy. The successful inter
diction of the rail system in the area south of Pisa-Rimini
T/ould impose the maximum strain on road transport,
principal enemy durnps v/ere north of this line.

The
South of

/the line

G. 2607OO/UPIJ/7/50 SECRET
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the line, repair facilities were limited and there were

numerous good targets, hut the main system was complex, vd.th
numerous alternative routes, all of which would have to he

disrupted, ItYelve lines ran north-south and six cast-west,
■with numerous hy-pass lines, particularly in the central '

area. All linos across the Boot of Italy had to he cut,
for military traffic could he easily diverted. llhenever
possible main lines vrere cut at points more than one •  •
hundred miles from the Anzio area, so ps to impose maximum
strain on enemy M/T, already inadequate and short of
petrol. The forces availahle(l) to the Commander,
Tactical.Air Force - Major-General John K. Cannon, v/ero the
42nd and 57th Bombardment Wings, Twelfth Tactical Air
Command and Desert Air Poroe.

Ibid

Roleof Air Forces in Operation Strangle

Bombing
Directives
Nos. 1 and 2
M. A. T. A. P.
25 Feb. . and
19 Mar., 1.944

. The Bombing Directive of 19 March made certain
/alterations to the mission of 42nd and 57th Bomb Wings.

. .Both medium Wings were therein given the primary task of
attacking railroads south of and including the Pisa -

: Florence -. Pontassieve line, and west of and including the
Pontassieve - /rezzo - Orvieto - Orte line. Alternate

targets were set on the Ventimiglia - Genoa - Spezia line
for the 42nd Wing, when weather precluded operations in

,  Cen-bral Italy.f Secondary objectives for medium bombers
Y/ere the ports of the v/est coast, normally chosen v/hen
v/oather indicated.

Tv^elfth Tactical Air Command (then still called
Twelfth Air Support Command) was assigned to areas south
of Rome to. the battle area, the Rome. - Orte- - Terni line,
the Orte Orvieto line, the loop line through Viterbo to
Rome and, the Rome - Montalto Di Castro line. Desert Air
Poroe Y/as assigned to the Terni - Perugia lino, the Temi -
Poligno - Fabriano line, the Pescara - Ancona - Pano line
and the Temi ~ SuL-nona - Pescara line.

,  57th Fighter Group (part of the Tv/elfth T. a. C. )
v/as assigned to three zones. Zone 1, absorbing rather
less than 20 per cent of its effort, Y/as the coastal strip
from La Spezia.south to'Kontalto Di Castro, extending ten
miles to seav/ard and including the island of Elba and all

/waters

Directive to
57th Fighter
Group
M. A. T. A. P.
26 Mar, 1944

(l) The 42nd Bomb Wing consisted of three Groups of B-26s,
plus a Squadron of French B-26s, all located on fields near
Cagliari, Sardinia. The 57th Bomb Wing consisted of three

■  : Groups of B-25s, one located in Corsica at the beginning of
the operation and the remainder in the Naples area.
mid-April the entire 57th Wing had moved to Corsica.
Tv/elfth T. A. C. Y/as located in the Naples area (except 57th
Fighter Group in Corsica) and v/as einder the direct opera
tional control of M. A, T. A.P.

By

In the Naples eirea v/ere one
light bomber Group (A-20s), 'tv/o • fighter-bomber Groups
(A-36s, P-40s and P-47s), and tv/o fighter Groups (p-40s and
P-47s).
as it Y/as converted into an escort Group and transferred to
Fifteenth A. P. ' shortly after Strangle began.
Fighter Y/ings (Spitfires) Y/ere transferred from D. A.P. to
the operational control of Tv'/elfth T.A.C. durd.ng the opera
tion. Desert Aim Poroe consisted of t//o bomber v/ings (one
R. iuP. (Baltimores and Bostons) one S. A. A. P. (Baltimores and
Marauders)), one fighter Wing (S. A. A.P. , (Spitfires)), and

.one fighter-bomber Wing (R. A. P. (KittyhaV/ks)),
fields near Termoli, Photographs v/ore the task of Photo

The 31st Fighter Group in Corsica is not included.

Ty/o R. a. P.

all located on

Reconnaissance Wing.
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waters v/ithin five miles of its shores: Zone 2, absorbing
about 80 per cent of the effort, included all arail and road
coiHii'jnications south of and including the Pisa  - Florence -
Ppntassieve line, and west of and including
junctions:

the Pisa - Florence - Pontassieve line, and north across the
Appennines. (1)

rezzo and Chiusi

Zone 3 included the rail and road networks above
ui

PEGGRESS OP OPERATION STRANGLE

Periodic Status of Italian Railways

Vifeekly
Interdiction

Status Reports
P. /S. 6697/

INT. II, J. 11/1
Vol.I.

¥u A. J.X,

An analysis of the operation shov/ed that by the end of
fearch, the average number of cuts per day was twenty-five,
figure which rose, to seventy-five by mid-/^y.
days in May this figure exceeded one hundred. By 24 May,
all thro'ugh lines to Rome had been blocked and remained so

During most of this time, no through
traffic approached closer than 125 miles from Rome, although,
over certain periods,
close as 50 miles. (2)
cut early in the operation'and kept cut; the Florence - Rome
line hence stood out for attack in greater relief.

a

On several

throughout the period.

German repairs allowed it to get as
The east and west coast lines v/ere

The

southern line of interdiction was still open on 6 April, with
segments of the Chiusi - Rome and Perugia - Orte  - Rome lines

On 8 April, the middle line of interdiction
By 15 April, all

By 21 April, all through
lines to Rome remained blocked, although part of the Empoli
Siena - Chiusi - Orto route apjpeared to be still open,
other lines across both the middle and southern zones of
interdiction remained closed.

operating,

still maintained v/ith minor alterations,
lines across Zone 2 had been cut.

YfSLS

All

Much non-operational weather
made continuity difficult and by 21 April, there ¥/ere only
thirty-one confirmed blocics plus twelve claiiTied.

During,the following two vreeks all through lines to
Rome and.the Eighth Army front remained closed, as the
intensity.of the attack and the efficacy of enemy repair
increased. By 6 May, fifty-three blocks existed, of which
tv/eniy-one were bridges the repair of v/hich v/ould take one
vreek or more. ^ On 11 May, the date of the opening of the
Allied offensive,(3) all routes vrere satisfactorily blocked
as far north as the Cecina - Pane line, and the Urbino - Pano
line was blocked at Possombrone. Below Chiusi and Poligno
the blocks remained effective; no through traffic reached
any point closer than 50 miles above Rome. By 18 May, all
routes in the Italian peninsula were satisfactorily blocked
and at this date lines were cut or claimed cut at no less
than ninety-ti7o points. Photographic c overage of every line
every f orty-eight hours -was attempted, so that each block
could be hit again as soon as it showed signs of repair.

/Confirmation

(1) See Maps 9 and 9a.

(2) Figures quoted are minimum and confirmed by photo
reconnaissance (which covered about 60 per cent of the
at any one time), as yrell as by other sources. •

(3) Operation Diadem.

area

G. 260700/UF17/7/50 3,E.,0....R..E. .T
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Cgnfirmation of the daily State of Railvj'a,yg

Status of Italian

Railv/ays 16 Mar.
to 3 June 1944.

Chief Engineer,
State Elys.
Italian Ministry

of Communications "1944? and proved that Allied estimates of damage done v/ere,
A.H. B. II. J. 11/1
Vol.VIl/Tab.EE

An enemy document of great value fell into Allied hand

if anything, on the conservative side.

s
later: this was the daily state of Italian railv/ays compiled
hy the Chief Engineer, State Railways, Italian Ministry of

Communications, which gave all relevant data except on the
East coast route,

at Appendix 20) covered the period from 16 March to 3 June
This important piece of evidence, (given

Eneiny Repairs of Railways ■

German engineers and forced labour squads under the
Todt Organisation carried out the most vigorous repair
operations all through the operation and it may be said that

their efforts succeeded, up to the Allied victory before
Rome, in guaranteeing the basic supplies to the front lines.

The enemy became expert in gauging the zonal effect of a

series of cuts and, after neglecting a badly damaged area for

many days, would repair quickly, and simultaneously, several

multiple cuts. During the period up to 13 April, he was

active in the central area and along the vrest coast from

Piombino northwards, after the lapse of v/eeks of general
neglect. Activity broke out again in the north central area

above ̂ Ancona. Prom 22 April to 6 May, particular diligence
was evident to our reconnaissance aircraft along the Florence -

Chiusi and Rimini - Ancona segments. The enemy never
completely abandoned any stretch of line until the opening of
the offensive in May.

Operation
Strangle para.25
M. A. T. A. F.

0. E. B. Appx
d/saso/7
AHB..IIM/A. 41/1c

A good deal of information was collected from prisoners-
of-war on repair methods, revealing the volume of expert
knowledge possessed by German personnel,
assess damage would include experts on signals, track
building, electrical installations and water supply,
report would be forwarded to RaiMvay Oonctruotion Battalions,
which allocated labour and materials and fixed a time limit

All breaks and

A party sent to

Their

for the job, v/hioh was invariably kept to*,
craters were counted and measured,

equipment available,
stated that in the case of a bomb crater on a rail track I6

feet in diameter and 5 feet deep, only four to six hears were
needed to fill in the crater and relay the track.

There was plenty of
As an index of their efforts, it was

Ibid

Para. 26
Enemy Trans-shipment by Land

Repair was not enough,
shipment vrere devised when a break occurred
vrould bring trains to opposite sides, of the break and impress
any Italians, carts and animals available,
tation v/as, as noted, in short supply,
personnel were pressed into service for loading and unloading
military material,
replacements requirements were in a very strained condition,
for iv/T functioned as far north as the frontiers to

Ingenious systems of trans-
(1); the enemy

Road transpor-
Enormous numbers of

By 1 May, M/T, petrol, tyres and

/supplement

(1) The folloAVing organisations were employed in the repair
of the railv/ay lines

The German

Supply System in
the Field

Hist. Sect. C.I'.iF. ■ Raily/ay Engineer Regt, z, b.V.7
The Field Operation Battalions (FBAs) of W. V. D. Italy,
Todt Organisation, supplying more than 16,000 workers.
Bohemdan/^Ioravian troops (strength about 4,000)
TecHhioal troops
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supplement rail and sea traffic. Shuttling from trains to

i’.i/T fell off more or less progressively aind road movement
increased in sympathy. In the Peseara sector the enemy's
position viras very difficult. He v/as obliged by the Allied
strafing of roads to use obscure mountain routes. North of

Rome an elaborate system of trenches and foxholes for
distressed drivers was dug along the roadside. M/T travelled
only at night and with dimmed lights; spare parts for Italian
vehicles were often impossible to obtain, ov/ing to attacks by
Allied aircraft on parent factories at Turin and Milan.

Flak in Operation Strangle
■

Ibid

para. 27
Until the third week in April, flak did not seriously

Prom 20 April, moderate to intensedeter Allied aircraft,

heavy flak was encountered all along the main line betvreen
Pontassieve and Arezzo,

brought in and sited near the principal bridge targets; their
fire damaged photo reconnaissance aircraft at high altitude.
There too, considerable light flak;,
however, flak was neglected,
be the vital area and from this time accurate heavy flak v/as
the rule all along the line from Chiusi to Orte,
another sensitive point and here there was plenty of light
flak to greet our fighter bombers.

Many heavy railway flak guns were

In the North,
The South was rightly seen to

Rome T/as

Enemy Fighters in Operation Strangle

Ibid

para. 28
The Luft^Yaffe effort throughout was only a token one.

Against the Allied numbers any attack T/as suicidal. The fevf
groups of fifteen up to thirty-six aircraft, (Me.109s and
P.lA190s) encountered refused to attack, almost without

.  .exception. 'Uhen the Terni areas were attacked, the local
fighters scrambled, not to fight, but to avoid destruction on
the groiund,
Rome.

The only patrols were met betvYeen Orvieto and
The few advanced German landing grounds were under

constant Allied supervision and a fev/ airfields were attacked

during April - Perugia and Viterbo twice by Mitchells, Perugia
Foligno, Purbara and Ganino v/ere also

A successful sv/eep over the Udine airfields in the
Po Valley was carried out in April by.Strategic U.S.
Lightnings, with U

again by Spitfires,
harried.

. 3. Thunderbolts and U.3. Mustangs as top
cover.

Enemy Tr^s-shipment by Sea

Sea trans-shipment, to v/hich the enemy had constant
recourse, was mostly carried out by P-boats - shallov/-draft
landing craft about 120 feet long. ' They ran from Genoa,
La Spezia and Leghorn to Piombino, San Stofano, Orbetello and
smaller Tyrrhenian ports, often unloading on beaches remote
from ports. Bad targets from the air and travelling as they
did at night, they remained an insoluble problem for our Air
Forces, deficient, as already observed, in night-flying
aircraft. The two squadrons of Bostons and tv/o of Baltimores
detailed v/orkod hard to keep up the continuity of attack, but
vrere inadeqiuate in strength. It v/as decided later by T. A.P.
that more efficient night harassing aircraft were needed, with
a crev/ of three, a pov/crful free gun turret and  a medium bomb
load capacity; they should have a high rate of climb for work
in such mountainous country. Every possible effort was, not
withstanding the handicaps,made by the Air Forces to slow down
sea transport. At first, the larger harbours vrere
profitable bomber targets, but as time passed, these targets,

/as well

Ibid

para. 49

SECRET
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as well as smaller anchorages, were handed over to fighter-
bombers,

out by the light bombers as soon as any activity was
observed, with the object of preventing the clearance of the
port before davm, so creating accijmalations of stores
suitable for bomber or fighter-bomber attaches by day.

Strategio Air Contribution towards Operation Strangle

Towards the end of March, Strategio Air Force v/ent into

action against the rail routes entering Italy, by bombing
junctions along the Milan - Venice lines, as v/ell as on
parts along the east coast route. On 22, 28 and 29 March,
nearly eleven hundred and fifty American heavy bombers,
escorted by U. S. Lightnings or Thunderbolts, attacked the
marshalling yards at Verona, Mestre, Turin, Bolzano and
iviilan and a few against East coast railv/ay bridges,
dartiage resulted every^There, local industrial targets were
set alight, and most through lines were blocked,
particular, the heaviest load to that date dropped by
Strategic Air Force - one thousand and sixty-one tons - fell
on 28 March. , On 21+ March, weather preventing a mission to
Steyr in Austria, one hundred' and thirty-nine escorted U. S.
Liberators turned to bomb alternatively marshalling yards
without much success, but they created serious blocks at
the bridges north of Giulianova,

Night harassing of unloading points w&s carried

Great

In

Ibid

At night, Nellingtons and Liberators, in the third v/oek
in March, had some success in the North, especially at Milan
- Larabrate, where one hundred and forty craters blocked
through traffic and. two hundred goods v/agons were destroyed,
as was confirmed by air photographs. The heavy raids were
fairly costly in aircraft, ovdng to flak and fighter attacks,
but, on the other hand, fighter interception proved expensive
to the Geimans, whose losses mounted steadily.

Report on
Strangle
Operation
M.A. T. A.P.

In April, the bullc of the bombing v/as carried out by
Tactical Ain Force, but the Strategic Air Force made large-
scale attacks on marshalling yards on the Udine - Florence
line, bridges over the Tagliamento River .and at Pano, and
marshalling "yards at Ancona, Milan and Alessandria,
the strategio effort in April and May was linked to the
overall plan for the strategio bombing of Europe;
operations, therefore, come within the scope of another
narrative.

Most

these

As a part of the general offensive against

of

enemy aircraft production indirectly affecting the Italian
campaign, attacks were made on works, at Milan/Bresso, Turin
and Reggio Emilia. Opportunity v/as found in early May for
raids by U. S. Liberators on Gastel Maggiore and Parma, by
Wellingtons and Halifaxes on Alessandria and by Liberators
Piacenza, targets in all cases being marshalling yards.

on

All day strategic raids by Fifteenth Air Force tied dov/n
an important number of German interception fighter squadrons
to North Italian bases, thus reducing the .fighter potential
over the battle areas. On 2 April, for example, single-
engined fighters from northern bases put.up sixty/seventy
sorties against U. S. heavy bombers raiding Steyr in Austria.
To meet the threat of night-bombing Wellingtons a twin-
engined. night fighter unit of, thirty aircraft v/as transferred
on 5 May from liunioh to Northern Italy tq .provide
the v/hole Upper Italian area.

cover over

:  /iwr
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^Ei;;Ejf„_,„AIR. ATTAGIgj ON ALLIED GOMvmiCATIQNS

AHied _Supply Biaild-

The Allies could not complain of any such crippling of
their supply ..systems as their Air Forces vrere inflicting on

the enemy's, and stocks were built up for the Spring
offensive with little enemy interruption. Beaches, roads"Diadem"

lA. A. A. P.

i\HB' II. J. 11/1
and railways Y/ere active day and night although many were in
range of enemy airfields.

T he Threat to S^ea C onyoys

Owing to the extreme range of the enemy's long range
bomber airfields and his rapid si-vitches of force, v/e v/ere

unable to prevent the planning and execution of bomber raids
on our Mediterranean convoys, still a vital medium of supply;
and although the German striking force had lost its old

mastery, it could still .render passages extremely precarious
and sometimes get home a shrewd blov/.
of Goastal Command, the steady, inconspicious patrolling,
losses in convoys v/ould v/ithout a doubt have been far heavier.

Between the night of 8/9 March and the night 11/12 May, .seven
serious attacks on convoys v/ere made in the favourite hunting
ground from Algiers to Bougie.

But for the vigilance

The greatest number of air

i

craft actually attacking v;as recorded on 8/9 March, v/hen some
fifty Do. 217s and He.177s made a fruitless attack on shipping
north of Algiers, losing five of their number,
were unsuccessful, or comparatively so, v/ith the exception of

a raid by fifty-sixty aircraft on the night 20/21 April on a
convoy beiuYeen Algiers and Bougie,
the enemy lost four aircraft to night-fighters and ship's
gunners, he sank three merchant vessels and a destroyer, and

damaged tv/o other merchant vessels,
been diverted from attacks at Anzio:

All the rest

On this occasion, althou

The enemy bombers had
thereafter the effort

^

over Anzio declined in sympathy with the German appreciation
that further attempts to eliminate the beachhead must await
the arrival cf reinforcements. 0)

/April

(l) Approximate totals of serviceable; German Air Force air
craft at 24 April

Italy, South ofSpezia

Fighter Bombers
Single-engined Fighters

3.0 ■

45

Italjr^ North of Spezia .

Long Eange Bombers

Single-engined Fighters

Southern F

Long Rpnge Bombers

60

65

45

The follov/ing scales of effort by Luftflotte 2 in Italy
vj-ere made: -

18 Apl. 122 Sorties ' '21 Apl. 87 Sorties
26 6019 22

18720 23 234 II

The aircraft weekly scale of effort in Italy at this time
was about 120 sorties per 24 hours. The higher scales of
effort Y/ere due to scrambles against Allied
Northern Italy tov/ards the Reich.

ombers flying over

G. 260700/GF\V7/50 S .E,..0 R...E. .T
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April was a busy month for the Geman long range bomber
force, v/hich was recorded active on seventeen nights in a
total strength of some one hundred and fifty aircraft,
five occasions, they were observed minelaying at Anzio,
another activity our Coastal day and night aircraft were able
to reduce to a minimum.

On

They attempted only one raid of
This T/as on the nightany dimensions on an Allied port.

24/25 April, Y/hen Naples and Capodichino airfield were
visited by about fifty Junkers 88s, Yvithout suffering any
serious damage. The Germans vrere growing progressively
more skilful in the tectinique of evading our radar screens. (^)

ASSESS/EIW OP THE 3UGCSSS. OP OPERATION STRANGLE

Assessment of Direct Results

Air Operations
against Enemy
Communications in railway officers it became knoY/n in due course that the
Italy. IvLA. A.P.'
Intelligence
Section

16 June 1944
'Diadem'

Vol.VIl/B. B. ■

Prom a study of enemy documents and the evidence o

mumber of cuts existing on any particular day rose stea

f

dily
from an average of ts/enty-five at tVie end, of Miarch to one of
seventy-five in mid-May, after which date the number fell

somev/hat• owing 10 the advance of our ground troops into enemy
territory where multiple cuts existed,
the cuts, by systems of targets, was maintained in such a
manner that at no time after 24 March did any through traffic

Most of the through traffic was interrupted

The distribution of

reach Rome.

125 miles from the capital.

Railroad officials in Rome testified later that from the

■very beginning of the operation rail traffic into Rome vfas
reduced to a trickle,
southv/ard each time blocks v/ere repaired, but its tonnage v/as
insignificant. Intelligence compiled from interrogation of
prisoners was almost unanimous to the effect that personnel
moved dwm to the Florence area by rail, thence continued to
Rome and the front by }ii/T or, in the case of some large units,
on foot, a state of affairs which prevailed from late March
onvYard.

Some rail traffic edged its way

The report of the Chief Engineer, Rome District,
Italian ■ State EailYYays whose Status Report is given in
Appendix 20, revealed several acts of sabotage by Italians.
It confirmed Allied appreciations that in many cases all
blocked points on a particular segment of lino Yvere dead-
lined to be opened simultaneously by the German engineers.
,?!M.?.,,,C.hief.,,Engineer, in personal interviev/, statod that

9/ produced the most effective results,
marshalling yards were, 'n

SAY9,-9..,P.P.9<ii iions, bee ause the re was litt le marsha 11 ing ' of '
military trains. Those moved straight throiugh the yards,
damage to which v/as confined largely to civilian goods,
direct effect of interdiction'was to force the enemy off the
railroads and on to the roads, over most of the area betvYeen
(but not including) 'the Pi
This TYas clearest by the end of May, -when the Germans had
virtually abandoned largo sections of line, concentrating on
repairs to certain chosen segments only,
had an escape value as YYell as a supply value were the main
lino from Ghiusi north through Florence to Bologna and the
route to the northeast from Poligno via Fano and Rimini to
Bologna.

Th

sa - Rimini Line and the front.

Tyyo of these whic

e

h

Air Force

Participation
in 'Diadem'

D. Ops.lVuA. A.F.
3-1 July 1944

Ult^te E of Operatipn, ,,,Strangle

At the beginning of March, the enemy had substantial
supply reserves in his depots and forward dumps, accumulated

/during

(1) :See Signals Monograph, Yol.IY Radar in Rai^
Reporting.
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during the had v/inter ¥/eather, when flying had been impossible
for many days on end. So long as he v/as not being forced to
f'ight, he v/as able to maintain his stocks just above danger
level. Operation Strangle was a success inasmuch that long
before D Day for Operation Diadem (11 May 1944) it reduced
those reserves so that the enemy troops were short of food,
fuel, clothing and certain types of heavy aramimition. The
full harvest of interdiction matured from, the first day of
the ground offensive, ¥/hen the critical enemy motor trans
port situation created by interdiction began to deteriorate.
The requirements of maintaining the extended lines of
communications on a motorised basis demanded the progressive
v/ithdrawal of more and more M/T units from the forward
communications zone. Prisoners in large n'jmbers repeated
the same story: they did not have the right material at the
right time and place. The increasingly fluid front called
for constant re-adjustments, which could not be made for lack
of transport. Interdiction of roads by day slashed the
road capacity, by forcing the enemy to run his vehicles by
night, up to 11 May. Thereafter, the Allied Army's advance
caused enemy evacuation of some areas and reinforcement of

others. Transport was now forced to operate by day and
here, again, the Air came into play by bombing the road
convoys, with the substantial results given later in the
chapters on Operation Diadem,

The Germans admitted the serious hampering of the supply
and reinforcement system. To some extent the Luftwaffe was
able to alleviate the situation by the introduction from
March onv/ards of light motorised flak (in particular
quadruple flak batteries on self-propelled mountings) and by
employing dummy convoys as traps for lo¥?-flying aircraft:
but there was not nearly enough flak to cover all routes, nor
were there nearly enough aircraft to intercept the Allied air
attacks. In addition to German workers, there were fifty-
three thousand Italian soldiers in German service and on the

west coast alone fifty thousand Italian civilians co-opera
ting under greater or less threat. All over the country
there were large labour forces employed solely on repairs to
air damage to rail lines and roads.

r

Von Pohl Series

of P/l7 Interro
gation Repcr-bs
No. A595
C.S.D. I.C.

(Air) C.M.P.

Report No, 20
Hist. Sect,

(GS)
Army H. Q.
Ottawa.

After the opening of the offensive on 11 May, there v/as
plenty of evidence from energy sources that the extended
Strangle operations not only harassed supply, but interfered
Yflth the movement of troops needed in other sectors and
rendered the fixing of arrival and departure time-tables a
farce,

events will come later in this narrative, in the assessment
of results at the end of Operation Diadem in Volume II.

The place for consideration of the full sequence of

G. 260700/UPlf/7/50 SECRET
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G H A P T E R 9

THE SPRING 1 944 OPPENSIVB /iND THE CAPTURE OP ROlfflC'' )

THE SITUATION iiPTER THE THIRD BATTLE OP CASSINO

Amies

iAthough the three assaults on Cassino had failed, certain
It v/as now vital

A second stalemate

solid advantages remained with the Allies,
to re-group and to build up supplies,
therefore ensued in the Tfestern Zone: in the Eastern Zone the
already three-month old stalemate continued,
met the disappointment universally felt by explaining that the
date for a resumption of the offensive was influenced by the
Armies' ability to prepare the stage for an all-out, sustained
offensive, T:hich v/ould assist Overlord in drav/ing in and
destroying the maximum number of German divisions,
i^rmies. Navy and Air Porces had made a substantial contribution
to this plan for diverting German attention to what was soon to
become a secondary theatre, for they vrere at this time holding
do\7n twenty-throe German divisions, including mny of the best
in the German Army,
and were more scientifically exploiting their superiority.
A change of Army boundaries took effect from 26 Iferch.
11 I;iay, when the offensive began in the sector from the
Tyrrhenian Lea to the confluence of the Liri and Garigliano
Rivers, Pifth Amy had two corps in line, II American Corps and
the Prench Expeditionary Corps.
Pifth to Eighth Amy.
Pifth ilrn^y's right boundary to a line running from the highest
peak of the Ilaiella through Gran Basso, north.7(»s*t.

General Alexande

The

The Air Porces had retained and extended

On

X Corps YKxs transferred from

Eighth Amy's sector extended from

.Allied Strategy
Br. Hist. Sect.

Gent. I'&d. r

Early A.P.H.Q. Decisions for an all-out Offensive

Hied Strategy It had been made clear from the outcome of the battles at
Br. Hist. Sect./ the end of 1943 that, given the approximate equality of forces
C.M. iUffl.II

J.11/58/9
on both sides, the only.hope of a successful offensive lay in
the sv/ift and secret concentration of maximum forces against
vital objectives, so as to obtain the necessary local
superiority to overcome the enemy's resistance. The
configuration of the terrain dictated the need for the

decisive blovf to be stmek west of the Apennines, viiere alone
there was room for manoeuvre and where lay the most important
military objectives at the time. This principle, that the
west coast must be strengthened at the expense of the east, vra.s
accepted, a decision strengthened by the failure of Eighth Army

/to make

(l ) Por
student should not fail to study Appendix 24*
translation of a section of the narrative by Von Schrajnm -

(Tenth Army Historian) and is compiled from actual war diaries.
It figures as Appendix A in H.S. Report No.20 (981.A.10 (D.II))
issued by Hist. Sect. (G.S.) iimy H.Q. Ottawa.

an authoritative German version of the offensive, the
This is a
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to make anj?- ap-)rociable progress towards 3?escara.
Shingle had involved tho movingj bj?- J?ebrua.r3'-, of four divisions

from the cast to tho v/ost, and tho existence of the iVnzio

bridgehead, no less than the obvious difficulties of a return

to Genoral Montgomerjd s original conception of a wheel through
Poscara on Rome, made it certain tha.t the spring offensive
would be delivered on the axis of the Liri rivers,

acceptance of this plan was urged in General Harding's apprecia
tion of 22 Pebruar3r and decided on at a Conference of Army
Commanders on 28 Pebruar3''.
Commanders' Conference of 2 April at Ca.serta, the sea.t of H.Q.
Allied Armies in It=al3r, the tasks of the t\TO armies, the date

of D Day, the timing of tho several .assaults and the reinforce

ment of the bridgehead were all decided.

Opjeration

Pinal

Plans proceeded and at the Army

Combined Chief of Staff' s Directivo to Allied

Commander Mediterranean Theatre

COSJ.filD 90

19 April 19^44-

The decision to launch an offensive confonried with the

notions of the Combined Chiefs of Staff as to what operations
in Ital3r vrould best assist the entr3r into N.W. Europe.
19 April a fresh directive was sent to General ¥ilson.
object T/as defined as to give the greatest p>ossible assistance

to Overlord b3r destro3dng, or containing, the raaxim'um number of
German formations in the Mediterranean,

containing German, divisions as far as ipossible from N.W. Europe
was again reflected in the methods laid down for the attainment

of this object.

On

The

This need of

As early as possible, an all-out offensive v;as to be lam
Before Overlord D minus 5 Day, the greatestched in Italy,

possible threat to contain Gorman forces in Southern Prance v/as

to be carefull3r developed and fully maintained for as long as
idans v/ere to be made for the best

possible use of tho amphibious lift remaining; in the theatre,
either in support of operations in Italy, or in order to take

advantage of opportmities arising in the South of Prance or

elsewhere for the furtherance of the object and to press forward
vigorously and wholoheantedly with all preparations which did
not prejudice the achievement of the fullest success in the
Italian offensive.

possible after D Da3r.

r/l54(Pinal) Discussions had been proceeding vathin A.P.H.Q. for some
time as to what was to follow an offensive. If the Germans
withdrev/ at their own rate to the' Hsa - Rimini line in

reasonable order, this would free up to four German divisions
for use in Normandj'-, even allowing for heavy casua.ltios: the
Allies, too, would have a reserve thrown up, which would give
them the deg;pree of flexibilit3r they would need for follomng
operations, either in Southern Prance or in tho Balkans. The
use of those reserves would depend on a.vailable sea lift.
General Eisenhower could not foretell the outcome of the

Normand3r landing, nor x^roiTiise any gdven tonna.ge of landing
craft on an3r given date, therefore Genera.l i/ilson \ms mable to

forecast the exact na.ture of the operations to follow Diadem;
the onl3'- operations certain of execution were those cover

schemes of deception falling mder tho g/eneral heading of

Oiieration Zeppelin.

Mediterranean Allied Air^^^P Support of Overlord

Discussions as to v\;hat tho Air Forces could do to render

naximm aid to Overlord, resulted in general agreement that while
the Tactical Air Force was almost entirel5r committed to the
Italian land battle and the vmir against oneni3r lines of

Gommmication in Ital^?-, the iii.fteenth Strategic Air Force could

/do

Ibid

i'nnexure A.
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do a gruat deal. The Allied Coinmander-in-Ohief sui-nmarised
the possibilities in his signal of 23 April to the Combined
Chiefs of Staff. Therein he p;ave an outline of his intentions

and ideas on the implementation of the policjr laid dovvn in the

directive just referred to above. Air action to support the

deception threat to Southern France would have to conform, to

the general bombing plan for Overlord and v/ould be
co-ordinated vdth Supreme H. Q. Allied Expeditionary Force

(S.II .A, E.F. ). In addition to any action that might be called
for against objectives in Southern France, the Strategic Air
Force from the Italian theatre should be able to assist

Overlord by pinning do\7n German, fighters in Southern Germany
and Southeast Gurope, by interfering with rail communications
from Ital3rj Hungary and the Ballcans to Northern France, bj^
accentuating German difficulties in the Balkans and supporting
the Russian offensive in the East. Those air operations
alreadjr sucoessfull3'- adding to the enemy's difficulties on the

DaliTiatinn coast and su];:>porting our cover plans in the

Adriatic end Aegean would be intensified, combined V'dth action

b3'- light naval forces and raiding parties. As for the

success of the approaching offensive he felt sanguine on one

point at least. The ]proparator3r air offensive - Operation
Strangle, already in progress for some weeks - had achieved
a degree of success against the enemy's communications and

supply which should mhke it at least extremely difficult for

him to offer prolonged resistance to Diadem.

Army lHans for the Offensive^

Ibid It \/as decided that the Eighth /muy should break through
the enemy's main front into the Liri Valle3’- advance on
Valmontone(l ) and that Fifth Army should secure the Auspnia
defile and advance via Esperia to the south of the Liri

Valley, and that the /inzio force should break out of the

■bridgehead and advance to meet Eighth Army at Valmontone,
Although General Alexander did not at the time knov/ the date
chosen for Overlord, he was given to understand that a date
for the Ita.lian attack in enrl3'' Ma.3'' would suit Genera.l
Eisenhower. For the s.aice of troop movements good moon was

so D Day was tentatively decided on as 10 }!kxy.
operation against Elba Island(2) v7ere

advisable,
'Fne prospects of an
also discussed.

11 May and H hour at 2300 hours,
was prepared for D plus. four,
air forces to meet the needs of both Armies, priorit}'- was to
go in the first jihaso of the attack to Eighth Arm3'-, and in
the second, (the bre.a,k~out from fuizio), to VI Corps,
deception plan, for a simulated amphibious landing against
Civitavecchia was designed and deceptive wireless traffic and
troop training manoeuvres begun.
securit3'- measures were planned, a vital factor being the
concealment of the entire Canadian Corpus.

D Da.y Operation Diadem was finally fixed fo

Camouflage and intensive

r
The break-out from imzio

If there were insufficient

/iLiiN

(1) In the C position, on Fourteenth /jmi3'-'s right flank.

'(2) Operation Brassard.
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PW POR AIR PARTICIPATION IN OPERilTICN DIAOai

Object and .Role of the Air Forces

(1)M.A.A.F,

Operations in
Support of
Diadem Vol. I

A.H.B. II.J.11/1

The Outline Air Plan, defined the object of the Air
Forces in Diadem operation as making it impossible for the
enemy to maintain his forces on his actual line in Italy in
face of a combined Allied offensive. To attain this object
the follo¥ri_ng specific tasks were to be undertaken; by
counter air force operations, to maintain the Lu,ft];vaffe in
Italy in its contemporary state of ineffectiveness; by the
co-ordinated effort of all available air forces to maintain the

existing interruption of supply movement, caused by inter
diction and, by intensifying the air effort, render the enemy
unable, through shortage of essentials, to offer sustained
resistance to the assault; lastly, to carry out normal close
support operations.

The Air Plan

Ibid Air Operations were treated as in three phases, -
Preparatory, Assault and Sustained Offensive. The Preparatory
Phase, fi’om 15 ifeircli to 25 April, was characterised by almost
universal concentration on interdiction. The Assault Piiase,
from 25 April toD Day, saw a complication of effort pattern,
jiirfields vrould become of importance, as on previous
comparable occasions. German air strength was to be reduced,
by Tactical aircraft attacking the advance bases south of the
Pisa - Rimini Line and by Strategic heavy bombers and fighters
attacking bases in N. Italy and S. Prance,

The effort against corrmiunications v/as to continue, v/ith
improvements now possible because of the situation created by
the pre-Diadem phase,
yards in the Po Valley:
Medium bombers n'ere to destroy all marshalling yards, railway
services and important installations south of the Pisa- Rimini
Line, and vital bridges. Fighter-bombers were to join the
mediums against bridge targets and were to hold up repairs, as
they were made, and continue to out tracks and destroy trains.
Roads wore to be bombed, as vrell as the motor transport using
them, all round the clock. This programme T/ould naturally
force the enemy to increase his coastivise shipping. Strategic
Air Force were to stage heavy attacks on the ports of San
Stefano, Piombino, Leghorn, Spezia,
expediency thus rendered interesting,
units were to hamper movement of vessels and strike shipping
and unloading facilities,
during hours of darkness.

Y/ere to be constant targets, x.lth fuel and ammunition on first
and second priority respectively.

The Air Plan^^) -

Congestion had resulted in marshalling
heavy bombers were to exploit this.

Genoa and any ne\? ports
Tactical and Coastal

Light bombers were to do the same

Enemy supply dumps behind the lines

Assault Phase

Ibid The plan here became more abstract. Much xTOuld follov/

the course of events and it was only possible to give each
Air Force the general lines of action. Tactical Air Force

/was

(1 ) Issued by H.Q., M.A.A.P. on 28 j\pril 1944.

(2) Details of plans for the second and third phase
consolidated in Operational Directives Nos. 10 and 11 of
10 May and Operations Order No. 35 of 12 May and it
No. 1 of 11 May 1944-

s xrer

s anne

e
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Strategic Air Force v/as to\7as to support the offensive;
revert to its normal role, standing by to exploit any
especially good targets v/hich night be throivn up by a rapid
enemy retreat,
shipping agenda,
air forces remained throughout.

Coastal ~ras to carry on with its anti-
The anti-communications commitments of all

0)Unification of Air Control and i^erational Areas

Ibid It 7/as decided that, owing to the limited area of the

battlefield, unification of air control \ms necessary until

the Allied armies ■'..'ere beyond Rome.
Commanding Cteneral Te.ctical Air Force, the Conmanding General,
T'^velfth Tactical Air Coraoand was itiade responsible for control
of all air forces supporting the tvfo armies,
exercised through two opera-tional staffs - one attached to
Eighth Army H.Q., (comprising mostly D.A.F. personnel) and one
attached to Fifth Army H.Q, (comprising mostljr T\7elfth Tactical
Air Command personnel).

Under command of the

Control -was

For the interdiction of enemy movement the follovdng
areas were allotted to the T.A.F. forraatio.ns. _ _
T.A.0.(2) v/ere allotted the general battle area south of Rome
and the central strip north of Rome up to Lake Trasimene, ''with,
in addition, the Tyrrhenian coastal area as far north as Lake
Bolsena.

To Tv/elfth

The Corsica - basedL 8?th Fighter Group (U.S.) took
over the west coast area running .north from Lake Bolsena ^mth
the.eastern demarcation line of Lake Trasimene, Arezzo and
Florence. To Desert Air Force fell the eastern area,
beginning on a line east of Rome to the Adriatic, and running
north to the east of Lake Trasinene and. Arezzo. Tactical

reconnaissance coiTimitments were to be covered by three
squadrons under the operational control of Operations A -irith
Eighth jsmiy, and two squadrons under Operations  B i,with Fifth
Army. Either section could be switched if necessary.

THE liSSiUJLT

Eighth Army
Advance to Rome.

Appendices a/B
Brit. Hist.
Central
Mediterranean.

No.2/5)A.A.S.C.
& No.7 I  Var

Initial Attack

No direct preliminary air attack heralded the opening of
Sect, the offensive at 2300 hours on the night of 11/l2 liiy.

Intermittent periods of silence and a general unavra.renoss on
the part of the enemy preceded the opening of a violent
Gounter~ba.tt6ry programme by the-entire artillery of Fifth and
Eighth Armies. The Poles attacked Oassino/and after some
initial success were pushed back to their starting point.
South of Cassino XIII Corps crossed the Rapido River and by
noon on 12 m' y had fifty tanks across. On 13 I'l^y they took
San imgelo. On Fifth Army front the most spectacular progress
vra.s achieved by. the French Corps, v/ho quickly captured Monte

©iaries.
Diadem - Air

Operations
M.A.A.F.

ahb/ii. J.11/1
/Majo

(1 ) Orders of Battle of Tactical, Coastal and Strategic Air
Forces are given at Appendix 21.
in studying Diadem Operation, but reveal the changes in
strength and the progress of the Air Forces up Italy, as they
stood at the end of April
strength and disposition of the opposing Air Forces, by tjrpes
and categories.

(2) Tactical Air Goriimand.

Not only are the3?- of value

Map 11 shows the relative
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Ivlajo, turned north tov^ards the Liri River and Ausonia and
cleared the west hank of the Garigliano.
the U.S. Corps edged slov/ljr for/zard.

On the western flank

The firm resistance offered to Fifth in the first da3r
01 the attack weakened on 13 ifejn On II Corps front the

■ Germans .decided to stand and fight it out and’hold the Liri
Vallej'-, if they Oould. '
pressed home useful gains,

over, the second was for 78th Division to cut High\iva3'- 6 and
■ isolate Cassino in conjunction with the Poles. ""The Gustav line
\/as dented, but 83'" no means broken. The capture of Ausonia 83'’
the French on 1A I'.'lhy exposed the right flank'of the Germans
opposing XIII Corps as far \7est as San Giorgio A Liri.
Corps captured Santa I.feria Infante and Castel Loncrato, finall3r
crushing the German right flanlc as a coherent line,
remained of the German 71st and 94th Divisions pulled away from
the gap in their line. The Geums poured through and by I6 Jfey,
had captured Monte Revole and stood before Esperia, This to\TO
soon fell, followed 83'- Tignataro and Gaeta.

The Allies bridged the Rapido and
The first phase of the assault v;as

II

Idiat

M. A. A. P' Effort on 1 2 May

Ibid V/hile artillery were shelling enemy positions during the
opening night of the offensive, operations, slight but valuable,
v/ere carried out by fift3r-three \7ellingtons, who bombed the
ports of Hembino, Ferraio and San Stefano.
straffed the Rome/Avezzano roads and
between Temi and Pano.

A few Bostons

a few Baltimores the roads

There v/as nothing done in the air
that night to suggest the massive effort which opened the next
da3r arid continued until long after the fall of Rome,
lacked the night bomber strength. On 12 September the normal
effort was stepped up b3'‘ over 50 per cent. Nearl3?' tliree
thousand sorties were flown by all t3rpes and the average over
the first three da3rs of the offensive was two thousand seven
hundred sorties, in spite of bad patches of.weather.

Yfe

One himdred and thirt3c-four Portresses struck General
Kesselring's H.Q. at Monte Sorrate and that of the German Tenth
/army at Massa d’Alba, v/ith good results, after parading with
other bombers along the front to cheer the iillied troops and
disma3r the onem5r,
dropped on all main west coast harbours from Ge.noa to
Civitavecchia and on Lnportant railway centres,
hit four northern inland marshalling 3’-ards, and. railwa3rs at
Orbetello. To hold down enem3r air opposition, landing grounds
in Central Italy at Ladispoli, Purbara and Tarquinia
attacked by thirtj^-four Portresses;
grounded aircraft at Hacenza.

Just under one thousand tons of bombs were

Liberators

were

Lightnings straffed
Tactical Air Force sent one

hundred and fort^'" French and imierican raediura bombers to destro3i'
enemy command posts in the lico, Istri and Castrocielo areas
and fortje-eight light American bombers dealt vdth others east

of lico and south of /iroe. The Adolf Jlitier (or Fueler) Line
stretched some miles behind Cassino, and troops were bound to
concentrate along it and behind it at lico.
/imerican medium bombers attacked troops and various military
targets hero and at Pondi and Itri on the Tyrrhenian flank in

position. One hundred and. sixty-eight American
D-AOs attacked roads and bridges round the lico assembly area
and bombed troops opposing the Polos at Cassino.
squadrons were now flying not only Marauders, but Thunderbolts
and a dozen of these joined the operation 83^ one hundred French
and American Thunderbolts from Corsica in an attack on rail
tracks and bridges in the area north of Rome allotted them.

Three hundred

The French

Ibid The main targets for our fighter-bombers in the early
phases of the battle'were the t\vo enemy gun areas - the Liri
Valley and around Atina, north of Cassino. Light bombers

/attacked
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attacked "un areas necjr Pontecorvo, San Giorgio and Cassino

and some fiftjr fighter-bombers helped in this area, as v;ell as

over one hundred D. R. P. ICittyhawks and Mustangs at Atina every
t\/enty minutes tliroughout ttie day saturation bombing.

Afflff ^OGS^S IN ^ PPRST YdlM
OP TIE OPIENSIVE

The Attack on the Gustav Line

hth i^iy' s
Advance to Romo

Brit. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

n:

XIII Corps began its a.ttack on the Gustav Line on 11

engaging in an intense struggle in the valley to establish
itself acra-ss the River Liri, a vor3'- difficult operation.
It crossed the river on the night 1l/l2. May, losing many boats
in the sv/ift stro.ani, but effecting suriarise; the enemjr had
been completely deceived as to Allied intentions. It was

after this crossing that the Air' Force attacks on enemj'’ guns
at Atina came as such tineljr aid. XIII Corps' critical .

positicn was relieved bjr reinforcements, and they slowlj'-
.  cleared the river. The efforts of-8th Indian Division in

clearing; San iingelo and taking Golle Minderini v/cre supported,
too,- b5'- the. Air Force, who fle\7 this dajr some five hundred

sorties in support of Eighth inmxj''. Crossings continued, Virith
serious casualties, until the, establishment of a bridgehead on

Ihjib Majr.
the Liri Appendix was clea.red.
difficulties add under continuous shelling, crossed the

Garigliano river,
entered the Ausonia defilq and IJ-lied bridges were across the

XII Corps had fought its waj'- to the Gusta.v Line

Roads from Cassino were crossed and, on 1A Mag'',
78th Division, after great. .

After three days fighting the French had

Garigliano.
in the valleymvhere the defences were thickest, vrhile in the.
Ihaench and Ijmorican sectors the continuation of the Lino had

been broken at majij'- points.

The final battle of tho' -Gustav Line began on 16 May, with
an'attack by British and Dominion forces, and ended in its

breach on 1 8 May.
vrent into raction, with such success that tho esc-ape route for
Germans le'ft in Oassino v/as restricted to the mountain sides

and a narrow-strip of vallejn

On 17 May, II Polish Corps and XIII Corps

The Fourth and last Battle for Oassino

Ibid T;\king advantage of the mist arid smoko, trooias and arraour

crossed, the Ra.pidc- River and pressed on tov/ards the Adolf

Hitler Line. After taking Phantom liidge, the Polos attacked

Gassino from the nor-th and west and, on the morning of

17 took Oassino Monastery, Massa ilLbanete and Point A76.
In the afternoon British troops took Oassino Town. This

ultimate success, obtained ax’ter stiff fighting, came about

by Allied pressure on all fPanics; there wa,s no longer any
point in the Gormans holding Cassino in so deep a pocket, ■
It did not, be it noted, fall to a frontal assault. The

enemy in this region then went over .to the defensive'and
began his retreat. A sector was passed to the Italian
Liberation Corps, v/ho ha..d considerable achievements alreaQ^?- to
their credit. The attempt to rush the Hitler Line opened on

13 I'.fejm ' The right flank of the German Tenth.,,,,Army was being
driven rapidly back across the Aurunci mo\mtains in
considerable disorder. In tho Liri YpJ.ley battle groups
thrown back from the Gari.gliajio were also in confusion; ^’'et
the full weight of the offensive ¥/as j'-et to develop. The

/Americans
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Americans in the coastal sector raade good progress and took

Spigno, Itri and several key heights.

Fighter-homher Gabranks, controlled from the post on I/bnte

Trocchio manned hy R.A.F. and Eighth lirray Air Support Control

Officers, attacked enemy defences continually as  a prelude to
the capture of Gaasino.
shovm at I,lap No.8.

The formidable defence system is

TACTIGilL^ AND pOASTiLL AIR OPERATIONS' IN THE
FIRST i^ElNi OP THE OFFENSIVE

TacticalOperations

Operations in
Support of
Diadem M.A.A.P.

On 1 3 and 14 Ifey, U.S. mediums concentrated on both
military targets from Pico to Itri and on railv/ay bridges.
U.S. Bostons continued the action against command posts.
Invaders and U.S. Vfcrhav/ks circled the battlefield in search

of guns and communication targets,
their range to hit comm.unications as far north as Perugia.
Corsica was now fully proving its worth as an air base,
fighter-bombers joined in the v/ar against enemy supply by
attacking roads in the Siena and Magione areas.
Spitfires patrolled the battle area in strength by day and a
fev/ Beaufighters- at night.
Baltimores - continued to intrude round Rome, bombing ¥i/'T and
cratering roads.

U.

U.S. Thunderbolts used

Its

T.A.P.

Light bombers - Bostons and

S.

H. A.ii.P.

Operations in
Support of Diadera
im II. j. 11/1

Throughout.the week, fighters and fighter-bombers
continued attacking lines of communications, a.rtillery and

mortar positions, comand posts and li/T, bombed airfields and
maintained a constant service of fighter reconnaissance missions.
By day, Baltimores hit guns and strong-points at PontecorVo,
at the southern end of the Hitler Line,

supplies to advanced French troops
scored direct hits, on headquarters at Pico and flew over the

battle area daily hitting guns, bridges, roads, mortars and
troop concentrations.
Thunderbolts and Spitfires continued attacking shipping,
bridges, yards and tunnels,
at Viterbo, Satellite No.2, not long previously covered with
fragmentation bombs from Mitchells,

small-scale night harassing missions by Ju.87s v/ere dispatched
and that a newly arrived Fighter Group from the Po Valley had
just begun to operate.

Bostons dropped
Yhrhawks and Kittyhawks

Mustangs were out on similar tasks.

On 1 7 ILiy, they hit the rumvay

It was from here that the

No,7 and 2/5
A.n.S.C. Var

Diaries.

It v/as not. until 14,liay that German fighters appeared in

Some sixty Me.109s and P.V.190s were engaged byany force,
our fighters, v:ho claimed to have destroyed tv.'elve of them,
T.A.F. Beaufighters, viio patrolled every night, were only able
to claim a single Ju.88, destroyed just north of the Tiber.
It was evident that now, and only now, that the Army had
increased its pressure, was the result of Operation Strangle
beginning to show,
rations, their rail\7ays v/ere crippled and the movement of
motor transport growing daily more hazardous.

The Germans were fighting on reduced

Ang lo -iinie ri ca n
Offensive up to
the Capture of
Rome - German

Document

See Appx.24
For'.vard Fighter Control on Monte Trocchio

No .7 A • A. S«G.

Nar Diary.
Although, as usual, a certain percentage of the fighter-

bomber effort v/as available to handle targets of opportunity,
a special Forward Fighter Control (Rover David) observation
post -■ already mentioned - v/as set up on Monte Trocchio,
vr&s designed to give quicker and more intiimxte support to the
forr;?.-rd troops, and in the first instance to support the XIII

/Oorps

It
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CabranksCorps attack and, if necessary, the Polish attack,
of fighter bombers called in to Rover David, which also

co-operated very closely \7ith artillery and its light A.O.P.
aircraft and with all tactical and artillery reconnaissance
aircraft,

controlling nine fighter-bomber missions in the afternoon.
Haze and dust made observation difficult.

Rover David began to operate in earnest on 12 la

There was still

y,

no

The mist clearedmore than norrmal road movement observable,

on 13 I'kiy and virtually complete cover in the Eighth Amy
sector w'sis maintained by tactical or reconnaissance aircraft.

Throughout the offensive. Rover David proved to be pov/erful and
elastic v/eajoon in this set-piece battle.
hoT/Bver, to be insufficiently mobile. (1)

It was found,

Coastal AirOperations

This '.7as Coastal Air Force’s most active week for months

past. They maintained offensive operations over Adriatic
convoys; they organised subi'iarino hunts, reconnaissances and

harbour patrols. Fighters opened successfully with a bag of
five Ju.88s found attacking a convoy off Dellys. Their
U-boat hunts yielded two kills. At 0545 hours on I4 Ifeyj tivo
Hied ships v;ere torpedoed north of Cape Tenes. A hunt vras

organised, v.i-hich lasted until 0800 hours on 1  7 41ay, when
destroyers shelled and sanlc the U-bpat., after it had been

straddled by depth charges from a Wellington. A later
incident led to a second hunt, wiiich ended successfully on
19 May.

IX

C.A.F.O.R B.

During the LuftTra,ffe attack of 12/13 I/lay on Poretta and
Alesina airfields, Beaufighters made no contacts, but A.A.

claimed four certain kills. There vra.s a raid on Naples early

on 14 1-ki.y by about twenty bombers, during which tv/o Ju.88s were
brought dowTi by Coastal Beaufighters. Twenty-tv/o attacks were

made on enemy shipping in the Adriatic and Tyrhenian Seas,
resulting in the sinking of, and damage to,, small craft,
merchant vessels, schooners and ferries. A tew Beaufighters
intruded over Southern France and destroyed a He.III. Coastal

lost four Spitfires, two Beaufighters and a Hurricane, but

accounted for eight Ju,88s and four Me.109s in addition to the

He.III. In Air Sea Rescue operations they saved thirt3r-four
Allied and two Oerjwin aimen.

iJR SUPPORT THE IbJiLY STAOES OP iiLIID iiDVANCE

dvance 1,5,„y.. 1,8 MayAllied 14.'

7 and 2/5 A.A.S.C.
'The German crust began to crack on 15 May. By 18 I'lay

gains in most sectors v/ore evident. The Gustav Line was

breached; the French drove up behind the Hitler Line. The
Brit. Hist. Sect. Germans committed their forces too far forviard and paid the
Central Med.

Eighth Amy's
Advance to Home,

penalty of exposing them to air and artillery attack.
French had taken Esperia(2) and pressed on to take Montioelli.
Farther south they took Garnpodinele and pushed westmrds from

In the lovrer Garigliano Valley the
j'inerican troops made fine progress along their coastal front.

The

M.A.A.P. Air

Intelligence
Weekly Summaries, the Intri-Pico road.

/Scauri,

(1 ) Appendix 22 demonstrates the degree of flexibility
already attained at the opening of the offensive.

(2) See I/Lap No.10.
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Scauri fell to them on 16 Ifey, then Trivio, Monte Gonca and

Monte Dragone. Up to 0600 hours on 19 'tUe count of
prisoners taken by Fifth Array since 11 May v/as three thousand

six hundred and ten; those taken by Eighth Amy numbered one

thousand and five up to 1 7 May.

Diadem - Air

Operations
M.A.A.F.

1 8 MayAllied Air Operations 15

The medium bombers did not fly in direct support until
1 7 Ivfey, the day Cassino fell. On that day they flew four
missions against road bridges at Prosinone, Ceprano and Fontana
Liri. This v;as the first example of what was to become a

notable feature of this operation, the effort of the medium

bombers to block the path of the enemy.in retreat.(l) Although
there xms no consistent or large scale movement in this period,
there was a general increase in ground movement;
bombers took full advantage.

of this, light

No.2/5
No.7 A.A.S.G.

bar Diary.

Rover David operated many successful Gabranks and several
targets were found by ivrtillery Reconnaissance and Air O.P.
tiircraf t.

by attacks on a Largo number of mortar positions round Villa
Lucia and Piedimonte San Gerraano,

foming-up positions v/ere also attacked by fighter-bombers.
The emphasis of the counter-bcottery effort, carried out by
light and fighter-bombers, shifted from the Atina area to

,  to the east of Aquino, at Pico and Roccasecca,(2) liable
■'Then spotting aircraft

Allied

On 16 and 17 May, help vra.s given the Polish Corps

Tanks, vehicles and enemy

guns
to hold up progress when Gassino fell,
vrere in the air, the enemy usually reiiiained silent,
ground pressure forced him off this practice, thus throvang up
many excellent active ,gun, nebolwerfer or mortar targets for
attack by our own guns or fighter-bombers.

Scale of Allied air Effort 15 “„,1,8 }p-7

The planned tactical nediun bomber effort against
communications 'was curtailed by bad vrcather, but the tactical
light and fighter-bombers w^ere less affected. Corsica-based
U.S. Thunderbolts, aided by Spitfire sweeps and escorts,
concentrated on road and rail targets, while two hundred plus
fighter-bombers sent nut on 15 and 16 Iky added their vreight to
this prograiirie, as mil as attacking camps and landing-grounds
just north of Rome. On the other side of Italy, D.A.P.
Jkrauders and Spit-bonbcrs, aided by a few^ Kittyhavhs, flev/

two hundred sorties on bridge-breaking (or 'bridge-busting
as it T/as universally termed) and track-cutting and attacking
shipping at iincona. On 15 Iky, three hundred plus Twelfth
T.A.C, fighter-bombers bombed rear road points and softened-up
strong points: U.S. Bostons eliminated dumps. On 16 May, the
Hied Tactical air effort rose still higher and further in

roads vrere made on the enemy's transport facilities as the
troops fought through the Gustav Line.

some

Ibid

LUFTWAFFE EEaCTIONS IN THE ASSAULT PHASE

Background to Luflrjaffe ’^^^

By holding the Allies in the Anzio bridgehead and on the
Rise and Fall of Gassino front, the Germans had enforced a series of hardening

This had enabled them to return to the purely

/defensive

stalemates.the German Air
Force. Mr
Ministry .

(l ) This is dealt v/ith in some detail in Section 13.

(2) See Map N0.I 0.
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dofonsivo policj'- of the provj.ous vantor, radically curtailing
the scale of air supjiort and again withclravv-ing surx-^lus
Luftv/affo elements for operations elsev/hore. Approxiraatelj'-
sixty Ju. 88s, raoved to northern Itaty at the time of the
linzio lajidings, returned to Northv/est Germanj’’, and some forty
singlc-enr;ined fighters v;ere transferred from Central Italy to
the BalkaJis, nov/ under serious threat from the Fifteenth Air

Force at Foggia.

/m attemnt v/as made to reinforce the firfiter defences of

Italy by the organisation of a small Italian Fascist
Republican Air Force under Gormc-n control. In spite of this
move, the scale of effort in April fell oven lower than that

for the oarty sta.ges of the cajapaign.
were imported, to carry out insignificant night activity over
the front linos.

A few harassing bomber

The long range bomber force remained

s

It is now clear wh3’-, when the Allies crossed theinactive.

Rapido and Garigliono River in the earty stages of Operation
Diadem, the Luftwaffe made no serious attempt to increase its

scale of effort and hardljr intervened in the fightini- up to the
fall of Rome on 4 June,

liacensn airfields wrecked ajT^r cnemjr hopes of intervening in
the battle,

could have dravm, but v/as unlikcljr to do this v>iiile three
major fears dominated its poliejn
Allied outflanking movemonts on either the Adriatic or

Tyrrhenian coasts, an invasion of the Balkans, and of an
imminent rnajrjr Allied amphibious ojperation against the west
coast of Franco.

The Allied raids on Viterbo and

The Luftwaffe had aircraft elsewhere on which it

These were of further

Luftyaffe Changes of Polic^p and Coinniand

Paid The first sirn in the ohange of rjolic v/as the udthdrawal

to Northern France of Flie^orkorps ..II, the ooraniancl so far in
charge of tactical air operations in Italy,
follo'wed, earty in March, bj'- the withdro.wal of Fliegerkorias X,
the command responsible for operations in Greece'7aTidr’the"'7k0gean.
The Balkan and South Russian fronts wore fused under
Luftflotto 4.

ir

This move was

The anti-shipping, units in Southern ii-ance,
which at the time of the operations against the /inzio bridge
head virere tampoi-ariljr under c-ntrol of Luftflotte 2 and of
Kesselring, came imder control of TniftiV ntte
March 1944 onv/ards there was
the Mediterranean.

Idom

no idiogerkorps , organis^ation in
Tlic centre of gra.vity had moved to the

Western Front. The C,ermans had so far justified their theory
that it was possible to fight a roasonabty successful
defensive crjapaigyi virtualljr vdthout air support, given
favoairablo terrain,

was bj'- ncTW, ho\7over,
superiority’- and slowty decli.ning in ef-fectiveness and strength.

The cream of tlie long-range bomber force
feeling the pressure .f the Allied air

Buccossfvil Luffc/affe Rai d on Alesnni nd Poretta xiirfields

Ibid and Diadem Tl-> offset th^ poor sho'vdng of their fighters over the
the Germ-ans could clai.m complete success for

their raid .on tlie ixLght 12/13 on the Corsican air basses
Some fivo/ten bombers staged a

diversionary raid n Bastia iiarbour mthout causing
The main effort was b3^ about fifty aircraft.
Moro arri-ving daity n those airfields to participate in
Dia.dem operations,
credit must be .given to German Intelli.r.^enco.
and He. 177s attacked fj.esani,

battle area.

Alesani cond Poretta.

damage.
Allied aircr

The raid was !'■ vary timety that some
Fifteen Ju. 8

' Ops. M.A.xi .F.-

at

aft

8s
destroyring eight Mtcholls and

/ dnma.ging
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damaging tv/elvo more on tho ground. The -Poretta raid paid even
higher dividends, for here fourteen Spiti’ires iand one Liberator
T/ere destro3red and fifty Spitfires damaged,
damage was caused to runv;ays, buildings, fuel and
ammunition dumps. Twent3'--four personnel ware killed and fifty
wounded. The attack on the convoy?- off Delljrs the previous night
hadpDeen a fiasco,
Lari;/ in the month a few Ju. 87s had boon seen in the battle
area.

On both airfields

costing the Germans some sixteen aircraft.

Nine bomber raids of small dimensions in the Anzio-
Cassino area were all that were reported during the whole of
May, apart from tiTO convoy attacks, the raids Just dealt with,
two on Naples and one on Visl^l^nc) 0merg:enc3'' landing strip.
The average fighter and fighter bomber sorties over the battle
area bogfin low and seldom passed the dailjr average of fifty/
seventy-five sorties,

intercept our bombers,
Only on eleven days in I'Io.y did fighters

and then nnljr in small nujTibers,

Luftyafty^ Actyyitj'- 14 g 18 llay

On 14 May, the Germans gave ineffectual support to their
front line troops. Some twentjr aircraft operated during the
day over Cassino, some of them being forced'’to Jettison their
bombs. On 15 llay^ tho}'- returned, and to'more effect,
compelling two Allied fighter-bomber missions to Jettison and
x’evert to fighter tactics. The few night bomber attacks
already referred to v/ure Ju. 88 raids, carried out v/ithout
success, against the bridges over the Rapido, and round
0-astelforte end Minturno.

Il3id

THE U.S. I,tEDIUM BOlffiEE EFFORT IN IvIlY

Medium Bomber

Operations
1 Jan.-28 Aug. 1944
H.Q. 12th A.F.

15 Fob. 1945. ■

A.H.B.II. J.11/12

Rail Interdiction Central Italian Zone

In the first v/ook after the opening of the offensive,
repairs wore- effected on the lines Empoli-Chiusi and Fano-
Foligno and considerable traffic moved north¥ra.rds.
roma-ined effective botv/een Chiusi and Foligno, and no through
traffic approached nccarcr than 50 miles above Romo,
end of this week, linos temporarily ropadred were re-blocked;
lines were cut at more than ninety points in Itaty.
Unfavourable weather from 20

effort and gave the enojTij'- enough respite to ojX3n up the main
Florence-Chiusi-Rcmie r<mto as far south as Or'te North and to

Blocks

By the

23 May hindered the medium

0-peration Diadem
H.Q.M.A.T.A.F.

6 Jan. 1945.
A.H.B.3/14/6

some extent the Ibrugia-Spoleto b;/-pass.
the Mitchells cut the j^ont

On .24 ifey, ho¥\rever,
Tactica.1 Air Force

was now orerating at its peak: effort and registered its record
sortie total for one in Oj^erati'^n Diadem - 1791 sorties.
The air attacks on comauiiicadions will now be described up to
4 June, the date when the part of Operation Diadem dealt vdth
in this volume ends. (1)

sieve bridge.OuvJ

By the end of the second week of the
offensive, the southern section of the Orto-Rome line v/as
carr3n.ng no traffic,
west coast route was pushed up to Viareggio for a time, but
cuts were promptty repaired, a situation which recurred
monotonously all through the operations.
Apennine routes, Bologna-Pistoia and Parma.-Aulia wore open, but
Faenza-Floronce o.ncl BolofOT.a.-lrato remained out.

of this zone v/as of esj;ecial liiportance, for g;ood roads were few

in this mountainous region and the' enemy's tyT problem was a
serious one.

IXiring this week, interdiction of the

Of the vital northern

Interdiction

of ma.rshalling 3'‘ards were ver3>" evident,■aj.rs

/for

(1) Diadem Operations did not end until 22 Juno 1944 in the
M A. A.F. 's chronology.
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for instance, on 19 Ifey the marshalling yards at Paenza and

Porli had all their main lines cut, hut hy 23 lfo.y they v/ere
open again and a clear run from Bologna through Rimini to

Ancona vjas possible,

that all railv/ay lines ’.7ere satisfactorily blocked as far north
as the lino Cecina-Oortaldo-Incisa-Oesano.

intermittently bad from 19 flay to 23 May.
general diminution of the anti-communications offensive in the

central areas, although the long-range effort of our heavy
bombers v/as not affected to the same extent.

i.t the close of 1 8 Ivky, it v/as knovm

The T/eathcr vras

The result was a

With the clearing
weather from 24 May, the mediiun bombers were again able to
achieve a considerable effort.

Ibid Modiuim ̂ mb^ 4 June

Over six hundred and eighty medium bombers operated over
Part of this effort was directed to the24 and 25 Ivb.y,

bombing of roads leading northwards from the battlefield, thus

hindering enemy movement in and out; in particular, Highway
Five was cut at Carsoli. A more important commitment, however,
was to end the lull enforced by bad weather in the attacks on
rai liTays.
cutting the lines at Viareggio, blocked the central route

again by cuts on the Pontassieve bridge.

U.S. Mitchells and U.S. Ikirauders, in addition to

During the third vreek of the offensive, the enemy troops
v/ere 'on the road', as General Mark Clark put it. The main

medium bomber comraitment continued to be the cutting of bridges
in Central Italy at the highest intensity. Practically all
mcijor bridges were attacked; a recapitulation of the effort

and the state of comrAunications would be imiAressivo at this
point, but would only represent a focussed view on a single
point in a changing situation. Pour spans of the Bucine
Viaduct as well as the bridge i7est of jlrezzo were destroyed
and the Pontassiovo bridge re-cut.
attacks by the Tactical bombers and fighter-bombers, there ’./ere
now one hundred and twenty-four cuts in the lines north of Rome,
of v/hich forty-seven wore major bridge cuts-.
Florence, owing to the very numerous breaks in the line, the
GerraLans v/ere forced to trans-ship their supplies to the front

by road t.ransport, \7hich in turn v/as attacked by aircraft.
The mediuTAs also created road blocks in the line of the

As a result of the combined

South of

retreating enemy, so helping to gather concentration targets
for the fighter-bombers, particularly in the resistance areas
south-east of Rone.

ST^TEGIC A]3{ OPERilTIONS IN THE PEiST TWO REEKS
OP THE offensive'

Operations in
support of
Diadem. M.A.A.P.

Operations in the First Three days and Nights

The Strategic air effort for the first three days and
nights, already touched on, was carried out by some three

In thethousand, five hundred bomber and fighter sorties,
first morning's attack, the Germe.n Corps H.Q. at Massa D'AIba
v/as hit by i?:ro hundred 1,000 pound bombs,
were cleared by 1000 hours, but at 1 615 hours another raid

caused the ren>oval of the H.Q. staff. Seventy per cent of this
three days' effort v/as against the focal points of the enemy
railway system,
harbours and airfields.

The local roads

The balance of 30 per cent attack fell on
The outstanding achievements on the

M.y^.a.F. Air

Intelligence
Weekly Summaries
No. 78/79
A.H.B.II Jl/43.

railways were the cutting of the Brenner and Tarvisio linos.

/Complementary

260700/M.,/5/5On
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Complementary damage v/as done at Fidenza, Padua, Piacenza and
Trieste marshalling j^ards.
hy the heavy hombers on the P.W.190 bases at Piacenza and Reggio
B-nilia.

Very timely destruction ’.vas effected

Decline of Effort duo to bad T/eathor

Ibid Night bombers operated on six nights of the ’TOek, attacking
^  Porto Perraio, San Stofano and Pionbino, v/ith good results on
three nights,

the Army, when they continuously bombed roads, already cratered
during daylight by Mitchells and Marauders, so hampering the
flow of supplies and reinforcements,

the complete success of the operations of the day bombers and
the iveathor deteriorated to such an extent that all operations
had to be cancelled on the fourth and fifth days.

They rounded off the week in direct support of

Poor visibility prevented

Operations against ilxis Oil

Oil being a priority need of the German iirnies and Air
Force, it was the time to supplement the attacks on basic

supply centres and refineries in the Balkans by others on
depots and distribution points in Italy. On 19 and 22 May,
Liberators bombed the port of Spezia, damging shipping,
submarine pens and the electrical works and destroying five oil
storage tanks. Another target chosen was the refinery at
Porto Marghera, source of an annual production of half a
million tons. Its importanoe at the time had increased
because of Allied damage to the Ploesti and Leipzig plants and
the sabotage activities of Italian Partisans at tho Trieste and

Piurae refineries. A raid on 19 Ifey by sixty Fortresses,
followed by one on 25 May by sixty-eight Liberators created
great havoc and destroyed most of the storage tanks, according
to photographs.

Raids on Rail Communications and Reinforcement Routes

Ibid and 205 Q?. ■.
O.R.B.

Although no Strategic operations v/ere possible on tiTo days,
and conditions made location of targets and accurate bombing
frequently impossible, both tactical and strategical targets
were covered,
main lines were revisited.

For excjnple, the vital Tarvisio and Brenner
On the nigh,t 14/l 5 Iks-y, L'ellingtons

On observation that on thehad blocked the Casarsa bridge,
fourth day thereafter a single line v/as in operation, thirty-
eight Fortresses ■’.vent hack and put two spans out of action.
The river Avisio viaduct 'was also repaired; sixt^g-eight
Portresses therefore returned ’vLth twenty tons of 1000 pounders
and hit the east track' twice. Almost the entire bombing
effort for three days and nights was concentrated on troop
movements, communicatio,ns and military targets in the rear of
the battle areas and in central Italy. Roads were successfully-
blocked at Avezzano, Subiaco, Pa.lestrina and nee.r ValmontoneW .
on Highway Six.

Heavy reinforcements for Italy passed through Southern
To disorganise such movement, tliree marshalling yards

in the Lyons area and the Carnoules yard at Toulon were
attacked.

Prance.

Pl:iotographs showed that all four attacks inflicted
serious damage. ■ At Amberieu there were thirty hits on the
tracks and sixty cars were destroyed at Venissevoc; Givors and
Gamoules lines wore cut and installations put out of action.
Wellingtons and Liberators, on the nights when weather allowed,
bombed transport, immediately behind the front,
created by them at Porto Ferraio and Pionbino on the night of
21/22 Miay, when they attacked during most of the night.

Chaos was

/fifth

(1) See Map No. 10.
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Ibid

Anaio,,, Be.ac.hhead
Historical Div.

On the Eighth Army front, the Polish Corps, after cleaning
up the high ground v/est of Cassino, captured Santa Lucia and
opened an attack on the Austrian troops at Piedimonte.

U.S. Army ZIII Corps and I Canadian Corps, attacking up the Liri Valley,
A.H.B. IIJII/52. broke through the Hitler Line beti-veen Pontecorvo(l ) and
ILA.A.P. Ops. in Aquino,
support of
Diadem Vol.II

A.H.B. IIJII/I

The iuiglo-
iffiierican

Offensive in

Italy up to the
Capture of Romo.
German Document

See Appx. 24.

The French eleraents in Fifth Army continued their
spectacular advance, occupying the country betv?een Pontecorvo
and Pico and advancing to the south-’./est.
the iUnericans took Fondi and drove on i,ircstv7ards.

On the left flank

The enemy's
retreat had by non' created favourable conditions for an

offensive from the Allied Anzio bridgehead,
Senger position \7as broken and the Germans could plainly
recognise this threat of a junction betvreen these forces and
those in the ilnzio beachhead..

On 21 May the

If the Allied attack were not

halted by 22 May, containing positions round the beachhead
would have to be yielded and then nothing but the  C (or
Caesar},, and Gampagna, ,Lines would remain before Rome,
former stretched, in various degrees of strength, from the

west coast to a point 2.5 kilometres south-west of Valmontone

on to a point I4 kilometres north-west of Avezzano and, from
thence, more or less directly to the East coast, to the north

of the Siegfried Line
Albano country, shielding Rome in a N.Tf. - S.E. direction.

The

The Campagna ,Sv/i,tch,,,L,ine crossed the

T,he Anzip Bridgehead Offensive

The imzio bridgehead existed as such for one hundred and

twenty-five days, (from 22 January to 25 May), during \7hich
period Allied ships and landing craft put ashore 478,407 tons
of ammunition, equipment and stores, under M.A.A.F's
protective air cover,

launched an attack in a north-v/esterlj;- direction,
a barrage against eneray defences along the Gisterna front,
’which opened at 05ii-5 hours, imaerican tanks and infantry
attacked, through the smoke, from Garano to the Mussolini
Canal,

objectives reached,

fallen and 3tc[ Division and 1st Special Service units ’were

before Gori, avith 1st a'irraourod Div. troops facing the entrance
of the Velletri Ga.p, leading to’ward.s VaMontone.
on 27 May and VI' Corps' advance came to a halt there.
Casualties in the operations to this ,point were twice as

heavy as on 1 6 February,
patrols linked up with beachhead troops on the coastal road
about 7 miles east of the Itissolini Canal.

On 23 May, VI Corps in the bridgehead
FolloTdng

Before noon. Highway 7 had been cut and initial
By nightfall on 25 May, Gisterna had

Atcna fell

On 25 Iflay, iiiaerican reconnaissance

British.Forces at
imzio

Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

The enemy had erroneously anticipated that the main thrust
woull', come from the beachhead*, when it came on Fifth iirny main
front, Kesselring was forced to pull doA^Ti the reserves held
until then in the beachhead area By the end of the first
week, all his rcser/es had been tlTro’;m in to bolster his

cruiabling- right flardc.
imposed a threat of encirclement on the Gerino.ns, already
coromitted too far forward ’.dien the'Hitler Lino was cracked.

The battle was from henceforward no longer for Rome or
indeed any other position, but to save the German Armies from
destruction.

The beachhead thrust, therefore.

/Air

(1) See Map No, o.
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Air Support for the Anzio Break-out

The Fifteenth Air Force planned massive support to the

breakout by bombing rear areas and key points leading to the
battlefield, but weather again curtailed the joint Tactical

and Strategical efforts alike. For example, on 23 May, of
five hundred and four Liberators despatched, only two hundred
and seventy-six reached their targets, and of one hundred and
forty-seven Fortresses sent only forty were successful; cne
hundred and ten Klarauders had to abandon their missions. The

heavy bombers who found their target functioned to good effect
in the Grottaferrata, Nemi, Valmontone, Marino, Avezzano and
Subiaco areas, Fiftjr-nine Bostons, fifty-six Invaders, one
hundred and twenty-three Warhawks, eighty-seven Kittyhawks, one
hundred and four Thunderbolts and a few Spitfires all threw
their weight into the battle bet\^en the beachhead and the main
Army front, A similar effort was put forth on the next
following days, except that the heavies v/ere absent on remoter
missions.

Operation in
Support of
Diadem M. A. A. F.

German & Evaluation of Heayjr Bombing in the Land Battle

A detailed analysis of photographic coverage of targets
attacked would satisfy a natural interest in local material
results; it would, too, reveal a picture, norra^ol at the time,
of a considerable range of results proceeding from complete
failure to surprising success,
be testimony by informed observers in the German armies as to
the over-all effect of our heavy bombing in the land battle.
This is fortunatety forthcoming from a report on the
interrogation of seven Gorman generals and a staff officer on
operations from May 1914 to yhy 1945.

Of more durable value would

Yfhile such reports are

CSDIO/OMP/M. 297
15 Sept, 1945.
Cabinet liist.

Sec. Ref.

OtOO/ll X/3
alv/ays treated wdth a certain ujiderstandable reserve, these
show no signs of collusion with intent to deceive,

correlation reveals agreement on major issues, there is
sufficient variation on local topics to confirm their judge
ments as individual ones arrived at in detachaient.

While

The Anzio break-out was successful and the German counter

thrusts failed. What results could be expected from the
intimate participation of our hoav3'- bombers in the land battle,
just detailed? The Commander of the Tenth A^y - General von
Vietinghoff - testified to the generally great adverse effect
on morale of carpets, but when these were laid on front-line
infantrj'- ahead of assaulting troops, their effects depended on
the state of German defences and the terrain. They alvrays
compelled the dispersal of troops, but on the whole their
moral effect was greater than the material one. In any case
the more sharply they were concentrated on given targets the
greater their overall effect. The G-. 0.0. of No. 505 Infantry
Division, more closely in touch with front line reactions, had
good reason to aa.y how greatly these bomb carpets reinforced
the effects of artillerj'- preparations and v/as less impressed
by the effect in rear targets such as living qmrters, assembly
areas, H. Qs, bridges, vallej'- bottlenecks and soforth. Nor,
in view of the studied dispersal of gtin positions forced upon
them did their artillor}'- units sxxffer so greatly as intended.
The G. 0. C. of No. 334.,.F^9lkssrei^dior Diyisi^ the
point on enforced dispersal, but was more concerned with basic
reasons why such attacks v/ere made at all at critical main

points of attack (Schwerpi^tye). He blajned the fact that
Allied reconnaissance aircraft were able to circle at leisure

above their own lines to their lack of filter protection and
the weakness of anti-aircraft artillerj'- in the front lines.
The shortages of ammunition and petrol for this latter arm
concerned him especially. Here if anywhere is the sort of
evidence of the results of the Ailied use of their air

superiority one requires. -

/Gorman
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German Evaluation of Fighter Bomber -and Ifedium Bomber Attacks

The Battlefield, they T/ere av/are, closely watched
during the Allied attacks, so that the ̂ supply of troops by day
vras almost out'of the question.. They also constantly
hindered the sv/itching. or bringing up of reserves, movements
of commanders and H.Q. couriers. Their success against ,gun

positions and H,Qs was often considerable, although no H.Q. had
been completely and perrnanently put out of action.

Allied Aircraft in Counter-battery Jtole

The generals \mrc interesting on the results of our
artillery observation organisation - already touched on.,

tiny Cub aircraft. v,h,o soared in leisurely immunity over the
German lines 'mere among the most dreaded of our weapons, for

they not only forced the Gerr,nans into elaborate and time-

consuming measures, but engendered a contagious and dangerous
feeling , of. impotence, of being perpetually -tvatched. Among
these special measures forced on their artillery \iere the

following; disposition of artillery in great depth;
employment of many batteries as silent batteries, of moveable

batteries and free-lance guns; the construction of numerous

alternative positions and dunmy points; the wide use of bang
simulation; the interdiction of all firing as soon as the Air

Observation Post aircraft was seen; and (a very effective
move) the turning of detected fire positions into dur.my
positions. These measures often met v/ith welcome success.
Even air photographs often failed to distinguish  a dummy
position' from a live one and when these duruny positions
fired b.ang siioilators, they seldom failed to bring do^Tn
Allied .artillery fire. At times of substantial ground
attcLck, the bomb v/antage, on this basis, r/iust have been

considerable, a.lthough, from conclusions a.lreaidy drawn, aj^ea
bombing would have been even less yprofita^ble.

The

Ibid

Ibid

Comparative Efficacy of Air and Artillery Bombardment

Ibid Among the most revealing conclusions of the German
generals v/ere those ■v/hich compared the effects of air and

The commanders of both Tenth andartillery bonbarduaent.
Pourtoenth iunaies agreed that. in. positional v/arfaro and
certainly leforc a ground attack, the effect of artillery fire
was pre-eminently greater than that of air bombing, for the
artillery could at most tmos operate continuously, whereas
ovdng to weather and otlier factors air attack vra.s intermittent.
The system of deep one - and tiTo-man fox holes kept doim
personnel losses to earable levels, but the material results
were appreciable.

Generally speaking the more intimate individual attention
the air forces could bring to bear vra.s more disconcerting
than artillery.fire,
astray in the fixing of their bonblines and their superiority
vra.s thus not always as fully exploited as it might have been,
but it was true that in times of crisis, providedthat the air
forces 7/ere brought into play vdthout delay ( a most
discerning judgement, this) then air exercised a far more
decisive influence on the ensuing action than artillery.
Perhaps the most significant admission of all ’.vas that of the
great influence of our air operations on tactical comjnand.

/Leadership

The Allied air forces went frequently
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Leadership worth the name was severely dislocated at all levels,
in particular by the activities of fighter bombers.
German commander was deprived of the ability to move forces by
day, to initiate surprise counter-attacks, to carry out
successful flanJc thrusts, to concentrate reserves or even to
convey messages, in shorty deprived of the very ability to
lead at all.With drive and energy.

The

The Breach of the Hitler Line 20 ..2.5..ifey

Conquest of

Southern Italy
Br. Hist. Sect,

Central Med.

It was believed that the Germans, reluctant to admit the
possibility of defeat, had decided to hold the Hitler Line in

strength, at the same time denying the complem.entary line
Pontecorvo - Pico,

when, about -18 ]V]ay, Kesselring ordered two infantry divisions
to move down from the Adriatic sector, and, on 19 May,
ordered all troops remaining in the area south of the Liri and
east of Pioo to fall back on the Pico - Pontecorvo Line.

The Hitler_Linq, although sketch}?- in places and dented here
and there b}?- Ttench attacks, remained in its entiret5r an
extremely formidable system of defences up to a thousand yards
in depth,

and inadequate numbers of the troops defending it.
breaching of it was to prove a tactical triumph for the Prench
Corps.

Confirmation canie that this ’»ms the case

Its greatest y;caknesses were the mediocre quality
The

On 23 May, while the Prench net round Pico was closing,
After a fierce tank battle,

hea-vier tank forces aided a second assaul-t which had pierced
the Hitler Line bj?- nightfall; this result, like so many
other gains in these wfeeks, \ms only achieved at the cost of

high casualties and loss of equipment, in terrain studied with
formidable defences,

fell into Allied' hands,

merged.

the main Canadian attack v;ent in.

Terracina, Sezze and San G-icvanni all
Beachhead and main front were

Polish Attack on Piedimonte 20

Ibid Yfhile the Canadians operated against the southern end of

the Hitler Line, II Polish Corps began the task of capturing
the hill town of Piedimonte, defended hy about two hundred

and fifty Germans, mostly from 1st Parachute Division, A

mixed battle group, known as "Bob Group" ms chosen b}?-
General Anders from his forces, weakened, as vi?ere the Germans,
after the Gassine fighting. After a protracted struggle
victor}?- came on 25 Jfe.y, v/hen the Polish flag v/as hoisted over

the tcn?m and Monte Cairo. On 26 May the advance by X Corps
oh the right and XIII Corps on the left began lunching out the
Polish Corps, who were now for a short time out of contact

with the enemy. The Germans proceeded to retire to their next

defence lines - the "C", or Caesar Line, and the Oampagna
Sv/itch Line.

/T.\GTIC/iL
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TviCTICilL AIR SUPPORT IN TKE SECOND X(EEK OP ' DL-iDE[vl('1 )

Exploitation of Air Superiority

Tactical Air Force's Support of the Armies during this ’Teek
was on.an unprecedented scale. Never ha.d a well organisedNo. 2/5 A.A.S.G..

War Diary army keen so effectively attacked from the air as was the

German Tenth Array,

and an adequate policy of night air attacl^ were present for the
full exposition of the right use of air superiority in
warfare. Among other benefits accrueing \ms ,t.he complete
immunity from air attack, afforded the Villied troops, who
enjoyed absolute freedom of movement behind their own lines.

On 26 I.fe.y, the Army's apprecii^tion 'was voiced in a signal from
General Iviark Clark, which read;-

All the conditions, except steady weather

Air Operations
in support of
Diadem, M.A.A.F.

'Fifth iirrny Gonmander greatly pleased v/ith splendid
effort of Air Force yesterday. We have put the enemy
on the road. Good hunting to all.'

Fatal ;^fe.cts of Alli^^ Enemy Road Transport
System • ■

Evidence from enemy sources has been and wdll be quoted to

prove how efficacious local air attacks \/ere in disrupting the
German road system and a specimen will now be mentioned and
Army figures quoted to substantiate the statement: that the

destruction of road transport by air. attack, coming at a time
of moving battle, \wis fatal. On 23 July, three hundred
vehicles sighted betwreen Valmontone and Velletri were bombed

and machine-gunned by aircraft; when the results of this

attack vrere checked by Amy counters later, two hundred and
eleven vehicles were found destroyed on an eleven mile stretch
of road.

Operation Diadem ..

H.Q. M.A.T.A.F.
28 Jan. 1945
A.H.B. 3/14/6

\'lhen attempting to assess damage to communications, it
must alvTays he borne in mind that damage is cumulative as well
as local and specific,
harder to obtain, but enough samples do enable reliable
judgements to be reached.

’.Aiich attained great mobility, the Anay counted systematically
destroyed transport overtaken.in the advance,
available was compiled, on actual ground count up to I6 June,
of destroyed Gerrran motor transport on specific highways in the
Fifth /my sector only,
and fifteen v/ere counted ̂ and north of Rome five hundred and

fifty-seven, totalling to nearly one thousand-.

Evidence of the latter is normlly

In the case of Diadem,an operation

One report

Roughly south of Rome, four hundred

Reraeiabering

Report by Fifth
Army Air
Support Control
to M.A.T.A.F.

Reed.

16 June 1944

/that

M.A, A.F's Jf^f the .Second Week of t

(1 ) For purposes of comparison, statistics of the second 'week's
air effort v.d.11, now be given. From 19 to 25 May, 15,024
aircraft were despatched on missions direct-ly connected with
Operation Diadem and they dropped 9,664- ;tons of bombs. O'.'-i.ng
largely to the. spell of had v/eather, from 20 to 25 May, the
total effort '.was low'er than the previous 'week's. The prime
commitment of .c.ut/ing, and keeping cut, the, enemy lines of
communications absorbed nearly, 7,000 tons of the gross load;
the. next, m<ajo'r cpjranitment of bombing troop concentrations and
front-line military targets absorbed ;2,368 tons.

In comparative terms of aircraft despatched. Tactical Air
Force headed the list with 9,081; Strategic follov/ed mth
4351 ; then came Coastal with 1,447- Photographic reconnais
sance units reached 145 sorties.
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that more roads were still to he counted and that the massive

Eighth Army area ■was not included, one is able to approach the
statistics of Air Force claims published at the time Ti'.ath a
fair degree of confidence. Again and again the records sho^7
that Amy counts usually proved Air Force claims to have been
conservative.

Tactical Air Force claimed v/ith reason that the largest
factor in the collapse of enemy transport after D Day was due
to the broakdovm of local distribution behind the front.
This, in turn, \fa.s caused by the progressive removal of I/V'T
from the battle area to meet the requirements of the peninsula
supply routes. Partial denial of the railways caused the
enemy to over-commit his limited facilities in the zone of
communications. The weight of the Allied ground/air
offensive and the speed of advance made it impossible for him
to re-adjust his ¥i/T distribution in time to cover local
requirements in the combat zone. After three years of
attrition on the Desert and Russian fronts, the German lorry
industry had been drastically re-organised and production
increased. At the opening of Diadem the position in Italy
was, although far from satisfactory, still manageable, but the
wholesale destruction inflicted from the air from the opening
of the preparatory phase was fatal.

These results were only attained at the expense of a high
The fact that foraverage of sorties and aircraft casualties,

the six days and nights, bf the second iweek after 11 May,
Tactical Air Force maintained a daily average of fifteen hund
red sorties by Mustangs, Yfarhawks, Thunderbolts, Kittyhawks and
Spitbombers gives some idea of the pressure maintained,
perhaps more relevant to .glance at the footnotcl'l i and
reconsider the available forces nov/ engaged, v/hich are shovm in
extenso at Appendix 21.

It is

/Rover

(1 ) T.A.P. ,,,Location List 9 ,Jfey, Squadrons
XII Tactical Air Command. Naples Area.

A.- 20 /."Beau N/F 2 )
A - 36 3 Boston
P - 40 7 Spit
p - 47 5 Spit t/r 4 )
p - 51 C.T/R 1 Spit S/R -2 )

Nationality: U.S.A.A.F. 19/ R.A.F. 12// R.C.A.F. l/
S.A.A.F. 1/ F.A.F. 1.

2
18 34'2 squadrons

87th Filter YYing - Corsica
'■",P"-''"47
Nationality:

4 Spit
R.A.F. 6/ U.S.A.A.F. 3/ R.A.A.F. I/
F.A.F. 1

7

Desert Mr Force - Adriatic side of Italy.
Spit I^R /
Spit s/r I
Spit T/R 1

BaMimore 4
Kittyhawk 5
Marauder 1

Mus tang
Spit 4 Me.205

Nationality: R.A.F. 9/ S.A.A.F. 7/ Polish I/ Italian 1
57'fcti Bombardment ¥ing Corsica/Ghisonaccia

B '- "25 12 all U.S.A.A.F.
42nd Bombardment ¥ing

■ B 26

1
1

Sardinia/Elmas .
12 U.S.A.A.F. 1 F.A.F.

Sicily and Brindisi51st Troop Carrier ¥ing
C - 47 ' & c""-"'53 7
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Hover Da.vld

On 20 I'fey, the first of three calls for air support
coincided v.dth a German counter-attack- in the Pontecorvo area.

Bombs fell amongst the advancing Germnns, who were then
straffed and broken up. On 21 May, three 'sucGessful missions
were floiTn against a target of fifty tanks. On 22 and 25 May,
as part of preparations for the attack on the Hitler Line, guns
in the Geprano - Arce area and mortars near Pontecorvo were

heavily and successfully attacked. Other instances of direct

support were a series of missions by light and fighter-bombers
on guns in the Hoccasecca area and heavy attacks on the Melfa

line, prior to the Canadian Corps' advance. On 24,May, the
battle was moving too fast for Rover David, and aircraft found
their orm targets in increasing ratio. The control was then
directed to follow along the foothills to the south of the

River Liri on the right flank of Eighth iirmy, vdth the object
of assisting the Canadian Corps, and it operated many success
ful Cabranks there.

No.7 A.A.S.C.

War Diary

.^.4,G.t.iG.4,,l.,.,.4,nd.,Art i Ue ry Re cqnna nee

Now that the enemy wns being forced into the open, tactical
and artillery reconnaissance missions found and engaged a
variety of targets. As he retreated, the enemy pulled his
guns out of their well-camouflaged positions, thus exposing
them to observation. Artillery reconnaissance aircraft also
engaged vehicles, tanks, mortars, and spotted concentrations on
roads, bridges and at fords. They gave observations on our
ovm artillery concentrations,- the accuracy and effect of
fighter-bor.iber missions, the states of roads, bridges and fords,
and the positions of our for.vard troops. Air Observation Post
pilots v/ere now able to concentrate full atte,ntion on their

targets, rdthout fear of enemy air interception. Anti
aircraft artillery covered ground as v/ell as air targets and
neutralised all located enemy flak guns vdthin range, while our
o'vTn aircraft attacked the targets these guns xrere intended to
be defending.

Ibid

THE ALLIED OFFENSIVE GAINING IMPETUS

Pro in the Third Week of Diadem

TheConquest of
Southern Italy.
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

Progress In the third vreek of the offensive was so good
that by the end of the month the right flank of Eighth Army had
reached Sora, on the Avezza.no - Arce road; to the south, Arce
itself v/as T,;on and passed after a hard fight. The Canadians
drawing up from Geprano took the keypoint of Prosinone on
Highway 6. The Prenc’i continued their advance to  a point
overlooking the Pontine Marshes. The Americans found the

going difficult on the. flank of the Anzio bridgehead troops,
and were held up by the Germans' effort to keep open Highv/ay 6,
their main supply and evacuation route. VI Corps araiour
penetrated on 26 May to Atina, threatening Palestrina and the
TiThole defensive system, south of RoMe; this shrewd move vra.s
folloTired logicall37- enough by the capture of Valmontone: the
Palestrina &ip had no^v to be closed. Prom Valnontone the line

to Vclletri, fiercely defended, was broken by an Allied attack
north of Velletri, and its importance reduced by the attack on
Velletri itself, which fell to the ignericans on  2 June. The
bridgehead troops gained ground to the south-west of the
Colli-Laziali hills, main centre of resistance south-east of

Rome. British troops captured Garroceto, advancing north-
west\7ards and as far as the Incastro River.

/Air
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Air Support of the Canadlaji Pros __ of the River Me If a

■  The Allies' principal concern was to forestall the occupa
tion of the Caesar ( or^,C Line. To this end Fifth Army planned
to break through it and advance to the areas of Rieti and Temi.
The first move was an attack by the Canadian Corps, who seized
crossings over the Rivers Melfa and Liri and exploited in the
direction of Prosinone. The troops attacking on the Melfa
front halted at the bomb-line to enjoy the sight of a stream of
fighter-bombers pounding enemy positions on the other bank.

Operations in
Support of
Diadem M.A.A,F.

German Intentions

The Germans could produce no air effort comparable with the
Allied day and night onslaught, which, having slowed dorm
supplies to a minimum, was now rendering distribution more and
more haphazard. Their small force of F,¥. 190s was withdrawn,
badly battered, to North Italy. Token reinforcements, quite
inadequate to affect the issue, were sent down; a few Ju. 87s
and C.R.42 ground attack aircraft put in an appearance and a
fewMe.no night fighters v/ere posted to Central Italy. The
first two categories mentioned operated at night and Ju. 88s
operated against targets in the battle area on four nights of
the last week in May, in small numbers, without inflicting any
appreciable damage.

Kesselring plo.yed the Allies^ game by ordering forward his,
last available useful formation in Italy,, the Hemann Goering

> from Leghorn. His appeals for more help were not to
go unheeded, even though it came from the threatened V/est. It
was now too late to withdrav/ in orderly fashion to the Caesar
Line. The 363rd and 715th Infantry Divisions suffered most
severe casualties at the hands of the bri^ehead troops when
the Hermann Goering Division came into action, itself having
already suffered heavily from daylight .air attacks. At Arce
and near Valmontone the delaying actions fought enabled other
forces to preserve some form and disengage.

M^iraum Air Support

During the last six days of May, T.A.F. flew a daily
average of sixteen hundred and ninety sorties in support of the
A.rmies, The attacks on road movemeni, the interdiction of
railways and day and night close support continued with hardly
a break. Fighter-bombers -'directed by forward fighter
controllers were highly successful against 'disappearing
targets'. The emphasis of attack in the battle areas in the

early part of the third week was against big concentrations of

lorries, tanks, armoured cars and other transport, v/hich were
congesting the roads from Viterbo to Rome and the pontoons
across the Tiber. Later in the week, the emphasis- of fighter-
bomber attacks on transport veered to those columns escaping
from the front to Subiaco and Avezzano, A typical specimen of

these activities was an effort on 30 May by the Kittyhav/ks and

Mustangs of No.239 17ing. Catching a group of about tv/o

hundred vehicles at Subiaco, stationary and nose to tail, they
first blocked both ends of the line v^ith bombs, then flew
mission after mission against the column, whose losses were one
hundred and tv/o vehicles. Total M/T claims by T.A.F, over the
last six days in May vrere one thousand one hundred and forty-
eight destroyed and seven hundred and sixty-six damaged. As

usual, claims were conservative; for example, between Cori and
Artena, claims of one hundred and seventy-three destroyed and

damaged proved, when checked by Fifth Army troops later, to
have been short of the actual count of two hundred and eleven

ab.!£ridnned ^nrecksi, definitely'put out of notion by air attack.
To-ctical light and medium bombers kept many rail lines cut,but

/ vital

.9.?
Southern Italy,
Ft.'ll/F
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

Operations in
Support of
Diadem M.A.A.F,

No.7 A.A.S.C.

YiTar Diary
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vital "bridges at Orvieto and at Mancicixio (near Rome), ojid
destroyed the Montalto di Castro bridge. The moving enerny
presented a vcriety of targets. All possible v/ere attacked

¥/ithout respite and any troop concentrations spotted were

rapidly dispersed. Each night, an average of forty-eight
bostons and Baltimores operated from dusk to dav/n over the
6as't coast harbours and watched roads leadiiig from the battle
areas for any signs of moveriient.

^il Interdiction at its hipest Intensity

In better v/eather, the Tactical U.S. Mitchells and
I'/iarauders v/ere now able to operate at full stretch, putting up
a daily average of over four hundred sorties, most of them
effective. Bridge-cutting was brought to its highest
intensity. There were now one hundred and twenty-four cuts in
the lines north of Rome, of which forty-seven were major
bridge cuts,
to the roads,

opposition,

destiuction of three Me. 109s and tvro P.?/. 190s by a feT>r
Spitfires on 27 May, over Poligno airfield.

Strategic Air Force, in addition to other big conmiitments
outside Italy, struck out at long-range targets in the south of
Prance affecting the war in Italy. On 26 and 27 llhy, they
dropped Wo thousa.nd five hundred tons of bombs on the

marshalling yards at St. Etienne, Lyons, Nice, Chambery,
Grenoble, Avignon, Nimes and Marseilles; results in general
shoTOd up on photographs as excellent. These attacks were
co-ordinated with the attacks from Britain on the northern

French and Belgian railways, nhich aimed at paralysing the
entire French railv/ay system before the entry into N.\7. Europe.
They also sent Wo hundred and forty-three Liberators, on
27 May, to bomb the ship-striking bomber forces based at
Montpellier and Salon,

one hundred and fifty effective sorties, (excluding illumina-
tors), bombing the roads round "Viterbo and the German ■'"oith-
dra\¥al routes in the Subiaco region, thus achieving some sort
of continuity, though an ineffectual one, with the day effort
of Tactical aircrsift, operating against these same targets. (0

/They

The Gormans were being forced more and more on
Escorts and fighters seldom met any air

The best combat result recorded Tra.s the

R.ii.P. night bombers flew over

Ibid

(1) M.A.A.P's Third Tfcek's Effort

Proam 26 1/ky to 1 June inclusive, fourteen thousand six
hundred and b./enty-eight aircraft \7ere despatched on missions
directly connected '..dth the Italian offensive; they completed
fourteen thousand three hundred and eighty-five effective
sorties. In all, eight thousand six hundred and seventy-four
tons of bombs v/ere dropped on these missions. Strategic Air
Force's effort, largely directed to targets other than Diadem
ones, was one thousand tv/o hundred and one aircraft. Tactical
ii.ir Force despatched eleven thousand six hundred and Wenty-four
aircraft and dropped seven thousand and thirty-one tons of "bombs.
Coastal contributed one thousand six hundred and seventeen
sorties and Photographic Reconnaissance units one hundred and
eighty-six sorties.

The distribution of bomb-load dropped South and North of
the Pisa^- Rimini Line was six thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six tons South of it on lines of comjnunication, T/ith
one thousand five hundred and ninety-six tons on troop concent
rations; North of the line,- one thousand one hundred and
seventy-five tons were dropped, nearly one thousand tons of it
on lines of communication and one hundred and eightv-nine tons
on ports.
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Thej'' also attacked the reinforcement port of San Stefano and the
Brenner Pass railway,
diction ran from the Massa bridge on the west coast line,
tlorough Aulla, Vergato, Florence, Bucine, to the Oosano bridge
on the east coast route.

On 1 Juno, the line of railway inter-

The Fano - Poligno route broke
through this general lino, however, and was open as far as the
viaduct just northwest of Temi.

Li^twa.ffe Oonvoy Raid

The LufWaffe.'s feeble effort over the battlefield has
alread37- been described,

strength was on attack by fort5?'-fift3'- Ju. 88s from the south of
Prance

night
of five raiders; of the reconnaissance force emplo3'-ed to spot
the convoy, ■ Coastal fighters destr03red one Ju. 88 and one Ju. 188.

Torpedo bombers were svd.tched to Norv7a3r where, it v/as adjudged,
good targets were more plentiful.

Their onl3'- offensive action in nn3r

against a large east-bound convoy off /ilgiers on the
30/31 Ifey, when a merchant vessel was sunlc for the loss

German AdriisSion of Efficac3y of Allied Air Attacks £n.,.Transport

By 28 May the quite favourable suppl3'’ situation v;ith
regard to material existing on 1 May had fundamentally changed,
said a report b3^ Kesselring's H.Q. that night,
ting eloquent figures of losses, such as twenty-five thousand
men, two thousand machine guns, five hundred. heav3'‘ machine guns,
one hundred and forty-eight tanlcs and soforth, it was admitted

that the motor vehicle situation was particularl3'- strained, as
their transport capacit3'- v/as being continually i-nsduced £3'- air
attacks furtherniore, mon3'' still undamaged vehicles were

unusable on account of a shortage of t3ores and spare parts.
Reinforcement of both, men and material .was vital.

After enuimera-

iOiglo American
Offensive up to
the Capture of
Rome - German

Document.

See Appendix 24.

The report definitely attributed a large part of the
losses suffered to the mounting effect of idLlied air supremacy.
No appreciable break worth recording- had occurred in raids cn

the Italian rail system and the Alpine passes,
to dela3r 0.0nsiderabl3'' not onl3'‘ the arrival  , of divisions on the

southern front (such as 3„3.,6„.Inf. ,piy. ), but of formations
coming frau other theatres, (such as 42 J^egep end 20 Lufi^affe
Held Division),
too, were greatl3'‘ im^oeded.
aggravated b3r night raiders on suppl3?- routes in the forward

When Slf. api-ealod direct to Hitler, the latter
ordered that night fighter aircraft .bo used for the protection
of road traffic at night,
decision to transfer one night fighter gr'Tup frem the eastern

front to Ital3r.
number of aircraft involved made little difference to an a.lread3'’

hopeless situation.

German Praise of French Expeditionar3>- Corps

The result was

Lateral movements behind the southern front.
The situation was still more

areas.

On 1 June, O.B. SI, was told of the

This v/as o.ctua.lly done in part, but the small

A report 13;^ an officer of the General Staff Corps dated

27 May paid a special tribute to the troops of the First French

Bxpeditionar37- Corps, which comprised four formations, three of
them Moroccan., These vrere the onl3'- ti'oops that did not

Ibid

shrink from mass hand-to-hand fighting in the Russian st3rle.
Fired b3r ever3^ success, th03r exploited each local gain by
prompt pursuit, heljlng less successful neighbours b3'- lateral
thrusts. Quick recognition of a situation and its correct
evaluation constituted a pronounced characteristic of French

leadership, said the German exports.

/Luftwaffe
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Luftiivaffe Weakness continuing.

Von Pohl

Interrogation
Report No.
A.596/PW.935
A.H.B.6.

The P.¥.190 unitSj after co-operating as fighters with the

Me, 109s, T/ere soon transferred for I'est and re-equipping to

Piacenza, for nothing but disaster could follow their continued

presence over the bo.ttlefield.

then remaining to the Commanding General, of the Luftsfi^affe in

Central Italy (nov^ Ritter von Pohl) were the Nachtschlach^
(Night Fighter) Staffel and the three Me,109 Staffeln of the
Tactical Reconnaissance Gruppe,
fighter force, tv/o Italian Fascist fighter, squadrons and the

Long Range Reconnaissance Gruppe (transferred at this stage from
Perugia to Berganio, v/as all that remained at the end of May
at the disposal of Luftflpt,te 2,

The only operational 'units

A much depleted German

Flak

Ibid With improvements in Allied armour and armament, German
flak, v/hich it will be remembered was a. Luftwaffe organisation,
Was no Instead, its

role had gradually reverted to that of a rear area defence

Concentrations of three heavy and three light guns

longer effective as a front line ourm.

v/eapon.

v/ere employed during Diadem to counter Allied armour if it

broke through the front line,

effect orderly withdrawals to new positions in the Apennines
and assisted the maintenance of a relatively coherent front,
but losses of flak artillery mounted fast and after the fall of

Rome vrere to soar rapidly.

Flak enabled German troops to

THE LAST PHiSE OF TIIE ADVANCE TO ROlvE

Air Attacks continued

Without pause the Air Forces continued to play their full

in the general victorious advance, which led to the entryOperations in

Support of Diadem into Rome, the first Axis capital to fall to Allied arms, on
M,A.A.F.

A.H.B./II.J.11/1

part

4 June. The pattern was the same as in the preceding v/eek,
with the greatest possible concentra.tion on the German iiriry in
retreat, its M/T, armoured vehicles, gun and troop concentra
tion. These air... operations were fully in accord with the

Operation Diadem terms' of Operation-Memorandum No. 54 issued by A. F.H. Q. on
6 May, where( "I) ■ .it was laid dovm that in an assault, calls for
close battlefield support by fighter-bombers should be reduced

to the absolute essential rainimurn, so that they may be

concentrated at the critical tiiue. against enemy movement where

it is mportant - in his irwaediate back areas where reserwes

and supplies may be expected to move,
being used so as to contribute most to the success of the

M. A.T,A.F.

T.he C..ong.ues.t .of
S.o.uth,ern,„I.taly
Br. Hist. Sect.

Central Med.

Nar.ra.ti.ve a|id

The bombers were also

* Allied and

German Strategy.
ground offensive, inasmuch as they were keeping open the cuts
in enemy rear communications at the time when he was forced to

expend fuel and .ammunition on a heavy scale, Vifithout the

chance of relief -or i-eplaceraent from rear depots,
to the launching of every major attack they destroyed his

pov/er of m;anoeuvre close behind the battlefield, smashing his
headquarters and signals system, communication bottlenecks,
dumps of fuel .and aim:Tunition, tank-and M/T'repair shops, M/T
parks and forv/ard railheads; in short, creating  a situation in

which the enemy's capacity to move reserves of all kinds to

meet the needs of the battle were effectively paralysed.

Just prior

/7/hile

(1) In para. 15.

G, 2607OO/IW/6/50 SECRET
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While the German arAiies pulled back, particular emphasis
was laid on destroying bridges over the Tiber both north and

south of Rome, in an attempt to isolate enemj^ formations.
Enemy casualties mounted rapidly,
divisions in the German Tenth and Fourteenth /eo-nies, contained

by this time, it T/as est-imatod, onl3'' a-bout the equivalent of
eight full strength divisions,
joined in the attacks on the stricken enemy foimations,
attacking road and rail north of Rome with bombs, rocket
projectiles and cannon.
Wellingtons created nev/ road blocks and smashed repaired
bridges, - on the night of 3/4 June - south-v/est of Rome and
thereafter north of Rotc.

to-date with the situation bj?- the dropping of thousands of

neivs pEonphlets.

The original twenty

Coastal Air PcDrce Beaufighter

At night, Bostons, Baltimores and

The retreating enemy was kept up-

s

Qn the day Fifth Iurmy troops entered Rome - 4 June 
-

heavy bombers, in addition to raiding railways in Southern
France, went, one hundred and thirt3r-two in strength, to Turin

railway centre, two hundred and seventeen to Genoa West

railway centre, as well as to other important rail targets in
large numbers.
twent3’--six Whrauders attacked rail, bridges and roads in tho

rear areas; aircraft of ever3r categor3'-, including French

Spitfires, were out against the mobile enem3^,
advance, proceeding at accelerated pace.
up to the point vdien Rome was captured. )

rfinet3'--ei^t Mtchells and one hundred and

The ground
will now be considered

Final Han for the Ground A.dvance to Rome

VI CorpsPinal lillied Arm3'- orders were issued on 31 May.
was' to attack on 1 June, to secure the Alban Hills in its

sector and advance to cut the enem3'‘'s withdrawal routes through
Rome; (this latter task was largely accomplished by air
action). The 5th British Division was to advance on the left
of VI Corps, to drive against the Tiber and destroy an3'- forces
which were turned southward by this thrust,
secure the high ground north of Valmontcne, seize the northern

part of the /J.ban Hills and pursue an3'' enen^y attempting to

The Germans were still resisting

II Corps was to

vdthdraw northwards,

Ibid

desperatel3r, endeavouring to keep the Allies out of Rome, with
its prestige value, at all costs,
disintegrating and the Allies on the Mban Hills, on 2 June

Von Mackensen Vi/as still ordering resistance to the last and

making plans for the redisposition of his forces, v/ith
confidence, as captiared doctunents show, in the possibilit3'' of
a German success.

With their centre

This time, the reluctance to 3deld gro'und
had been carried to the point of folly; disaster was now
inevitable.

Germans consid.ering abandoning Defences south of Rome
The ilnglo
American Offensive

up to the
Capture of
Rome - German

Document

See Appx. 24.

At the end of the third week in May the High Command had

considered it possible to' halt the Allies in the 0, position.
By the end of the month it was open to question whether the

area south of the Tiber could be held much longer,

included the cit3'- of Rome, the greater part of viiiich lies
south of the river.

This

Support measures, including the despatch of

/two

(1) The histor3'‘ of the final phases of Oi^eration Diadem, with
assessments of the results of the /dr Poixjes' contribution,
and the record of tlaoir occupation of nov/ airfields, vdll be
found in Volume II of the H.'A. P. IMarrative of tho Italian

Campaign.
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t'70 Tsattalions of Tiger and Panther tanks had been ordered by-
Hitler on 2 June, but these could not take effect before the
lapse of at least a ■'.7eek.
in the conma-nd.

The position vras aggravated by gaps
The Chief of. Staff of the Amy Group and the

Conimander of Tep-bh i^my both fell sick, and the Gominander of
Pqurteenth v/as replaced.

Allied successes in breaking into the German front on
2 June caused 0.B.SW. to request pemission to evacuate Rome
should this step become necessary, as the refoming of a solid
front south of -the Tiber appeared no longer possible.
German Ten-th Army ¥ar Diary states that the Geman Command had
never contemplated the defence of Rome itself. On  3 June,
therefore, O.B.,S¥. r/as directed by the High Command (who had
taken an increasing hand in control of-the fighting) to continue
fighting south and southeast of the city as long as possible,
in order to create suitable conditions for the evacuation of

The

Rome and the v/ithdravi’-al of Fourteenth Amy across the Tiber.
If it were no longer possible -bo make a stand south and south
east of Rome, the v/est. wing v/as to be -vTithdra-wn to, the next
suitable sector of terrain, in order to avoid drawing the city
of Rome into the main battlefield, -vvhich vrould be the case if

That night an orderthe Tiber were used as a supporting line.
T/as issued to rcconstiuct the front north of Rome and as far
south as possible,
vathdravm to a line behind the Tiber, follo-wlng the course of
the old Tiber eas-b\7ards past Tivoli - Subiaco to the C position
and kept in touch vath Tenth Army in the area northeast of
Valnontone.

The right \7ing of Pourteen-th,,J^ was

The Advance into Rome

The„.,.Gon.quest, of
Southern Italy
Br. Hist. Sect.
Central Med.

The greatest advance v/as made on 1 June by II Corps, \7ho
crossed Highv/ay 6, capturing Vabnontone and almost reaching
Palestrina by the end of the next day.
VI Corps captured, at last, Velletri.
there v.’as still no sign of -weakening, but that night the enemy's
-vvill snapped,
end of its tether and although recently reinforced, could no
longer hold on.
Aniene river, east of Rome.
Alban Hills were obliged to follow, to avoid being crushed
against Tiber's banks.
VI Corps were pressing for\--ra.rd on Rome by all roads.
German 44h. Parachu-be, Division stayed on to screen the rest of
the local armies hurrying over the Tiber,
delaying action at Centocelle, preventing the fusion of II and

Eighth Army, well up the Liri Valley, had taken
Agnani by the night of 2/3 June and by the evening of 3 June
were near Acuto and Paliano.
early morning of 4 June and Vico and Guarcino fell to them at
this time.

I-iotly resisted,
At the end of the day

The Hermann Goering Division had come to the

It turned in full retreat, and made for the
The Germans fighting south of the

By the afternoon of 3 June, both II and
The

They fought a

VI Corps.

Trivigliano -iTas entered in the

At 0800 hours on the fourth of Juno, the first Allied
elements - 88th U.S. Reconnaissance Group - entered the out
skirts of Rome, follovred by. 1st Special Service Force (U.S.) in
force, 7/ho lined up on the Piazza Venezia,
present is likely to forget the warmth of the reception,

Rome had changed hands mc.ny times in the course of history,
but this was the first time since the Roman general Belisarius
captured it in 536 A.D. - liberating most of Italy from the
East Goths - that Rome had been taken by an invading army from
the south.

No one aHo was

/S-ummary

G.26O7OO/MJ/6/5O S ,S G RET
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Summary of Ghaj)t er Nine

The opening phase of Cperation Diadem, culminating in the

fall of Rome, proved conclusively that the full fruits of

scientifically exploited air superiority could only he gathered
as a result of a oomhined operation,

seen, could .go a long imy, towards isolating a battle area,
although on :this.occasion it did not fully schieve this,

the. Army advanced in full strength and continuously, the Air
Force turned to the disorganisation of the distribution of what

supplies had survived the rigorous deterrent of Operation
Strangle and its. successor under Diadem,
at Appendix 2A reveals how successful they were..

Air power, as has been

Ihen

The German document

From a military point of viov/, the capture, of Rome was only
a tactical success in the course of an operation whose life

Lacking any substantial valueextended long beyond the event,
to the Armed Forces, small holding and administrative forces
could be left there and the Control Commission set up, while the
Armies passed on, the Air Forces constructed and manned new

for%vard bases and the pursuit continued to the gates of
Florence, The moral and political significance of the capture
of Rome vra.s far greater.

End of Volume I
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R.A.F NARRATIVE OF THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN. V«V X APPENDIX I.

AIR ORGANISATION AND CHAIN OF COMMAND OF FORCES ENGAGED IN INVASION OF ITALY

•  AS AT 3"” SEPT. 1943.
OPERATIONAL.

MEDITERRANEAN AIR COMMAND
Air Chf. M*hl. SIR ARTHUR.W.TEDDER(R.A.F).
Maj.Gen. CARL SPAATZ CUS.A.A.F)
A.V.M. H.E.R WIGGLESWORTH. (R A F.)

Commander and Air Crin-C.

Dep Command and C.G.N.A7V.F.

Dep Air C-h-C.

I
I

MIDDLE EAST AIR COMMAND

A.O.Crin-(j.'i^ir Sholto Douglas (R.A.F)

!air defence eastern mediterranean I

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN AIR FORCE MALTA ̂ AIR COMMAND
AQ Ctin- d’.)^Sir. K ■ PorkCR AF)C.G. Maj.Gen. Carl Spaatz. (U&A.A.F)

Dep. A.V.M. J.M.Robb (R.A.F).

I
NINTH US. AIR FORCE

C.G.Maj.Gen. L.H.BreretonCUSAAF).

I
NORTH-WEST AFRICAN
TACTICAL AIR FORCE

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN
STRATEGIC AIR FORCE

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN
COASTAL AIR FORCE

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN
PHOTOGRAPHIC

RECONNAISSANCE WING

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN
TRAINING COMMAND

A.O.cflJjfr'A.Coningham(^R.A. F).
Dep. Moj.Gen.J.K.Camon (U.S.AA.I^

A.o:mr^ Lloyd. (Rj^.F).
Dep. Brig. Gen .E.Ouesada. (U.&AAF)

C.G.Moj.Gen. J H. Doolittlc(USAAF) C.O. Col. J.W.Monahan.(U.S.AAF)

C.O. Col. E. Roosevelt (USAAF)
Dep. Wg.Cdr E .Fuller (R.A.F)

NORTH-WEST AFRICAN

TROOP CARRIER COMMAND

C.G<tcmp) Brig-Gen.R.DunnCU.S.A.A.F.)>

I

03

I TWELFTH AIR SUPPORT COMMAND"
C.G. Moj. Gen. E.J.House Cu.S.AAF).

DESERT AIR FORCE TACrnCAL BOMBER FORCE
o

A.O.C. Air. Cdre. L.P. Sinclair(R.A.F3.
Dep. Col. Lowe (U.S.A.A.F)

A.ac. A.V.M. H.Broodhurrt(RAF)>
o

z

S
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NORTH ITEST AFRICAN _ FORCE , R. A.F. HODDLE E/iST iND Jt'NIA
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NOTE: imTIAL IST;NLISfaElNlT -."as usually calculated on the following hasis:-

Fighters S.S. per Squo-dron British and Snpire 16
II II It

w U. S. 25II wM.S. It
l?d \

British and Supire 16
II II IIo U.S. 12

Medium and Dive Bcmhers

Medium Bombers

Light Bombers
Heayjr Bombers
Torpedo Bombers
Re c onnais sance

n tT

u.s.fd 13
II wII

British 20
II itdIt

1-3 U. S. 24
II II

u.s. 12
It II

French 12
rr

British and Srapire 6, 8, 12It II II
U.S. 13

Troop Carriers
Airborne Forces

II II

U.S. 13
T! tf

British 26

H

tV)
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NORTH WES T A FRICAH AIR FORCE

1
Rear - Maison Carree

Adv. - La Marsa 2CA-17U ̂ ^.Z3X SE-.'PT. 'IS APP£M'DIX

ormation
Subordinate

Command Force
Re»narksSquadron Role Type I.E. LocationRAP Wing

or IB Group
RAP Group

or US Wing

165 SAAF S.S. Fighter
Photo Suir/ey

Kittyhawk
B al timore/lvio squito

Spitfire/iilustang
Hurricane IIE

Hurricane IV

Ben Gardane

Sorman (Let.
La Marsa)

Bou Ficha

Desert

Air

Force

(Lentini]
(Sicily
0.49

Aug. 12

TACTICAL
6o 8II

AIR

FORCE

(Rear;
Nabeul,
Adv.:

Syracuse)

16225 RAF Tac. Recce,

S. S .Pighter/Bomber
Fighter Recce.

16f1 U

241 Bomber

6 16It
Ben Gardane

Warhawk (p.4QF) )0n loan
ifirom 9 th
'i'lir Porno

324 US

(Haouaria)
314 US S.S. Pieter 25 Haouaria

It tt ft
315

tt tt It

25
316

t1 tt tf If, ft tt
25

16tt It
7 SAAP 2 SAAP Spitfire V Pachino211 Ri'iP

(Lentini,'i (Pachino)
57 US

(Scordia)
(Sicily)

79 US

(Palagcni^
(Sicily)

285 RAP

(Sorman)
(Det.
Francesca

Sicily)

322 RAF

(Lentini)

16tt tt If
4

It tt It

64 US Warhawk (P.40P, K
or L)

It

tt It

25 Scordia

65 tt tt tt n
25

66 tt It tt It tl

25
tt

85
tt tt I? ftII

25 Palagonia
86 Ittt It it tt

25
tl

87 tt tl It It tl

25
It

40 SAAP

1437 Fit

18Tac. Recce.

Strat. Recce.
Spitfire V

Mustang (A.36)
Francesco

Sicily6
Ri\F

81 RAP 16S.S. Fighter Spitfire IX Lentini

16tl tt It
152

tt ttV

16154
tt tt It tt Ifft

16232
tt tt tt ttIt It

J.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 1943 242
It tl ft 16it It It
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Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
RoleSquadron Type I.E. Location Remark sRAF Group

or US V/mg
RAF Wing

or US Group

211 RAF

Air Force (Cont'd)
(Cont'd)

Desert 16324 RAF

(Pachino)
43 RAFTACTICAL S.S. Fighter Spitfire V Pachino

16AIR 72 n It 11IX

16IIFORCE

(Cont'd)
93

M (I 1! 1!
V

16111 II 1! 11 It II II

II 16243 It II II tl II

600 Beaufighter (IIP)

Spitfire V

II 16M.S, Fighter Cassibile

1 SAAF

92 RAF

162Mf RAF

(Lentjui)
(Sicily)

S.S. Fighter Lentini

16II II II tt tl& IX

145
It II II 16It ItII II

W RGAF
601 RAF

16II II I! V 11

It II 16II 11 11

239 RAF

(Pachino)
(Sicily)

163 RAAP
112 RAP

S.S. Fighter Kittyhawk II & III Lentini
II 16II 11 IIIII

250
It 16II II II It It

260 16
If II tl II II

II & III

16450 RAAF II II II IIIII

12th Air

Support
Command

(Palermo]

31 US

Termini)
Sicily)

307 US It II

Spitfire V & IX 25 Termini

308 IT II II II II II
25

II

309
It tl II It II It 11

25

It

58 US33 US

(Licata)
(Sicily

II II It It
25 Licata

II
59 It II It II

25
ft

60 It II II II It tt
25

II

99
If II It II II Coloured Unit25D.O.OPS.

Sept1st .1943
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Formation
LocationI.E. RemarksSquadron Role TypeSubordinate

Command Force
RAF Wing
or US Grouj

RAB’ Group
or IB Wing

Obs./S.S.Fighter Mustang (P. 51) 18 Gela W.

(Sicily)
33 US

(Conf d)
111 US12th Ai2

Support
Command

(Conf d'

TACTICAL

AIR

FORCE

(Cont' d) (A.36) 13 Gela15 US MustangDive Bomber27 US

(Gela E. )
(Sicily)

16 It tt tt
13n tt

13
tttt tt tt t! tt

17
tt It tl If 13

tt

91
It

86 US

(Gela YL )

tt It ?l
13 Gela309 US

It

tt it ITtl tl It It

13310
tl tl

13
It tt

311
tt It tt

ItIt It It It
13

tt It

312

Mitchell (B.25)83 US

434
ft

1312 US

(Ponte
Olivo)

(Sicily)

3 SAAP

(Cutticho)
(W.N.W.
Gerbini)

232 RAF

(Sigonella
(Gerbini)

3hO US

(Ponte
Olivo)

Medium Bomber Ponte Olivo On loan from

9th Air

)Porce

Tactic a

Bomber

Force

(Cefhlu

tl It It tt tt It

13
81 tt tl tt It tt ItIt

13

)82 tt It It tttl tt
13

tl

12 SAAF Light Bomber 24Boston III

Baltimore IIIA

Boston III

Cutticho

21 II IIIt
24 It

From G.R.
tt It

24
tt

24
II

II II

55 RAF Baltimore IIIA 24 Sigonella
tt It

223
It It It

24 It

486 US Mitchell (B.25) i
Medium Bomber 13 Ponte Olivo on loan from

487 tt It It It tt
13 tt tl

9 th Air
488 It

)porce
)

tt tl tt tt tl
13

tt

489 tl It tt tt tl
13

II If

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept.1943
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s ecfee-rNORTH V/ E ST AFRICAN A I R F 0 R_C E

Formation
Subordinate

Command Poroe

RemarksI.E. LocationSquadron Role TypeRAP Grouj) RAP Y/ing
or US Wi ng or IB Qxnp

16326 RAP
(Cerbini)

18 RAP Boston III ComisoTactical

Bomber

Force

(Cont* d)

Light BomberTACTICAL
16 IItT

114
?! I! !! It

AIR

EORCE

(Cont* d) Boston (A. 20)84 US It 1;
13 Torrente

Comuneli
47 US

(Torrente
Comuneli)

85
IIt! M It It

13
86 tt!t It !l It tt

13
n

t)tt It If It tt

13
tt

97

1/25 Pr.
2/23
1/11

ft

II

Medium Bomber (n) 16? Thelepte8 th French

Groupment

(Thelepte)

Leo 45
16?M It It I! tt

16?ItII II II II

20 KairouanWellington III342 RAP Medium BomberSTRATE

GIC AIR

FORCE

(Tunis)

330 Rj'iP

(Kairouai)
tttt ft 20tt It

150
tt

)?? To be20tt KairouanII II X420 RGAP331 RCAP

(Kairouan

re-

II fttt It tt It 20k2hr
tt )Sept.l5.

Avig.25
)DG;iS Aug, 27
)Conference

tt It tt 20 Pavillier425

II On loan frcm

M,E.
205 RAP 251 RAP

(Kairouan) (Kairouan)

236 RAP
(Hani

V/est)

tt

37 RAP
It If 20 KairouarIC

It tt It tt 20 tt
70 III

It It If 20 Hani YYest40 RAP II & X To re-arm,

with III & X

On loen from

M.E.

tt tt M tt

lOZf
II

II 20 It

0,Qp_s.

st Sept, 19A3
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NORTH WEST AFRICAN AIR FORCE SECRET"

Formation
Subordinate

Command. Force
Squadxon Role Type I.E. Location RemarksRAP Wing

or OS Ckoup
RAF Group
or US Wing

5 US

(Chateau-
dun)

97 US

(Chateau-
dun)

Portress II (B.17P)34-0 USSTRATE

GIC AIR

FORCE

(Cont'd)

Heavy Boitber 12 Chateaud'jn
It

341 It tt II It
12 tt

It
342

It It It It
12 II

M
414

II II II It
12 II

II
301 us

(St.Donat)
332 us It It II t1

12 St. Donat
352

II II It It It
12 It ft

353
It It It It It

12 It II

419
It It It II II

12
II It

346 USII
99 US

(Oudna)

II tt It It
12 Oudna

It n It It ft 12 It

348
It tt It tt It 12 It

416 It tl II If It
12 II

II
2 US

(Massi-
cault)

II20 US n It It
12 Massicault

49
I! tt It It tt

12 II

96 II II II II II 12 II

II
429 II II II II 12 II

310 US

(Souk el
Arba)

379 US47 US

(Souk <. L
Arba;

Mitchell (B.25)Medium Bomber 13 Souk el

Khemis380
II It It It It

13
381

It I! ft II II

13
tl tt

428 II ItII II It

13
It tt

82 US

(Souk el
Khemis)

II

95 US Lightning (P.38)S.S. Fighter 25
It It

96 II If (I It tl

25
tl It

M
97

tt i} II It M
25

It

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 1943
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NORTH WEST AFRICAN AIR FORCE

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role Type I.E. Location RemaricsRAF Wing

or US Group
RAF Group
orlBWing

(B.25)A45 US 15 Souk el Arba4-7 US

(Coni'd)
321 US

(Souk; el
Arba)

Mediunr Bomber MitchellSTRATE

GIC AIR

FORCE

(Cont'd)

44-6 n It n It I!
13

M tt tt

44-7
!! ft It 11 !t ft

13 It

448 ft ft IT n ft tift

13
It

(B.26)2686 US

(jiriana)

tt ft
17 US

(Djedeida)
34- US 13Marauder DJedeida

ft tt tt ft tt tt

37 13
It It It It ft

95 13
ft

ft If
4-32

If ft ft

13
tl

319 US

(Djedeida)

ft ft It ttII
437 US 13

It

438
It ft tltt tt It

13
459

tt It It ft It
13

tt

440
ft It ft tt If

13
It

It If
320 US

(Massi-
cault)

if41 US ft If tt
13 Hassicault

It
442

ft If tl If ft
15

443
ft II It tt ft

13
tt

444
It M IT It tt

13 tt

(P.38)
It

14 US 37 us S.S. Fighter Lightning 25 El Bathan

(El 48 It It It It It

25
tt tt

Bathan)

1 US

(Mateur)

49
M It tt tf tt

25
tl tt

tl

27 US
IT tt It tt

25 Mateur

71
ft ft It It It tt

25
94

tl tt tl tl It tl
25

tt
325 US

(Mateur)
Warhawk (P.40)517 US ft tt

25
tt

I

318 It ft tt It tt
25

It

319 It If ft tl tt

25
n

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 1943
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seeReTAIR FORCENORTH WEST AFRICAN

Formation
Subordinate

Command Forco
RemarksI....V' LocationRole TypeSquadronRAP Wing

or US Group
RAP Group
or US Wing

Agouti

(Tunisia)

La Sebala

Sunderland 7Det. 230 Plying BoatCOASTAL

AIR FORCE

(Algiers) 16 22 Spits/
9 H-ui'i-i' s

Spitfire32 RAF S.S. Fighter

1687
•}u n

Hurricane IIC

16n It 1?

253
M t! t!

Beaufighter (NP) 16 ;i
219

*1 »r

IvI.S. Bets. Malta

ec Bone

gr/tb/asv
GR/.\S'7

Wellington TlIl/XI36 11 20 Blida From India

(if from i'ialta
I?9 XII 2

(2
tt

h

To__bj.3„„cen-
tralised

(naOSf '
16 Tcifaraoui

Protville

Hudson500 RAP GE
16 Bet. BoneII

608 tl

Halifax/'/entura Tb beccme

No. 62if Sqn.
J IB"of 12f?

Blida5S.O.E.1575 Fit.
Ri\P

16 La Sebala On loan

from M.E,
Spitfire VS.S. Fighter73 RAF323 RAF

(Sebala)
2if2 RAP

(Bizerta)

D.O.Ops.

1st S^t. l%-3
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NOR T H
'7T

E S T A FRIG A N AIR FORCEii

S ECfeET

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role Type I.E. Location Remark sRAF Qroup

or US Wing
RAP Wing

or US Qroup;

COASTAL 2h-2 RAF

(Conf d)
283 RAF323 RAF

(Coni'd)
A.S.R, (To:7alrus La oeoala

Cassibile

■'Sicily)

o re-srir..

(m"crrv,'ar-
(VricK i-;K.I •»

AIR 28A it II 6
FORCE

(Cont'd) r
a

(8 3
(3 dali Irus

255 RAF Beaufighter (NF)M.S. Fighter 16 Borizzo

(Sicily)
I
f

i

No.Zf Erexrh G.R. Latecore Taf araoui9

343 ft ff !! It9

328 RAF
(prot-

ville ).

458 RAAF Torpedo Bomber Y/ellington IC (From idaltsj
(To”fe--anii
(Xlv ■

20 Protville

i
14 RAP Jt :t 16liarauder

39 It Torpedo Fighter Beaufighter X 16 ^rom Ivialta •
1147 ft ft II 16M !l

52 tt G.R. Baltimore III 16 It
From LB iaF.

821 FAAF.A.A. TSR Torpedo Bomber Albacore
Sv/drdfish
AJ-bacore

It It t!

II tt II

12 El Haouaria
Taf araoui
Aonastir

From IvLalta
813- f!

12
828 II

12

VP.73 USR
VP. 92 II

Catalina (PBY 5A)G.R. 12 Port Lyautej
Casablanca

n tt ti II 12

D.O.Ops.
1st Sept. 1943

i

i
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NORTH WEST AFRICAN AIR FORCE SEiCRET

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role Type r.s.RAF Group

or US Wing
RAP Wing
or IE Qroup

Location Remarks

COASTAL 350 US

(Reghia)
345 US S.S. Pieter Airacobra (P.39) Tingley(Bone)

Reghia(Algijet4
Taher(W.3one)

Re^ia

25 Det,Reghia
AIR 346 !! ft tt It It

25
FORGE

(Cont'd)
347

!l ft tt n It

25

414 II

M.S. Fighter Beaufighter (IJF) 12
153 RAP

415 US

ft tt M
16tt t1

!• 11 It tt
12 La Sebala

(Tunis)

81 US

(Monas-
tir)

52 US

(Palermo)

91 US S.S. Fighter Airacobra (P.39) 25 Sfax

Monastir93
tt It tl It II

25

2 US tt tt

Spitfire V & IX 25 C as te 1 Ve tr anc

Bocce di Palcc

Peilenno

4 tt II If II II It

25 Sicily
5  " It II tl tl It

25

2688 us

(Casa
blanca)

2689 us
(Oran)

480 US

(port
Lyautey)

1 US Anti Submarine Liberator (B.24) 12 Port Lyautey
2  " It It If n

12 It tt

92 US S.S. Fighter Airacobra (P.39)

Blenheim

25 Tafaraotd.

13 RAF G.R. 16 Blida

Tafaraoui614 II It It
16

2/7 Fr. S.S. Fighter Spitfire

Kittyhawk (P.40)
16 Bone

La Sebala2/5 It tt n

3 a/c ?

25

45 II
G.R. Walrus 7 TafaraoirL

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 1943
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NORTH WEST AFRICAN AIR FOR C E Secret

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force Squadron RoleRAF Wing
or US Group

TypeRAF Group
or US Wing

I.E. Location Remarks

982 RAF• COASTAL 275 RAF
(Bizerta)

Balloon Mark VI 45 Sousse Det,
AIR Pantelleria

981FORCE

(Cant'd)
ft It II It

45 Tindja
Bcjne
Palermo

Sicily
Sicily

985 tl ft n 45
It977 ft n ft 45

972 If If ft ft 45 iTrans. frcm
iM.E.

It975 M n It 45

EHOTO
HEOC!E«
WING

(Rear:
Algiers,
Adv.:

5 US
(Laliarsa)

682 RAP Spitfire

Lightning (P. 5A)

P.R. 12 La Marsa

(Tunis)
La Marsa
Ariana
La Marsa

5 US ft
13

12 ft ft ft 13
23 II ft ft 9

15 If ft Portress (B.ITE)
(photo)

Lightning (P.5A)

(Re-arm Octtl It4
La

(MosquitoesMarsa) 2/33 Fr. ft It It?

60 US
(El DJem’

TROOP
CARRIER
COlildAND

(Sousse)

51 US
(Gouirnne)

10 US Dakota (C.47)Troop Carrier 13 El Djem
11 tl tt tt It ft if tl13
12 If ft If n ft 13 M n

28 It ft ft n ft 13 tt It

62 US
(Goubrine)

ft
4 US
7  "

II II (G.47/53)II
13 Goubrine

El Djem
It If It ft

13
8  " It tl tt fl 13 tl It

51 It fl tt tt tt 13 Goubrine

D.O.Ops.
1st Sept. 1943
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NORTH Vf E S T AFRICAN AIR I' 0 R C L 5£.CtaET

Formation
Subordinate

Gonmand Force
Squadron Role LocationType i.E.i Remark s

RAF Wing

or US Group

RjiF Group

or US Wing

Dakota (C.A7/53)16 US6A us

(Zin’a)
Troop Carrier 13 Zina51 US

(Goubrine)
(Cant'd)

TROOP

CAElRIKd

C0j;;ii.’IAND

(Conf d)

17
ft ft ft

13
tl

18 ft M ft

13
tl

35
M ft

13
ft

61 US

(Parik)
Ih- US :f

52 US

(Kairouan)
13 i: lem

Farik
It

15
ft >t

13

53
tt tt ft

13
ft

It
59

M tl

13 ft

(G.A7)
ft

313 US

(Parik)
29 US

tl

13 Parik

47
It tf !l

13
If

48
tt tt It

13
If

ft

49
t! ft

13

ft

314 U3^
(ALlem)

32 US tl tl

13 Alem
It

50
M t!II

13
6l ft It tl t:

13
62 It tt M

13 M

316 US

(Enfida-
ville)

36 US11 ft It

13 Enfidaville

Benina

Enfidaville

ft

A4 tl ft

13
45

It If tt
13

(C. 47/53)315 US

(Blida)
34 US tt

13 Blida On loan

from

8th A.P.

tt

43
M I tt

13
ft

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 1943
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K 0 K T H ^  S T I C A N A I fi FORCE-L F S EICRtT

Form,at ion
Subordinate

Conrnand Force
Squadron Role Type X * . LogationRi'U'' Croup

or US Ring
R-IP Ring
or IBGrou

Reiri;ark s

296 R.J

Sqn.

ndv.HO
216

(La i:,o:-3a)
(Rear:

Det,58 Ri'iF

(Coubi'ine)
TROOP

c;lrrisr

26Airborne Free. Albemarle Goubrine

GOailKD

(Cont’d)
-t)"fn p'V "''

651
65Ah t?

A.O.P. .-.uster 12 Corrdso ?r.
f1 It

12 V 9

TR^pmjd

can^iAi^D
416 us (IIP)S. Figriter Be aufight er 12

417
tt ?! n

12
NOi

OPEItA-

TIORAL

(Casa-
blarica)

28/., Transport il To admin.

216 Grp-,
units

;iers

325 RAF G.R. 9

293 W arwick/V,' alru sA.S.R. 8+3
294 !! ?!

8+3

332 RAF Trans, to

HaaP wef

'lay 1 from
i'.i • ill #

)

986 BalloonI Mark VI 45 In U.K. 7 days
notice f/roni

Jul. 31

i

Tir.O.Ops.

1st Sept'. 1943
i
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NOR T H WEST AFRICAN FORCEA I R.

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role Location RemarksType I.E

RAP Wing
or US Group

RAP Group
or US Wing

Boston (a# 20)68 US

(Berri-
ohid)

16 US 18Mixed Fighter BerrichidFighter
T.C.

TRAINING

CQSiUlD

NON-

OPERA-

TIONAL

(Cont'd''

18122 !t tt tt ft ftft

655 RAF
6

16 iiircraft

en route

A.C'.t Auster Mk.III te.A.C.
1657 • 1 ft ttn ft If

334- RivP S.O.E To operate
SOS in N.W.i

3iid det. in

i.-»E«

154- US P.38, P.39 & P.47.Fighter
T.C.

Recce. 9 Nouvion

1/3 Fr. S.S. Fighter Spitfire
A.iracohra (P.39)
Warhawk (P.AO)

B oston/liitchell/
Marauder

Portress

ivlediouna

1/4 If If ff tf

1/5 5f If IT ft

Bombard

ment T.G

15 US Mixed Bomber 9 Berrichid

ft
311

ft M 9

Det.206 G.R. Portress 9 U.K. Standing by
and out of

line, Aug.
22, for Gib'

RaF

Det.220 G.R. 9 U.K.
Ri.P

D.O.Qps.

1st Sept. 194-3
i
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MIDDLE EAST COM HAND ‘SELCREIT

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role Type I.E. Location Remarks

RAF Wing

crUB Group
RAF Group
or US Wing

238 RAF 603 RAP Beaufighter (c) 16201 RAF

(Alexan
dria)

M.S. Fighter Misurata To re-arm X

16 SAAFIt

Torpedo Berber Beaufort I cS: II 2hr llisui'ata From L.B.

Temp.20'I.E.
To re-arm

s?

235 (IT.G)
RAP

(Ganibut 3)

13 RHAP

A59 RiVAP

16G.R Blenheim V

Hudson VI

Garobut
i!

16 II
To re-arm

From 'L.’B.
It

16
!l

Baltimore III L.G. 91

(S.Alex)

24-5 (N.C)
Ri'lP(LG. 91

? A.3.V. G.R. Wellington XII ASV 2 To be cen

tralised
N  -1» B.-
From L.B.

It

It
15 SAAP 2AG.R. Baltimore L.G. 91

(S.Alex)
Israailia^ GRU

Fit.

38 RAP

It

Mine Sweeper

A«S cR*

t/b as\/

V/ellington

Various

Wellington VIII

Beaufighter (c)
Baltimore III

3

24-7 (N.C)
RAP

(Berka)

9 Berka

Berka

Det. Gambut

Det,LG.91-

(S.Alex)
To re-arm X

20

If
16252 M.S. Pieter

G.R.

Berka

Berka203
I!

16

216 RtiP

(Heliopolis i
(Adv.H.Q:
(La Marsa
(Tunisia)

267 RAP 16Transport (To re-equin

Dakotas 25IE^
.DetT^TOuina
(  (Tunis)

Hudson VT Cairo

D.O.Ops.

1st Sept. 19A3
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C 0 M Ai A H Dii I D D L S A A S T

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force

RemaxicsX • • LocationSquadron Role TypeRAF ?/ing

or IBOroipp
RAP Group
or US Wing

Lode s t ar/P airchiId 4 specific Fits,
see X.3354 Jul.

33 Heliopol;;2.16 RAF

(Cont'd)
173 RAF Transport

20.

Bomba;//Hudson/lja!'r.ot ■.216 Cairo West Re-equipping
Dakotas 25 I.E.?

11n J.O

1628 SiLF Det.Ras ol MarCo.stel BenitoiUison

Transport282 RxF

Forming
(Cairo)

16 Castel Benito Det.Bilbeis249 R'iP
•;tel

Benito)
A
V

117 RAP Transport2L4- RAF
(Tripoli)

Hudson

162 Blenhe iny7fel lington .G. 91(3. Alex) 1 Fib.R.C.i;n Sign ails 15
1 Flt.R.D.P.

Beaufighter (IXF) 1689 RAP Operating at
12 ,R.F. Dets.

Ber3is,„X, Half a

210 RiF

(Tripoli)
li.S. Fighter Bu ^Viiiudair

DEFENCES
EiiSTERN
LEDITER-
RiltSM

(Cairo)

16213 S.S. Fi^iter Hurricane IIC Edcu
Dema

iilcllaha
Hisurata

16IT t1 It If If274
163 SAAF

33 RiiF

II (1 II IIB
16» II IIC

l6123 R'F212 RAF

(Benina)
I! (1 tf It Bu 4iiud

Bcrsis16134 II II n IIB

I Dot.108 K.S. Fighter Bccaufightor IC &
Y1 (NF)

Castel Bonito From Malta9i

D.O.Ops.
1st Sept. 1943

RiF t
I I

i

!
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la I D D L E EAST C 0 IL M AND

Formation
Subordinate

Command Force
Squadron Role I.E.Type Location RemarksRAF Group

or US 'Uing

RAP Wing

or US (k-oup

Cyrene (Sa
Savoia)

Bu iiinud.

169A RiW 3.3. FighteriUER Hurricane IIC

DEFEl'fCES

EASTERII

IFDITER-

1641 S.Li'
n Hurricane IIB

iUii'iaui; 237 RHOD. 18Fighter Recce, Hurricane IIC Teii^). employed.
Fighter/Def.
mtibr“’‘

i,.agrun

(Cont'd)

46 RAF Beaufighter (I'lF)
IC (£ VI

16219 RAP

(Alexan
dria)

M.S. Fighter Edcu Opera.ting at
21 I.E.

Nicosia

Dot.

238 RAF
335 HFuU?

16S.S. Fightei- Hurricane IIC

IIB

IIC

ft

!t

Port Said

L.G.8(i.Iatruh)
L. G.121

Sdcu

16t!

336
t!

16It :t

16451 ibhiF
tt n It

260 RAF

(Delta)
971 RiiF

974
tt

60B-alloon Mark VI iU.exandria ?

Geneifa ?
t! U It

75

976275 FiF

(Bizerta)
temp.loan
N..ts...^i.•F. I

ti tt 60ti It

Tripoli ?
El Pirdan ?980

It It It it

90

I
!

98 US

(Benina)
9th USi-^U'

(Tripoli^
Liberaior II(B.24D)343 US Heavy Bomber 8 i Berea

tt

3kk
It tt tl

8!! I!

tt
345

It tt It 8tt
Benina Main

U5
tt ft

D.O.Qps.

1st Sept. 1943

It It 8tl ft It
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6 ELcp-errG 0 H K A r; DEASTil I D D L E

Formation
RemarksLocationSubordinate

Command Force

I.E.TypeRoleSquadronRAF Wing

or US Qx)up
RAF Group
or US Y/ing

Liberator II (B.2LD)
O
C Berea 2576 ns

(Berea)
Hea'v’y Bomber512 US .1

AIR
i:M1!!!

513
II

UJlu: -i Jx«

SiiDTERN
8 It nM:tn it

514
8 It 11It tt\\11

515x.i£DITER-

RAt®AK

(Coni'd 16 (No. 178 Re-equip
(ping Liberators

T! Hose Ruain 1!

178 RAE
It

240 RiiF

(Hose
(during Sept./
(Oct.
(462 when a/c
( available

Ru.ai)5*th U3_LrF

(Tripoli)
16 tl

462 RibiF

148 P^iF

11I! HalifaxIt

Halif.ax/Liberator 14It I! Tocra

(Bersis)
Llatariva

SOS

(Det.Derna
(To re-arm XI

680 12!1

Spitfire VIP.R.U.

Dakota (0.47/53) 1337 US Troop Carrier Kabrit



>)

COMMANDA I SM A L T i

(Valetta) MS.57987/Org./Aug„2
5l^CREX

FonnationSubordinate RemarksLocationI.ETypeRoleSquadron
RAF Wing

or US Group
RAP Group
or US Wing

Command Force

Det. L.G.20 LuqaT/B„ A.S.V. Vifellingtons VIII

t/b/ S.V.
22f3 RAF

(Valetta)
221 RAF

It

To be centralised

A.C.-A.F.
A 9

Wellin,gton XII
A.S.V.

G.R.9

16 Luqa69 RAF Baltimore IIIA

Spitfire XI

G.R.

Daily state
July 31

I!

683 12M P.R.

t/b Takali12826 FAA Albacore

16 LuqaMosquitoM.S. Fighter23 RAF
Int.

16 Safi126 Spitfire V & IX
Spitfire V

S.S. Fighter
16 I!11 1!11

1435
16 KrendiMIf It

185
T!II

16 111111 1111 II

229
16 11111111 11M

249

16 To re-equip
Mark X

Det. Castel BenLtc

From N.A.C.A.F.

Beaixfighter C
IC & VI

Beaufighter NF

LuqaM.S. Fighter272 R/'IP

T1

16108
If 11 NF11

111!1111 1! II
Det. 21 9

11 ?

21 Mars a983 RiOF

Det.256 RAF

Mark VIBalloons

6 Remainder of Sqn.

coming from UJC.
(Sept.) at I.B. 16
Xri/XIII. Controll
ed by HQ. D.A.F.

Mosquito XII
Mark VEII AI

M.S. Fighter
N.F.

D.O.Ops.

1st September, 1943
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appendix 3

a

PROVISIONiiL ORDER OP BATTLE D DAY AViiLARCIiE

31 Gp.

111 Sqn.
33 Qp.
99 Sqn.
27 Gp.
86 (^.

3 Sqns. Spits.

1  Sqn. P-51 3 Tac/R
3 Sqns. P“40s
1  Sqn. P-4.0S
3 Sqns. A“36s
3 Sqns. A-36s

4/5 Sqns. Spits.
4/5 Sqns. Spits.
Bcaufighters (n)
9 Sqns. P-38s

Milazzo iirea.

Catania Plain ) if required
forward

II

II

II

C.GT.

XII ASG 322 Wing
324 Wing
600 Sqn.
3 Grps.

Milazzo Area

Gassibili

Catania Plain or Gomiso

;  225 Sqn.
2hh Wing

1 Sqn. Spits Tac/R
5 Sqns.Spits
2 Sqns.Spits

qn. P-4OS
3 Sqns. P“AOs
3 Sqns. P-AOs
5 Sqns. P-4O3
2 Sqns Beaufightors
1  Sqn. Mosquitoes
Intruder

1 0
kD

Catania Plain
A.O.C.

D.A.P.

tr

7 3.A.A.P. Wing II

ff

A.O.G.j
T.A.P.i

57 C^.
79 Gp.

239 Wing
415 & 272 Sqn.
23 Sqn.

tt If

If If

!l II

TO PPEHATE .WITH XII AIR SUPPORT COMvLiM)

326 Wing 2 Sqns. Bostons
2 Sqns. Bostons
1  Sqn. Baltimores
4 Sqns. B-25s
4 Sqns. B-25s

Catania Plain
3 S.A.A.P. Wing II

i A.O.C.

"  T.B.E. 12 Gp.

340 (e) Gp. M

TO pPl^E WITH DESERT AIR„ POI^E,

232 ITing
47 (b) G^.

2 Sqns. Baltimores
4 Sqns. A-20s

Catania Plain
II

NORTH AFRICA

Reserve Units 241 Sqn.
40 Sqn.
324 Q?.'

Hurribombers

Spits Tac/E
P-4OS

MIDDLE EiiST

6 Sqn. Hurricanes IID

Source

Appendix B to N.A.T.A.P. Operational Directive for
Operation Avalanche W0.I dated I7 August 1943.

G. 260700/M¥/6/50 SECRET



SECRET

APPEIiDIX

G,E RMAN .. IR FORGE

STi;iATEB,,,,MmiM SSRVIGSABILITY AS AT 1 SEPTEMKER^ 1 §43
IN ITAIZ, CORSICA, S.5lDINIA^ S^ FRANGE'!! GREECE^ GRETET

RHooss" ai1ania"& ejgosia^
.1 r;.s

SERVICEABILITY (1)STRENGTH

CATEGORY
d-

Luftflotte I S.E.
Commandp

Luftflotte i S. E.
Command2

'7

'L. R. & Torpedo Bombers
Bomber Recce,

■Dive Bombers & Ground Attack
jS.E. Fighters
'Fighter Bombers
:T,E. Fighters
I Tac/lR & Army Co-op
^ Coastal

320 80 128 32
70 2850 20

60 30
6o210 126 36

80 48
10 6 610
20 15 10
10 50 5 25

;Ref. Appendix A to
;N. A. C.A.F. Operation
: Order No. 3 - 3 Sept. 1943

T 720(2)otals 325 351 157

ACrgALJSEffiN^ AS AT 3I AUGUST 1 943
Acic^iNGjro)®

STRENGTH SERVICEABILITY

CATEGORY

iLuftflotte ; S.E,
Command ■2

Luftflotte : S.E.
Command2

|L. R. & Torpedo Bombers
[Bomber Recce,
[ Dive Bomber
iGround Attack
[S.E. Fighters
; F ighte r B ombe rs
iT.E. Fighters
[Night Fighters
;Tac/R
, Coastal

276 15 110 5
20 23 13 14

197 147
28 10

181 80 91 60
27 16

13 9
20 15

20 47 10 27
6 46 6 35

i Source: Abteilung 6
[ German Air Ministry
[Returns as at 31 Aug.1943

T 558otals 256441 312

(1) Bombers 40/'o:

(2) But cf. N, A.A. F. A. 2 figures for 3 Sept,
representing approx. 100 less.

Fighters 6C^: other categories 5C^t.

in text shoT/ing lovrer figures

G, 260700/UFiY/8/50 SECRET



SECRET

APIENDIX 5

TJ[ E I T A L.IA N AIR FORCE

PARTITION AFTER Tp AffivISTICS OF J SSPIEMBp 1943

(a) Aircraft sec ured bj A11ie s

Service- ; Strength
ability 1

j Secured by
I Allies (2)

Category

• TD

irst Line Aircraft

'Bombers

^ Torpedo Bombers
■ Dive Bombers

;Ground Attach

;Fighters

■ Army Co-op
Coastal

;Transport

Wo 188 30
57 35

9 100 8

36 21

5a/o
9

535 105
228 16

9 242 47
250 51

1636Totals 313

Sec ond Line Aireraft

Stored Reserves

Oruppi Complementari (Adv. 0. T. U. )
;Old & Obsolescent Type

350
250
850 16

Totals all Categories 3086 329

(b) Aircraft secured by Germans

Insufficient evidence is available to date to enable
totals to be given.

any detailed
Only in the case of Transport aircraft is anything

approaching the truth available. The Air Mims try Intelligence estimate
01 the total secured by the Germans is 186,(3) a figure v^ich tallies
closely vnth the nuimber
T/ho at his interrogation
form a Transport Geschv/ader.
be verified were that about 100
factories) and about 60 S

Quoted by the G. G. Luftwaffe Italy, Ritter von |3ohl,
stated that about 200 S.M.82's were taken over to

Other figures given by him which cannot yet
Macchi Fighters (some still in the

,  . . . 79's v/ere considered useable, that some 200
raining aircraft of various types were flovm to Germany and that the

balance were broken up for salvage.

(1) Authority: Superacreo (Italian Air Ministry) Stats.

(2) Authority: A. I. 3(b) Air Ministiy.

(3) Authority: 3268/C. S.B. 12 March 1947

(4) Authority: G. S. D. 1.0.

G. 26O7OO/UFI.V8/5O SECRET



SECRET

appendix 6

ITALIAN Am'ilSTICE

TliXT , OP SHORT INSTRUJ/IENT OP.. SUP^'-ffiNDER

Ref. CZ. 2653, 3rd Sept. 1943

The follomng conditions of an Armistice are presented to the Italian
Comrnander-in-Chief by General D\7ight D. Eisenhower, Coiranander-in-Ghief of the
Allied Forces, acting by authority of the Governments of the United States and
Great Britain and in the interest of all of the United Nations.

Immediate cessation of all hostile activity by the Italian armed forces.

Italy mil use its best endeavours to deny, to the Germans, facilities
that might be used against the United Nations.

All prisoners or internees of the United N. tions to be immediately turned
over to the Allied Commander-in-Chief, and none of these may nov/ or at
any time be evacuated to Gfjrmany.

Immediate transfer of the Italian Elect and Italian aircraft to such points
as may be designated by the Allied Gommander-in-Ghief, v/ith details of
disarmament to be prescribed by him-

1 .

2.

3.

5. Italian merchant shipping may be requisitioned by the Allied Commander-
in-Ghief to meet the needs of his- military-naval program.

6. Imjnediate surrender of Corsica and of all Italian territory, both islands
and mainlands, to the Allies, for such use as operational bases and other
purposes as the Allies may see fit.

Immediate guarantee of the free use by the Allies of all airfields and
naval ports in Italian territory, regardless of the rate of evacuation of
the Italian territory by the German forces,
be protected by Italian armed forces until this function is taken over
by the Allies,

Immediate ■'jri.thdrawal to Italy of Italian arrne
in the current ?;az’ from v/hatever areas in which they may be now engaged.

Gkiarantee by the Italian Government that if necessary it vrill employ all
its available armed forces to ensure prompt and exact compliance ivLth all
the provisions of this armistice.

The Commander-in-Chief of the Allie" Forces reserves to himself the right
to take any measure which in his opinion may be necessary for the
protection of the interest of the Allied forces for the prosecution of
the v/ar, and the Italian Grovernment binds itself to take such admini
strative or other action as the Commandei’-in-Ghief may require,
particular the Gommander-in-Ghief vail establish Allied Kilitr^q
Government over such parts of Italian territory as he may deem necessary
in the military interests of the Allied Nations.

The Gommander-in-Ghief of the Allied Forces ’.Till have a full right to
impose measures of disarmament, demobilisation, and demilitarization.

Other conditions of a political
Italy vrill be bound to comply will be transmitted at a later date.

The conditions of the present Armistice \7ill not be made public without
prior approval cf the Allied Commandcr-in-Ohief.

These ports and fields to

forces from all participatio

and in

ary

economic and financial nature with which

7.

8. n

9.

10.

11 .

12.

G. 2607OO/DY/P/7/5O SECRET
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■  /iPEENDIX' 8

S LERNO LANDINGSli.

EXCERPTS PROM GERi'.PJ'T NAV/J, WJi DIARIES

Exceipts from the Yfar Diexy of the German Naval Staff - Operations CSee
Kriegsleitung) and from the War Diary of the Germian Naval Command, Italy
(Marinenkommando Italien)j 1st to 19th September, 1943- •• •

Note. - The greater part of this paper refers.to the operation of taking
over Northern and Central Ital3'‘ from the Italians and to events in Corsica and
Sai'dinla, This appendix contains only extracts dealing with the Salerno ’ •
landing. It is significant perhaps that the German Naval Command was much •
]more interested in the taking over of the Italian ports than in the Allied
landings at. Salerno, with which only.about one-tenth, of the document is
concerned,. It is also striking that there is practically no mention-of:the

port of Naples, Especially noteworthy are the inaccuracy of the German air

reconnaissance and the exaggeration of the Luftwaffe’s clahns. of. casualties

inflicted on Allied shipping; these vrere

Sunk Probably Sunk Hit,. -Damaged

3 Cruisers

7 Destroyers
6 Transports •
2 Large Steamers
2 Freighters
14 Landing Craft
2 Unspecified Units

1 Cruiser

2 Destroyers
1 Escort Vessel

3 Unspecified Vfarships
6 Transports
3 Landing Craft

1 Battleship
4 Cruisers

2 Destroyers
24 Transports
1 Me2?chant Vessel'

7 Freighters

1 Cruiser.. .

38 Transports
2 Merchant Vessels

31 • Unspec if ied Grafb

The actual losses by aircraft were

Damaged^Sunk

1 Hospital Ship
1 Tug
1 Merch

2 L,C.T ^Vess

1 Battleship
2 Cruisers

1 Destroyer
1 Gunboat

3 Merchant Vessels
1L.C,T.^2)

el

Of interest also is the failure of the German S-boats and submarines to

interfere with the convoys, and with shipping, in Salerno Bay,. The diaries • '
show that U-boats were on iDatrol in the area yet during .the coinrse of operations
they onljr hit one minesweeper and one merchant vessel. The S-boat made

repeated night sorties against shipping in the bay, but ,only on one .occasion
was their presence observed by the/Allied forces; as the mass of shipping in
the bay offered a splendid target it can only be, assumed that tlrje S-boat
commanders lacked daring. There are several references to allied landings
on the Sorrento Peninsula, No such landings took place^ though it is -
possible that allied light craft may have sent foraging parties ashore which
the Germans mistook for troops.

All footnotes are by Admiralty Historical* Section,
abbreviations are used - N,S. = Naval Staff Operations;
Italy;
submarine.

The following
N.C, = Naval Command,

S-boat = German H,T,B,; R-boat = German Minesweeper; U-boat = Genjian

_  ‘„i_: •„ : A.- /3 ‘September
(1) Slight damage vdiich did not afFect the fighting capacity of a ship is

not■included.

(2) The L,C,T, losses from air attack may have been somewhat heavier.
Some landing craft were listed as sunk or damaged without cause of
sinking, or date, being given.

G.260700/DEW/8/50,
SECRET
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3 Septemiber. N,S,, p.

The expected landing on the coast of Calabria began at 0600 near Reggio.
The German Naval Staff calculates that this operation is only to secure a
bridgehead for conplete protection of Messina Strait
Italian Peninsula towards Northern Italy appears as a slight possibility;
though it is not in accordance with the English mentality.

P.64

A campaign in the•• • •

Following information from intelligence reports; Fithin the n^ few
weeks a landing attempt will be made on the Southern tip of Italy and at
Taranto; the aim is to close Otranto Straits. After occupying Brindisi there
are plans for a landing in Albania this autumn. The often planned landings at
Genoa, and Naples have been delayed because of distance and lack of transports.^
,Attack on Taranto and Otranto will be by British Eighth Amy, U.S. Seventh
Anay under Patton will land on Southern tip of Italy and on Sardinia.

6 September, N.S., p,10. ' .

Our planes
eth/V'th. (2)

N.S,, p.ll.

From photographic reconnaissance of 5 September the freighters (about 30
• of 220,000 tons) observed on 4 September in Oran and Mers-el-Kebir have for .
• the most part left port. It is. probable that the shipping which has left the
areas Mers-el-Kebir -. Oran - Arzue is now under way to new landing areas in the
\7estem Mediterranean, (3)

were sent out against shipping targets at Bizerta on the nij^t
of

However, the fomations sighted in the late afternoon of 5 September N,E,
of Bone, (large convoy of 60 ships and a carrier foimation on on easterly
course) had not been picked up again by the evening of the 6th.

N.O., P.12.

Location of the target for new allied landing, attempts is dependent on
the goal of the eastbo\ind convoys in the v7estem Mediterranean,  The bringing
up of aircraft carriers points to the conclusion that the next landing opera
tion of the enemy will be carried out over a long sea distance.. Sardinia or
a strike in the direction 6f'the Gulf of Salerno are possible. Commander
South ordered the setting up of the remainder of the 21 cm, guns (8,4 inch) on
the Gulf of Salerno and the bringing up of two additional guns of the same
size has been requested,

7 September, N,S*y p,13* . ‘

1655 hours, 6 September, N,W. of Bizerta a carrier fomation of 18 units
of which one carrier, two escort carriers, two light cruisers and seven
escorting craft (^) were photographed,

/At

(1) Pages refer to pages in N,I,D, translations.

Convoy F.S.S, 2. .

Probably refers to Convoy N,S,F,1, (but this contained I6 combat loaders
andL.S.I, and the three "Killer" L.S.T,) and Convoy N.S.S.l, containing
16 freighters,

Unicom and two escort carriers on way to Malta,

(2)

(3)

(^) n
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1745 hours 6 September, 52 miles N.E. of Bizerta, 40 merchoj:it shipg
and additional’ escorting craft on an easterly course, (l) The convoy v/as
20 miles north of Palermo at 0740, 7 September, and v/as made up of 60-80 units
coirrse still east, (2) I6I5 hours the formation was reported 8 miles to
the North of Ustica course N.E, and included one' cruiser, five escorts and
60 invasion craft,(3) At 2330 three aircraft carriers were 35 miles W.N.Vf,
from Trapani, obviously the carrier formation reported at 1655^ 6. September. (4)
Reported movements lead one to expect an invasion of the Italian West coast
apparently in Salerno Bay,

At

N.C,, p.14.

A large convoy of 6O-8O ships at 0740 north of Palermo (see report from
German Naval Staff ifar Diary supra),
one half of an American Task Force,

The convoy continued on during the entire day and in the early
hours of the next few days will apparently land the troops either in the Gulf
of Eufemia (Vibo Valentia) or on the co

The convoy has transport capacity abou

is clear.

tal area south of Capri. Off the

t
The intention to land behind the front

harbour of Bizerta there was a large concentration of ships noted, which put
to sea on an easterly course. The large convoy reported out of Bizerta shows
that the enemy has his striking forces for the expected invasion unden Viray,
It is not clear Tirhether this movement is connected with the formation north of
Palermo, A strike in the direction of Salerno is not out of the question.
The air force attacked Bizerta (last night) and hit six craft of 28,000 tons.
Heavy damage leads one to expect some sinkings,(5)

as

8 September, N,S,, p. 18,

Since the withdrawal of Italy from the v/ar was foreseen by the Fuehrer,
all possible measures to protect Germa.n interests have been set up end put
into action. It is planned to keep Northern Italy and Corsica under Romiel,
while the troops in Southern Italy retreat fighting to Northern Italy.

N.C,, p,19,

During the morning, Geman air reconnaissance shows that several large
invasion formtions protected by numerous heavy and light warships, including
aircraft carriers and probably battleships, are moving in the sea area north
of Palerr^io in the direction of the Gulf of Salerno and Cape Pallinuro, The
northern group includes five cruisers and ten destroyers and v/as 40 miles
south of Naples at IO3O. (6)
indicates that landings will occur north as well as south of Rome, According
to an observation report of the German A^ir Force received at 1530 the invasion
fleet at I300 hours v/as 24 to 40 miles south of Capri on a course of 20°.
The fleet was niade up of four formations. First formation 30-40 ships,
second formation 20 medium sized umrships,<third formation 40 transports in
four columns protected by 20 warships in -tvro coluims, five heavy and 10 medium
sized worships, presumably including battleships. (7) A.ccording to radio
listening post reports, all battleships and aircraft carriers are at sea,
individual ;^ositions undetermined. Over the ship formations strong fighter
protection v/as flying.

The approach of this large landing fleet

/P. 20

(1) Either or both of T.S.M, 1 and F.S.M, 1,

Either or both of T.S,M.1 and F.S.M.l.

Not identified, ..

Certainly not the same formation, but possibly Force H though position >
vrould be a.long way out. . . ■ ,

In fjiot .h'O'Adajnage was done.

No formation of cruisers and destroyers was ajiy/here near that position
at that time.

If this position is correct only the slow convoys could have been sighted.
No major unit vra.s anywhere near this position, •'

(2) ,

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

SECRETG.2607OO/DEW/8/5O.
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P.20

The invasion units being transported are estimated at five task forces,
The landings axe expected in the early morning hours, of to-morrov/ or late
this evening. The points principally threatened appiear to be the Gulf of
Gaeta and Salerno, All M.T.Bs ready for'sea received orders to attack the
invasion force, Tv/o boats vrere sent out from Salerno arid three from

Maddalena, (l) R, 7 (motor minesweeper) reports being at anchor south of
Cape Liccea with damage to rudder and screw. Also R,1 is aground and is
being towed by a M,P,P, (Naval Perry Barge) to Salerno* R, 13 sent to two
R.7.

9 September. N.S,, p,23.

In the early morning hours 54 of our bombers were sent out against the
enemy invasion force in the Gulf of Salerno, A cruiser blew up after
being hit. Hits were observed on another cruiser and 17 other craft,(2)
Strafing plane attacks were carried out continuously during the day.
Strong fighter protection was reported over the enemy landing fleet,

N.C., p,25,'

Enemy invasion began at 0345 hours with 4OO tanks (3) between Salerno
and Castellabate; the attack was in part successfully repulsed,
landed several tanks near Vietri and Paestum,
forward there,

moving on Ponte Aquano,
tanks (4) 80 kilometres S,

The ene

Father landings at Marcatello,
luring the day there was further landings with
E, of Battipaglia, . . . . ..

ny
The enemy is slowly moving

Forces which landed are

P.29

S-boats which are in any way operational will be sent out against the
enemy in Salerno Bay, The submarines must shift their main efforts to the
sea lanes leading to the new enemy invasion point in the Salerno area.

They were sent oiat against the
enemy landing fleet during the preceding night, 8/9 September, after the
Coramcrder of the 1st S-boat division had started all craft northwards and

The attcick was unsuccessful,

S,57 and 3,154 put into Nettunia at I63O.

abandoned the base, A new sortie is

planned for the next night, 9-10 September,

10 September, N,S,, p,32.

Supplementary report of our attacks in the Gulf of Salerno on 9
September shows that with I58 missions flown, hits were made on 38 transports
and 14 warships and landing craft. Of these one heavy cruiser, one
transport of 9,000 tons and six L,C,T, of: 250 tons vrere stmk,(5)

7p.34.

(1) No M,T.B, attacks .on convoys were reported by allied vessels.

(2) The tug Nauset was sunk and one L.C,T, and the OatouS slightly ■
damaged,

the 8th wiien L,.0,T,624. was sunk and the Mendip and U,S,L,C,I,87
damaged.

It is strange that there is no mention of air attacks on

(3) This n-umber is enormously exaggerated even if armoured cars and self-
propelled guns are included, ' • ■ ■

(4) i,e,, in Gulf of Policastro, No troops were landed here, but this
spot is about halfv/ay between Salerno and, Vibo Valentia where there

was a landing by a Brigade of the Eighth'Army on  8 September,
This shows the inaccuracy of the German reconnaissance.

No Y/arships or transports were sunk or damaged, and there is no-
record of any L,C,T. being damaged.

(5)
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P.34

Tho S-l)03.t sent' out duri-ng the night of 8~9 had no success. A nev/
attack was planned for the night of 9-lCth. Six M.P.P. (naval'barges) vj-ith^
tvro 3-boats made conteict with the enemy above Gaeta.
sunk, (l)
craft, (2)

On6'M.P.P. was

Our ov/n mines destroyed two large steamers and other smaller

N.C., p.35.

According to reports received up till now, the' enein3^: landed in the Gulf
of Salerrto between Amalfi and Agropoli in a strength,of about four divisions,
other landings near P, Garapanella, (3)

Salerno in hands of enemy since evening of 9 th,

Against this reinforced enemy our own counter-attack is under way.
In the afternoon the bridge near Cava was retaken. (4-)
Marshal Kesselring issued the following orders

During the day further reinforce
ments.

General Field

’The invading enemy in the area Naples-Salerno and southwards must be

completelj^ annihilated and in addition throY/n into the sea. Only
by so doing can Yve obtain a‘ decisive change of the situation in the

Italian area, I require ruthless emplo3nnent of all the might of
the three army ■units. Every commanding officer must.be av/are^ of
his historical responsibility] British and Americans, must realise
that they are hopelessly lost against the concentrated G.erman might.

This morning in the southern part of the Gulf of Salerno there v/as a
large convoy concentration and in the afternoon 18 large transports, 50
large landing craft, 150-300. small■landing craft and seven or eight

.  - 'cruisers, 45 miles south of Naples, Behind them as a protecting forc0(5)
three battleships and three aircraft carriers, (6) Ten, large and about
fifty'medium sized and small ships in the late afternoon on the beach by
Cape Licosa, and standing off to the Tvreat.C?)
large and six small wa.rships headed west,

P.37 ‘ •

Ten miles west of Licosa Wo

Lt.-Cdr, Bottke reports from the Naples area, Yvhere he pushed south-
YTards as far as Salerno Bay, that the situation there has relaxed(8)
and the rumours that the ebemy v/as' pushing on Naples have not been substant
iated,
coastal defence un.der the Naples Ghief-of-Staff.

The'naval units-there have for the most part been assigned to

S.57, 151, 152, 154, 1600 hours operation Salerno Bay, according to
personal decision’of the Chief of the 1st S-boat division, since no
reconnaissance reports reached him,
trouble.

S.57 returned because of jnotor
By moonlight the boats attacked a- strongly ,

/P.38 .

(1) See Section 66,

Not -understood, but cm hardly refer to the -Salerno area.

There Yvas no landing here, . ■

It is strange th-at the.re is no mention of the German recap-ture ,of
Battipaglia,

als Sicherung,
One battleship was evidently mistaken for a carrier’.

No allied source makes any mention of crcift beaching so far south, and
it is most improbable that this is true,

Entspannt,

G, 26070C/DN.‘/'a/50.

(4)

(6)
(7)

(8)
EGRETO

(2)
(3)

(5)
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escorted convoy and sank a 10,000 ton steamer. No further attack made because
^nediately afte^/ards they were pursued by a destroyer, fl) The boats out
into Civitavecchia in the naoxning, ^

10 September. N.C., p.38

CP... Salemo-Naples area are included operating in the
general northbo^d movement. R. I3 which towed R.7 from the Cape Lie os a area
had a fouled radio. There is a report from this ship as of late yesterday

Salerno but found that there was no longer aGorman station there. Since then there has been no further reportf(2)
wise the positions of R.18? and R. 188 which were under way to Civitavecchia
with^some craft from Salerno, is unknovvn. Later they reached Leghorn-
previous reports were blocked by enemy radio interference.

11 September. N.S., p.39.

Like-

their

_  . In resisting the enemy invasion in the Gulf of Salerno there was sunk
during the night of 9 September h' direct fire from the batteries of the
General of A/A. South district, one cruiser, Wo destroyers, two transports
ive large and three small landing craft. In addition hits were made ’

many other boats and heavy losses caused by A/a. projectiles with time
luses.w; One enemy aeroplane was also shot dovm. During the night of

52 of our planes in two waves, attacked the shipping in
^ 4,®^ Salerno. Hits were observed on 19 craft. Prom these, one'eruiser
apd two transpiorts probably sunk, (4)

f
on

P,40.

Situation south of Eboli v/as very critical during the noon-day hours.
The enemy has reached the line Eboli-Serre-Albanella Cs) with his forvsrd units,
which include tanks. Up to no?/ four divisions have landed in the Gulf of
Salerno beWeen Amlfi and Agropoli, Salerno is in enemy hands since 9
September, Ladings have likevmse been carried out on the west end of the
Sorrentine peninsula,(o) our tfobps have started  a counter attack which by
even^g had made progress in the direction of Vietri. It is planned to drive
to the coast east of Salerno and through concentrated attacks destroy the
enemy,

..... no reliable reports available yet on the operation of four of
our S-boats m Salerno Bay during the night of 10-11 September,

/n.c., p.42.
(1) refers to the attack on Convoy S.N.P. 1 during the bight of

lOta-lltn (oee Section 6.u). No transport wes hit but the American
destroyer Rowan was torpedoed and sunk.

There is nothing about these craft in Allied reports,

report of ships being hit by gunfire during the night of

(2)

(3)

(4) The only ship knovm to have been damaged during these raids
Dutch gunboat Flores,

The Americans had reached Albanella but. no jellied forces
where near Eboli or Serre;
division.

This was not correct..

wer

was the

(5)
e any-

in fact Eboli was the H.Q, of a German

(6)
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N,C p.42,•  ■

Hard fight near Sr.lerno, Coimter-attaclc against tenaciously fighting
enemy. At noon the situation south of Eboli very critical. Enemy reached with
his forward units the line Eboli-Serre, By evening the'enemy intercepted.
Enemy^supported by ships', batteries. In the evening our units began the
figlit to recapiRire Salerno, On the Sorrentine Peninsula new landings have
taken place.(1) Further strong concentrations of enemy transports and
landing craft \7ith warship cover reported in the Salerno e.rea,

P,y.

At 1800 our air force observed in Salerno Bay several enemy qhip forma
tions including five cruisers and five or six destroyers heading west.
Three convoys each 8 to 14 ships, presumably transports, (2) surrounded'by
escort v/ere observed leaving the bay. and two smaller convoys each with 6
to 8 units -vyere observed entering, (3) In front of the bay there were
individual war and merchant ships not under way. Our S-bohts reported,,
around midnight, a convoy of eleven ships and four destroyers 28 miles ;S,S,¥.
of Salerno, course not stated. On the coast of Gape Palermo^ape Licosa '
widely separated landing craft vrere seen on the beach (4) and on the coast
from Cape Licosa to Salerno several more landing craft were on the: beach,,,
In the morning a departing convoy of tvro large transports and I4’ freighters
of Ti/-hich .six v/’ere L.S.I, was sighted north -of Ustica. . Prom air photo
eve.luation the enemy has about 35-40 per cent, of the total Medit-erranean

-  lendin,g equipment committed 'in the Salerno undertaking, in' addition at least
four battleships, (Nelson, .Rodney, t\YO Warspite class), three aircraft
carriers of the Illustrious class and five escort carriers,. The -attack

by the German' air force on the invasion flotilla, during the night of lOth-llth
obtained hits on 23 craft. (5) ' One L.C,T, of 250 tons v/as sunk, three
transports and one cruiser were so heavily damaged that sinking can be
assumed, I7 transports and one cruiser damaged. Further reports of the
success of this attack are not on hand.

P.44.

Naples-Gaeta - situation' quiet. Lt.-Cdr, Bottke was put out of action,
I assigned Gapt. Karaptze to determine the Italian shipping in Naples, its
readiness, and the complements on hand, and directed him to send alL ships
ready for sea northwards.

P.45.

Commander (South) had plans to release the two submarines assigned to
the Salerno area for ■the supjport of the east entrance of the Bonifacio Strait,
This proposal was not accepted by me.
attack possibilities at the invasion centre of Salerno,
would not be nearly enough to secure the east entrance of the Bonifacio Strait,

_  /During

The two submarines have the best
Two subnarinea

(1) This is not correct unless the Germans considered Maiori to be on the
Sorrento Peninsula, ■ .

(2) Certainly not transports, possibly L.S.T.

Presumably Convoy N. S. S. 7 split into two.

Presumably■Cape Palinuro is meant, but nothing is/known of any lendings
on this coast, ’ ■

(3)

(4)

(5) This is an increase of four over the figure given above in the Naval
Staff Diary.

SECRET
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During the night of llth~12th, 28 of our planes '.rere eii^jluye.d in the G-ulf
of Salerno, One enemy small destroyer was sunk, two large steamers
destroyed, two transports and two cruisers damaged, (1) By day s-trafing
plajies in the same area hit the build-up craft.

12 September. N.S. , p.47.

At Naples two large transports were seen burning in the morning.

P.48.

Poiir of our S-boats were out during the night of llth-12th. Results not

R,187 and R,188 have reached Le^iorn, R.7 and R,13 have'
complements have been assigned to the ground

Commander of Submarines, Italy, reports that two submarines
Another submarine from Toulon is headed

yet reported,

apparently been lost;
fighting,
are stationed off Salerno Bay.
for the Salemo-Gaeta area.

German Naval Command, Italy, reports the developments in the ground
force situation as being not imfavourable. The enemy appears to be
pulling out invasion equipment in the direction of Bizerta,(2) The attack
to retake Salerno has started. '

N.C P. 49.• >

Near Salerno our counter-attack is slowly winning ground against tough
enemy resistance.

Prom radio listening post reports, withdrawal from Salerno by the enemy is
out of the question. Reinforcements for our units'are being brought up.
The enemy suffered heayy losses in this fight, . Up to now, 1,400 prisoners
have been brought in and 2,500 dead counted. The number of dead-and
vrounded are estimated at betv/een 8,000 and 10,000, (3)
noon and evening reconnaissance shows active traffic in Salerno Ba;
addition to several cruisers and many destroyers, two battleships
located,

section of Salerno Bay.

The heights, four kms, N.E, of Salerno have been reached

The night, morning
In■y*.

(4) were

The main mass of inv£'Sion equipment was located in the S.E,
At 0218 hours, 85 miles north of Ustica, on

.

,

battleship, one aircroft carrier and one escort vessel heading south.
There have been no reports of a major invasion in the Naples area,
ever, small flanking operations ore to be expected at any time,
concentration of landing equipment in the Salerno Bay has decreased,
appears as though the enemy was withdrawing landing equipment southwards. (6)

b)
How-

The
It

/The German

(1) Casualties were Biscayne slightly damaged and freighter Lyminge
badly damaged. The Savannah was liit and badly damaged S’*"a’ day
attack on 11th and it is'strange that the cnoinjr made no claim on this
accoiuit.

.  (2) It is difficult to find any grounds for this belief.

(3) The correct figure was rather less than 4,000,

No battleship was anyv?here near Salerno on 12th.
on 11th at 1900 and was in Malta by I7OO on the 12th.

Quite incorrect, * ■ .

For(4) ce H ’withdrew

(5)

(6) Assutiing that by "equipment
to understand,
as soon

the Germans meant craft, this is hard
^  Naturally all craft larger than L.C.T, withdrew

as possible after unloading, but the L.G.T, remained and
the L.C.M, 7/ere reinforced.
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The German Air Force attacked th©: invasion fleet near Salerno with waves
of, medium bombers.^  ̂ During the night of 11 th-12±h, I9 ships vA3re hit, including
one transport of 6,000 tons'and one L.C.T* sunk, and two transports of
13^000 tons, one light cruiser and one destroyer damaged,(1)

Concern the, v/hereabouts of R. 7 and R.I3, it is now knovm that the
tvro boats were blown.up by their crews on 9 September in SgO-emo because
of the approach of the enemy,

N.S,, p.52.

Signs of great success appear to be coming from Salerno invasion area.
Our air reconnaissance reported 12 miles S.E, Salerno, no time given, 50
to 60. transijprts; and merchant ships, two battleships, numerous cruisers and
destroyers, (^)'as v/ell as landing craft, and north of Licosa five large
units and 30-^0 large^landing craft. Prom a re ort from Air Group 2 which
has not been substrantiated, Salerno hras been retaken this morning and the
eneniy v/as observed re-embarking. According to the air listening post the
radio act'ivity in the Gulf of Salerno v/as noticea.bly vreak before'noon, from
which,the deciphering post concluded, apparently too soon, that a partial
withdravfal of warships and evacuation of the Salerno area had taken.place,
P.53,

13 September,

In regard to the land situation in Italy, Commander (South) reports
that after four days of strong resistance the Tenth Arn^ has gone over to
the attack against the enemy which lauded in the neighbourhood and south of
Salerno, ^ In the area of the 70th Armoured Corps enemy resistance is near
the breaking point. The eneiiiy has already lost grievously in men and
material and had over 1,400 prisoners taken. Total losses are estimated '
at 8 to 10,000 men.

N.G., p.54.

Our ccuntor-attack in the Salerno area is rapidly recovering ground
lost, ■ u 'bh©..morning Salejmo and in the 'evening Persano were taken by
storm,(3) Prisoners and a large number of weapons have been brought in.
The enemy resistance is at the point of breaking .in many places. Our
attack continues. An enemy unit of company strength landed during the
night of 12-13 near Castellai'nare and was destroyed, likev/ise p
troops who jumped In the evening hours in the Pompeii area,(4}

or a-c hut e

Ip the Gulf of Salerno there is again active landing traffic,
to radio intercept report re-embarkation is in progress,
for the landing traffic by mtions of hea-vy ship
there was sighted in all three battleships, one conrier and six destroyers,
cruising Just off the G-ulf an additional tv/'o battleships, (5)
w.c.; p.56.

According
Strong security

In the Gulf.of Salerno

The sortie of S-boats during the night of 12-13 September in Salerno
Bay had no success. Although I regret that the S-boats did not get into
action during this night I still see in the appearance of our boats all

/night

(1) This claim is quite different from that imxde on the
StePf, see above. . .

same day by Naval

(2) All battleships were in Malta, It must be presumed that the Germans
consistently mistook,cruisers for battleships and destroyers for'
cruisers.

(3) The Germans never recaptured Salerno,
(4) Nothing is known of any landing near Castellcmiare di

paratroops vrere dropped in the area on night of 12th-13th, though they
were dropped inside the ;jj:.ierican lines during the tv7o folloviringlights,

no battleships or carriers in the area,

secret

Stabia, No

(5) There Y^fere

G,2607OO/DEW/8/5O,
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night long in and before the Salerno Bay a disturbing factor for the enemy,
which in my opinion cannot be valued high enough.(l) 

“  ' ^

favourable course of_ the battle, on the Salerno front and the possibility of
a retreat of the enemy by water, the S-boats received orders for
mission in the Salerno Bay during the ensuing night,
during the last sorties that in addition to establishments on Ventotene
there is also an enemy base on Ischia, Air Flotilla 2 has been' requested
to determine the extent of the ehemy .installations on this island by air
reconnaissance, also to make a reconnaiss8.nce survey prior to the next S-boat
operation.

In view of the

a new

The S-boats found-out

P.57.

The traffic on the Italian vrest coast in view of the favourable situation
on the front has been extended to (iaeta and in addition to M.F.P, (Naval
ferry barges), K,T, ships (war transports) have been assigned. In addition '
to the transport of fuel and ammunition, the Y/ithdrawal of important goods..
from the Naples area has begun,

14 September, N.S., p,57.

The action in the Salerno area favourably reported,
tion for the recapture of the city has not yet come to hand.

However confirma-

. P.58,

Second Air Corps reports an' attack of 21 fighter bombers on ships in
Salerno Bay on I3 September, Three merchant ships were hit. One of these
was reported as heavily damaged. As a result of further attacks by eight
planes on ships in Salerno Bay one cruiser was hit. On I4.September the
attacks were continued. Three transports were damaged. Of 35 planes
coiUTiitted four were lost. Twenty-five fighter bombers destroyed a freighter
of 4,000 tons and damaged another by a near miss,(2) Our air reconnaissance
observed further strong ship concentrations in Salerno Bay and new landings •
at Gastellamare. (3) According to air observation embarkation is also in
progress. East of Ustica there was observed at 0210 hours, I5 merchant
ships each of 10,000 tons, I5 L.C.T. and several escorts. Yf. S,W. of Naples
at 08l4.ho\irs one cruiser observed.

P.59.

In the night of Ilth-12th, during the attack of our 3-boata in Salerno Bay,
tvro detonations against a cru.iser were observed. (4) On the second attack
during the night of the 12th-13th, c torpedo fired at a sterner missed,
attack is planned for the night of 14th-15th.
Commander (South) reports for the evening of I3 September hard fighting near
Salerno, an enemy airborne attack (5) on the highv/ay Torre Annuziata-
Pompeii-Vietri, ^

A new

Concerning the ground' situation-

Si^anary of success by the Air Corps in Salerno Bay from the invasion’s-
beginning until 1800 hours, I3 September, according to a report from Commander
( South), , Reported as sunk, five transports,
landing craft, seven small destroyers;

one heavy cruiser, seven
as probably sunk, six transports one

/cruiser,
Unfortunately for the Germans our Command had no kno'wledge of this
German S-boat activity and so was not in the least disturbed.

" (1)-

(2) The only dejnage reported during 13th rud 14th v/as Ug-'onda badly damaged,
hospital ship Ne-wfoundland and cargo ship Bushrod Washington sunk.

(3) There is no allied report of any such landing.

Nothing is known of this attack. Certainly n(4) o ship was damaged.

(5) Presumably air attack is meant.
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cru.iser, three unidentified warships, tv/o destroj^'ers, one escort,
three landing craft.(1)

P.59,"

Our attack continues slovrly for'^/ard against increased resistance,
summary it can he said that the enemy is retreating on the Salerno front,

P.61.

APEEiTDIX

N.C• >

8

In

According to reports now available, the S-boat mission during the night of
llth-12thmade an attack on a light cruiser. After firing their torpedoes
two detonations were heard,but the sinking of the cruiser was not observed.
In the preceding night, three S-boats
pursued by five enemy destroyers S.¥,. of Capri and forcqd into Nettunia,(2)
No results,

15 September.

sent out towards 'S'alerno Bay were

N.O., p,6l.

On 14- September, 25 planes were sent out against ship forgets in Salerno
Bay, and sank a landing craft. In addition explosions and fire were caused
in fuel dumps and parked motorised equipment on land. Thirty-seven fighter
bombers attacked ship, targets. They sank a freighter and damaged six others.
On 15 September an additional fighter bqmber attack damaged, additional ships
in the Salerno area, -Otherwise our air force carried on reconnaissance,(3)
Reconnaissance still shows a heavy shipping concentration in Salerno Bay,
On^the afternoon of 14 September south of Vietri there were three battle
ships or heavy cruisers (4) with a formation of 15 transjeorts and 35 landing
craft. Another group of 35 medium sized transports v/ere located about ten
miles south of ̂iiontecorvino and carried on active landing craft traffic with
the^ coast, Five, miles south of here a cruiser was bombarding the coast.
South of Praiano a ship T/-as observed on an east course and vms thought to
be an aircraft carrier. (5) Prom a report of the German Naval Command, Italy,
there lay in Salerno Bay at noon on 14th, six cruisers, five destroyers, three
escort vessels, 15 small v/arcraft, 212 landing craft, two special ships, 27
merchant ships of 156,000 tons, as well as landing craft under way betv/een
ships; and beach. On _t’ne morning of 15 September two ships, presumably
battleships, one ship, presumably an adrorc.ft co.rrier, 86 large and mediuiii
sized transports and about 95 landing craft v/ere seen, (6) The heavy i:
in merchant tonnage leads one to assume a further increase in troops and
sluipment* Apparently rexelaced troop units are c.lso being v/ithdrawn.

increase

P.62.

In tne late evening .there were I5 ?mr and merchant ships I5 miles north
of Licosa, course not-, given, -while in the
transport and three guard boats were on a S.S.YA

same area a landing craft, a
.  course.

/H.C P.63.• I

(1) Actual losses were one tug, one L.G.T. and one hospital ship sunk.

(2) There is no report of osij such incident for the ni.ght of lOth-llth but
on niglit of 14-th-15th the. 24th'Destroyer Flotilla -made contact v/itli
E-boats off Capri and chased them -without. succe See Section 69*00 •

(3) The claims fpr the 14th aiDpeai* to bo additional to those set out above
under that date. On 15th tho.cargO' ship James Mai'shall was badly
dai-naged aaid L.0.T.19 sunk; ; two L.G,T. were lcmaged as also was the
L.S.G. Pprvwentdale, It is strange that t'ais is the first reference
to strafing of the beaches, American reports say that raids on the
beaches were frequent and severe. It ̂ also seems strange that no^
refei-ence is made to the directed missiles .faich c.aused most of the
dauimge to Allied vessels.

There were_no battleships present on 14th and no heavy (eight-inch)
cruisers in the aa-ea at any time during the operation.

There v/ere no carriers in the area.

(4)

(5)

(S) This time the Germans were right about the battleships for the
yGl..iapt and ¥arspite arrived during the morning of l5th, but there,
■vwis no carrier present. The ntuiiber of merchant vessels seems to
be greatly exaggerated and there -.rere few if any transports there.

C  E T<.u
O ..iG. 2G0700/]Ww^/Q/50.
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P. 63.N.C

Our attack had to stop and re-form because of the great effect of. the
enemy sea bombardment and continiious air attacks. Three battalions of a
parachute troop division are to be brought up. They are not expected to
arrive until the evening of the l6th. No con^lete air reconnaissance in
Salerno Bay because of fog and haze. The troops previously withdraym from
the northern part of the Bay appear to have relanded in the Sapri-Benevento
area,(1) The sortie during the previous night of three S-boats
Bay was unsuccessful because of poor visibility,
is no S-boat sortie planned,

16 September, N,S., p,65.

into Salerno

For this evening there

During the night of 15-16, during the day and during the night of 16-1?
September, our bombing and fighter bomber formations carried out attacks

ship targets in Salerno Bay, In all one heavy ship, battleship or heavy
cruiser, and one destroyer were badly damaged, Wo units were sunk ,and other
hits secured. Results of night l6th-17th have not yet come in, (2) During
the night of 15th-l6th and on l6th an especially strong eonoentration of
shipping was_observed in Salerno Bay^ principally in the southern sector.
One battleship and 19.cruisers and destroyers^took part in the ground battle
for the possession of Salerno with cont.inuous gunfire to relieve the pressure
on tae Fifth U,S. Amy, ■ who were pushed to the coastal strip, and thereby
brought our own attacking divisions to a halt shortly before the goal could
be-reached of driving the enemy, into the sea. In addition to these two ships,
47 transports, 50 to 80 landing cx'aft and 20. other ships were counted,

on

P.66.

■  In regard to the ground situation, Commander (South) reports'that the
effect of the heavy ships' bombardment and the almost complete command of
the fighting area by the far superior enemy air force has cost vis grievous
losses in the fighting around Salerno and this will lead to a gradual
reduction of our strength,
off unless the entry into" battle, on 17 September of units of the 1st Para
chute Troop Division, now. being brought up from Apulia, leads to a break
through.

Therefore the present operation will be broken

17 September, N.S,, p,66.

In Salerno our own attack operations are being given up if the attack,
starting to-day does not break through.

/p.67

(1) This'is a good illustration of the deficiencies of the German
intelligence. No troops were withdrawn from the northern sector,
but on several occasions troops withdra-wn from the southern sector
landed at Maiori and the Germans must have thought they v/ere leaving
from there instead of arriving. There were landings at Scalea
(about 15 -miles from Sapri) on the 14th and 15tb, but these were
carried out by Eighth Army troops who embarked at Vibo Valentia,
and had nothing to do with the Salerno operations,
to Benevento is not understood,.- This to’jvn is 35 miles N.E, of
Naples and over 100 miles from Soalea,

The reference

(2) The V^rsjpite was badly damaged on l6th but there is no record of
other casualties.
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P.67.

The German Naval Staff is convinced that the enemy landings in Southern
Italy serve only as a preliminary for the main strike at the Balkans, The
Naval Staff maintains that it is not likely that the enemy v/ill turn tov/ardn
Northern Italy, In case the situation at Salerno does not permit of the
expectation of a successful break through, the Fuehrer has agreed to the
projected "holding campaign" plans. Long resistance is to be made at Line

Extensive withdrawal and thorough destructive measures are to be
Further orders in this regard will follow. Eighteen of our

Ten ships v/ere observed

B.

initiated,

planes attacked ship targets in the Salerno area,
to be burning,(l)

P.68,

In Salerno Bay there was only a small amount of traffic observed
entering or leaving in the morning. Before the harbour lay a few transports
under cruiser protection. In the south part of the bay there were tvro
battleships, 19 cruisers or destroyers, over 100 transports as \7ell as 50-
60 landing craft and patrol craft.'(2) s_Loat sortie on night of l6th-17th

Repetition of the attack is planned for to-night.was unsuccessful.

18 September. N.S., p. 69.

In Salerno Bay the enemy picture showfs no obvious change. In the
morning as a part of the previously reported strong concentration of
shipping, there were observed six to eight large v/arships. More exact
reports are lacking. According to air listening posts, U.S.A. units
bombarded the coastal section in the Salerno area during the morning.
Concerning the groijnd situation, Commander (South) reports by despatch at
0230 .and 0800:

about the desired tactical results, still they are rated as a considerable
success. The enemy lost over 3,000 prisoners, his dead and wounded must
be estimated to be at least 10,000 men. In addition, large anxsunts of
material were used up. Five infantry and two tank divisions are for a
long time incapable of attacking,(3)
enemy pltns and their disappointment in the result has already been shovm
in the reports from London, Above all the value to us lies in the time

won, which v/ill assist us in the building up of strength and the deploying
of troops to other sections of Southern Europe,

"while our ovm attack operations at Salerno did not bring

The delaying effect on further

(1) There is no mention of casualties in reports for this day.

The battleships had left the area the previous day, and it is unlikely
that any transports were present.

(2)

(3) The only armoured division engaged was the 7th (British),
five infantry divisions the 3nd (u.S.) so far from having received
heavy losses had hardly been in action by thelTth.
filled casualties

Of the

The fi;7jres o
are greatly exaggerated.

f

G. 260700/DEVf/8/50. SECRET
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^ qPEEATION ms (Achse)

High Comimnd Ins true t ions

Top Secret

By Hand of Officers Only
30 Aug. 1943

In adaptation to the developments of the situation in the Mediterranean
and in Italy, the follo’.7ing general instructions are non given.

A, ■ In (^n^.ral

liDst important task is the disarmament of the Italian Armed Forces as fast
as possible,

offer reliable guarantees of their rail to continue fighting on the side and
under the' command of German troops.

_The dissolution vri.ll be facilitated by the use of the xvatchvord that the
war is ended for the Italians and that every man, after handing qver his arms,
may either return to his civilian occupation or Join the German Armed Forces
as a helper.

The disarmament will be carried out first and as fast as possible in the
case of the Italian formations that can be reached quickly, thereafter it will
be gradually extended to all formations.

It must be made certain that all arms, vehicles, horses, mules, fuel and
other materials vri.ll be seized.

Exceptions will only be made in the case of those units which

It is especially important that' the valuable material of the division
German trmops from.'Centauro' be seized or, at least, be rendered useless,

formations in training may be used for this purpose.

In the prosecution of these measures, formations of Militia or of vrorkmen
vri.ll be formed, and ohr ov/n troops will be made fully mobile and all other
supplies v/ill be replenished, ,

Tasksof theIndiyidual Headquarters

1, G,-in-C. South

B.

(a) Transfer of all German troops in Sardinia to Corsica. To this end

all fortified islands around Maddalena will first be occupied and
all the Fascists that have arrived there already vri. 11 be .freed.

Corsica v;ill be defended by, and the island of Elba placed
under the-Command of G.O.G. 90 Panzer Grenadier Div,

(b) Return of 10 Army into the Epme Sector

Defence of that sector yath all German troops noxr there, - at least
until arrival of all parts.of 10 Army in the area.,

(c) During the course, of these txro operations, demolitions as in enemy
country,

(d) Further conduct of operations as ordered by Army Group 'B',

/2. Army

G. 26O7OO/UFJ/8/5O SECRET
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2.

(a) Strengthening of the protection of all mountain passes. Use of the
local rifle clubs in the Tyrol and in Garinthia, as well as of the
male German population of the Southern T^n^ol; (to be airoed with
T/eapons from Italian booty).

Occupation of the ports of Genoa, La Specia and Livorno, as vrell as
of Trieste, Piume and Pola,

Safeguarding of the most important mountain passe of the Apennine
fountains between Genoa and Plorence, and subsequent advance of the
guarding elements to the line Elba - Perugia - Porto - Clvitanova,
for ultimate fusion vrith the forces of O.B.S. (G.-in-C. South). .

Pacification of v/ith the help of the Fascist
organisations. _ ■

Army^ Group 'B' receives the right of issuing directives to O.B.S.;
it is intended to place 10 hrmy later under the command of Army
Group 'B'

3* .llsst.

Occupation of the part of tiie Italian coast situated vrest of the Pranco-
Italian border. . . , ...

A. G.-in-G. Southeast

(■b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Assumption of command over the whole southeastern theatre, including the
Aegean^Sea, tov/ards this end occupation pf the most important bases,
including the coastal areas, islands and parts of islands (Grete, Hhodes)
hitherto occupied by Italian troops.

Tasks of the NavyC,

Taking possession of the Italian naval and commercial
In any event prevention of their

The carrying through of the transports required for the evacuation
Sardinia.

ships ndthin
going over to the enemy.

 reach.

of

llaintenance of vital traffic on the sea.

Taking over the naval tasks in the coastal sectors hitherto occupied by theItalians.

•  -1 Army in the occupation of the Islands around Maddalena, the
island of Elba and possibly, of further islands in the area of G.-in-C. Southeast.

.T.§:.§.!^:.?, .....o.f‘...,lhe Air Pore

They are enlarged by the taking over of the tasks of the Italian Air Force.
Towards^ this endtaking oyer of the Italian ground organisation, the additional installations required and the equipment of the Air Defences,
especially the anti-aircraft equipment rjrovided by Germany.

Prevention of the going over to the enemy of Italian naval forces and of
the misuse of Italian air and anti-aircraft equipment.

Transport

Army Group 'B', in conjunotion i.ith the General for Transportation in
Italy, vail take all measures necessary to prevent any interruption of the
rail service.

D.

E.

/In
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In Northern Italy the commander of the Army Transportation Service v/ill
make arrangements for German personnel to take over and operate the rail

further south and as far as Rome he will endeavour to improvi
service with Italian railv^ay personnel.
service;

se a

In the areas to he evacuated, Army Group 'B' and O.B.S. will thoroughly
demolish all railway installations. Italian freight and supply trains vn.ll he
confiscated if within easjr reach of German troops.

.-in-C. Southeast v/ill take over the guarding of the railway lines throueh
iilhania from Kraljewo to Skoplje.

C

F. ^Commander Signal Communications takes the measures necessary to take over
Italian signal installations in the area of German troops.

Chief of Counter-Intelligence in Foreign Countries assists the Higher
Gomi'iianders and the units of the Arm.ed Forces in the execution of their tasks,
especially with regard, to border controls and the security of vulnerable
points, (power stations, railway installations etc.), the prevention of the
going over to the enemy of the Italian Navj/- and the liaison with Fascist
organisations.

A special proclamation will he directed to the Italian people and the
Italian Army.

German Commanders, dovm to divisional commanders or officersif equivalent
authority, v/ill again he informed orally as far as

The order for the execution of these tasks vdll he given by the High
Command of the Armed Forces (by dispatch of) code v;ord 'Achse. '

Local developments m.ay make it necessary for officers of the rank of
divisional commander, and upwards, to take these measures on their ovm
initiative.

Orders previously issued by the High Command of the Armed Forces
herewith cancelled and are to he destroyed.

G-*

H.

I.

necessary.

K,
are

The orders for 'Special Undertakings' (limited distribution) remains
unchanged.

The authorities named in the distribution list are responsible for it that
no Witten order concerning 'Achse' vn.ll be issued at lower levels than Army
and that copies of this document in the Italian area can under no circumstances
fall into the hand of Italians.

Signed; Keitel

0K\^'/'A'PST/6621 08/43 Top Secret Command matter

G.260700/UFU/8/5C S,E„G RET
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0PER/1.TI0N AVALANCHE

Statistics of Tactical M Force Effort in Assault Phase

Last Light 8 September' to f ?' ̂ ptSSer'T9p
Sorties

I  Tactical Bomber Force Day 528 Night 806

Desert Air Force Fighter
Fighter-bomber
Tac/R

546
995
107

XII Air Support Command Fighter
Fighter-bomber
Night fighters
Tac/R

3680
3252
208

134

Allied Operational Losses in Aircraft

A-36
P-38
P-40

Mosquitoes
j  Spitfires

6

10

5 Seriously damaged 12
2

11

34

Allied Claims

Destroyed i  Probably destroyed Seriously damaged
-i

Do.217 5
Ju. 14 Total 20 Total 27
F.W.109
Me.109

32
1

Note These totals cannot be confirmed in,detail, but are reasonably
accurate. The Germans admitted the loss of 1 8 bombers on the
night 8/9 September alone.

Source: Operation Avalanche - H.Q. Ivi.A.T.A.F. 21 April 1945

N.A. Coastal Air Force Effort

Total sorties flovm

Convoy fighter protection
Aircraft losses

Air Sea Rescue: lives saved

1596
948

39

Operations included two anti-shipping strikes (neither of -which,
resulted in sinkings) and several attacks on submarines, one of which was
claimed as successful.

a.260700/UFN/8/50 SECRET
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ANALYSIS OP BOI.CBING OPERATIONS BY COUNTRIES AND OBJECTIVESo
o

SEPTEf.IBER 1943

; No. of A/C Despatched No. of a/C Effective j TONS CASUALTIES

Destroyed or missing "by
hy enemy action

o

LOCATION

1
^ Bomber Ptr.Bomber Bomber Ptr.Bomber i Bomber i Ptr.Bomber i Total Bomber \ Ptr.Bomber i Total

146 I

2,168 i
6,573
1,443

267 ^
3,232
10,087
1,696

140

i  2,616 :
6,984 ^

:  1,609 '

267 1
3,237 ^ 16

215 ; 10,302
974 i 2,670

5

44
5

fITALY ^ Harbours

^ Airfields

^ Communications

; Army Support
: Miscellaneous

i Leaflets

1

33 23 :  16
566580 462

3,288 3,188 16 :  21
48 : 49 29 29

(b) : D353 ^ 52ca

ife)

16,505 i 66 : O; TOTALS 11,450 3,901 j  10,431 3,777 M5,311 1,194 18 I  84o

i w

:  tHi128teJ SARDINIA ; Airfields

:  Industries

I Miscellaneous

; Leaflets

h3

112 5*9 5'9i
i  1-38 8 1*8 l'3i

4 49 4 45 7'2 7-2^
(b)4 4  !

165185 8  S 14*9 !i TOTALS 14-9 i

18095 95 180 ! 2iCORSICA i Harbours
j Airfields j
: Communications ;

I  i Leaflets

2

36 36 54 i 54
1*31 1*3

(b)5  ̂ 5  i

136: TOTALS 137 235-3 2
j

235'5 2

i..

ilxi(b) ITALY: 16,330,000

Source: 17ar Room Monthly Summary of I'.LA.G. Operations.

SARDINIA: 1,150,000 COPSICA: 1,643,000

Air Ministry War Room (Stats.Section)
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I'lEDIOiaSRAKEM AIR CCMMND

FIGHTER OESRATIONS

SEFTEI/IBER 19A3

OFBHMSIVE

PATROLS

& SlIEEPS

TOT/Jj

WIGHT

SORTIES

ATTilCICS ON LiHID SE/IIGHES &l SHIPPING

FORGESAgr/jij). ’s ATTACKS ON IPROTECTIOK
BaTBING SHIPPING I & ESCORT

TOTAL iESCORT LOCiYL TOT/ilCOMtlAND NIGHT
TO D/il

I SHIP-(LOCAL
I PING (DEF.

SORTIES/OECR'CPT DEFENCE SORTIES OFPEN,IINTR

:  e«sT

AFRI-eA AIR FORCE

R.A.F. 3 2,10679 52837 18 21 39 2,792U.S.A.AcF.

IPiLTA AIR FORCECO

CO

R. A.F,

U.S.A.A.F,
313 83 396 13 20 33 I 429o

oIaJ

ltd NORTH YIEST
td

^AFRICA AIR FORCE

R.A.F,

I  U.S.A.A,F.
I  FRENCH

85 485 499 21 1,469
1,061

905 3,136
3,702

6,600
11,493
1,537

94 135 505 734 7,334
11,797

306 3,630 985 1-785

1,T08
24 2 62 168 232

ITl 43 245

TOTALS 1,484535 4,115 6,217124 2,610 7,694 22,779 114 69334 197 1,038 23,817

JUjIED fighter CTiSUTiLTIES (By Enei^ Action)

DamagedDest. or Missing Soiorce: War Roora Monthly Summary
of M,A.C, Operations.
Sept, 43, Air Ministry Yfar
Room (stats. Section)

N, A. A.F, 91 28

M,E_.A.F.
II'ILTA'A.F.

16 2

ft
l107 30 ig■3T

63R.A.F. 10
U*S

MMTCIi A.F.
42 17

2 3
Im
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SALERNO OREEATIOI'B

ALLIED NA^L SHIP CASILiLTIJS

Up to, and including, 20 Septomber 43. 3 the date accepted by
HA". Acmiraltj^ as the close of Salerno Operations, Allied naval

casualties to ships caused by German air attacks were as follows;-

BRITISH DAriAGEDSUNK

6Landing craft/ships
Hospital ships
Destroyers
Nonitors

Merchant Vessels

Cruisers

Battleships

3
1

3nr
1

1

1

1

A3ERIG.NT

Landing craft/ships
Destroyers
lierchant vessels

42

1

11

1Tugs
Cruisers

All the above '.;ere either sunlc, or damaged sufficiently
badl3' to leave the assault area.

Note,0

dmiralty Battle Suimriary on Salerno Operations
11.14/18/30)(A. IBB, Ref.

Source: ii.
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PROVISIONAL ORDER OP BATTLE -

'SilSaE'I

TACTICAL AIR FORCE

Naples3 Sqdns, Spits.
It

P-40

P-40
A-36
A-36

1 Sqdn. P-51 Tac/R
1 Beau, N.P,
1  ” ” "

•g- Sqdn. Spit Tac/R
79 or) 3 Sqdns, P-4O
239 Ning )

31 &P.
324 Wing
33

324 Gp*

27 Gp.
86 Gp,

It

4
II

3
fl

3
II

3
tt

3

j  111 Sqdn.
i  600 Sqdn.
415 Sqdn,

XEI A.S.G. j 225 Sqdn.

I

C.G,

tt

tt

It

It

II

II
Cf9

It

It

tl

Corsica )Det-
)ached
Jfrom

)DAP.
It

Naple s
Naples

I  24i Wing
i  47
i  64 Fighter Wing

4
4

Spits.
A-20

V

It

1

Naples12 Gp,
\  340 Gp.
I  321 Qp.
1  17 Gp.
\  320 (^.
^  319 Gp.

4 Sqdn. B-25C.G.

N.A.T.A.P^
II IItl

4
ttfl

Poggia
Sardinia

4A.O.C «

T.B.P." B-26It

4
It It It

4
ttII tt

4

267 Sqdn. Air Transport Bari

3 Sqdns.P-40
4 Sqdns

It

Poggia area
Terraoli tl

57 (^.
79 (4>.

239 Wing
7 (S.A.)Wing 3

285 Wing

6

Less

14 Sqdns*
ft It ItIt

tl ftft

Spits.
-2 225 Sqdn.Spit.
Tac/R,.
Det,40

S.A.)Sqdn.Spit.Tac/R.
Det.682

(P.R..)Sqdn,
II II

tl It

tl It

A.O.C.

D.A.P.
IIII

232 & 3

j S.A.A.P, Wing 2 Sqdns. Balts. Poggia area.

30 Doc. 43.Source.

Appendix B
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SHIWGI^;" ORERi\TION HL\SE 5

Strengthand Effort hy Type aircraft

Period 22 Jar, to 15 Peh. 44 (inclusive)

AvcpcI^g a ̂craft
Operational

Total Effective

Sorties

Total Sorties Air

craft AirborneType On Hand

169 2052 L577232B-17
B-24
B-25
B-26
A-20

A-36
P-3 8
P-39

P-40

P"47
P-51

Spit,fU.S,
I  Beau.(U.S.

I  P.R. (u.S.
!  Wellington

KittyhaMc
Baltiraore

Boston

Hudson

Mosquito
Beau.

Airocobra

Hurricane

Spitfire

9661665250393

284 1303217 1595
1321148 735201-

837 7315075
1626106 138581

886 69792114.
96118 21152173

188 4875245 4555

172 10^8133 1129
8 266 25611

138 2358104 2312

34 350 304.4.7

27 154,37 171
86 69 431504

1061.117 95 1034.
486 47651 45

26 18632 199
12822 14 125
86 8618 17

57 37 199 192

56 8841 88

14. 9 28 28

277 237 5240 5125

Total x\ll

Types 21872903 2588929323

Operations in Support of Shingle (M.iV.A.P./Tab.O, )ll. J, II/49
A.H.B.

Source:
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SHINGLE

L§.'fcie£....?r9.ni.. .Gen. .Eakef to Gen. Arnold
S Mar, ■

Shortly after I came here 'Shingle' v/aa launched. The lahding \raa success
ful and I i?as personally critical of the slow progress made in extending the
bridgehead, the failure to move rapidly to the high ground from the North and to
take the then lightly-held village of Cisterna, thus to insure a sufficiently
deep penetration to guarantee that no artillery fire would, fall on the harbour
of Anzio or on our landing strip. After ’(Valking and driving over the terrain
I nov; feel that Alexander and Clark have a good case. If they had pushed the
two divisions in the first landing on to these points, there is little doubt in
my mind that the Germans xTould have gotten between them and Anzio and that,, v/ith
their supplies cut off, they v/ould have eventually have been overcome...
i.Tien Gen. Spaatz came dov/n here two weeks ago he felt exactly as I had,
spent a week or tv/o .Tri.th us and talked to Clark and ,his. staff and to Alexander
and the Army.Group Staff,

He

I made no effort;to influence him.
pointed out to him the failure of the Ground Forces to use airborne troops to
set a brigade doTvii on the high ground, and' the alow build-up and expansion in
the bridgehead, LTien he left here he expressed, as his private opinion, the
view that Clark waa right, that vre vrould have lost the bridgehead if the
Ground Forces had pushed any'further.

. In fact I

I think you know what ardent aiiroen Tooey and I are and that we both have
the aggressive spirit, Yfhen you find the tv7o of us in agreement on this point
you should be less critical of the Ground Forces, There may have been an.
intermediate plan v/hich would have v/orked coincidentally vriLth the
Anzio, put dov.^ ,a brigade on the hi^ ground from troop carriers.
Immediately after the landing, rushed small mechanised units out to join v/lth
the paratroops; rushed small mechanised forces out towards Rome and cut all
highv/ays leading from the German main position to Rome and to the North -
something in the order of the way General SteT/art used his cavalry in the Civil

I feel that this aggressive spirit mi^t have induced the enemy to
begin a hurried withdrav/al from the 5th Army front, A follov/-up then might
have brought on a full-scale- enemy retreat as happened at El Alamein. Here
again, however, we must.remember that the terrain and the v/eather conspired to
bring about an entirely different situation than that which pertained' in the
desert. In the desert campaign flanking movements were always possible.
The vreather and the terrain made that possible. Here, both the vreather and
the terrain have forced any advances to be made through mined defiles with
heavy artillery concentrations on the high ground on either side. That makes
a very different picture out of it entirely.

e^landing in

There seems to have been a feeling on the part of some distant strate
gists and critics that, in some T.7ay, the Air let the Ground and Sea forces
doT,-m in this 'Shingle' operation, Abtually there have been continual messages
coming back from Alexander and from Clark lauding and complimenting the air
effort. Here, I feel, is really the basis for the criticism against the Air
operations in the 'Shingle' campaign. - The military critics have not.
appreciated what Air Forces can and cannot do and the true influence of the
weather in placing a ceiling on their capabilities, 'When the Navy announces
that it cannot inload supplies \7ith a w'ind of more than force four or Trlth a
high tide and rough seas, nobody criticises the NavyJ That is an accepted
limitation in naval operations. The same is true of the Ground Forces, Iiben
they come to a sv/ollen stream flowring at such a strength that it prevents their

/laying

(1) An airborne operation for the purpose of landing troops on D Day waa drawm
up but abandoned x/hen more landing craft became available.

G.260700/UFi/8/50 .S...,.E.....G„,R.,.,E..„T.
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laying their pontoon bridges, or when they come to a mined defile, it is well
understood that they are halted for the moment. You have not, I am sure,
appreciated completely the limitations v/hich the v^eather has imposed on the air
effort here during the last six weeks. We have had almost daily heavy rains.
On many days it has rained steadily for 1 2 to 24 hours. There have been,
generally, low icing,levels• the clouds have rested on mountain tops and
generally the visibility has been greatly reduced. Despite this v/eather
condition, we have averaged six hundred to a thousand sorties a day;
maintained constant patrols, day and night, over the bridgehead; our' medium
bombers have worked on enemy flying fields to the point where the: enemy's air
effort has averaged less than one hundred sorties  a day.
two of our. most successful long-range attacks into Germany' with'the Strategic
Air Force and they have been used most successfully in cutting conimunications,
in attacks on airfields in Southern Prance and, *
the battlefield.

we have

We have also made

on two critical occasions, on

The big lesson I have gained from participating in the^ 'Shingle' operation
amphibious operations are the most difficult fora of military
They should never be undertaken except as a last resort for the

very good reason that you deliberately, hand every advantage to the enemy.
When Undertaken, amphibious operations v/ill be a failure if opposed by. an enemy
of the character of the Germans in strength unless they are v/ithin; the reach' of
an overwhelming friendly air force. , For example, some of the critics'-have
wondered why the landing point for '.Shingle' v/as not North of Rocie., Had it
been, the. Navy could not have supplied it for the very good reason that we
could not have furnished them adequate air cover. Troops in a bridgehead
there would have been continually pounded by German aircraft and would have
been beyond the support of our ov/n fighter aviation in sufficient strength to
save them. I.hope the C.C.S. will bear these things in mind in 'Anvil',
that connection, 7 am quite certain that our best plan., the one which-will
insure the greatest support for.'Overlord' and pin dovm the greatest forces
T/ill be a movement, in strength right on up the Italian Mainland. By that
time we shall be in late Spring vreather which, if it is normal, will permit us
to slov/ down to a v/alk any pull-out of German divisions.

is this:

In,

■ movement.

The picture with respect to the future I think is this an.d you can rely
- The German will not break up our bridgehead and do at Anzio as he almost

did at Salerno.' The Air can and will prevent that, ably aided and abetted by
the hard-fighting ground forces.' Tfe shall go forw/ard and.capture Rome when
the weather permits ouir forces to reach their maximum capabilities and not
before; vre shall be able, with Spring and Summer,weather, to contain, the
German divisions'nov/ in Italy,
tremendous delay and can so cut them up that they will be of little
elsewiiere ,■

on
it.

If they attempt to pull out we can effect
use

G,26 0700/UFY/8/5 0
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^PBlff>IX 1.7

H. Q. , N.A. T.A.P.

Eef:- P.TAP/69/AIR .13 Ilarch, 1944.

O.ASSINO OPEHiiTION

The plan of air operations for the reduction of GASSING TOlVN on March 14th,
or the first day thereafter that weather permits is as follov/-s:-

PAET I 4TTAGK .,ON gassing, TOiCN AND SUPPORTING ACTIONS ON IffiRNING
OP "d DAJ

The attack of Gassino proper ¥/ill he carried out by 11 Heavy Groups of the
M. A. S. A, P. and 5 Medium Groups of the M. A, T.A. P, in accordance v/ith following
schedule: (Note that tv/o time schedules are specified. .. ¥e will indicate in our
order of execution virhioh time schedule is to be effected.)

Schedule "A"

1,

0730 hours 1 Group 57 Wing O83O hours
0740 " 1 " 57 '' 0840 "

15 th Air Porce0750 n 1 ti
0850 If

0800

0815

O83O
0845
0900

0915

0930
0945
1000

1015

• 1030
1045
1100

0900
It

1 tf tl tt tt t)

t1 1 !f tt »»
0915

tt tt

tl 1 tt tl If

0930

0945
1000 , ,r

It tt

M It1 It It tt tt

tl 1 tt tt tt It tt

It 1 It ft tl tt
1015 II

II 1 II II II 11
1030

1045
1100

1115

1130
1145
1200

tt

ItIt 1 If It tt It

It
1 ft It tf It It

IIIt 1 tt tt tt II

II

42 Wing
42 Tfing
42 Wing

Time schedule is to be maintained as rigidly.as possible,
any bombing of the tovm take place after 1105 hours (Schedule "A")or 1205 hours
(Schedule "B").

1 tt It

(t
1 It tl

It
1 tt tt

In no case v/ill

The object of the attack is to accomplish complete reduction.of Cassino
Tov/n, Particular attention Y/ill be directed to the destruction of all buildings
^Yithin the tovm proper.

(a) Alternative targets in case any particular group is unable to bomb
because of cloud coverings are as follov/s:-

(i) Heavy Groups - Targets as specified in Part II for afternoon.

(ii) B-25 Groups - Gun area at G-8.I7IO3 - 820103  - 820098 - 817098

(iii) B-26 Groups - Ceprano bridges at G-525274

(t) No bombs of less than 1,000 lbs v/eight to be employed,
fuses v/ill be used. The 57 Wing will attach whistling devices to as
many bombs as practicable.

No long-delay

(c) Refer to A. 24O of the Headquarters for 7th March, 1944 for special
coiTununication procedure bet\¥een bombers and XII Air Support Command
gro'ond'station.

(d) Upon landing all_heavy groups and B-26 Groups will reload with 1,000
lb bombs. B-25 Group v/ill reload v/ith fragmentation bombs.

G. 2607OO/UPW/8/50 SECRET



(a) Nei7 B-24 Groups vri.ll attack the factory and dump at Fontana Liri
(G. 623340) and tovm of Hoccasecca.

(b) Light bombers and fighter bombers of the XII A.S.C. mil operate in
the Anzio Beachhead area and attack gun areas during the morning of
D Day.

(c) Desert Air Force Baltimores mil attack
morning.

gun areas during the

2,

PART II
■  ON D DAY (AFTERNOON)

Heaver Groups of M.A.S.A.P. mil attack the follov/ing targets:-

(1 ) Piedimonte Toivn including gun area G-791 223 - 794225 -
.  796221 - 792219

Pignataro- Toi.'m at G-821150

Gastraciello Tovm at G-750256

(4) San Giorgio Tonm at G-8O411 8

Pontecorvo Tovm at G-722169

Aquino'Tovm at G-748211

Gen. area at G-817102 - 820103 - §20098 - 817098.

Geprano bridges at G-595274.

B-25 groups \vill attack gun and assembly area G-800228 - 802233
8O5232 - 8O3237 - and gun areas G-782225 - 789225  - 789222 -

Freshman heavy groups ̂ vill attack Frosinone^Tovm at G-46O372.

Light bombers and fighter bombers of the XII A.S.C. mil act ih
direct support of the Cassino assault during the afternoon.

Desert Air Force Baltimores vri.ll attack gun areas during the
afternoon.

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

7

(a)1.

(b)
82222.

(c)

(d)

(e)

2. (a) Fighter cover for both beachhead and Gassino area vrill be provided
throughout the day by the XII A.S.C.

Desert Air Force fighter-bombers mil attack road movements
Highvra,y 6 throughout the day creating road block in Valmontone
and Perrentino To\m if no movement is observed.

During the night of D/D + 1 Wellingtons vrill attack Velletri,
Genzano, Arricia, Albano and Frascati.

NOTIFICATION REGARDING THE DIXDISION FOR EXECUTION OR POSTPONE!'£ENT ’ riLL
BE GIVEN NOT LATER THAN 1800 MRCH 12,
POKED, THE SAI'E RULE UriLL APPLY TO EliGE SUCCESSIVE DAY UNTIL THE OPERATION IS
COJIPLETED OR CANCELLED.

(b) on

(c)

IN THE EVEIVT THE OPERATION IS POST-

iiajor General

Commanding General
iiediterranean Allied

Tactical Air Force.
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BOl'fflffiG . OF . GASSING 15 MARCH 1944
TBiiNG AND. RESULTS OP ATTACIlS£P

«

M .

b 1
J  ;

o ; THorce

CTN

Interval

betiveen

waves

No. of 1000 Ib. :

■bombs dropped
on target i

i No. of a/o
;  bombing

Scheduled i Actual
T. 0. T. T. 0. T.Group : Results reported by iiir Crews

I
340 i 36 B-25
321 i 36 B-26

0832
0844

0830
0840

140 Photos show numerous hits E, side of town.

Good concentration in E. part of tovm.
1257 'fling03

21 132U1 i
o

0850 0905 30 134 i Alt. 22,000 ft. bombing short and left of
assigned target

I Bd. from 17,000 ft. bombing in target area.
]  Some in direction of Abbey and Abbey Hill.
I  Smoke covered centare area.
i Bombed from 21,000 ft. Good concentration on
I  S.E. edge of toT/n. Some hits in vicinity of
j  Monastery
i Bombed from 15,000 ft.S.N. portion torn well
i  c overed

Bombed from 18,000 ft. Bombs started on edge
and extended into tovm. Hits near Highv/ay 6
roads to R.R. station

Bombed from 14,500 ft. Hit target as briefed,
)  Results good,
i Alt. 14,000 ft. Concentration in Cassino
I N.R.0.
j Alt. 19,000 ft. Bombs in target area. Good

results

; Alt. 20,500 ft. Target well covered. Concen
tration in east and centre part of town.

I  13 B-24's dropped bombs in friendly territory,
Concentration of bombs in N.Y4 section of target. ;

j Many strings to S.W. and 1 string mile H cf town,] |i
i Excellent concentration of bombs in target area i
i Y/ith fair concentration on N.d: 'h. sections of tovariL

; Bombs fell in good concentration through centre
^ and N. sections of town. Observation of results
: difficult due previous bombing.

i

0

15 Air
Force

301 I 23 B-17

809352  : 23 B-17 0900 132

0915 0943 19999 34 B-17 9

tn

0952 144454 0930 924 B-24t-i I t?d
o o

97 : 35 B-17 0945 1001 2071
ite) ba

(-9 1-3

16828 B-24 18459 1000 1002

106456 18 B-24
35 B-24

376 : 19 B-24
455

1015
1030
1045

1020

1034
1115

14
21041

5 139

98 i 23 B-24 1351100 1120 12

42 Hing i 17 ; 35 B-26

36 B-26

I

i  319

1361130 1132 13

1145 1145 15 112

30 B-26320 1200 1201200

Source TAF/69/AIR 02214435
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AIR ATTACKS ON RAIL AND ROAD COIvfl'/IUNICATIONS .

by Prof, S, Zuckerman

An .analysis of■operations carried out in Sicily and S. Italy

GE1®RAP CONCLUSIONS

1, If the measure of success of air attacks on eneny rail and road
comraunicatio.ns is taken as the destinction of the means of communication^ then
the offensive carried out against rail targets in Sicily and Southern Italy
must be regarded as an outstanding:success. If, however, the measure of
success were taken as the complete cutting and blocking of railway-lines
and roads, then the ,■ offensive. .could be regarded as having partly failed in
its purpose. There is little indication that the attacks prevented the
eneny from moving from place to place, within the limits imposed by the
capacity of the transport at his disposal.

The two factors which contributed most to the strategical and tactical
success of the offensive were the destruction 'and damaging of rolling-stock
and repair facilities. .Largely because of such damage, the Sicilian and
Southerh Italian rail systems had become practically paralysed by the end
of July, 1943 - as a result of attacks on only Six railway centres, Naples,
Poggia, San Giovanni, Reggio, Messina. Palermo.

3. The attacks on these six centres appear to have added at least aS.much
to the enemy’s supply difficulties in Tunisia as did the losses he incurred
at sea.

2,

u

4, Major damage to the railway system in Sicily and Italy forced the
enemy to other means of transport, especially to the use of motor-transport,
and helped to consume his petrol supplies.

,  Local, and possibly a general, shortage of coal may have contributed
to the decline in railv»ray traffic. It seems fair, however, to assume
that damage to the railway distribution system vfas a major factor in
producing this shortage, since it is improbable that motor-transport would
have been used for long hauls that might have been effected by rail - had
it been possible to, work the railway system.

The dislocation of the .electric railway system in Southern Italy was
another factor which would have forced the enemy to a greater use of steam
trains - given that the railway system had not suffered other critical '
damage.

The enemy managed to maintain a ferry service across the Messina Straits
until the end of the Sicilian hostilities,
also made to compensate for thd,losses in traffic resulting from direct
damage to the ferries., .by substituting coastal vessels,

6. The damage, inflicted on,the railway system represented more than a
potential loss in traffic flow; it also represented an actual loss in
goods.

5.
A fairly successful attempt was

7. In general, the normal peace-time capacity of a railway system is
far in excess of war-time military, requirements. After the railvfays* of
Sicily and Southern Italy had been.severely hit, they were inadequate to
deal with the enemy's military needs* , , ’

8, ' Damaging a railway system in the manner that has been described hits
the civilian population at least as hard as it does the military, and
has serious effects on morale.
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It^is vrorth noting that the damage suffered hy the Southern Italian
and Sicilian railway system will have very lasting effects, and will
probably be felt by the civil population long after hostilities have ceased.

The strategical effect of destroying the enemy's means of rail
coramuinication is best achieved by. attacks on large railway centres v/hich
contain important repair facilities and lai-ge concentrations of locomotives
and irolling-stock. The sub-targets (e. g, tracks, rolling-stock, warehouises,
repair sheds, etc.) in a large railway area are very concentrated,
result, the general risk of damage from bombing, if the attacks are carried
o\it in adequate strength, is very high.

The efficiency of a railway system appears to fall very rapidly when
bombing simultaneously leads to an increase in the calls upon, and a
decrease in the capacity of the repair facilities,

•

In the, Italian^railway system, repair facilities, and especially
major repair facilities, are ooncentrated in a few large centres such
Naples, Palermo and Turin. At any given moment, about half of the
available locomotives in each compartment of the Italian railv/ay system
were also concentrated in a few large centres.

The high vu.lnerability of rolling-stock to concentrated bombing i
partly explained by the fact that the direct effects of the bombs
greatly increased by indirect causes, such as spreading fires, etc. etc.
The relation betv/een damage to rolling-stock and scale of attack has been
deteirmined, and is shoV'/n in Pig, I7 of the main report.

The only major counter-measure which the enemy used to decrease the
risk of damage to the railways vras the dispersal of locomotives. The
extent to which the dispersal of rolling stock is possible is, however,
small, and is determined by the more or less fixed capacity of different
railway areas.

A far more costly air effort would be needed to achieve a tactical
success, in the sense of a sudden blocking of communications at any given
series' of points, than has proved necessary to produce the strategical
effect of reducing traffic potential by the destruction of rolling-stock
and repair facilities.

9,.

10.

As a

11.

as

12.
IS

are

13.

■  14.

15. , In spite of the- heavy cost, it may be a vita.l necessity in certain
situations to attempt to disrupt enemy movement suddenly by means of air-
attacks. The heavy bombing of Eboli and Battipaglia during the period of
the Salerno battle represents a case in'point.

16. Since the strategical results that have been discussed above in
general outweigh immediate tactical effects, and since they can be •
achieved by a less costly air effort, it is necessary to consider hov/
their effects are felt in the sphere of tactics. Unfortunately no
definite answer can yet be given to this question. In the case of the
Messnna ferry service, the fall in the first three ncnths of 1943
more than about 2^ of the average level of flow for the last six months
of 194s, In April, ho^vever, the flov/ fell in relation to the March

relation to the April figures, and in June
yjfo an relation to the May figures. In the case of southbound traffic
from Naples, the fall, after the severe damage inflicted in July, amounted
to at least 50^ during the following month.

soon

vms no

oru figures in no sense indicate absolute limits' in speed of effect.
The latter is largely bound up with the scale of effort that can be
applied M any given period of time. Major falls in traffic could have
been achieved more rapidly had it been possible to o:^.)end a larger effort
on large railway centres, ^
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SPECIAL CONCLUSIONS

l?* ^ Attempts to achieve an immediate dislocation of enemy movement are
■unlikely to prove vrorth -while except in a battle area,

Railvfay and road bridges are uneconomical and difficult targets,
in general do. not appear to be v/orth attacking except v^rhere special
considerations demand it in the tactical

The heavy bombing of tunnels or isolated stretches of line is in
general also uneconomical,

20. Attempts to create road blocks do not appear to be vrorth while,
except in those cases where main roads pass through small congested towns
in the tactical area. The indications are that the heavy bombing of such
towns TTOuld result in an effective slowing dowm of enemy movement. The
use of long delay action bombs, in addition to ordinary bombs, seems to be
indicated in such operations.

The bombing of cross roads in the open, if carried out only or
mainly for the purpose of cratering the roads, is not worth while, except
in those cases in the tactical area where Intelligence makes it certain
that the enemy wrould be unable to by-pass the roads easily.

In estimating for the weight of attack necessary to cause critical
damage in large railway centres, it is advisable to attempt to cause the
maximum of damage and dislocation as rapidly as possible, so as to embarrass
the repair facilities,
sufficiently good to yield a high expectation that a large proportion of
bombs aimed at a large railway area will fall within the area,
attacks are not made, attacks by single intruders may prove as valuable
as light attacks by medLom or heavy bombers.

For a variety of reasons a fev/ large railway centres represent a
far better bombing target, so far as strategical effects are concerned,
than do a large number of smaller railway centres,

24. Experience in Sicily and Southern Italy show's that the turnover of
goods handled by the railways is not materially affected by diffuse attacks
on, and diffuse effects in, the towms in virhich the railw/ay centres are
situated. It seems probably that before the turnover falls significantly,
material damage must be done to railiway installations.

At the present stage of the war, it could be regarded as unwise to
experiment in attacks on railv/ay centres with bomb-loads very different
from those that have been used so successfully in attacks on the Sicilian
and Italian railway yards,
been of 500 lb calibre and ^Gfo charge--vreight ratio,
railway targets the 0.025 sec. delay fuse appears to be the best of those
that are at present available.

Bombing Survey Unit - Palermo
Mediterranean Air Command.
28 December, 1943.

18. and

area.

19.

21.

22.

Present standards of bombing-accuracy are

If heavy

23.

25.

Most of the bombs used in these attacks have
For attacks on
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C,G, M«A«T,A,F*

Location Notes

I

A3 Sqdn )VJl
o

)324 V/ING 72

Spit "IX 93

II

f

)It

Lago

)It111 Admiii contiDl D/^Fi

92 Sqdn )
^•WIKG 145
Spit vin 601

II
Venafro

1 II
»

417 (EC.iP))
CO ICQ

trj : bd

85 Sqdn )o |o
64(F)..
WG

J' 9 GROUP 86
P-47 " 87

)It

w
It l&fiarcianise

99^ II

1-9 ih3

314 Sqdn )
)524 GBOPP 315 It

Cereola - moving to new
site not yet completed

i

316 )P-40 It

C. G,

XII TAG

415 Sqdn NF Beaufighter VI Idk. IV A.I.)
600 Sqdn NF Beaufighter VI Mk. IV A.I.)

P-51

Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire

2/33(French)Sqdn Tac/R Spitfire

Ill Sqdn. TAC/R
225 Sqdn Tac/R
40(SA) Sqdn Tac/R
208 Sqdn Tac/R

!

l)Iarcianise
- 1

Admin control DjAP
!

Santa Maria

Lago Admin control D/J*

Admin control DAF

Admin control DAF

II

San Angelo
In process of
moving to Italy

/84 Sqdni
!
i

)*
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84 Sqdn )0. &•

XII T.A.C. 85 )47 GROUP
A-20

Cere0la
86 )

)87

522 Sqdn
27 GROUP 523 ti

Castel Voltumo

)P-47 524 It

525 Sqdn
86 GROUP 526 Pomigliano

527 "

237 Sqdn
)251 CTG 238

Spit EC ..451 (144®)

n
Poretta

Admin control DAP

i154 Sqdn
322JOTG
Spit IX . 243

232 It

Poretta j

87(P)
WING

)

64 Sqdn )
657 GROUP 5 ) ■ Alto Admin control XU TAG
66P-47 )It

2/5 (French) Sqdn P-47

3(RAAF) Sqdn
112 Sqdn
5 (SAAF) Sqdn

Kittyhawk IV 450(RAAP) Sqdn
250 Sqdn
260 Sqdn Mustang Hi)

l(SAAP)Sqdn Spitfire VIII

)
)
)239 ’.V1HG

)
)

)

Alto. In process of
moving to Corsica

Under operational
control ial' T. A.C.

Inello. PossiLly
moving to Santa
Maria later

A. 0. C.

D.A.F.
)  ■
)  Trigno7(SA)V/ING 2

3  7.

It
IX

] 1
IX Bomiber

3i3 II
IX ►241 Sqdn-/K
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£P Location Notes
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241 Sqdn Strat/R Spitfire VIII & JX
Det 683 Sqdn PE Spitfire XI
318 Polish Sqdn Tac/R Spitfire

o
Trigno

283 .iOMo
o Admin controlII/iHOT

Madna. In process of
moving-to Italy
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3

18 Sqdn Boston m and ITTA ) Under op.control
XII T.L.C.

03

A. 0. C.

D. A. F.
2.32,.,ra;NG. 114
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)
fl Tt n ff

Ul

O

)232 Yrma '•3
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Baltimore IV and V
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12 (SA) Sqdn Iviaraader
3(SA)l-0[NG .21 (sa)

223 Sqdn
)

IT
Baltimore IV and V Biferno
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321 GEOUP 446
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n

)
: L-'

Ale semi
;o If

) io
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itc'ibd
I
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340 GEOUP 487 "
B-25'""''““^ 488 TT

■ '-5
)
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) Solenzara

)
489 )  .

n

)379 Sqdn
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B-25 381
)
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)
Tt
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It

w

437 Sqdn )
42(B)
WING
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3-26 439
)

II fx!Decimemannu

)
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ro

)440 It

/44I Sqdn
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ON
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o
o

EEITS M IT/^Y, SCOTIA, CORSICA
28 LPRIL. 1^ Location

CO

337 lALNG 417 USA Sqdn

328 P3J’ Sqdn

283 Sqdn

Beau VI Moving to BorgoUl

o

352 \7IL& Spit V & IX

¥arv7ick (/iSR)

Moving to Calvi

248 VTING )Detachments

Taranto

Grottaglie
)
)

286 \IING 1435 Sqdn Spit IX
Spit VC
Hurricane (EP)

Brindisi

Grottaglie
Grottaglie
Borgo

Grottaglie
Poggia

Poggia

249
6

)CO

) ■CO

221 Sqdn ¥7ell. XIII
Spit V & IX
Spit VIII & IX
Spit V & IX
Beau VI

jtsJ,o I
253 |otd Vn242 GROUP j 323 ¥ING 32 Sqdn : wm I73 tt td

255 Poggia detachment
Grottaglie

608 Sqdn Hudson )
)

Detachment
Monte Corvino

416 USA Sqdn Beau VI Pomigliano

62 V/ING
U. S.

293 Sqdn WarvTick )
\7alrus )

)i.. S.E. Poggia
Capodichino
Cute11a

)
) .a

/328 WING
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128 ITTNT. 23 Sqdn Mosquito YI
Beau X (EP)
Beau X (EP)

Alghero
39 n

272 II
It

414 us Sgdn
3^ US n

Beau VI

P-39
Simas

Ghisonaccia )
Elmas-

(detachment )

Alghero
Alghero'
Bor go

)

)

)
)

345 us Sqdn
284 Sqdn

P-39

Warv/ick ) .AS.E.
realms )

63 WING
U, S. A.

14 Sqdn

326 P/iP Sqdn
327 p/I’ "

laarauder I & H )Alghero
Ghisonaccia

Ajaccio.
)

Spit V & IX .
tJ

!

4 S. P. /i, P. Sqdn Ualrus A. S.E, )Ajaccio

Alghero
Ajaccio

o^

)
^ U* o» FBY )

350 GEOUP 347 US Sqdn P-39 Ghisonaccia

15 th Air Force Order of Battle

28th April 1944

2nd Bomber Group
B-17

20 Sqdn /imendola

49 tT

96 "
AE9 n

5th
B omhar dment

i  97th Bomber Group
I  B-17

340 Sqdn xlmendolaWing
341

342

412 n

/99th Bomber
) ) )J



* $■/

) )) )

Location

99 th Banber Group
B-17

31^6 Sqdn. Tortorella
347 n

rv)

345 »ON
o

416 II

o
5 tho

Bombardment

¥ing
301st Bomber Group
B-17

32 Sqdn Lucera
352 n

OD 353
419 ?!

o

463rd Bomber Group
B-17

772 Sqdn Celone
773 n

774 It

775 n

483rd Bomber Group
B-17

815 Sqdn Sterparone
816 It

o 817 It iw
I

840 It

td

98th Bomber Group
B-24

’K9 343"Sqdn 5 telLecce
344 !»

345 n

415 M

376th Bomber Group
B-24

512 Sqdn San Pancrazio
513 It

514 n

515 n

47th
Bombardment ^

■7ing
449th Bomber Group
B-24

716 Sqdn Grottaglie
717 t1 iS

718 n

719 It

450th Bomber Group
B-24

720 Sqdn Manduria iro

721 TT

722 It

723 /451stI!



Location

47th
Bomhardment

Wing
■i 451 st Bomber G-roup
i  B-24

724 Sqdn iianduria
San Fancrazio725 -  f!

726 IT

727

460th Bomber Group
B-24

760 Sqdn Spinazzola
761
762 tl

763 IT

464th Bomber Group
B-24: ■

776 Sqdn Pantanelli
777 n

778 "
779

55 th
Bombardment

Wing
465th Bomber Group
B-24

780 Sqdn Pantanelli
781 ?T

782
783

CO

485th Bomber Group
B-24

828 Sqdn Venosa I

829 n

830
831

461st Bomber Group
B-24

764 Sqdn Torretto
765
766 n

767
49th

Bombardment

Wing
484th Bomber Group
B-24

824 Sqdn Torretto
825 n

826 TT

827 n

304th
Bombardment

Yfing
454th Bomber Group
B-24

736 Sqdn San Giovanni
737
738 It

739 /455th Bomber )) )
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Location Notes

» 4-55th Bomber Group
B-24

740 Sqdn San Giovanni
IV)

741 tj
ON

o
742 "

o
743 ft

I 304th
Bombardment

I7ing
456th Bomber Group
B-24

744 Sqdn Stomajra

745
n

CO

746
It

vn

o
747 M

459th Bomber Group
B-24

756 Sqdn Guilia

757 ft

758 Tf

759 tt

305th
BombardmentiO)

Bomiing iWtsi
ing

td
Q I

|w VD

W;td 1

1st Btr Group
P-38

27 Sqdn
71 "

Salsola

94 n

306 th
Fighter
Ning

14th Ftr Group
P-38

37 Sqdn Triolo

48 tl

49 tt

/306th Fighter

X

ro
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Location Notes

306 th
Fighter
Wing

82nd Ftr Group
P-38

95 Sqdn Vincenzo

96
97

H

325 th Ftr Group
P-47

317 Sqdn
318 "

La Senia

319
11

31st Ftr Group
P-51

307 Sqdn San Savero

3O8

309

1

o

I

307th
BomToardment

Wing
Forming

) 9)
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2. THE ANCLO-Ai'IERIGM OPPEFSIVE . IN ITALY UP ■ TO THE CAPTURE OP ROIE.

(a) ,,Pighting to the Breakthrough in the Senger Position

On 12 May, local enemy attacks directed against the Fourteenth

Panzer Corps front on the previous day developed into a large-scale attack
xvith strong air support, the. point of main effort being at Minturno,
Monte Paido and south of Cassino,

the day, in ’.vhich he called on his troops to destroy the German forces in
Italy,
Fifth and Eighth Armies under General Alexander,
to be part of the combined operations plan, and to have been calculated to
last for-some time,

that of the Cassino battles.

General Alexander issued an order of

The enemy press spoke of the beginning of a nen offensive by
This offensive viias said

It nas said to have a more distant objective than

On 1 3 May the enemy made four penetrations. O.B.SW left it to the

discretion of the higher commanders to carry out local v/ithdrawals to

previously prepared shorter lines of defence.' On this day the enemy
airlforce made 1,300 operational flights over the fonward area, as well as
strong attacks on the central Italian railway sjrstem, 'where the sections
Brenner - Verona and Milan - Rimini were cut. lit first it appeared as
though the primary objective of the enemy attack were the opening of the
Liri valley. By the third day of the offensive, fighting v/as already
going on around the Dora position, viiich had only been prepared for
temporary occupation, and v/hich, even at this tim.e, was not completely in
our possession. ITiile 1 Para Div v/as successful in holding its position
at Cassino, on 15 May, 94 and 7i Inf Divs had to be withdravn. to the Dora'

position. On 17 iiay Esperia and Pignataro were lost, as a result of

XThich O.B.SU approved the v/ithdrawal of Fourteenth Panzer Corps to a line
running from Gaeta - vrest of Pormia - Monte Lepezze - Senger position as
far as Olivia - Pontecoivo - Piedimonte - the old line. This meant that

the positions at Cassino vrere being given up. On 18 May tovm and
monastery were evacuated according to plan. On 19 May the recently
arrived 26 Pz Div (see below) was involved in heavy fighting on the fringes
of the tovm of Pico, while at Pontecorvo and Aquino all attacks vrere

repelled. Gaeta v/as given up on May 20. On the same ■ day the enemy made
a penetration at Pon4i, and another on the following day vrest of this
localit3r in the Senger position, piercing the position between Pico and

Pontecorvo, v;hich vras still held by 1 Para Div for several days. The
Senger ppsi,tion^was.,,broken,t and J;he .threat ,pf „a junctip,n,..,.Q.f,,,„th,e at.tapking
Qn,emy,.,„sp„earh,ead.s., y^,ich.„we,r.e rap,idly,,,,,forging .ahe.ad ..in,,..a north a,nd nprth-
vrestprly directipjnj,,.yri,th, the,^forces „pf ,.Jbhe„,Ne,t,tunp..beag,th
plainly recognized. After surrendering pur containing-positions around

the beachhead, oniy the 'O' position remained as the last obstacle before
Rome. O.B.Sl/Y and Armed Forces Cperations Staff considered the 22nd of May
as decisive (sitrep 23 May), If the enemy attack were not halted on this
day, an effective break-through could no longer be avoided.

The enemy’s success v/as to be accounted for-mainly by his superiority
in guns, tanks and aircraft. As opposed to this, the steadfastness^^of
our own troops, "vdiich in some instances amounted to self-immolation was
exemplary (Major v.Brauchitsch, General Staff Corps, Report on tour of
inspection, dated 27 May),. The enemy'u main infantry strength consisted'
of the French troops of First French Expeditionary Corps,' which comprised
four formations, three of them Maroccan, "These are the^only troops that
do not shrink from mass hand-to-hand fighting in the Russian style, when
our ovm troops had not been completely dispersed by enemy_artillery.fire.
Fired by every success, they carry their comrades along vdth them; . . ^ ■
exploit every local success bj^ prompt pursuit, and frequently help their
less successful neighbours by lateral thrusts. Quick recognition of a
situation and its correct .evaluation constitute  a pronounced characteristic
of French leadership.

fl

/The
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The superiority of the enemy artillery was especially noticeahle in that

he could direct his artillery fire systematically from the air, while
our own artillery aircraft were wholly lacking,
supremacy Was decisive; our ovm aircraft on the other hand, only made
their appearance over the front in small numbers, and brought no sort of
relief to the ground troops.
Forces Operations Staff, the Deputy Chief of Staff raised the point of
whether the code TOrd ''Harder" (major enemy landing) could not be given
out for the Luftwaffe, as the effects of continued successful enemy
attacks \7ould be equal to those of a major landing (sitrep 20 llay).
T/hen it became known on the folloTd.ng day that the Luftv/affe had been

given orders to, undertake, fighter protection and commitments over the

front in the Rome area under special conditions only. General y.Buttlar
pointed out that in that case A.O.K. 10's operations had no sense.

The question was to go before the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations
Staff at the midday session (sitrep 21 liay).

The enemy air

On 20 l\Iay, at the conference of the Armed

those of our formations (71, 94, 44
committed in the main attack sector

As early as 22 May, 71 Inf Divwas not only in:

Even in the initial stages.
Reichsgren Divs, 15 Pz Gren Div)
suffered heavy losses,
need of reinforcements but actually required complete reorganization.
94 Inf Div was in similar condition.

(b) Review of the Situation and our ovm Countermeasures.

It vmis immediately clear to the German Supreme Command that the

attack under way against the right wing of 10 German Army by nine
infantry and two armoured formations as well as other unattached

armoured formations, was an operation iTith a far-reaching objective, and
that it T/as the first phase of the planned general offensive of. the
Allies. From the start our ovm countermeasures vrere subject to a

Although a number of the enemy formations up to now-severe handicap,
assumed to be in the rear areas of the southern front were indentified

at the front itself, the enemy appeared to be holding a further number
of unattached formations (e.g. 36 Amer, 1 Cdn Inf, 6 S. African Armd. ■

Divs) in the Naples area ready for operational commitment (Communi
cation from Gen. v.B. Yiay; report from O.B.STif l6 May),
he could make an enveloping' landing at any time. Furthermore, three
French formations and one American were assumed to be now in Corsica,

These were probably the advance troops of the North African reserve,
earmarked for a landing in southern France,
that this Corsican group had been provided for a new landing on O.B.S¥'s
Tyrrhenian flank; even that the enemy, by relinquishing his designs on
the French Mediterranean coast, would commit all his free western

Mediterranean forces against Italy.

Yfith these .

It vtas also conceivable

This might well mean that the
entire v/estern invasion would not take place, and that the Italian

(sitrep 19 Ma.y).theatre of war would become the real "Second Front

Furthermore, on 15 lls-y the port of Bari was crowded with an: unusual
number of vessels, which occasioned a passing concern for the Adriatic

flank too (sitrep l6 May), and. the expectation that the enemy v/ouId also
advance from the Nettuno bridgehead. The natural.consequence of these ,
considerations v/as that those at high corfimand, levels could only resolve
hesitatingly and step by step to release the. major reserves, which, were,
being held ready on the coasts and in northern Italy, for the threatened
right wdng of Tenth Army,
to prevail in Normandy a month later,
second large-scale landing in the area of a.
■and concentrated commitment of the available reserves on the Gotentin

The situ£T.tion vras similar .to that which w/as.
Here too the possibility of. a

O.K. 15 curtailed the early

front.

Soon howwever, 1 'Cdn Inf, Div, 6 S. African Armd Piv, etc
identified at the front, and thus the concentration of forces in the
Naples area wras knowm to have been dispersed (sitrep 19 May),
the end of ¥iaj, another fact became apparent, which was decisive for an

/appreciation .

vrere• f
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appreciation of the enemy's intentions. This was the gradual draining
av/ay of the N. African reserve (Communication Gen v.B. 2 Jun).

The events resulting from this situation belong to the next chapter
of this narrative. . .. .

O.B.Sv/'s first countermeasure was to bring up 90 Pz Grcn Div from the
mouth of the Tiber. The last elements of this division departed early
on 14 Apr, and the first regiment to arrive v/as committed against an
enemy thrust from Monte I'laio in the direction of San Giorgio.
16 May. O.B.SW released 26 Pz Div from the zone of A.O.K. I4 as a further
Army Group reserve for the southern front, and in addition, during the
next few days the follovdng formations and units wore assigned for duty
on this front: -

On

1027 Gren Regt (mech),

8 Gren Regt and the
Panther Battalion of 3 Pz Gren DiV

278 Inf Div (less
had been formed in Istria)

2 Bn 3 Regt (Pz Gren Div) "Brandenburg"

Furthermore, 305 and 334 Inf Divs vrere transferred from the left wing
of Tenth Army, though the operations of the enemy airfo.rce delayed this
movement considerably. • ■

regiment) (This divisionone

From the very beginning, the complementary measures, taken by the
Supreme Command affected the other theatres of v/ar too. As replacement
for 278 Inf-Div, which had been formed in Istria, the Alarm Regiment
(then in Hungary/ of the Division "Brandenburgh
battalions of this division which Yiere still comitted vlth Army Group
"Mitte" (Eastern Epont), were to be moved up as approved by the Fuehrer
on 1 6 May. (Entry in ¥.F.St .Diary, 16 Fay),
effect was sent to the General Staff, Army, on 19 I’iay, As replacements
for these, it was assigned kvo of the four battalions originally intended
for the Crimea, but which, in consequence of the evacuation of the

peninsula, had not been transferred to that theatre of operations. On
18 May, the Chief of' the armed Forces Operations Staff reported t'6 the
Fuehrer on the changed enemy situation, which included the possibility of
a new large-scale landing on the \7est coast north of Rome, possibly in
the Ligurian area. The Fuehrer thereupon ordered' the Inmodiate transfer

of 16 S.S. 'Pz Gren Div and S.S. Pz Gron Instr Regt to the northe.rn

Italian area. On 20 May, O.B.3. and S.S. Operational H.Q. were infortned
that both formations were O.K.Dh reserves. Their commitment was only
approved in the event of an enemy landing on the Ligurian coast.

Prom the opening of the offensive, the Supreme Command had devoted

especial attention to the enemy's tactics in the Nettune bridgehead.
At this stage, the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces Operations Staff
had seen the real danger for the Italian theatre of war, not in the
continued attacks against the southern front, but in a major offensive
from the Nettuno bridgehead (entry F.P.St ¥. Diary 15 'May). The Fuehrer
agreed. entirely v/ith this view of the situation. On the next day but
one he commissioned- the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces'Operations

Staff to ascertain yet again v/hether all preparations had been made on

,  as ?/ell as both the

A communication to this
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the Nettuno front for the concentration of the long-range artillery fire
on the enemy batteries in the event of a major enemy attack. In the
event of such a major attack, the only Army Group reserve vrould have
been Pz Div "H.G. ", v/hich had been held in northern Italy as reserves of
the Armed Forces High Command (O.K.¥.). After 20 l/ky therefore, the
Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces Operations Staff advocated the timely
transfer of this division to O.B.SW in the Romo area, and its replace
ment by 20 Lw Fd Div from Denmark (this formation to be replaced by the
so-called Norvregian Panzer Formation (Panzer Verband No37egen)). It
should be moved into the Livorno area, "in order to lessen the immense
risk of a drastic denudation of the Ligurian coast, I assess the
likelihood of a landing in Denmark far lower than that of a landing on
the Ligurian coast." Accordingly, after the Fuehrer had. approved this
redistributio-n of forces on the evening of 22 Iviay (notebook 23 liay),
instructions to this effect vrere sent to O.B.S’V at midday on 23 Jfey,

During the first phase of the Italian offensive, the Supreme Comma,nd
It vras intook no further hand in the direct conduct of operations,

agreement vd.th the conduct of battle of O.B.SW, xThose immediate concern
it v/as to frustrate, by means of mobile tactics, the enemy's intentions
to break through on the southern front, vri.thout having to \‘/ithdraw all
the main reserves needes to cope T/ith a possible ne^7 major landing.
Armed Forces Operations Staff dispatched J/Iajor v.Brauchitsch to Italy
to obtain a firsthand impression of the situation,
teenth Panzer Corps from 19-23 J/ky, and submitted a report of his tour
of inspection on 27 Ifey.

He was iidth Four-

The sudden breakthrough in the Sengcr position came as a surprise
to the Fuehrer. In this connection he expressed anew his displeasure
over the trifling achievements of the troops with regard to the
construction v/ork on the positions, and over the obscure reports on the
construction situation (note-book 20 iky).
Operations Staff worked out a new pattern for these reports, and
required 0.B.S17 to immediately submit by telephone on the construction
situation in 'C position, i^hich \7as already close to the front, and
which vrould play a decisive role in the fighting south of Rome.
Information was also demanded on the flooding situation.

Thereupon Armed Forces

Complaints were made that no forces from. Organization Todt had been
used in the position.

(c) ...The Subsequent Cour^ of the Pighting, up to the Gapture of Rome

The- enemy penetration west of the Liri which marked 22 May ̂ 7as
after the loss of Pico and Lenola (24 fey),

and the opening of the Senger position north of Pontecorvo, a \7ithdra^
movement v/as approved, the scope of vdaich v;as increased by O.B.SF after an
enemy penetration at S.Giovanni on 25 May had already endangered the Sacco
sector (siti^ep 26 May). In the other sectors

vrithdrawl movement only with hesitation.

extended cn the follo'.-dng day.

the enemy at first foll6\7ed
the

The fighting entered a net/ phase pn fey 23., when the enemy attacked
f.PP.5? th.e......Ne.tt,uno,,,,.b,e.ac;hJie.ad a,g.„„wel.l,. He was successful in breaking
through on both sides of Gistorna; . on May 24 in the early morning, he
made a forv/ard thrust north of the village (whose garrison received orders
to break out on the follovTing day) as far as the district south of Velletri;
then northeast of this village in the direction of Valmontone. 362 Inf Div
and 3 Pz Gren Div failed to close the gap during the night. The deciding
factor in this 'sector v/as the planned counter-attack of Pz Div "H.G.", v;hich
was to be moved forward during the night of 25/26 fe y to the Nemi Lake
district. so that it might be committed as soon as possible, An'attack

on fey 26 \7as however no longer feasible. Simultaneous enemy attacks

/against
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against the. right vfing of Fourteenth Army (1. Para, Corps) .were unsuccessful.
At the same time a thrust northwest' of Terracina i'h the .sector of 29,Pz
Gren Div through the Ausoni, mountains, "brought him the. .long-strived-for
junction with his forces in the Nettuno "beachhead,. On May. 25, in’ a
special broadcast, the enemy \7ireless announced this'at the' same time
the capture of Terracina. " '

Within a few days therefore, a completely, new situation had d’eveloped
on the southern front. As a result of the union of the enemy-attacking
force vdth that of the beachhead, and the folding back of the inner wings' of
715 and 29 Pz Gren Divs,Fourteenth Army and the right'wing of Tenth Army'
were deployed along a tortuous and undeveloped line, which was unsuited for
a protracted defence. " Furthermore, through the enemy assault on. '
"Falmontone, an acute crisis had arisen. It was apparent that the v/ith- '
drawal of the entire front to the 'O' position would'soon be necessary.
For this.reason it was important that, (as Armed Forces'Operations.Staff
stressed on 24'May in notes prepared for-a verbal report),' the-fight -VTitig
positions of Fourteenth Army as far as the pivot point of Cisterna'should
be strongly held, while -Tenth Army-and the left mng of Fourteenth Army
were vdthdrawn in a delaying action step by step, nursing and saving our
own troops to the utmost, in such a way as to gain all possible time for
the. occupation and improvement of the ’01" position. Armed Forces
Operations Staff proposed moving the remnants of 71 and 94 Eivs into the
'C position at once as a security garrison, and bringing them up to
strength by immediately moving up replacements, . Furthermore, 0,B.S''7

Twould have to bring another formation from the southern front at once, and
if possible yet another forj-nation from northern Italy (in this connection
356 Inf Dlv in the Genoa area v/ould be considered first of all), into the
'O' position. As replacements for 556 Inf Div the following formations
could be moved up: 16 S.S. Pz Gren Div could be committed in the coastal
sector; 42 Jaeger Di'v (in process of formation and reorganization) from
the area of O.B.SE; - and 563 Inf Div from Denmark. The further freakening
of Denmark could be countenanced in view of the enemy picture in central
England and northern Scotland; the prospective transfer of 6 Pz Div to
Bergen, and the formation of a "Crimean division" .near the Danish border.

Finally it v/as also proposed that S.S. Pz Gren Instr Regt from the area
north of Genoa should be transferred to the Livorno area as mobile reserve.

as

>o

T

At the midday discussion of the situation-on 25 May, the Fuehrer agreed
with the proposal in-'essentials The sector north of th.e-Al"ban Mountains

on both sides of the road to Frosinone was considered to be the most

heavily threatened part of the 'C position; tliis sector above all others
should be pro-vided xriih a strong defence formation
be moved into the.'C position as speedily as possible and replaced by
42 Jaeger Div (an order to thi's effect ■was issued to O.B.SE On the folloYri.ng
day,' after a preliiiiinary telephonic warning order). Permanent commitment
of l6 S.S. Pz Gren Div in the coastal zone was not ■howe'ver contemplated;
(it was, according to the decision made next day after the return of the
Reichsfuehrer S.S., to be quartered at the coast north and northwest of
Pica until the arrival of 42 Jaeger Div),
be committed in the Nori area (notebook 26 I/5ay).
reached on the question of 562 Inf - Div,
orders that a close wa'fcqh should be kept on'all replacements in personnel
amd material reaching O.B.STi.'" (of Armed Forces Cperations Staff's notes of
25, 26 and 29 May, requiring that a report be sent to O.B.Sl'" on the with
drawal of the artillery from the coastal zones Tdiich had been given up
(Terracina, Gaeta, etc)). (The report stated that considerable Italian
material had fallen into the hands of the enemy).

356 Inf Div should

S.S. Pz Gren Instr'Regt was to
Wo decision had yet been

Furthermore, the Fuehrer issued

After an order had been issued during the ni'ght 24/25 Ifey on the
conduct of operations of the armies in 'central Italv (OvK.ff/Armed Forces
Ops St 771662/44 T6p Secret, not in the war diaries), on.the afternoon of

/26 May
G.2607OO/DIP/8/5O SECRET
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26 iViay O.B.Sl?^ received further instructions in accordance T/ith the
Fuehrer's new decisions. These required that the 'C position be held at
all costs. The fitting in the forefield of this- position must be so

conducted that the enemy attack v/ould be progressively v/eakened by
constant losses, and vrould eventually collapse. In the subsequent with
drawal of Tenth Army, the northern iving should remain in the present main
defence line. Communications betT/een 'O' position and the static portion
of the front must follow a line running from Tagliacozzo along the
northern border of the former Fuciner Lake (flooding possibilities here
were to be examined), to Sulmona. The key points of the 'C position
defence were to lie on the right wing and on the main linos of assault at

Valmontone, Avezzano and the road from Sulmona to Aquila. Construction

work on the 'C position must be pushed forrmird by the commitment,- not
only of all the labour forces already on hand, but also of the security
garrisons, the able-bodied natives living in the neighbourhood, and, if
the opportunity arose, of Organization Todt forces i-7ithdravm from other

sectors with all available equipment. Directions followed for moving up
the remnants of 7'1 and 94 Inf Divs, etc, in accordance v/ith the decisions

already recorded.

While in the Tenth Army zone the withdrawal movement of the new main

defence line:, (the Castro at Volsci - course of the Sacco as far as
Isoletta - course of the Liri as far as 2 Ion southwest of Fontana Liri -

then eastwards north of Santo fadre to the Mulfa sector - thence to

Belmonte) went forvyard on the v/hole according to plan^ though under
increasing enemy pressure, on 26 May the -situation in the Fourteenth Army
zone became considerably more acute. The enemy continued his attacks
towards the North from the Giulianello area; threvT back the Recce Bn of
Pz Div "H.G," committed in this region for sealingroff operations, and in
the afternoon stood just south of Valmontone, Apart from the fact that

this put him in a position to penetrate the 'exposition, there.v/as the
danger that not only the remaining cornerppst of Fourteenth Ariny, but also
the whole right v/ing of Tenth Arny, vrould be cut off from the road forming

This- -was thethe line of retreat to the Rome area via Frosinone,

original operational objective, which was probably the reason for the
Nettuno landing in Januaay. O.B.SliT resolved to commit all forces

arriving at this time and in this locality, instead of using them to
These forces con'5)rised 334 I'nf Div, 1.

He also
f\arther strengthen Tenth Arniy,
Projector Regt and 2 Flak Bn. of Tenth Army, 1060 Regt, etc,
vfdnhed to commit Pz Div here, giving up its previously planned!
offensive commitment.

Operations Staff,
the Division advanced to the assault as planned, but the attack did not
reach its climax: next day. On 27 May however, the sealing-off operation

successful, and on the next day, in co-operation with 29 Pz Gren Div, .
which attacked from the Southeast, the area of eneniy penetration was, ,
considerably reduced,. At the same time the enemy was exerting strong

the district south of Velletri, and this our forces were able
The condition of stabilization reached during the succeeding

This met with opposition from Armed Forces
As it turned out after all, on the evening :of 26 May

was

pressure.on
to resist,

days in the Valmontone salient was of' decisive significance for the

progress of the fighting, most of all for the v;-ithdrawal movement of
Tenth Army, An easing of the situation was,brought about by the fact
that the eneny, after his thrust oyer the Via -Gasilina had failed,
shifted his point of main effort against A,0,K!, 14 towards the West
(sitrep 29, 30 May),

The withdrawal movement of the right wing of Tenth Army, whqse main
task was considered to be the prevention of an eneny break through up
the Sacco valley in the direction of Rome, was accomplished over several

lines of defence (l - III),
conference of the commanders on 27 May, and on, the_ following day O.B.SV/
communicated the decisions that had been reached to Armed Forces Operations

The proposed new main defence line,, in v/hich a decisive and

These lines had been decided on in a

Staff,

prolonged stand was to be made, ran east and west through Anagni,
/To
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To support the right vdng, 44 Itrf Div v/as speedily relieved from its former
assignment and committed west of the Liri, At the same time the gradual
withdra--al of 51 Mtn Corps was approved; the intermediate lines however

T,7ere only to he relinquished under enemy'pressure. On 2? ife.y the enemy
began an energetic pursuit. On this day. the operational:centre of gravity
lay in the. Castro area at Volsci and at Ceprano, where the enemy committed
400 tanks and penetrated the . village. He yras stopped in the. Sacco sector,-
but this sector was given up on the folloviring. day. On 28 I/iay the enemy
shifted his point of main effort to the right \?ing of the Army. On the
next day Ceccano \m.s abandened, and on 31 I^ay Prosinone, the most important
rail and road junction south of Rome. At the same time fighting developed
in the sector of 1 Para Div, viiere the enemy broke into the withdravra,! move
ment east of Sora. But, looked at as a whole, the gains of this v/ithdra\TO.l,
which in consequence of the enemy air supremacy (see below') Tra.s most costly,
were very considerable. The troops retreating through the Liri and Sacco

valleys had been ̂ protected from being cut off or overtaken, and they had
punctually reached the area southeast of Rome, ¥iiere fighting was bound to
develop during the next few days.

On 29 lila.y, the development of strong enemy attacks against 65 Inf Div
and 3 Pz Gren Div (here the two, British beachhead divisions nov/ mde their ■
appearance), and a successful penetration in the Hermann Gdering Pz' Div
sector of the Fourteenth army zone on 31 Hiyi gave rise to a nev/ crisis.
If the area south of Rome and the city 'itself v/ere to be held, new and
vigorous measures must be taken to increase the fighting strength ef the
Army Group, ’ :

o

/VI V

As a result of the battle.of, material on the southern front,.which had
already -lasted for 1.7 days, the quite favo.urable situation which had existed
in the army Group zone on 1 Jfe.y v/ith regard to personnel and material had
fundamentally changed, as O.B.SW stated in 'a comprehensive report issued
during the ni^t of 28/29 Hay. The losses in personnel,, the exact figures'
of ’vThich were not yet available, could be estimated as at least 25,000 men;,
the heaviest sufferers being naturally the infantry and the engineers,
regards w/eapons, the losses might total 2,000 machine guns, 500 heavy machine

The motor vehicle

as

guns, 420 heavy antrtank guns, 148 hanks, 295 guns, etc.
situation was said to have been especially strained, as transport capacity
was being continually reduced by air attack, and in addition many still
undamaged motor' vehicles could no longer be used, on account of a shortage

Some of the divisions had apparently aboutparts,

point at wHich rejuvenation was still possible;
The enemy v/ould keep to his

operational objective - the capture of Rome - although he too had suffered
severe losses. an early strengthening of the personnel and material of^
the krxhY Group therefore appeared .to be essential. In view of this,
O.B.Sy requested the. assignment for the, time being of fifteen personnel
replacement battalions, v/hich wrou'ld have to ‘be transfenrod during the first
week in June; the replacement of 94 and 715 Inf Divs by fully battlevrorthy
and seasoned divisions, and the speedy bringing up of as large a number of■
tanks, anti-tank guns, etc., as possible',. Over and above this,' he suggested
that the assignment of from tvro to three fresh divisions be considered,
the need for these would doubtless shortly become acute.

of tires and spare
reached the lowest

applied in particular to 94 and 715 Inf Divs.
this

as

A large part of the losses suffered could be attributed to the
Besides directly supportingmounting effect .of the enemy air supremacy,

the ground troops, the enemy airforce con'tinued its raids on the Italian
railway system and the Alpine passes without a break. Thus, not only x^sthe arrival of the divisions on the southern front (such as 356 Inf Div)
considerably delayed; but, of the formations coming from the other theatres
of w-ar, 42 Jaeger and 20 Pd Divs I'/ere again held up.

May, three—qus!rters of 20 L''w Fd Div, and half the ’effective forces of
^‘ “ The lateral movements

By the last day
in

42 Jaeger Div had arrived in northern Italy,
/behind
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behind the southern front too, such as those of 334 Ihf Div, were greatly-
impeded, Wight raids on the supply routes in the forr/ard areas

aggravated the situation still more, 1/hen O.B.SY appealed directly to
the Fuehrer, the latter ord-ered that night fighter aircraft be used to
protect road traffic at night (sitrep 29 May). Over and above this, as
O.B.SW was informed on 1 Jun (see below)) it va.s decided to transfer one
night fighter group from the Reich) and one night bomber group from the
eastern front to Italy* A' decided -weakening of our ovm airforce, which
however did not directly. affect the situation ai the front, -^-ras
occasioned by the transfer of the torpedo bombers from southern France
to Norway, vdiere the opportunities for coimnitraent were judged to be more
favourable (sitrep 3"! May). In April -these aircraft had again met ¥d.th-
great success in their attacks on enemy convoys.

O.B,SW's other wishes with regard to personnel and material were
examined by Armed Forces Operations Staff and Army Staff jointly,
appeared, as was made knovm to O.B.ST/ oh 1 Jun, after a telephone
con-veraation between the Chief of Staff of Armed Forces Cps Staff and
Army Group Cps Offr, that the transfer of further divisions vas not
possible, as formations fit for commitment \7erc not available at the
time in the Reichi

consist mainly of a copious supply of mterial and replacements. ■

Besides this, the preparation of 16 S»S* Pz Gren Div and 1+2 Jaeger Div
for commitment would be speeded up, so that they could later relieve
the exhausted divisions*

It

For the present, assistance from OKl'if would have t

As regards the replacement situation; ten

o

infantry battalions had been earmarked as June replacements, and this
number might be increased,
allowance for May had. reached an unusually high volume, and in June
complete equipment for tv/D divisions vrould be delivered - and so on in
the same strain.

Because of special assignments, the arms

When, on 1 Jun, the situation on the Italian front
became still more acute, the Supreme Command realized that it was now
necessary to take strong, comprehensive measures. At the midday
discussion of the situation on 2 .Jun, the Fuehrer ordered that, over
and above.the planned assignments, the largest possible number of

Tigers and Panthers should be rushed to O.B.SW (notebook 2 Jun). In
consequence, .as a first consignment,' 10 Tigers of Tiger Bn 102, 15
Tigers of Bn 510 and 20 Panthers were assigned, to O.B.S’A''. During the
afternoon the Fuehrer gave orders' that Tiger Bn 504 originally intended
for the East, should be sent to Italy. Tl-ie battalion, which comprised
45 tanks, could arrive in the Florence area between 8 and 11 Jun,
Furthermore, orders were given for the transfer of 19 Lw Fd Div from
Bruges (arrival at Bologna bet-^/een ..7 and 9 Jun), and of the three high
mountain battalions committed in:the Apennines position (these being
relieved by three high mountain, schools.),. If possible -these -latter
units TOuld be replaced by one of the Italian divisions which were being
formed in Germany (sitrep 3 Jun). Finally, the tanks of Pz Bn 508,
which was already engaged on the southern front, \-7ere to be brought to
full strength. The commitment, of 162 (Turc) Div, i^hich tos assigned to
O.B.SW on 3 Jun, would mean a. further, though indirect, increase in
strength for the southern front. First, reorganization \/ithin the

Division was to be carried out, in order to bring the proportion of
Germans to Turcomans in the infantry up to 50 per cent. This decision

was based on the impressions of Major v.Brauchitsch, vdio had inspected
the di-vision in connection -vTith his visit to 1.4 Pz Corps, In his report
of 29 May, he had proposed that after reorganization the Division should

be given an opportunity to prove itself on&quiet .sector of the front, '

Only in the event of, failure should it be disbanded, and the good German
di-visional cadre used .as a nucleus for the formation of an infantry

di-vision on the 1944 pattern. (O.B.S?/' had .been in favour of leaving
the Division as it vifas, and dispensing vri.th reorganization).  Another
support measure for O.B.SW, likev/ise ordered on  3 Jun, v^ras the incor
poration of the former S.S. Pz Gren Instr Regt (v/hich meanf/hile had been

/designated
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designated as a "Brigade") in 1 6 S.S. Police Gren Div, siiich iTOuld-enable
the Division to be ready.for commitment sooner. The transfer of 20 Lw
Ed Div to the Civitavecchia district (artrival 5 Jun), instead of into
the Livorno area as planned, would mean a further, though indirect,
strenthening of the southern'front.

As once beforp the sudden breakthrough in the Senger position, so
no’,7 the sudden victory.in the "C" position brought forth new deliberations
on the construction of the Apennine (Gothic) position, and especially its
readiness for defence. On 2? liay, at the suggestion of the Chief of
Staff, Armed Forces Operations Staff, the Fuehrer gave orders for an all-
out drive for the accelerated and fortress-like construction of the

Apennine position (notebook 28 Ivlay). Accordingly, on 1 Jun, an order was
issued to O.B.STiT; to the General Commanding Engineers and Fortifications;
to the Chief of Array Equipment and Gonmiander of Replacement Array, etc.
Construction of this position ■vyas envisaged as  a long-term project. The
Gothic position, which in the middle of the month had been renamed ,the
Green line, existed at first, except for isolated sectors, only on the ^
map (of 18 Jun). Orders were given in detail for security measures
against; armoured attacks in the sectors threatened by tanks; the speeding
up of the fortress-like construction vm>rk on the main lines of attack
(blasting of caves in rock, making of embrasures, etc); extensive mining
in adequate depth; evacuation of the civilian population in the forward
areas and on the main battle-ground; installation of a barrage zone
about 10 km in depth in front of the main defence line; and Tdthin it,
thorough destruction of preparations therefor of all traffic routes,
installations, shelters, etc. The. General of Engineers and Fortifi
cations vra.3 instructed to strengthen the organization of the Fortress
Engineers (for this a staff from the Southeast and a rock-drilling
company from^ Norv^ay vrore to be placed at his disposal);
Army Equipment and Commander of Replacement Army was as far as possible
to form construction battalions as a cadre for the supervision of Italian
civilian labour forces; O.B.Slf vra.s to vdthdraw the Italian construction
forces that,, in consequence of enemy action, could no longer be used for
comiTiitraent in the "C" position, to the Apennine position; .the German
General Plenipotentiary in Italy was to form civilian labour battalions
from the Italian male population which was to be evacuated, or v/hich was
settled in the district, and so forth. On 3 Jun, at the suggestion of
the Chief^ of Staff of Armed Forces Operations Staff, the Fuehrer gave
orders that;the Fourth Italian Mountain Division and the three high
mountain schools be transferred to this area. But as far as the Italian
formation -was concerned. General Ott had first to be heard from. This
scheme \-fas never put into effect. In this connection, the idea w/as . .
formed of sending the Deputy Chief of Staff of Armed Forces Operations
Staff to Italy, to gain a first hand in^iression of the defence potential
of the Apennine position. The departure of Lt-Gen Warlimont took place
on 7 Jun after a short delay caused by the invasion, which had meanv/hile
materialized.

the Chief of

r(

,

The detailed carrying out of these orders for strengthening the'
southern front, has already been recorded in the description of the actual
operational developments. Since 30 May> us already set forth, these had
again taken on the aspect of a crisis in the area of A.O.K. 14«
31 May, the heavy attacks against 65-and 3 Pz Gren Pivs were for. the
most part repelled. An enemy regiment broke through on the right wing
of Pz Div "Herman Goering", v/hile further to the Ecist in the Valmontone
salient there w/as no serious fighting,
of 29■Pz Gren Div.
the penetration area in the sector of "Herman Goering" Div.
measures taken by O.B.SW. (the moving up of Airborne Asslt Regt h- Pura Div,
and of alarm, units, etc), who considered this locality the most severely
threatened (sitrep 1 Jun), did not cojiie to fruition, Velletri had to be

/evacuated

On

Ground was lost in the s<jctor
On the followdng day, the enemy succeeded in widening

The support
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evacuated, and the front in this sector had to he vri-thdraivn to southeast
of Wemi Lake, The - sealing-off of the- enemy penetration area at .  .

Valmontone had to he abandoned, and 29 Pz Gren Div v/ithdrcw to the north
hank of the Sacco. -Prom there, the front now followed a fairly straight
line as far as Sora, viiich was lost on 2 Jun. ■ On the same day, \Then the
enemy attacked again from the Valmontone salient in the Fourteenth Army
zone and made a deep penetration, the front in ths sector had to he vd.th-
dra-wn once more - this tim.e to a line following the salient from Rocca
di Papa to Palestrina, formed with the last remaining reserves.
Gren and 334 Inf Divs v/ere to he moved up to support them, hut -it v/as

On 3 'Jun an enemy push,in

90 Pz

uncertain \vhether they \70uld arrive in time,
a northwesterly direction to Golonna could not he stopped, and during the
afternoon enemy tanks pressed foia-.ard from this area to v/ithin a distance
of from 6 to -8 km from the eastern and south-eastern fringes of Rome.

■  If/hile scarcely a week before it had been considered possible that
the enemy attack vrould he halted in the 'O' position, by the end of the
month it v/as already open to question whether the- area south of the
Tiber could he held much longer. This included the city of Rome, the
greater part of which lies south of the river (communication Gen v.B. ■
2 Jun).
week at earliest.

The support measures ordered on 2 Jun could take effect in a

It was obvious that the fall of the city vrould have
a significance reaching far beyond the Italian theatre of operations,
and that the enemy would deiive full propaganda value from it.
could not wish for a better prelude to the invasion summer Tdiich lay
ahead.

He

The situation v/as rendered still more difficult by the fact that, ■
precisely during these critical days, gaps appeared in the, command.
The Chief of Staff of the Army Group, MaJ-Gen Westphal, who at the
moment could not be adequately replaced, became ill as a result of over'
vrork; and the Commander of Tenth-Army, Col-Gen v.Vietinghoff, fell ill
too, and became unable to carry on. Effective 2 Jun, Col-Gen ■ ■
v.Mackensen was replaced in command of Fourteenth Army by Gen of Pz
Troops Lemelsen ̂ the former Deputy Commander of First Army.

The -events of 2 Jun had already caused O.B.SV to request permission
toevacuate Rome, in the event of this step becoming necessary, as the
reforming of a solid front south of the Tiber, more or less" as a
continuation of a "bridgehead Rome", appeared no longer possible. From
the beginning, defence of the ,city itself had not been contemplated by
the German .Command.

O.B.SW was accordingly, directed to continue fighting south and south-east

of the city as long as possible, in order to create suitable' conditions

for the evacuation of the city of Rome and the 'vri.thdraTra.1 of, Fourteenth
Army,across the Tiber,
south and south-east of Rome, the west-wring of the Army Group was to be
vdthdrawn to the next suitable sector of terrain, in order to avoid

dravdng the city of Rome into the main battle-field, v/hich vrould be the

case if the Tiber were used as a-,supporting line,

of battle, on which O.B.SW was to submit his vievra as soon as possible,
it would be important, while at first sparing and -resting our ovm troops
in a delaying action, to progressively undermine the enemy's fighting
pov/er, sacrificing as little ground as possible in the process; then, on
a line to be decided on by O.B.SW, if possible a continuation df the

centre and left wing of the 'C' position, to again take up a defensive
position. During the night of 3/4 Jun a supplementary order was issued
to the effect that reconstruction of the front must be attempted north of
Rome and as far south as at all possible, and the centre of the Army Group
speedily vTithdra’.'vn to the 'O' position.

In an order issued oh the afternoon of 3 Jun,

If it were no longer possible to make- a stand

In the future conduct

In contradistinction to the

course decided on for the surrender of Paris (which, if this 'became

/necessary
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necessary, was to be defended to the last and left to the enemy as a
field of ruins), from the outset the German Command made every effort to
spare the citjr as far as possible,
a subsequent chapter of this narrative, entitled:

This aspect is being dealt p/ith in
The Open City of Rome",

On the night of 3/4 Jun the surrender of Rome began,
v/ing of Fourteenth Array was ndthdra^vn to a line behind the Tiber, which
followed the course of the old Tiber eastxTards past Tivoli-Subiaco to the
I'-' t

The richt

position. O.B.ST stated that the principal task of the Army was the
rapid withdrawal of its formations across the Tiber on either side of

Rome, v/hile keeping in close touch v/ith Tenth Army in the area northeast
of Valmontone; and on 3 Jun the situation in this district became
stabilized omng to the commitment of 334 Inf and 90 Pz Gren Divs

(see below), Qpi„,the ..mp.hni.ng of...4,...Jun,.....enemy,.,,t,̂,nls.8....id.th....lnf.a,n.tr.y..,,on
board penetrated into Rome, reaching the centre of the.city at about
I415,.,.,tu;,s. At the same time the enemy pushed forward across the old
Tiber east of Rome. An assault against his flank by 15 P2 Gren Div
did not develop, OTdng to hostile air operations (sitrep 4, 5 Jun).
The "battle for Rome", which had deemed to have already begun at the end
of January p.dth the landing at Wettuno, and which by the successful
sealing-off of the beachhead and the resistance at Cassino had been, dravm

CO

out to nearly six months, had ended.

In a broadcast on the evening of 5 Jun, Roosevelt celebrated the

capture of the first of the "Axis capitals", which event had taken place
at a time \dien the Allied troops stood prepared for a fresh blow in

vrestern Europe,
to the German Command, but purely to the skill of the Allied generals,
vAio, he said, did not leave the Germans, concerned ’with the vdthdraTra.1 of

their armies, time for demolitions similar to those carried out in Naples
and other Italian cities,

rating the military significance of Rome; victory v/as still
off.

C.hu.rc,hill made a statement on the fall of Rome, which could nov.q so he
said, be protected against enemy air attack and the threat of hunger.
Before the extent and nature of the victory represented by the capture of .
the city could be estimated, subsequent developments in the Italian

theatre of operations must be awaited,
emphasized in particular the smooth cooperation of the many nations
included in the Allied armies in Italy.

The fact- that the city had been spared was not credited

The President warned however against over-

long way
On 6 Jun, on the occasion of the announcement of the invasion.

c;.

The British Prime Minister

The conquest of Rome signified an important turning point in the
development of occupied Italy,
his son as Regent, and Badoglio resigned on 9 Jun.
of the Bonomi cabinet the experiment of the Italian factions in self-

government began.
Anglo-Americans, having been delayed until the capture of Rome.

Recently the enemy press had repeatedly stressed the achievements of the

Badoglio troops fighting on the Allied side.
Roosevelt asked all other nations who vrere against "Fascism and

Although no great military empire.

King Victor Emanuel abdicated, installi

Permission for this had up to now been refused by th

In his speech,

Naziism" to give Italy a chance,

ng
With the formation

e

Italy was entitled to claim the place of a "great mother-nation
account of her over-population.

on
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APPEITOIX, ^

T^, OP HiE ALLIED AIR FORCES

IN ITALY

MTE 19M EARLY 1944

The imintenanoe of that high level of good health T/ithout which the Air
Forces could not hope to sustain a campaign in Italy could nearer be taken for
granted,
in themselves.

Anti-malarial and anti-jaundice rneas'jres constituted a minor cajupaign
.  Lost of those who v/ere present during these years will recall

T/ith^a v/ry reflex grimace those repulsive yellov/ mepaorine tablets, which did
nothing to season the often jaded appetite and left one vri.th an unmerited hang
over, Examining the medical records of the Desert Air Force as a representa
tive case, a rise of the malaria incidence from June to August 1943 is
noticeable. In J'one it was ,38 per 1000 per week; in August it had mounted to

Jaundice for the same period was, after an improvement in July, still
more than double,

inside a month,

increase of this infection - it was treble at home and seven tiiiies as high
abroad in 1943 as in 1938 - but of the primitive conditions in Sicily.

2.32.

Pew jaundice patients, incidentally, returned to full duty
This situation was not only a reflection of the general

The prospect of health in Italy was at first none too promising;
possible organisation of the medical services was called for.

regime had gone far in the direction of limiting and suppressing malaria, but
neglect due to years of v/ar and the principle of scorched earth the Germans
p-ursued, left neighbourhoods, previously healthy in terms of malaria, a danger
to the Allies,

the bes

The Fascist

t

Aircrew rest camps vrere set up in North Africa and Italy and many squadrons
ran similar camps of their own, v/ith noticeable benefit to health and morale.
After Tunisia the very tired aircrev/s were either sent on leave or taken off
operations as tour-expired before Sicily. Morale during Sicily has been
recorded as of a 'uniformly high level. Here attention must be called to the
difference between the Empire and U.S. system of tour relief. The latter
returned a man to the U. S. after an average tour of duty notably lower than the
numerically weaker Empire aircrev/s. It was, in viev/ of the continuous flow cf
operations after Sicily, impossible to allow such respite in Italy as after
Tunisia. General Eisenhower reported the fatigue of the Lightning pilots after
Operation Avalanche.

The possibility of malaria, ja'undice and several other maladies, produced
a long list of Don't's for the forces, such as avoidance of billeting near old
ruins, of contact with certain women, and with children and dogs; no unboiled
millc or vrater.

spraying, daily doses of suppressive drugs, control of rflovements after dark,
careful supervision of maintenance of mosquito nets, screening of messes, huts
and barracks, disinfection of gear and careful inspection of new arrivals from
Africa and elsewhere were all in the repertoire of the fighting medical
services and all went to ensure the essential basis of sound tiygiene and health.

Drainage, oiling, Paris Green ointment; anti-mosquito

Sources

(1) 1 STD/0/213 Pt. II (Medical) 29 June 1943

(2) Appreciation by M.A.S'^on Health of Air Forces in Mediterranean based on
M. A. A. F. and M. E. Annual Health Reports 26 March 1947.
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TOPOGRAPHY ADH) GLB/UlTS OP . SOUTHERN ITALY

Tpppgrajjhsr

The Lay of^ the land detcmained movement and supply operations and favoured
or delimited the course of air Tvarfare generally. Some idea of the country at
the actual point of impact in the case of Salerno has heen roughly sketched in
Chapter 1, './hat is nov/ presented, to he kept in mind as constant background as
the narrative of the campaign proceeds, is the general structure of the country;
a brief note is given of those Tfcather conditions that contributed so largely at
certain times to the succession of stalemates in the fighting and rendered
continuity of air operations so often impossible,
country below a line connecting Naples and Bari.
Italian Boot is still the best on which to. build-up our picture and v/ill facili
tate description.

Consider on Map 12, the
The well-worn simile'of the

First consider the area in terms of sjjace.

The airline distance beti/een lielito di Porto Salvo in the Toe and Capo
Sta. Maxia di Leuca, at the bottom of the Heel, is 190 miles.
Reggio di Calabria on the point of the Toe to Bari is 136 miles,
the Boot encloses the Gulf, of Taranto - 63 miles wide,
betv/een the Italian 'mainland and Sicily is 2 m.iles across Messina Straits,
South of the A1st parallel, the Leg of Italy projects 200 miles down to the Toe
and 90 miles to the Heel.

Prom the port o

The shortest distance

f
The arch of

The coastal strip round the Eecl and Arch'is low and regular, but the Toe
has a rugged, mountainous coast, interrujjted by lew alluvial plains cut by
watex*sheds. If a line is di-a-vm along the axis of Hie Leg, two areas of 'vridely
differing character are thrown up; the western rugged mountain system and the
eastern plains and hills. Ifithin these teo broad systems there are important
variations, in terms of plateaux and complexes, breaking up the main feat'ures.
Considering the terrain of operation from the landings in Calabria up to the
fall.of Naples, the minimum number of topographical divisions which can be
considered is eight; their variety is an index to the material problems of
movement and base consolidation which intimately affected the organisation of the
Air Forces. There were the La 3ila - Aspromonte Mountain Complex covering the
Toe; the Southern Apennines, which v/ere the extremity of the . hard core of
Italy, here occupying the western half of the Leg; and tvTo plains - the Salerno
and Naples Plains - all on the west; Moving the pointer upivards from the Heel,
there were the Taranto Coastal Plain, the larger Penisola Salentina Plain
covering the Heel, then the Eastern Coastal plain extending from Brindisi to
Lalce Lesina; and lastly Le Murge-Plateau, northeaht of the Apennines behind
the Bari-Otrant.o stretch of .coastline.

.Bearingof Topography on Climate

Meteorological units were talking more and more in terms of origins and
movements; it had been realised by bitter experience d'uring the Tunisian
Campaign that the barrier of a moiuntainous ridge could completely nullify the
beneficent effects of a friendly wind which had proceeded v/ithout change from
as far as the Atlantic. The spiny outlines of the Apennines and subsidiary
ranges v/ere, therefore, bound to make a cle,ar realisation of local fluctuations
essential. It v/as necessary, but not sufficient, to have a general idea of the

seasons, to Icnovif that from June to September the summers were on the whole warm,
dry and sunny and the -winters from Jiecpm.ber to March mild on the ?/hole; that May
might bo as "warm as iiidsuimner in England; that in suiimer the only brealc in a
usually ii-nmaculato sky would be occasional heavy cumulus and shoT-iCers; that even
in the changeable v/inter weather, there were, normally, comparatively few days
on viThich some s'onshine was not likely to be registered,
vrf-inter of 1943/M4 was one of the v/orst in living memory),
bear in mind that disturbances v/ere likely to arise in the Gulf of Lyons and

(in the event the
It was also wise to

/Northern
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Northern Italy, in a south-easterly direction over the Tyrrhenian Sea, or along
the Adriatic Sea; and that others, travelling from the northern coast of

^  Africa towards Crete, might affect the South; and that these might arise from
October onv/ard, bringing showers on the vdndv/ard sides of the mo\intains, which
T/ere almost omnipresent; not ordinary showers, but falls from two to three
times "heavier than normally fell in London. Certainly the mountains were to
affect the rainfalls, but even mol’s so the cloud and winds. Generally
speaking, it was true that cloudiness was greater and extended to greater
altitudes on the v/indward than on the leeward sides of the mo'untains. A veiy
close study had to bo made of local variations, for opportunism played a large
part in air operations.

, Visibility

-l’

Although generally good, there were a few occasions daring autiumn and
winter when this dropped to belovT 1000 yards, and even in calm summer, fog
might drift in from seawards. Two or three times  a month in autumn and

winter, poor visibility from half a mile to 20 miles was normal, usually with
southerly \7inds. In the Naples area some fog might be expected and in the
early months of the landings a moist Scirocco wind, blowing from between south-
v/est and southeast, might create thick weather. In summer, one of the
complications likely to make life difficult v/as the poor visibility, resulting
from shimmer along the ground during most of the day. For collectors of the
exotic, fairly frequent mirages could be guaranteed to distort one's vision.

Cloud, Icing and Upper Vifinds

According to the general trend, the skies in the Naples area were normally
clear for 11 days in September, 14 in October, but only 6 in November and
December. Though the general cloud mass was small and the base of ploud high
in comparison with conditions in England, the presence of high land in close
proximity to the coast and to the scene of operations made cloud important.
The average height of freezing level was 4,000 to 5,000 feet in v/inter and
11,000 to 12,000 feet in siammer. At times in winter it dropped to 2,000 ft.
Northwesterly or westerly winds blov/ing on to the v/estem. coast might foira big
cumulo-nimbi^s clouds, and were likely to give rise to rapid icing.

Importanceof Weather in:the Italian Campaign

The above sketch is enough to convey the variability in conditions likely
to be met. It is true that by September 1943 certain improvements in instru
ments used in Western European operations had come to such a point that bombing
could be carried out through cloud and ;that certain^ but not all, aircrews had
already had lengthy experience in bad weather flying, and the best devices were
very slow in reaching Italy,
betv/een the sky in Africa and Italy; and all units, both ground and airborne,
found the weather and its vagaries an opponent no less formidable at times than
the Germans,

The Desert, Air Force fomd a vast difference

Sotirces

(1) 1 STD/C/213 29 June 1943

(2) P/98 (Final) AFHQ - G3 Appendix A 24 July 1943

“ Inter-Services Topographical Dept,








